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A Bigot's Disdainful Lambaste Of Her Candid Critics
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Why do you assume it's quite wrong for me to be a bigot? Then
additionally to roundly and caustically assert that my extreme
views on most things are somehow unquestionably any less
valid or relevant to the self-evidently so-called moderate
opinions which are vaingloriously held and haughtily
trumpeted by you, your likeminded associates and
your collective fellow travellers, and furthermore
pompously considered by all of you as rational,
sensibly expressed and matured discourse? Isn't it really a
tad supercilious on your discernibly condescending part
for you to be spouting your rather sanctimonious and
seemingly interminable heart-rending diatribes of
noxious allegations liberally laced with deeply
ingrained, highly personalized and subjective
conclusions concerning the inalienable and,
on my part, vigorously championed right
regarding what I individually choose to
despise, including the loathed actions
of others, and themselves conjoined
with the distrust of those persons
involved that I personally single
out to slate or, preferably more
conclusively, decide to hate?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 March 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The etymological definition of bigotry centres on the concept of persons who
wilfully, and invariably irrationally, both develop and sustain a marked
intolerance towards other people who consciously and morally hold different
opinions to their own.
 
And, as such, self-evidently makes bigotry the natural home of such individuals
with strong and discernibly unreasonable beliefs, who then viciously despise
and/or attack other people for simply daring to courageously and well-
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informatively have different beliefs or opinions to their own and markedly twisted
ones.
 
Or, worse still, maniacally choose to venomously attack those who freely decide
to pursue an totally rational, individualistic and completely different life-style
from that of their trenchantly deranged detractors and even, as not uncommonly
happens, their self-confessed and deeply ingrained hatred.
 
Ring any bells with you - the likes of Theresa May, Fiona Bruce, Laura
Kuenssberg, Catherine Blaiklock, Brigit Bardot, Jo Marney and Margaret Hodge-
Oppenheimer?
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Bloody Awful Night!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Slept fitfully during the night vacating my bed at times to go
to the loo, an urgent necessity I must say as this recent bout
of incontinence I've been irritatingly having remorselessly
continues to have its sway. The aforesaid activity now
finally done and me back in bed instead of my quickly
falling asleep again and getting some much needed
rest that my physically and mentally traumatized
body could well do with I annoyingly lay wide
awake desperately yearning in my disturbed state to mercifully
fall asleep, but does that happen? Not on your nelly as my
aching joints begin to constantly and cruelly play up
something awesome and so the entire bloody mess
of what's unjustly and painfully happening to
me relentlessly goes on. And after all
that who given the excruciating
agony of such awful physical
and psychological distress
would seriously and
involuntarily, let
alone willingly,
want to be so
comprised as
I was in
all this?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 March 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
This poem wasn't written with any intellectual or academic pursuit in mind or
because it was intended as a means of conveying any inspirational or instructive
message to anybody. It most certainly wasn't I can assure you! The motive
behind it, if you can call it that, is that it was born of a situation where I was
totally pissed off due to a lack of sleep and no matter how much or how hard I
tried to remedy that state of affairs there was no respite to it. So with those
frustrating thoughts running fervently and inescapably through my mind I
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usefully employed the time to pen this poem. So here it is and you're perfectly at
liberty to make of it what you will!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A British Slut, Yes! But Naturally So Or Socially
Conditioned To Be?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Why would any sensible person, let alone a highly
intelligent one like me, ever want to set up home
with a lascivious one-night stand like you eager
as a buzzing bee to eagerly garner what nectar
she possibly can from the human equivalent
of whatever available flower that aforesaid
busy bee is after and eventually manages
to deceitfully secure? Authentic love is
considerably more than just dropping
your knickers, whether casually or calculatingly
inborn, impulsively having a shag while also
possibly in the bargain unintentionally or
even deliberately conceiving a bastard
bairn whose real paternity, because
of the surfeit of shags that you've
compulsively, freely and rather
inveterately been involved in,
that even the slapper mother
in you couldn't without the scrutiny and scientific
analysis of DNA technology say with any real
confidence who the actual father is expect
me - because I was at a loose end then,
felt like a screw, and perfunctorily
had one with you - to now as an
apparently steadfast bulwark
against your unsurprisingly
assorted, economic and
societal problems to
unbelievably marry
a rather common
slut like you?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 October 2016.
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Author's Remarks:
There are a number of things in life that having observed them firsthand and
most carefully as well as objectively analysed them all the better to understand
how it was that they could have possibly come about in the first place, and
unable to arrive at no logical justification for their presence I came to the rational
conclusion that they should be totally detested.
 
Principally among these distinctly distasteful, obviously loathsome and utterly
pernicious characteristics routinely and even obsessively displayed by these
contemptible elements of certifiable lowlifes passing themselves off as purported
constituents of humanity and what's more even seeing themselves too as entirely
indispensible to the human race when there's absolutely and discernibly nothing
whatsoever that's remotely humane or admirably human about them let alone
that either does or could possibly support their ludicrous contention in respect of
themselves has therefore and quite understandably in my case led me to list
some of the major defects of these lowlifes and unapologetically outline them
here.
 
Inured and most irritatingly consistent acts of mindboggling hypocrisy; deeply
entrenched, episodic in character and rampantly employed double-standards,
and manifestly woefully purblind instances of ongoing stupidity so apparent in
themselves but all the same are very concomitant with blissfully indulged in their
practices by all those concerned. And all three of which among other discernibly
miscreant and even serious criminal acts of behaviour are now salient and fully
accepted features of the British mainstream way of life.
 
One that's manifestly and self-sertvingly encouraged as well as avidly promoted
by those who benefit the most from it; and significantly ironic as it undoubtedly
is even idiotically embarked on by those who monkey-like ape in the most
instinctive and toadying manner possible their perceived 'social betters' in their
odious conduct but who themselves in this process are so brainless with it and
systematically brainwashed overall that they don't even notice that they are the
principal victims of as well as the constant losers in this perceptibly detrimental
and top-down social transformation foisted upon them.
 
A social transformation which is evidently catastrophic; that has heralded and
enforcedly ensured the virtual destruction of conventional marital family life in
Britain and quite non-consensually replaced it with one that is now a gratuitous
free for all environment of ever ready breeding and absolutely lacking in self-
worth sluts willingly serviced by largely dim-witted, similarly inadequately
educated, hedonistic and narcissistically high on their alleged 'machismo', more
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fittingly the rank stupidity of these British morons and whose collective behaviour
along with that obviously of those whom they habitually transiently service and
then disappear off the scene leaving the dwindling band of decent elements
within British society to pick up the financial tabs for the sick, sad and recurrent
dysfunctional behaviour of these societal lowlifes and their 'fatherless' bastards,
is the kind of nauseating conduct that in essence would make all self-respecting
rabbits at best instinctively blush with severe embarrassment or more probably
squirm in repugnant horror, if these British and allegedly human goings on were
communicated to them.
 
Being part of a one-parent family although not the most ideal situation for any
child to find itself in, and every empirical study which I've methodically read and
such literature on my part is vast I assure you, and furthermore is amply
supplemented with and firmly reinforced by extensive observational experience
which I've both professionally and socially acquired over the years and altogether
categorically show this to undoubtedly be the case, is not in itself an inescapably
disastrous outcome that's just waiting to happen or for that matter an
unavoidable one. And I'm specifically referring to those children who were both
conceived and born in a quite conventional marital situation, or even likewise
from a thoroughly and loving, responsible perspective an authentically
heterosexual partnership relation but who because of the unfortunate death of
one of their biological parents or the regrettable divorce or split up of them now
find themselves in the generalized category of a one-parent family attendant with
all the cumbersome baggage and unsavoury connotations that terminology
societally carries.
 
But whichever way you look at it there's no getting away from the obvious fact
that in the UK there is now a majority of kids who from birth and often into adult
life never have the constructive influence of TWO parents or the worthwhile
mentoring effect of responsible men in their lives. And this is every bit true in
their dysfunctional homes as it is in the often dumbed down, and terminally
sociologically, sink schools that they're obligatorily as part  of a miserably failing
so-called educational system dispatched to and where to put it most candidly the
only disciplinary influence there, if any exists at all, is from WOMEN. So no male
mentors in these kids lives and like a chicken raised by a duck because a hen's
egg was placed in the clutch of a duck's eggs while that duck was in the breeding
process that prospective chicken instinctively on being hatched grows up thinking
it's a duck and acts accordingly.
 
Hence the preponderance of Queers, dominant Dykes, Paedophiles and the rest
of this sick contingent that infect Britain and whose conduct is avidly promoted
as 'normal' by those who are the ring leaders in this sickening perversity; but
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who because they're principally from the privileged 'elites' - some elite - they are
untouchable; and it's quite apparent to me and those I speak to in Britain when
I'm there as well as here in Germany on this and other allied matters that your
role as DPP, and not withstanding all the disingenuous and dishonest crap that
you're mouthing, ALISON SAUNDERS, is to protect those who you clearly owe
you job to, and in my honest opinion which you're wholly unsuited for, along with
their likeminded privileged perverts. All the rest coming from you, the CPS and
the rest of them is one hell of an elaborate deception. And it's not just the
paedophile perverts but the many British war criminals as well. Start prosecuting
them and I'll start to seriously consider what you have to say or actually do say!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Cautionary Tale
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Be very wary indeed of what you wish for
with regard to others, especially if that
wish has a malevolent edge to it. For
Fate with poetic justice and even a
hint of perversity can and often
does cause that wish and its
attendant consequences to
unexpectedly rebound
on the person making
it, and with all the
force majeur it
can marshal!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 December 2009.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Although this specific poem was written long before the glaringly obvious
irrelevant and to my mind disingenuous kafuffle over Britain's exit or non-exit
from the EU and which frankly has as much relevance to the rest of the world as
paedophiles grooming their victims within the confines of the Westminster Bubble
or the Lancashire town of Rochdale for that matter I nevertheless do honestly
think it does have some relevance to what is presently, fixatedly and rather
frenziedly almost to the point of farce going on in the United Kingdom. And
sensible and intelligent individuals who're conscious of what I'm referring to and
similarly observant of the said factors will themselves be also completely
bewildered as I am by it all; a few of the said features I've decided to itemize
here: delusional hubris, gross misinformation, the plethora of downright lies,
Master Race nonsense, xenophobia and trumped up racism.
 
And affixed to all the aforementioned and absolutely ludicrously rampant and
asinine nonsense is the idiotic belief that in the 21st Century Britain a Second
Division to use a football analogy which many of you idiots out there are fully
cognizant of can quite independently behave as though it were a Premiership
League side and furthermore at the very top of that particular division, which to
anyone who clearly isn't completely brain-dead, blind, utterly naive or totally off
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their rocker, it isn't. For this perceptibly isn't the 19th or even the early 20th
Century and Britain no longer rules the wave even by clinging on to the coattails
of the United States as it routinely does and in case you morons living in your
time warp are unaware of this established fact, the Empire is no more. That
effectively means that in this unmistakable era of globalization Britain has to
compete with other countries, some of which it once barbarically controlled and
so from that position could and habitually did remorselessly exploit. That
fortunately is no longer a viable option!
 
But what absolutely does get's me is that those who're perniciously and
obsessively spearheading this so-called Brexit campaign and cynically using
migration and race as the principal tools in their calculatedly insidious armoury of
intentional deceit and manipulation, and consciously in the marked absence of
providing any convincing or compelling information to substantially support their
dastardly chicanery while at the same fervently brandishing their fictitious
&quot;English/British&quot; pedigree as their genuine raison d'être for keeping
migrants and refugees out - conveniently overlooking who it is that caused these
refugees and migrants in the first place and why - is quite risible if the matter
weren't so bloody serious.
 
For who are these quite redoubtable Brits and English to the core and who don't
want migrants or refugees into the UK? Individuals whose British links and
ancestry are as appropriately so as my Eskimo ones. And believe you me, I have
no such links! So let me name a few of them and you can afterwards do your
own homework on the rest of these odious, dishonest and essentially non-British
scumbags. Michael Howard, Boris Johnson, Nigel Farage, Ian Duncan Smith
whose Chinese looks distinctively show up in his physical features and
unsurprisingly so for he does have Chinese ancestry. Then there are the plethora
of Yids from all over the European mainland and Russia whose ancestors or else
they themselves habitually fled to Britain from the multiple pogroms and not
forgetting the little matter of Europe's holocaust committed against them and
sought refuge in Britain. My word, how self-centredness, greed and arrogance do
dull the memory of some people! And it's a safe bet that without the altruistic
contribution by the relatives and ancestors of many of these vilified migrants
specifically during World War II that none of these Zionist bastards would be
alive today. Now they want to fasten the door on these migrants and refugees in
the similar manner that the Nazis did to them! What a pity that Adolf Hitler and
his Third Reich didn't realize their praiseworthy ambition before World War II
ended! You know? The Final solution!
 
But these weren't the only loathsome scumbags that were let into Britain. The
United States resorting to its pernicious blackmail - when has it ever stopped one
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might well ask? - against a pretty destitute post-war Britain compelled Clement
Attlee to let into the UK for settlement hundreds of thousands of Ukrainian and
Polish Nazis and their families on the demented idea that as they were anti the
USSR and had fought with the Germans during World War II they could be used
as human fodder for the United States' own delusional designs of attacking and
overthrowing the Soviet Union. That didn't happen of course and this scum
remained in Britain and have proliferated in the process, comprising the core
elements of many rightwing groups in the UK including the BNP and Pegida and
who peculiarly go around claiming not just to be British but also especially Anglo-
Saxon English defending their homeland - not Ukraine or even Poland but
England can you believe it, from foreigners. And these, inexplicably as it seems,
ladies and gentlemen of the jury (laugh)  are the composite factions of mother-
fucking, psychopathic and sociopathic loonies either directly involved with or
leading the Brexit campaign. One really couldn't make stuff like that up.
 
Then there's the fabricated public fuss over the Queen's alleged views on the
matter. I don't know about you but frankly I couldn't give a toss what she thinks
far less will I allow her personal views to sway me in any way. The woman after
all is a hereditary monarch who when last I checked is non-elected; and to
disingenuous counter claims that the EU Commission is also unelected - yes it is,
but those who sit on it are there by virtue of being appointed to their respective
positions by the elected governments of the 28 member states of the European
Union. Not ideal I freely admit but a marked improvement on what at present we
have in situ in Buckingham Palace, have allowed for yonks and will carry on
having if the cap-doffing, social climbing and subservient serfs across Britain
have their way. And irrespective of whether one actually likes the EU Commission
or not, and I personally don't as it's presently constituted, at least its members
can therefore be replaced; not so her indoors at Buck House! So it's really a
typical case of the Brexit loony pot, while quite fraudulently, completely
dishonestly and discernibly corruptly vociferously and idiotically ranting on about
accountability and their twisted version of democracy, calling the EU Commission
kettle black!
 
Personally I don't really care how the Brexit vote goes, I shall utilize my vote as
a UK citizen while you can do the same as a British subject. Doesn't it affect me
then? No; and here's why! I've lived and worked in Germany for many years,
paid my taxes and NIS there while continuing to do the same in the UK. My
longstanding female partner is German - I thought in the circumstances I'd
specifically mention her gender since I don't want that terminology, partner I'm
referring to, to be in any way either confused or else equated with its general
and usually non-heterosexual queer and dyke meaning in Britain. And just as
significant as the two earlier reasons given, on my father's side of my family I
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have legitimate German blood and therefore automatically through my blood line
qualify, in addition to the other reasons cited, for German citizenship and thus
the automatic right to travel freely throughout an EU physically devoid of Britain.
And since I've absolutely no intention whatever of ever giving up my British
citizenship, for stubborn reasons rather than any need to be identified with you
lot, I shall frankly have the best of both worlds. So please do your worst Brexit
numbskull and foreign originated morons, get Britain out of the EU and see who
really cares? The Queen might be ecstatic as it'll undoubtedly ensure the
delusional notion of the Divine Right to rule over you &quot;revolting&quot;
peasants! But is that reason enough in the 21st Century?
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Chilling Audacity Triggered In The Nurturing
Cauldron Of Intellectual Ineptitude
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
For those of you genuinely in love and whose chances of
lovingly and successfully being able to freely live and
mutually share your combined lives together in a
constructively loving partnership or the sacred
union of matrimony as you conscientiously
hoped would be the case in your personal
relationship, but in their place had these
aspirations cruelly challenged, venomously impeded
and gravely in danger of being dashed through the
persistent bigotry and vilifying hatred of those
whose utterly sickening and racist objections
are based and focused entirely on nothing
more than these opponents repellent and
categorically perverse opposition to the
noticeable difference in skin colour and racial origins
of the parties involved. Advice: stick unyieldingly
to your guns and original resolve; don’t in any
way let yourself be intimidated by narrow-
minded coercion, and decisively in no
given situation be either tempted to
or actually submit to what clearly
is orchestrated oppression and,
consequently, apprehensively
allow yourself to succumb
to unjustified defeatism
by throwing the towel
in, and as a result let
such odious people
regrettably win!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 November 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
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It has always been a source of disdainful amusement to me to observe people
who’re evidently incapable through any mechanism, fair or foul that one can
surmise about, of altering the situation they get so hot under the collar about but
which in actuality isn’t to any sensible or intelligent person a problem at all, since
it is and has always been abundantly clear that the “problem” which is generating
such angst in the minds of those who’re obviously and even openly fanatically
obsessed with it, that when looked at impartially isn’t a problem at all other than
in the sick minds of those who’re preoccupied with it.
 
Race and one’s skin colour are two such human and natural variants that
promptly come to my mind. And why anybody other than a brain-dead imbecile
or a purblind moron would really want to, let alone compulsively utilize their
time, personal effort, energy and even their own economic resources with what’s
essentially the asinine preoccupation of something which they had absolutely
nothing to do with, even in respect of themselves far less so other people, and
significantly can’t change however much they might fantasize about such an
absurdity is frankly beyond me. Yet bizarrely there is no shortage of such people
who thoughtlessly and in defiance of all sanity carry on regardless with their
ingrained and pernicious acts of risible lunacy.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Compulsive Liar, Thief And A Born Fantasist!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You came into the world on 1st February 1958; an inauspicious
birth among one of three to a perennial drunken father and
a similarly inebriate mother who would subsequently
tragically die of cirrhosis of the liver. School, or
more importantly your attendance there, was
consequently and unsurprisingly given the particular family
circumstances that from your earliest childhood existence
you found yourself habitually growing up in, was never
ever going to be a requisite necessity much less so a
crucial priority either for your parents or you to
give any acknowledgement to, so apparently
and rather predictably, you were neither
encouraged by your parents nor from
your own perspective, assuming of
course you even knew what that
word meant, saw any pressing
need to attend; so naturally
you happily grasped that
consensual opinion to
heart and evidently
you rarely went.
 
Predictably from the very start of your puberty the
seemingly enticing sexual world of adulthood,
initially and curiously exposed by you then
soon afterwards keenly accommodated
on your part, rapidly ensnared your
passions and at sixteen and with
parental permission - clearly
from their point of view
one less mouth to feed and from yours the
desperate aspiration of finally escaping
a controlling and still consistently
inebriated woman as a mother
and an often drunk himself
but even so submissive
husband of hers as your biological father, and
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when one added to this you going absolutely
nowhere either in social developmental or
even protected employment terms while
ongoingly as you saw it and possibly
forever so entrenched in a working
class area terraced council house
and what moreover was a demonstrably
dysfunctional and also noticeably a
debilitatingly oppressive home -
my reflection on the situation
not your own - you simply
got married! For having
queried the uncertain
wisdom of politely
putting up with more of the same
that you already had or actually
leaving home altogether your
responsive decision was
basically to earnestly
choose the latter
of these two
options.
 
An alternative arrived at more from the impulse
triggered by the desperation of your personal
situation rather than any motivation of real
love for the man who you married, since
as you well knew when you decided to
get involved with him that like your
father and mother, even though he
had the skilled knack of readily
turning the charm on at any
time that it suited him, he also was a heavy
drinker and quite discernible to someone
like you who had grown up in a house-
hold of drunkards an unmistakably in
denial alcoholic; yet quite bizarrely
you carried on your relationship
with your then lover, married
him and astonishingly and
of your own free volition
sedulously protected
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him by maintaining
your firm silence
concerning his
intensive and
financially
crippling
drinking
habits.
 
But worse was to come for as with your mother drink
only brought out the worst in your husband and
with his obsessive jealousy that any man who
spoke to you no matter where or however
trivially so, or even glanced admiringly
at you either fancied you or you him
and therefore beating the hell out
of you when you got home was
an appropriate solution and
additionally a necessary deterrent to stopping you
being attractive, if not physically at least then
psychologically, to any man, your specific
experiment of leaving the family home
for one of your own clearly wasn't
paying off as you'd hoped and
had even become more of a
terrible problem for you.
For in the interim you had become a mother
thrice over: giving birth to two girls: Cathy
and Tracey and the boy child that rather
fixatedly your husband always wanted.
But even the significance of being a
mother couldn't or didn't alleviate
your parlous situation; for your
son tragically died as a baby -
a random cot death incident;
however with his passing
blamed firmly on you by
his enraged father your
husband's hedonistic
binge drinking and
periodic beatings
of you suddenly
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became nastier
and a lot more
unpleasant in
their cruelty.
 
About this time you finally saw sense and considered having
a divorce, itself made easier by the fact that your husband
John seemingly wanted to get out of your marriage too.
He'd in the meantime got himself a mistress who
evidently craved much more than just being his
bit on the side and in addition to that for him
the irksome problem of all the accumulated
HP debts that you and he had jointly run
up coupled with child support for his
two daughters and maintenance for you who wasn't working
didn't the least bit rank favourably with what he generally
considered to be a worthwhile or profitable way for him
to be living, so he willingly consented to your starting
divorce proceedings against him, knowing full well
that by the time they in essence got underway he
and his girlfriend, who apparently came from
the north of England, would long and quite
permanently have departed from the area
of your marital residence that consisted
of the absolutely charming and rather
pleasant Berkshire town of Reading;
making it quite unfeasible with his
whereabouts distinctly unknown
for him to be logically pursued
by the courts in any resolute
fashion for either for child
support God forbid his ex
wife's maintenance that
he had no intention at
all of ever of paying.
 
There are all sorts of mysterious reasons that baffle
questioning minds as to why completely out of
the blue things suddenly happen, and your
accidentally meeting at a local bus stop
Pauline, on account of a late bus that
on its ultimate arrival would then
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take both of you into Reading's
town centre where somewhat
coincidentally the two of you were independently
heading, an unfamiliar man that as it happened
lived just one hundred yards distance from
where your home was but who previously
you hadn't met, were unknown to each
other and accordingly were what you
would call archetypal strangers but
all the same following that chance
meeting between the two of you
would fatefully, spectacularly
and markedly constructively in every possible
way change for the infinite better not only
your patently muddled life Pauline and
your gloomy outlook on it but equally
the lives, potential and expectations
of both your daughters: eight and
four years old then, and which
providentially for all three of
you would turn out to be
unquestionably one of
life's truly amazing
and unsurprisingly
so unfathomable
and distinctly
mystifying
omens!
 
Happily too for you the man you met that day Pauline
and whom you got talking to afterwards on that late
bus on your shared and reciprocally pleasurable
journey towards Reading's town centre was
by any criterion which you could possibly
have devised a very exceptional person.
Clearly a local himself he was deeply
involved in a local community and
communal extracurricular education
programme that he'd altruistically, voluntarily
and solely devised and besides was himself
the coordinator of and that was expressly
tailored for and perceptibly directed at
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educationally deprived members of
all ages over eleven years within
Reading's broader community
devoid of the benefit of any
significant education or else if they were still
of lawful school age had found themselves
discriminatorily and immediately kicked
out of their learning establishment on
the basis of rather specious reasons
for not having them there, and as
assuredly as hell in those very
prescriptive circumstances
never ever likely to get
any sort of education
much less so minus
a determined and
committed try a
practical one!
 
However, with amorous intentions noticeably on your part
Pauline and quite obviously resulting from this chance
encounter that you had with this stranger focusing
intently in your head while simultaneously and
calculatedly encouraged by your similarly
actively cultivated, and themselves even
having a degree of urgency all their
own about them, expectations that
quite rapidly and unimpeded coursed through
your highly stimulated veins; a passionate
assignation, more so than any uplifting
educational agenda operating as the
principal motivation behind your
eager desire for pursuing this
brand new and exploratory
relationship, became your
superseding focus and
single-minded remit.
 
A promising association, as you very much saw it,
quite manifestly in the physical mode and itself
largely uninhibitedly complemented by - and
as you plainly and grievously felt in your
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ambitious and overtly outlined personal
circumstances an exceptionally cruel
and wholly gratuitous sex-starved,
emotionally unsatisfied and, as
well, a marital, sexually-constrained and completely
insufferable situation -full-blooded, extravagantly
indulged in and consummately unrestrained acts
of truly licentious coitus. And having as agreed
met up later on in Reading's town centre after
your personal business there was out of the
way you amicably had coffee together in
one of the local restaurants - you said
you weren't hungry so no need then
for you to be fed - freely swapped
phone numbers with each other
and amidst the cheerful chatter
expectantly waited while the
stage was set for the next
chapter of this evidently
unforeseen but, all the
same, gripping and
fascinating saga.
 
Later that night you phoned your new friend, explained
that the children were soundly tucked up in bed and
therefore you were all alone; thus categorically
through what you intentionally said during
that specific conversation coupled with
the explicit and accompanying well-
rehearsed and quite purposeful,
coquettishly enticed invitation that you proffered and
which was instantly and likewise decidedly taken
up and satisfactorily signalling that both of you
were fervently conducive to the impending
chance of fucking each other, decisively
conferred the green light on the 1 July
1984 for the first sexual encounter
ever within the confines of your
marital home between you and
the man you'd intentionally
and somewhat deviously
as pivotal events would
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later show assigned to
be your latest lover.
 
And in contrast and most profound in every way Pauline
was the positive contribution that this new man you'd
taken into your life brought not only into your own
but also and distinctly so the separate and joint
lives of your two children. Taking both girls,
after careful consideration for their future,
out of the sink school close to their home
that they were unsurprisingly expectedly
in, he constructively spoke to the then
incumbent Headmaster and an ingenious acquaintance
of his and had them both transferred from where they
were being &quot;schooled&quot; for their envisaged devalued
function in life to the absolutely first-rate English
Martyrs Catholic Primary School with its truly
exceptional teaching background, and from
where Cathy: the senior of the two girls,
would subsequently by virtue of adept preparation
at English Martyrs and her passing the requisite
entrance exams be promptly registered at and
become a highly gifted pupil of the all girl,
well-renowned and justifiably esteemed
Kendrick School in Reading. A very
apparent improbable prospect had
she and Tracey been obliged to
remain at the primary school
where previous to them
relocating to English
Martyrs they had
formerly been.
 
Furthermore, this thoroughly engaging man in your life
Pauline had at the voluntary and consistent request
of both your daughters, since their biological
father had long ceased to play any role
either meaningfully or financially
in their two young lives, been
asked to become their Dad
and following detailed discussions that were had
individually with them and collectively with
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all three of you Pauline in favour of this
particular outcome willingly acceded
to do so. A terrifically gratifying
realization for him since in his
now constant dealings with
Cathy and Tracey, a direct consequence of his
steady and developing relationship with you
their mother, his feelings for and his every
day reactions with them had ever more
taken on a purposely and very much
appreciated and embraced by the
girls fatherly aspect; so in the
inclusive scheme of things
he fully understood the
girls' filial sentiments
to which he fittingly
and accordingly
conferred the
maximum
respect.
 
A situation none the less that long before this collective
decision, which relative to them formally assuming
their new dad's name for themselves had either
been consensually arrived at or agreed upon,
both girls had outmanoeuvred and also pre-
empted as was acknowledged by yourself
Pauline. For Cathy and Tracey had of
their own free volition unilaterally
and determinedly taken their new dad's surname
anyway, which they then routinely applied to
all their schoolwork that in turn prompted
their teachers and the school's admin -
as the surname they were using didn't
match the official one in their class
register or the school's records -
to politely request individually of the girls, you
Pauline and their new father too what really
was going on? Then fully satisfied after
their detailed investigation that it was
all initially the children's very own
idea and purposive wish to be so
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named and that no coercion or
unwarranted dominance of
them was involved at any
time in Cathy or Tracey's
independent decision,
uninterruptedly and
officially this time,
let this definitive
action by their
pupils' own
assertion to
jubilantly
carry on.
 
However, there was an unseen fly in the ointment. The
children's new dad had with their explicit blessing,
that of their biological father, who he'd earnestly,
secretly and successfully tracked down but only
for this one specific purpose alone as no one
within the family honestly wanted anything
further to do with him, and your express
authorization too Pauline as your new
man's locally accepted and generally acknowledged
involved relationship partner, faithfully wanted to
legally adopt the girls, drastically assuage and
finally heal the sense of estrangement that
they were agonizingly experiencing at
being in limbo over the constancy of
having a biological father who'd
callously abandoned them and
didn't care, and a surrogate one: immensely
responsible, marvellously understanding
and always there for them but whose
personal rights regarding them as a
father weren't just an unspecified
matter but lawfully as well were
disturbingly unclear; and thus
in what through this altruistic
measure he was assiduously
trying to do was genuinely
and amiably balance the
progressive state of the
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link, which apparently
existed between him
as your decided on
loving companion
Pauline and you.
 
For everyone who knew of it, including the outstanding
and tremendously conscientious, local Labour Party
councillor for your area, Jo Lovelock to whom not
only your family but also its circumstances were
especially well known, and who I see is now in
2016 not only the leader of her party locally
but also that of Reading Borough Council
while continuing unsurprisingly to serve
the electorate she represents and the general public
too in the selfsame committed and conscionable
manner she has always done and in that regard
alone causes me to truly believe that she is
intensely blessed to have been fashioned
in the same unparalleled mould as her
national Labour Party Leader Jeremy
Corbyn, all readily and with sound
justification Pauline congenially
concluded and encouragingly
commented on the genuine
attachment which they'd
perceptibly and equally
receptively discerned
and that intuitively
was transparently
present between
your daughters,
their dad, and
your partner.
 
Life being what it is in Britain it seldom means that
what's being sensibly desired or even necessarily
required will always be allowed to happen. So
conscientiously and responsibly as was his
nature and in the given situation that you
were all in relative to the prospective
and important realization of your
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daughters' adoption by him, your partner with
a studied conviction that was pragmatically
conceived undertook to fully discuss the
issue in hand of your daughters hopeful
adoption with a highly recommended
and, as it conveniently happened,
local firm of solicitors whose
particular specialization
was family matters.
 
However, the outcome of his in-depth discussion
with them ended up leaving him in no doubt
whatsoever and also devastated that his
ambition to adopt Cathy and Tracey
would be vigorously thwarted by
the court system that was
further compounded by
a general, profoundly
entrenched and a distinctly racially motivated
mindset held by the magistrates and judges
within the exclusively white run courts
operation that having non-white and
especially Black fathers, or even
mothers of colour, adopting
white children wasn't for
them an ideal prospect
in any circumstance, however emotionally or
suitably attached these children and their
likely substitute parents were to each
other, and bearing in mind also the
marked negative connotations in
relation to the social fabric and
constructive cohesion of the
United Kingdom. So rather
than fighting a battle that in all possibility
couldn't absolutely be won, if at all, it
would instead be much more rational
and to circumvent all distressing or
unwarranted anguish on the part
of your daughters and yourself
Pauline to knock that precise
aspiration of adopting your
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children decisively on the
head; that after key talks
with Cathy, Tracey and
you, your partner quite
plausibly, regrettably,
But thoughtfully did.
 
But life has to go on and this harshly impeded
expectation cruelly suffered by the children,
disappointing though it was for them, only
served to reinforce the already intense
bond which freely and unreservedly
existed between your partner and
daughters that largely owing to
their sterling and impressive
resilience quickly and admirably bounced back
from their own enforced disappointment and
courageously embarked on the challenging
but resourceful task of optimistically and
confidently moving on in the interim
with their youthful lives under the
comprehensively guiding, and
correspondingly subliminal,
influential motivation, in
relation to their mutual
and daily interactions,
inspired in them by
your partner, their
obvious mentor,
and the person
they joyfully
prized and
absolutely
cheerfully
declared
as their
ONLY
father!
 
Motivated both by their father and also from within this
twin-pronged assertive stance taken by Cathy and
Tracey also began to reap other constructive
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dividends and not least so as regards their
mother Pauline. Previously not having
throughout her life, and it was the
same for the girls too, set foot outside her hometown
Reading far less so the county of Berkshire that
Reading is located within, now and thanks
solely to her partner foreign paid for and
additionally lengthy vacations spent
in previously unaffordable and
not used to holiday destinations in far away
places cloaked in all year round tropical
sunshine routinely in virtually every
way for Pauline and her children,
and very much so through the
courtesy and generosity of
her partner and the girls'
father, became the
order of the day.
 
And it was the same from Pauline's educational perspective.
For having initially and resolutely declined her partner's
casual but all the same purposeful suggestion that she
might care to get involved in the extra-curricular
educational project he had locally initiated,
vigorously championed throughout its
continuation and was transparently
efficiently running, and besides
with both Cathy and Tracey
progressing by leaps and
bounds educationally and in other respects to
boot at their new school, Pauline not at all
desirous of being left behind began to
think there might be some valuable
benefit after all in her acquiring
a bona fide education too; and
having for the first time and
of her own volition raised the matter
of improving her education with
her partner's assistance, as a
result of her deciding that
was what she actually
wanted to do keenly
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revised her earlier
decision and, by
doing so, also
changed her
own mind.
 
Thrilled, very impressed and immensely encouraged all
the more by her straightforward decision relative her
positively upgrading her education, which in the
interim her partner had propitiously but also
guardedly out of his genuine concern not
to inadvertently give her the distinctly
mistaken notion that he was craftily
putting any coercion on her to get
the requisite decision which he
wanted and consequently to preclude that, even
after her previous and resolute refusal to be
educationally implicated in what he was
doing had secretly got in touch with a
number of progressive and standard
universities on her behalf, rather
eloquently outlined to them her
particular circumstances and
considerable potential, the
project he was involved
in, and confidently outlined too that he
could create a worthy student of her
if any of them had a mind to have
her; and in response delightedly
had received from all of them
their explicit agreement that
were he in turn to deliver
on what he'd promised,
all of them would be
ready to accept you
Pauline on to an
honours degree
element as an
adult student.
 
A year of devoted, intensive and comprehensive
tutoring of you then Pauline by your partner
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coupled with a reciprocal appreciation of
and your own commitment to what he
was conscientiously doing gainfully
saw you through this demanding
but all the same commendable
endeavour you had willingly embarked upon,
and following the conclusion of the formal
UCAS clearing house procedure that all
prospective university students must
officially go through the aforesaid
universities which your partner
had formerly contacted plus
a couple more of them had
individually and officially
proffered you a place at
their establishment to
begin the instigation
of your undeniably
life transforming
undergraduate
Uni-training.
 
But this social and quite promising upliftment on your part
Pauline wasn't without its unwarranted and deprecatory
impediments, with your father for one openly damning
what you'd done and making it absolutely clear that
no way should you be going to university; since as
far as he was concerned a woman's place was in
the home permanently caring for her husband and children,
and with your pie in the sky and attendant irresponsible
notions about achieving an education it was hardly
surprising then that your former husband - your
divorce by then had officially gone through -
had left you for another woman. While in
the meantime your neighbours on the
council estate where you lived quite
cruelly ridiculed your university
aspirations, considering them
from their own constrained
and a discernible lack of
their self-progression
aspirations as you
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vainly essaying
to be socially
above your
particular
station.
 
Even the bailiff who thankfully it did appear hadn't a clue
regarding your impending university commencement
else in all probability he would have got those who
were employing him to sequester what meagre
assets you had together with your university
student's grant - this by the way was the
epoch long before students' loans were
ever conceived let alone inaugurated - to pay off some
at least of the enormous HP debts that you and your
former husband had quite improvidently run up,
sporadically kept on calling at your house as
was his stipulated remit no doubt although
realistically expecting nowt financially
from you, as he evidently and rather
injudiciously still thought that you
were still on DHS remittances as
your solitary redoubt following
your husband's abandonment
of you and the children; and
which was something that
neither you Pauline nor
your partner were the
least predisposed to
apprise him about!
 
Reading University just three miles distance from where
you then lived Pauline readily accepted you for a place
there but you politely turned down their offer after
clarifying to your partner that you didn't want to
give your detractors further ammunition, as it
were, to fire in your direction as an apparent
to them social turncoat with affected ideas
socially that in their eyes were manifestly
above your station and commensurately
theirs too as it happened. Since several of them likewise
single parent moms from the same council estate or
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neighbouring ones were longstanding recipients
completely on social security benefits of one
kind or another that some of them covertly,
and often out of necessity, supplemented
with black market activities and hence
didn't want you being pointed to by
the snoops of the Social Security
Department as some kind of a role model which they
could all emulate while personally viewing them
negatively. And for these basically convoluted
reasons and also because you still had to live
among these people Pauline you shrewdly
steered clear of moving to the university
in your hometown Reading and chose
in its place to be an undergrad at the
City of London University where,
on a regular basis, you wouldn't
be so visibly in their faces, as it
were, but generally speaking
would be diplomatically in
the given and worrisome
circumstances, be truly
and consequently less
provocatively, it was
clear, in their way!
 
However it was an agreed decision that meant your partner
would now be primarily responsible for looking after the
children's welfare for example: getting them up in the
morning, preparing their breakfast - no need for any
packed lunches as they had their midday meals at
school - meticulously but jovially supervising
their preparation for school, after that taking
them there and naturally fetching them for
their return journey home when their school day was
over; and in this overall process fulfilling every
other expedient role in between that a loving
and caring father instinctively, to the best
of his ability, with the utmost sincerity
that he's humanly capable, and also
as someone who is always there
and as a result intuitively does
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for every dependent charge
that rewardingly for him
rests within the ambit
of his devoted care.
 
And in the midst of all this you were neither overlooked
nor ever forgotten Pauline; for while making sure that
undisturbed you unfailingly had the maximum time
possible allotted for your university studies your
partner additionally, willingly offered, agreed,
and with your receptive backing undertook
to assist you in every way that he could
academically and supportively, and
from then on painstakingly and most diligently efficiently
carried on helping out with your studies. Then to amply
assist this accommodating strategy and process time-
wise and also in terms of any required adjustment
contingent on your daily travelling to and from
London positively and practically made sure
that on your return home, and in the most
favourably relaxing circumstances and
approving environment manageable,
that a suitably cooked, nutritional
and appetizing meal was always
ready and waiting for you on
the table, and appropriately
as well that there were no
household odd jobs still
pending and logically
waiting to be done.
 
A splendid option all round and made possible by your
partner's welcomed innovations: like him for example
moving in with you and the children although he'd
rather judiciously decided to still keep his own
place; a situation which per the Department
of Health and Social Security's rules in
situ would not only have specifically
forbidden him from cohabiting with you in your home
in view of your status as a recipient of social security
benefits but also negatively and very significantly
too affect your social security payments if these
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said regulations were knowingly to the DHS
contravened. However with your changed
social and economic statuses now those
of a full-time student at university and
furthermore in receipt of a statutory Local Education
Authority grant this transformed situation on your
part of you no longer a &quot;National State Benefit
Recipient Employee&quot; Pauline, that decisively
established DHS constraining and besides
all-encompassing prohibition predictably,
understandably, most welcomingly and
now rationally; no longer, neither for
you Pauline nor your partner, had
any officially permitted or come
to that restricted authorization.
 
But just as leopards never change their spots with
some human beings, and you're sadly one of
them Pauline, old habits die hard; and with
your partner now living almost full time
with you and the children unspecified
and vigilantly concealed incidents,
shall we say, willing occasioned
by you Pauline and that before
and understandably didn't register with your
partner because you made absolutely sure
they were out of the way, entirely under
the radar of his intimate observation or
else given that you knew impeccably
well that trusting you as he plainly
did he wouldn't be acting in any
distrustful fashion by looking
out for them, as quite simply
he wasn't the sort of person to do anything
like that with no sound reason, none the
less gradually and puzzlingly for him
and particularly ill-starred for you
unanticipated things now began
to sink into his consciousness.
Which however you wilfully and rather
duplicitously in your deftly construed
Siren scenario to his conspicuously
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involuntary Jasonesque situation
did everything in your power
in these totally unexpected
and potentially damaging
circumstances for your
relationship, to ensure
that this likely threat
to it, and especially
from the viewpoint
of the girls you'd
extremely bewail,
would not attain
any real chance
to ever prevail.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 February 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem and its associated articles were conceived and written in January 2016
for publication on the 1 February 2016 but were subsequently deliberately
withheld by me for a number of salient reasons that really don't concern you but
were and still are important to me. And both the poem and its accompanying
articles, now published a year later and fittingly on the 1st February 2017, are
specifically dedicated to Pauline Cassidy and her accomplices.
 
Usually I comment on the poems and other literary work I write and publish. I
shan't this time however, as some things are beyond the pale and I most
certainly do not only have my red lines over which I shan't under any
circumstance gratuitously or otherwise cross - and frankly have never done so in
the past - but also similarly and quite significantly I neither appreciate nor would
I contemplate for a solitary moment living in the sewers of perceptible
degeneracy which considerable numbers of other people seemingly and
thoroughly enjoy experiencing and even relish in permanently doing! But you,
whether you willingly choose to or not and totally with my utmost indifference,
are completely at liberty to either dismissively ignore or else form your own
opinion on that matter; and that too is of no significance to me.
 
For in this specific case I'm just the chronicler of this poem and these
accompanying articles, fully cognizant of all the pertinent facts, and consequently
am not the arbiter of your personal judgement; a position I've no aspirant desire
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of undertaking or any intention whatsoever of ever aspiring to becoming.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Core Issue
 
The Bible says that Eve, at the instigation of a wily
snake, seduced Adam who she then persuaded to eat
her apple and for his impertinence or altruistic
gesture, depending on how you view the matter,
the snake as indeed all of his descendants,
were henceforth condemned to crawl
on their bellies making them the
first living creatures ever to be
officially and disapprovingly
slapped with a communual
and ongoing ASBO.
 
A particularly harsh punishment, when carefully
scrutinized, for bringing some much needed
joie de vie into Adam’s daily and evidently
boring existence and without which
presumably none of us would be
here - at least not in the form
we are – devoid of  the selfless action of
the snake. For without the snake’s judicious
intervention - having obviously first and
quite naturally demonstrated to Eve what it was
all about - Adam would still have been totally
ignorant of the facts of life and what his manly
duties entailed. A neglect that would have
been catastrophic for human kind.
 
So let’s hear it for the snake; and rather than
condemn and even demonize him and his kind celebrate
instead his entrepreneurial flair and sexual
initiative in getting Eve to recognize
the value of her apple, while
simultaneously encouraging her
fortitude in convincingly
persuading Adam,
although somewhat
belatedly, to
eat it.
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Stanley Collymore
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A Crucial Turning Point!
 
It wasn’t my intention to fall in love with you or
anyone else come to that, and although it might
sound conceited or even disrespectful to
mention it, it wasn’t at all what I really
had in mind; which was that I was
quite happy with the way that
my life has been and therefore
saw no logical reason for
changing things from the
way they comfortably stood.
But obviously I’d not factored into this
emotive equation the incredible power
of love or the unlikely possibility of
meeting someone like you who’d
successfully, positively and even
significantly influence my
prior and seemingly fixed
opinion on matters of
love and, as it looks,
do so for good!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Death Wish And Its Final Solution!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm here patiently waiting for a much desired coming
from you but instead of you appearing I'm routinely
left pessimistically wondering when, or even if
you'll show up. A massive kick in the teeth
is how I see it, clearly bearing in mind it
need not be this way; and I'm explicitly referring to the
inexplicable manner in which you're obviously and
quite irresponsibly behaving. As I'm earnestly
in favour of dying and have been for some
considerable time now, and as you're
well aware from the outset of this
irreversible realization on my
part have always with you
God made my decision
on this matter quite
abundantly and
openly clear.
 
So if you're the compassionate and forbearing
God Almighty you deliberately pacify your
believers into not only thinking but, on
your part as well, claiming you are,
what's the problem then that you
are so visibly grappling with
when it comes to me? Someone who is sick to
death of being on this Earth, is additionally
fed up to the back teeth with what on a
daily basis I consistently observe is
constantly going on everywhere
around me; while at the same
time absolutely appalled by
the completely deceptive
and mendacious double
standards augmented
by the unhampered
hypocrisy which
exemplifies the
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currency that
drives the
unethical
political
system
we alas are
made to
live
in.
 
An inadequate state of affairs that unfavourably compels
ordinary men and women, who in order to earn even a
half-decent living straightaway find that they have
no substitute but to unenthusiastically subjugate
themselves to this insidious option of a take
it or leave it requirement which they're
intimidatingly given. And with me personally being
the principled and unquestionably plain-speaking
individual you indisputably know that I am in
such circumstances, I'd rather be dead God
than have to carry on living. So why then
don't you just pull your fingers out of
your Celestial Bottom God, and let's
jointly, civilly get this death show
that's crucial to me on the road?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 May 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Death is an inevitability of life that all of us, in one way or another, will
eventually encounter whether we like the idea of it happening to us or not. So
fretting needlessly about it or becoming wearisomely obsessed or depressed
about it isn't going to make an iota of difference to that divine timetable, if one is
religious, or the Nature inscribed one, if that person is not, that was calculatedly
devised and consciously implemented in the case of each one of us, that began
with our biological conception and thereafter instantaneously went into operation
the very moment that each of us was born.
 
But because that prescription has been decreed for our individual life it doesn't
automatically mean that we must slavishly concur with it or that life under any
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circumstance is a far better situation to be in than death. I personally don't
believe, not even for a solitary moment, that glib explanation of life and would
like to believe as well that no right thinking, logical, sensible or intelligent person
does either.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Declaration Of Love
 
I’ve given you the present of life
My darling child; now do me
The honour of doing
Something truly
meaningful
with it!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Dyke's Sexual Preferences Over Heterosexuality?
What An Absurd Insanity!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How could you be so churlish and insensitive towards me to act
as you're doing now in relation to us having sex together and
regularly as was customary between the two of us knowing
perfectly well as you do that I'm exceedingly partial to
sexual intercourse, which is an obsession with me
when it relates to you, and as you've constantly
known, and no less so from the very start of
our mutually engaged in - both physically
and emotionally- sexually reciprocal,
turbulently hot blooded, no holds
barred and a most thoroughly
rewarding, carnal liaison?
 
You who from the very beginning of this sexual tryst that's
been happening reciprocally between the two of us and
entirely enlivened by what we were jointly embarked
upon and joyfully experiencing; and what is more
most stimulatingly and delightfully with your
enthusiastic encouragement, unbridled and
comprehensive furtherance physically as
well as emotionally in relation to what
we were cooperatively doing while
additionally on your part you in your responsive
excitement knowingly and appreciatively but
also humorously dubbing me &quot;Mr Semen&quot;,
teasingly, in the process, saying that you
seriously couldn't think of any better or
more appropriate way for two entirely
compos mentis, thoroughly sexually
willing and distinctly heterosexual
human beings to beyond all doubt
permanently cement a searingly
hot and ardent physical union
as that which was obviously
and naturally occurring in
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analogous circumstances
relating to you and me.
 
All that, then to now completely out of the blue and most
irrationally after all the several years that you've been
voluntarily and reassuringly telling me and matching
your words with unstinting wantonness and wholly
unrestrained lust that you've become a dedicated
feminist and consequently in the process of this
theoretically enlightened transformation earnestly feel that
it's both incumbent on you, and also imperative too, that
you switch to being a lesbian? No rational explanation
that I can see for this, far less so any consultation or
any deemed necessary with me, pertaining to this
oversight it would seem - and at this juncture in
your life of you being a mother and a wife -
of you wanting to and furthermore patently
desirous of turning into a bloody Dyke; a
done and thoroughly dusted finalization
on your egocentric part of a stringently
unilateral situation which leaves me
with an inconsolable broken heart,
and that's supposed to be alright?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 February 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Doubtlessly there will be many who'll sanctimoniously and viciously say and even
actually firmly believe that it's a woman's inalienable and God-given right as well
as her undoubted privilege to have a complete and absolutely unchallenged say
and control not only over her body but also her legitimately implemented sexual
relations and I wholeheartedly agree and fully endorse that statement, although
doing so on thoroughly objective and logical grounds rather than absolutely and
wholly implausibly, for me, of ever jumping gratuitously on any populous or
irrationally unthinking bandwagon which expediently and supportably fits into the
self-serving agendas and self-centred ends of the vociferous fraternity of inured
Queers and Dykes with their own individual and/or collective axes to grind.
 
That said, however, when that identical even though hypothetically
aforementioned woman voluntarily, knowingly, enthusiastically and avidly enters
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and subsequently wholeheartedly engages in what from the outset of that
personal relationship was always intended to be and accordingly was
energetically transformed into a reciprocally harmonious understanding of how
they both seriously intended and keenly required for their shared association with
each other to be, only for one half of that relationship to subjectively and without
any foreknowledge to their partner of what they were contemplating, saw no
requirement to acquaint their partner of what they were actually thinking far less
so engage with them in any conversation or discussion over the matter now
dividing them, but instead rather arbitrarily and unilaterally adopted a most
determined and inflexible position over an issue with decidedly transforming
consequences and even a profoundly detrimental character in relation to what
had always previously and unquestionably been thought of and firmly
acknowledged on both sides as an enduring and highly beneficial relationship.
 
Now this! Coming completely and most shockingly out of the blue and from
someone who is a biological mother, always wanted to be, and most crucially
within the conventional bounds - as it was self-confidently emphasized and quite
unambiguously understood at the time - of a relationship founded entirely on the
principles of heterosexuality. So why should treachery, for that's what it is, and
particularly in such circumstances be rewarded with submissive indulgence?
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Fit Of Madness
 
Childhood, adolescence and the thrilling
years of early adulthood were all quite
excellent to me; then most baffling
and somewhat bizarrely really, I
just went and literally screwed
all that up by optimistically
getting involved in, of all
things, the hazardous
state of matrimony.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Foreseen Tragedy
 
How can I ever convince you in words which
you will clearly understand that I love you
as deeply as any other red-blooded man
possibly could, when you persist in
doubting me the way you do?
 
WHY?
 
Never allowing me or the great store of love
I have within me to ever meaningfully
touch you, as I’d hope it would;
or even get the chance
to have a look in?
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Good Mix
 
My weaknesses are nullified
by your strengths – yours
by my appreciative
understanding of
what you’re
doing!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Journey Of Discovery
 
Once we were total strangers; our individual
existences entirely unknown to each other
and our separate lives complete worlds apart;
yet from that first encounter, not by any
means the easiest of situations, has
developed an interesting and
mutually rich meeting of minds,
which has gradually led to a
harmonious serenade of reassurance
between us and an exceptionally
strong empathy of the heart.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 July 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Journey Of Unintended Consequences
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It wasn’t supposed to happen; a routine, by all accounts
given the circumstances, quite ordinary day for me as
I sat on a bus increasingly being crammed on route
with passengers heading for a day’s outing at
a popular southern English seaside resort;
while for my part it was business as
usual as I was on my way to
another journalistic
assignment.
 
Then on one of its scheduled stops you boarded the bus
accompanied by a young lad approximately 10 years
old and who as the bus continued its journey
concomitant with the telltale evidence of
emotional bonding and obvious signs
of unassuming motherly love and
tactile though not in the least
overbearing physical protection
within the ambit of that mass of
human souls standing around the
both of you I realistically
concluded that you
were his mother.
 
Fortuitously as the bus continued its journey
recurrently it seemed acting as an ongoing
repository for yet more people coming
on board at each stop that it made
this onwards thrust of human
beings inextricably swept
you and your son to a
vantage location where
you were both now
standing next
to me.
 
Secretly, I’d watched you from the moment you boarded
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the bus and was deeply impressed by everything about
you that I observed; now I acted much more boldly
and was delightfully heartened by the fact that
as you became intentionally sensitive to this
you equally displayed reassuring signs of
a reciprocal interest in me, evoking an
enjoyably mutual chemistry which
even in the public surroundings
of that overcrowded bus was
astonishingly perceptible
between the two of us. The die had been
cast; our souls had become one with
expectations enlivened, while a
new vista smilingly beckoned
us both with the thrilling
prospect of falling in
love at first sight!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 September 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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À Mes Héritiers Et Héritiers!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Merci pour toujours! Comme je n'aurais pas pu demander,
et encore moins avoir été avec tant de benediction un
duo remarquablement remarquable belle fille et un
beau fils que ce que j'ai été si délicieusement
donné dans les personnes des deux vous.
Et ainsi mes remerciements éternels et les plus intimes
gratitude aller dans une mesure équivalente à les
deux de vous: les graines chéries de mon les
reins et convenablement les vrais port-
eurs de ce que je représente sincèrement,
et l'héritage durable de tous les autres
de ce que j'ai sérieusement efforcé
d'accomplir et effectivement
atteint, quand ma vie mort-
elle sur la terre est enfin
dépensé, et seulement
souvenirs demoi reste.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Être un parent devrait et peut être une expérience des plus merveilleuses mais,
en outre, le fait de savoir que votre progéniture sera le véritable détenteur de ce
que vous tenez résolument avec des principes et que vous représentez
véritablement, n'est pas seulement une révélation impressionnante en soi. mais
aussi une réalisation qui est envoyée par le ciel!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Modern Heterosexual Woman Strikes Back!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How could you have been so remiss, not even trying to kiss me
when quite evidently I'd expectantly, secretly, yes desperately
too, and rather earnestly, I don't for second mind admitting,
wanted you to? Alright, I readily confess I do privately
understand that you were scrupulously behaving like
the consummate and honourable gentleman which
you recognizably are and charmingly wanted to
communicate to me that you were. But even
so, you certainly, I believe, could not have
been unaware from my evident body language when I was
alone with you, how desperately keen I was for you to
do well, what a red-blooded man juxtaposed with
an equally hormonally-excited woman in his
company and fortunately for her together
with him in the right circumstances,
which we demonstrably were, is
universally envisioned to do.
 
So your chivalrous circumspection regarding me was wholly
unnecessary, you see. For I'm most explicitly a modern,
vibrant and deeply passionate woman in totality - not
one of those patently metropolitan, genderless and
characterless British clones for females -  and
accordingly, someone who therefore clearly
understands and fully accepts her gender
role and its associated sexuality, is as a
result completely and most unapologetically at ease with both
of them, and accordingly I'll have no compunction or any
reservations whatever given half the chance of doing
so, I voluntarily confess, to pleasurably expressing
and absolutely utilizing them, if I can, with the
right man, who in this instance just happens
to be you! So having freely, unaffectedly
and forthrightly outlined my personal
and undiluted sexual remit to you,
what are you now, prospective
paramour of mine prepared
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to do about it this time?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
From metropolitan London right across the entire United Kingdom the troubling
scourge of genderless Dykeism and Queerism calamitously blights the highly
endangered landscape of normal heterosexual sexuality in every conceivable
way.
 
A bane that societally not only in the body politic, governance and the various
law and order apparatuses of our country universally among them but is also
perniciously and progressively with its concertedly deployed, ruthlessly utilized
and as well proselytizing mantra egregiously contaminating the UK's school
environment and accordingly the minds of millions of effectively trapped,
exceedingly vulnerable and unquestionably discernibly impressionable British
school children.
 
But, for all that, this superficially successful but all the same spurious system of
determinedly and damagingly coercive indoctrination that unsurprisingly, despite
its noxious nature, rather incredibly, inescapably fails to register with the
plethora of unthinking, mindless and Reality-TV aficionados of this sort of thing
within British society, and is similarly permitted to go on unchallenged even by
customarily sentient and intelligent parents of these same endangered children,
fearful of voicing their logical concerns about the way in which Britain is
unhappily developing societally in case they're viciously or dismissively rounded
upon and fraudulently in this populously contrived and scrupulously engineered
environment of hostile intolerance virulently denounced as homophobic, is to say
the least a monumental travesty of everything that is either sane or
commonsensical.
 
For how idiotic can these morons get? As that overused word strictly and
etymologically means absolutely nothing and shouldn't even exist. For the
genesis of its two salient parts: homo and phobia, both of them of Latin and
Greek origin, and with identical meanings in both these languages, are distinctly
from an etymological, erudite and learned perspective unambiguously clear; with
homo representing humanity or basically mankind and phobia unarguably an
&quot;irrational fear&quot;. So how is it conceivable then for anybody
acknowledging himself or herself be a human being to then rather ridiculously
accuse another human being of, in essence, sexually entertaining and
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furthermore intentionally proselytizing &quot;an irrational fear&quot; of someone
of their own species, namely another human being? That would equally be as
ridiculous as some similar idiots accusing a Black person of being Blackphobic or
a white individual as Whitephobic because either of these two given examples
dared to criticize the sexually deviant conduct of members of their own specific
race.
 
It just doesn't add up or carries any logical discernment as regards anyone with a
functioning brain in his or her head, and what's more is totally bereft of all
common sense. But that said, who could ever realistically accuse these
proselytizing Dykes and Queers of ever possessing any such thing? And while it's
undoubtedly an uphill battle for all genuine heterosexuals out there, of the two
natural, conventional and now much disparaged genders, across the length and
breadth of Britain, all I shall say is keep your cool, stick to either your religious or
moral principles on this specific and its related issues, in the full knowledge that
like an obnoxious and all pervasive stench from a malfunctioning sewerage works
it'll unproductively go away. For who ever heard of two Dykes, whatever powerful
positions they societally hold, or two Queers, for that matter, ever likely through
their joint sexual deviances physically adding in numerical terms to the human
race and its arithmetical progression? And on that note M'lord I rest my case.
 
A most sincere and an appreciatively commendable tribute, this article and poem
of the same name, to my female, of course, German Partner and all the
preceding and heterosexual ladies globally who've been in my life at one time or
another.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A New Awakening
 
Like the golden sun rays soothingly
Caressing the dew-dropped flowers to
Life at sunrise you too have calmly
Awaken me from my slumber
Of disquiet to reassuringly
Herald a new dawn in
My dormant life.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A New Year’s Prayer
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Almighty God as a new year dawns and the present one
marches inexorably on to its close and inevitably
into the permanent archives of the past closely
accompanied by the revered or otherwise
best forgotten memories of events that
once, either profoundly for some or
perfunctorily for others, affected our
respective lives during their current reign, we
respectfully beseech your divine intercession
as we hope and pray communally, both nationally
and globally, that we can and will mutually
agree to work assiduously and
cooperatively to ensure a much better
future; comprising one that is more
just, equitable and realistically
offers a much fairer chance
of individual success, the
attainment of greater
prosperity, and the
reality of personal
empowerment
to everyone
of us.
 
And that in terms of the detrimental forces of disunity
and negativity that for far too long have seriously
impaired our judgements and blighted our
lives considerably, we’ll learn to
earnestly do our very best to
effectively set about jettisoning and dispensing with
them until we’ve removed their menacing evil
from our psyche and, collectively as the
human race, ceaselessly persevere to
make quite sure that within our
midst no traces of their earlier
presence or any suggestion
that they once existed will
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either be recognized,
allowed to carry
on or remain.
Amen!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 December 2013.
 
Observation:
Laziness, cowardice and a nurtured indifference that is itself spawned by fear,
whether real, imagined or contrived, that the individual might be personally
disadvantaged were he or she to challenge or depart from the official and
accepted narrative of how they should behave or go about doing things and then
often and conveniently using that conclusion to avoid having to stand up and be
seriously counted on moral, social, political, economic or religious issues is a
blinkered approach which can and does impact negatively and even disastrously
on the lives of people globally or those in one’s country.
 
And clearly knowing this to be the case yet still carry on, adamantly refusing to
do anything to constructively alleviate some or all of these needlessly imposed
afflictions, is an attitude that is beyond the pale; constituting in my opinion the
personification of selfishness as well as the most egregious, odious and the worst
kind of human betrayal there is! The remedy for which is, of course, in our
individual hands.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Personal Tribute To The Welsh Diva Empress Her
Majesty Shirley Bassey!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Actually I shouldn't be as dismayed as I am nor come to
that ought any other sensible, intelligent and clearly
rational person either, as things presently stand,
but all the same we're nevertheless evidently
concerned by the rather ludicrous, risible
and patently vainglorious procession of
what we're told, and then ad nauseum persistently
reminded of as though we're retarded children,
are outstandingly and essentially in societal
terms state of the art celebrity figures by a
closely knit, decidedly subjective coterie,
and collectively, a self-appointed and
in every respect an unrepresentative
consortium of utterly self-serving
and absolutely unreliable carpet
bagging shakers and movers.
 
Persons: generally businessmen or women who obviously
have their financial and other personal vested interests
to carefully consider and safeguard, but who even so
don't mind at all proceeding with their monetary
endeavours without the least regard that what
they're habitually, fraudulently, avariciously
and self-centredly flogging is nothing more than the
crass utilization of minimal talent, if any to begin
with in the preliminary situation, encapsulated
in media streams of concerted and distinctly
propagandistic fiction that is then adroitly
packaged as an exclusive brand for the
systematically hedonistic gratification
of a primarily uncultured following.
 
Very much a current trend unfortunately but reflectively it
wasn't always so, as I well know! For there was a time
when genuine talent like yours our Empress Shirley
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could be readily discerned, warmly embraced in a
mutually exciting and pleasurable environment
of realistic and justifiable expectations while
being proficiently, encouragingly and fittingly honed
in the cauldron of artistic brilliance; and accounts
for why, plus the outstandingly proud Welsh
tradition of melodious singing that you've
been nurtured in, you're unquestionably
the matchless Welsh, Diva Empress,
we all of us everlastingly respect
and genuinely love, your Most
Gracious and regal Majesty;
the unparalleled and the
expressively peerless
Ms Shirley Bassey!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 May 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Proud Corbyn Fan And My Retort To The Fetid
Stench Of British Politics!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Theresa May cynically sat on her closet Dyke ass straddling
the fence of studied indecision claiming when she bothered
to say anything vaguely of significance, which wasn't
often or much, that she was in Camp Remain relative
that is to the EU Referendum campaign. Jeremy
Corbyn meanwhile voluntarily toured the
United Kingdom robustly taking in
extensive areas of the country,
and in doing so openly and quite honestly
gave to those whom he met and amicably
spoke with his frank evaluation of
the benefits and demerits of
the European Union.
 
Suggesting in his refreshingly candid and immensely
enlightening discourse with them that with much
needed sensible and constructive reforms the
clearly deleterious status of the European
Union could be formally, revolutionarily
and significantly beneficially moulded
into something far more positively
tangible and enduring than what it basically
is, namely an economic operation - by
thoughtfully becoming in addition a
genuinely democratic and to its
multiple and diverse populations
a creditably accountable
political institution.
 
Now no one remotely deemed to be
either an intelligent or impartial
person with even the mildest
awareness of how the
European Union currently
functions could seriously
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or impartially in any of
the aforementioned
circumstances find
any fault with what Jeremy
Corbyn had honourably done; for in
terms of any acts of prevarication,
misrepresentation, fabrication,
the falsification of facts or
any evidence of outright
or even disingenuous
lying by him, there
is evidently none!
 
But of course if you're mentally as well as
physiologically someone who not only
intrinsically belongs to a throng of
demented troglodytes and
accordingly behave like
what you actually are:
a proselytizing Nazi-Zionist, Yid
Queer like Peter Mandelson,
a facile, lacking in self-worth
and overcompensating for
that by being an inveterate
psychopath of the odious
calibre of Alastair Campbell;
a testosterone driven salacious Dyke like
Angela Eagle conjoined with inured and
menopausal paedophiles like Tessa
Jewell, Margaret Beckett, Patricia
Hewitt, Margaret Hodge and
Harriet Harman among a
loathsome consortium of other white low
life scum and all of them in addition
barbaric war criminals and quite
contemptible mass murderers,
it's scarcely surprising then
that these evidently tenebrous
blood sucking vampires are
shit scared of and therefore
can't stand the dazzling
illumination, political
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as well as otherwise,
which is morally as
well as physically
illustrated by our
Jeremy Corbyn.
 
© more
8 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
It's an undeniable fact that's glaring obvious and moreover one that ought to be
urgently and satisfactorily addressed for the salutary benefit of Britain and all
those who reside in it but which, however, is either conveniently overlooked in
the vain hope it'll become dormant or otherwise simply disappear of its own
accord; brainlessly dismissed as a leftist and intentionally detrimentally
construed conspiracy theory to harm the good name of the United Kingdom;
asininely accepted as the transformational birth pangs of a vibrantly new but
wholly unorthodox society; or just as idiotically unthinkingly dismissed as just the
fertile figment of other peoples' fanciful imaginings.
 
The stark reality though, regardless of what illusory or diversionary spin is put on
it by an inured coterie of debauched spin doctors of the odious calibre of the likes
of Alastair Campbell, Britain is nevertheless a decadently sick society, analogous
in real life terms to a terminally ill cancer patient on life support, and the
incredibly preposterous thing is that the powers that be are either too
narcissistically wrapped up in their graspingly avaricious, gaudy and licentious
way of life: Queerism, Dykeism and Paedophilia among these specific aspects of
it that need to be mentioned, to really bother about anyone else other than
themselves, or else are too dense in both intellectual and basic commonsensical
terms and thus in every regard possible wholly incapable of even running the
proverbial bath!
 
And it's these lowlife and utterly contemptible specimens of so-called humanity in
deleterious cahoots with verminous, perniciously evil and rapaciously blood-
sucking vampires like lecherous octogenarian and arch-Zionist Rupert Murdoch
assiduously accompanied by similarly vile octogenarian and massive tax evaders
David and Frederick Barclay who between them, but unfortunately from the
objective and genuinely professional perspective of the Fourth Estate, control
huge chunks of the British media and consequently like the intransigent, noxious
and repulsive stewards that they are gleefully oversee, while at the same time
avidly and commercially promoting in the most manipulatively espousal fashion
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among the untutored and cap-doffing to their alleged social betters in Britain
sycophantic masses the rampant degeneracy that's now characteristic of the
United Kingdom.
 
An onerous and absolutely debilitating decadence that is undeniably every bit as
harmful societally as it is pervasively and consequently is unremorsefully no
respecter of persons whether they're old or young. The kind of dastardly and
sickeningly stomach-churning situation abhorred by ordinary decent folk but
thoroughly beloved and enthusiastically embraced by the Labtory interlopers
inside the British Parliamentary Labour Party, their likeminded and repulsive so-
called party grandees - in short a bunch of old farts who ought long for all the
harm they've consistently done over the years to have been pushing up daisies in
some vandalized cemetery - and in actual effect the whole array of antediluvian
slime balls liberally ensconced within the privileged confines of both the main and
also the fringe UK political parties.
 
And this as I'm pretty sure you're all well aware my fellow Corbynistas is the
stark reality that our principled, morally unimpeachable and almost saintly leader
Jeremy Corbyn, nevertheless unwarrantedly, implausibly, incessantly and
fraudulently under attack by an unbridled posse of culpably debased and
pathologically lying detractors and antagonists with their own sick agenda to fulfil
has to confront. Pointless hurdles unquestionably for him to surmount but well
within the full grasp and capability of our Jeremy - an absolutely amazing and
unique man! For as sure as the threatening and disturbing darkness of night is
eventually eclipsed by the dazzling brightness of the rising dawn our political,
social and economic doom will likewise be obliterated by Jeremy Corbyn!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Puzzling Dilemma
 
Is it really possible for a year to have started off as
badly as this one and, more to the point, should
it have done? Had anyone said to me prior to
its onset that this is how it would be I would
have upbraided them for being paranoid.
Yet everything I do regardless of the
meticulous care I expend and the
scrupulous precautions I take to
avoid foreseeable and even improbable
problems which may occur, I always end
up having to confront one calamitous
situation after another; why so? I
wish I knew, for at least I could
then realistically hope to
convince the morons
involved, as I’ve
done with myself,
that I’m not
going mad!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Racist, White Nationalist And Supremacist, And Very
Proud Of It!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
To start with, I'm most unapologetically an Empire loyalist,
an unrepentant, committed racist, a diehard xenophobe
and also an impenitent Islamophobe. Furthermore,
I'm also decisively of the unquestionable opinion
that Britain and all things European, including
those countless things that we've globally
and ingeniously stolen and consequently
rightfully maintain as our own, are exclusively and
must perpetually remain ours in perpetuity. For
as the great Winston Churchill, and our most
honourable and appropriately recognized
and revered first-rate Briton rightly
said, we whites are incontestably
a far superior and much more
dominant race than all the
other races collectively.
 
And, as such, are perfectly permitted to heartlessly
purloin and permanently retain what doesn't
belong to us from anyone whom we care
to; something, in the centuries long
process of doing so, we've self-
evidently become quite practised experts and,
obviously too, self-confident protagonists
at being. So don't you dare tell me: a
hardened white nationalist, white
supremacist, and an intrinsic
racist; as you arrogantly do
so against the setting of
your socialist bullshit,
that I abandon what
I fundamentally am
and thus become
like all the rest
of you inferior,
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lowlife, non-
Caucasian,
so-called
human
beings.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Inspiration no less from the words of of Winston Churchill: arch-racist,
eugenicist, despiser of the so-called Plebeian class, genocider, colonialist,
imperialist, instigator of the world's first ever concentration camps in South
Africa and World War II war criminal - Dresden and Hamburg two notorious
examples - but unsurprisingly from a white British perspective voted most
absurdly so as Britain's most eminent human being. Although I personally
question the last attribute.
 
Winston Churchill who stated in 1937:
&quot;I do not admit for instance that a great wrong has been done to the Red
Indians of America or the black people of Australia. I do not admit that a wrong
has been done to these people by the fact that a stronger race, a higher-grade
race, a more worldly-wise race to put it in that way has come in and taken their
place.&quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Rainbow In The Sky
 
I want to paint a massive and quite picturesque rainbow
in the sky not as a warning sign of any inclement
weather to come or the after effects of such,
but simply as a personal expression of
my enduring love for you and a
prominently visible and tangible
sign both to yourself and the
rest of the world of just
how vitally important
you are and will
continue to be
in my life.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Rare Kind Of Love
 
It’s quite possible, I know, to love more
than once and do so in many different
ways; but my love for you is unique
and grows stronger by the day.
For it’s fashioned from the very
best of other loves: a rare kind –
whether in the dispensing or
the actual receiving of it –
that occurs only once
in one’s life time.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 December 1997.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Real Winner
 
To fail having done your best isn’t
something to be ashamed of at
all – however, to win just by
relying on your natural
ability alone is not
the hallmark of
any genuine
success.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Seduction Deftly Devised. Coition Ardently
Sustained And Expertly Delivered!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I really had to hand it to you, you know, when quite surprisingly
to me but nevertheless very courageously for you and most
charmingly too, remarkably elegant and of your own free
volition you confidently walked out on to the intimately
laid out and nearly packed dance floor that appealingly
graced the rather exclusive, Tunisian, holiday hotel
which we were both at the same time fortunately
guests at and persuasively announced quite seductively that
you'd made your way to where you then were in order to
specifically dance with me. All this notwithstanding the
fact that we hadn't met before and essentially in every
conceivable way therefore, were complete strangers
to each other one could honestly say. Clearly then
a most deliberate but all the same an absolutely
innovative decision on your part that instantly
and imaginatively set in action the requisite
situation not only for what was our initial
introduction to each other but also stably
laid down a substantial foundation for
what before long would pleasurably
and mutually become an ongoing
and a distinctly ardent physical
assignation; but similarly too
a thoroughly thrilling and a
manifestly unforgettable
cerebral experience for
myself and also you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
For the enterprising group of European continental holidaymakers - circa 1
December 2006-March 2007 - who against the exhilarating environment of a
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very enlivening and thoroughly pleasurable Tunisian vacation made our several
respective, and most definitely my own, an immensely enjoyable and an entirely
unforgettable occasion; and in this energizing process set a welcome precedent
for subsequent Tunisian assignations.
 
To you all have a Merry Christmas, a Happy New Year, a splendid
commemorative and, of course, a fabulously ongoing and a strictly heterosexual
(what else?)  10th Anniversary Celebration Year!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Sensible Solution To The Perennial Conundrum Of
Pointless Coition That's Then Confused With Love!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I always knew, and actually from the very first moment that I saw
you, that you were unquestionably that special one for me. How
did I know that with such convincing surety?  Quite simple
actually; and this is how! My maternal Grandmother: a
very astute, highly intelligent. thoroughly loving in
the absolute traditional sense and total meaning
of that word and an accomplishedly worldly
wise and pragmatic lady, knowingly and
most prescient-mindedly when I entered my puberty years
had from a very well informed perspective on her part,
and as both of us heartily in response to her remarks,
undoubtedly and convincingly impressed upon me,
impulsively convulsed into tears of laughter that
if my heart, my head and my penis were of the
same conjointly agreed accord in matters of
personal romance I should unhesitatingly
but even so sagaciously take the chance
or given opportunity to investigate the genuine possibility
of getting involved with that person. However, under
no circumstance if these three crucial entities: my
penis, my heart and my head, the latter through
the faculty of my brain, weren't in faultless
sync with each other I ought realistically
to cautiously refrain from assuming it
was suitable let alone clever taking
into my personal life that female
as a lover far less so as a wife!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 March 2017.
 
 
Authors Remarks:
My eternal and gracious thanks to you Gran for being the principal and
instrumentally influential mentor, confidante, enduring friend, consoler in times
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of personal stress or difficulties in my life and the consummate advisor you have
accordingly always been to me. Someone who has always and willingly been
there for me and specifically whenever I needed you most and who I not only
knew I could dependably count on you but just as assuredly would never let me
down. And just a few of the millions of just reasons that I profoundly and most
enthusiastically love you.
 
All this intellectually and sensibly complemented by admirable advice from you
that has always stood me in good stead. As hypocrisy and double standards so
commonplace nowadays have never been your thing nor the sorts of things you
would ever have any truck with; nor are they mine having always had the
excellent teacher in you to guide me and that you have at all times been to
sensibly and objectively outline what these cancerous and malignant evils are all
about.
 
So thank you Gran for massively assisting in making my life what it is having had
it vastly enriched by all you've done for me, and thus enabling me to be the
confident and self-assured person, both professionally and personally in my
private life, that through your sterling efforts, love and devotion I have gratefully
become. And significantly too my German Partner who has reciprocally become
that 'Special One'.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Spectacular Choice
 
The Cardinals have spoken, their voices giving election
to a new Pope on whose shoulders the responsibility:
spiritually and ethically, of global Roman Catholicism
firmly rests. And amid the celebrations, and my own
congratulations, to the marked departure from the
Eurocentric manner in which most previous
Pontiffs were routinely elected, I say with
deep pride and unabashed admiration, in
relation to the papal elevation of this
humble, most worthy and Jesuit
Argentinian: “God bless and
counsel you Cardinal Jorge
Mario Bergogli; ” now, of
course, Your Holiness
Pope Francis the First.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 March 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Trenchant Statement Of Intent!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I know who and what I am and likewise what I've always
aspired to be, and although there have been occasions
in my life when unforeseen or even conspiratorial
circumstances have cruelly and unfairly
conspired against me to forestall
my deliberately planned and
profoundly cherished
endeavours and the accomplishments which I'd
anticipatorily sought to realize; I've always
in response to these unwarrantable actions
approached such challenges with an
open mind, and have never once
allowed them to cloud my
judgement or in any
way, come to that, interfere in, much less threaten
the manner in which I've personally sought to
live my life. And consequently I shall never
allow anyone or anything: corporations,
politicians, jobsworth employees -
private or state sector - the state's
Orwellian apparatuses or
individuals, for that
matter, to ever
change that!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 November 2014.
 
 
Remarks:
The contents of this poem constitute a solemn and irreversible pledge to myself!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Tribute To The Exceptional Qualities Of Mother And
Grandmother Doria Ragland!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A truly outstanding mother, by all accounts, you've naturally,
meaningfully and most adeptly implemented the skills of
parenthood quite astutely; balancing the tribulations
occasioned in this very challenging process with
the flawless, elating and engaging satisfaction
of fittingly raising your daughter, Meghan
to inevitably emerge as the exceedingly
creditable and truthfully extraordinary
woman that she has evidently become. And as she, in turn,
has herself now become a mother; I'm totally confident
that Meghan - knowingly and instinctively drawing
on the copious human skills and female expertise
which she garnered from you, and are indelibly
implanted in her psyche, will likewise make
you, Doria Ragland not only confirm your
eminent status as the utterly marvellous
and justly exceptional mother you've
endlessly been, but correspondingly
so, transform you into a first-rate
and commendably praiseworthy
Grandmother to your honestly
gorgeous new-born and first
Grandson -the wonderful,
Master Archie Harrison
Mountbatten-Windsor!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 May 2019.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Truly Inspirational Partnership
 
The two major and arguably the most
important ingredients in a relationship
between two people regardless of
whether it’s a romantic or platonic affair
are mutual respect for each other and trust.
Without them that relationship is analogous
to a car in motion but without it having
either a steering wheel or brakes to
regulate its advance or reversal
and with the inevitable result
in such circumstances of
a catastrophic crash
occurring.
 
That however is not the least likelihood in
your case as respect for yourself and others
isn’t just complimented with deep love
for those whom you value but is also
self-evident and inspiring too,
creating the ideal partnership
between us that is a joy
to observe and a
pleasure to
have.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 December 2010.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Truly Remarkable And Exemplary Lady!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Unfounded perceptions can and do invariably
lead to all sorts of assumptions which are
then taken for granted; some of them
highly fanciful, others thankfully
real. But for the acutely perceptive
among us the character exemplified
by the person being perceived
is undeniably crucial in the
decisive analysis that
one as a common
rule tends to
settle for.
 
And you Leanne, by every determining factor
conceivable, are unquestionably peerless
in every regard. The absolute epitome
of exquisite femininity, principled
disposition, altruistic caring,
selfless compassion and
a steadfast devotion
to your favoured
career nursing
combined!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 April 2015.
 
Author’s Remarks:
This poem was immeasurably inspired by and written specifically for Mrs Leanne
Carter: Cardiology Specialist Nurse, Rapid Access Chest Pain Clinic, Department
of Cardiology, East Surrey Hospital, Surrey, England.
 
The National Health Service – fondly and generally known nationally throughout
the United Kingdom as the NHS – is in my honest opinion the best invention that
Britain has or could possibly ever have conceived and achieved; and what’s more
is a monumental, inspiring and lasting legacy to the forethought as well as the
sheer and compassionate genius of those who not only conceived the principle of
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the NHS but also markedly brought that exceptional concept into fruition,
nurtured it and ably assisted it in every aspect of its growth and development.
 
Currently staffed, as it always has been since its inception, by some of the most
selfless, utterly committed work-wise, totally dedicated and additionally the most
exceptionally compassionate group of consummately professional human beings
imaginable working individually and collectively to provide the best care possible
and that one could ever wish for across a wide-ranging spectra of medical,
nursing and vitally important allied and ancillary services from cleaners, porters
and volunteers to the ambulance crews and top-notch technical specialists in
their respective fields of expertise, the NHS is, and will forever, both solidly an
unerasably, be engraved in my psyche both as a former practitioner within it as a
well as a trusting and grateful patient of the multiplicity of indispensible services
that it offers.
 
And accordingly I’d very much like to extend my sincerest thanks and fulsome
gratitude to all those, past as well as present participants, who’ve been and are
still constructively involved with the NHS, as well as the several millions of
sensible supporters who passionately subscribe to, and equally so, support the
NHS to which we all unexaggeratedly owe so very much; will continue I earnestly
hope to be in its debt; and without which we’d be so much the poorer in so many
respects both nationally and as human beings.
 
So thank you NHS from the bottom of my heart and for being there when you’re
most needed! And in the strikingly consoling and profoundly inspirational words
embodied in the emphatically emblematic and famous song of Edith Piaf: “Non,
je ne regrette rein! ” – for that’s precisely how I feel about the reality of us
actually having such a prized asset in our armoury of health care as the NHS is
and, of course, knowing that that reality passionately  and committedly coupled
with my own personal and unabashed sentiments towards our NHS are nothing
less than enduring! An NHS that long after each of us and subsequent
generations have shuffled off our respective mortal coils will nevertheless
aspirationally and forever continue to meaningfully exist!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Ubiquitous St. Valentine's Declaration Of Perpetual
Love!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
From a personal perspective I don't know you at all
even though I've run into you a number of times,
albeit briefly so and always distinctly in
a formal situation that essentially,
both disappointingly and
rather problematically for me, precludes any
meaningful or social intercourse between
the two of us. Clearly not an ideal state
of affairs for me or one that I would
have wished for I readily admit,
and furthermore a situation
that most uncomfortably
sits quite contrary to what I've
expectantly and earnestly wished
it might otherwise have been.
For both physically and
amorously, and completely beyond doubt,
the intensely remarkable and prevailing
emotional stimuli which you liberally
and overpoweringly generate inside
me have, on my part, indubitably
most consciously, and with a
gratifyingly consummate
abandonment, warmly
thrown wide open
the portals of
my heart.
 
So on this St. Valentine's Day now positively
emboldened by and additionally fortified
with the historical licence of and
customary practice afforded
to would be lovers in speaking either
openly or anonymously, but nevertheless
freely, about the profound emotions
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they've previously closeted but
all the same amorously and
for some time carried
inside, as so many not unlike
myself recurrently do; and therefore
fully committed this time to utilizing
what for me are appropriately and
will hopefully also successfully
prove to be a transformative
state of affairs in my life
this St. Valentine; it's my resolute
intention to boldly, truthfully,
unhesitatingly but with the
utmost humility as well seize
with both hands this wondrous
opportunity to earnestly express
my deepest feelings towards
you as I explicitly let you
know with unqualified
confidence how very
much I do actually
love and totally
adore you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 February 2015.
 
 
Author's Remarks
Actually knowing that you're in love and having that love fully reciprocated is one
of several astonishing things possible in one's life; itself fortified with the
excellent and truly self-satisfying feeling of encountering this remarkable
experience and mutually sharing it with that valued individual in your life.
However, to unrealistically or worst still rather delusionally persuade one's self
that a tangible or even a consequential love relationship is in the prospect of
happening or actually does exist when no such thing is in vogue or remotely
possible is altogether a wholly different issue which a competent, professionally
qualified and considerably experienced psychiatrist is far more fittingly suited to
deal with.
 
So at this St. Valentine's time that like all previous ones, and completely
depending on your own and, dare I say, decidedly subjective personal
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perspective is characterized as infamous and consequently highly irrelevant, or
else as noteworthy and therefore must be consummately treasured in every
possible way, I wish you all the very best and hope that you truthfully manage to
work out for yourself which is the more commonsensical or appropriate of these
two contradictory alternatives in your case. But either way that you have a
wonderfully pleasurable time while doing so.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Å Være Pedofil Og Bare Elske Det!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jeg tilstår lett å være pedofil, men det per se gjør meg på ingen
måte til en ond person siden fra et fysisk, mentalt og til og
med generelt oppfattet offentlig oppfatning som ønsket
råder jeg virkelig ikke kan, og dessuten å ha prøvd
det på alvor, vil ikke å endre hvem eller hva jeg
virkelig er. For det gjør jeg virkelig elsker
barn og elsker veldig å ha det naturlige og ubegrenset
bånd, så vel som en lystbetont sosialt samspill med
de fleste av dem kombinert, selvfølgelig, med
vanlig naturlig, forfriskende inspirerende
og en mest uberørt og sympatisk
uskyld av den typen som
de instinktivt utstille,
når pedofile som meg
selv individuelt
bli tett med
dem.
 
Og ikke litt på deres uberegnelige måter
Som de hykleriske episodiske scenariene
med tydeligcontrived bonhomie og
det ellers vanligvis slags over-
fladisk håndheves og lagt
på for å vise falske oppførsel det er
veldig karakteristisk for gjen-
noms nittet voksen, og
at enkelt personer som meg
konsekvent, og i mange
sørgelig måte, dess-
verre opplev hver
og hverdag.
 
Så vær så snill, fortell meg og millioner av
andre både nasjonalt og globalt som
virkelig er interessert, hvem er
det virkelig skade disse
barns positiv utvikling. Meg -vorter og alt -
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med mine klar anerkjennelse og spesifikk
forståelse av hvem og hva disse barna
er og, etter logisk definisjon, på
samme måte realistiskeically
ønske, eller du med din
helliggjørte kaken
på himmelen forestillinger om
hva debør manipulerende,
heller asininely og
samsvarende la
seg selv, og
ledet av
deg,
håpe
på.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Dette diktet er verken en godkjenning eller en bevisstgjørende fordømmelse av
pedofili eller de som praktiserer det, og bør derfor ikke bli grepet på og tolket av
deg som leser av det som sådan i samsvar med dine egne synspunkter, korrekt
informert eller på annen måte, som du personlig hold på akkurat dette emnet.
 
Og som en objektiv forfatter er mine egne synspunkter irrelevante her, siden min
rolle som førstnevnte er å spille Devils talsmann og la deg, forutsatt at du enten
bryr deg om eller til og med vil, bestemme deg selv - og spesifikt ingen andre -
bare hvordan dette samfunnsspørsmålet og de som er involvert i det skal være
og til slutt blir håndtert av sine sosiale jevnaldrende; uansett hvilken seksuell
klassifisering disse selvutnevnte dommerne tildeler seg ærlig.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Veritable Human Gem At Just Four Years Old!
 
By Stanley Collymore
	
Exceedingly young in age for behaviour like this one
would have thought, just four years old to be exact,
but already well-versed in the social graces and
disciplined art of refinement commensurate
with the cherished aspirations of all truly
civilized and caring communities and
absolutely resoundingly too in your
very principled action young lady
demonstrably putting to noticeable shame significant
numbers of people, by far considerably older than
you who is distinctly of Asian extraction, not
only residing in but also, in addition, self-
righteously and cheerfully regarding
themselves as irrefutably rightfully
and furthermore exclusively too
belonging to Britain; entirely
nothing like you and others
whom they derisively see
and regard as foreigners
and strangers in acerbic
language they awfully
utilize to keenly but
implausibly malign
in those fallacious
contentions used
by them to none the less contend and as
they see it that you're unquestionably
surplus to requirements, who have
constantly implanted yourselves
in what they acerbically claim
are plainly minority-ridden
or to boot immigrant and
consequently ingrained
delinquency teeming
and unsurprisingly
too contemptible,
enthusiastically
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in sponging off
them, peculiar
communities.
 
This notwithstanding how recently or previously
non-existent their own dubious and far from
advantageous association with the United
Kingdom is or has been. Even so their
ill-conceived, hubristic, narcissistic
and gratuitous arrogance coupled
with their transparently fixated, deeply ingrained
insolence and totally aggressive malevolence
don't stop the likes of them from decrying
your natural and lawful presence to be
in your birth country where clearly
in wedded conditions you were
conceived and born, entirely
dissimilar from the distinct
circumstances pertaining
as it happens to the vast
majority of them and
where in person I had personally observed this
incident of your amiable and instinctive act
of altruism - into believing, these clearly
despicable and lowlife charlatans, that
they're fundamentally better in every
respect than anyone like you - who
though indeed young is none the
less already a veritable human
Gem - that neither looks nor
decides to behave like them.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was inspired by a four year old Asian girl of Indian extraction and a
total stranger to me as was her father who were both waiting in a queue that I
was at the head of in a well-known take-away establishment waiting to be served
at the same moment my purchased transaction was in the process of coming to
its conclusion. I had just paid for the items that I'd ordered and was about to
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receive my receipt for them from the sales assistant who'd served me when in
the process of him doing so the receipt accidentally slipped from his hand - an
occurrence that he immediately apologized to me for which was pleasantly very
nice of him but in actual fact there was absolutely no need at all for him to do so,
since what had happened was really no one's fault and simply just one of those
things - and landed on the floor on my side of the counter that separated us.
 
Both the sales assistant and myself fully cognizant of what had happened and
also where precisely the receipt had landed and I motioned to him that I'd pick it
up just as soon as I'd safely and quite securely replaced my debit card, which I
had used for that particular transaction, back into my shoulder bag that was now
opened and also on the counter. However, before I could do so I felt a gentle tap
on my leg and on glancing to where it had come from became aware of this
smartly dressed and also beaming with a most enchanting smile young girl of
Asian extraction who'd in the process of her own volition and quite unbeknown to
me at the time had picked up the said receipt and was now presenting it to me
with the words: &quot;You dropped your receipt and I thought I'd pick it up for
you.&quot; Immensely charmed by what she's voluntarily and altruistically done
I instinctively thanked her with the words: &quot;Thank you young lady; that
was most kind and very thoughtful of you.&quot; She smiled engagingly and
returned to her father.
 
I then thanked him although it was entirely his daughter's doing; but that said
such behaviour from one so very young had to be derived from somewhere, and
not emerge purely from thin air, as every intelligent and conscionable person in
Britain well knows that such unselfish behaviour even from supposedly mature
adults is extremely rare and very akin to trying to getting blood out of a stone;
and so I warmly and genuinely and thanked that little girl's dad too for being the
kind of father that he obviously was. And with my own thoughts on the
contemporary Britain that I routinely observe when I'm there I was buoyed up
with hope for its future, although not from those who delude themselves that
they alone are exclusively Britons and no one else has any right to that
supposedly on their part exceptionalist distinction. So thank you again young
lady, and here's to the future and significantly too the kind of civilized, diverse,
compassionate and thoroughly principled Britain that you and others like you,
regardless of their race or background, represent.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Walk On The Seamier Side Of Christmas
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Don’t talk to me about Christmas, Santa Claus or his reindeer
as I’ve had enough of the hypocrisy that surrounds them
every year; for I’m one of the long-term unemployed
who’s destitute and full of despair, as it’s quite
obvious to me from what I’ve observed that nobody really
cares. Worst still and adding insult to the injury of the
misery already cruelly and needlessly inflicted on
me that I’m left saddled with and hard as I try
am unable to circumvent, the local council, like
it said it would, went to court, and readily getting
the latter’s support in the form of an eviction
order, promptly and unceremoniously
kicked me out of the door of my
childhood home, because I
could no longer afford
to pay my rent.
 
Social Security who I then turned to weren’t much good
either as regards helping me out of this terrible mess
that unforeseen circumstances had landed me in,
telling me rather arrogantly and insensitively
that the rooms in my former home were
actually far in excess of my personal
needs; rules they went on to say
they couldn’t ignore or relax, as to do so
would seriously compromise as well as
contravene the official guidelines
and stipulated requirements
expressly laid down in
the government’s
own legislated
bedroom
tax.
 
So as I had two bedrooms in my designated council
flat and lived there all on my own, so there was
no disputing that fact; it wasn’t only fair to
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the taxpayer but also on the public purse
as well that the shortfall in the state’s
contribution to my rent, caused by the
imposition of the statutory rent-cap that
Social Security felt compelled to impose
on my previous home, should in those
given circumstances, they logically
argued, be my sole responsibility and
therefore paid for by me alone; if,
that is, I still wanted to carry
on living in what was,
after all, my home.
 
An impossible task as you’ve rightly guessed
and the worst of all states to find myself in:
explicitly, an involuntary and ongoing
homelessness. So please save your
breath about Christmas and do
give up on the bogus piety,
as I don’t think I need
to remind you I’ve
more pressing
priorities!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 December 2013.
 
Critique:
This poem wasn’t written by me with any profound directives in mind as to how
any of you should conscionably or otherwise, independently or collectively, live
your individual life. Notwithstanding that though its purpose is to point out that
Christmas isn’t about singling out and concentrating exclusively on one specific
day in each year and no other; and once that day passes into oblivion everyone
can just revert to carrying on as before as though the actuality of Christmas and
what it genuinely represents never happened at all, until that is the next one
arrives and the customary charade ceremoniously removed from its closeted
mothball is allowed to temporarily gain momentum again.
 
A flawed Christian, as indeed I am, I’m nonetheless fully cognisant of what
Christmas is and has from its inception been really all about; and although I’m
not or have I ever been a member of the Salvation Army which I wholeheartedly
respect and financially support on a regular basis, I do so principally because it’s
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my honest opinion that it’s the only organization I know of which credibly and
fully lives up to its moral, social and religious obligations as it altruistically
implements, doing so at times in seemingly impossible circumstances, the
unadulterated doctrine of Christmas together with its universal message of
comradeship, compassion, benevolence and love to all mankind as it was
intended to and should be practised by each and everyone of us; and not just
around or only on the 25th December of each year, but consistently and
cooperatively throughout the entire year.
 
And as a positive reminder of this and for their sterling and sometimes
unappreciated work carried out 24/7 and 365 days of every year, I humbly
dedicate this poem to the Salvation Army.
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Woman Like No Other!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You came into my life with the vibrant and compellingly
winning force of a major tropical hurricane yet also
with the tender, empathetically soothing and
the refreshingly comforting embrace of
a Barbadian Trade Winds' breeze
blown directly and uninterruptedly onshore on to
the island from across the azure blue, turquoise
green and spotlessly white-tinged waters of
the Atlantic Ocean, thoroughly livening
up my keen senses with your entirely
stunning, beautiful and completely
irresistibly sensuousness which
immediately and without any
duress perfectly captivated
as well as enjoyably and
most enduringly also
perfectly sustained
my spirited and
wholehearted
fascination
with you.
 
And what else, given those propitious and absolutely
irresistible circumstances, could I realistically do
other than to willingly fall head over heels in
love with you and in addition with you my
truly gorgeous and mesmeric German
Princess pleasurably and positively
making this adorable amorous
transformation an undoubtedly veritable success
beyond question. And as we look forward to
and earnestly prepare to celebrate another
glorious Weihnacten let me decisively,
tenderly and proudly reiterate that I
still passionately do love and am
also in love with you and very
much care about you; and if
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that's at all possible even a
lot more this time round
than I have previously,
assuredly, ever done!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 November 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
As a still practising Christian whose personal approach to the religion I voluntarily
choose to follow has been decidedly a very pragmatic one all along, Christmas
even with its many and currently unrecognizable features as well as for me
patently unappealing characteristics that have in every mindboggling sense
emerged and furthermore firmly established themselves as the
&quot;norm&quot; in the decades that have followed my birth is notwithstanding
the aforementioned a pivotal religious, social, cultural and familial event for me,
and the likelihood is that it'll indefinitely carry on being so; and not in the least
too because of the tremendously important, highly instructive moral and
profoundly ingrained religious values so crucially indispensable to my personal
and professional lives but which are also genuinely and enduringly embedded in
the general character as well as the overriding concepts of Christianity itself.
 
Therefore to have someone so immensely valuable to me voluntarily and
consensually in my life who shares and just as passionately but also intelligently
and objectively believes in these same fundamental values and moreover
earnestly and freely incorporates them into her own life means a great deal to
me both as an undertaking of solid commitment on her part as well as the true
optimization of the admirable and adorable personification of who and what she
is as a truthfully exceptional woman and a most extraordinary human being; and
furthermore as someone I immensely love, cherish enormously, deeply respect
and hugely admire!
 
And while this highly and devotedly appreciative of her poem is symbolic of the
spontaneity that characterizes the nature and uniqueness of the close, personal
relationship we obviously and spectacularly have and empathetically share with
each other, it's by no means however the culmination of everything that
constitutes the embodiment of our lives either individually or together.
 
For just as it encapsulates the representation of my ongoing love for you my
Darling it's also an optimistic and enduring declaration, and specifically at this
Christmastide, of what you do, have always done, and will continue to mean to
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me!
 
Stanley Collymore
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A Woman Yes! But My Gender Is Irrelevant To Who Or
What I Am.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Don't try taking me for granted as you obviously contemplate
doing and I'm fully aware is your secret intention. Yes, I
readily agree that you have a number of interesting and
even innovative things that you want to say and do
and which if suitably and wholly implemented by
those whom you're very much endeavouring to
impress and convince do take them onboard
will doubtlessly make you a very important
and self-satisfied man. But lest you should conveniently
forget I'm not only a woman but also a person in my
own right and neither an adjunct of your life nor for
that matter some suitable concubine of yours that
at your behest you can manipulate at will to do
your specific bidding at that precise moment
in time. So please, do credit me with the
intelligence that I have and a mind of
my own to make the relevant decisions that of necessity
I appropriately regard as fit about what matters I as
relevant at the time of my doing so, and if you're
in any real doubt about them, then do question
me intelligently, and painstakingly if you so
wish, about any of them, and not haughtily
and patronizingly take to presuming that
by being a man you're therefore much
more knowledge of what's best and
accordingly know everything and
in contrast by being a woman I
should always obediently be
a completely unthinking,
and idiotic underling.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 December 2016.
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Author's Remarks:
This poem is specifically written for and dedicated to all of the female students at
whatever level of their academic studies that I've taught them and collectively
over a period of several years of teaching them.
 
It's also for the several female members of my biological family, close feminine
friends, my former girlfriends and lovers who understandably still mean a lot to
me and several of whom now happily married and with families of their own still
mutually keep in touch; and all of whom individually and collectively have helped
to reciprocally shape the respective life that we each of us individually have
forged for ourselves.
 
And furthermore for anyone else who can empathize with this poem and has
benefited from it in any way.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Adam Klug A Congenital And Utterly Purblind Moron!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Klug in German means clever and I should know because I’m
fluent in the language and that said there’s nothing clever
about one Adam Klug self-appointed spokesperson for
Momentum and endowed with a brain, questionable
by some including me, that would easily fit into a
gnat’s backside assuming, of course, that any
principled or decently-inclined gnat would
ever allow something like that to happen
and therefore is highly unlikely in the
circumstances. And why is Adam
Klug such a pillock? Genetically
motivated reasons account for
some of his congenital disabilities but in addition it’s a
perverse work of repellent art which this Dummkopf
assiduously labours on. For here we have a prized
prick, no matter what definitive box of lowlife
encompassing pillocks, prats, imbeciles, raw
assholes, sewer rats, verminous scumbags,
or plain purblind morons that you justly
might tick, and even then may perhaps
very well come up with further, and
justifiably apposite terminologies
which adequately complement,
fully sustain and furthermore
entirely irredeemably as it
also happens, preserves
the given status quo
that does comprise
the quite odious
Adam Klug.
 
This utterly slimy and disgusting slug who self-servingly wants with
his control freakism and compulsive self-publicizing, treacherous
Judas Iscariot thirty pieces of silver sell-out mindset – seriously
how much did you negotiate for Adam to these debased and
repellent, rightwing, pernicious and completely perfidious
death cult multinational corporations and the Military
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Industrial Complex – coupled with his Trojan Horse,
I doubt very much if this ingrained pillock even
knows the symbolism of this, entryism agenda
foolishly attempting to exclude the ordinary,
bona fide and unquestionably courageous Labour Party members
and supporters who having weathered the murderous in more
ways than one Nazi, Tory-Zionist and execrably rapacious
years of utterly self-centred and hubristic party pimps
forcefully coming under the heading of the likes of
mass murderers Tony Blair, Gordon Brown and
Alastair Campbell: individually or combined
the visible embodiment of everything that
is Evil I call them, now colluding with
the likes of Tom Watson, no friend
of Jeremy Corbyn I swear to you
but rather is a very treacherous
backstabber and underhand
conspiratorial, nasty piece
of West Midlands shit,
now quite incredibly
finding themselves
the reckless urge
of idiotic Adam
Klug’s purge!
 
And this under the ludicrous, lying and dishonest pretext that they’re
entryists who supposedly want to take over the Labour Party – like
Tony Blair, Gordon Brown and the other vile Labtories did? –
which incidentally has all along been justifiably their party
and it’s mother fuckers like brain-dead Adam Klug that
are the interlopers and who want to return Labour in
their sick minds to the good old days under Tony
Blair. So treacherous MPs and insidious back-
stabbers of the party’s hugely democratically
elected leader Jeremy Corbyn must not,
according to Adam Klug as he pours
his heart and demented thoughts out to
the very media hell-bent on having Jeremy Corbyn crucified
and illicitly ousted – regime change is what these purblind
cunts are brilliant at whether abroad or here at home –
while the average run of the mill supportive Labour
member and supporter must either conform to
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Adam Klug’s dictates or else be kicked out
of the Labour Party and debarred from
all constituency or HQ deliberations
and decision making; and simply
remain voting fodder. Parallel in its rank stupidity to if the
Black Civil Rights Movement joined forces with the Ku
Klux Klan and other white supremacist groups in the
United States; purportedly doing so they asininely
contend with the intention of improving the civic
liberties and human rights of Black Americans
and to affect this it was incumbent on them
and an absolute too to root out all Blacks
that didn’t submissively go along with
what they were self-centredly doing.
Doesn’t make sense at all to any
intelligent or sensible person;
but then I’m positive you’ll
quickly find that thought
controller Adam Klug
isn’t, by any stretch
of the imagination,
ever likely to be
amongst them!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 December 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Admired And Desired
 
I want you, even desperately need you, but
find myself unable to adequately express
in words how much I actually do, let alone
manifest the overwhelming degree of the
intensity of my personal feelings for
you; because the fluidity of our common
language, the polished art of seduction and
the steely resolve of its imposition constantly
desert me whenever you come into view –
so instead I’ll give you this simple poem,
in the earnest hope that the sentiments
expressed therein will suffice to
compellingly convince you of
just how much I really love
and desire you my Dear!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Advice To All Bankers
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It’s our money that quite voluntarily we entrust you with
to safely and prudently look after as well as sagaciously
invest on our personal behalf in the expectation that
you will judiciously do all these things, entirely
cognisant at the same time of both the natural
as well as the possible unforeseen variables
which can and do occasionally occur as
spoilers of these laudable enterprises
we willingly subscribe to, and
which individually as well
as jointly we hope to
benefit from.
 
However, despite all you sanctimonious rhetoric and
grandstanding and the holier than thou attitudes
you pompously strut around with pretending to
be entirely above reproach when evidently
you’re not, we who’re your clients are
none the less decidedly far from
impressed or convinced either by your verbose
and obfuscating remarks or your calculated
actions. So why don’t you clean up your
act, start behaving like normal human
beings and not the plundering pirates
you clearly are yet try so hard to
convince us that you aren’t?
 
Ethical conduct doesn’t come easy for those who’ve
never been exposed to it or have been taught that
it doesn’t matter I know, but all the same
without it we would all be condemned
to a cut-throat existence where the
baser instincts of mankind would
always prevail. But is that what you really
want if it also meant that you were then
to recurrently find yourselves equally
helpless as we are with you on the
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receiving end of those much
stronger and nastier
than you are?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Åh Att Vara Pedofil Och Bara Älska Det!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jag medger lätt att jag är pedofil, men det i sig gör mig i
nte på något sätt till en ond person, eftersom från ett
fysiskt, mentalt och till och med det allmänna
uppfattade allmänhetens uppfattning som vill
råder jag verkligen inte kan och dessutom
efter att ha försökt det verkligen, vill inte
att ändra vem eller vad jag verkligen
är. För det gör jag verkligen älskar barn och älskar
mycket att ha en naturlig och obegränsat band,
såväl som en angenäm social interaktion
med majoriteten av dem i kombination,
naturligtvis, med vanligtvis naturligt,
uppfriskande inspirerande och en
mest oförstörd och sympatisk
oskuld av det slag som de
instinktivt ställa ut, när
pedofiler som jag
själv individuellt bli
nära med dem.
 
Och inte lite på deras okalkylerande sätt
de hyckleriska episodiska scenarierna av
tydligt contrived bonhomie och det
annars vanligtvis typ av ytlig
verkställs och läggs på för
att visa falskt beteende det är mycket
karakteristiskt för genom snittet
vuxen, och att individer
gillar mig konsek-
vent och i manga
sorgligt sätt, ty-
värrupplev
varje och
alladag.
 
Så snälla, berätta sanningen mig och miljoner
andra såväl nationellt som globalt som är
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verkligen intresserade, vem är det
verkligen skada dessa barns
positiv utveckling. Jag -
vårtor och allt - med min tydligt erkännande
och specifik förståelse om vem och vad
dessa barn är och, genom logisk def-
inition, likaså realistically lust,
eller du med din helgonet paj
på himlen föreställningar
om vad de bör manipu-
lativt, snarare asininely
och överensstämmande
låt sig själva, och
leds av dig, ha
som mål att.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Denna dikt är varken ett godkännande eller en bestämmande fördömande av
pedofili eller de som utövar den och bör därför inte gripas till och tolkas av dig
läsaren av den som sådan i enlighet med dina egna åsikter, korrekt informerade
eller på annat sätt, som du personligen hålla fast vid just detta ämne.
 
Och som en objektiv författare är mina egna åsikter irrelevanta här, eftersom
min roll som den förra är att spela Djävulens förespråkare och låta dig, antar att
du antingen bryr dig eller ens vill, bestämma själv - och specifikt ingen annan -
bara hur denna samhällsfråga och de som är inblandade i den borde vara och
slutligen hanteras av sina sociala kamrater; oavsett vilken sexuell klassificering
dessa självutnämnda bedömare tilldelar ärligt sig själva.
 
Stanley Collymore
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All Glory To Patriotic Martin Mcguinness The
Redoubtable Che Guevarra Of Ireland!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were from the outset of your social and political life
a man of sterling qualities and outstanding integrity
Martin McGuinness forced as you undoubtedly
were into the savage and unremitting crucible
of fire and the epidemic dishonesty of the
British generally and the English most
specifically and, what is more, was
remorselessly conducted by them
in their combined barbarity against the courageous,
long suffering, subjugated and genuine Irish men,
women and their children. And although the
mountainous odds in these inured abusers
favour were always massively against
Eire together with all the undeniably
patriotic Irish men, women and
their offspring both at home
and in the wider Irish
Diaspora globally.
 
Who as in the past had openly and democratically
done in a free and fair election expressing their
earnest and still ongoing desire for a United
Eire and Irish nation, that quite adoringly
impassioned dream and and matching
aspiration assuredly will always live
on eternally rooted in the deeply
emboldened hearts and the
conscionable minds of all successive generations of
courageous, committed, truly nation-loving and
indubitably patriotic Irish man, woman and
their children as admirably it must and
will consistently do; and due in no
short measure to irrefutanly loyal
and genuinely committed Irish
citizens like yourself Martin
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McGuiness and the heroic
and selfless part that you
and of course Sinn Fein
have massively played
and carry on doing in
every aspect of this!
 
So hail then I openly and proudly say to you Martin
McGuinness, Sinn Fein and the IRA! completely
convinced as evidently I and every other right
thinking and knowledgeable person knows
and intensely wishes for, that those who
selflessly fight and willingly die for
their national integrity conjoined
with the united sovereignty of
Ireland and its people's right to choose
and unconstrained determine their
own destiny will inevitably one
day sucessfully achieve their
ambition by appropriately
acquiring and proudly
upholding their way.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 March 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Firstly, I wish to express my deepest and sincerest regrets and sadness at the
death of Martin McGuinness a truly great man, courageous in his actions,
inspirational to all genuinely political democratic aspirants and a highly principled
individual who gave no quarters and expected none and who, in my honest and
unapologetic opinion, unsurprisingly and also non-ostentatiously convincingly
developed into a markedly consummate and a most outstandingly accomplished
statesman.
 
Secondly to convey at this grieving time for them my heartfelt condolences and
best wishes to Martin's widow and his family members, close friends and
associates and, of course the members and supporters of Sinn Fein for your
irreparable loss. But if it's any consolation to you to say to you as well that you
weren't alone in your justifiable love for, respect of and total admiration also of
Martin.
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And that this poem I'm now publishing and which was instantaneously conceived
and written the very moment I learnt of Martin's death on the 21st March 2017 is
a personal tribute from me, my German female Partner and my family to a
fantastically remarkable man together with being as well a noble statesman in
the true context of that terminology. Someone whose untimely death is deeply
regretted but will all the more because of who Martin McGuinness was and the
exceptional legacy that he has achieved during his lifetime and has left for us will
focus our thoughts and fond remembrances of him on the massive loss we've all
both individually and collectively suffered.
 
So God continue to bless you Martin as He takes you to his and now your own
celestial home, while we who remain here on Earth until our individual time
comes to depart it in permanent fashion will until we meet up with you again
earnestly cherish and enduringly remember you for the superb, conscionable and
implacably fair and honest Gentleman that you were and for us will always
remain! Farewell friend and political mentor, until we meet again.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Alles Gute Zum Geburtstag Am 14. Dezember 2015
Erika!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You’re truly an amazing and quite outstanding person Erika,
richly and abundantly endowed with a superb brain and
thoughtful imagination that are themselves buttressed
by a natural and uncommon aptitude for discerning
and inspirational altruism which you liberally
dispense; employing this so naturally and
unpretentiously that those who either
personally and usually at firsthand
observe this exceptional discernment or else munificently
find themselves as quite deserving and most gratefully
so the chosen recipients of your debonair kindness
have all along and from the very start, without
question and similarly too with the utmost
commendation on their part, instinctively
recognized and fully accepted with a
noble grace and the rightful dignity
that it thoroughly deserves, what
you’ve always freely, cheerfully and willingly been
doing; and in return have chosen to inestimably
intersperse this with a reciprocal love and the
greatest of affection by them for someone
whom they readily cherish, hold in the
highest regard and perceptively see
as the hallowed beneficiary of an
undeniably Christian, friendly,
thoroughly welcoming and
prodigiously giving heart.
 
Compliments galore and in actuality many more justifiably
forthcoming and of which you’re not only absolutely and
indisputably deserving but also when examined either
independently or collectively are themselves, to say
the very least, quite compellingly awe-inspiring!
And set against your phenomenally impressive
background “Mein deutsches Liebchen” as
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well as our longstanding relationship and reliable friendship
Erika are the quite obvious and indisputably well-founded
reasons affectionately expressed here and to send to you
on your special day my deep and sincerest greetings;
and additionally wish you good luck, continued
excellent health and furthermore exhort you,
as well, to extravagantly make the most
of your big day by specially having
a superbly exciting, personalized
however entirely fun-packed,
incomparable, truly out of
this world, excellent and
a memorable birthday!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 December 2015.
 
 
Meine persoenlichen Gefuehle:
Fuer einem ganz besonderen Menschen in meinem Leben. Und gegen Ihre
phaenomenal beindruckenden Hintergrund mein deutsches Liebchen sowie
unsere langjaehrigen und vertrauensvollen Freundschaft Erika sind die fraglos
fundierte Gruende hier zum Ausdruck, Ihnen an Ihrem speziellen Tag zu senden
meine herzlichsten Gruesse und zusaetzlich wuenschen Ihnen viel Glueck
gesetzt, weiterhim bester Gesundheit und darueber hinaus ermahne euch als
auch zu aufwendig das Beste aus Ihrem Tag zu machen, indem er eine herrlich
aufregend, erlebnisreichen und unvergesslichen Geburtstag!
 
Schliesslich meine Gedanken sind mit Ihnen, wie sie schon immer im Laufe der
Jahre, seit ich dich kennenlernte. Und ich wuenche Ihnen natuerlich auch viele
weitere Geburtstage in der Zukunft. Geniessen Sie Ihrem Geburtstag am 14.
Dezember 2015 Erika!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Alone But Not Lonely
 
I much prefer my own company; it’s a matter of
personal choice, for I like the peace of mind
that it evidently affords me. The chance
to hear myself think and not have to
listen endlessly and uninterestedly to
the garrulous garbage of blithering idiots.
So why then, under these well-known
circumstances, don’t you respect
my preferred privacy and
sensibly leave me
permanently
alone?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Altruism: Difficult To Implement I Know But Worth
Trying All The Same!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please forgive me but I'm not in any way trying to put a
damper on your good deeds, question, undermine or
minimize in any sense your act of altruism to me
nor am I being ungrateful for, or in the least
unappreciative of what, of your own free
will, you've most kindly done. But try
to understand when I say that the kind of conduct
which you've so graciously, quite magnificently
and voluntarily extended towards me is by far
removed from what I've customarily been
used to or, for that matter, could logically
or realistically have ever expected from
those I habitually come across on an
everyday basis, are frequently and
for my lack of a more appropriate
expression are daily around me. However despite
all that and without any kind of narcissistic fuss
or hubristic trumpet-blowing fanfare on your
part, your perceptible kindness to me a total
stranger to you in every possible way, has
none the less been quietly, together with
the utmost of care and compassion, no
concessions claimed for any of your
actions, or anything at all required
or awaited in return; carried out
with what's visibly from your
heart a most superlative and
the ultimate act of altruism:
you gave me the chance to
physically live life again!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 October 2016.
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Author's Remarks:
When I was five years old during one of her customary mentoring sessions with
me my esteemed familial as well as categorically so within her own community
maternal Grandmother lovingly - from birth I was always her specific favourite -
told me that to become financially rich through one's honest endeavours was
neither a sin nor something that I should ever consciously derive any shame
about or for that matter have anyone make me feel that way. However, she
quickly added that I shouldn't obsess about money or other materialistic things
or possessions, since I had brought none of them into this world with me and it
was an absolute certainty that when I eventually left this existence which was
temporarily granted to me by the Almighty God I wouldn't be able either to take
any of these things, including those I'd acquired honestly, with me.
 
These sensible, practicable, encouraging as well as inspirational
&quot;commandments&quot; of hers have unquestionably and desirably stood
me in good stead throughout my life and additionally have also formed the basis
on which I've always endeavoured to live it difficult as it undoubtedly is at times
to do so, but even then I do my honest best not to depart from the core
elements of them, for they are the fundamentals aspects not only of my
upbringing but also how I essentially and continuously want to think, live my life
and conduct myself in my dealings with others.
 
But living in what's politically referred to as the west I absolutely know all too
well from very personal experiences as well as everyday observances just how
extremely difficult a task that can be and especially so in an environment
consumed with greed and where money-grabbing machinations are the order of
the day and an obsessive way of life. And acquiring wealth at any cost and
regardless of who it actually rightfully belongs to, the disastrous impact, or come
to that the traumatic effects that such brutish and covetous behaviour can and
does have on those who are savagely affected and are enforcedly compelled to
put up with what's being done to them, are activities of mindboggling travesties
of justice that are mindlessly and contemptuously inflicted by the already rich,
privileged and the utterly delusional, in their sick minds, superior elements they
conclude of humanity. All the more fool them since they're nothing of the kind
but are instead distinctly lowlife scum, white trash and detritus elements of
whatever barbaric species that they actually belong to.
 
So in grateful appreciation for what she's taught me as well as all the several
mentors I likewise had throughout my childhood, youth and into manhood, an
enormous &quot;thank you&quot; from me. And in addition to the loving
dedication of this poem to all of you it also goes in that same vein to my German
Partner, her family and our many close friends; politically to Jeremy Corbyn,
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John McDonnell and Diane Abbott; to you my regular readers; as well as the
millions of conscionable people out there, and the truly unsound heroes I think all
doing your level best to make this world a safer and better place.
 
And in the actual words of my Gran and which will forever stay burnished in my
mind as long as I draw human breath: &quot;Whatever you do in life Stanley
always try to make this world a far better place than how it was when you first
entered it! &quot;
 
I sincerely hope that you can and will do too!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Always And Unashamedly Aim For Personal
Excellence!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Lift your eyes inspirationally towards the stars and
always remember who you are and where you
came from. Measure your capabilities and
successes not through the flatteries that
you receive from others - however
good-intentioned or otherwise
these might be - but on the definitive scale
and how extensive is the reach of your
genuine achievements, derived as a
natural consequence from your own
personal endeavours and the
dedicated hard work you've put into them.
And as you sensibly carry on doing so,
permit no one to either belittle or
scurrilously negate what you've
outstandingly done - and fully
recognized that you had to -
because you decidedly chose not
to and, furthermore, resolutely
refused to countenance, let
alone would ever settle
for the mundanity of
perceived societal
conformity
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 June 2014.
 
Commendation:
A common thread throughout my teaching career and that I assiduously sought
to instil in all my students, wherever they were, has been this invaluable mantra
derived from and inculcated in me by my own English Master - Mr Kenneth G.
Doughlin - a fundamental educational mentor to me and an icon to all my peers
that attended the same grammar school that I did, and whose wisdom I in turn
employed within my own teaching career in relation to my own students:
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&quot;It's your life and you alone must be the ultimate arbiter of what exactly
you do with it! &quot;
 
Unsurprising therefore this poem is unreservedly dedicated to all those:
secondary school pupils, undergraduate and postgraduate university students;
those participating in adult or extracurricular educational studies, and the
numerous others that over a period of several years I've either taught or lectured
to; with particular reference and singular recognition to those in Hannover,
Hamburg, Darmstadt and Laatzen Volkshochschule in Germany; the International
School in Denmark; the Alexandra Girls Grammar School in Barbados; and of
course educational institutions in England.
 
The good, bad and the indifferent among you - as I teasingly referred to you -
but who I always knew would successfully morph into the resplendent and
remarkable butterflies that delightedly, I'm quite happy to say, you've amazingly
become.
 
So thank you all: my past and present charges, for the inspirational challenges
individually and collectively, as well as in your own inimitable ways, that you've
helped to instil in my teaching career enabling it to be the thoroughly rewarding
success it has always been; and in my grateful appreciation too that so many of
you freely and continually keep regularly in touch to personally update me on
how you're getting on in your everyday lives and also genuinely enquire about
my own wellbeing.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Always There
 
I don’t know if we shall
ever meet again, but
rest assured I
shall always
be with
you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Analysis On Being Used
 
You lied to me in order to have me make love to you
when it wasn’t at all necessary for you to do so, as in my
case you must have known that you were pushing at
an open door; such was the intensity of the feelings
which I had for you. Besides, what I wanted for
us was much more than just an ephemeral
or unemotional extravaganza of carnal
expectations and lustful realization.
However, your intentions, effusively
characterized by your unseemly
behaviour, were obviously
intentionally different
in their character
and purpose
from my
own.
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Approved Of Killing That Will Lead To A Spate Of
Similarly Just Murders!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Murder I was told from my earliest childhood was a sacrosanct
existence rendered by the judicious decision of the Almighty
God to every individual person: child, woman and man,
and a state of being that should definitely in normal
circumstances unfalteringly stand unless revoked
through requite acts of indisputable pragmatism
or implacable retribution spurred on by God's
will. And in you specific case, Ian McNicol
and obviously that of a delusional lowlife,
white trash, white supremacist, Nazi Zionist
and a dismally pathetically poor excuse for and purported
specimen of humanity that you unmistakably are, along
with your entire family and the coterie of likeminded
moronic, nepotistic and cronyism inept cretins you
surround yourself with are demonstrable factors
that only partially account for why all of you
must die! Murder most just; and which in
any assertive manner that the rest of us
at best are able to accomplish should
rapidly and resolutely be fulfilled,
starting of course with you Ian
McNicol and in the long run
the overdue cleansing of
the Labour Party's and
inexorably Britain's
manifestly corrupt
political, societal
and nauseating
Augean stable.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
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So in hubristic and narcissistic fashion coupled with a determinedly egotistical
and delusional air of pomposity so very characteristic of your customary self-
indulgent, hopelessly and ineptly out of touch and manifest unawareness of
anything even remotely connected to reality let alone probity Ian McNicol you
haughtily and pretentiously declare in the elaborate Wikipedia presentation of
yourself that you have a black belt in karate.
 
Oh bully for you! But as I and others see it a fat lot of good that'll do you - we
don't personally think - against someone immensely skilled in the use of and
moreover expertly wielding a glisteningly razor-sharp machete and industriously
intent on lacerating and massively crippling strategic areas of your torso, and
who then after this excruciatingly painful and toying humiliation, both physically
and mentally for you, proceeds to clinically and exultantly decapitate your head
from the rest of what's left of your still intact body.
 
Or alternatively utilize an IED to blow you to smithereens; a car packed with
deadly explosives to tail yours, run you off the road irrespective of what security
detail you have and is itself mechanically equipped with a remote contraption
that allows your killer(s)   to be safely thrown from their vehicle but allowing at
the same time the said vehicle they've vacated and now totally and remotely
controlled by them to lock on to yours and in the subsequent automated crash
and massive conflagration blow you Ian McNicol and those with you to Kingdom
come!
 
We have too in an age of brilliant and readily applied technology Ian where
private drones bought commercially or technically and independently constructed
are now commonplace and these too can be fitted with extremely lethal devices
that can be promptly released from the air on to the targets home, most fittingly
at night time when those condemned to die are unsuspectingly and comfortably
tucked up in their beds. After all if commercial firms like Amazon can deliver, as
they're planning to, deliveries to customers' homes by drones why not a killer's
prescription, or more appropriately eradication delivery, as well?
 
Likewise the target's workplace and even their venues of recreation can and will
become totally unsafe locations for them. And although the singular term of
target is used here, essentially it definitively applies as well to that targeted
individual's close family members too, likeminded colleagues and their friends
both individually and collectively. For in every instance of a target figure, which
evidently includes you Ian McNicol, other lowlife scum like Tom Watson,
Shabama Mahmood, Ellie Reeves, Glenis Willmott, Margaret Beckett and Keith
Vaz to name but just a few of them, a thorough and routinely updated register of
your daily routines and those of your close family members are meticulously
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maintained as they're also in the frame for extermination. For at any given time
it's known precisely where you and these family members of yours, whether
together or independently in your cases, can advantageously be found and
appropriately dealt with. And apropos with all that there's the additional factor
and blessedly from our perspective but for you a looming and worrisome
headache unknown feature of the lone wolf assassin.
 
So essentially both your individual and collective Achilles heels, in relation to all
of you lowlife scum are well known to your potential killers whether it's for the
disposal of you in the aforementioned described manner or by other technical
means which I've scrupulously and astutely withheld; as no good general
discloses all of his own military options or those relayed to him by others Old
Boy! And besides my briefers having confidentially disclosed these alterative
options to me have also kindly asked me not to report on them and accordingly
as I always do, I honourably - what other method is there old chap? - keep my
promises. And anyway those involved are reliable, trustworthy, longstanding and
impeccable sources to whom I have unhesitatingly and categorically given my
promise to fully adhere to that non-disclosure pact.
 
In conclusion, and from a personal perspective and a question that I repeatedly
ask myself, if decent people like John F. Kennedy, his brother Robert; Dr. martin
Luther King; Steve Biko; Malcolm X; Olaf Palme - who is he I hear you morons
out there and your supporters asking yourselves? Well he was the Prime Minister
of Sweden who stood up against apartheid when you slime balls and your white
western governments were all in favour of it and as in Britain's case specifically
massively profiting from it too; and against this backdrop Olaf Palme
courageously went against the tide of white racist exceptionalism and gave
sanctuary to Oliver Tambo the head of South Africa's African National Congress
(ANC)   to live in and operate from Sweden; and to more easily facilitate this
granted Oliver Tambo a Swedish passport and citizenship as well.
 
Additionally Olaf Palme was a staunch supporter of the Palestinian cause and
there's no doubt that these tow principled stances by him led to his assassination
at the hands of Yidland's Mossad, the British MI6 and apartheid South Africa's
security forces working in tandem with each other at the behest of their
respective governments that didn't want to see apartheid eliminated in South
Africa or for justice to be meted out to the Palestinians either. The latter still an
ongoing source of shame and barbarity for successive UK regimes and the Nazi
Zionists linked to and closely associated with all those in the Labour Party's NEC
and England's Appeals Court judiciary, of the odious, corrupt and public office
malfeasance ilk of Blairite Beatson, Macur and Sales, that run Britain on behalf of
the Zionist lobbies, the multinational corporations, the military Industrial complex
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and massive tax evaders and money launderers like the Yid scum Sainsbury
family, Michael Foster and their supporting cast among the four billionaires that
own the British Corporate media and exemplified in the form of the Barclay
brothers who own the Daily Telegraph and Rupert Murdoch who owns and
controls most of it including the misnomer named Sky News.
 
But equally heroically among all those who conscionably and courageously stood
up for justice and equality for Blacks when she could so easily have settled for
being just another apartheid and quite comfortably off and simply by virtue of
their skin colour alone white South African like so many, in fact the
overwhelming majority of whites in South Africa were, but admirably and most
fearlessly did the complete opposite and unashamedly showed her solidarity with
the oppressed indigenous Black population of the country of which she was also a
citizen, the quite steadfast and utterly remarkable RUTH FIRST. White as I earlier
said she was also Jewish and an ANC member and anti-apartheid activist who
was brutally murdered by the apartheid regime in a bomb attack evilly
perpetrated against her for who she was and what she conscionably stood for.
And I wholeheartedly suggest that you Google her story and that of her husband
Jo Slovo, white like her and similarly a trusted stalwart in the ANC.
 
And my question to all of you out there as it has always been and will remain, if
these people and many others like them across the globe who honestly and
courageously and with enormous danger and sacrifices to themselves and their
family members, Ruth First was a mother of two young children, can be
gratuitously murdered for trying to make this world we all belong to a better
place as it isn't nor should it and its natural resources be the sole preserve for
the privileged few, why in God's name should mass murderers and war criminals
along with being perpetrators of crimes against humanity: human filth like Tony
Blair, Gordon Brown their likeminded cabinets that they assembled; Neil Kinnock,
wife Glenys and village idiot son Stephen; Alastair Campbell, Peter Mandelson,
the plethora of odious, warmongering and self-serving Dykes, Queers and
immunity granted Paedophiles; the scum on Labour's NEC led by Ian Nicol and
the corrupt bastards that pollute the British judiciary and all the rest of this
detritus element of so-called humanity be allowed to live?
 
Why? I ask again! Or any of their close family members and bearing in mind the
countless millions of lives of innocent civilian women, children and men that
they've sadistically and uncaringly eliminated from this earth the better to
deprive them of their natural resources and indigenous wealth. As my Mum has
always pointed out to me killing an adult poisonous scorpion but sparing its
young is utter foolishness; for young or baby scorpions in the fullness of time
and left unmolested grow up into fully fledged and similarly dangerous scorpions.
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And no one was more pleased than my German Partner and me when back at
home in Germany and after our sojourn in Barbados through our watertight
secure system of communication we were informed that Ian McNicol is to be
killed with others including his family members and NEC chums to follow.
 
And you're free to copy this Scotland Yard and the UK security services, as I'm
sure you've already done. But anyway you've got my permission to do so, and
therefore can't later say that I the messenger am I'm withholding information
from you or even quite ludicrously commissioning murder (smile) . But the way I
see it most people are born with healthy arms and if at sometime during your life
you're diagnosed with a medical condition that effectively says that one of your
arms is gangrenous and thus a real threat to your life if it's not amputated no
sensible person would say it's my arm, I've had it from birth and it should stay;
and on that basis alone I don't want it amputated. Well that's their choice I
suppose. However when it comes to vote rigging as Ian McNicol and his chums at
the NEC are assiduously doing against Jeremy Corbyn and creating facts on the
ground that aren't meant to be rightfully there and in simple turns fucking up my
country for the even greater benefit of the privileged few then I do think that I
have a right and a duty to act, and will do! Ian McNicol MUST die and I
wholeheartedly subscribe to that and make no secret of how I feel about that,
and anything I can do to facilitate this I will unhesitatingly do. He's not alone in
that regard but like al-Qaida Britain and the USA's creation and de facto YOURS
and NOT mine or those connected with me, once said: 'You have the watches but
we have the time! ' Appropriately analyzed I would say.
 
However in marked contrast I say: 'Long live Jeremy Corbin and an equitable
Britain both shaped and run by him! '
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Echo Chamber For The Powerful!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You call yourselves journalists but that’s not how
I see you as and therefore don’t agree with you
in the least since the term glorified and
overpaid stenographers more readily come to
mind and is most apt description, I feel, of the vast
majority of you who work for these western,
mega-corporate outlets or their likeminded
doctrinal and amalgamated state-owned
brothers-in-arms’ organisations like
the BBC – sycophantic purveyors
of wilful misinformation as well
as a cataclysmic array of
half-truths liberally interspersed with downright lies
and malicious fabrications which are assiduously,
perniciously and persistently reworked to
convey a narrative that suits the dictated
agendas of those who imperiously
yank your chains of compliant
subservience attendant with
their comprehensive and
unrelenting control of
your avaricious
purse strings.
 
Get a life for God’s sake! Try and remember, if your minds
aren’t addled or permanently contaminated by ravenous
greed or irreversibly tarnished by collective stupidity,
what the Fourth Estate is actually all about, then go
out and get as far away as possible from the
cosy comfort of your office armchairs
and courageously do the job you’re
supposed to and that discerning
members of the public expect
you to. Not unconscionably languish in the stinking
sewer of ostentatious dissemblance compounded
by the cynical betrayal of those whom you
routinely con while painstakingly
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pretending to be what you
patently aren’t. For I am also a journalist
and it absolutely disgusts me how you
behave, and all the more reason
therefore for me and other real
journalists like myself who
feel like I do to candidly
speak out and act to
put and end to
this insane
farce.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Enduring And A Most Reassuring Love
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I recall most vividly the very first time I met you Margaret;
the warm and empathetic smile you spontaneously gave
me coupled with the reciprocal chemistry which had
instantaneously and of its own accord magically, it
seemed and also excitingly, developed between
the two of us without any fuss whatsoever or
any of that contrived stuff that potentially
new lovers customarily at the outset of
their relationship readily indulge in. But in our respective
case consisted of just two strangers immensely pleased
to be pleasurably afforded the interesting opportunity
of becoming personally acquainted with each other,
and to thoroughly facilitate this process, without
the merest semblance of or the probability of
there being any vacillation or implausible
dilly-dallying, unhesitatingly taking to
the summoning dance floor there to
welcomingly express on both our
part the extremely appreciable
and stirring approval of two
mutually delighted hearts.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
For Margaret of Boroughbridge, Yorkshire. The years have flow by inevitably but
our first love with its enchanting memories remain constant. Indebted thanks to
you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Exceptional Lady!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The term friend and the expression neighbourliness
are perpetually and rather inappropriately, in my
opinion, overused and even cynically abused
with the primary intention of achieving any
number of specific and self-serving ends
by those who're insensitively and most
calculatingly using them. However,
and most appreciatively so, not in
your case Marguerita; since in every imaginable,
customary and naturally expected way you're
unquestionably the classic embodiment of
innumerable civilized virtues, which are
themselves, and transparently on your
part, intrinsically consolidated with
the on a daily basis, and altruistic
interpretation of what those two
previously mentioned key and
august human characteristics
essentially denote and also,
in point of fact, represent.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was inspired by and is specifically dedicated in grateful thanks to
Marguerita; a longstanding personal friend and a thoroughly exemplary
neighbour. Thank you Marguerita for the several years of your excellent
friendship and altruistic good neighbourliness.
 
And with my deepest appreciation too for all that you've excellent done, as usual,
over these several years, have a blessed and Merry Christmas with its attendant
New Year celebrations.
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Explicitly Assured Commitment To Kill!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I've every right to a life of my own and furthermore to
unimpeded go about my lawful activities like anyone
else, whether you approve of my doing so or not.
It's a stance to which I'm firmly committed
to and for which I make no apologies
whatsoever to anyone; and that,
most categorically, includes
racist nerds like you.
 
For if your idea of reality is to asininely and
deliberately choose to live in a virtual time
warp from where you ludicrously seek
to re-create the very worst aspects
of an erstwhile real-life epoch
when neither you nor anyone
else, for that matter, among
the rest of us actually lived or could
have realistically done so, and which all
sensible people currently living would
not only resolutely eschew but also
discernibly hate to see resurrected
in the 21st Century; then the
most charitable thing that
I can possibly say about
you is that you're a
pretty odious and
irredeemable
pillock.
 
And were you to ever conspire to detrimentally
cross my path, then proceed to gratuitously
and loquaciously spew out your vile and
illogical hatred of me - never mind
the calculated restraint shown on
my part in the face of your protracted
and virulent provocations towards
me, but not withstanding that
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maliciously become emboldened
to physically direct your racist and
bizarrely white supremacist crap at me -
considering that anyone with objective
eyes can readily see what a particularly
poor specimen, in every regard, that
you really are of the human race;
then let me immediately disabuse
you of your congenital folly
and to forthrightly, forcefully
and unambiguously make it
absolutely clear to you that
I shan't hesitate, given
the aforementioned
circumstances, to
unashamedly and
unrepentantly
kill you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 June 2014.
 
 
Author's remarks:
This poem is dedicated to Michael Adebolajo and Michael Adebowale in thankful
appreciation for your demonstrable courage, so explicitly shown, combined with
your committed determination not to bend the knee in abject genuflexion to the
pernicious demands of racist imperialism and western neo-colonialist thuggery.
 
For my part, it's a timely warning too to all the abysmally pathetic, congenitally
inbred and racist morons who, lemming-like, commute on the Number 23
Metrobus Service that operates between Crawley and Worthing in West Sussex,
England and back. A state of affairs that Metrobus would do well to promptly
acquaint itself with, properly and impartially investigate on the spot, and then
uncompromisingly stamp out unless it wants to make it into the headlines for all
the wrong reasons.
 
Elaborating further on this particular loathsome and exceptionalist, white
Caucasian theme, Yasmin Alibhai-Brown is more than capable enough of
defending herself and doesn't need any help from me in that regard. But if
Michael Fabricant, the Conservative MP for Lichfield, feels he has the right to
freedom of expression, however odious or idiotic his views are, a stance I
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wholeheartedly support in his and everyone else's case, why then does he spoil
that impartial approach by gratuitously threatening unproved violence to
someone who wasn't in any kind of altercation with him or even a discussion
come to that - as Yasmin Alibhai-Brown quite evidently wasn't - but whose
spoken opinions he nevertheless self-centredly, rather stupidly and Colonel
Blimpishly disapproved of?
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Infinite Love Eternally Fortified In Spite Of Your
Tragic And Untimely Death!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
From the very first moment that I saw you I instantly
became aware of the tremendous impact you were
having on me and which, as I gradually got to
know you, I insightfully realized was the
commencement of my love for you;
then as I suitably wrestled with
that welcoming thought it too quickly dawned on me that
you for your part were evincing reciprocal emotions for
me. Delightedly, I encouraged these; and buttressed
by my growing feeling for you, which you fully
endorsed with you sympathetic motivation, I
energizingly pressed on. Two individuals
in love with each other and, moreover,
most cheerfully and constructively
prepared to dauntlessly explore
the very enthralling and most
exhilarating possibility of
physically, in addition
to emotionally being
dedicated friends
and amorously
committed
lovers.
 
At the time both of us were young students enrolled at
the same university college and most propitiously
had discovered, as it happened, that we were
also on the identical course of study that
eventually on our individual and, of
course, successful graduation
would fittingly enable us to joyfully, eagerly and
constructively embark on our carefully chosen
careers as dedicated graduate teachers; fully
aware in our doing so of the multiple and
challengingly exciting responsibilities
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which that prospective achievement
on our part would entail for both
of us as we accordingly set out
on a brand new start as part
of the expected and fully
acknowledged gamut
of the continuum of
our still decidedly
in progress but
exciting even
so personal
journey.
 
At last together romantically while simultaneously
and happily sharing the same study course that
would enable us to earnestly and properly
explore, adjust whenever this was
necessary, and most crucially
all through this academic process be that better
informed to scrutinizingly probe, precisely
complement, and also consolidate our
thoughtfully arrived at conjectural
theories, now through detailed
and scrupulous examination
adeptly transformed into
obviously irrefutable
conclusions, was
champion for
us entirely.
 
Absolutely inspirational and thoughtfully satisfying in
every possible way yet so uncomplicatedly engaged
in without any fuss; pleasurably and naturally
welcomed, warmly embraced and actively
encouraged by family members and
friends alike whose instinctive
trust in our individual and reciprocal choice
of each other as prospective spouse and
life long partner to each other were
appropriately matched by their profound, most
generous and heartfelt wishes that markedly
were unreservedly, plainly, altruistically
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and comprehensively, fully manifest
in the process, merged with their
supportive allegiance to our
future, well-being and, of
course, our mutually
shared happiness.
 
Happy as two courting blackbirds willingly ensconced
in a Clammy Cherry tree and, accordingly, in our
very own fortunate and convivial environment
thoroughly composed and entirely carefree
in our promising and positively at home
situation as any two self-assured and,
metaphorically speaking, ardently attached love
birds deeply and devotedly in love with each
other could possibly be, we congratulated
each other on our shared good fortune;
none the less never forgetting in our
united celebration and privileged observance our
grateful thanks and profound appreciation to
God Almighty for graciously allowing us
to have and equally pleasurably enjoy
together this incredibly privileged
and fairly unique relationship
that together we had rather
fortuitously managed
to chance upon.
 
Our individual honours degree successfully completed
and our respective job interviews likewise finalized,
all that now remained before we commonly and
expectantly embarked on our particularized,
promising and encouragingly rewarding
teaching careers was our enormously
anticipated, joyously planned and
personally pledged to be unforgettable
graduation ceremony and celebration; the wonderful
encapsulation of everything, both productive and
enduringly transformative in our lives, that had
happily and thankfully transpired during our
course of study, our truly delightful times
together and, of course, the impending
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expectations we reciprocally had not
only on account of us for the very
last time departing our learning
institution and understandably
reflectively musing on them
but also, as we confidently
and with the maximum
of self-assurance and
vigour, were about
to boldly venture
into the future.
 
Deeply in love, as evidently we were, we were all the
same equally quite matured and highly responsible
enough to know that marriage, home-building
and having children did not normally or, at
the very least, shouldn’t sensibly happen
accidentally or even purposely of their
own accord, but on the contrary had
to be both astutely, assiduously
and positively worked on if developing these objectives
were ultimately to be fruitfully achieved. And those
were the salient criteria that we most carefully
imbued and determinedly tasked ourselves
would be our personal and reciprocal
benchmark and that unwaveringly
from which we would never
ever permit ourselves
to consciously
depart!
 
But unknowingly and quite disastrously for us the omens
would and did ignobly conspire to ruin our brand new
start; for having purposely and mutually decided to
accept teaching positions at different schools, a
situation freely motivated by neither of us
wishing to metaphorically as it were get
under the other’s feet professionally
at the very beginning of our teaching careers,
that’s exactly what we went on and rather
consensually did. An altruistic move
but despite that, as subsequently
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happened, one with very
unforeseen and dire
consequences.
 
For with my highly capable first aid training which was
markedly complemented by a vast amount of personal
experience that those who were present and actively
involved with my fiancée during that time in the
school’s gymnasium where she was working
in her dual capacity as a P.E. teacher didn’t,
of course, possess; I was explicably but
deeply regrettably not there to save
her life when ironically from a previously medically
undiagnosed and, as a result, an unconscious of
physical illness: namely epilepsy, triggered a
severe epileptic seizure which caused her
limp tongue to block the conduit to her
oesophagus. A state of affairs that in
trained and knowledgeable hands
would’ve been easily rectified
and thus have saved her life;
but in its place, and in the
visible absence of such
skilled assistance my
treasured fiancée
most unhappily
choked and
unluckily
died.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 November 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
Lorna was 23 years old when she died and like the both of us was in her second
year of teaching when that happened. A brilliant scholar, she was also a prolific
and very talented poetess and from her school’s report an excellent teacher as
well.
 
Sorely missed, deeply loved and forever remembered!
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Stanley Collymore
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An Meine Erben Und Vermächtnisträger!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Vielen Dank für immer! Wie ich nicht hätte verlangen
können, geschweige denn so dankbar gesegnet
worden ein überaus bemerkenswertes Duo
von a schöne Tochter und ein hübscher
Sohn als was ich so entzückend war
gegeben in den Personen von beiden von Du. Und
so meinen ewigen Dank und innersten Dankbar-
keit geht in gleichem Maße auf Ihr zwei:
geschätzte Samen von mir Lenden
und passend die wahren Träger
von dem, was ich aufrichtig
darstelle, und das bleibende Vermächtnis
dazu alle anderen von dem, was ich
ernst nehme bemüht zu erreichen
und tatsächlich erreicht hat,
wenn mein sterbliches
Leben auf der Erde
ist endlich ausge-
geben und nur
Erinnerungen
von ich bleibe.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Ein Elternteil zu sein sollte und kann eine wundervolle Erfahrung sein, aber
zusätzlich zu wissen, dass Ihre Nachkommen die wahren Vermächtnisträger
dessen sind, wofür Sie in einer prinzipiellen Haltung ganz entschieden stehen und
wirklich stehen, ist nicht nur eine beeindruckende Offenbarung an sich aber auch
eine Erkenntnis, die vom Himmel gesandt ist!
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Unfair Victim Of Others' Accursed Austerity Blues!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I didn't ask to be born and don't remember being asked
my opinion as to whether or not I really wanted to be
here; but I am! And having arrived and with this
earthly dwelling, how long for is still unclear,
involuntarily my home, I've none the less
done everything which was required of
me and rather factually, even if I do
say so myself, a darn sight more
than many who've positively
ended up much better off
economically than me!
 
Now those aren't emotions from a heart that's eaten
up by anger, bitterness or callous jealousy, just a
natural concern that in this climate of severe
belt-tightening and relentless austerity it's
usually conscientious and hardworking
persons like me who're left to carry
the can while suffering the harsh
consequences of unbecoming poverty, which
certainly can't be right in a society whose
government and our elected MPs while
not practising what they preach yet
talk incessantly of us being in it
together and falsely insinuate
it's all about fairness and
their warped notion of
alleged impartiality
and the equality
of opportunity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 March 2016
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
The good and hardworking people of Reading Berkshire have been hit with
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swingeing austerity cuts that will affect their entire community and these are
undoubtedly very perverse and unnecessary penalties that will affect some of the
most vulnerable people in this extraordinarily outstanding cosmopolitan Berkshire
community and not least so those with disabilities who have been marshalling
their forces to protest against these Tory Nazi calamities being callously imposed
on them.
 
Of course they aren't the only ones across the United Kingdom who these
exceedingly privileged Tory Gestapo headed by the ruthlessly ambitious George
Osborne and, as he enthusiastically aspires to being and Boris Johnson
permitting, the succeeding Fuehrer to David Cameron of the Fourth Reich except
that this time it isn't located in Germany but instead is very much implanted
within Britain, have adversely and rather uncaringly affected in this way, and
even a cursory check of what is going on will clearly show that it's the less well
off conjoined with the evidently disadvantaged and not the well heeled, who
continue to do rather nicely thank you, that are being concertedly targeted by
these incompetently privileged, unashamedly self-serving, thoroughly
narcissistic, graspingly hubristic and discernibly egocentric detrital elements of
humanity.
 
And how do they manage this? Quite easily as it happens, by playing on the
fabricated and wilfully induced fears instigated by them and which they ensure
continue to beset significant numbers of the brain-dead and easily manipulated
oiks within our societies. People, who invariably can't think for themselves, jump
on any bandwagon that rather disingenuously and outright lying they're told by
these same privileged prats is in their best interests. And principally among their
targets and victims are migrants and refugees who are on their way to Britain,
these British numbskulls are told, to scrounge off the UK and take their local
jobs. Never mind that it would be contradictory to do two completely opposite
things at the same time but when you're devoid of basic commonsense you'll
believe anything and even overlook in the process what has caused the refugee
and migrant crises in the first place.
 
The utterly heart-rending tragedy being that ordinary decent, enormously
hardworking and deserving people across the length and breadth of Britain are
being sucked into this quagmire of deception when they really shouldn't be as it
has absolutely nothing to do with them and is not of their making or choosing.
Meanwhile, the well-heeled continue to be exempt from these swingeing
austerity measures. An utterly maddening situation being, and as I perceive it, is
that if the imbecilic camp followers and supporters of these Tory Nazis and their
accomplices were the only ones being affected I wouldn't care one jot as they're
principally to blame as well; but they clearly aren't thus leaving the decent and
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praiseworthy residents of Reading and others like them across the United
Kingdom to bear the full brunt of these evil travesties being inflicted on them.
And how sickening that every Tory MP within Berkshire and where Reading is
located fervently voted for these debilitating cuts to be introduced against the
most vulnerable in the UK while it was the Labour MP who did the honourable
thing and voted against them.
 
Stanley Collymore
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An Unsurpassed Lady!
 
There are women who inspire and those
that are loathsome; ladies who are cultured:
all graceful and winsome. But there’re
bitches, too, one can easily despise
with greed in their hearts and hate in
their eyes. A mass of femininity then - all
shapes and of every colour; likeable and
adorable or simply great horrors. Among
them are mothers, aunties, sisters –
other relations without end; or
women as lovers and
even as friends.
 
But is the latter really possible a cynic might
well ask? Yes, comes back the answer, but it’s
a rather difficult task. For the mind of the woman,
quite contradictory and Daedalian, is usually
inclined to independently work somewhat differently
from her brain. Therefore logic is seldom, if ever,
distilled from her private sentiment or habitual and
obdurate will; making it a lot harder for the average
woman to impartially assess the issues as they
generally stand, much less what’s really the
best for her, let alone that vulnerable
and highly endangered species
called contemporary man.
 
A blemish not found in your character thank God,
since you evidently use your brain as Nature
intended you should. And for that Dorial
those who’re privileged to know you
are greatly relieved that in this world
of contrived conflicts, oases of
commonsense and sanity,
thankfully still exist.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Anal Sex And The Alarming British Fixation With It!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Well bugger me! Figuratively speaking I hasten to say,
for that sort of thing was never in any way, isn't or
shan't ever in a month of Sundays be my cup of
tea as I'm strictly, uncompromisingly, rather
partially, have never been disappointingly
and most assuredly am emphatically an
impenitent Vagina Man myself, you
see! But what the dickens I wonder
possessed these jackal politicians
both in the House of Lords and more especially so
the House of Commons to truthfully expect in
the given circumstances they've knowingly
inspired, instigated and rather politically
and self-servingly over several years
assiduously, vaingloriously but oh
so stupidly sought to universally
beget the hollow concept that
seemingly, manifestly and
incredibly dishonestly it
would appear that they
now want the clever
and sane among us
in the population
to welcomingly
acknowledge
and likewise
understand.
 
Their worthless opinion that sticking one's penis
up another person's bottom, or in the case of
manifestly butch and testosterone-driven
lesbians, that in their predatory games
do precisely the same to achieve the
identical experience as their queer
men; and that became an almost
compulsory activity that was
fraudulently but all the same laudably portrayed
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by all of them and embraced by huge swathes
of the United Kingdom's population with it
having been manipulatively perceived by
them that this individual recreation was
evidently the very best thing to have
happened since the conception of
sliced bread and for that reason
all this cunning, proselytising
and sexual, propagandistic
engineering which they
previously and avidly
elatedly engaged in;
 
They now presumably wish instead to firmly
knock on the head this burgeoning and
clearly pandemic sexual recreation
that has gone bottom's up and
de facto for them become a
core British discomfiture as it's yet to be
proven that apart from being a highly
contentious sexual recreation for
some pedication, or sodomy as
it's more commonly known,
to virtually everyone does
do anything to actually
support procreation
or amplify in any
way a nation's
population!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 April 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The much and dishonestly propagandized; blatantly, habitually dumb and
disingenuously adhered to at home within the United Kingdom and consequently
universally taken on board by simpletons or else downright lying and self-
deceiving Britons and even unquestioningly believed by several of them of the
ludicrous mantra: 'We're all British so no sex please! ' is nothing more than a
risible and preposterous myth that ought to be treated either as a bizarre mental
aberration that has critically affected the visual and the psychological observation
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of those who're directly involved or else find themselves caught up in this
spurious attestation and consequently in the process have lost all sense of
proportion or logical reasoning or otherwise are patently too daft to recognize let
alone sensibly or pragmatically accept, even if they don't approve of it, what's
noticeably and quite hypocritically going on around them, and therefore in my
opinion all instances involving conduct of this kind or associated with any or all of
these double-standards shenanigans should vigorously be explicitly dismissed or
contemptuously ignored.
 
Widespread sexual cheating, numerous adulterous liaisons, multiple and
pervasive acts of cuckolding and the preponderance of children either
intentionally or haphazardly conceived out of wedlock and born within the same
status quo or else cunningly and deceitfully palmed onto unsuspecting fiancés or
boyfriends that are then clandestinely and shamelessly cited as their biological
fathers fully conscious of the fact that they're not and who are additionally then
conned into marrying these heartless cheaters and spurred on either into doing
so out of the noble act of chivalry and fatherly responsibility or else result in
them bringing forward an already anticipated or planned wedding because the
woman concerned had puzzlingly found herself pregnant or had inadvertently,
she claimed, become so and wouldn't it be extremely nice also to preferably
lovingly, prudently and responsibly embark on doing the right, proper,
thoroughly family-friendly and devotedly oriented as well as the discernibly
societallly non-ostracising thing, absolutely dependent of course on the
participants social standing, and get married?
 
That's, of course, if these kids are lucky to have parents, biologically related to
them or not, that are willing and prepared to get married, which is not always
the case as more often than not they find themselves as part of a single parent
only and transparently maternal led family where although they're siblings they
all don't share the same father even when no cheating has taken place. And
when one realistically adds to that the well-know fact that when abroad Brits,
and especially their women folk of all social backgrounds, have no moral
compunction whatsoever in licentiously behaving as if there was a closing down
sale on sex and therefore they rationally and justifiably had to get their hands on
as much of this precious commodity as they possibly could before it was all gone,
does put into proper perspective the utter and I feel ridiculous and even worst so
the insulting notions that are consistently paraded and also allowed to flourish in
relation to Brits generally and their women in particular as regards sex.
 
And while on a personal level this has absolutely nothing to do with anyone other
than those who are directly involved it does however instantly cease to be a
strictly personal matter for them when as a direct consequence of their actions
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others are forced to pick up the financial tabs for their alarming irresponsibility
by having to economically maintain their broods. But other than that I personally
couldn't care less what they do with their individual lives; and as far as I'm
likewise concerned what other people think or don't think on this matter is
entirely their own business. For in a genuine democracy or one that sells itself as
such people should be able to freely conduct their own lives within the framework
of the law and as long as their concerted, intentional or irresponsible actions
don't or aren't ever likely to impact adversely or in any other way, and
specifically unwantedly so, on the lives of others.
 
Which brings me quite determinedly and categorically to the purpose of this
poem and article and why I've decided to write them. Having stated my opinions
unequivocally in the past and as I'm again doing now on the right of every
compos mentis and legally adult individual to live and conduct their life as they
see fit and this most specifically refers to their private life so long as this is
completely carried out within the framework of the democratically instituted and
legitimate laws governing that particular country, I've always taken strong
exception to any government or politicians, whoever or wherever they are,
proselytising on how members of their population should actually behave behind
close doors and when what they're doing is strictly a private and legal affair.
Pushing one's ideas down another person's throat because you hold a position
over them and feel you've a right to do so is not only repugnant itself but morally
wrong; and for far too long and simply because it's their particular baggage this
is precisely what significant numbers of British politicians and other influential
members of UK society have been doing.
 
I don't buy the baseless crap that some people have homosexual genes in them
any more than I buy the similar crap that Blacks have an inbuilt predisposition to
crime. However, if those in power want to make homosexuality legal, and they've
done so as it applies to the male gender, as it was never a crime where women
were concerned since Queen Victoria asininely refused to accept that women
could be lesbians, don't know where the hell she got her senseless ideas and ill-
informed information from or why she thought that the Greek island had for
millennia, even during her reign, been called Lesbos, and her PM at the time
didn't have the balls to contradict her, I can perfectly well live with that and do
so; but don't bloody well dictate to me that because it's your thing I must go
along with it. For to put not too fine a point on it that won't ever happen and if
you think your coercive tactics against the populace per se will have any
counterproductive effect on me to sway me that way let me instantly disabuse
you of that notion and tell you upfront that you're fucking well wrong! And to
now most disingenuously claim that too many Brits are obsessively preoccupied
with sodomy; well what the bloody hell did you queer-minded, dunderheads
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expect?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Are You Really Sure You’re Who You Think You Are?
 
I didn’t realize how much you thought I meant
to you or even that you actually cared at all,
for you always seemed to be totally
wrapped up in yourself and,
to be perfectly frank
with you, wholly indifferent about
me and specifically whatever
it was that was going
on in my life at
the time.
 
So do forgive me if I’m curious to know what abruptly
brought on this change of heart on your part, and
as you’re currently suggesting and apparently
expect me to believe as well has now, to
put it mildly, dramatically from my
previous insignificant status in
your life to what’s obviously
from your perspective and most
puzzlingly and ostensibly flattering
from mine I think, catapulted
me into the most favoured
position that you’ve
deliberately set aside
in your private
emotions?
 
I’m well aware of the exhortation not to look a gift
horse in the mouth but I’m also fully cognisant,
as I’m equally sure that you are too, of the
legendary story about the Trojan Horse,
the adverse consequences that stemmed from it,
and the chillingly pertinent lessons belatedly
learnt because of it concomitant with the
judicious advice to be exceedingly
wary of the proverbial Greeks
bearing unexpected and
more specifically
unsolicited
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gifts.
 
The latter admonition I both concur and totally empathize with;
it is also one that I wholeheartedly support. So bearing all
that in mind I regret to say that I must reject your
amorous overtures towards me, since the prospect of
marital entrapment and the real likelihood of unwittingly fathering
one or even more children that I didn’t sire isn’t a pursuit that
any thinking member of the male gender, among whose
numbers I count myself as one of them, would, in
such questionable circumstances as the ones
you’re proposing and whatever the
inducements were, want to be
sensibly undertaking.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Arise, New Scotland! Your Time Has Come.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Determination garlanded with basic commonsense
and an acutely perceptive awareness of what
you want for your beloved country,
Scotland; redeemable and conspicuously
praiseworthy characteristics that are
themselves encased in a strikingly
compassionate and fulsomely
appreciative understanding
of the genuine and quite
deserving needs
of ordinary
people.
 
Indispensible requisites of true
leadership qualities that you, Nicola
Sturgeon possess in lavish abundance
and were formulated in the stark,
markedly and demonstrably
unforgiving cauldron of
reality and afterwards
fashioned into tangible
form by the decisive
hammer blows of
pragmatically
conceived of
necessity.
 
For your vision, Nicola is Scotland’s future; and
not even the most concerted and dinosaurian
approach to the contrary, liberally fanned
by vitriolic short-sightedness and hate
can ever neutralize or negate the
inevitable: New Scotland’s
emergence as a vibrant,
socially-caring, conspicuously
meritocratically-empowered
and, significantly too, a
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fully sovereign and
democratic
nation.
 
One that’s very much in lieu of the customarily
oft-forgotten and vassal entity that for far
too long has consistently been the
case in living memory. An
absolute disgrace,
but all the same one that the ruling, privileged
Etonians and their like-minded Westminster
ilk would none the less very much like
for this terribly demeaning and
illegitimate status quo to
permanently remain. But by
the grace of God and true
Scottish endeavour –
Never! And most
categorically not
in Scotland’s
name.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 May 2015.
 
 
Author’s comments:
Using the analogy of human liaisons as a yardstick here, billions of people
globally routinely indulge in a plethora of relationships of a strictly personal
nature that can and invariably do vary both in character and their intensity some
of which are distinctly coerced, in which case the actual participants are either
culturally or societally literally compelled to behave as they’re told or expected to
and accordingly meekly acquiesce to the demands made on them – forced,
dynastic and royal engagements-cum-marriages readily come to mind in such
cases; while on the other hand there’s a multiplicity of other private relationships
that are themselves and to varying degrees voluntarily engaged in for a diversity
of personal reasons.
 
But whether these relationships are either freely or coercively embarked upon it
doesn’t necessarily follow that because they happened that all, or even a
significant number of them, are what one might proverbially classify as matches
made in Heaven or, for that matter, that even if they were initially and perhaps
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genuinely assumed by all concerned that that was the case that that sincere
assumption would continue to stay unaffected and would necessarily remain so;
or that the status quo ante would both satisfactorily and enduringly stay constant
and perpetually in place for those who’re directly involved.
 
That’s why divorces were conceived in the first place and therefore naturally, and
completely understandably, legally formalized to sensibly and practically enable
as well as to ensure that all those who felt themselves either physically trapped,
personally unfulfilled, unexpectedly and rather despairingly plunged into
intellectual stagnation or perhaps enforced penury as a direct consequence of
their involvement in such a relationship, especially if this occurrence essentially
came about though no fault of theirs, and at the same time are haplessly forced
to witness their once expectant aspirations and spirited ambitions, when their
physical union was joyously and optimistically constructed and confidently
celebrated, now alas despondently wither away and, in the process, with them
virtually powerless to successfully influence far less remedy the tangled situation
they’re now in and badly want to be rid of; not unnaturally, given those aforesaid
circumstances, generally opt to have that said union legally dissolved.
 
A state of affairs neither wholly nor even exclusively restricted just to married
couples or those in conventional partnership arrangements who opt to separate
when the going either gets tough or the relationship itself is no longer beneficial
or realistic in any meaningful sense. And it’s not just human beings that indulge
in such conduct, businesses and even major corporate entities do the same, as
indeed countries – the former Czechoslovakia, unitary Sudan and the federation
of Malaysia and Singapore being just three examples of several more; so why not
Scotland relative to its unitary situation with the rest of the United Kingdom if
that is the unquestionable desire of the Scottish nation? Which is exactly what
Scotland is in its own right!
 
And all the makeshift, completely dishonest and disingenuously lame excuses
being mooted by the privileged, and totally out of touch with reality, Westminster
brigade and their self-serving ilk are as I see it just that. Justification for them to
vaingloriously continue to strut around, albeit obsequiously on the United States’
behalf, as if Britain were still an imperialistic power that had any real influence,
as it once did, in this world. Additionally too for the United Kingdom as it is
presently to carry on having a permanent seat in the post World War II created,
unrepresentative, manifestly unaccountable, except to its constituent member
states, and so-called United Nations Security Council.
 
A presence that neither Britain nor France would have if the UNSC were truly
constituted on authentic democratic principles rather than post World War II
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conveniences; and were Scotland to vacate the United Kingdom, and those
ensconced in their Westminster bubble know this perfectly well, the practicability
of a rump Britannia, rationally untenable as it already is with a full United
Kingdom in situ, would immediately, and globally as well, become even more
unsustainable and unpardonable with Scotland’s exit from the United Kingdom;
and of course that’s exactly the very last thing in this world that the imperialist
and colonialist cliques in their overwhelmingly phobic and unquestionable
delusional state of white supremacist exceptionalism throughout Westminster
and across England per se would ever want.
 
So English leaders having Scotland stay in the United Kingdom has everything to
do with global pretence on their part and bugger all to do with the genuine and
pressing needs of the Scottish people or their beloved Scotland. And all the
publicly aired blandishments of David Cameron, his Conservatives and every
leader of the other political parties south of the Scottish border are not only false
promises but likewise can be equated to the actions of a serial adulterer who
thinks that spouting fancy words, offering to change their mode of behaviour,
when privately they have not the slightest intention of doing so, and conning
their spouse or partner to stay in a physically bruising or psychologically harmful
relationship through the bribery of unexpected gifts whenever that spouse or
partner looks set to leave, is plausibly more of what Scotland and its people, in
my opinion, can expect if they opt to carry on staying in the United Kingdom.
 
Stanley Collymore
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As In Life So Too In Death – No Justice; No Peace!
 
You might be able to stitch me up with crimes I didn’t
commit; racially stereotype and accordingly, thanks
to your meticulously hand-picked and bent
jurors, routinely find me guilty, then
get your crony magistrates or elitist judges
with their entrenched Colonel Blimp and
colonialist mindset to incarcerate me
for inordinately lengthy periods
of time in your antiquated,
18th Century-assembled
and enormously
congested
jails.
 
That’s, of course, if your arrogantly assumed
and disdainfully exhibited abhorrence
of me, comprehensively and
liberally laced with an
astonishing immunity you know that you
can reliably count upon doesn’t cause you to
forego all that earlier stuff and, profoundly
emboldened by the successful prospects
of your racist enterprise, lead you to
callously and sadistically, even
in broad daylight and on the
streets of our busy cities,
gratuitously deprive me
and others like me
as well of our
lives.
 
But then, to you I was always just another
Nigger: one of the thousands of others
of all ages and of both genders that
systematically, continually and
uncaringly on your part as well as
that of our supposedly impartial
judicial system; our country’s
venal and grossly unfit for
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purpose politicians who generally and
together with the powers that be
not only wanted us dead but
also at whose hands we
consistently found ourselves subjected
to racial stereotyping and profiling
ordinances, which clearly were
themselves liberally spurred
on by untrammelled
sophistry and culpable
pernicious acts of
mindboggling
bigotry.
 
And although we’re now finally dead: racially
murdered or executed as you all wanted us
to be, our righteous cause will none the less
live on eternally in the hearts, minds and
actions of those close to us: the likes
of Carole Duggan or Neville and
Doreen Lawrence for instance,
who love and will always
care about us and the
justice which they know
we justly deserved
but, of course,
never got.
 
Honest, decent, hardworking and law-abiding
persons: although no noticeable advantage,
if any at all, has been discerned from
them being thus, who all the
same along with thousands of likeminded
people across the entire nation already know
full well that what happened to us, and
quite unrestrained is going on apace,
is criminally wrong, and in conscionable
terms too the most damnable moral travesty that
either we or those who’re currently affected
could ever face; and that without justice
to lean upon, impartially grant us
full absolution, and from this pernicious
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evil we’ve all been cruelly subjected
to secure for us a warrantable
societal reprieve, then there
cannot or won’t ever be
any meaningful or
durable peace!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 January 2014.
 
Comment:
This poem was written specifically with Mark Duggan in mind and is dedicated to
his children, mother, other family members, friends and supporters, but most
especially to Mark’s aunt Carole Duggan.
 
An incomparable lady, Carole whose courageous and tireless commitment, in the
face of overwhelming odds against her, not only to ascertain truthful answers as
to why her nephew was murdered but additionally the juxtaposition of this with
her unflagging energy and indefatigable determination to see justice done by him
I find highly commendable, fully empathize with, totally admire and
wholeheartedly support.
 
God bless and sustain you in your worthy endeavours Carole, and in heeding too
the compellingly powerful and pertinent voice from the grave embedded in your
own spirited and honest cry: “No Justice; No Peace! ”
 
After the most brutal, savage and summary execution of Mark Duggan on a
London street and in broad daylight on the 4th August 2011 the police spin
machine went into overdrive.
 
A vicious crime exacerbated by the abysmally atrocious manner and indifferent
treatment meted out to Mark’s family afterwards when they peacefully sought
answers at Tottenham Police Station as to why their loved one was murdered
and that served as the catalyst for the subsequent widespread riots across
England when news of their gross mistreatment at the hands of the police, all too
common in the case of Black people, became knowledgeable was, to say the
least, inevitable.
 
However, in a desperate bid to expunge the blood-stained tracks of those who
had premeditatedly planned, ordered, oversaw and ultimately carried out Mark
Duggan’s extra-judicial execution, and specifically in the lead up two and a half
years later to the most perverse inquest jury verdict outcome either witnessed or
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recorded in the UK, the police, who were the perpetrators of Mark’s killing, ably
assisted by their compliant media hacks hurriedly went on the offensive to
disparagingly vilify him at all costs.
 
Instantaneously Mark Duggan was publicly and vociferously declared as having
been the 45th most dangerous criminal, and how’s this for idiotic hyperbole, not
in Britain as the many gullible and significant brain-dead in our midst would
expect; oh no! But the whole of Europe.
 
Risible or what? This notwithstanding the deadly circumstances replete in the
entire situation surrounding Mark Duggan’s controversial murder and against
whose backdrop this claptrap and cynical charade were being absurdly played
out.
 
Personally, I don’t think that that remark from our boys in blue, echoed and
regurgitated by their racist chums, about Mark Duggan being the 45th most
dangerous criminal throughout Europe would have found favour with or gone
down at all well with the Italian or Russian mafias for example; let alone the
incorrigible, sadistic, cut-throat killers and so-called leaders of the western
created, and in which Britain played a major role, hand-out, dependency satrapy
of Kosovo that these western paragons of virtue, as they would have you believe,
still avidly support.
 
Understandably, the respective European mafias and their Kosovan counterparts
must be spitting rage at having been so disrespectfully and publicly humiliated by
a concerted British police propaganda campaign, and a lying one at that, that
sees these genuinely well-renowned and arch-criminals criminally, and
mortifyingly so, supplanted by of all people a London Blackman.
 
Ironic coming from the British police, I must say, when all the empirical data to
hand categorically show that Blacks in the UK are more likely to be the principal
victims of crime here rather than the perpetrators of it; and particularly so of
race crimes, that as some of Britain’s major broadsheets reported on the 13
January 2014 the police don’t even bother to investigate. And with such endemic
prejudices within the police ranks reinforced by conditioned racial stereotypes
why would they prefer to hesitate, given those clear-cut circumstances, rather
than summarily kill a Blackman when the opportunity either presents itself or one
is premeditatedly and cynically manufactured for them?
 
Be that as it may! But having assiduously observed and contemporaneously
collated the many facts as they emerge, it all looks very much to me like the
British Police and more especially their Metropolitan colleagues on finding
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themselves shut out of the public convenience of honesty and reason and
therefore anxiously looking for somewhere else to offload their profuse urine,
were forced in the Mark Duggan case, as they were with the Stephen Lawrence
one and others, to piss in the air in the earnest hope that in doing so what they
let off didn’t fall back and embarrassingly drench them.
 
However, in the immortal words of the black bobsledder in the film “Cool
Runnings” similarly compromised in his emergency situation the response is:
“Too late! ”
 
Stanley Collymore
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Auf Die Konfrontation Mit Einem Zwanghaften
Kontrollfreak
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Wende dich an mich, schau mir direkt in die Augen und ehrlich
sag mir was es ist das du wirklich von mir willst, als Ehrlich
gesagt wird Ihr allgemeines Verhalten ziemlich quälend
und besorgniserregend für mich und ich kann einfach
keine Köpfe machen oder Schwänze deiner un-
verständlichen Handlungen, oder was auch
immer es ist so, dass du es tun sollst. Und das ist
keinesfalls rationales Verhalten oder etwas,
zu dem ich gezwungen sein sollte mit
in stoischer Isolation und ganz
eindeutig ich am energisch-
sten werde niemals da-
rüber nachdenken
Bewirken einer
solchen Sache.
 
Hier ist ein praktischer Ratschlag von mir. Stoppen Sie
sofort Ihre erkennbar narzisstischen Bienenkönigin
Postulationen, die festlegen Das muss jeder
sofort woollen gehorsam in jemand
anderen verwandelt werden
adressierte Befehle diktiert und ausschließlich
Natürlich von dir kontrolliert. Versagen
das, träum weiter, wenn du musst,
welches ist dein privates und
rechtmäßiges Recht Ich
bin sicher, Aber ich
stark fordere und vertraue, das
tust du aber nicht Ich erwarte
es ernsthaft spielen Sie
eine Rolle in Ihrem
eher idiotisch
und riskante
Szenarien.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
28. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Läuten Sie mit sich selbst oder mit jemandem, den Sie persönlich oder sogar
ganz persönlich kennen? Ich weiß, dass es keine schöne Situation ist, entweder
durch Ihr eigenes Verhalten oder als Folge davon, dass Sie das Opfer eines
fixierten Familienmitglieds, Freundes oder Nachbarn sind.
 
Aber wenn alles gesagt und getan ist, gibt es nur eine Person, die dieses Rätsel
wirklich für Sie lösen kann - für sich selbst!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Backstabbers
 
Violent people one can mostly avoid, it’s the
same with known liars who are prone to
be such; it’s a different kettle of fish
though with those who smile to your
face and behind that false smile
happily plunge the dagger of
treachery in your back.
Avoid such persons
like the plague,
they can’t be
trusted.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Bad Weather Stops Fair
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A definitely cold and blustery July day with the wind
uproariously blowing at knots, and so uninviting
is it all that quite literally every living thing:
large or small and capable of independent
movement, is doing its level best, and
why not, to physically counteract
this continuous, boisterous and
wind-wrought aggressively
driven sustained assault.
 
Not so, however, the numerous and miscellaneous
vaulting seabirds hereabouts in Worthing, who
individually as well as collectively skilfully
engage in their inimitably choreographed
ballet de dance of theirs, as they rather
adeptly and clearly pleasurably ride
the dominant air currents of this
precipitous and quite furiously
developing, summer storm.
 
The summer fair, as is normally the custom at this
time of year, is currently in town - has been in
location for in excess of a week now and, as
is generally scheduled, will continue for
another ten days or so. But with the
knowledgeable, accurate and forewarned Met
Office forecast prediction of very severe
inclement weather striking this West
Sussex and popular English south
coast, seaside holiday town,
everything in relation to
this spectacular and
widely alluring funfair has,
for this one day, been
anticipatory and
temporarily
closed
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down.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 July 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Inclement weather, particularly in the summer, can be an annoying pain in the
posterior; an exasperation that most people will assuredly tell you they can well
do without.
But then, that's human nature and, of course, we all of us quite honestly would
much prefer there were no hitches in our holiday schedule and that everything
started and ended quite swimmingly. And who logically wouldn't want to agree
with that clearly self-interested but overall, obviously sensible philosophy?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Bajan Crop Over
 
Lift up yuh voices and shout loud and clear
“Crop Over Festival is once more here! ”
Uh time fuh fun an’ relaxation too -
nuh inhibitions please, as dat
won’t do! Dere’s dancing
and swaying tuh de
pulsating beat of Caribbean rhydums
dat’ll get yuh moving an’ quickly
pun yuh feet. Dere’s food too
of all sorts: hot, spicy an’
flavoured - a culinary
treat dat will long
be remembered.
 
And when in de cool uh de evening sun yuh
need uh pick-me-up tuh help yuh carry on,
dere’s Mount Gay an’ Cockspur:
Barbados’world famous rums -
uh absolute guarantee Tuh
warm dose parts uh de
body which couldn’t be
reached by de rays uh de sun. So dat
when de fireworks display and de
great bacchanal are done, it’s
your choice entirely wedder
tuh carry on partying or
mek yuh way home.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Band Of Gold
 
I know that I’ve no legal or moral
claims on you, as the only attachment I
have to you at present is the love we
share for each other – because the
wedding ring you wear is not
mine but given to you by another; and like
a beguiling moat, beneath whose unruffled
surface lurks many dangers, it shuts you
in: a prisoner of love in your fortified
castle. Therefore, the only realistic chance
I have of ever getting to you, other than
me storming the castle or else laying
siege to it that is, is for someone,
preferably yourself, who’s on
the inside to lower the
drawbridge down
and let me in.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore.
14 December 1997.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Be Flexible
 
I do not demand or even expect you to
change your mind, for your opinions
are much too entrenched for that –
what I do want however is for
you to adjust your attitude
to sensibly recognise
there’s a different
point of view
to your
own!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Be Strong!
 
When the odds are heavily stacked against
you that’s the best time to show the true
metal of which your character is
made; for regardless of how
long it takes or the many injustices
that have been gratuitously, bigotedly
or even sadistically meted out to
you, trustworthiness, truth and
character will ultimately
prevail in the end.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Beastly
 
The major difference that exists
between animals and human
beings is, that animals
don’t ever pretend
to be what they
know they
aren’t.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Being A Female Isn't In Itself The Only Qualification
To Be A Mother!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It would be nice to think, truly believe and honestly
say that all females who do become pregnant, in
whatever way, or even acquired the status of
adopted parents and consequently in either
process de facto became female parents,
then as a result of them managing to do
so they somehow essentially and also
unimpeachably are moreover in this
noticeably subjective assumption
by those who adopt this point of view must
for that reason alone and everlastingly be
guaranteed in those said circumstances
regardless of how seemingly strange
or ludicrously contradictory such
a presumption actually is or in
the end turns out to be must
none the less duplicitously,
disingenuously and more
often than not brazenly
and wrong-headedly
in this discernibly
gloomy process
as mothers too.
 
Absurdly, and certainly dishonestly so, ascribing
to all of them, and irrespective of either who or
what they are, the laudable status of mother
that substantial numbers of you out there
publicly take to erroneously and even
categorically in your self-contrived
state of reverent and unshakable
delusions contend is the case;
injudiciously making these
women indisputably mothers basically because
they either biologically or by virtue of some
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noticeably twisted and utterly self-serving
undertaking of theirs, on top of what in
their narcissistically engineered and
propelled obsession irresponsibly
conjoined with their distinctly
inadequate or prominently
non-existent parenting skills all the same
cause these women with their intensely
deep-rooted illusions to incorrigibly
suppose that their egotistical and
self-centred longings are rightly
and commensurately together
with other manifest failings
of theirs quite satisfactory
in themselves to making
them complete women;
and even inexplicably
iconic and somewhat
unnecessary to say
proper mothers in
every likely way.
 
So why don't you prudently join forces with those
who perceptively see motherhood as much more
than just acquiring children for purposes only
the lines of beings to be proudly paraded as
prized assets of yours; or to satisfy your
demented and compulsive longing to
unconvincingly prove that you're
what you'd like the rest of us to
unwisely believe you to be what clearly you're
not, but think you are; or as the prospective
recipients of your ill-gotten gains when,
regrettably for you, you must shuffle
off your mortal coils from this life,
and instead look upon them all as
what in effect they certainly are:
particularized human beings in
their own right who could, if
genuinely and intelligently
permitted to be, can with
relative ease become a
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tangible credit to you
as a mother specially
or in alliance with
someone else, as
laudable parents
more generally?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 February 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
With the upcoming Mother's Day remembrance and celebration festivities due in
the United Kingdom on March 3,2016 I'd very much like to add my own
contribution to this particularly special day itself, as well as all the appropriate
and fitting celebrations scheduled individually by various offspring or collectively
by families up and down the country to commemorate the occasion. And I do this
not because I feel obligated to follow suit; oh no, but because I have a plethora
of exceedingly good reasons why I must. To begin with my own upbringing was a
truly fantastic one in every conceivable way and not only as a direct result of my
biological mother's sterling efforts but also those as well of the several voluntarily
involved, willing, incredibly superb, positive and iconic mothers that I additionally
and welcomingly had. The vast majority of them my close blood relatives!
 
For example, both my biological grandmothers; great-aunts, and in this regard
particularly my great-aunt Millie, my several biological aunts on my mother and
father's side of my family, and even their close female friends who all took their
turn or else collectively mothered me. Yes, I was showered in love but by no
stretch of anyone's fertile imagination was I witlessly pampered or spoilt in any
way, and during the altruistic and evidently pleasurable tasks and that these
incredibly blessed with foresight and mountains of love ladies allotted themselves
in relation to myself they not only became my role models but my enduring
mentors too on effectively everything pertaining to life generally from a
thoroughly objective and highly informative female perspective as well as
encouragingly ensuring in the process that I was equally cognizant of the
&quot;evils&quot; that could and invariably did at times emanate too from
woman kind. No special treatment afforded to me in either of these regards since
they were similarly meticulous, I knew, in their education of me as they were in
regards of their own biological children whether they were older or younger than
myself.
 
So to all of them, those who're still happily for me in this earthly life that we
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mutually share as well as those who sadly but inevitably have departed it, a truly
heart-warming and the biggest thank you not only on this upcoming
&quot;Mother's Day&quot; but as I've routinely done in the past relative to being
the fortunate and blessed recipient of you love, good wishes and general looking
out for me and my individual interests, guided by you astute understanding of
life conjoined with your brilliant application of its most positive aspects; again
thank you all from the bottom of my heart.
 
I alluded earlier to the negative aspects associated with motherhood and as I've
enumerated the most disturbing of these in my poem: &quot;Being a female isn't
in itself the only qualification to be a mother! &quot; I shan't embark on
repeating myself and will instead leave you to judiciously apply your
commonsense, realize and appropriately address that specific matter in as
conscionable a fashion as you're either capable of or actually want to. Meanwhile
to all of you who've been as truly blessed as I've been and likewise so to all
those mothers: biological, adopted or fostered, who've industriously and lovingly
worked throughout their raising of you to make you into the treasured and
valuable person that you are emotionally and in every other positive sense, have
a truly worthwhile and deserving Mother's Day; and God Bless!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Being With You
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I love the comforting ease of conversation
that reassuringly exists between the two
of us: a communication not uttered
by lips because of the situation
which we find ourselves in
but beautifully conveyed, none the less,
through earnest yet encouraging eyes
that willingly impart the secret
contents of two exploratory
and romantic hearts.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 July 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Beklager Så Mye! Men Jeg Er Ikke Minst På Å Bli
Brukt.
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vær så snill, ikke spill tankeløse spill med mine intime
følelser, ettersom de allerede er i en veldig delikat
tilstand av ubalanse, til og med uten den tilstanden
konstant og forvirrende skjer. Og hvis du ikke seriøst
kan tilby noe positive til dette forholdet til meg,
som du er hevder å være dypt interessert i, da
ærlig talt gi avkall på hva du faktisk gjør.
For i slikt avgjort åpenbare og kompromitterende omsten-
digheter: meg visstnok i et meningsfylt forhold til deg
men som det står, praktisk talt på egen hånd og,
dessuten sårbart å legge til rette for en situasjon at
din lunefulle oppførsel rutinemessig utsetter
meg for; å være helt ærlig med deg, når
du er omhyggelig og inderlig reflexjon
av dette helt uholdbare situasjon,
ville jeg mye foretrekke - som
best, mest omhyggelig og
logisk alternativet forlot
meg i disse kjedelige
omstendigheter -
å være fritt og
helt alene.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
En av de grusomste tenkelige tingene, og ofte gjøres - og jeg sier dette både fra
et personlig så vel som et objektivt perspektiv - som ethvert menneske kan
påføre en annen person, er å med vilje sette seg inn for å overbevise den
ulykkelige personen som den ulydige gjerningsmannen til det som egentlig er en
hjerteløs og bestemt løgn, elsker dem, når personen faktisk og intenst vet at de
ikke gjør det, og dessuten ikke har den minste hensikt å gjøre det noensinne.
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Stanley Collymore
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Bescheiden Und Höchst Dankbar, Sarah!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Wir waren alle von uns - ohne Rücksprache seitens
diejenigen, die uns gezeugt und biologisch gezeugt
haben, weit weniger also jede Erlaubnis von
uns - in diese Welt hineingeboren, die
unausweichlich, soweit ich weiß,
bis zur Entstehung des Todes
und des Jenseits müssen
 
unvermeidlich sein Bleib hier. Schön und gut, wenn
wir das tun von den Betroffenen zur Verfügung
gestellt worden ein günstiger Start ins Leben
und die anschließende konstruktive Unter-
stützung in all ihren positiven Formen
ist notwendig und verständlicher-
weise unter den gegebenen
Umständen erforderlich
 
dass wir uns in befinden und für unsere kritisch
sind wahrscheinliche Besserung als Mensch.
Aber, trotzdem ist die Pflicht nicht immer,
unerschütterlich und ausschließlich das
von diejenigen, die uns das Leben
gaben, auch wir haben unsere
Rolle bei der Definition zu spielen was
wir wohltuend warden und wie
können wir effizient das
gewünschte Ziel
erreichen.
 
Und du Sarah, obwohl du offensichtlich jung
Bist sind, haben aber schon spektakulär,
Zum Glück und illustrativ entwickelt
die entscheidenden Aspekte des
Lebens, die in Ihr instinktiver
und einnehmender Weg Sie
am aufregendsten einfühlen mit anderen,
für immer zu infundieren in denen,
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die vergeben warden mit dem
glück, in deinem Fall sogar
informell aber auch am
entzückendsten auch
in bekommen
dich zu
kennen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24. März 2018.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Dieses Werk wurde vollständig inspiriert, konzipiert aufgrund und wurde daher
für die genannte Person geschrieben und ist speziell dieser Person gewidmet, die
darin sichtbar erwähnt wird. Sie heißt Sarah und ist Angestellte einer
Supermarktkette namens Morrisons, in der ich normalerweise einkaufe, wenn ich
in Großbritannien bin.
 
Obwohl ich zweifellos Brite bin, muss ich ehrlich sagen, dass wenn es um den
Kundenservice in Großbritannien geht, und aus meiner persönlichen Erfahrung
heraus große Supermarktgeschäfte sowie andere Handelsunternehmen, der
&quot;Service&quot; - wenn man ihn überhaupt nennen kann das ist, gelinde
gesagt, gewohnheitsmäßig entsetzlich; und das ist so höflich wie ich nur kann,
oder es ist mir ein Anliegen, in diesem speziellen Fall zu sein. Ein ewiger
Zustand, in dem diejenigen, deren individuelle Aufgabe es ist, dem zahlenden
Kunden gegenüber nur minimal höflich zu sein, zumeist so selten sind wie ein
Schneesturm auf Barbados.
 
Darüber hinaus ist das Unglaubliche, dass sich viele von ihnen nicht darum zu
kümmern scheinen, und es scheint nicht zu bemerken, dass die, die sie auf diese
eher zurückhaltende Weise behandeln, letztendlich tatsächlich diejenigen sind,
die sie am Ende des Tages behandeln, die tatsächlich ihre Löhne oder Gehälter
zahlen. Aber sie kommen damit durch und tun dies offensichtlich aus
verschiedenen Gründen. Darunter ihre ranghöchste Dummheit. Genug von diesen
endemischen Lowlifes.
 
Daher ist es ein seltener Genuss und zweifelsohne ein Vergnügen, wenn man
zuweilen und völlig unerwartet Personen in diesen Positionen begegnet, die nicht
nur mit ihrer Arbeit absolut vertraut sind, sondern auch höflich, hilfsbereit und,
mit einem Wort, menschlich. Und hier beginnt diese Geschichte.
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Ich habe Sarah in all meinen früheren Anlässen in dieser speziellen Niederlassung
von Morrisons, in der das Verhalten der Mitarbeiter, mit denen ich zuvor zu tun
hatte, insgesamt ausgezeichnet war, noch nie getroffen. Ich bin mir jedoch
sicher, dass Sie mir zustimmen werden - diejenigen von Ihnen, die eine wertvolle
graue Substanz für ein Gehirn haben -, dass es Menschen gibt, die sie zum
ersten Mal gesehen haben und die instinktiv wissen, dass sie außergewöhnlich
sind.
 
Ich bin sehr weit gereist und habe in meinem Leben alle möglichen Menschen
getroffen, von gut über schlecht bis gleichgültig - und für mich ist das alles eine
tägliche Arbeit. Das heißt, es gibt einige Leute, die einfach eine szenische
Situation mögen, die Sie augenblicklich und enorm inspiriert - und wenn Sie
jemals in Barbados gewesen sind, dann wissen Sie, wovon ich spreche (lächeln)-,
die sofort das Gleiche tun. Und als Dichter, der von den physisch oder inspirativ
schönen Dingen völlig fasziniert ist - ob diese nun belebt oder unbelebt sind -,
setze ich mich immer sofort oder bei der frühesten Gelegenheit leidenschaftlich
für meine Gedanken und die Schönheit dessen ein, was ich physisch oder
physisch gesehen habe psychologisch auf Papier, und danach wird ein neues
Gedicht geboren.
 
Das ist mein generelles Muster, wenn ich im Ausland bin, und ich weiß, dass
meine Bemühungen und Handlungen, wenn es um Menschen geht, in dem
altruistischen Sinne gewürdigt werden, in dem sie und später konzipiert wurden
geteilt. Leider ist das etwas, das ich definitiv in meinem Heimatland
Großbritannien meide, und das auch aus sehr guten Gründen.
 
Zunächst einmal ist Altruismus kein Wort, von dem die überwiegende Mehrheit
der Menschen in Großbritannien weiß, was es ist, und selbst wenn man es ihnen
erklären würde, würden sie es immer noch entweder nicht verstehen oder sich
tatsächlich darum kümmern. Unter Berücksichtigung meines sehr gelehrten
Verstandes und meiner überzeugten religiösen Erziehung, und insbesondere im
Fall meiner Briten, verzichte ich daher immer auf den sinnlosen Rückgriff auf
meine Wurfperlen vor den Schweinen, sowohl im wörtlichen als auch im
übertragenen Sinne
 
Und auch aus triftigen Gründen: Schreiben Sie ein Gedicht vor dem Hintergrund,
den ich zuvor gemalt und im Falle eines Briten im Allgemeinen darauf
hingewiesen habe, ob es sich um eine männliche oder eine weibliche Person
handelt, und ich kann Ihnen dies instinktiv als absolut garantieren und diese
Person wird zweifellos denken und tatsächlich glauben, dass ich, ganz natürlich
für sie, zweifelsohne ein hintergründiges Motiv im Sinn haben muss, um das zu
tun, was ich getan habe. Und vorbehaltlos so, wie ich ein heterosexueller,
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unumstößlicher und nicht entschuldigender Heterosexueller bin, ein schwarzer
Mann in einem uneingeschränkt bekannten Deich, Queer und lächerlich
bekannten Transgender-England - oder wie ein britischer Schriftsteller kürzlich
die letztere Situation als „Männer in&quot; bezeichnete Gehröcke &quot;- die
dieses angeblich grüne und angenehme Land uneingeschränkt mit ihrer
Anwesenheit und damit verbundenen pädophilen Handlungen kontaminieren -
muss ich die instinktiven Reaktionen und die Konnotationen dahinter mit
Sicherheit nicht anschaulich umreißen, wenn jemand, der völlig andere
Vorstellungen hat - von ihnen gesetzt, macht eine altruistische Geste, auch wenn
es ein literarisches Kunstwerk wie Poesie ist.
 
Es gibt jedoch einige Gelegenheiten, in denen meine altruistische Natur eindeutig
dagegen spricht, dass ich in Großbritannien so zögernd vorgehe, und
dementsprechend vorsichtig die sprichwörtliche Chance ergreife. Und damit und
konsequent und enthusiastisch dieses Gedicht für Sarah zu schreiben - nachdem
sie zuvor höflich und vollständig gegenseitig darüber informiert hatte, was ich
überlegte, und dabei auf charmante Weise ihre volle Zustimmung erlangte -, ging
sie mit diesem Projekt voran. Und was Sie jetzt sehen, lesen und hoffentlich
genießen, war das, was ich die ganze Zeit tapfer geplant hatte.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Biologically Related, Familially Strangers!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are the grandchildren whose presence I’m very much
aware of but who notwithstanding that you’re also the
grandchildren I’ve never seen or embraced; have
never communicated with or been given the
opportunity to welcome into this world
we currently share with each other
 
My biological offspring, most certainly, but that is all it
would appear to be as things presently stand. A very
awkward state of affairs to fin one’s self in I must
admit, and all because there have been no
overtures on the part of your parent, who ironically is
my own natural child that I love immensely and
forever will, to bury the hatchet respective
to our distant familial falling out and
as such prevents you from either
seeing or having anything
at all to do with me.
 
Of course I shall respect tough not condone this insufferable
action that has been foisted upon you and to which I’m
being subjected myself, as I have no wish to embroil
you in a matter that isn’t of your making; which
occurred long before your own parents even
knew about each other’s existence or you were yourselves
conceived and ultimately came into this world as fully
fledged members of the human race, but at the same
time as an inactive and involuntarily proscribed
part of mine and your own ancestral lineage.
 
But what you’re presented with as you look into
the mirror of life and unwittingly see only a
white Caucasian staring back at you is, I
must point out, analogous to the
viewing of well sculptured and impressively laid
out sand dunes strewn across an otherwise bleak
and desolate desert scene whose bewitchingly
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captivating landscape can nevertheless so
easily conjure up, if one is not fully
cognisant of the inherent dangers
that lay within, the deceptive
imagery of something that
is entirely different from
what it purports to be.
 
Nevertheless, even the most treacherous of deserts
are known to facilitate an oasis or two, and it’s
to be hoped that in time with a much better
awareness and more accurate appreciation of who
you actually are that the Oasis of your African
and Afro-Caribbean lineage will no longer
be deliberately disguised as something
either to be ashamed of or summarily
dismissed as an irrelevance to be
completely but instead are most
welcomingly seen and fully
embraced as requisite
attributes of your
personal and
everyday
lives.
 
Assets, not hindrances, to be proudly and conscionably
put on display and, significantly, acting as a reliable
bulwark to stop you from needlessly and forlornly
floundering in a contrived desert of folly and
or insentient ignorance of who precisely
you are. And just to let you know I
shall be that welcoming Oasis
securely located in your Desert
of indiscernment and always
there for you whenever
you decide that
you need
me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 November 2013.
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Stanley Collymore
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Black Skin
 
Ridiculed and scorned it was you
that gave me the inspiration
to carry on – for in their
intense hatred of you,
your enemies also
revealed their
innate fear
of me!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Bli Verklig! Zionistiska Kharzarian, Falska Semitiska,
Bibliska Judar Gör Inte Dna-Test.
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jag är en Semite för att jag säger att jag är! Inget genetiskt
bevis eller något DNA testanalys har jag dock att kategoriskt
underbyggaeller på något sätt bekräfta detta påståenden
som jag är gör och rätt och rätt, enligt min mening, det
ostoppad påstående jag fortsätter att upprätthålla, eller
kommer jag någonsin att ge någon; för att jag är en
zionist, Europeisk och en semitisk jud du ser och
som en representant för Guds utvalda människor
är det definitivt inget behov därför eller något
krav för mig, i sådan omständigheter, att lämna sådan
bekräftelse. Dessutom är jag också fullt utrustad
frånfödelse och hjälp genom kulturinriktning,
på grund av vem jag är och den privilegi-
erade position som är passande tilldelad
mig med alla viktiga skyldigheter
relevant för att jag är otänkbart
en äkta europeisk, semitisk
och den zionistiska juden
för evigtoch oerhört
fungera som jag
personligen
väljer att
göra.
 
Och bland överflöd av underbara, kritiska och särskilj-
ande egenskaper som jag och min snälla lyckligtvis
besitter är de bedrägliga virtuositeterna av illvilliga
bedrägeri och hjärtlös warmongering, även om
Vi är mest rigorösa i våra sedulous cunnings
och samvetsgranna arrangemang när det
gällerde senare händelserna garanterar
ofta det där inne i våra geniala gambiter
och tillsammansberäknade bedrägerier - obegränsat
och målmedvetet oärlighet från vår sida till dig
och jag - det är det bevisvärt mindless, uttry-
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ckligt dåligt instruerad, föraktlig och intel-
lektuelltutmanas och de regelbundna inn-
eslutna, Europas helge domskuld-ridd
ochde odödliga moronerna i den vita
västra länder och deras lätt köpte,
sålde, gripande giriga och disrep-
utable ledare som scen-hant-
era dem som vi Zionister
uppmanar att göra vårt
avsedda kämpar för oss.
 
Förutom, och naturligtvis självklart, när det gäller till
palestinierna. I vilket fall, i vår typiska accep teras,
nazi-zionistiska och europeiska semitiska, folk-
mord, etnisk rensning och hårdnos sniper-
dödande, terroristisk-iver bestämda
mordiska lutningar äruppriktigt
koncentrerad tillpalestinierna
och specifikt deras unga
och övervägande mindreåriga barn. En förväntat
pass, konsekvent saknad misslyckande fördöm-
ande eller eventuell upprorisk utmattning
tilloss av våra konkurrerande västblods-
länder ledare främst i Rogue State
USA - min ursäktande rättelse,
den potenta USA, Australien,
Kanada, dubblett Ryssland
från var flera av våra
Yidland Sionistiska
emigrer kommer
vanligen från,
förutom van-
föreställningar, motsvarande
kolonialistiska, exceptio-
nellt obsequious och
pretentiös Stor-
britannien.
 
Och är det inte särskilt hjärtvärme och personligen
givande att veta att allt detta är väsentligt odlade,
mycket framgångsrikt, kompetent och enormt
kommersiellt utförd mot det otänkbara och
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absolut kompensera miljön hos vår fashion-
abla europeiska förföljelse bluff och av
människor vem i huvudsak - och på
förhand DNA-analys kommer visa
snabbt detta - är inte minst Semitiska eller på
något sätt släktforskningsmässigt judiskt
som vi uppfinningsrika, blatant och
extremt lyingly förklara att vi är,
men är i all verklighet nu mer
eller mindre än falsk, zionist-
isk Kharzarian Ashkenazi
religiösa fonier och
kulturella anslag
på alla tänk-
bara sätt.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 maj 2018.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Berätta en lögn regelbundet, barfota och högt nog, det är skrämmande och
påtagligt hävdat av dem som njuter av sådana illaluktande och ödmjuka praxis
och i slutändan kommer det utan tvivel att vara fullt accepterat och definitivt
betraktas som sanningen inte bara av de illformade och puerila dimwitsna till
vem det är beräknat uteslutet, men likaledes så de allmänt illvilliga, illogiskt
psykopatiska och de patologiskt ljuva pratarna som tänkte och utgivna ljugen i
första hand. En ganska pernicious art form som är djupt engrained bland de
Kharzarian Ashkenazi, jiddischa europeiska, irreparably sionistiska och helt falska
semitiska samhällen över Europa, Storbritannien, Kanada, Australien, Nya
Zeeland, Rogue State USA, Yidland, och deras andra västerländska bloc vassal
staten enheter.
 
Och när det dessutom är tydligt uppenbart i deras fall, har dessa zionistiska och
falska semiter fullständig kontroll över globala propagandistiska instrument som
Hollywood-filmbranschen, som de med stor ansträngning sysslar med för deras
grundligt självcentrerade och patenterade egotistiska fördel, ständigt
sammanfogade med deras ackumulativa kontroll också över de allra flesta av de
tydligt vita västblodstaterna patetiskt så kallade mainstream media som
helhjärtat sanktionerar och stärktar sin sjuka, förmedlade och ljuga propaganda,
och dessutom är det överallt stora summor pengar - förvånansvärt, så som alla
pengar är deras Gud - som väsentligt används för att obevekligt driva och
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konsolidera sina häftiga subterfuges, såväl som att lyckligt och manipulativt
inflytande och dominera en piss-dåligt informerad, helt dumpad, pedagogiskt och
förutsägbart en intellektuellt utmanad och i stort sett vita västra allmänheten,
Det är inte raketvetenskap att logiskt avgöra varför dessa Kharzarian Ashkenazi,
främst östeuropeiska och ryska falska semitiska yider, trots deras små
demografiska närvaro i de länder som de infekterar, utövar oavsiktligt det
inflytande de gör.
 
Och hur fördelaktigt det utan tvekan skulle vara, i en inte förlägsen framtid, om
en förenad global syd och helt avskräckt från den urskiljbara squeamishness som
det tredje riket visade under andra världskriget att hans tid där var ett verkligt
samordnat utrotningsprogram som - Auschwitz, Dachau och Bergen-Belsen-stilen
- bortskaffade varje enskilt en av dessa omfattande barbariska, etniska
rensningar, folkmordsmässigt fixerade mot det palestinska folket, staten
apartheid, terrorism, massmord och lowlife scum.
 
Det här är det 21: a århundradet och utan tvekan lever vi i en tid med mycket
sofistikerade vetenskapliga utforskningar, teknisk utveckling och flera
djupgående analytiska lösningar för människans olika intressen och problem. Alla
som kan och slutgiltigt avdelas i grafiskt uttrycklig form och utan det som
tidigare var nödvändigt med gissningar, de minsta undersökande detaljerna om
allt som är allvarligt uppe för särskild granskning, oavsett om det aktuella ämnet
- livlig, tydligt ny eller dinosaurian daterad - är upp för översyn.
 
Och i denna uppenbart opartiska och snarare state-of-the-art granskning och
analysprocess kan man därför ganska enkelt DNA tolka och förstå vad som helst
de vill informera om, förutom, naturligtvis, när den specifika kunskapssökningen
avser Kharzarian Ashkenazi, Zionistiska och tydligt bedrägliga &quot;semitiska
judar&quot; som man har att göra med. I så fall hävdar alla sådana opartiska
vetenskapliga ackrediteringar och objektiva DNA-analyser avseende samma
Kharzarian Ashkenazi och bedrägligt sionistiska &quot;Semites&quot; och i sin
tur säkerhetskopieras av deras myriade, lätt köpt och betalt för överväldigande
västblodsländer och deras politiska stooges blir omedelbart ogiltiga.
 
Och det är verkligen ingen raketvetenskap som klokt tränar varför det här är så.
För varför skulle praktiseras och fleråriga, finansiella bedrägerier och bedrägliga
semiter i fyndet som har kulturellt beviljat en annans människors kultur - och i
synnerhet det för palestinierna som är de verkliga semiterna vill med
tillfredsställande och medvetet pinsamt och helt frivilligt utsätta sig för de typer
av metodisk vetenskaplig och granskning av DNA-undersökningar som på ett
ögonblick tydligt skulle visa upp dem för de repellent och bedrägliga lögnare som
de uppenbarligen är?
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Stanley Collymore
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Boundless Love
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What is the purpose of bestowing Love if you then have
to define its meaning; carefully explain its designated
objective to the recipient of it, and most crucially
why it is that you’re giving it? For having
in itself to do any or all of these things
simply cheapens the exercise as
well as glaringly detracts
from the spontaneity and
the inherent essence
of the most apt
and altruistic
of human
acts that
there
is.
 
That I love you goes without saying, and gratefully the profound
indebtedness to you on my part for the unswerving reciprocity
of your love for me is both flattering and heart-warmingly
welcomed; a compellingly enthralling situation that’s
fully augmented by the firm knowledge that of all
the voluntary decisions in my life that I could
possibly have contemplated and willingly
implemented, falling in love with
you and honestly apprising you of that fact is one
of the best that I’ve ever made, or I’m likely
to accomplish; and, what’s more, without
having to explain myself because
perceptively you graciously
appreciate what I have
done and intelligently
understand why!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 May 2014.
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Comment:
“I Love you! ” - three of the most profound and invariably recurrent life-changing
words in the English or any other reciprocal languages that can and quite often,
in whatever cultural aspect in which they’re expressed, do evoke sentiments that
can either immensely enhance one’s personal life’s prospects or conversely if the
feeling are unreciprocated turn them into any absolute nightmare.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Brand New Thinking
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You're absolutely sick and so full of your own damned
shit that you can't even see it, and to all intents and
purposes are totally oblivious of all of this. Yet
quite ridiculously you call yourself a god,
claiming just as asininely that no other
god exists and hence, de facto, you're omnipotently
the only one and, what's more, arrogantly insist
that everyone else thinks so too, since it's an
absolute given. Don't make me laugh in
derision you pathetic jerk who hasn't
a bloody clue, nor for that matter
does anyone else, most of the
time concerning what it is
you're bleeding well up
to, you unreservedly,
demented nutter!
 
For, seriously, if what you represent is supposedly
celestial and consequentially universal genius
of how things should be knowledgeably
done, then unquestionably you've
consistently made a right balls
up, millennium after millennium, of virtually
everything that you have literally and
ingloriously undertaken not only
universally, as it is rapidly
becoming even more
generally known;
 
but also, and exactly from a human
perception, both on and around
this global earth, on which
we Homo sapiens do
live, and currently
have no other
place but to
call our
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home.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It's high time that all sensible and intelligent human beings replace this
perceived universal god that we've been brainwashed into actually believing
exists with someone or something that we can fully trust, respect and have the
utmost confidence in.
 
For the purported omnipotent and universal god with all of the attendant
entrenched religious paraphernalia and largely societal obeisance to him, it's
taken for granted, must be roundly got rid of and uncompromisingly, spiritedly
replaced by either someone or something else that can both realistically and
unequivocally take full cognizance of, as well as effectively deal with the genuine
needs of all of us Homo sapiens and the additional species too that if allowed to
would harmoniously share this planet earth with us. Whether they live on the
land as we do or the other environments that constitute the ambience and fabric
of Mother Earth.
 
And not simply cater and, furthermore, do so deliberately and exclusively for the
perpetually selfish and invariably malevolent wants, to the gross disadvantage of
everyone else, of a very selective and privileged few who both see and
egotistically regard themselves as the epitome of the human race and, therefore,
the inalienable masters and mistresses of all other life forms that still manage to
exist; and to whom these arrogant humanoid predators that think this way,
consider it to be their unquestionable right to do with as they damned well
please!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Bright, Feminine And Fearless!
 
It’s customary for most politicians when asked why they
entered politics to say they did so to make a difference.
What that difference is, is often at best either quite
vague or never overtly expressed and always
remains an amorphous concept which is
never fully defined or understood.
 
Nevertheless, most voters by electing them to the public
offices they hold still idealistically trust those whom
they freely chose to be their standard-bearers
and therefore generally assume will not
only be honest with them but also
committedly have their hearts lodged
in the right place and do what’s right where the
interests principally of their constituents but
likewise together with the wider ones of
their country at large will similarly be
paramount, so that the expectations
placed in these MPs and the
aspirations that have been
engendered from doing
so can reliably be
counted on.
 
Alas, though, this almost blind faith unwarrantedly
entrusted in the assumed probity and even the
competence of their elected representatives
is seldom rewarded, with the instances
of those selflessly fulfilling these
expectations being the rare
exception rather than
the general rule.
 
But you Clare, in marked and exemplificative contrast,
are a priceless gem glowingly ensconced among
the gaudy and even counterfeit bric-a-brac
of human detritus, and especially of the
political kind, that risibly but even so
is concertedly and routinely passed
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off as what it evidently is not; all
to no avail, I must thankfully
add, with prescient-minded
folk who can easily detect,
graciously respect and inspirationally
appreciate the genuine article when
they come across it. And there’s
none to be sure more authentic
or compellingly enlivening
in that latter regard than
your inimitable self
Clare Daly!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 June 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Brilliant Motherhood And Self-Effacing Femininity
Conjoined As One!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are the visible characterization and uplifting
embodiment of natural motherhood, intuitively
conducting yourself as every loving, caring
and scrupulously trustworthy, biological
mother or parent of whatever category
should; an entirely enthralling and
a most pleasurable observation,
in every imaginable way, to
comfortingly survey in a
vivacious atmosphere
of unstinting and
quite justified
admiration.
 
Someone that in this generally feckless, highly
irresponsible and largely dissolute society
of mendacious mediocrity and purblind
stupidity commonplace unfortunately
as well as utterly demeaning and
which nowadays, delusionally
and asininely, are ludicrously are and
seriously passed off as desirable traits of
responsible parenthood and grown up
maturity; yet conscionably and in
every other conceivable way,
and noticeably eschewed
by you, patently and
ongoingly clearly
and specifically
lack any true
perception
of cogent
integrity.
 
But you who’re obviously untouched by all of this
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have markedly in your case - so conspicuously
and refreshingly different, I must truthfully
say, that one would either have to be blind
or else completely doltish not to notice,
fully appreciate and unconditionally
venerate this methodology of yours in
every practicable way; that’s splendidly
unpretentious, manifestly scrupulous
and agreeable; positively appealing
undeniably inspirational and has
materialized as a decidedly
friendly, captivatingly
feminine and, from a
personal perspective, as
a veritably gratifying
sight to see and
honourably
revere!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
The appreciation of altruistic motives if not entirely dead in Britain as a whole has
most certainly been in a very regressive coma for several years now and
markedly exhibits all the transparent signs of not only being terminally but also
unrecoverably ill. Most contemporary Brits of all ages and each gender haven’t
the foggiest notion of what altruism is or what when quite authentically
dispensed that gesture is all about, and is nothing more, in my honest opinion,
than casting pearls before swine. It’s the same with compliments genuinely
given.
 
Thankfully it’s not a situation that I come across in Germany or anywhere else,
come to that, globally, and categorically seems to be specifically a British curse.
So as a rule of thumb the only Brits that I routinely pay compliments to or set
about doing anything altruistically for are family members, close and trusted
friends and on the very rare occasions those whom I’ve previously not met nor
known but who evidently and rather refreshingly transcend the pernicious
banality and rampant stupidity that is so replete within my country.
 
This poem was inspired by one such unique person who is British but is as far
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removed from her peers as chalk is from cheese.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Britische Fisch Und Chips
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Tat der angebliche und allgemein anerkannte Erfinder der
jetzt leicht akkreditiert und allgegenwärtig Fisch und
Chips Mahlzeit absichtlich dargelegt an diesem
heute berühmten kulinarischen Unternehmen,
oder war es zufällig nur ein Unfall? in der Herstellung
ist das nur vorgekommen ohne geplantes konzep-
tualisieren oder genaue Planung von irgend-
jemandem? Im Wesentlichen eine
höhere Gewalt von seiner
eigenen Gestaltung.
 
Wie auch immer, was auch immer plausibel oder ähnlicher
Ist als nicht die zahlreichen weit hergeholten Gründe
das sind üblich und durchsetzungsfähig gegeben
durch den durchschnittlichen Briten in patriot-
isch, aber etwas risikoreich behaupten,
dass die Standard Fish and Chips
Mehl ist eindeutig ein einzigartig, englisch-
einheimisch und schwankend populäres
britisches kulturelles Gericht in jeder
erdenklichen Weise; Eins steht
außer Frage sicher und
consequent ganz
fair zu sagen.
 
Dass die Lieblings-Fish and Chips so kulturell essen
und tief in der britischen Nationalität verwurzelt
Psyche ist zweifellos eine sehr angenehme
und eine wirklich vitalisierende, kulinarische Freude,
welche, soweit die britischen Inseln individuell
sind besorgt, ist für immer hier zu bleiben.
Ob gekauft von der durchschnittlichen
Fisch und einkaufen wie es typisch
ist, oder auch liebevoll und
fleißig in der Küche
organisiert von
zu Hause
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aus.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28. Juli 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Alles weitere, was gesagt werden könnte, wäre aus logischer Sicht ein Overkill
und eher abstoßend überflüssig. Also lasse ich die Dinge so wie sie sind und lasse
deine Fish and Chips, wo immer du bist, für sich selbst sprechen. Außer eine
Sache!
 
Wenn Sie sich jemals in Worthing, West Sussex, England, aufhalten, empfehle
ich Ihnen persönlich, das Café Vita in der South Street in der Nähe des
Promenade Roundabout zu besuchen. und wo sie einige der herrlichsten Fisch-
und Pommes frites aller Zeiten zubereiten und verteilen; von einer bezaubernden
jungen Dame namens Gabriella ausgezeichnet bedient; oder kurz Gabi. Fragen
Sie nach ihrem Namen und sie wird Sie richtig sehen. Fröhliches Essen!
 
Stanley Collymore
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British Fish And Chips
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Did the alleged and generally acclaimed inventor
of the now readily accredited and ubiquitous
fish and chips meal intentionally set out
on this today famous culinary undertaking,
or was it fortuitously just an accident
in the making that only occurred
without any planned conceptualising
or precise planning by anyone?
In essence a force majeure
of its own fashioning.
 
Anyway, whatever the plausible or more like
than not the numerous farfetched reasons
that are customarily and assertively
given by the average Briton in
patriotically, but somewhat
risibly, claiming that the
standard fish and chips meal is a distinctly
unique, English-indigenous and an un-
waveringly popular British cultural
dish in every conceivable way;
one thing is unquestionably
certain and consequently
completely fair to say.
 
That the favourite fish and chips meal so culturally
and intensely ingrained in the British national
psyche is unquestionably a most agreeable
and a really vitalizing, culinary delight,
which, as far as the British Isles are individually
concerned, is forever here to stay. Whether
bought from the average fish and chips
shop as is characteristically done,
or else lovingly and diligently
organized in the kitchen
of one's own home.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
28 July 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Anything more that could possibly be said would from a logical perspective be an
overkill and rather off-puttingly superfluous. So I'll leave things as there are and
let your fish and chips, wherever you are, speak for themselves. Except for one
thing!
 
If you ever happen to be in Worthing, West Sussex, England then I personally
recommend that you visit the Café Vita there in South Street near the
Promenade Roundabout; and where they prepare and distribute some of the
most gorgeously delicious fish and mouth-watering chips ever; served
magnificently by a most charming young lady by the name of Gabriella; or Gabi
for short. Ask for her by name and she'll see you right. Happy eating!
 
Stanley Collymore
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British Tabloids
 
Do you have any perception of what the
truth is really about or, for that matter,
even care? Or does your obsessive
fascination with all things
prurient comprise your
one and only true
interest in life?
 
Therefore, whether or not the story
you’re after actually fits the bill
you always seek to make it
so; and the reason why is
very clear, as every
intelligent observer knows.
For the bigger your daily
circulation is the more
adverts you can sell;
so integrity and
fairness can
all go to
hell!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 April 1998.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Britiske Fisk Og Chips
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Gjorde den påståtte og generelt anerkjente oppfinneren
av det nå lett akkrediterte og allestedsnærværende
fish and chips-måltid med vilje på dette i dag
berømte kulinariske foretaket, eller
var det heldigvis bare en ulykke i
skapelsen som bare skjedde uten planlagt
konseptualisering eller presis plan-
legging av noen? I hovedsak
en force majeure av sin
egen fashioning.
 
Uansett, hva plausibel eller mer som enn ikke
de mange langsiktige grunnene som er
vanlig og selvsikker gitt av den
gjennomsnittlige briten i
patriotisk, men noe
risikabelt, og hevder at standard fish
and chips måltid er et utpreget unik,
engelsk-urbefolkning og en un-
vaklende populær britisk
kultur parabolen på alle tenk-
elige måter; en ting er
uten tvilvisse og
følgelig helt
rettferdig
å si.
 
At favoritt fisk og chips måltider så kulturelt og
intenst inngrodd i den britiske statsborgeren
psyken er uten tvil en mest behagelig og
en virkelig vitaliserende, kulinarisk
glede, som så langt de britiske
øyer er individuelt bekymret, er for alltid her
for å bli. Om kjøpt fra gjennomsnittlig
fisk og chips handle som det er
karakteristisk gjort, eller
ellers kjærlig og
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flitting organisert på
kjøkkenet av
ens eget
hjem.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Noe mer som muligens kan sies, ville fra et logisk perspektiv være en overdreven
og ganske kvisende overflødig. Så jeg vil la ting være som det er og la fish and
chips, uansett hvor du er, snakke for seg selv. Bortsett fra en ting!
 
Hvis du noen gang har vært i Worthing, West Sussex, England, anbefaler jeg
personlig at du besøker Café Vita der i South Street nær Promenade
Roundabout; og hvor de tilbereder og distribuerer noen av de mest fantastiske
delikate fiskene og noensinne; servert praktfull av en mest sjarmerende ung
dame ved navn Gabriella; eller Gabi for kort. Be om henne ved navn, så ser hun
deg rett. Gledelig å spise!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Britons, Definitely Under The Weather!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Winds gusting, though noticeably without any sustained
intensity, upwards to ninety miles per hour; coastal
waters with obligatory but far from wholehearted
cohesion doing their bit to portray an image
of terror whose fearful perception swiftly
grabs the undivided attention of the
credulous, those who’re easily or
quite prone to be manipulated by a
sensationalist media and transport executives of
the Jobsworth School of act first and think:
a commodity that’s invariably in very
short supply where such people
are concerned, afterwards.
 
People who unwarrantedly but conveniently hide
behind Health and Safety regulations, because
they’ve definitely nothing positive to offer
themselves, to cover up their systemic
inefficiencies in relation to the jobs
that clearly they should never
have been trusted with
in the first place.
 
The weather, whether it’s good or bad, is a seasonal but
nevertheless an integral part of the natural cycle
of our known universe evidently and
dispassionately designed as
well as significantly contolled by Nature performing a
delicate and seemingly at times impossible balancing
act between the diverse and not uncommonly so
diametrically opposed interests of both living
and inanimate things that generally compete
with but often and not unusually out of a
common necessity complement each
other as well; a state of affairs
however which mankind, even
with the best of intentions
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in mind, will perpetually
remain an interested
but all the same
a bit player.
 
Which doesn’t mean that human beings should throw
their hands up in despair, lazily sit back and do nothing,
retreat from the predicament they’re faced with, or
even worse still add to the worst elements of
what’s a constantly evolving situation
they already know they’ll be faced
with by asininely adopting and
applying measures that are bound to
exacerbate what is predictably a
problematic development in
the offing for everyone
of us who’s around.
and involved.
 
Other countries with serial worse weather conditions
than Britain routinely experiences or is ever likely
to confront in the foreseeable future manage to
cope exceedingly well in either forestalling
or successfully combating the very worst
climatic outrages that a volatile and
tempestuous Nature throws at or
recurrently subjects them to.
 
So why not Britain? Where train schedules are universally
disrupted or completely scrapped as a consequence of
infinitesimal things like leaves falling on the tracks;
bus services similarly halted because of rainwater,
designated as flooding, falling and collecting on
badly constructed roads with no effective or
efficient run-off facilities and water logging them in
the process; with nonsensical risk averse advice
unwisely tendered by the authorities, absurdly
suggesting that people should stay indoors
and work from home. How does that
actually help, I wonder, if your
profession happens to be
a nurse or a doctor?
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The weather is quite an obsession in Britain
but that seems to be all where it’s concerned;
because no one in authority here, sure as
hell, seems to have any sensible ideas
how to efficiently deal with it; a
self-inflicted problem that our
Continental neighbours
and others globally
don’t appear
to have.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Bugger Off Santa Claus And Give Me Some Peace And
Quiet!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Look Santa! I know perfectly well that it's Christmas and
what you're up to now are the sort of things that you
obviously delight in and most evidently, as well,
thoroughly enjoy doing; but just because it's
your specific thing and loved by some
doesn't mean that everyone similarly
wants to be actively engaged in or is even the least
tolerant of these very much quite inescapably in
your face and rather bullish shenanigans. And
therefore, cautiously putting it politely and
diplomatically, or as I rather prefer to do
candidly; when it comes to the latter
grouping of persons, then I most
determinedly, and decidedly,
count myself among them.
 
So in my case please do me and yourself at the same
time one great big favour and just bugger off! And
not because I abhor or for that matter personally
have anything whatever against Christmas per
se; for truthfully I very much to the contrary
contentedly and unhesitatingly do confess
to being an enthusiastic fan of old Noel;
and while my willingly admitting this
might appear odd as Hell to you in
the circumstances of what I've earlier been saying,
have none the less always and distinctly for me
been religiously and socially celebratory that
way. However, I do take a not unreasonable
exception to some obese and pensionable
person, absolutely nothing at all against
ageism mind just the droll incongruity
of the entire thing I readily confess,
dressed up in a ridiculous costume
of red and white rampaging across my roof in what
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at best is obviously a most old-fashioned sleigh
pulled by a herd of discernibly hyperactive
reindeer. All well and good for the lot of
you and every likeminded person who
patently thinks that it's a barrel fun.
That said though, when I checked
my individual situation with my
established insurance company,
Direct Line, I was explicitly
informed that any damage
caused either directly by
you Mr Santa Claus or
your reindeer just was
not covered by my
home contents or
any of the other
possessed by
me personal
insurance
policies.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 December 2015.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I was seven years old when I had a falling out with Santa Claus that would
become permanent. Earlier that year and having been exceedingly good
throughout it, as I normally was, I wrote to Santa asking him if I could have a
cricket bat engraved with the names of any of my three cricketing heroes - I'm a
staunch cricket fan - the 3 Ws, Worrrell, Weekes and Walcott, or preferably all
three of them if he could manage that.
 
I subsequently in return got a letter from Santa Claus promising me that he
would fulfil my wish; and pleased as anyone could possibly be by the fact of
knowing that a special wish of theirs would be forthcoming I couldn't wait for the
onset of Christmas, which was always a festive and religious season that I looked
forward to and thoroughly enjoyed, to happen. Furthermore, this time I told
family members and friends who asked me what I wanted them to get me for
Christmas that the choice as usual was entirely theirs but they were not to get
me a cricket bat as Santa Claus was already doing that.
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But Christmas came and went, and while I got loads of presents from lots of
people Santa Claus never delivered on his promise nor did he bother to send me
an explanation for what he did, or more fittingly didn't do. So instead I wrote him
a terse letter telling him what I thought of him and calling him a miserly prat. He
must have taken umbrage to that but I didn't care and readily forgot all about
him.
 
Fast forward to my early adulthood and Santa Clause with his reindeer
recommenced driving his sleigh over the roofs of whatever home I was living in;
ridiculous really as none of them ever had any chimneys, a specific thing with
me. And with good reason! I'm a staunch environmentalist and eschew polluting
the atmosphere with the residue from fossil fuels and instead opted for insulated
lofts, solar panel roofs and state of the art central heating, so there were no
chimneys attached to any of my homes for this rotund man to embarrassingly
climb down, than Heavens! Nevertheless, he made up for that with his dry runs;
with him accompanied by his reindeer creating an unholy din over my roof tops I
must say!
 
Thankfully, all this happened prior to Christmas itself, which as it happens in my
case I never spend in Britain; as I'd long discovered, coming not long after my
initial altercation with Santa that there isn't just the one Santa Claus but a
franchise of them with their own specific jurisdiction, and judiciously I make
absolutely sure each year that I'm out of the jurisdiction of that Santa Claus who
cocked it up for me all those years ago.
 
And so this poem, drawing on my own experience as a child, is written for and
dedicated to all those who've been similarly hard done by an unforgivable Santa
Claus or who are simply agnostic about them. And remember this; I got over my
disappointment and so will you! Meanwhile, have a cracking Christmas all of you.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Carry On Killing!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We need a war:
as we have no answers of any kind for the
repeated failures and full-scale collapse
of the economy, which we've
persistently botched up with such
stunning regularity through our
exceptional mediocrity; so
a war would do nicely,
wouldn't you say,
in helping to
focus our
minds?
 
We need a war:
to consolidate and further stimulate the
expanding arms industry; our solitary
outstanding success, rivalled only
by our extraordinary zest in
unmasking our incredible
arrogance and amazing
stupidity in not having
learnt anything at
all from our
very recent
past.
 
We most definitely need a war:
to help eradicate large sections
of our communities - the
flotsam and jetsam of humanity who
constitute the sick, aged, disabled,
unproductive, unwanted, and the
long-term unemployed; people
that we really can't abide
and from whom it would be
most uncivil and deceitful
to conceal our absolute
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contempt and justified
hostility, for they're
evidently such a
huge financial
millstone on
the rest of
society.
 
We need a war:
as fighting with others, and even among
ourselves, is what we're gifted at
doing; and it's such great fun
killing then making martyrs
of the dead and icons of
the injured living -
those who were
fortunate to have
survived the
slaying.
 
So let's have another wonderful war
that we can joyfully celebrate in
songs, propaganda films, and
hypocritically but oh so
majestically in our
characteristic and militaristically
ceremonial parades lay costly
wreaths at cenotaphs for,
just like we do each
year for the
last one.
 
For let's not forget that we have the
technology and the pedigree as
well as the power lust to
engineer and sustain a
nuclear holocaust - and won't
it just be fun, especially if it's
done in someone else's
backyard, and as far
as possible away
from our
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own?
 
 
(C) Stanley V. Collymore
27 March 1998.
 
 
Author's Notes:
The banks, other financial institutions, multinational corporations and the military
industrial complex, all of whom are a law unto themselves and therefore
absolutely unaccountable to no one else but themselves, together with the
gannet of political stooges that they totally control and who in the interests of
their aforementioned paymasters avidly feed off the public they're supposed to
serve but don't, are the only ones that benefit from wars.
 
Yet the voting public, those that bother to vote at all that is, never seem to learn
from the lessons of the past, or the lies they're constantly being told and quite
incredibly and stupidly keep on voting into office the very same craven and venal
morons that intentionally deceive them, blight their lives and furthermore place
the rest of the world in constant danger.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Cause And Effect
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I most definitely am not one for holding
grudges and don’t much care for acrimonious
or belittling arguments that tend, more often
than not, to be gratuitous and belligerent
affairs that prove to be counterproductive in
their intended purpose; and which from a
personal perspective I not only regard as
quite distasteful but also judge to be
most unseemly. Unless, of course,
such arguments are instigated by
me and centre exclusively on
my egotistical beliefs and
egocentric self-interests.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 April 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Celebrate Your Birthday If You Can, But Remember It
Was An Occurrence You Had No Input In!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Birthdays and the invariably gratuitous celebration of them by
countless and usually nondescript persons are supposedly
meant to be special occasions happily devised by those
who are determinedly intent on observing what is for
them their big day. By why, and for what singular
or plural reasons go overboard with so many of
them? because those that have liberally taken
to indulging themselves in this way, realize
they were basically born? Scarcely stellar
deduction, I'd have thought, for the kind
of hubristic, exaggerated or other such celebrations of the
kind favoured in this narcissistic glorification of one's
self, since like none of us those individuals who're
usually, directly and most obsessively taken up
with the immersion of themselves and what
they're actually thinking, can't truthfully,
nor can anyone else even in their very
wildest dreams, rationally claim to
have performed any role, wholly
or otherwise, in their creation.
 
Which effectively means that from the onset of the
circumstances surrounding, for the most part,
their not always straightforward conception
and throughout the subsequent pre-natal
process of their eventual development
into hopefully fully-fledged human
beings, the entire outcome in essence had absolutely
nothing at all to do with them and most definitely
wasn't any of their personal doing. So do bear
that in mind, those of you who're selfishly,
egocentrically and appropriately swayed
to habitually overlook most or all this;
and, instead, be thoroughly thankful
to Almighty God: yours and very
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much so my own indisputable
Creator, that you're actually
and most blessedly here!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 July 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It'll doubtlessly be argued that as a direct recognition of being in this world it's
only natural that the individuals involved, and there are now billions of them
globally, along with their respective family members, friends, colleagues and
associates celebrate what's perceived by them as a very important outcome;
another year's duration, for those individuals who're celebrating the occasion,
presence in this world of ours. A plausible enough, when looked it, but by no
means a definitive response, nor should the latter be the case in relation to it
without irrefutable and corroborative evidence to support that contention.
 
But it's a private matter I hear you say, and what people either decide to do with
or in in their personal lives is an issue that must, or should at least, be left
entirely up to them and, as such, is or ought to be a relevant counter argument.
Fine! But sensibly only if that outcome is specifically limited or in other ways
restricted to those directly involved.
 
However, experience and common sense informatively instructs us that that
usually isn't the case, and through observing other peoples' customary
behavioural habits, especially if those persons are influential and powerful, can,
and invariably does, decidedly affect and shape the conduct of others, and all the
more so if those observing and inculcating the behavioural patterns of their
&quot;idols&quot; are basically intellectually challenged, exceedingly gullible or
wholly unthinking, in their every action, persons in the first place.
 
So is this proposal a blueprint for policing, enforcedly cancelling or even
proscribing perceived &quot;un-merited&quot; birthday celebrations and the
linkage between them and one's presence here on this Earth? Certainly not in
terms of celebrating through the reembrace of one's birthday, however that
individual chooses to legally do so. And as long as they're not tempted to think or
actually believe that what transparently and objectively to others and as regards
themselves is a veritably useless life isn't being celebrated and, what's more,
fulsomely portrayed as something particularly outstanding when evidently it is
not!
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So enjoy your own birthday whenever that is, and the good fortune too that the
Almighty God has not only given you life but also graciously as well awarded you
with an extension of it on earth, so as to improve not only your personal
attainments but equally too avail yourself of the opportunities available to assist,
in the process of your being allowed to carry on living, wherever and whenever
that you altruistically can, others to similarly do the same.
 
That then is essentially what this poem, and in its article form also appended
with the same title, is all about as I celebrate with my Partner and those closest
and most special to me my own birthday on the 4th July 2017, and in doing so
am both fully cognisant of as well as thoroughly committed to everything that
I've said.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Challenge
 
Ride the storm of challenge
And reap the whirlwind
Of success,
For the essence
Of character building
Is knowing how to define
What’s best.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Chris Leslie: The Archetypical, Lowlife, White Trash,
British Scum!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Jeremy Corbyn is a consummate waste of space and time
intimates his detractor - because in the latter's case his
accuser has neither the language nor the necessary
perspicacity to fittingly frame anything in meaningful or
genuinely representative English words that would
comprise in the circumstances given more than
two syllables - and so idiotically bleats his
hatred hysterically as he characteristically
for him spews out his malevolent poison against Jeremy
Corbyn, this undeniably dim-witted, redneck, lowlife and
quite evidently white trash tyke, Chris Leslie, poignantly
and most ironically bringing to mind the familiar old
saying of the pot stupidly calling the kettle black.
For while Jeremy Corbyn has unswervingly
proficiently and proudly represented the
same constituency of Islington North
in London throughout his time as
an MP in parliament, Chris Leslie:
born and bred in Yorkshire, was
unceremoniously dumped by
the decent constituents in
his native Yorkshire.
 
And tail between his humiliated legs was forced to
scramble for a seat in the distant county of
Nottinghamshire, where without the
&quot;security&quot; of Labour this very
much odious, repulsive,
sick, sad and pathetically poor excuse for a
human being would again be out in the
cold and nowhere. Narcissistic to the
core and a compulsive attention
seeker in the bargain, Chris
Leslie is the actual epitome
of those whom Winston
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Churchill - a life-long
eugenicist that man -
if he'd had his way
wouldn't be here;
 
As their mothers and grandmothers would
all have been compulsorily sterilized;
and on reflection, and though I've
never been a fan of Winston or
will that ever change, what a
salutary blessing not only
for England but also
the entire United
Kingdom if the likes of Lowlife and
manifestly white trash scum like
Chris Leslie - who by no
stretch of even the
most fanciful
of imaginations is in the same
ethical league as Jeremy
Corbyn - had been
prohibited from
ever being
born!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 June 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
After every poem that I write, and as my many loyal fans know, I always write
my own views or commentary pertaining to the work I've created. In this case
I've decided not to as I'm of the view that they would be absolutely superfluous
in this case. And so I'll let the braindead idiocy of CHRIS LESLIE speak for itself,
as this pathetically poor excuse for a human being sums up quite adequately in
the nonsense that he routinely spews out and the animalistic and feral actions he
blissfully indulges in just how far removed he is from the general species that we
regard as Homo Sapiens.
 
Charitably I would normally have asked him to grow up and join the human race
but that is undoubtedly a bridge too far for what passes in his case for a
questionable human being.
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Stanley Collymore
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Christine – The Classic Woman
 
Young, vibrant and intelligent: an embodiment
of wit, charm and savoir faire that personify
a natural sophistication well beyond your
years, you Christine stroll majestically
through the corridors of the receptive
mind – an angel whose heavenly
virtues, yet bestowed on earth,
infectiously linger on long
after you’re not around.
The hallmark of the
Classic Woman.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Clarification
 
Perhaps, at times, my methods of courting
you may seem too much; and from the
contrasting cultural perspective that is your
own appear over the top. But, trust me,
it’s not. For what I’m doing is quite
normal for me if perhaps a little
strange for you; since it’s also
characteristic of my upbringing and the way I was
taught and encouraged to deal with such matters
of the heart. Of course, I can’t deny that with
the advent of you in my life, what for me is
a traditional activity has become much
more pleasurable in its actuality.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 December 1997.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Cleansing The Sword!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It has quite evidently and gratuitously been
perfidiously besmirched with the precious
blood of countless martyrs ruthlessly,
disdainfully and ongoingly slain
over several centuries by white
Caucasian infidels hell-bent
on unilaterally imposing their
hegemonic dominance over
us Muslims, regardless
of what we wished for
or didn't want and
totally uncaring of
our needs on
the part of
them.
 
But thankfully all that is about to end, and God
willing it will be sooner rather than later.
For we the defenders of our people
have quite frankly had our
fill of your treachery,
dishonesty and endless bouts
of intentional calamities,
of all sorts, savagely,
dismissively and
disastrously
wreaked
upon
us.
 
So enough is enough and no more of it we say,
as we won't allow for it to carry on this way;
for we who're ISIS are committed to
fighting back, stopping you in
your tracks and, in the process,
cleansing the Islamic Sword
of its desecrated tarnish
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by shedding your worthless
infidel blood, which is not only an
imperative for us but for Allah
and Islam is likewise, and
unquestionably so, an
absolute must!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 August 2014.
 
 
Author's remarks:
In praiseworthy fascination of the prowess of ISIS and laudable appreciation of
the manner in which its Commanders and the cadre of courageous fighters within
that organization that selflessly put principles and the unrestrained ruthless
commitment to relentlessly uphold them above everything else, including the
sanctity of their own lives. A remarkably impressive military outfit is ISIS, by any
objective exposition of that term.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Closeness
 
Having you daily in my thoughts
Is a preoccupation that takes
Up much of my time,
But then it’s also
A labour of
Love!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Clueless!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What kind of a world are we living in when so many of
you either simply stand idly by and watch or, worse
still, unthinkingly or even willingly participate as
part of a system where rank stupidity
masquerading as intelligence,
rapacious greed compounded by a total indifference
to the real needs and aspirations of the genuinely
unfortunate: those deliberately left behind or
else completely ignored because they’re
considered to be of the wrong colour
or social class, is regarded as
okay and even fulsomely
celebrated as though these callous activities
are major constructive achievements to
be positively aspired to, unashamedly
paraded as successes and, what’s
more, justly commemorated?
 
A world where the filthy rich, no matter how illegally
or immorally that wealth is acquired, literally call
the shots and with absolute impunity and
unchallenged immunity liberally
accorded to them by all concerned but most
particularly by those who’re legally and
constitutionally charged with safeguarding and ensuring
the fundamental rights not just of the privileged few but
all of us, notwithstanding that though, nevertheless
still feel they can act, and invariably do as they
jolly well please; never mind the adverse
consequences that their selfish and
premeditated actions might have
and, as all reliable indicators
suggest, generally and
insufferably inflict
on all others.
 
A world, too, where the possession of money and even
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the wanton abuse of it is considered to be cool, where
morality is what you can cynically and arrogantly
get away with, and if caught out can summarily
resort to employing and efficiently utilizing
the services of a fawning and obliging
media so as to give a Hollywood, Oscar
performance style, fake mea culpa professionally
served up on air and at prime time too to a markedly
brainwashed and intentionally poorly informed,
captive TV audience unquestioning of all
things that require even a modicum of
brainpower, yet both willing and
quite prepared to believe
everything that is
told to it.
 
Is this then the definitive world of contemporary humanity that
you really want to congratulate yourselves on having created,
where after many millennia of mettlesome evolution, that
unfortunately led to you, this is the very best that your
collective efforts can come up with, while at the
same time you conceitedly delude yourselves
that it’s all a fitting legacy to pass on to
succeeding generations, privileged no
doubt to be so honoured you flatter
yourselves, to appreciatively
emulate and naturally
enthusiastically
build upon?
 
Well I thoroughly disagree! And even if I were to find myself
in a minority of one over this matter it still wouldn’t make
any difference at all to how I really feel. For how can a
nation where the standards of literacy, numeracy and
coherent communication are abysmally poor; where
these crucial skills have quite literally bypassed a
quarter of those within our population who’re
under the age of 50, yet live in a country
that prides itself on exceptionalism
in many fields of endeavour are
quite embarrassingly on an
intellectual parity with
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the least bright of
our 10 year
olds?
 
Leading to a situation where it’s now generally
although embarrassingly recognized if not
welcomingly accepted by a majority
of Britons that older people and more
especially grandparents can spell and add
up infinitely better than their children
and grandchildren can; and, quite
ominously as well, there are no
discernable signs on the
basis of empirical research
that’s been carried out
of this alarming trend
being forcefully
reined in and
reversed at
anytime
soon.
 
So do us all a great big favour folks and stop deceiving
yourselves that you have a legacy worthy to pass on
to anyone and for which future generations will
obligingly thank you for. You don’t! For you’ve
neither the perspicacity nor the intellectual
acumen required to embark, as things
stand, on such a fundamental and
obviously life-changing enterprise much
less the ability to pull it off successfully.
Those of us who ruefully are your
contemporaries already know
that well enough and it’s
a safe bet too that our discerning
descendants, much more astute
than you patronizingly deign
to give them credit for,
will likewise reach
the same logical
conclusion.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
9 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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C'mon, Tell Me Honestly! What Was It Really Like For
You?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Go on! Tell me, in your own words, what it was actually
like for you - and I want you to be totally upfront with
me about it. As for myself, I know and gratefully
appreciate how it genuinely felt doing it with
you, and what overall it really did for me.
And to put it unequivocally, it was most
astounding. But then I must honestly confess I had
never beforehand had sexual intercourse with a
bona fide virgin. Scores of women - yes -
who falsely and rather brazenly in their
concerted, deliberate and deceitful
lying to me had sought to attest
that they were distinctly and
even venerably previously
virgo intacta, when even
the most random penetration of their
vagina by me rapidly dispelled in
my mind the barefaced fiction,
which obviously they were
egotistically, untruthfully
and obtusely peddling.
 
However, to me, you're clearly quite refreshingly
different in retrospection from the rest of my
several seduced women, both in terms
of my astute observation of your
psychological mind-set as
well as your overall
sexual reaction to
our consensual act of coition. So, go on then
and spoil yourself my ex-country bumpkin,
as I know you're dying to impress me,
and truthfully tell yours truly here -
who has thoroughly transformed
you from being the awkward
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and chaste but all the same
an exceedingly inclined
to, being a decisively
deflowered virgin that you
demonstrably were, into
the self-confident and
worldly-wise young
woman you have
plainly become - what being
with me, and also fittingly
endorsed by my sexual
expertise have
undoubtedly and
delightfully
done for
you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I was almost tempted to label this poem: The Misogynist's Prayer - a title which I
shall nevertheless copyright and retain for future use. So why didn't I apply the
latter title to this poem? Simple logic really! Because on reflection I was
massively swayed by the compellingly undeniable fact that it wasn't only outright
and clearly irredeemable misogynists who behave in this unforgivable, invariably
premeditated and discernibly narcissistic manner.
 
Since loads of other men, and not uncommonly so several Dyke women too,
wilfully and customarily in the most cynical and self-serving fashion deliberately
exploit the virginity of vulnerable girls, boys, youths and young women in this
inimical way, and frankly generally don't think for a second about what they're
doing, refuse most resolutely to acknowledge any wrongdoing on their part and,
worse still, simply don't give a damn about the often long-term consequences or
the psychological harm that they themselves are either narcissistically or else
conceitedly occasioning to their - on the face of it - consensual but nevertheless
sexual victims.
 
Logically it would be wonderful if it were so, but love, either one-sidedly or even
mutually, doesn't always factor into every sexual activity - consensual or
otherwise - that occurs on this planet of ours. And as long as that's totally
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recognized and fully accepted by the various participants involved in their explicit
capacity as consenting adults, then that's their business no one else's.
 
The real problem, however, does arise though when those who feel, and are
utterly convinced within themselves, that they have an unquestionably
inalienable right suitably conjoined with an omnipotent one, whether through
their so-called birth status, familial connections perceived as being of the right
sort, money in substantial quantities, societal power and the influence attendant
with it, see it as their immutable entitlement to both confidently and with
unfettered impunity act in this brazenly inimical manner. And in so doing
indifferently, and even purposely, lay the groundwork for others of a like mind to
slavishly imitate their actions. With, of course, the decent members of society
overall being the worst off, as well as the biggest losers from the consequences
of such peoples' actions.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Come To Me
 
Come to me and leave behind that boring and
utterly soul-destroying existence that for far
too long you’ve ensconced yourself in.
Duty has its rightful place in some
relationships I know, but blind
loyalty none whatsoever. So,
once again, come to me!
Summon up the courage
to abandon a futile past
with no corrective
measures for a
redeeming
future. And in so doing
embrace a new and vibrant life
filled with hope, recognition of your
invaluable worth and the unflagging
encouragement for your obvious
abilities fully harnessed in a
relationship of trust, deep
respect and the genuine
and uninhibited love
that I have for you.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Cometh The Hour, Cometh The Champion Jeremy
Corbyn!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
My belief in you isn’t only paramount it’s also absolute;
for you represent the kind of future that I want to see,
personally subscribe to and will do my utmost: singly
and in collaboration with those of a mind similar to
my own, to ensure in every way that I humanly
and possibly can actively assist in positively
transforming these cherished expectations
I hold into markedly demonstrable, concertedly constructive
and definitively realistic acts of fruition. And towards that
hopeful conclusion people like me are quite receptively
and most happy to freely, sincerely and productively
invest our enduring trust and all our other yearned
for aspirations, plus everything that’s politically,
economically and societally important to us to
you Jeremy Corbyn, the undisputed Paladin
of our enforced economic woes, austerity
miseries and the evident multiplicity
of other pernicious, intentionally
imposed, and most callously
accomplished actions of
communal perdition.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 September 2015.
 
 
Author’s Comments:
At this most crucial stage of our contemporary political development and
optimistically a marked difference from how things are currently and for far too
long have dishonestly and criminally been done in our name, I personally and
most wholeheartedly think that it’s high time there wasn’t simply a revolutionary
change in how things are done in this country of ours but also a distinctive and
constructive shift in our individual perspective regarding how we realistically
think, convincingly pre-empt and also act in response to what’s unmistakably and
detrimentally being done by those elected to represent us, and who plainly don’t;
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and in so doing radically bring about long overdue, fundamental and permanent
change for the good of us all not just in our communities but also across the
entire length and breadth of the United Kingdom.
 
This is after all a modern and 21st Century we’re living in, and not the darkest
depths of Medieval, enthusiastically cap doffing, know your place and simply do
as you’re told as we by divine right your hereditary, aristocratic, privileged,
conspicuously parasitical by nature and comprehensively social climbing betters
know best, Britain. Or at least it shouldn’t be!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Common Sense Alone Convincingly Suggests That Our
Next Pm Must Be Jeremy Corbyn!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
From conversations casually but even so interestingly engaged
in with people of all ages, races, genders, religious beliefs or
none; miscellaneous social upbringings, educational and
professional standing and themselves belonging to a
multiplicity of nationalities, they're not only to a
man, youngster and woman familiar with the
name Jeremy Corbyn but are increasingly too in massive
numbers impressively and convincingly persuaded by
the ground-breaking and achievable political, social
and highly thought-provoking moral arguments
advocated by this most principled man and,
of course, an inimitably and amazingly
outstanding human being, for constructive and
lasting, transformative change for the many
and not just the privileged few in Britain.
An accurately costed, practicable and
therefore, a committed to manifesto
- not the intentionally deceiving
words heartlessly conceived by
the Cabal of Tories, Ukipers,
Labtories and Lib-Dems in
their egotistic, privileged
elites and industriously
looked-after agenda -
by the extraordinarily hardworking Labour
Movement and our authentically iconic
Party Leader Jeremy Corbyn for an
unbiased, fair-minded, equality
of opportunity and in terms
of justice also before the
law, stable politically,
economically and a
mutual, reformist
and productive
functioning
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Britain.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 June 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Commeth the hour; commeth the man! And in the life of every living person, and
that includes all of us, there comes that defining moment when each of us must
make the conscious decision whether to grasp the nettle of constructive
progressiveness or else decline to do so and accordingly languish unintelligently
and counterproductively in the manufactured by others debilitating human
cesspit of ongoing mediocrity and non-recuperative degeneration. Fecklessly and
supinely doing so because others in their ill-will towards you and with their
mendacious, iniquitous, pernicious, deeply troubling, self-serving and repressive
agendas manipulatively or even coercively tell you, and expect you to agree and
obey, that this is the only choice open to you and consequently the one you
must, as determined by them, unchangingly follow.
 
The exact political, social, economic and educationally combined agenda of the
Nazi-Zionist Tories, Labtories, Lib-Dems, their banking, hedge funds and other
financially incompetent entities you're by government decree statutorily forced to
bailout and who then jointly and most cruelly screw you in an even worse
manner than they'd previously done, as they know you're a state-induced lifeline
for them whenever they want or need one, either because of their compulsive
greed or customary incompetence on their part.
 
Then there are the privileged elites and multinational corporations with ready
access to literally billions of Pounds Sterling but who with consecutive UK regime
and parliamentary compliance, connivance and duplicity see no reason why they
should pay their fair share of UK taxation, or any tax at all, as they salt their ill-
gotten gains away in safe and untouchable overseas tax havens while lumbering
you the general public and your families at home with scandalous austerity
measures in order to maintain their own massive and growing profits as well as
their much appreciated, accustomed and undauntedly expected way of life.
 
Meanwhile, you must carry on existing on the beneficence of those organizing
food banks, as you see your kids have their state school meals withdrawn and
your elderly parents or grandparents exposed to a draconian Dementia Tax,
having worked hard all their lives, and dutifully paid their taxes during that time,
to scrimp and save to have a trouble free retirement and possibly leave
something for you and other cherished members of your family. And these are
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just the tip of the colossal iceberg of such glaring atrocities contemptuously
meted out to you, as you're then cynically and with an unbelievably straight
faces told: &quot;We're all in it together! &quot; A mantra you're told you MUST
believe but which unsurprisingly they have no inclination or intention of ever
implementing on their part. And why should they? When they're living the life of
Riley and disdainfully see you as thoroughly dispensable and &quot;Useful Idiots?
&quot;
 
Then adding fuel to this sickening scenario of theirs they spend billions of Pounds
on a Trident and supposedly independent nuclear defence system which they
can't contemplate let alone use at any time without the explicit say so and
approved permission of Rogue State USA, which effectively owns the damned
thing anyway! But one-sided and sycophantic solidarity on the UK's part keeps
the Military Industrial Complex of Rogue State USA happy in conjunction with the
UK's toadying imperialistic wars where millions of Global Southerners are
gratuitously killed, maimed or displaced as penniless refugees, their countries
subjected to arbitrary regime change and their natural resource assets
appropriated for the exclusive benefit of graspingly avaricious and privileged
white westerners.
 
Meanwhile, as the UK's own armaments industries are boosted enormously to
support this calamitous anarchy on Global Southerners, you're told at home that
these activities are absolutely crucial to defend Britain's sovereign independence
(beats me the nonsense that passes for logic behind that one) , support its NATO
allies, protect western civilized standards of behaviour  (of the sort that Jimmy
Savile and other paedophiles were and are still protecting)  and maintain jobs in
key sector industries like Bae Systems and the other armaments merchants of
death. In short, your killing, or providing the means to do so, Global Southerners
is where it's at and the only way forward for the future of yourselves and your
families; but when you get blowbacks in Britain or the rest of Europe, and even
False Flags as we saw in Manchester, you must throw your hands up in despair
and willingly surrender yet more political power and uncritical influence over your
lives to these warmongering, mass-murdering, war criminal, barbaric and lowlife
monsters.
 
Frankly, it's all a concertedly orchestrated pack of lies! And nothing could be
further from the truth! For unless you can convincingly persuade yourself that
you're a mechanized robot and therefore programmed to respond as directed to
the suggestions or diktats of those who control you and your every action, then
you'd be most foolish to believe their description of yourself and the arbitrary
prescription, that without any consultation with you by them, you must
nevertheless unquestioningly follow.
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Really? In which case why describe yourself as a human being? Since in the case
of the latter you do have choices as to how you live, what you think and most
significantly in this process ultimately and, hopefully, conscionably do. This is the
kind of Britain and indeed a wider world that principled persons like Jeremy
Corbyn, John McDonald, Diane Abbott and others are working towards and have
been all their public service and personal lives. It's what I and millions of others
like me in our own distinctive ways have also done and continue to do. So why
don't you join us and on the 8 June 2017 go out and make your own distinctive
mark at the ballot box for meaningful change? Change that will categorically
entail, under a Jeremy Corbyn led government, a Britain &quot;FOR THE MANY,
NOT JUST THE PRIVILEGED FEW! &quot;
 
Thank you for your support and God Bless You!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Congratutalions Barbados!
 
You’ve come a long way Barbados,
Since those dark days
Of despair and disdain
Saw you fashioned in the fiery cauldron
Of brutality, suffering and pain.
When your noble black sons
And their daughters
Together as slaves lived and died;
Stripped routinely of their entire identity,
While their humanity was callously denied.
 
It was difficult, I know, to watch helplessly
As your fair isle and tropical Eden
Was turned into a bastion of cruelty
By folk who’d sailed out from England:
Those greedy, red-necked Caucasians
Whose arrogance and lack of regard
For the plight of the Blacks,
On whose enforced backs
Britain’s wealth and prestige were assured.
 
Bristol and Liverpool, Manchester and London;
The Midlands, Wales and beyond
Are all major beneficiaries
From centuries of forced labour,
Carried out by your daughters and sons.
And although no credit is ever given
To the massive contribution you’ve sustained
In turning a backwater European island
Into the imperial power it became;
The true facts of Blighty’s hidden history -
From financing the Industrial Revolution
To its former mastery of the seas -
Owe much to your sugar plantations
And the Black Gold of slavery.
 
Moreover, you’ve always been the focus:
The conduit for our misgivings and fears;
Our abiding hope and inspiration,
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A refuge when no one else cared.
Exactly as you did for our ancestors,
Who in chains from Africa were taken;
And in surviving the Triangular Passage,
Sired a nation of exceptional Bajans.
 
Let’s applaud then your latest achievements,
As your thirty first birthday we celebrate;
By confidently looking forward to the future
With this country we helped to create.
Let’s also thank God for our deliverance
From the yolk of the colonialist’s reign,
To become a proud nation of free people;
Whose destiny is now ours to frame.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 November 1997.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Contented And Most Delighted To Be Exactly Who I
Am!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I’m me! And to be absolutely honest with you I’m quite
happy and most contended to be precisely who I am;
someone who speaks his mind and frankly doesn’t
really give a damn who shies away from me or
gets sorely offended by what I either say or do,
preferring instead that unembarrassingly for
them and similarly conscience free I’d
naturally choose to dim-wittedly submit myself,
as they routinely and quite cowardly do, to the
sinister and arbitrarily debilitating vagaries
of purposely contrived, orchestrated and
disingenuous, political spin! Well let
me publicly and indisputably make
it absolutely and unambiguously
clear to all of you, that isn’t
going to happen! Not now;
this year; any time in the
foreseeable future; or
were I to live for a
billion years, that
pragmatically
I shan’t do,
not ever!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 September 2015.
 
 
Author’s remarks:
From the age of five I learnt the invaluable lesson initially taught me by my
maternal Grandmother and subsequently reinforced by others who’ve voluntarily
played a huge and constructive role in various aspects of my life but crucially too
those moral, educational and political ones, and whose doctrine unashamedly
and categorically stipulated that unless I was prepared to altruistically work for
and die if needs be for something or someone that I believed in and
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unquestionably knew to be right, then the life I lived wasn’t worth it and frankly
was quite meaningless.
 
It’s a lesson I’ve never forgotten, nor will I; and a commitment I will unfailingly
and unapologetically carry through and do so with my life if I have to.
 
Dedicated to Jeremy Corbyn on your big day!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Countries That Create An Existential Fear Of Terrorism
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The existential fear of terrorism wilfully, cynically
and sadistically created by the very same sponsors
of terrorism who assuredly know that financially
and in numerous other ways they'll massively
benefit from their murderous and persistently
utilized hegemonic foreign terrorist forays
is a burden that the dim-witted, gullible,
or the easily manipulated and populist
morons of Britain, the remainder of
the European Union and the USA regard as something
that they in their pernicious contagion of rapturous
ignorance must clearly, preparedly and blissfully
unremittingly endure, and notwithstanding the
known consequences of it all, since obviously
they've been there before, rather unconscionably
feel that they have to continue with all the same
dishonest and lying shenanigans as the price
they have to pay in the name of western-
style democracy, imperialism and, of
course, the American led, toadying
United Kingdom and European
Union coupled with the bullied
UN's General Assembly and
Security Council's backed
United States delusional
perception of its own
and western, white
Caucasian abiding
exceptionalism!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Rank stupidity and an abysmally low personal self-worth most markedly so in the
case of significant numbers of Britons among the privileged classes and those
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who are of an older age in terms of the former's underlings at having lost an
empire and still looking for a role to play; comprehensively ignorant in all their
cases of the fact that empires come and they do eventually go. But having
deluded themselves individually as well as collectively and for so long that such
an inevitability would never happen to their precious Blighty as the sun would
never dare set on their priceless empire, when that &quot;impossibility&quot; did
actually occur these same morons were quite naturally left stranded and utterly
bewildered as they still are at what precisely to do with themselves other than
embarrassingly, though left with no other choice, if they still delusionally wanted
to portray Britain as a world power than play second fiddle to the incoming
upstart and new bully on the block the United States of America, an
amalgamation of Britain's former colonial entities.
 
And all this coupled with the manifest awareness that many of these
contemporary wannabe imperialists and colonialists are completely ill-informed
and additionally miserly lack either the foresight or the ability let alone the
incentive to alter their psychological and highly debilitating situation; and it's not
rocket science to deduce why so many of them like numerous numbers of their
fellow westerners are as pig-ignorant as they evidently are; and correspondingly
so easily manipulated by their criminally disposed politicians and terrorist
western leaders.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dance With Me!
 
Dance with me as I like you to,
for I have this strange but absolutely
wonderful feeling that the momentum
we generate when we do is what keeps
the world spinning unnoticeably,
while the rest of humanity
watches us spellbound
and in complete
fascination.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Darcus Howe: Iconic In Life And Immortal In Death!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Farewell! And not goodbye my black brother, commendable
friend and exemplary mentor whose death is deeply felt
and profoundly regretted just as you'll be sorely missed.
But although you'll no longer unhappily be physically
here in the flesh with us Darcus Howe, persons like
me nevertheless want for your living and vibrant
spirit together with the entire world to firmly
know that you'll never be forgotten by us,
and what's more that your remarkable legacy accumulated
around the complicated and at times painfully traumatic
aspects of us as Black people striving to regain, and
also reassessing and dependably consolidating our
dignity, humanity and Black solidarity harshly,
disparagingly and remorselessly trampled on
and so unsympathetically and barbarically
taken from us by others that together in
their sick, cruelly twisted, delusional
and demented minds saw our Black
people, both individually and collectively, not
even as the human beings we are but rather
as brute and wholly uncivilized elements
of an ill-defined species that's entirely
out of sync with, totally incapable of
understanding far less so endowed
with the required competence of
ever being able to adapt to their
inflexibly skewed, engrained
racist and compulsively embedded notions
generally, and themselves hazardously
blended with predisposed and quite
barbarous agendas as to how we
must be effectually, ruthlessly
and likewise in definite and
precisely straightforward
terms be dealt with both
reliably and efficiently.
But you not merely
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Firmly challenged
their cold-hearted
and demeaning
precepts of us,
you comparably in the
process and naturally
your unique way,
Darcus Howe,
thwarted it!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 April 2017.
 
 
Author's tribute and remarks:
Death is an inevitability in everyone's earthly existence because even from the
moment of our conception and eventual birth we were never meant to be here
permanently, since being on Earth was always a temporary location and transient
phase in the evitable transitional process of our finally going elsewhere, Heaven
or Hell, when our time here on this earth has reached its end.
 
And naturally, as is the human perspective on these sorts of things, there are
those among us and possibly a majority I suspect who fear and are even I dare
say thoroughly petrified of death by virtue of the awful, loathsome and even
barbarous to others lives that they've consciously, even premeditatedly but all
the same despicably conducted with disdainful satisfaction during their respective
sojourn on earth and therefore are predictably terrified as the end draws near for
them of what will finally happen to them once they die and wholly incapable of
stopping that process.
 
Furthermore, being unable as well to do anything to either circumvent or
abrogate that occurrence and knowing perfectly well throughout their
impassioned distress regarding this upcoming event that they can't take their
obsessively, graspingly avaricious and financially as well as exploitatively
acquired wealth and ill-gotten gains with them.
 
No such worries though or disquieting fears are engendered however among
those who see this earthly life they've been accorded for what it was always
meant to be and who themselves have accordingly worked tirelessly and most
assiduously to achieve that result. Principled and conscionable individuals all of
them and like you Darcus Howe not only prioritized but also earnestly and
instinctively put the welfare and wellbeing of others well before those of your
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own; and did so altruistically because intellectually and in the most endearing
and committed fashion, as was your natural wont, and commensurately with the
best interests and most laudable aspects of humanity you instinctively knew it
was what was indispensably required and needed to be done.
 
So with your commendable sojourn here on earth satisfactorily done Darcus
Howe and as you start your personal journey onwards to your heavenly and
eternal home, we who will always admire and love you immensely, although we'll
undoubtedly and understandably miss you tremendously, are not only completely
grateful for your presence among us these past 74 years but are likewise
tremendously indebted to you for the legacy that you've so wonderfully left us.
Rest in eternal peace my Caribbean brother, mentor and friend; and thank you
for everything!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dårlig Vær Stopper Greit
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En definitivt kald og blasende juledag med vinden
opprørende blåser på knuter, og så ubudne er
det alt som bokstavelig talt alle levende
ting: stor eller liten og i stand til uavhengig
bevegelse, gjør sitt nivå best, og hvorfor
ikke, for å motvirke fysisk denne
kontinuerlige, rasende og vind-
smed aggressivt drevet
vedvarende
overgrep.
 
Ikke slik, men de mange og diverse hvelvende
sjøfugl her i Worthing, som individuelt så
vel som kollektivt dyktig delta i deres
ufravikelig koreograferte ballet de
dance av deres, som de heller
adeptly og tydelig hyggelig de
domineerende luftstrømmene av
dette stupbratt og ganske
rasende utviklende,
sommerstorm.
 
Sommermessen, slik det er vanlig ved dette tid på
året, er for tiden i byen - har vært I beliggenhet
i over en uke nå, og som er generelt planlagt,
vil fortsette for ytterligere ti dager. Men
med kunnskapsrik, nøyaktig og advart Met
Office prognose prediksjon av svært
Alvorlig dårlig vær som slår i Vest Sussex og
populær engelsk sør kyst, ferieby ved
sjøen, alt i forhold tildette spek-
takulære og mye forlok-
kende tivoli har, for
denne ene dagen,
værtforegrip-
ende og-
midlertidig
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lukket
ned.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Det dårlige været, spesielt om sommeren, kan være en irriterende smerte i
bakre delen; en lidelse som de fleste sikkert vil fortelle deg at de godt kan klare
seg uten.
Men da, det er menneskets natur, og selvfølgelig, vi alle sammen helt ærlig ville
foretrukket at det ikke var noen problemer i høytidsplanen vår, og at alt startet
og endte ganske svømmende. Og hvem logisk nok ikke ville være enig i den
tydelig egeninteresserte, men overordnede, åpenbart fornuftige filosofien?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Das Schuldspiel
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Ein deprimierender Tag für sich oder einfach nur einer dass
Ihre eigenen Handlungen deutlich dazu beigetragen
habenRichtung, es so zu machen? Logischerweise jeder
Tag ist im Grunde wie eine leere Leinwand zu einem
Künstler und was wird letztendlich transkribiert
Darauf liegt maßgeblich die Verantwortung
von und sehr bis zu der betroffenen Person. Also bitte, anstatt
nur instinktiv andere für das zu beschuldigen, was Sie tun
nimm wahr, dass dein Tag schief gelaufen ist, bitte hör auf,
nimm ein paar minuten lernzeit oder am am wenigsten
vernünftige Selbstbeobachtung und dann beide
ernst und ehrlich überprüfen was entweder
bewusst oder anders versehentlich hast
du es vielleicht getan an diesem Tag
drehen dass Sie darüber stöhnen, oder
andere für diese Angelegenheit
in Entitäten, die Sie jetzt
entweder betrachten als
katastrophalGelegen-
heiten, oder aber
nachteilig zurückblicken
mit intensiven weiter
Feindseligkeit.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Dieses Gedicht - The Blame Game - wurde von den britischen sogenannten
Brexiteers inspiriert und ist speziell für diese geschrieben. Es ist risikobehaftet
und erbärmlich, ebenso wie erfahrene eigennützige, bequeme Aspiranten, für die
sie offenbar je persönlich die passende Richtung finden dass der Wind weht, und
die üblichen, narzisstischen, bandwagenspringenden - die sich auf jeden Fall
täuschen, dass das endgültig und dankbar untergegangene britische Empire, tot
als Dodo und wechselnde Metaphern, Jesus Christus gleich am dramatischsten
ist, beeindruckende und ewige Auferstehung und globales Comeback.
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Träumen Sie weiter und nehmen Sie die Pillen ein - wenn der Nationale
Gesundheitsdienst (NHS)oder die verschiedenen Arztpraxen im ganzen Land nach
dem Brexit und die unvermeidliche Privatisierung des NHS dies tun, ohne dass
Sie zuvor finanzielle Probleme damit haben.
 
Was für ein einfach psychisch leichtgläubiger und leicht manipulierbar
kontrollierbarer Idiotensauger und Patentverlierer der zweifellos abscheuliche
Haufen Kreter sind Sie!
 
Stanley Collymore
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De Forkastelige, Hvite Vestlige Medier Og Deres
Kriminelle, Sionistiske Betalingsmestere!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du kjenner meg ikke; og avgjørende i alt dette har vi aldri
møtt, så hvordan kan du så latterlig gjøre det så vidt verdsatt
uttalelser om meg som ikke har noen likhet, uansett,
til hvem eller hva jeg egentlig er? Og for øvrig
heller uærlig og, sikkert fra min personlige
perspektiv, forkjenningsfullt skildrer
disse concocted løgn av deg, som
du har liberalt, kalt, ubestemt og
mest merkbar helt uberettiget i ditt galte og vainglorious
sinn-sett ta til proselytizing som noe som de ganske
patentert er ikke! Har du ingen skam, mye mindre
så noen samvittighet - graciously antar at du
vet hva ordet betyr og accordingly ha en -
å stoppe, tenke og på alvor omtanke hva
du er vanlig driver med? Eller er rent
selvbetjent, mest spinelessly og
korruptly, monetarily feather-
ing din egne reir, satt mot
umoralsk rammeverk av
hatefulle og folkerike
trommeslaging din
en stanch raison
d'etre for å leve?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5. april 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Det ville ta altfor lenge og utvilsomt en betydelig mengde av min dyrebare tid og
energi for å nevne om ikke alle, i det minste de aller fleste av disse helt
kvalmende skyldige som både er direkte og implisitt involvert, og ærlig talt har
jeg sannferdig mye bedre ting å konstruktivt gjøre med min elskede tid og skal
derfor heller ikke fornærme min intelligens eller verdsette disse dårlige
unnskyldningene for Homo Sapiens ved å tilbringe så mye tid på dem.
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Videre er alle dere med metodisk fungerende hjerner i hodene dine, i merkbar
kontrast til de med umiskjennelig umulig, men antatt at de er fast plassert i
deres posteriorer, og vet hvordan du skal bruke din, allerede er fullt kjent med
de som utvilsomt er skyldige for denne skadelige situasjon, og som nettopp det
er det jeg snakker om.
 
Ville du ikke være enig Mark Zuckerberg?
 
Som Jonathan Cook både ærlig og grundig skissert i sin strålende artikkel:
&quot;Mediene jevnet stien til britiske soldater ved hjelp av Corbyn (i referanse
til Jeremy Corbyn)som måløvelse&quot;, dette endemiske hvite vestlige
medieproblemet, som for øyeblikket befinner seg i britene Bedriftsmedier -
&quot;Det er på tide å slutte å tro på disse infantile fortellelsene de britiske
politiske og mediainstitusjonene har laget for oss.
 
&quot;Som den personen de forteller oss, bryr de seg dypt om politisk tilstand,
og at de ligger våken om natten og bekymrer seg for trusselen fra populisme til
våre demokratiske institusjoner.
 
&quot;Hvordan overtar de oss til dybden av deres bekymring? De uttrykker sin
&quot;horror&quot; ved mordet på en MP, Jo Cox, og deres &quot;opprør&quot;
ved misbruk av en annen, Anna Soubry - begge ofre for de frenziedpassioner
som ble sluppet av Brexit.
 
&quot;Men de politiske og media eliter bryr seg ikke om politikere blir overfallet,
villified eller truet - i det minste, ikke om det er den slags politiker som
(lovlig)truer sin makt.
 
&quot;De er ikke alvorlig bekymret for angrep på demokrati, eller om politisk
vold, eller om rottenness i kjernen av statlige institusjoner. Deres opprør er
selektiv. (Sanctimonious fromhet) . (Og)det er forankret, ikke i prinsippet, men i
egeninteresse.&quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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De Vettløse Fantasiene Om Å Få Tro Kjærlighet
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du kan ikke være seriøs med å være forelsket i noen hvem har
du verken sett eller faktisk møtt og den eneste kommunikas-
jonen du noen gang har hatt med den personen, og til
og med da tilfeldig så, er via e-post eller annet det
generelle internett. Hva med mellommennes-
kelige forhold: følelser, dyptliggende
følelser, sex og den slags tingene? Gjør ikke disse ting,
minst mulig, for deg eller på samme måte betydelig
når det gjelder deres antatt meningsfulle gjengjeldelse,
eller på annen måte, til denne andre personen som
utrolig nok i det omtalte omstendigheter du har
overordnet plassert på denne høye sokkelen
din, i tillegg om dem som en peerless
beacon of efficacious og amorøs
opplysning cum takknemlig
tilfredshet, signaliserer
deg det høyt forventet
godkjenning å entusiastisk la
deg selv i, og dermed
oppnå full bruk
av hva som
ligger
der.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Blind ønsketenkning er en ting, og unektelig en ganske idiotisk øvelse for å si det
mildt. Imidlertid er det på en overbevisende måte å gjøre det til en betydelig del
av livet ditt, samtidig som du bevisst i henhold til den, en privilegert status som
er helt fortjent til en slik sinnsyk feilføring, ikke bare vesentlig forskjellig fra det
nevnte, men er i tillegg en avslappende stump sak fylt med alle slags av
personlige farer.
 
Og spesielt slik, tror jeg inderlig når den forsettlig og villedende blir overført til
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hverdagens normale virke, og i seg selv enten bevisst eller dumt ikke blir utsatt
for noen form for uavhengig eller objektiv granskning.
 
Stanley Collymore
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De Vinklösa Fantasierna Om Att Få Tro Kärlek
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du kan inte vara seriös när du är kär i någon vem du
personligen inte har sett eller träffat och den
enda kommunikation du någonsin har
haft med den individen och till
och med slumpmässigt så är
via e-post eller annars det allmänna internet. Vad sägs
om interpersonliga relationer: känslor, djupt sittande
känslor, sex och det här saker? Det betyder inte
minst för dig eller på samma sätt betydligt i
termer av deras förment meningsfulla
ömsesidighet, eller på annat sätt,
till denna andra person som
otroligt i det tydligt nämnda omständigheter som
du har överordnat placerat på din höga pied-
estal av dig medan, dessutom betraktar
dem som en peerless fyr av effektiv
och amorös upplysning cum
tacksam tillfredsställelse, signalerar
dig det mycket förväntad godkän-
nande att låta entusiastiskt
dig själv i, och därmed
uppnå full använd-
ning av vad
som ligger
där.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Blint önsketänkande är en sak, och onekligen en ganska idiotisk övning för att
säga minst. Men att göra det till en betydande del av ditt liv på ett försiktigt sätt
och samtidigt medvetet enligt det en privilegierad status som helt och hållet
förtjänar en sådan galen förfalskning är inte bara väsentligt annorlunda från det
förutnämnda, utan är också en kyligt stöt fråga full av alla slags av personliga
faror.
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Och speciellt så tror jag på allvar, när det med vilje och bedrägeri överförs till det
normala arbetet i vardagen, och i sig är antingen medvetet eller dumt inte utsatt
för någon form av oberoende eller objektiv granskning.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Deadly False Flag Operations – A Way Of Life For
Warmongering Western Politicians!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In our respective white-Caucasian-peopled and markedly
democratically run countries: commonly, affectionately
and collectively by those of us truthfully blessed and
most privileged also to be an integral part of this
amazingly glorious and remarkably civilized
entity known to all of us as the west, we
most efficiently administer political
systems that quite understandably are indispensably and
similarly corrupt, especially covetous materialistically
and particularly so monetarily; consummately self-
serving as any conscientious parasite among our
broad membership could be, and additionally
for all those others entirely unperturbed by
any misgivings, and who therefore will
unconditionally, enthusiastically and
unconscionably, while doing so for
the greater good of all humanity,
confidently throw their lot in
with us as we most proudly
broaden both our scope
and the global reach
of our discernibly
comprehensive
and increasing
community.
 
Persons who have the utmost respect for and a profound
attachment to our God-given, unprofaned, magisterial,
privileged, white Caucasian exceptionalism, and
the evidently unique status that as a result is
abundantly conferred on us; and, as such,
will instantly recognize and likewise
permanently concede that there is
nothing in this world of ours either by de facto
means or mere suggestion, however remote
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or extreme that subjective analysis turns
out to be, that is not ours to rationally
lay claim to and consequently get
hold of by any means, fair or
most preferably foul, that
we may eventually and
deliberately choose
to embark upon.
 
And as the recidivist warmongers that we are and furthermore
zealously pride ourselves on being as we evidently do, what
better or more effective means therefore to keep our very
accommodating populations in line and what’s more
forever favouring our warmongering excursions
than by callously presenting them every time
we think the prevailing situation warrants
it and we’ve a mind to readily exploit
their on tap sympathy and doing so
in the most duplicitous and outrageous fashion to further
and convincingly consolidate their believability with
our covertly, premeditatedly-stirred, scrupulously
manufactured, expertly executed then skilfully
disguised and propagandized as dangerous
externally-initiated, staged and ongoing
highly existential threats not only to
our overall domestic populations:
in other words themselves, but
equally our nations cultured
way of life than recurrently
through our own deadly
and, most beneficially
for ourselves, false
flag operations?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 November 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
Predictably the western propaganda media circus is in full swing over what
happened in Paris on the night of the 13 November 2015; and we’re lyingly told,
as every ounce of sympathy is being milked from a largely ill-informed and
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gullible western public and some in Russia it seems, that this is the worst atrocity
to take place in France, and Europe come to that, since World War II. No it isn’t!
For in 1961, in what’s known by the well-informed as the Paris Massacre, over
200 Algerians participating in a peaceful march against France’s savagery in
Algeria as it employed every means to keep that country a French territory
despite the wishes of the overwhelming majority of Algerians to have their
independence – recall the odious and hubristic French boast: Algérie es Français
– were pitilessly and defencelessly slaughtered by the French police; many of
them ruthlessly tortured in the Palais des Sports and their bodies subsequently
after their brutal murders disdainfully thrown into the Seine.
 
And France’s barbarity wasn’t just confined to Algeria; the citizens of Haiti,
Vietnam, France’s sub-Saharan colonies and Syria were similarly subjected to
inhuman and unspeakable atrocities. But Europeans alas have convenient
memories and their sympathies, contrived or otherwise, can only extend to
people who look like them no matter how horrible these peoples’ past and
present are. In passing, I was yesterday in a West Sussex library and to my utter
amazement heard the staff “request” that those in the library then observe a 2
minute silence for the Paris dead. I don’t know if my fellow library users at the
time knew of France’s multiple atrocities down the centuries and in recent
decades, and it was up to them whether or not they complied with the library’s
demand. However, I wasn’t going to and I didn’t; and would have been ready for
anyone that dared challenge me on that matter. After all, what orchestrated
silences were held for the ONE MILLION slaughtered in Iraq by the British and
Americans? The scores of thousands in Libya likewise treated by the British,
French and Italians for example; and the list goes on! Thankfully for those
among the library staff or the library users no one did!
 
I’ve been most privileged that my familial, community, school and church
upbringing deeply reinforced by the several mentors I’ve had in these respective
areas have instilled in me a life long compass of probity and morality that
instinctively causes me to detect and eschew by all means at my disposal what I
know from my gut reaction to be acts of premeditated and odious self-serving
barbarity, and what’s more to dauntlessly speak out about such heinous activities
by employing my investigative journalistic and research skills to support the
argument that I am promulgating. And let me say openly and unapologetically
that I firmly believe that what took place in Paris recently is unquestionably in
my honest opinion a premeditated false flag operation. Be at liberty to assume
whatever stance you want of this matter – that’s your right – but I’ve also stated
mine.
 
As an investigative journalist I have over the years researched extensively on
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false flags of all types committed by the west, most notably the United States
and Britain, other white European nations, the Soviet Union and stretching as far
as Japan. I’ve enumerated some of them here as a flavour as to why I’ve taken
the position that I have relative to the Paris scenario, and I very much suggest
that you check these out if you’re capable of thinking for yourself and isn’t
merely a robot that can be utilized as and when those who control you tell you
when and what to think.
 
The Manchurian incident 1931. Late 1930s: Faked German Nazi attacks on other
Germans; Poles blamed for these fictitious deaths and gave Germany the
“justification” to invade Poland. The burning of the German parliament in 1933
on the orders of Hermann Goering; communists falsely blamed for this. Winter
War of 1939: Soviet Red Army deliberately shelled the Russian village of Mainila;
Finland blamed for the attack.1940: Joseph Stalin ordered his secret police to
execute 22,000 Polish army officers and falsely blame the Nazis. Between 1946
and 1948 the British government bombed 5 ships carrying Jews attempting to
flee Europe’s holocaust then blamed these killings on a fake group the
“Defenders of Arab Palestine” that the UK government had fictitiously
created.1954 an Israeli terrorist cell operating in Egypt planted bombs in several
buildings including US diplomatic facilities then left behind “evidence” implicating
Arabs. In the 1950s the CIA hired Iranians to pose as communists, stage
bombing in Iran with the primary purpose of turning Iranians against their
democratically elected prime minister.1955 the Turkish regime carried out the
bombing of its consulate in Greece and blamed Greeks for this. Purpose to justify
anti-Greek violence.
 
1957: British PM and US President Dwight Eisenhower approved plans to carry
out attacks on Syria and blame these on the Syrian government. Purpose:
regime change in Damascus. Fast forward to 2010-2015 and we find David
Cameron and the current US regime doing the same thing.1950s Operation
Gladio: NATO and the CIA carried out bombings in Italy and across Europe and
falsely blamed these on the local communists in these targeted countries.
Emphasis and remit of these exercises to specifically kill civilians; women and
children especially to force the wider population reviled by these actions to turn
to their states – unknowingly by them implicated in these atrocities – for
“protection”. Operation Gladio was created by NATO on the 26 November 1956
by Antonio Segni and did not cease its multifaceted and monstrous operations
until the 27 July 1990.1960: US false flag attack on Guantanamo Bay to give the
United States the pretext to invade Cuba; ironically Guantanamo Bay is legally
an integral part of the sovereign state of Cuba that the US illegally hangs on to.
 
1961: US state Department planned to blow up the US consulate in the
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Dominican Republic in order to have a pretext to invade that country.1962: The
Pentagon and US Joint Chiefs of Staff drafted plans to blow up several US
airplanes and commit other terrorist acts on US soil then falsely blame these on
Cuba for the purpose of invading that country.1963: US Department of Defence
planned terrorist attacks within the Organization of American States (OAS)  –
such as Trinidad and Tobago and Jamaica and blame these on Cuba that had
excellent relations with its fellow Caribbean territories.1964: The Gulf of Tonkin
Affair to justify the US attack and invasion of Vietnam.1950-1970; the use of
agent provocateurs by the US to carry out terrorist attacks globally and blame
these on political activists.1970: Turkish regime burnt down a mosque in Cyprus
and falsely blamed this terrorist act on Greek Cypriot Christians.1978: The
German secret service detonated a bomb in the outer wall of a prison, planted
“escape tools” on a prisoner who was a member of the Red Army Faction that the
secret service wanted to frame the bombing on.
 
1984: Mossad planted a radio transmitter in Gaddafi’s compound in Tripoli that
broadcasted fake terrorist transmissions recorded by Mossad.1988: 3 July; USS
Vincennes under the command of C. Rogers III secretly operating in Iran’s
territorial waters shot down with a cruise missile a known Iranian passenger
plane, Flight 655 transmitting on standard civilian frequency, killing the 274
passengers and 16 crew on board.1976: 6 October, CIA blows up Cubana Airline
Flight A55 shortly after it took off from Barbados for Jamaica and Cuba killing all
the 68 passengers and 5 crew members on board off the shoreline of
Barbados.1967: Israeli Air Force jets and navy boats attacked the USS Liberty in
international waters killing several crew members on board. The Israeli regime
knew full well that it was a US ship and in international waters but Israel fighting
a war with its Arab neighbours intentionally carried out the attack with the
purpose of blaming it on Egypt and thus propelling the US into a with its Arab
neighbours. The US government didn’t fall for this ploy however, as it knew
perfectly well who was responsible and why. Even so and to this very day
consecutive US regimes have slapped a top secret classification on this outrage
and embarked on a total cover up of the incident to the anger of the surviving
seamen from the US Liberty and the descendants and families of those who
perished.
 
25 October 1983-15 December 1983: US invasion of the tiny Caribbean island of
Grenada, not to be confused with the Dominican Republic also Caribbean. The
lying pretext: US students studying in Grenada alleged to be in danger from the
government there. A blatant lie as the students themselves confirmed later when
back in the United States. Real reason: Ronald Reagan disliked Maurice Bishop,
the Grenadian PM, his socialist government and their close, and unsurprising, ties
with Cuba, which after all is a Caribbean country and like all West Indian
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countries, and principally through the slave trade, have familial links with each
other. What next? Attacking selected EU states for having close ties with the
Baltic countries that are also part of the EU but which still openly celebrate their
Nazi past? 1953: CIA and MI6 overthrew the democratically elected government
of Mohammad Mosaddeq in Iran. Reason: the US, UK and BP’s predecessor
strenuously objected to PM Mosaddeq utilizing Iran’s oil for the benefit of the
Iranians and NOT the UK, US and BP as was previously and exclusively the case.
 
1985: French secret agents blow up Greenpeace Warrior as it was monitoring
French nuclear tests in the Pacific. Then there’s the much earlier but conveniently
forgotten 9/11, but this time on September 11 1973. The US instigated and
facilitated the coup then that overthrew the democratically elected socialist
government of Salvador Allende, killing him in the process, and then installed as
its dictatorial puppet Augusto Pinochet, assiduously keeping him in power for
several years.1953: Britain at the behest of the United States overthrew the
democratically elected government of Dr. Cheddi Jagan in what was then the UK
colony of British Guiana and installed in his place the autocratic Forbes Burnham
who they kept in power for years until he died. Reason: Guyana which despite
being on South America’s northern coast has always been within the Caribbean
ambit and similarly had ties with Cuba. Dr Cheddi Jagan’s government was also
socialist which the Americans didn’t like.
 
These are just a small sample of the multiple false flag operations carried out by
western states and the list goes on; and which brings us squarely to the most
recent western/Israeli false flags operations: Charlie Hebdo, January 2015;
Tunisia beach killings, June 2015; and the latest one in Paris,13 November 2015.
And what I evidently see is the same manipulative and orchestrated mass
hysteria, utterly phoney grief outpourings and cenotaph type silence
remembrances – how can you for people whom you didn’t know, never met and
quite frankly were unlikely ever to do so? - of the type that instantly followed the
revelation of Princess Diana’s death by what I see as a principally brain-dead and
extensively white Caucasian public that put bluntly is too bloody stupid to
recognize they’re consistently being taken for a ride by those who exploit their on
tap “sympathies” for their murderous and highly beneficial exploits; as they’re
fully aware that their public have little self-worth if any at all, and therefore like
lemmings jumping off a cliff desperately want to belong to something no matter
how disastrous it is. Incredibly, it’s a phenomenon that is now even affecting
British schools nationwide – this illogical and mass hysteria – as was recently
reported in Hemel Hempstead after Remembrance Sunday.
 
Truthfully, I just can’t or would I ever want to insult my intelligence by
empathizing with such masochistic morons like the lot of you and
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unapologetically shan’t do so; particularly bearing in mind that there is a plethora
of information out there to rescue you from your ingrained and substantially
pathetic stupidity!
 
PS: Prior to posting these tweets and the poem: “Deadly false flag operations – a
way of life for warmongering western politicians! ” I also meticulously posted a
number of articles from a diversity of respected sources that fully substantiate
the west’s long-established, recurrent barbarities and its obsessive penchant for
false flag atrocity operations. If you’re not on Twitter and just reading all this
from the article posted the twitter site to check out is:
 
Stanley Collymore
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Death Doesn’t Faze Me And I Have No Fear Of It!
 
Ten years old, and on the eve of the beginning of my
secondary education at the 17th Century established
and prestigious grammar school I was about to
attend my maternal grandmother who I’ve
always had an exceptionally close and
very constructive relationship with
and affectionately referred to as
Mama, sat me down, positively
non-intrusively but highly
commendably and quite
informatively had one
of her welcomingly
inspiring heart
to heart talks
with me.
 
She began by commending me on my personal and
academic successes to date then progressed to
advising me to always be true to myself
and what I genuinely believed in;
never to depart from either of these things under
any circumstance, no matter how persuasively
tempting such an offer might appear to be;
and not to voice opinions without first
properly thinking them out or the
likely consequences of their
direct impact on others.
 
When I saw trouble she warned me I should always
give it a wide berth and determinedly walk away
from it, and should such trouble continue to
stalk me I must with all the resolve at
my command she insisted continue to
walk away from it and never, not
even momentarily, consider
let alone actually engage
myself in anyway by
entertaining it.
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However, she went on, if those who’re wilfully
involved in troublesomely creating problems
for me which indisputably are inimical to
my general and personal wellbeing or
even my life notwithstanding all I’ve previously
done to avoid them, and what’s more fully
cognisant of those sensible overtures
on my part still persist in their
unwarranted detestation of me that irreversibly
backs me into a corner from which there is no
other escape, then I should unflinchingly
put their lights out and having done
so unapologetically have no
regrets concerning my
actions in that
regard.
 
Her compelling and lucid raison d’être being that
my intractable enemies would as a result be
irretrievably and better off dead, a fate
which they’d asininely and bigotedly
brought upon themselves and
consequently undeserving in those
circumstances of any remorse
from me; and even if my
justifiable actions were to result in my
spending the rest of my life in jail
or even the forfeiture of it on
death row I would still have
the personal satisfaction
of knowing that those
who were involved
were no longer capable
of breathing God’s
wholesome air.
 
It’s a philosophy I grew up with, have
lived with all my life and cheerfully
inserted into it; but vitally too
one without exaggeration
or disingenuousness on
my part that I have
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no qualms or any
reservations
at all about
happily
dying
for!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 November 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Death The Definitive Arbiter Of Man's Conceit!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Death has its own characteristic methods and distinctive
means of doing things and achieving whatever it wants,
and simply doesn't care whether or not its specifically
targeted acquisitions, mutually or else unilaterally
acquired, actually pleases anyone or, more likely
than not, doesn't. So it's utterly pointless then
for any one either to waste time obsessively
conjecturing about the inevitable, stupidly
assume they can indefinitely postpone
the inescapable or, for that matter, deem they're capable
of successfully challenging the unavoidable. Yet the
inevitability of these indisputable truths constantly
fails to register with the coterie of obsessively
grasping, persistently warmongering and the
purblind, lunatic well-heeled class; their
similarly greedy, likeminded, wholly
uncontrolled, unconscionable and
biddable surrogates ceaselessly
ready and willing not only to
indulge but also fervently
implement every aspect
of their demonstrably
odious shenanigans
and the dishonest
artifices which
they forever
safeguard
in mind.
 
And all this reinforced by the pathetic and toadying actions
of the dim-witted, thoroughly indoctrinated, absolutely
class conscious subjugated, aspirant social climbing
and easily manipulated Plebeian masses, and all of
whom are conjoined in a self-delusional pact that
is patently oblivious to the fact that none of this
either makes any sense whatsoever to rational
human beings, or more profoundly in this
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ludicrous equation that's being proffered
that the Grim Reaper whose call it is and always was
doesn't really give a toss what any of these utterly
self-delusional berks are up to when he regards
the time is appropriate to act; and significantly
is also totally aware, even if they aren't, that
there's absolutely nothing any of them or
the wealth which they've vaingloriously
accumulated can do -in terms that are
either clearly implausibly concrete
or plausibly negligible - to stave
off in any conceivable manner
what incontrovertibly will be
for each and every one of
them, and noticeably so,
the closing chapter and,
moreover, a manifestly
for all those involved
in this rather odious
and grasping trend
an ineluctable and
most proper end!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 January 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Man's inhumanity to man is ever prevalent on a daily basis and money
compounded by the obsessive pursuit of it at any cost and no matter who is
dismissively and uncaringly trampled over in the process to acquire it and
regardless of the means employed to get it, or how many will go hungry,
homeless, be abandoned or actually die in self-serving and wholly unwarranted
wars to satisfy the incessant avarice of those for whom it's not only their sole
raison d'être for existing but also their omnipotent god and just goes to show
how deep the abyss of depravity is that now enfolds so many of human kind.
 
And who in their grotesque and obsessive greed noticeably and unfalteringly
conjoined with their purblind stupidity and a shocking proclivity for ceaselessly
repeating the same mistakes render them to be nothing more than brainless
automatons that don't seem to have even grasped the idea that for all their
nefarious schemes and intrigues they've no choice but to exit this world, when
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the Grim Reaper dispassionately uses his scythe to effectively mow them down,
as they initially arrived in it. In other words, with absolutely nothing; for not an
iota of what they spent their pathetic lives cruelly and graspingly garnering, to
the gross disadvantage of others, can they take with them; and all dead bodies
whether of the poor or the rich, unless cremated, ultimately rot and smell the
same. Worth thinking about!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Death The Ultimate And Inevitable Leveller Of Us All!
(Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It's a morally impoverished and regrettably as well a truly
pathetic person indeed who either nervously obsesses
about or dismally dreads and thinks that he or she
can suspend or even indeterminately postpone
the emergence of death, which after all, is
indisputably an irreversible fate that is
the definitive destiny of us all. For
just as we patently had no hand
in or made any contribution whatsoever to the physical
presence of ourselves at any point being here in this
world, there's equally no way that any one of us,
either individually or collectively with others,
can realistically expect to indefinitely fend
off, alter the inexorable circumstances,
affect the precise timing or, for that
matter, permanently defy or else
delay in any conceivable way
the unavoidable headway
of our personal demise.
 
And therefore rationally accounts for, among other things,
precisely why it's no astonishment to anyone endowed
with an astute brain in his or her head, that even if
death is the absolute consequence of our own
personal actions: either through conscious
or unwitting suicide for instance, it matters not a jot in
essence at the end how we ultimately go. As death
is unquestionably an inevitability which, at its
own preferring, and notwithstanding how
very privileged elite or lowly Plebeian
that one is either sycophantically or
for that matter, discriminatorily
considered to be, will most
certainly affect us all as
every conversant and
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discerning person
patently knows!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I take note of and frequently scrutinize the goings on of this world that with the
rest of you I have no choice but to live in, and what do I see? A planet brutally
and barbarically, for the most part, incompetently and nepotistically run by
endemically entrenched, seriously and intellectually impoverished retards, and
delusional exceptionalists.
 
Imbeciles so caught up in their obdurate and all-pervasive narcissism that they
both literally and proverbially can't see the woods for the d morons who, in
effect, are either totally unaware of or can't recognize the intense evil that
characterizes every one of them. And who in their very worst form constitute the
mass murdering elements of every arm of Rogue State USA's barbarous systems
of so-called governance and itself ludicrously and sickeningly passed off as the
epitome of democracy. But, in effect, is nothing of the sort and in actuality is a
premeditated and malevolent condition of manipulated communal control with its
deeply ingrained and ongoing acts of racism interwoven with habituated and a
pernicious disposition towards genocidal tendencies.
 
But while admittedly the predominantly white inhabited and exclusively
controlled west isn't alone in this unconscionable and murderous barbarity, while
this is indisputably the case it is nevertheless essentially pertinent to express the
irrefutable fact that for all that the white west is at the same time. and without
question, both the instigator as well as the principal player in the overwhelming
majority of the demonstrably and extraordinarily, demonically exploitative and
barbarously premeditated atrocities that quite disreputably and furthermore on a
habitual basis are insidiously and extremely perniciously carried out globally.
 
The collaborative and malignant ethnic cleansing, systemic rape, brutal torture,
discernibly planned humiliation and the deleterious and genocidal eradication of
the Rohingya minority population of Myanmar - insufferable experiences
comparable in character to the identical atrocities monstrously and routinely
inflicted on the majority and indigenous inhabitants of Palestine, which have
been going on now for well in excess of 50 years by the interloping, thieving,
carpet bagging and noxious European Yid element that comprise and continue to
infest that illegal, British foreign and colonially, Middle Eastern inserted and
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contemptible entity Yidland - not even acknowledged by the scum Buddhists
who're wiping them out as citizens of their own country and where the Rohingya
have lived for multiple centuries.
 
A nefarious crusade in the intentional commission of mass murder and
horrendous genocide; at the very forefront of which is the despicably lowlife
sewer rat and discernible scum, Aung San Suu Kyi, who ludicrously and for such
a long time unwarrantedly was hailed in the said west, that still supports, her as
a champion of human rights. And categorically goes to show how thoroughly sick
in the mind and mentally deranged not only Aung San Suu Kyi is but also all of
her supporters, whoever or wherever they are.
 
But no article of this nature could from my own perspective conclude without
mentioning the Wahhabi that conspicuously comprise the sub-human scum of
Bantu Saudi and their compatible adherents residing throughout the Middle East,
Pakistan and parts of the west. All of whom in intimate union with and the
malevolent service of their white western counterparts, be it Rogue State USA,
Britain, the whole of mainland Europe, and not just the European Union; and the
white cold-bloodedly appropriated from their indigenous populations entities of
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Yidland and the rest of them, and
that individually and collectively are equally the embedded scum of this earth,
present us all with the problems that needlessly we are facing.
 
The stark irony being, and which laughably is completely lost on all of them, is
that none of the numerous ill-gotten gains they've come by can they take with
them when the Grim reaper inevitably calls time on them. So what was the
purpose of it all the sane among us wonder in what they are disgustingly and
horrifically doing?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Death: An Inevitable But Nevertheless An
Insignificant Aspect Of My Life!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You might like to know in passing that the Grim Reaper
as he does his customary rounds periodically and
uninvitingly comes around to wherever it is
that I happen to be residing and in the
process pestering me with his silly
and from my perspective unimaginative games,
and even sometimes gives the transparent
impression that he's about to use that
menacing scythe of his to severely
hack his way through my life,
purposely ending it in the
reminiscent manner of industrious farmers
doing the identical thing with their many
sheathes of wheat, barley, corn or hay
in one or other of their harvesting
fields and, as a result, will quite
simply and literally be keenly
engaged there in a patently
comprehensible activity
that the rest of us will
understand and that
they're actually
supposed to
be doing.
 
No similar structured pattern though it would appear
with the Grim Reaper or his discernibly eccentric
antics, not an isolated bit, as he routinely and
contemptuously sets out to ensure from his
subjective and illogical perspective who
should die and who should live; this
uncompromising and permanent
extinction of his invariably, and more often so than
not as it happens, defenceless and what's more
even unsuspecting victims that thankfully I
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shall never, because quite frankly I have
long been on to him and hence shan't
ever permit myself in those unwise
situations to deliberately become
one of them. Then, before I can
draw another sustaining breath
into my body in grudging acceptance of what
I think from his demeanour he has in store
for me and thus is about to happen he
just simply and erratically changes
his mind, casually moves on to
other things or sadistically
acts as if it's me who's
crazily visualizing
all these things.
 
But what do I really care? It's his private game and he's
been playing it now so long with me and accordingly
I'm so used to it that I'm not in the least bothered
whether he actually decides I should carry on
living or else be instead physically changed
from my human form and consequently
be transferred to the jurisdiction of
the departed dead. Whatever! For I shall persist,
regardless, in my earthly situation to do what
I have always done and remain staunchly
indifferent to the Grim Reaper's whims,
fancies or demands, and furthermore
while still wholly capable to freely
attract wholesome breath within
this body of mine, soldier on
in any case, and as long as
I consistently can, with
my own distinctive
and, who knows,
imaginatively
worked out
afterlife
plans!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 January 2016.
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The Author's Thoughts:
It's perceptibly inevitable and has been around since the beginning of time yet
there hasn't ever been and still isn't a universal or consensual approach from the
collective perspective of human beings towards death.
 
In the materialistically motivated west for example death is distinctly seen by the
vast majority of its inhabitants as frankly a bloody nuisance which inevitably,
exasperatingly and very irresponsibly from their subjective point of view simply
gets in the way of them aspiring to, be it realistically so or from the detached
point of view of objective observers more often than not a delusional fiction, or
even essentially a glorious opportunity through which they can either acquire yet
more affluence or else obtain wealth first time round from their respective and
individual endeavours whether honestly applied or more likely than not
dishonestly engaged in; but throughout all this with death the unrelenting and
irrepressible spoiler purposefully guaranteeing that none of them can't take any
of their possessions with them when they ultimately die.
 
Meanwhile, other cultures and societies view death in a diversity of different
ways ranging from the carbon recycle concept where after your birth, you
possibly live and then at death irrespective of whether you're placed in the earth
to rot or else find yourself more clinically cremated your bodily remains
nevertheless instinctively and whether you'd wished for that to be so or not
become naturally recycled one way or another and in turn act as the building
blocks or the raw material for the continued sustenance in one way or another of
existing as well as future generations of not only human beings but also other
forms of animal and plant life. So for all we know you may very well after death
end up being a darn sight more useful and productive to the universe generally
and our earthly world in particular than you actually were or would ever have
been regardless of where you resided or however long it was that you lived on
Planet Earth.
 
Another perspective of the multiplicity of points of views that I previously alluded
to is that the deceased person essentially goes into a markedly transformative
state immediately after his or her death whereby and dependent on the kind of
life which that individual lived and also the valuable or otherwise contribution
that they made while alive he or she doesn't actually vacate the ambit of earth
but instead is immediately transformed into another life form that in the order of
things imposes on that individual the commensurate status or otherwise that
they're deemed to have warranted when they previously existed as human
beings.
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Then there are the atheists whose idea is that it's all a farcical mess played by
Nature which causes us to be unwillingly born, live and then die and that
basically according to them is the sum total of it all; and what we get up to or
achieve in the interim prior to that fateful day is all relatively speaking down to
us and fate. A defective conclusion of theirs which doesn't, to say the very least,
grab me in any interesting or convincing way I must admit. And to be absolutely
blunt is analogous to one purchasing an expensive car, filling it up with petrol at
the nearest petrol station, driving off to the largest roundabout they know of and
then determinedly motor on to that roundabout and spend the rest of their time
and until the car runs out of petrol circumventing that roundabout and nowhere
else; then wham bang an articulated lorry that also happens to drive onto that
roundabout smashes into their car and them with devastatingly catastrophic
consequences. And that's the end of them!
 
No, life even if we haven't fully grasped what it's all about is much more than
that and one doesn't have to be overly religious to recognize that. I'm Anglican:
High Church Church of England and have been all my life although I've worshiped
periodically in other Christian churches when there's no C of E denominational
church where I happen to be at the time. Usually it's Roman Catholicism since
the religious practices engaged in their church mirror many that I've known from
childhood within the Anglican community that I belonged to and also happily
grew up in. And this is principally the case now for me in Germany.
 
However I always do make a point of first acquainting the respective priest of my
faith and church membership as I'm a communicant and going to church for me
also involves taking the Holy Sacrament of Communion. But every priest I've
spoken or dealt with has been fully pragmatic about what I'm doing,
acknowledges like me that there is the one God though several way to reach
Him, analogous to determining if on a journey to Scotland, for example, from the
south of England one should go by train, car or actually fly there with the
ultimate purpose being to actually get to Scotland. It's the very same with
reaching God I believe and thankfully the priests I deal with fully understand and
sensibly make allowances for that. However, there's a game that I tongue in
cheek play with friends and have done with some of my students along these
lines. I'm not a football aficionado by any means though there is one in the
family with the identical name who is - HAPPY BIRTHDAY BY THE WAY ON
JANUARY 22,2016 SON - and although I'm fully au fait with all the aspects of that
game my principal sports are Cricket and Athletics. Anyway, this is precisely how
I explain the Universe and Earth in essentially simple terms. Imagine a massive
Galactic Life League synonymous to the football one and at the top of which if we
were to take England as an example you have the Premier League and then
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downwards are a range of other leagues and non league clubs. Then there's the
rigorous process of promotion or demotion from these leagues according to how
the respective clubs perform and with some of them although neither relegated
or promoted remaining virtually &quot;dormant&quot; in the league in which
they happen to be.
 
So returning to my Galactic Life league if you are exceptionally good for example
you may very well find yourself promoted from this Earthly league to one in
another world league or conversely be demoted to one below that of earth; and if
you then systematically apply that principle to life generally it could well account
for where like footballers we move on to next or come back to later. Little wonder
then that some people I meet, and I'm equally sure that you do too, in general
conversations we have with them say they feel like they've been here in some
location or other on earth previously and what's more can even lucidly describe
these places that in their current life they've never been to. So where exactly are
you personally bound for when you leave earth, which I'm decidedly persuaded is
NOT in the equivalent of the Galactic Premier League? A Galactic Life League
promotion to the equivalent of the English Premier League, demotion to another
league; or even a Galactic non-league existence? But wherever you end up it's a
sure bet that Death is the only facilitator of all of this and in that respect not
unlike FIFA!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Death: The Ultimate Enforcer Of Universal Equality!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Death is an inescapable occurrence that actually
automatically begins the very second that we
unaided draw breath in this life rendered to
us on loan at our birth, and for what it's
worth there's entirely nothing, either
individually as a person or jointly
as a community or country that
can be successfully done to permanently forestall
it. Therefore, fully recognizing and accepting
that as a fact of life it's similarly wise then
to totally appreciate that neither sensibly
nor rationally is there any point at all
in worrying one's self overtly or
obsessively about the advent
or even the speculated on
consequences of Death.
 
For while it's obviously possible either through
fear of it, political beliefs, state decree as in
the case of the death penalty; murder or
manslaughter - whether deliberately
or unintentionally occasioned - or
even misguided vanity, through
the act of suicide usually, to
deliberately thwart Death's otherwise unrelenting,
premeditated and non-partisan march to one's
own determined oblivion from this earthly
life we're briefly loaned, and doing this
by taking, for example, direct control
of such actions as we believe to be
necessary into our own hands to
achieve our desired outcome;
there is however no obvious
realistically viable or any
durable different option
to what's manifestly
the inevitability of
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Death; or for the
most part, most
of us after our
burial being
the natural
rations for
ravenous
worms!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 November 2016.
 
Author's remarks:
Raised, educated and avidly encouraged all of my life by those who from the
outset of my existence have always genuinely mattered to me or would
afterwards in the wake of such persons fill that role, and still do, never to fear
death I took their ideas and logical solutions very seriously and constructively
incorporated them into the very fabric of my life; for what they all of them
encouragingly advised me to do and through principled examples practised on
their part in their own lives weren't only rational and made absolute sense to me
but also significantly shaped and helped to consolidate the fundamental
characteristics that embody the person I most happily, and thankfully to them,
became but essentially still am.
 
And looking back as objectively as any honest person can in relation to matters
personally concerning myself and them, there are quite thankfully very few
things in my life that were it possible to do so I would willingly change, for even
those negative aspects I encountered in my life did trigger, as it happened,
positive responses on my part that were, and still are, whenever, wherever or
whatever manner they actually occur a source of beneficial influences on which I
can consummately draw and fittingly carry on with my life.
 
So I'm much too productively busy and totally occupied with real life to even
think of let alone embark on consciously wasting what to me is precious time
engaging myself in rather pointless and for the most part the evidently puerile
luxury so completely beloved of and obsessed with by others principally in the
west and particularly so in the United Kingdom of to all intents and purposes
non-productively spending my valuable time on matters of little or no substance
or to be candid inevitable consequences like death that no one can realistically
change.
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Stanley Collymore
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Debenhams The Commercial Ku Klux Klan Of The
British High Street!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Debenhams like every other company, whether commercial
or otherwise, has an inalienable right to appoint whoever
it wants to award is promotional campaigns to, as well
as determine the material content that it consciously
and premeditatedly in these endorsement, or more
aptly stated propaganda, ads implants to basically
represent the purported public image of the said
company, the products it sells, or the services
which it either provides or promotes. But
not dissimilar from the hubristic and self-publicizing individual,
and importantly one who is somewhat obsessively quite full
of himself or herself, such intentional actions do none the
less demand, and should indisputably also carry certain
specified responsibilities, and especially so when that
persona is deliberately bandied about in the public
arena: truth and the recognition of reality not the
least amongst them. Requirements that clearly
shouldn't be overlooked or evaded if those
concerned either individually and most
undeniably so corporately, have any
concept of their responsibility or
even the slightest modicum of
maturity, common or garden
decency or any plausible
credibility about them.
 
Debenhams a high street store in the United Kingdom, and
somewhat vaingloriously and most markedly ludicrously
and laughably self-publicizing itself as some kind of a
treasured and national icon, has depressingly, most
offensively and with racist intent deliberately but
oh so asininely in this spurious process readily
circumvented even the most basic protocols
that in the given circumstances that it has
foolishly placed itself in, and were one
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so imprudently disposed to persuade
themselves not to notice or be hoodwinked into thinking that
Debenhams is even remotely what it exaggeratedly claims
to be, that transitory moment of unrepressed insanity on
the duped observer's part would instantaneously and
permanently be resolved and promptly depart on
intelligently learning of the authentic veracity
pertaining to and elaborately coupled with
the devious shenanigans engaged in by
Debenhams, which are self-servingly
introduced and similarly dishonestly directed by its
bosses and salaried advisers: moral losers to the
umpteenth degree all of them, bereft of logic
and additionally as any person gifted with
a conscience and fully cognizant of the
patently duplicitous carryings-on at
Debenhams would previously have
recognized, as being principally
deficient of an apparent moral
compass together with the
visible non-existence of
even the deception of
an individual or any
collective integrity.
 
Otherwise how else can any authentic and seriously
minded person not only with a fully-fledged and
energetically functioning conscience but who
is similarly in total possession of a genuine
moral compass and moreover has it fine
tuned and properly switched on, make
any appropriate sense of, rationally
explain or much less so remotely
attach any credence whatever to
what Debenhams is corruptly,
meretriciously, revoltingly,
exceedingly unethically,
quite intentionally and
moreover has clearly
and demonstrably
small mindedly
as well, vilely
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determined
to embark
on doing?
 
For commercially inspirational icon, although in reality
it's far from being any such thing, as the asinine and
brain-dead bosses at or the lowlife, tawdrily inept
but all the same extortionately avaricious &quot;spiv&quot;
advisors to Debenhams risibly see this high
street company as or not, only the inane,
those who're delusionally, and happily
so it would seem in their bitter state
of make believe and additionally
entrenched in an 18th and 19th Century respectively
mindset quite prevalent at the time and before
any of those concerned were conceived let
alone born, or else are so conspicuously
blind that they cheerlessly fail to see
that the United Kingdom isn't and
honestly historically never was -
the spontaneous conclusion of
several millennia of ongoing
immigration - or is it significantly ever likely to be,
as those associated with Debenhams ludicrously
think it rightfully should become and hence
unpardonably espouse - to distinctly be
the restricted and untouchable domain
to be set aside for, and exclusively
assigned to white Caucasians of
the alleged &quot;Master Race.&quot; To
which I say to these pillocks
who manage Debenhams,
and like minded morons
like them: &quot;Dream on! &quot;
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 December 2015.
 
 
Author's Comments:
On Thursday December 10,2015 Debenhams took out a full colour front page
advertisement - I invite you to see it for yourself - with the London Metro a
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freebie newspaper to the public but is otherwise well connected politically and
commercially with the Zionist far right in the UK and beyond, and distributed
nationally across England at least. Furthermore and quite predictably it's
regularly featured, in the Metro; on the Rupert Murdoch owned Sky News and
additionally and without fail is prominently every night routinely highlighted as
well on Sky News Press Preview slot that comes on air every night directly after
the 10pm news has finished at 10.30 pm and lasts for the next half hour. A
routine that is repeated ad nauseum at the end of each subsequent news
segment and every time lasts for its half hour duration. So quite an exposure for
the London Metro and Debenhams, or more appropriately in the case of the latter
the views of those who run this company, and who undoubtedly are quite
cognizant of this, and therefore where better to push and actively promote their
subliminal and pernicious bigoted messages.
 
So having read my poem and during that process taking into consideration too
the old maxim that people should be judged by the company they regularly and
happily keep it would be most remiss then of me not to append the same axiom
to Debenhams. And for me it isn't about one repulsive advertisement authorized
by Debenhams that provoked this poem but a gross accumulation of racist
conditioning and insider whistleblower information passed on to me and which
are coupled with my own astute discernment of what I've seen personally for
myself in relation to how others not of the white Caucasian kind have been
treated by Debenhams and consequently have resulted in me now for several
years ongoingly pledging to myself that whatever the circumstances or however
acute these might be I won't be seen dead in any branch of Debenhams let alone
in any way reinforce their grasping, unconscionable or their pernicious racist
propensities towards their own and markedly objectionable self-aggrandizement.
 
And as you mull over what I've said earlier I again invite you to consciously
scrutinize that full page colour advertisement of Debenhams I previously made
mention of and note the marked and conscious absence throughout that
advertisement in what's essentially a multi-ethnic Britain of anyone, from babes
in arms to the elderly and of both genders, who isn't white and Caucasian.
Clearly in the ostensibly and oft-stated &quot;Christian&quot; United Kingdom
and at a time of peace and goodwill to all mankind - moreover it might be worth
mentioning at the very least and even appropriately stressing that additionally it
could also serve as a most salutary exercise by reflecting on the true, historically
authentic and not as has become so commonplace and beloved by those who
infest the &quot;leadership&quot; of Debenhams and other likeminded nerds, the
delusional and make believe racial origins of Jesus Christ and his parents -
Debenhams' bosses evidently have no such courteousness or common decency to
dispense to others who don't look like and moreover are staunchly considered to
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be inferior to them.
 
But typically they've not the slightest objections to these Niggers, Wogs,
Sambos, Pakis, Half-Castes, Half-Breeds, Piccaninies or what other odious names
they apply to these people shopping in Debenhams as money is the sole God of
these talmudic-Zionists and wherever it comes from is immaterial, but other than
that these sub-human types are perceived to serve no useful purpose at all. And
who really cares if it's Christmas? After all Jesus Christ is no longer who he
originally was and transformationally is now an integral part, perhaps not
religiously but most certainly commercially, of the sponging, privileged and well-
heeled white Caucasian environment; and that's how it must commercially and in
every other profitable way unalterably remain. So why place sub-humans in a
treasured Debenhams' Christmas advertisement?
 
For those of you with convenient memories or who weren't born then, Fords the
motor car manufacturer did a similar asinine thing in 1990/91. Along with these
tweets and my poem: &quot;Debenhams the commercial Ku Klux Klan of the
British high street&quot;, I've also posted two highly relevant and
contemporaneous articles by Advertising Age and the Independent Newspaper
that reported on the insane Ford saga. A highly embarrassed Ford allegedly
learnt valuable lessons it said at the time and grudgingly apologized after initially
making a number of lame, unconvincing and downright lying excuses for those
responsible for this racist faux pas at its Dagenham plant. Will Debenhams do the
same? I won't hold my breath on that one if I were you; I know I shan't! For
they haven't a creditable ounce of integrity in them. Meanwhile, I shall resolutely
carry on with my several years old personal boycott of Debenhams; but if those
of you deemed by them as sub-humans want to keep on propping them up
financially, quite frankly and no apologies from me, you're most welcome to and
evidently deserve each other!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Debunking Av Den Frätande Fiktion Av Svart Rasen
Inferiority!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Galen är det inte? Hur de med tydligt begränsad intelligens,
eller ingen alls, vem är i bästa fall, i bästa fall, endemiskt
dim-witted, dumbed-down pedagogiskt eller oftare,
som är fallet, markant och intellektuellt utmanat.
De som inte har några märkbara färdigheter
eller lösningar kvaliteter om dem och är
den typ av personer utan uppfattnings-
bar förmåga för någonting eller någon
mätbar förmåga att förvärva någon,
är vanligtvis samma personer som konsekvent och
löjligt tala om och till och med ständigt och oupphörligt
skryta om det förmodligen irrefutable begreppet-men
till dem en slutgiltig verklighet - av deras påstådda
men ganska extremt dumt, oförsonligt, patetiskt
narcissistiska och okontrollerat förvirrande
master race överlägsenhet - vare sig vit,
Asiatisk eller Arabisk, men aldrig Svart;
och för evigt stereotypt i förhållande
till deras djupt inblandade, stadigt
höll och mekaniskt antagande av
svart underlägsenhet. Hur tjock
kan man vara självklart tydlig
situation, vilket är definitivt
båda bortom allt urskiljning
och lika har inte heller en
scintilla av intelligens
eller någon verklig
substans för det?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 april 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det är en truism som för ett betydande antal individer, grupper, politiker, de som
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antingen äger eller står för företagsenheter av alla slag, inklusive media,
militärindustrin, som de köpte och rutinmässigt betalade för militära generaler
och andra finansiella toadier och eller satrapier, regimer av alla politiska nyanser
och till och med olika och ofta motstridiga påstådda religiösa organisationer
genom hela den vitt kontrollerade och enbart drivna västvärlden, som är
biologiskt och rasistiskt, uppfattas automatiskt och endemiskt av alla dessa
innat, cretinously narcissistic, tediously arroganta och därför inte exceptionellt
intellektuellt utmanade odödliga oafs att vara tydligt och dessutom irreversibelt -
både genetiskt och i alla andra tänkbara sinnen - markant sämre än sig själva.
 
Men som någon som otvivelaktigt är svart och kategoriskt av Barbadiens och
Afro-Karibiska förfäder, även om och irrefutably som alla andra Afro-Caribbeans,
bär jag individuellt i mitt genetiska DNA den vita hanen Kaukasiska Y-
kromosomen, som är ett direkt resultat av det systematiska, utbredd,
uppmuntrande, väldigt etablerad, omfattande ostraffad och naturligtvis mycket
brutaliserad våldtäkt under slaveri och kolonialism av våra förfädernas afro-
karibiska flickor och kvinnor av europeiska män av alla klasser och nationaliteter,
med hjälp av och med stöd av det komplicerade stödet av sina egna vita kvinnor,
som samtidigt som de samma vita manliga barbarerna lyckades engagera sig i
denna sadistiska viljestyrka mot deras svarta tjejer var samtidigt ironiskt nog,
otentatiskt, löjligt och otvivelaktigt placerade de samma vita kvinnorna
otillbörligt på falska piedestaler, vars utsatta positioner de kvalificerade sig
självklart inte för då och fortfarande inte i det 21: a århundradet flera centur Jag
är senare - Jag är lika och för ett antal mångfacetterade och konkreta skäl
mycket stolta över att jag utan tvekan är svart.
 
Så jag ska inte slösa bort min tid, energi, intellektuell skenhet eller vanlig sunt
förnuft som försöker motverka de nonsensiska perceptionerna eller de djupt
ingreppade men felfria argumenten av förödande svarta haters eller invidious
disparagers av något slag. Och kommer helt enkelt säga till sådana människor:
&quot;Dröm på! Men helst gå och få dig ett liv! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Debunking Den Korrosive Fiksjonen Av Svart Racial
Inferiority!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Utrolig, er det ikke? Hvordan de med tydelig begrenset
intelligens, eller ingen i det hele tatt, hvem er i beste
grad, i beste fall, endemisk dim-witted, dumbed-
down pedagogisk eller oftere, som er tilfelle
markant og intellektuelt utfordret. De som
ikke har merkbare ferdigheter eller inn-
løsende kvaliteter om dem og er
typen personer uten anseelig
evne til noe eller enhver
 
målbar evne til å skaffe seg noen, er alltid de samme
personene som lett, konsekvent og absurd snakke
om og til og med rutinemessig og uopphørlig
skryte om det antatt ubestridelige begrepet
- men til dem en endelig virkelighet - av
deres påståtte men ekstremt tåpelig,
uforutsigbar, patetisk narcissistisk
og ukontrollert vrangforestilling
master race overlegenhet - en-
ten hvit, Asiatisk eller arabisk, men aldri svart
og for alltid stereotypisk i forhold til deres
dypt ingrained, fast holdt og automatisk
antagelse av svart inferioritet. Hvor
dumt kan man være i en selvfølge
åpenbar tilstand av saker som
er begge helt forbid forståe-
lse og tydelig har heller
ikke et stykke av sunn
fornuft eller noe sik-
kert legger til det?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26. april 2019.
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Forfatterens merknader:
Det er en truisme som for et betydelig antall individer, grupper, politikere, de
som enten eier eller er ansvarlige for bedriftens enheter av alle slag, inkludert
media, det militære industrielle komplekset, de kjøpes og rutinemessig betalt for
militære generaler og andre økonomiske toadier og eller satrapier, regimer av
alle politiske nyanser og til og med forskjellige og ofte motstridende påståtte
religiøse organisasjoner gjennom hele den hvite kontrollerte og utelukkende
løpende vestlige verden som er biologisk og rasjonelt Svart, blir automatisk og
endemisk oppfattet av alle disse innat, kretinsk narcissistiske, kjedelig arrogant
og derfor ikke eksepsjonelt intellektuelt utfordret dumme oafs å være tydelig, og
dessverre irreversibelt - både genetisk og i alle andre tenkelige sanser - markant
dårligere enn seg selv.
 
Men som noen som utvilsomt er svart og kategorisk av Barbadas og Afro-Karibisk
forfedre, selv om og ubestridelig som alle andre afro-karibiskere, bærer jeg
individuelt i mitt genetiske DNA det hvite mannlige kaukasiske Y-kromosomet,
som er et direkte resultat av den systematiske, utbredt, ivrig oppmuntret,
veletablert, omfattende ustraffet og selvsagt veldig brutalisert voldtekt under
slaveri og kolonialisme av våre forfedrenske afro-karibiske jenter og kvinner av
europeiske menn av alle klasser og nasjonaliteter, støttet og fritt støttet av den
kompliserte støtten av sine egne hvite kvinner som, mens de samme hvite
mannlige barbarerne lykkelige engasjerte seg i denne sadistiske vredden mot
deres, mot de svarte kvinnene, var samtidig ironisk nok, utroskapelig, latterlig og
ubemannet å plassere de samme hvite kvinnene uberettiget på falske
piedestaler, hvis forkledte stillinger de selvsagt ikke kvalifisert for da og fortsatt
ikke i det 21. århundre flere århundre Jeg er senere - Jeg er den samme og for
en rekke mangesidede og konkrete grunner overordentlig stolt over at jeg
utvilsomt er svart.
 
Så jeg skal ikke kaste bort tiden min, energi, intellektuell skikkelse eller vanlig
sunn fornuft, som forsøker å motbevise de usynlige oppfatninger eller de dypt
inngrakte, men falske argumenter fra lumske Black haters eller invidious
disparagers av noe slag. Og vil bare si til slike mennesker: &quot;Drøm på! Men
helst gå og få deg et liv! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Debunking The Corrosive Fiction Of Black Racial
Inferiority
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Crazy isn't it? How those with distinctly limited intelligence,
or none at all, who're commensurately, at best, endemically
dim-witted, dumbed-down educationally or more often,
as is the case, markedly and intellectually challenged.
Those who have no noticeable skills or redeeming
qualities about them and are the kind of persons
with no perceivable aptitude for anything or
any measurable capability to acquire any,
are usually the very same persons who
consistently and ludicrously talk of
and even constantly and incessantly boast about
the supposedly irrefutable notion -but to them
a definitive reality - of their alleged but quite
extremely foolish, inexcusable, pathetically
narcissistic and uncontrollably delusional
master race superiority - whether white,
Asian or Arabic, but never Black; and
forever stereotypically in relation to
their deeply ingrained, steadfastly
held and mechanical assumption
of Black inferiority. How thick
can one be in a self-evidently
clear-cut situation, which is
definitely both beyond all
discernment and equally
hasn't either a scintilla
of intelligence or any
real substance to it?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 April 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It's a truism that for a significant number of individuals, groups, politicians, those
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who either own or are in charge of corporate entities of all kinds including the
media, the military industrial complex, their expensively bought and routinely
paid for military generals and other financial toadies and or satrapies, regimes of
all political hues and even different and often conflicting purported religious
organizations throughout the entire white-controlled and solely run western world
that being biologically and racially Black is automatically and endemically
perceived by all these innately, cretinously narcissistic, tediously arrogant and
therefore not exceptionally intellectually challenged impudent oafs to be distinctly
and, what's more, irreversibly - both genetically and in every other conceivable
sense - markedly inferior to themselves.
 
However, as someone who is indisputably Black and categorically of Barbadian
and Afro-Caribbean ancestry, although and irrefutably like all other Afro-
Caribbeans I do individually carry in my genetic DNA the white male Caucasian Y
Chromosome, which is a direct result of the systematic, prevalent, fervently
encouraged, well-established, extensively unpunished and, of course, very
brutalized rape during slavery and colonialism of our ancestral Afro-Caribbean
girls and women by European men of all classes and nationalities, aided and
freely abetted by the complicit support of their own white women who, while
these same white male barbarians were happily engaging in this sadistic
savagery of theirs against Black females were at the same time most ironically,
ostentatiously, ludicrously and unconscionably placing these same white women
unwarrantedly on phoney pedestals whose extolled positions they self-evidently
didn't qualify for then and still don't in the 21st Century several centuries later -
I'm all the same and for a number of multifaceted and concrete reasons
exceedingly proudthat I am unquestionably Black.
 
So I shan't waste my time, energy, intellectual acumen or plain common sense
attempting to rebut the nonsensical perceptions or the deeply-ingrained but
fallacious arguments of insidious Black haters or invidious disparagers of any
kind. And will simply say to such people: &quot;Dream on! But preferably go and
get yourself a life! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Démystifier La Fiction Corrosive De L'infériorité
Raciale Noire!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Fou n'est-ce pas? Comment ceux qui ont une intelligence
distinctement limitée, ou aucun, qui sont proportion-
nellement, au mieux, endémiques faible d'esprit,
idiot d'éducation ou plus souvent, comme c'est
le cas, nettement et intellectuellement défié.
Ceux qui n'ont aucune compétence notable
ou qui rachètent qualités à leur sujet et sont le genre de
personnes sans aptitude perceptible pour quoi que ce
soit ou toute capacité mesurable d'acquérir, sont
généralement les mêmes personnes qui parler
de façon cohérente et ridicule et même con-
stamment et sans cesse vanter la notion
supposée irréfutable - mais pour eux
une réalité définitive - de leur pré-
tendu mais tout à fait extreme-
ment stupide, inexcusable,
pathétiquement narcissique et
 
incontrôlable délirant la supériorité de la race
principale - qu'elle soit blanche, Asiatique
ou arabe, mais jamais noir; et pour tou-
jours stéréotypiquement par rapport
à leur profonde enracinée, ferme-
ment hypothèse retenue et mécanique
d'infériorité noire. Quelle épaisseur peut-on
être dans une evidence situation claire,
qui est définitivement les deux
au-delà de tout discernement
et également n'a pas non
plus de scintilla de l'
intelligence ou
tout substance
réelle à
cela?
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© Stanley V. Collymore
26 avril 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
C'est un truisme que pour un nombre important d'individus, de groupes, de
politiciens, qui possèdent ou sont en charge de sociétés de toutes sortes, y
compris les médias, le complexe militaro-industriel, leurs grands dépensés et
régulièrement payés pour des généraux militaires et d'autres ressources
financières. des crapauds et / ou des satrapies, des régimes de toutes les
couleurs politiques et même des organisations religieuses prétendument
différentes et souvent contradictoires à travers tout le monde occidental contrôlé
et exclusivement dirigé par des Blancs qui est biologiquement et racialement noir
est perçu automatiquement et de manière endémique par toutes ces personnes
innées, narcissiques crétinement, astucieusement des personnes impudentes
impuissantes, arrogantes et donc exceptionnellement intellectuellement
contestées, à être distinctement et, de plus, irréversiblement - à la fois
génétiquement et dans tous les autres sens imaginables - nettement inférieures
à elles-mêmes.
 
Cependant, en tant que personne indiscutablement noire et catégoriquement
d'ascendance barbadienne et afro-antillaise, bien que et irréfutablement, comme
tous les autres Afro-Caraïbes, je porte individuellement dans mon ADN génétique
le chromosome blanc caucasien Y, résultat direct de l'analyse systématique.,
répandues, encouragées avec ferveur, bien établies, largement impunies et, bien
entendu, très violées, le viol pendant la servitude et le colonialisme de nos filles
et de nos femmes afro-antillaises ancestrales par des hommes européens de
toutes les classes et nationalités, aidé et encouragé librement par le soutien
complice de leurs propres femmes blanches qui, tandis que ces mêmes hommes
barbares blancs se livraient avec joie à leur sauvagerie sadique contre les
femmes noires, plaçaient en même temps de manière ironique, ostentatoire,
ridicule et inconsciemment ces mêmes femmes blanches sur des piédestaux
factices dont les positions exaltées de toute évidence, ils ne se qualifiaient pas
pour alors et toujours pas au 21ème siècle plusieurs centur plus tard - je suis
tous pareil et pour un certain nombre de raisons multiples et concrètes
extrêmement fier d'être indiscutablement noir.
 
Donc, je ne perdrai pas mon temps, mon énergie, mon sens intellectuel ou mon
sens commun pour tenter de réfuter les perceptions absurdes ou les arguments
profondément enracinés mais fallacieux des haineux noirs insidieux ou des
dénigreurs vicieux, de quelque nature que ce soit. Et dira simplement à de telles
personnes: &quot;Rêve dessus! Mais de préférence, va te chercher une vie!
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&quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Den Oändliga Zimbabwiska Patriot - Robert Gabriel
Mugabe!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du modigt och ganska oroligt, relativt din egen individuell
säkerhet och säkerhet, ständigt stod upp för friheten,
återhämtningen av deras krävande subverterade
oberoende som nation och demoraliserad
värdighet i Zimbabwean människor.
En hederlig inställning till din en
del som sätter dig, Robert Mugabe, farligt, i termer av
din egen säkerhet och personliga välbefinnande,
oavsett med fascister, apartheid och vita
rasistiska barbarer, som i samband
-med deras likformade vaster-
ländska Kaukasiska så kallade kith och släktingar
som inte hade gjort det endast tidigare renloined
ditt lands enorm rikedom och naturresurser,
hade också i processen att göra det, på
samma sätt extremt barbariskt och
okompenserad, greps hela land
Zimbabwe för deras hävdade
rasist, kolonialist och
omänskliga apar-
theidändamål.
 
Medan samtidigt hade dessutom och ganska
vild med full vitstöd supremacist, engagerad
kolonialist och heltäckande full av sina
egna självbegiven immunitet och
straffrihet - brutalt tvingade
hela inhemska svarta
befolkningen I Zimbabwe till ett farligt
under-ordnade skick impecunious-
ness och ett ganska medvetet
ras skapat och effektiv
underkuvande.
 
Men din egen personliga värdighet, vårdade moral och
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en oförminskad känsla av frihet, Robert Mugabe,
kände instinktivt dessa vita rasistiska åtgärder för att
vara fel. Och så du osjälviskt, prisvärt och trotsigt -
och i dessa frågor är jag det helt säker på att
varje opartisk person kommer helhjärtat
och instämmer enhälligt - lägg din
mycket liv och framtid på rad
både för och till återupprätta värdigheten plus
på ett kompromisslöst sätt det zimbabwiska folks
suveränitet, ett uppdrag som du enormt har
uppnått. Och även utan din olyckliga
död Robert Mugabe, det finns ingen av
enda rättvist och inte uppriktigt sagt
en ärlig person för närvarande
eller i framtiden, vem kan
eller kommer någonsin
att vilja att tro på
dinfantastisk arv.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
För mig personligen var Robert Mugabe utan tvekan, fortfarande är, och kommer
för evigt oändligt att förbli en hjälte i varje tänkbar positiv etymologisk betydelse
av det ordet. Dessutom har intensiv och analytisk forskning av mig både
omfattande och kategoriskt visat att mina djupt inbäddade känslor angående
denna makalöst stora man likaså delas av miljoner människor, inte bara i Robert
Mugabes ursprungliga hemland Zimbabwe, Afrikas kontinent i allmänhet och den
bredare afrikanska Diaspora på båda sidor av Atlanten, men också bland andra
icke-rasistiska, rättvisade och icke-svarta befolkningar globalt.
 
Livslängd, tack och lov, har varit vänlig mot den här oändliga mannen och den
fantastiska människan. Han var 95 år gammal när han dog den 6 september
2019. Men ändå kommer han fortfarande att bli mycket missad av människor
som jag med hans faktiska och ganska olyckliga bortgång. Och helt rätt. Jag är
dock helt övertygad om att hans mest imponerande och revolutionära arv aktivt
kommer att leva vidare i hjärtan och hjärnan hos nuvarande och framtida
generationer av svarta och andra raser som både värnar och står upp för de
oföränderliga rättigheterna för alla människor, som Robert Mugabe gjorde det
evigt.
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Med ditt arbete på jorden nu avslutat, vila i evig fred min svarta bror och hjälte!
Och min uppriktiga kondoleanser till din änka Grace, dina familjemedlemmar och
dina många kamrater i vapen mot rasistisk orättvisa och den systematiska
underkastelsen av afrikanska människor.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Den Selvutslettende Og Virkelig Sjarmerende Isobel
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Ingen enn oss selv kan logisk se på det hemmelige riket i
vårt individuelle sinn og enten dechifrere eller, langt
mindre så, realistisk si med absolutt sikkerhet
hva som egentlig foregår der; og heller ikke
helt sikkert, men klart absurd, skape et
lignende scenario med hjertets sanne
intensjoner. Når det gjelder sagt,
reagerer man som en person rutinemessig på en gitt
situasjon eller instinktivt, under normale omsten-
digheter, rutinemessig når han blir utsatt for
hendelser av stress eller vanlige engasje-
menter som er fri for de byrdefulle
ulempene av menneskelig tvang,
for en gang er en utvilsomt
indikasjon på hva slags
person det enkelte
individet i hov-
edsak er.
 
Og om det i en rent tilfeldig karakter, eller på
grunn av en skarp, konstruktivt takknemlig
eller mer grundig observasjonsmåte, er
din alminnelige nærvær eller iboende
karakteristisk oppførsel rettferdig
og beundringsverdig, er det sannelig ingen
å slippe unna det ganske klart åpenbare
faktum, det utvilsomt, og så men-
neskelig mulig som man ærlig
kan fortelle at du er langt
en utrolig enestående,
virkelig eksepsjonell
og en mest bemerk
elses verdig ung
dame, Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20. mai 2019.
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Forfatterens kommentarer:
Det er en generell misforståelse i Storbritannia som lett blir trodd av dem som
angivelig, men å si så latterlig, betrakter seg som voksne, men som, helt og
unapologetisk, fra mitt observante perspektiv, ikke kollektivt, langt mindre så
individuelt, kan navigere seg ut av ordentlig sodden papirpose, at alle unge,
unntatt deres eget brød, er rimelige å overtale, er i hovedsak feral, helt
ubrukelige og forsettlig ødeleggende personer. Folk som bevisst ikke forsøker å
gjøre noen konstruktive bidrag til sine egne samfunn generelt, og heller ikke ville
vite hvor eller hvor de skulle begynne hvis de ved en viss inngrep av skjebnen
skulle få en forandring av hjertet i den forbindelse.
 
Personlig er jeg helhjertet uenig med denne fremtredende juvenile antagelsen,
så villig tilskrevet av disse såkalte voksne, som selv ikke er paragoner av dyd
eller på noen måte konstruktivt element i et moralsk eller genuint sivilisert land.
Hvis man var, for å ta hensyn til de skarpe flertallede sosiale og moralske
bruddene i hverdagen, bare å faktorere i denne ligningen deres egne personlige
og svært uetiske måter å gjennomføre sine egne liv.
 
Situasjoner groteskt sammensatt av den høyt manipulerende måten der de uten
å tenke på at de tillater seg å bli enkelt og manipulativt misbrukt både av
politikerne som de idiotisk og tvangsmessig stemmer for, i tillegg til de tydeligvis
avskyelige og falske nyhetsmedier som skuespillbart og forsettlig, konsekvent og
kaldt bruk dem som veldig praktisk og &quot;nyttig idioter&quot; fôr.
 
Så hyggelig som å møte unge som Isobels kaliber, som har mer individualistiske
karakterer, unike hensyn til andre, og utilsiktet ekstraordinær intelligens i
pennfingeren enn alle disse vanvittige, fatuøse og antatte voksne moronene har i
sine kollektive organer, snakker volumer i seg selv. Og bevisst støtter den
alvorlige overbevisningen som holdes av alle komposisjoner, balansert og
intelligent observatører at samfunnsmessig alt ikke er helt tapt hvor
Storbritannia er bekymret.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Den Självutsläppande Och Verkligen Charmiga Isobel
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Ingen utan oss själv kan logiskt se in i det hemlighetsfulla
riket av vårt individuella sinne och antingen dechiffrera
eller, långt mindre så, realistiskt säga med absoluta
säkerhet vad som verkligen händer där eller
på samma sätt självförtroende men snarare absurt,
skapa en liknande scenario med våra sanna
intentioner hjärta. Det sade sättet som
en som en individ reagerar rutin-
mässigt på någon given situation eller
omedvetet, i normala fall omständigheter, uppför
sig rutinmässigt när det utsätts för incidenter
av stress eller rådande situationer
utsläppt av ansträngande obekvämhet
hos människan tvång är - för en
början -den obestridliga förslag
från klass av person som
deklareratkaraktär är.
 
Och oavsett om det är helt avslappet eller med dygd
av en brådskande, konstruktivt uppskattande
och, som Jo, en mycket mer detaljerad
och detaljerad observationsteknik av
bedömning din normal närvaro
eller inneboende särskiljande
bärande är med rätta och
beundransvärt prisade,
det kan sanningen vara ingen flyger den glänsande
och absolut exceptionella indikatorer som alla
tydligt, på ett tillförlitligt sätt och ganska
bestämt, det över alla rimliga tvivel
du är oerhört fantastisk, aklassisk
exceptionell och av allamöjligt
eller eventuellt tänkbart och
återlösande indik-atorer,
en mycket intelligent,
helttrevlig, iögonfallande
charmig och också
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en förvånande
ung dam
att starta,
Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 maj 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det finns en allmän missuppfattning i Storbritannien som lätt menas av dem som
enligt min mening, men oskuldligt, anser sig vara vuxna, men som helt enkelt
och unapologetiskt från mitt uppmärksamma perspektiv inte kunde kollektivt,
långt mindre så individuellt, navigera sig ut ur proverbial sodden papperspåse,
att alla ungdomar, förutom sina egna kullar, är rimliga att betrakta, är
väsentligen vilseledda, fullständigt värdelösa och avsiktligt destruktiva personer.
Människor som medvetet inte försöker göra några konstruktiva bidrag till sina
egna samhällen i allmänhet och dessutom inte skulle veta hur eller varifrån man
skulle börja om de genom en ödets ingrepp skulle förändra sig i detta avseende.
 
Personligen är jag helt och hållet oense med det här förhoppningsvis juvenila
antagandet, så villigt hänfört till dessa så kallade vuxna, som i sig själva
knappast paragoner av dygd eller på något sätt konstruktiva inslag i ett moraliskt
eller verkligt civiliserat land. Om man skulle ta hänsyn till de livliga sociala och
moraliska överträdelserna i vardagen, är det bara att inse i denna ekvation sina
egna personliga och mycket oetiska sätt att leda sina egna liv.
 
Situationer groteskt förknippade med det starkt manipulativa sättet att,
oavsiktligt, att de tillåter sig att vara lätt och manipulerande missbrukas av de
politiker som de idiotiskt och tvångsmässigt rösta för, utöver det tydligt
avskyvärda och falska nyhetsmediasmedlemmar som urskiljbart och avsiktligt,
konsekvent och kallt använda dem som mycket praktiskt och &quot;användbart
idioter&quot; foder.
 
Så behagligt att stöta på de som ungdomar i Isobels kaliber, som har mer
individualistiska karaktär, exceptionell övervägande för andra och otvetydigt
extraordinär intelligens i hennes lillfinger än alla dessa vanliga, fatuösa och
antagna vuxna moroner har i sina kollektiva kroppar talat volymer i sig. Och
försäkrar med säkerhet den allvarliga övertygelse som innehas av alla
kompositioner, balanserade och intelligenta observatörer att samhällelig allt inte
är helt förlorat när Storbritannien berörs.
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Stanley Collymore
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Den Uforlignelige Zimbabwiske Patriot - Robert
Gabriel Mugabe!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du modig og ganske uredd, relativt til din egen
individuell sikkerhet og sikkerhet, stod sterkt opp for
friheten, gjenoppretting av deres kaldt undergikk
uavhengighet som nasjon, og demoralisert
verdighet av Zimbabwean mennesker.
En hederlig holdning til din en del som setter deg,
Robert Mugabe, farlig, i termer av din egen
sikkerhet og personlige velvære, på en
vilje med fascistene, apartheid og
hvite rasistiske barbarer, som i
forbindelse med sin liknende vestlige Kaukasiske
såkalte kith and ætt som ikke hadde gjort det
bare tidligere purloined landet ditt enorm
rikdom og naturressurser, hadde også
i ferd med å gjøre det, på samme
måte ekstremt barbarisk og
ukompensert, grep hele
landet Zimbabwe for
deres hevdet rasist,
kolonialist og
umenneskelige
apartheids-
formål.
 
Mens samtidig hadde i tillegg og ganske villmodig
med full støtte av deres hvite supremacist, engasjert
kolonialist og omfattende fulle av sine egne
selvbegynte immunitet og straffrihet -
brutalt tvang hele urbefolkning
Svart befolkning av Zimbabwetil en
farlig tilstand av underordnede
impecuniousness og en
ganske bevisst rase-
skapte og effektiv
undertrykkelse.
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Men din egen personlige verdighet, verdsatte Moral og
en uforminsket følelse av frihet, Robert Mugabe,
kjente instinktivt disse hvite rasistiske handlinger for
å væregale. Og så du uselvisk, prisverdig og trassig -
og det er jeg helt sikker på at hver objektiv person
vil helhjertet og enstemmig enig - legg din
veldig liv og fremtid på linje både for og
også til kom-promissløst gjenopprette verdighet pluss
det zimbabwiske folks suverenitet, et oppdrag du
enormt oppnådde. Og selv uten din uheldige
død Robert Mugabe, det er heller ingen
enkelt rettferdig eller ærlig en ærlig
person, for tiden eller ellers i
fremtiden, hvem kan eller
vil noen gang å vantro
din fantastisk arv.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
For meg, personlig, var Robert Mugabe utvilsomt, fremdeles er det, og vil for
alltid forbli uforanderlig en helt i enhver tenkelig positiv etymologisk betydning
av dette ordet. Videre har intensiv og analytisk forskning av meg både
omfattende og kategorisk vist at mine dypt innebygde følelser angående denne
uforlignelige store mannen på samme måte deles av millioner av mennesker,
ikke bare i Robert Mugabes urbefolkning hjemland Zimbabwe, kontinentet
generelt og det bredere afrikanske Diaspora på begge sider av Atlanterhavet,
men også blant andre ikke-rasistiske, rettferdige og ikke-svarte bestander
globalt.
 
Levetid, heldigvis, har vært snill med denne uforlignelige mannen og det
suverene mennesket. Han var 95 år gammel da han døde 6. september 2019.
Men til tross for det, med hans faktiske og ganske uheldige bortgang, vil jeg
fremdeles bli savnet av mennesker som meg. Og helt riktig. Imidlertid er jeg helt
sikker på at hans mest imponerende og revolusjonerende arv aktivt vil leve
videre i hjertene og sinnene til nåværende og fremtidige generasjoner av svarte
og andre raser som både verner og står opp for de umistelige rettigheter til alle
mennesker, som Robert Mugabe gjorde det, evig.
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Når arbeidet ditt på jorden nå er fullført, hviler du i evig fred, min svarte bror og
helt! Og min oppriktige medfølelse med din enke Grace, dine familiemedlemmer
og dine mange kamerater i våpen mot rasistisk urettferdighet og den
systematiske undertrykkelsen av afrikanske mennesker.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Den Uthålliga Kvaliteten På Kärlek!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du kom in i mitt liv något oväntat men, men åh så
välkomnande Birgit; orsakar mig, helt bokstavligen från
allra första ögonblicket som vi faktiskt sätter ögonen
på varandra och omedelbart därefter mötligen
uppenbarligen och utan det smalaste stycket
av ånger av mig att oundvikligen falla
omedelbart, oerhört djupt och evigt
kär i dig min exquisitely beautiful, fantastiskt bedårande
och urskiljbar favorit. Och uppriktigt sagt, det enda
som har förändrats väsentligt mellan dig och jag
är det ganska definitivt i mitt sinne och med
all allvarlig tanke vilket det ger upphov
till under mina vakna timmar, som
liksom de som också är tänkt i meningsfulla och
roliga drömmar under mitt slumrande Det är
det obestridliga faktum som du har övert-
ygande och fängslande bli en viktig del
av mitt liv i alla troligt
följdriktigt sätt och
det min dyrbara Darling Birgit
är hur saker är närvarande
och med min full-blast
hallfasthet mot dig,
kommer att
stanna för
alltid!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 april 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Kärlek som är hederligt och ganska fritt given, som varken förväntar sig eller
kräver någonting till gengäld hos givaren annat än den ärligt önskade för bästa
möjliga välbefinnande hela tiden hos mottagaren, är utan tvekan en av de mest
värdefulla av livets gåvor som någon givet enskilda kan göra till en annan.
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Och i det specifika hänseende talar den ömsesidiga men självklart icke-
ostentatiska karaktären av vår kärlek till varandra volymer. Något som jag är
evigt tacksam för Birgit. För väsentligen, och med absolut självförtroende kan jag
tack och lov säga att du har blivit den fullbordade själen i mitt uppskattande liv!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Den Vedvarende Kvaliteten På Kjærligheten!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du kom inn i livet mitt uventet, men åh så innbydende Birgit;
forårsaker meg, ganske bokstavelig talt fra aller første øyeblikk
vi faktisk satte øyne på hverandre og straks møttes med rette,
til ubestridelig og uten det smaleste stygget av angre av
meg å uunngåelig falle øyeblikkelig, utrolig dypt og
evig forelsket i deg min utsøkt vakre, fantastisk
søt og skikkelig favoritt. Og ærlig talt, det
eneste som har vesentlig endret seg mellom deg og meg er det
Ganske definitivt i mitt sinn og med all ærlig tanke som det
gir opphav til i løpet av mine waking timer, som vel som
de som også er oppfattet i meningsfylt og hyggelige
drømmer under min slumrende de er det ubestri-
delige faktum du har overbevisende og fengs-
lende bli en viktig del av livet mitt i alle
trolig konsekvensmessig måte; og
det min dyrebare Darling Birgit
er hvordan ting i dag er og
med min fullblåste stand-
haftighet til deg,
vil alltid bli!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2. april 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Kjærlighet som er ærefullt og ganske fritt gitt, som hverken forventer eller
krever noe til gjengjeldets andre enn den ærlige ønske om å ha det ytterste
velvære til enhver tid av mottakeren, er utvilsomt en av de mest verdifulle av
livets gaver som enhver gitt individ kan gjengi til en annen.
 
Og i den spesifikke henseende taler den gjensidige, men selvsagt ikke-stødige
naturen til vår kjærlighet til hverandre volumer. Noe som jeg er evig takknemlig
for Birgit. For det meste, og med absolutt tillit kan jeg heldigvis si at du har blitt
den fullstendige Soul-Mate i mitt takknemlige liv!
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Stanley Collymore
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Der Selbstlose Und Wirklich Charmante Isobel
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Niemand außer uns selbst kann logischerweise in das
Geheimnis sehen Bereich unseres individuellen
Geistes und entweder entziffern oder, weit
weniger, realistisch mit absolut zu sagen
Gewissheit, was dort wirklich los ist;
oder ebenso souverän, aber absurd-
erweise aähnliches Szenario mit den
wahren Absichten unserer Herz. Das sagte die Art
und Weise, in der man als Individuum reagiert
routinemäßig auf jede gegebene Situation
oder unbewusst in normalen Umstände,
verhält sich routinemäßig bei Vor-
fällen von Stress oder vorher-
rschende Situationen von den an-
strengenden entlassen Unbeholfenheit
des Menschen Zwang ist - für den
Anfang - das Unbestreitbare
Vorschlag der Klasse der
Persondas erklärte
Charakter ist.
 
Und ob rein zufällig oder kraftvoll einer prägnanten,
konstruktiv wertschätzenden und, wie na ja, eine
weitaus ausführlichere und Beobachtungstechnik
der Bewertung Ihrer normale Präsenz oder
von Natur aus unverwechselbar Lager
sind zu Recht und bewundernd gelobt, kann
es wahrheitsgemäß sein Kein Entkommen
dem Prunkvollen und Absoluten außer-
gewöhnliche Indikatoren, die alle
klar, zuverlässig und mit Nach-
druck sagen, das über jeden
vernünftigen Zweifel
hinaus du bist eine unglaublich tolle, a
klassisch außergewöhnlich und von
allen möglich oder denkbar und
Einlösen von Indikatoren,
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eine sehr intelligente,
total angenehm, auffällig
charmant und auch
ein erstaunlicher
junger Dame
zu booten,
Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20. Mai 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es gibt ein allgemeines Missverständnis in Großbritannien, das von jenen leicht
angenommen wird, die sich angeblich, aber so lächerlich, als Erwachsene
betrachten, die sich jedoch aus meiner Beobachtungsperspektive unverblümt und
ungeschminkt, kollektiv und schon gar nicht individuell, aus der Welt
herausbewegen konnten sprichwörtlich durchnässte Papiertüte, die alle jungen
Leute, mit Ausnahme ihrer eigenen Brut, als wilde, völlig nutzlose und vorsätzlich
zerstörerische Personen bezeichnen. Menschen, die bewusst nicht versuchen,
konstruktive Beiträge für ihre eigene Gesellschaft zu leisten, und darüber hinaus
nicht wissen, wie oder wo sie anfangen sollen, wenn sie diesbezüglich durch ein
Eingreifen des Schicksals einen Sinneswandel haben.
 
Persönlich widerspreche ich voll und ganz dieser absurden, jugendlichen
Annahme, die von diesen sogenannten Erwachsenen, die selbst kaum Vorbilder
der Tugend oder auf irgendeine Weise konstruktive Elemente eines moralischen
oder wirklich zivilisierten Landes sind, so gerne zugeschrieben wird. Wenn man
die auffallend vielschichtigen sozialen und moralischen Verstöße des Alltags in
Betracht ziehen würde, um in diese Gleichung nur ihre eigenen persönlichen und
höchst unethischen Wege einzubeziehen, ihr eigenes Leben zu führen.
 
Situationen, die grotesk verschärft werden durch die äußerst manipulative Art
und Weise, in der sie sich leicht und manipulativ von den Politikern missbrauchen
lassen, für die sie idiotisch und zwanghaft stimmen, zusätzlich zu den deutlich
abstoßenden und gefälschten Unternehmensnachrichten, die erkennbar und
absichtlich sind Verwenden Sie sie konsequent und rücksichtslos als sehr
praktisches und „nützliches Idiotenfutter&quot;.
 
Eine so angenehme Begegnung mit jungen Leuten des Kalibers Isobel, die einen
individualistischeren Charakter, eine außergewöhnliche Rücksichtnahme auf
andere und eine unbestreitbar außergewöhnliche Intelligenz in ihrem kleinen
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Finger haben, als alle diese wahnhaften, fetten und vermeintlichen erwachsenen
Idioten in ihren kollektiven Körpern sprechen Bände an sich. Und bestätigt mit
Sicherheit die ernsthafte Überzeugung aller kompositorischen, ausgewogenen
und intelligenten Beobachter, dass in Bezug auf Großbritannien gesellschaftlich
nicht alles verloren geht.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Der Unnachahmliche Patriot Simbabwes - Robert
Gabriel Mugabe!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Sie mutig und ganz furchtlos, relativ zu Ihrem eigene
individuelle Sicherheit und Geborgenheit, stand
unerschütterlich für die Freiheit, die Wiederherstellung
ihrer gefühllosen untergrabene Unabhängigkeit als Nation,
und die demoralisierte Würde der Simbabwer Menschen. Eine
ehrenvolle Haltung zu Ihrer Teil, der Sie, Robert Mugabe,
gefährlich ausgedrückt hat Ihrer eigenen Sicherheit
und Ihres persönlichen Wohlbefindens mit
den faschistischen, apartheidistischen
und weißen rassistischen Barbaren, die in Verbindungmit i
hrem Gleichgesinnten westlichen Kaukasische sogenannte
Verwandte und Verwandte, die es nicht getan hatten
nur zuvor die Ihres Landes geklaut enormer
Reichtum und natürliche Ressourcen,
hatte auch dabei, ebenfalls äußerst
barbarisch und unkompensiert,
ergriff die gesamte Land Simbabwe für
ihre behauptet, rassistisch, colonial-
istisch und unmenschliche
Apartheid-Zwecke.
 
Hatte zwar gleichzeitig zusätzlich und ganz
wild mit der vollen Unterstützung ihres Weiß
Supremacist, engagierter Kolonialist und
umfassend voll von ihren eigenen
selbstgestiftete Immunität und
Straflosigkeit - brutal das
ganze gezwungen indigene schwarze
Bevölkerung von Simbabwe in
eine gefährliche Zustand des
Dieners Unbestimmtheit
Und ein ganz bewusst
rassisch geschaffen
und effektiv
Unterwer-
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fung.
 
Aber Ihre persönliche Würde, geschätzte Moral
und ein ungebrochenes Gefühl der Freiheit, Robert
Mugabe kannte diese Weißen instinktiv
rassistische Handlungen falsch zu sein. Und so
Sie selbstlos, lobenswert und trotzig - und in diesen
Angelegenheiten bin ich absolut sicher, dass jeder
unvoreingenommen Person wird von ganzem
Herzen und Einstimmig zustimmen - setzen
Sie Ihre sehr leben und zukunft auf der
Linie sowohl für als auch für stellen
Sie die Würde plus kompromisslos wieder her
die Souveränität des simbabwischen Volkes,
Eine Mission, die Sie immens erreicht
haben. Und auch ohne deinen
unglücklichen Tod Robert Mugabe, es
gibt keinen ehrlich gesagt noch
ehrlich Derzeit eine ehrliche
Person oder sonst in der Zukunft,
wer kann oder wird immer
woollen ungläubig sein
erstaunliches Erbe.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Für mich persönlich war und ist Robert Mugabe zweifellos immer noch ein Held in
jeder denkbaren positiven etymologischen Bedeutung dieses Wortes und wird es
für immer bleiben. Darüber hinaus haben intensive und analytische
Untersuchungen von mir sowohl ausführlich als auch kategorisch gezeigt, dass
meine tief verwurzelten Gefühle in Bezug auf diesen unvergleichlich großen Mann
ebenfalls von Millionen von Menschen geteilt werden, nicht nur in Robert
Mugabes indigener Heimat Simbabwe, dem afrikanischen Kontinent im
Allgemeinen, und im weiteren Afrika Diaspora auf beiden Seiten des Atlantiks,
aber auch unter anderen nicht-rassistischen, fairen und nicht-schwarzen
Bevölkerungsgruppen weltweit.
 
Zum Glück war die Langlebigkeit gut zu diesem unnachahmlichen Mann und
großartigen Menschen. Er war 95 Jahre alt, als er am 6. September 2019 starb.
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Trotzdem wird er nach seinem tatsächlichen und eher unglücklichen Tod von
Leuten wie mir noch immer schmerzlich vermisst. Und das zu Recht. Ich bin
jedoch absolut zuversichtlich, dass sein beeindruckendstes und revolutionärstes
Erbe in den Herzen und Köpfen aktueller und zukünftiger Generationen schwarzer
und anderer Rassen, die die unveräußerlichen Rechte aller Menschen schätzen
und für sie eintreten, als Robert weiterleben wird Mugabe tat es ewig.
 
Nachdem du deine Arbeit auf Erden beendet hast, ruhe in ewigem Frieden, mein
schwarzer Bruder und Held! Mein aufrichtiges Beileid gilt Ihrer Witwe Grace,
Ihren Familienmitgliedern und Ihren vielen Mitstreiterinnen und Mitstreiter gegen
rassistische Ungerechtigkeiten und die systematische Unterwerfung des
afrikanischen Volkes.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Désolé! Mais Je Ne Suis Pas Du Tout Partisan D'être
Utilisé.
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
S'il vous plaît, ne jouez pas à des jeux stupides avec mes
sentiments intimes, comme ils sont déjà dans un
état de déséquilibre très délicat, même sans cet état
de choses constamment et de manière confuse
événement. Et si vous ne pouvez sérieusement rien offrir
positif pour cette relation avec moi, que vous êtes
affirmant perpétuellement être profondément
intéressé, puis honorablement renoncez à
ce que vous faites réellement. Pour dans tel circonstances
décidément évidentes et compromettantes: moi soi-
disant dans une relation significative avec vous,
mais essentiellement, tel quel, pratiquement
seul et, de plus, facilitant de manière
vulnérable une situation que votre
comportement capricieux est
systématiquement me soumettant à; pour être
parfaitement honnête avec vous, sur judicieux
et sincèrereflet de ce tout à fait intenable
je préférerais de beaucoup - comme
le le meilleur, le plus judicieux
et le plus logique l'option
m'a laissé dans ces tristes
circonstances - être
librement et
complètement
laissé seul.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 septembre 2019.
 
 
Commentaires de l'auteur:
L'une des choses les plus cruelles que l'on puisse imaginer, et qui est souvent
faite - et je le dis aussi bien d'un point de vue personnel qu'objectif - que tout
être humain peut infliger à une autre personne consiste à se donner la volonté de
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le convaincre de le convaincre que ce qui est essentiellement un mensonge
déterminé et sans cœur les aime, alors qu'en fait cette personne sait déjà et
intensément qu'elle ne le sait pas et, de plus, n'a pas la moindre intention de le
faire.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Destined To Be Lovers But, Alas, Never True Friends!
(Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We met for the very first time, as I'm absolutely sure you well
remember, not by design but, as it clearly happened, pure
coincidence my dear! But even so, and from the very
outset of our personal encounter, the evidently
striking and unmistakably physically-inspired chemistry
instinctively generated between the two of us wasn't
only astoundingly enhancing but equally as well
most naturally and delightfully enlivening
in its completely unrehearsed origin. A
fortuitously conceived situation that,
in effect, amply enabled this over -
whelming physical chemistry that had
spontaneously developed between
the two of us to fittingly augur
in the welcoming prospect
of a particularly torrid
and urgently longed
for sexual liaison.
 
That in its assembling became so patently obvious
that only a complete and unworldly fool, or
maybe someone who was entirely blind
or otherwise consisted of being a
wholly unresponsive, non-perceptive, or even
a markedly non-empathetic person could
excusably be expected to realistically
fail to grasp and consequently not
appropriately understand what
intuitively and discernibly
consensually, was both
physically in every
sense and clearly
emotionally at
that precise moment
in time happening
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between you
and me.
 
So in the arranged circumstances in which we now
found ourselves it rather understandably, most
obviously, predictably, quite pragmatically
and deprived of fuss, truly fittingly and
understandably for of us - in what
doubtlessly had acceleratedly
in the process of all this
desirable expectation,
anticipatorily set the stage for the full achievement
of what unhesitatingly was to become an intense
and unmissable liaison - had essentially and
noticeably irresistibly become a forceful
catalyst of its own, valuably ensuring
that nothing would be allowed on
the part of either of us to either
deter or in any way interfere
with what we were both
consciously, eagerly
and pleasurably
embarking
upon.
 
But for all of the enthusiasm which we'd jointly and
mutually drawn on in the active furtherance of our
sexual liaison, I frankly don't recall you ever
expressing any reservations about what we
were consensually doing or, come to that,
made known an implied point of view,
far less so a decisive wish for our existing relationship
to significantly reform, develop correspondingly,
and accordingly expand into something the
complete opposite of what it already was:
a distinctly categorical fusion of carnal
escapism explicitly bound up in an
ongoing and a most favourably
disposed to sexual tryst that itself was freely
and excitedly engaged in without any
avowed promises of commitment,
one way or the other, by either
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or both of us, its enthusiastic
and willing participants.
 
And this despite the numerous opportunities that
we both individually as well as jointly had to
unambiguously make well-known to each
other, if we had any such objectives in
mind, our resolutely changed desire
for a more practical and profound
adult exhibition concerning the secretive alliance
between the two of us. One that which openly,
honestly and quite obviously did mutually
and beneficially extend a convincingly
productive methodology to our own
behaviour, in order to incorporate
a more profound appreciation of
us as worthwhile human beings.
 
This, together with a marked alteration in its
accurate evaluation of us as exceptionally
distinctive personalities and not seen or
regarded basically as objects for our
common sexual gratification. And
with that significantly and also
foremost in mind decisively
survey the valid prospect
of a clear alternative to
what we were doing.
 
However, realistically there was little chance of
that ever happening or the likely prospect of
convincingly getting you to change your
mind, since clearly it wasn't what you
wanted then or conceivably wished
for at any other point in time. So it wasn't hard for
me to detect your thinking as intuitively I knew
that much previously. For although words, as
such, were never exercised to realistically
express your reserved feelings on this
epicurean alliance which we were
indulging in, your inescapably
decipherable body language
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was nevertheless on its
own quite revealing.
 
And consequently in its diagnostic summation was
a logical indication that personal commitment
by you wasn't something which you were
either looking for, much less so keenly
disposed to generously giving. And
therefore, if our ongoing and libertine relationship
wasn't in these threatened new circumstances
to come to a conclusively abrupt end, the
only genuine option going for us was
to appreciatively carry as the avid
the lovers we clearly were and
in this accessibly expedient
approach securely discard
all inauspicious notions
of us ever wishing to
be or convincingly
becoming friends.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Of all the diverse expectations and indeed, if one is to be perfectly honest about
it, accumulative experiences that us human beings regularly, more often than not
routinely, sometimes pleasurably, invariably expectantly and, at times, even
controversially engage in sex is doubtlessly among the foremost of these in our
general consciousness; and while the reasons for this are multiple and even
sometimes contradictory in nature there's no genuinely effective or permanent
means of getting away from this omnipresent phenomenon in our individual life.
 
And while significant numbers of you may, at times, seek to convince and even
manage to delude yourselves that sex is for you essentially, and for all of its
apparent popularity, merely an ephemeral part of your own and even that of
mankind's wider human existence, none the less as a culturally sophisticated
person whose thoughts and physical actions leave you with no other option but
to properly and beneficially channel these corporeal impulses into more
constructive things, as such sex: either jointly with someone or discretionarily on
your own, is ultimately a recreation that you can well do without.
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My straightforward and unambiguous answer to that one is: Dream on! For
common sense generously coupled with loads of practical experience have
categorically taught me that the more fervent and outspoken against sex such
critics are the greater are their unrequited and carnal demons within.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Destroyer
 
Have you any idea what love really is
or is it just a handy tool for you to
devilishly work your way into
the unsuspecting lives of
others, which you then
premeditatedly and
most callously
set out to
destroy?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 August 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Det Besvärliga Förhållandet Mellan Bara Ord Och
Kortfattade Handlingar
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Det är inte så mycket du säger, även om det ofta upprepas,
som jag antingen kommer eller vill instinktivt ta varje
meddelande om. Tvärtom, det är vad du verkligen
gör: modigt, genuint och moraliskt, det betyder
något betydligt för mig. Eftersom ord på egen hand och
helt klart utan någon tydlig materiell åtgärd på som
de antingen kan vara logiskt eller meningsfullt
baserat är relativt billiga; och därför, är lika
meningslösa i sin leverans och, lika så
skötare meningslös ansökan som
på vilket sätt de är ganska ofta
lätt och narsissistiskt rul-
lade av talarens tunga.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Oratoriska färdigheter och samordnad utplacering av övertygande argument för
att få en sådan övning är bra på sitt eget sätt; men såvida de inte väsentligen
och övertygande stöttas av hård nosad handling i kombination med en
engagerad och entydig beslutsamhet för att radikalt, positivt och permanent
förändra oavsett vad som uppstod om det ursprungliga problemet var i första
hand, då valet och användningen av ord, dock mellifluous och tröstande de kan
symboliskt framträda, är helt värdelös!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Det Klossete Forholdet Mellom Bare Ord Og Konsise
Handlinger
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Det er ikke så mye du sier, selv når det ofte gjentas,
som jeg enten vil, eller noen gang vil instinktivt ta
eventuell varsel om. Tvert imot, det er det du
virkelig gjør: modig, genuint og moralsk, det betyr noe
betraktelig for meg. Siden ord på egenhånd og klart
uten noen tydelig materiell handling på som de
enten kan være logisk eller meningsfullt
basert er relativt billige; og derfor,
er like meningsløse i levering
og, like så, ledsager mening-
sløs søknad som måten
de er ganske på ofte
synlig og narsissistisk
rullet av høyttal-
erens tunge.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Oratoriske ferdigheter og den samordnede distribusjonen av overbevisende
argumenter for å gi en slik øvelse er fine på sin egen måte; men med mindre de
er vesentlig og overbevisende støttet av hardnøstet handling kombinert med en
engasjert og utvetydig besluttsomhet til å radikalt, positivt og permanent
transformere uansett hvilken opprinnelse det første problemet var i
utgangspunktet, er valget og bruken av ord imidlertid mellifluous og trøstende de
kan symbolsk vises, er helt ubrukelig!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Die Unangenehme Beziehung Zwischen Bloßen
Worten Und Prägnanten Handlungen
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Es ist nicht so viel, was Sie sagen, auch wenn es oft wiederholt
wird, dass ich entweder will oder jemals instinktiv nehmen
möchte jede Bekanntmachung von. Im Gegenteil, das
ist es, was Sie wirklich tun: mutig, ehrlich und moralisch,
das ist wichtig erheblich für mich. Da Worte für sich
und eindeutig ohne offensichtliche inhaltliche
Maßnahmen was sie entweder logisch oder
sinnvoll sein können Basis sind relativ
billig; und deshalb, sind ebenso zwecklos in ihrer
Lieferung und ebenso so, begleitende sinnlose
Anwendung als die Art und Weise, wie
sie ganz sind oft leichtfertig und
narzisstisch von der Zunge
des Sprechers gerollt.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Die rednerischen Fähigkeiten und der konzertierte Einsatz überzeugender
Argumente, um eine solche Übung zu würdigen, sind auf ihre Weise in Ordnung.
aber wenn sie nicht wesentlich und überzeugend durch hartnäckiges Handeln in
Verbindung mit einer engagierten und eindeutigen Entschlossenheit unterstützt
werden, die Entstehung des ursprünglichen Problems radikal, positiv und
dauerhaft zu verändern, dann ist die Wahl und Verwendung von Wörtern von
entscheidender Bedeutung mellifluös und tröstlich, sie könnten symbolisch
erscheinen, ist absolut nutzlos!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Die Verwerflichen Weißen Westlichen Medien Und Ihre
Kriminellen, Zionistischen Zahlmeister!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Du kennst mich nicht. und entscheidend bei all dem, was wir noch nie
getroffen haben, wie kann man denn so lächerlich dann angeblich
wertschätzen Aussagen über mich, die keinerlei Ähnlichkeit
haben, zu wem oder was ich wirklich bin Und dazu eher
unehrlich und sicher von meinem persönlichen Per-
spektive, diese abweisend darstellen von dir
falsche Lügen gemacht, die Sie sind großzügig, gefühllos,
unzuverlässig und am deutlichsten erkennbar völlig
ungerechtfertigterweise in Ihrem wahnsinnigen
und verräterischen Geist setze zum prosely-
tizing als etwas, das sie durchaus offen-
sichtlich nicht! Schämen Sie sich
nicht, schon gar nicht jedes
Gewissen - gnädig voraus-
gesetzt, dass Sie weiß,
was das Wort bedeutet und entsprechend habe einen -
zum aufhören, nachdenken und ernsthaft Über-
legen Sie, was Sie normalerweise tun? Oder
ist selbstsüchtig, am meisten spinnenlos
und korrupt, Ihr Geld monetär abfed-
ern eigene Nester gegen die un-
moralischer Rahmen von hass-
erfüllt und bevölkerungs-
reichtrommle deineeine
Rassed'etre zum leben?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5. April 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es würde viel zu lange dauern und zweifellos eine beträchtliche Menge meiner
kostbaren Zeit und Energie, um alle zu nennen, zumindest die überwiegende
Mehrheit dieser absolut widerwärtigen Übeltäter, die sowohl direkt als auch
implizit involviert sind, und, ehrlich gesagt, habe ich ehrlich gesagt viel besseres
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Dinge, die konstruktiv mit meiner geliebten Zeit zu tun haben, und werden daher
entweder meine Intelligenz nicht beleidigen oder diese schlechten
Entschuldigungen für Homo Sapiens würdigen, indem sie so viel Zeit mit ihnen
verbringen.
 
Alle von Ihnen mit methodisch funktionierenden Gehirnen im Kopf, in
erkennbarem Gegensatz zu denen mit unverkennbar unpraktikablen, aber
angeblich in ihren Hinterhöfen verankerten, und wissen, wie man sie richtig
einsetzt, sind bereits mit denjenigen vertraut, die unbestreitbar für dieses Unheil
verantwortlich sind Stand der Dinge, und auf wen beziehe ich mich genau.
 
Würden Sie Mark Zuckerberg nicht zustimmen?
 
Wie Jonathan Cook in seinem brillanten Artikel ehrlich und umfassend skizzierte:
&quot;Die Medien haben den Weg zu britischen Soldaten mit Corbyn (in
Anlehnung an Jeremy Corbyn)als Zielübung geebnet&quot;, ist dieses
endemische weiße westliche Medienproblem, das derzeit in Großbritannien seinen
Höhepunkt erreicht corporate media - „Es ist an der Zeit, nicht mehr an diese
infantilen Erzählungen zu glauben, die die britischen politischen und medialen
Einrichtungen für uns geschaffen haben.
 
„Wie bei dem, in dem sie uns sagen, ist ihnen der Zustand des politischen Lebens
zutiefst wichtig, und sie liegen nachts wach und machen sich Sorgen über die
Bedrohung, die der Populismus für unsere demokratischen Institutionen darstellt.
 
„Wie überzeugen sie uns von der Tiefe ihrer Besorgnis? Sie drücken ihr
&quot;Entsetzen&quot; über den Mord an einem Abgeordneten Jo Cox und ihre
&quot;Empörung&quot; über den Missbrauch einer anderen Anna Soubry aus -
beide Opfer der rasenden Leidenschaften, die vom Brexit entfesselt wurden.
 
„Aber die politischen und medialen Eliten kümmern sich nicht wirklich darum, ob
Politiker angegriffen, verunglimpft oder bedroht werden - zumindest nicht, wenn
es sich um einen Politiker handelt, der (rechtmäßig)seine Macht bedroht.
 
„Sie sind nicht ernsthaft besorgt über Angriffe auf die Demokratie oder politische
Gewalt oder die Fäulnis im Inneren der staatlichen Institutionen. Ihre Empörung
ist selektiv. (Heilige Frömmigkeit) . (Und)es wurzelt nicht grundsätzlich, sondern
im Eigeninteresse.&quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Die Witzlosen Fantasien Der Scheinliebe
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Sie können es nicht ernst meinen, in jemanden verliebt zu
sein wen Sie persönlich weder gesehen noch getroffen
haben und die einzige Kommunikation, die Sie
jemals hatten mit dieser Person, und selbst
dann willkürlich so ist per email oder
sonst das allgemeine 
ist mit zwischenmenschlichen
Beziehungen: Gefühle, tiefsitzende Gefühle, Sex
und Solche Dinge? Machen Sie sich diese
Angelegenheit zumindest nicht zu
Herzen signifikant in Bezug
auf ihre angeblich bedeutungsvolle
Gegenleistung oder auf andere
Weise an diese andere Person wen
erstaunlicherweise in den oben genannten
erkennbar Umstände, die Sie außergewöhnlich
platziert haben auf diesem hohen Sockel
von Ihnen, während zusätzlich, sie
als betrachtend unvergleichliches
Leuchtfeuer der Wirksamkeit
und verliebte Erleuchtung
mit dankbarer zufriedenheit, signalisiert
euch das hocherwartete Zustimmung
begeistert lassen sich selbst in
und so erreichen die volle
Nutzung von was
liegt darin.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Blindes Wunschdenken ist eine Sache und zweifellos eine ziemlich idiotische
Übung, um es gelinde auszudrücken. Es ist jedoch nicht nur ein wesentlicher
Unterschied zu den oben genannten, es zu einem wichtigen Teil Ihres Lebens zu
machen, während es gleichzeitig absichtlich zu einem privilegierten Status
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gemacht wird, der einen solchen irrsinnigen Irrtum überhaupt nicht verdient,
sondern auch eine erschreckend stumpfe Angelegenheit, die mit allen möglichen
Dingen behaftet ist von persönlichen Gefahren.
 
Ich bin der festen Überzeugung, dass dies insbesondere dann der Fall ist, wenn
es absichtlich und irreführend in die normalen Abläufe des Alltags überführt wird
und selbst absichtlich oder dumm keiner unabhängigen oder objektiven Prüfung
unterzogen wird.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Different And Proud Of It!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I like being unique you see; and also
it’s a matter of my own integrity.
So I shan’t sleep with you
and thus willingly become
like all the other guys
we both know that
regularly do.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 July 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt - Betydelsen Av Att Vara Suzie
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Födelsedagar är de personliga referenspunkterna till
när vårt individuella liv började hur den senare är
Övergången i delårsperioden har lett till vad
vi är nu och kommer kanske också rätt
väsentligt påverka vår förutsebara
framtiden också. Med andra ord
verkligheten, fantastiskt och uppmuntrande
prydda i våra välskötta drömmar, vilket ger oss
båda möjlighet och avsiktligt utrymme för
positivt gör vad det är som vi väljer att.
Och sedan du exemplifierar typiskt
detta prisvärda mantra på alla
tänkbara sätt, vad bättre tid
då att lämpligt känna igen
Detta, gratulerar och
Stöder du Suzie än
lämpligt på din
befintliga fö-
delsedag.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 februari 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det finns några människor som från och med första gången möter dem och
lägger både personlig kemi och samhällsaffäritet åt dig, känner instinktivt och
uppskattar det faktum att det värdefulla beslutet om deras föräldrars del både
producerar och efteråt underlättar födelsen av den individen, och deras
biologiska avkommor var en hederlig att säga minst. Och Suzie, för vilken jag
speciellt tänkt och producerat denna dikt, är mest eftertryckligt mycket i den
kategorin av personer.
 
Och för att tillfredsställa de spekulativa sinnenas lediga nyfikenhet - och exklusivt
så i Storbritannien där altruism och dess tillhörande verksamhet är i stort sett
ohejdad av den stora majoriteten av befolkningen där och för resten av dem som
faktiskt stött på denna terminologi är det främst betraktas av dem som ett högt
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obefogat intrång i deras tråkiga personliga, sociala och till och med deras
monotona arbetsliv och kan därför bäst jämställas i sina skevda tankar och
otänkbara, snedvridna antaganden, vilka sådana komplimanger som motsvarar
en mest coruscating och extremt offensiva svärjord som oväntat lobbied på dem
och redogör för varför när i Storbritannien jag sällan - utanför
familjemedlemmar, särskilt mycket nära och betroda, långvariga vänner -
någonsin skriva poesi för någon annan i Storbritannien, eftersom min Allmän och
bestämd känslig natur för människor som helhet är inte och kommer aldrig att
vara gynnsam för att gjuta pärlor förut svin; ett problem som jag inte stöter på
någon annanstans utanför Förenade kungariket - Suzie: Vem är väldigt mycket
engelska och för vilken denna dikt är skriven är det anmärkningsvärt och ganska
självklart när man observerar henne, glad gift kvinna med en man, självklart,
och en egen familj, som i sig är en särskiljande ovanlighet i samtida
Storbritannien.
 
Och det är i hennes roll som en högkvalificerad, effektiv, grundligt kompetent,
oklanderligt tillägnad och, väsentligt i den nu intensivt hotade positionen som
den &quot;gammaldags bibliotekarie&quot;, som inte bara vet och därmed
uppskattar men också försiktigt strävar efter att upprätthålla de tidigare etos och
djupt rotade standarder för vad ett bibliotek handlar om och allt om - egenskaper
som nu är vanliga och märkbart saknade i en alltmer dumpad brittisk allmänhet -
att jag först träffade Suzie.
 
Så mot bakgrund av alla de ovan nämnda som jag tidigare påpekat, är det min
allvarliga önskan att Suzie att hon tillsammans med sin man och deras familj har
en förstklassig och en minnesvärd födelsedag den 15 februari 2019.
&quot;Grattis på födelsedagen Suzie! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt - Betydningen Av Å Være Suzie
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Fødselsdager er de personlige referansepunktene som
Gjelder Til når vårt individuelle liv begynte; hvordan
Sistnevnte er Overgang i mellomperioden har ført
Til hva vi er nå, og vil muligens også ganske
Betydelig påvirke vår forutsigbare
Fremtidig også. Med andre ord
Virkeligheten, Splendidly og oppmuntrende
Utsmykket i våre verdsatte drømmer, og gir oss begge
Mulighet og det hensiktlige omfanget til positivt
Gjør hva det er som vi velger å. Og siden
Du eksemplifiserer typisk denne prisverdige
Mantra på alle tenkelige måter, hva
Bedre tid enn å gjenkjenne
Gratulerer med og støtte
Deg Suzie enn riktig
På din fødselsdag.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22. februar 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Det er noen mennesker som fra første øyeblikk av å møte dem, og legger både
personlig kjemi og samfunnsaffinitet til side, kjenner du instinktivt og setter pris
på det faktum at den verdifulle avgjørelsen om foreldrenes del til både å
produsere og etterpå letter fødsel av den enkelte, og deres biologiske avkom var
en prisverdig å si det aller minste. Og Suzie, for hvem jeg spesielt har utviklet og
produsert dette diktet, er mest ettertrykkelig veldig mye i den kategorien av
personer.
 
Og for å tilfredsstille den idle nysgjerrigheten til spekulative sinn - og
utelukkende så i Storbritannia hvor altruisme og tilhørende aktiviteter er nesten
uhørt av det store flertallet av befolkningen der, og for de andre som faktisk har
kommet over denne terminologien, er det først og fremst betraktet av dem som
et høyt uberettiget inntrenging i deres kjedelige personlige, sosiale og selv deres
ensformige arbeidsliv og derfor best kan likestilles i deres skjeve tanker og
utænkende, forvrengte antagelser, noe som gir komplimenter som er som
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ekvivalent av en mest coruscating og ekstremt støtende sverdet ord som uventet
har blitt lobbied på dem, og står for hvorfor når i Storbritannia jeg sjelden -
utenom familiemedlemmer, spesielt veldig nært og betrodd, langvarige venner -
noensinne skrive poesi for noen andre i Storbritannia siden min generell og
avgjort kresne natur med hensyn til mennesker som helhet er ikke og vil aldri
være til hjelp for å støpe perler før svin; et problem som jeg ikke støter på andre
steder utenfor Storbritannia - Suzie: hvem er veldig mye engelsk og for hvem
dette diktet er skrevet, er en bemerkelsesverdig og ganske åpenbart når man ser
henne, glad gift dame med en ektemann, selvsagt, og en familie av seg selv,
som i seg selv er en karakteristisk uvanlighet i dagens Storbritannia.
 
Og det er i sin rolle som en dyktig, effektiv, grundig kompetent, upåklagelig
dedikert og mest signifikant i den nå intense truede posisjonen som den
&quot;gammeldags bibliotekar&quot;, som ikke bare vet og følgelig setter pris
på, men også forsøker å opprettholde tidligere etos og dype rotte standarder for
hva et bibliotek handler om, og alt om - egenskaper som nå er vanlige og
markant mangler i en stadig dummet britisk publikum - at jeg først møtte Suzie.
 
Så mot den skyggefulle bakgrunnen av alle de ovennevnte som jeg tidligere har
påpekt, er det mitt oppriktige ønske til Suzie at hun sammen med sin mann og
deres familie har en førsteklasses og en mest minneverdig bursdag den 15.
februar 2019. &quot;Gratulerer med dagen Suzie! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt - Fortsätt Drabbas!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vi behöver ett krig:
som vi inte har några svar av något slag för
upprepade misslyckanden och fullskalig kollaps
av ekonomin, som vi har
ständigt botched upp med sådan
fantastisk regelbundenhet genom vår
exceptionell medelmåttighet; så
ett krig skulle göra snyggt,
skulle du inte säga,
för att hjälpa till
fokusera vår
sinnen?
 
Vi behöver ett krig:
att konsolidera och ytterligare stimulera
expanderande vapenindustrin; vår
ensamma enastående framgång,
bara rivaliserad av vår extraordinära
zest I unmasking vår otroliga
arrogans och fantastiska
dumhet i att inte ha
lärde sig något på
allt från vår
väldigt
nyligen
dåtid.
 
Vi behöver absolut ett krig:
för att hjälpa till att utrota stora delar
av våra samhällen - flotsam och
jetsam av mänskligheten som
utgöra de sjuka, åldrade,
funktionshindrade,
oproduktiva, oönskade, och långtidsarbetslösa
människor att vi verkligen inte kan följa
och från vem det skulle vara mest
ojämn och bedräglig att dölja
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vårt absoluta förakt och
rättfärdigat fientlighet,
för de är uppenbarligen
en sådan enorma
ekonomiska
kvarnsten
på resten av
samhälle.
 
Vi behöver ett krig:
som kämpar med andra, och även bland
oss själva är vad vi är begåvade på
gör; och det är så jättekul
döda och göra martyrer
av de döda och ikoner för
den skadade levande -
de som var
lyckligt att ha
överlevde
slaying.
 
Så låt oss få ett annat underbart krig
som vi med glädje kan fira i
sånger, propagandafilmer och
hycklande men åh så
majestätiskt i vårt
karakteristisk och militaristisk
ceremoniella parader låg
kostsamt kransar på
cenotaphs för,
precis som vi
gör var och
en år för
sista.
 
Låt oss inte glömma att vi har teknik och
stamtavla som såväl som maktlusten
till ingenjör och upprätthålla en
nukleär holocaust - och det
kommer inte det är bara
roligt, speciellt om det är gjort
i någon annans bakgård, och
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så långtsom möjligt
bortafrån vår
egen?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 mars 1998.
 
 
Författarens anmärkningar:
Bankerna, andra finansinstitut, multinationella företag och det militära
industrikomplexet, som alla är en lag för sig själva och därför absolut
oaccountable till ingen annan än dem själva, tillsammans med de politiska
stooges som de helt kontrollerar och som är intressanta av deras ovannämnda
paymasters avidly mata av allmänheten de ska tjäna men inte, är de enda som
drar nytta av krig.
 
Men den röstande allmänheten, de som stör om att rösta alls det är, verkar
aldrig lära av tidigare lärdomar eller de lögner de ständigt blir tillsagda och helt
otroligt och dumt fortsätter att rösta på kontoret, samma sak och venalmoroner
som avsiktligt lurar dem, sönderblir sina liv och dessutom ställer resten av
världen i ständig fara.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt - Statsminister Mia Mottley - En
&quot;Dipper&quot; Barrow Ikonisk Figur I Å Gjøre!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En riktig liten charmer er vår Mia! Men det er ikke bare sjarm,
karisma og en grenseløs personlighet som hun har men
selvfølgelig også til alle med øynene og som både
fornuftig og betydelig omsorg å se, er utrolig
intelligent, utdannet, altruistisk omsorg og,
når det er behov eller chipsene er ned,
en feisty sosialaktivist og politisk
leder cum formidabel arrangør.
 
Alt som forståelig nok og svært prisverdig, imponerende
legger opp til en bemerkelsesverdig imponerende
Barbadisk dame Mest synlige, i alt dette og en
intenst stilig politiker med høy kaliber som
vel som en flott i å gjøre også; du, Mia
Mottley, er nå ubestridelig og etter-
trykkelig også vår demokratiske valgt statsminister.
Og på dette aller første jubileum på kontoret
som Barbados anerkjente og politisk leder
som er nå til si at du har trygt busted
den da Fortsatt homogen, mannlig
tak på innebygd politisk makt
ved å bli vår første PM av
det kvinnelige kjønn,
det du vil ikke tils-
varende utvikle seg
 
som en ikonisk figur for den berømte
Stående og på den fremtredende
Måte av Nasjonens grunnleg-
gende far og nasjonalhelt: det store
elsket og varig fremtredende
frelser, den høyt respect-
terte og alltid elsket
Errol, Walton
&quot;Dipper&quot;
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Barrow!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28. mai 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Jeg er engelskspesialist og har lært engelsk på alle tenkelige nivåer i min tid, så
jeg er helt au fait med språket, som også skjer med min opprinnelige, og jeg er
også fullt kjent med formålet med og bruk av superlativer. Men i sjeldne tilfeller
valgte jeg bevisst ikke å bruke sistnevnte i skrivingen min når jeg beskriver
personer som etter min vurdering stiger over noen overordnede beskrivelser av
dem. Dette er en slik anledning.
 
Så jeg lar deg lese dette diktet, og hvis du også bryr deg, og jeg håper virkelig at
du vil, vil du ta et par minutter med din dyrebare tid til å lese Wikipedias biografi
av Mia Motley, og jeg er sikker du vil lett komme til den konklusjonen at jeg har
nådd at superlativer ikke vil gjøre denne eksepsjonelle barbadiske damen, den
etablerte og første kvinnelige statsministeren, den rettferdige rettferdigheten og
opptjente rykte som hun fortjener.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt - Statsminister Mia Mottley - En
&quot;Dipper&quot; Barrow Ikonisk Figur I
Tillverkningen!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En rätt liten charmare är vår Mia! Men det är inte bara
charm, karisma och en gränslös personlighet som
hon har men helt självklart också för alla med
ögon och vem både vettigt och betydligt
bryr sig om att se är utomordentligt
intelligent, utbildad, altruistisk omsorg
och, när det behövs eller chipsen
är ner, en livlig socialaktivist
och politisk ledare cum
formidabel arrangör.
 
Alla, förståeligt och mycket prisvärt, imponerande lägger
till upp till en anmärkningsvärt imponerande Barbadiska
damen Mest märkbart, i allt detta och en noggrant
snygg politiker med hög kaliber som liksom en
stor i att göra också; du, Mia Mottley, är nu
obestridligt och med eftertryck också vårt
demokratiska valda premiärministern. Och här är din
första årsdagen på kontoret som Barbados erkände
och ansvarig politisk ledare, vem är nu till säg
att det med självsäkert har busted den dåvar-
ande Fortsatt homogen, manlig tak av
inbäddad politisk makt genom att
bli vår första PM av det kvinn-
liga könet, det Du kommer
inte att utvecklas på
motsvarande sätt
 
som en ikonisk figur för den berömda
stående och på det framstående sättet
av vår nations grundande fader
och nationell hjälte: mycket
välskötta och varaktiga
framstående frälsare, den högt
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uppskat-tade och för alltid
älskad Errol, Walton
&quot;Skopa&quot; Barrow!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 maj 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Jag är en engelskspråkig specialist och har undervisat engelska på alla tänkbara
nivåer i min tid, så jag är fullständigt au fait med språket, vilket också råkar vara
min infödda, och jag är också fullt medveten om syftet och användningen av
superlativ. I sällsynta fall valde jag medvetet att inte använda sistnämnda i mitt
skrivande när jag beskriver personer som enligt min uppfattning stiger över en
överlägsen beskrivning av dem. Detta är ett sådant tillfälle.
 
Så jag låter dig läsa denna dikt och om du också bryr dig om och jag hoppas
verkligen att du kommer, tar du några minuter av din dyrbara tid att läsa
Wikipedia-biografi om Mia Motley, och jag är säker du kommer lätt att komma till
slutsatsen att jag har nått de superlativen kommer inte att göra denna
exceptionella barbadiska damen, den befintliga och första kvinnliga
premiärministern, den rättvisa rättvisan och det förtjänta rykte som hon
förtjänar.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt: Bare En Tanke, Men En Vel Verdt Å Vurdere!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Gud ga oss livet, og da Han gjorde det, ga han også til
Vi har også frihet til å gjøre egne valg som vilje til
å håndheve eller oppheve dem beslutninger vi
hadde gjort. Som sagt, Han også Forventet
oss å handle ansvarlig, hvis ikke hele
tiden da minst for mesteparten. For
vi er mennesker skapt i Hans eget bilde og som
er velsignet utrustet med Gaven av grunn
og kraften til å bruke det hellig gave
på forhånd. Ikke opptre som com-
puteriserte automater ute av
stand til adjudging hva er
logisk og fornuftig rett,
eller hva som er ganske
skadelig og heller
utvilsomt feil!
 
Så ville det ikke vært verdt både vår refleksjon
og tid, hvis i stedet for hovedsakelig alltid
egoistisk tenker på bare oss selv,
og vanligvis så til skade
av andre, det heller vi
pause noen ganger, charitably vurdere, og
Seriøst reflektere over hvor bra i dette
livet, vi er spesielt gitt fra himmelen,
at vi kan alle av oss tilsvarende,
sterkt avhende fra vår entren-
ched egoisme og, både in-
dividuelt oggjensidig,
generelt oppfører
seg langt mer
altruistisk?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16. mai 2019.
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Forfatterens kommentarer:
Dette diktet er skrevet i takknemlig takknemlighet til alle de som har sin egen og
mest nådige vilje, har både frivillig og konsekvent gjort et betydelig bidrag i mitt
liv.
 
Det er også dedikert til alle mine tilhengere globalt, hvis interesse i arbeidet mitt
er et ekstra incitament til det jeg utfører og virkelig elsker å gjøre.
 
På samme måte er det for ledelsen og personalet på Twitter som de siste 10
årene - takk til alle dere for å huske min tiårsjubileum med deg - som har så
beundringsverdig satt opp med meg i det siste tiåret. Takk skal du ha! Og Gud
velsigne dere alle!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt: Den Kongelige Sussexbønnen!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Den allmektige Gud, himmelske far og den nådige giver av
livet, takk for at du gir Meghan og Harry den dyrebare
gave av en babysønn for å ytterligere konsolidere
deres intense og fortsetter kjærlighet til hverandre. Og
kan dette fantastisk trio av far, mor og baby sønn,
og eventuelle ytterligere tillegg til familien
deres som de kan ha, være en konstant
påminnelse om menneskets kraftige
naturelsk når helliggjøres av den evige velsignelse og
Himmelske forsikringer om en tilskyndende Gud.
En god, hvem som eksisterer, bryr seg egentlig
om oss, og utfører underverk for alle dem:
som deg Meghan og Harry, som stoler
på Han tillater ham tillitsfullt å være
en permanent, og en innflytelsesrik,
figur i vår personlige liv. Amen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7. mai 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Opptatt og skrevet med hertugen og hertuginnen av Sussex i tankene og i
feiringen av deres nyfødte sønn.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt: Den Kungliga Sussexbön!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Allsmäktig Gud, vår himmelske far och den nådige givaren av
livet, tack för att du gav Meghan och Harry den värdefulla
gåva till en sons son för att ytterligare konsolidera sina
intensive och fortsätter kärlek för varandra. Och får
det härunderbar trio av far, mor och barn son,
och eventuella ytterligare tillägg till deras
familj som de kan ha, vara en konstant påminnelse om män-
niskans mäktiga natur älska när den helgas av den eviga
välsignelsen och Himmelska försäkran om att älska
Gud. En gud, vem som existerar, bryr sig egent-
ligen om oss, och utför underverk för alla
dessa, som du Meghan och Harry, som
är betrodda Honom och tillät honom
tillitsfullt att vara permanent,
och en inflytelserika, figur
i vårprivatliv. Amen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 maj 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Upptänkta och skrivna med hertigen och hertiginnan av Sussex i åtanke och på
firandet av sin nyfödda son.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dikt: Den Ojämförliga Linda Hurrell
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Ord kan vara skickligt utformad och elegant koreograferad till
presentera ett underbart eller till och med ett stavbindande
intryck men när noggrant granskas tyvärr hittas, som
den första Avsikten med denna falska oration var
alltid att vara fullständigt meningslös. Också
presenterar vaingloriously ges, kan själva
vara mer än narcisistiskt förlovad
offentliga utställningar. Men ädla prisvärdhet kan inte
marginaliseras, förnekas, komprometteras eller
någonsin minskat av någon oskälig visning
av falsktöverflöd. Så från ingen av dessa
saker, eller andra problem av liknande
karaktär, du har kategoriskt inget
att göra oroa sig för eller frukta
Linda, men i stället en hel
del att vara enormt
bekväm med.
 
För din personliga mien och övergripande karaktär: båda
professionellt och individuellt så, är sådana en exemplarisk
disposition att det verkligen är onödigt att ens nämna
vad som är självklart tydligt att du är ganska enastående
skicklig omvårdnad syster Linda, sammanfogade,
naturligtvis, med superbly utrustade kvaliteter
att vara amassivt extraordinärt begåvad,
karismatisk, verkligen personliga,
imponerande välutbildade
kvinna och definitivt en
mest anmärknings
värda damen.
 
Därför väljer du, som du medvetet gjort, att gå i
pension i dina ungdomar - ett respektfullt
beslut att vi fullt ut förstår och är
mycket stödjande av - vi erkänner dock
öppet det du kommer definitivt och
mest sorely vara enormt missade.
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Men trots de innersta pangs av
sorg som din överhängande
avgång kommer att lämna i
våra hjärtan, sinnen, käraste känslor och djupa
sällskap ävenså med evig tacksamhet oss
alla, separate och gemensamt önskar du
Linda, dinkärleksfull make och dyrbar
Familj varje enskild lycka, kopplad
med en lång framtid tillsammans
och bestående av de allra bästa.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 februari 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Kärnan i sann vänskap och autentiskt mänskligt värde är okvalificerbar; men vad
som är genuint känt och lättillgängligt är att deras underbara och livliga
uppfattningar utan tvekan är resultatet av en sparsam, välrundad och
inspirerande miljö där dessa framträdande kvaliteter både förstärks och stödjas
starkt. Således orsakar den exceptionella och lyckliga mottagaren av dessa
prisvärda attribut särpräglat och markant så väldigt skild från den genomsnittliga
driften, lätt manipulerad och oavsiktligt slående otänkbar - på grund av en
uttalad och djupt ingreppad oförmåga att antingen förvärva eller använda de
nödvändiga färdigheterna för att vara annorlunda.
 
Det är därför som ingen kan eller någonsin skulle våga kritiskt anklaga dig, Linda
för att vara den senare; och varför bland dina många andra enastående attribut
du är så högt och rättvist ansedd. Redovisa för varför som en före detta brittisk
NHS-sjuksköterska själv, innan han lämnade tjänsten och sedan blev
akademiker, har alltid oändligt varit en stark hängiven och distinkt, uppriktig
beundrare av Mary Jane Seacole: själv en otvivelaktig förespråkare och flitig
innovatör av vad som sedan länge har erkänts universellt och avgörande erkänns
som grunden för nutida, omvårdnadstekniker, de betydande bidrag som du själv
har och sedan gjort till vårdverksamheten, kommer Linda att jag är helt säker på
evigt och mest tacksamma kommer ihåg och vördnad som din enastående arv.
 
Så hjärtlig tacksamhet för dig Linda; ha en glad och trevlig pension och får Guds
rikliga välsignelser vara evigt skänkt på dig.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Discovering True Love
 
Someone once asked me, in that questing but
decidedly informal manner employed when
searching for the truth, what love was.
And I gave my answer, which I thought
appropriately covered the matter in
detail. I spoke of emotion and
reciprocal feelings; the joy and personal
satisfaction there is from having someone
special in one’s life to share it with,
and to care for. I even ventured
into the private and intimate
world of love-making.
 
I also touched on issues as diverse as loyalty,
trust, honesty and the spontaneity of affection
between lovers. All in all, I was doing fine
and really felt good within myself about
my explanation. My colleague, for
their part, went away pleased. Sometime
after that conversation, however, I met you -
and instantly I knew I would have to
redefine my definition of love.
For in generously giving yourself to me,
as well as the manner of your doing
so in this new and dynamic relationship we
now share, you’ve not only brought an entirely
new dimension to the concept of love -
you’ve also created a completely new
vista in which our two souls are
bonded for all eternity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 December 1997.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Do Me A Favour And Permanently Get Lost!
 
Never you mind what I choose to do with my private life,
as it’s not yours but mine alone to do with whatsoever
I want; and instead of you employing the seemingly
boundless energy you exhibit and which you
pleasurably utilize in tearing it to bits, just
humour me for once and seriously
concentrate on your own life
which, as it happens, is
anything but an
exemplary one! For I already know I’m far from being
perfect, but then I’ve never claimed to be; neither
have I ever aspired to or do I currently want
to be a saint, something which you
yourself most certainly aren’t!
So rather than you unilaterally and
quite arbitrarily setting yourself up in judgement over
me as this untouchable paragon of virtue and the very
epitome of all other things virtuous, why don’t you
just leave me alone to live my own life as I see
fit and, in the process as well, permanently
forget that you and I have ever met?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Do Your Thing Grim Reaper And Cleanse This Aegean
Stable!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I can feel your presence very strongly, as overtly
and most discernibly not to be amiss you’re
quite intent on making me fully aware
of this; all the same I’m not the least
nonplussed by what you’re doing
since I’m very conscious that it’s your
inimitable style at work causing you
to act thus and therefore for you,
and obviously something
not to be shirked, your
customary way
of behaving.
 
But then as the Grim Reaper you well know that
Death attendant with its mortal finality isn’t
just a prolific business to be profited from
but also a most serious one to be
psychologically grieved about
and privately mourned by
those who really care; and as such there
are certain formalities that objectively
must be considered, revered, though
largely impassively on your part
it’s true, embarked upon, then
conclusively, categorically,
most assuredly and, of
course appropriately
as well, be done.
 
So if my time has come do get on with it
and please drop the formalities, as to
be perfectly honest with you I’m
truly one disinterested though
involuntary customer of yours who
intentionally won’t be losing any
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sleep over my death knowing
that liberated through it I’ll
be permanently forsaking
this troubled earth for
what’s essentially a
brand new start
eternally!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 January 2014.
 
Comment:
I can think of far more important things to concern myself with than Death,
taking into account the fact that it’s inevitable however its realization is
ultimately brought about. Which begs the question: could it be that those who’re
most shit scared of Death and whose obsessive fears of it usually cause them to
absurdly and quite fruitlessly embark on all manner of ways and means to
circumvent or, even more ludicrously, attempt to stave it off indefinitely are
invariably the very ones who in this life are the worst abusers, in every
conceivable form, of their less fortunate fellow human beings and consequently
as their own lives on Earth enter their final chapter are deeply petrified of what
awaits them in the After-Life?
 
An After-Life where their massive ill-gotten and exploitative gains accumulated
on Earth and criminally and abusively derived at the expense of others and used
on Earth to unscrupulously garner immense power, influence and even more
wealth for themselves can’t be transhipped to, rendering them highly impotent to
affect conditions in their After-Life existence and thus scaring the living daylights
out of them knowing that they’d be judged there on what they are and not who
they were during their earthly life. Justice, which these bastards aren’t in the
least fond of and can buy off here on Earth at last promptly and impartially
delivered.
 
Are you listening and paying heed Koch brothers, Rupert Murdoch, those who
own or run Monsanto, BP, RSB and the other banks, Halliburton, the
pharmaceutical companies, EDF and all the other likeminded scumbags
concomitant with your bought and paid for stooges in the US Congress and other
foreign governments including our own British one, prime and consummate slime
balls the lot of you who unfortunately infest this otherwise sacred world the rest
of us are forced to share with you?
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Stanley Collymore
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Done But As Yet Not Dusted!
 
It was novel that’s true but quite exciting all the same
it must be readily pointed out; our very first and, as
it happened, totally accidental meeting with each
other, the coming together of me and you and
actually what this celebratory poem is all about.
A situation with a most singular beginning that
comprised the two of us literally bumping
into each other laughingly followed by
an apology from you that only just
preceded my own, but which in
both cases was completely
unnecessary as it turned
out, extenuation.
 
For very soon afterwards the rapidly unfolding
situation that our spontaneous interaction
with each other and the clearly unconcealed
and quite complimentary responses from
us, relative to this matter in hand, had
jointly and explicitly made known,
considering how unexpectedly
and somewhat hilarious this fortuitous, absolutely
engaging and exciting fledgling relationship
had begun, did nevertheless of its own
accord give rise to a unique set of highly
intriguing but clearly accommodating
circumstances that neither of us
had earlier expected or could
possibly, for that matter,
have realistically
anticipated.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 February 2014.
 
Remarks:
The unexpected can and often does serve as the catalyst for all sorts of situations
ranging from the pleasantly surprising to the chillingly terrorizing, and usually
there is precious little that the recipient on the receiving end of it could have
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done to influence what transpired because, as you’ve rightly guessed, it’s
unexpected.
 
However, should your unexpected experience fortunately fall into the first
category mentioned earlier, why not make the most of it? Who knows? If skilfully
tackled and also played to its full potential and advantage it might very well turn
out to be the start of something that completely and rewardingly for the better
successfully transforms your life, and in a manner you could never have hoped
for or expected!
 
For Julia.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Don't You Patronize Me With Your Smug Masculinity!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Well, I'll go to the foot of our stairs! So completely
appalled am I by what you're doing. Fancy you
after of all things my very own proposal that
you invite me out for dinner then incred-
ibly and equally arrogantly as well, I
must say, expecting me to make a
financial contribution to the
restaurant's dinner bill!
How dare you be so impolite and cad-like
to do that to any woman and especially
a refined lady like me? Something
so wholly unbecoming of any
man - and totally unheard
of in all the cultured and
sophisticated circles to
which I unconditionally and have always
belonged and moreover firmly intend
to remain in - who even remotely
perceives himself as a civilized
human being and even more
questionably a gentleman;
perceptibly an imposter
endeavouring so hard
to influence urbane
and quite trusting
women like me
that he's really
you know the
actual thing!
 
Trust me! &quot; You really ought to be thoroughly
ashamed of yourself you misogynistic cad
and unpleasant charlatan of a man to be
doing something like this in the 21st
Century. Have you not heard of
or worst still don't you believe
in according persons of my
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sex, put bluntly ladies in
effect like me, with the
supreme respect and
of course our due
rights to human
decorum and
our gender
equality?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Whether to go Dutch or not in the financial sense and looking at this particular
issue astutely and objectively is to a prescient-minded observer like me a no-
brainer! Why? Because its application, one way or the other, completely depends,
or should do so, on the nature of the existing relationship, personal or otherwise,
that at the time is being engaged in by those who're involved - usually the
individuals of either of the two standard and conventional sexes generally and
globally recognized and therefore accepted as such, or none as it happens and is
increasingly the case in officially genderless Britain, and consequently is
exclusively a matter for those who're directly and consensually involved. This
regardless of whether their particular participation resolves around or
significantly or not impacts on two or materially more people. That then in my
judgement and likewise I would imagine also that of other sensible and intelligent
minds is how it should always be and logically therefore has bugger all to do with
one's gender or equality of any kind for that matter.
 
However the situation in my opinion is that in Britain and specifically so as is
distinctly evident in England is that this undoubted no-brainer problem is a
comprehensively manufactured and self-serving one wilfully produced by those
who're obsessively preoccupied with as well as concertedly involved in asininely,
most markedly and dysfuntionally creating a totally genderless and quite
noticeably an unnatural society in which the consistently brainless and unthinking
adherents of these sick policy makers' nonsensical assault on the intuitive and
generally accepted consensual norms of what are conventionally recognized and
overwhelmingly adhered to as normal conduct in the universal behavioural sense
within civilized cultures and countries globally, and are now officially and quite
encouragingly in Britain either callously, misguidedly, injudiciously or just plain
stupidly trampled upon.
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And furthermore these cherished and societally cohesive precepts are also so
wantonly abused that they've become most discernibly to anyone with
functioning eyes in their head to see and conscionably wish to do so a markedly
confusing and even a particularly debilitating and daily scenario for the average
apathetic Briton let alone the manifestly increasing plethora of witless ones who
unchallenged roam our seemingly green but deceptively pleasant land. And
advisedly to all women who like mindless lemmings that as a species happily it
seems indulge in jumping off cliffs to their well-deserved fate are idiotically
leaping on to this specific bandwagon I will shrewdly say to all of them it's not
misogyny in this particular matter but your own deeply ingrained or else
deviously practised stupidity that you should be most preoccupied with and
profoundly worried about!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Dreams Can And Do Come True!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I didn't know that I would meet you today but was
nevertheless, I must confess, earnestly hoping
in my mind that this eminent occasion
would, all the same, present itself
fairly soon, and how vastly fortunate I am to have so
expeditiously managed to achieve that delightful
expectation. Since I inarguably knew from that
first glance between the two of us that this
was much more than just the beginning
of a beautiful and enduring romance
involving the two of us, but most
crucially for me, as it likewise
is for you, the culmination of
everything we've formerly
both composedly acknowledged and
patiently waited for, and are now
similarly fully confident we
will permanently and
pleasurably share
in matrimony.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Romance comes in all shapes and sizes and is literally one of those
imponderables that either boldly and forcefully presents itself to you or else
creeps up on you when you least expect it too, and can in either of these
circumstances discomfortingly put you in an awful quandary of how precisely you
should react to it.
 
But whether it's relished with open arms and uncontrolled excitement or
regarded with great trepidation, romance in one form or other is permanently
here to stay. And I doubt, when all is said and done, if there are any of you out
there who would have it any other way.
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Stanley Collymore
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Drömmar Kan Och Går I Uppfyllelse!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jag visste inte att jag skulle träffa dig idag men var
ändå måste jag erkänna, och hoppas verkligen
i mitt sinne att detta framstående tillfälle
skulle trots allt presentera sig ganska
snart, och hur oerhört lycklig jag
är att ha det lyckades snabbt
uppnå det här förtjusande
förväntan. Eftersom jag oundvikligen visste av det
första blicken mellan oss två att detta var mycket
mer än bara början av en vacker och varaktig
romantic involverar oss två, men de flesta
avgörande för mig, liksom det också
är för dig, kulminationen av allt vi
har tidigare båda sammansatt
erkända och tålmodigt vän-
tade på och är nu på
samma sätt helt säkra
på att vi kommer
permanent och
behagligt dela
i äktenskap.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Romantik finns i alla former och storlekar och är bokstavligen en av dessa
imponderables som antingen frimodig och kraftfullt presenterar sig för dig eller
annars kryper upp på dig när du minst förväntar dig det också, och kan i någon
av dessa omständigheter obehagligt sätta dig i en fruktansvärd klänning av hur
exakt du ska reagera på det.
 
Men oavsett om det glädjer sig med öppna armar och okontrollerad spänning
eller betraktas med stor bedrövning, är romantik i en eller annan form
permanent för att stanna. Och jag tvivlar på, när allt är sagt och gjort, om det
finns någon av er där ute som skulle ha det på något annat sätt.
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Stanley Collymore
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Drømmer Kan Og Gjøres!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jeg visste ikke at jeg ville møte deg i dag, men var det
likevel må jeg tilstå, inderlig håp i mitt sinn at denne
fremtredende anledningen ville likevel det samme
presentere seg ganske snart, og hvor utroligheldig jeg
er å ha det raskt oppnådd det herlige forventning.
Siden jeg uten tvil visste om det første blikk
mellom oss to at dette var mye mer enn
bare begynnelsen av en vakker og
varig romantikk involverer oss
to, men de fleste avgjørende
for meg, som det også er
for deg, kulminasjonen av alt vi har
tidligere begge er anerkjent og
tålmodig ventet på, og er
nå tilsvarende fullsten-
dig selvsikker vi
vil permanent
og hyggelig
dele i ek-
teskap.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Romantikk kommer i alle former og størrelser og er bokstavelig talt en av disse
imponderables som enten frimodig og kraftig presenterer seg for deg eller ellers
kryper opp på deg når du minst venter det, og i noen av disse omstendighetene
ubehagelig kan sette deg i en forferdelig kvartal av hvor nøyaktig du skal reagere
på det.
 
Men uansett om det gleder seg med åpne armer og ukontrollert spenning eller
blir ansett med stor skremmelse, er romantikk i en eller annen form permanent
her for å bli. Og jeg tviler på når alt er sagt og gjort, hvis det er noen av dere der
ute som vil ha det på noen annen måte.
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Stanley Collymore
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Du Har Aldrig Förlorat Din Coola Eller Var Du
Någonsin Skrämmad, Cyrille Regis!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
När den himmelske rullen är uppkallad kommer du säkert var
där min svarta bror och bestående vän. För även om Det är
uppenbarligen både tyvärr och tyvärr slutet på din
verkligen fantastisk existens bland oss här på
jorden Cyrille Regis, den metodiskt upps -
kattande och på allvar en välkomnande
mottagning till varmt och generöst
firar fullt, allmänt fördelaktigt och obestridligt givande liv
att du ledde och ikoniskt genom det var en inspiration
tvinga till andra under de anmärkningsvärda tiderna
av femtiofem år var du här bland oss, och själva
sammanfogade med otvetydigt fantastiska arv
som du den spirituerade Cyrille Regis har
bockat till vi kommer definitivt, jag vet,
och varaktigt så inte bara här på jorden,
din tidigare hem, men motsvarande
också i himmelen med den him-
melske tron av änglar, ärke-
änglar och också Gud All-
smäktig själv ganska
vackert, respekta-
belt överväldiga-
nde och naturl-
igt passande
helt belönad.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 maj 2018.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Den 14 januari 2018 var jag både fysiskt och känslomässigt bedövad att lära mig
om den tragiskt plötsliga och oväntade döden av den legendariska och ikonen
Cyrille Regis strax innan vad som skulle ha varit hans 60-årsdag den 9 februari
2018.
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Det är precis fyra månader sedan, då Cyrille Regis dog av en helt oförutsedd
hjärtinfarkt och den traumatiska effekten och otrogenheten hos hans död, den
rena suddenness av den, den ironiska karaktären händer med en man som alltid
var epitom av fitness och en exemplarisk hälsosam livsstil var då och är
fortfarande extremt svårt för mig att komma överens med.
 
Och jag är helt säker på att det inte kräver ett kvantesprång av fantasi för att
anta hur helt förödande detta tragiska slag var och uppenbarligen fortfarande är
Cyrilles änka Julia och hans barn från sitt första äktenskap. Och för dem alla
liksom Cyrills närmaste personliga vänner och många kollegor, och särskilt i
fotbollsverdenen, sträcker jag min djupaste sympati med dig och förmedlar på
samma sätt min djupa och uppriktiga medkänsla.
 
Jag betalade min hyllning till Cyrille vid tiden för hans olyckliga död men jag har
väntat fram till den här tiden för att publicera dikten som jag har skrivit i
kommutering av honom, eftersom jag inte ville tränga på sorgens och sorgens
tragiska sorg förlust för Julia, Cyrilles barn och alla andra som var särskilt nära
Cyrille.
 
Mycket har skrivits och sagt om Cyrille sedan han gick och bland de många
glödande hyllningarna som han med rätta har mottagit, skulle jag vilja tillägga
min ödmjuka och säga öppet, stolt och unapologiskt att Cyrille var en man med
största storhet och vad han gjorde inte bara för fotboll i England utan för
värdighet, respekt och enhet i vårt svarta och afro-karibiska samhälle inför
blatant och institutionaliserad rasism är okvalificerbar och för vilken människor
som jag själv kommer att vara varaktiga.
 
Gud evigt välsigne dig Cyrille och när du antar din rättmätiga plats bland den
himmelske värden, vi som fortfarande är här på jorden och dyrkar er för det du
gjorde, kommer alltid att minnas dig tills vi också tar vår plats med dig i det
celestiala riket. Gone och självklart inte mer med oss fysiskt min vän men jag
försäkrar dig Cyrille Regis du kommer aldrig att glömmas bort.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Du Hast Dich Nie Aus Der Ruhe Gebracht Oder Warst
Du Jemals Eingeschüchtert, Cyrille Regis!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Wenn die himmlische Rolle dort heraufgerufen wird, wirst du
Sicherlich sei dort mein Schwarzer Bruder und bleibender
Freund. Für obwohlEs ist offensichtlich sowohl traurig
als auch bedauerlicherweise das Ende Ihres wirklich
erstaunliche Existenz unter uns hier auf der Erde
Cyrille Regis, der methodisch wertschätzende
und, im Ernst, eine Begrüßung zu herzlich
und großzügig feiern die volles, allgemein vorteilhaftes
und unbestreitbar lohnendes Leben Dass du es ikon-
isch durch-führtest war eine Inspiration zwingen
zu anderen während der bemerkenswerten Zei-
ten der Neunundfünfzig Jahre waren Sie
hier unter uns, und selbst verbunden
mit dem unbestreitbaren prächtiges
Vermächtnis, das Sie die tempera-
Mentvollen Cyrille Regis haben
vermacht Wir werden auf jeden
Fall, ich weiß, und beständig
nicht nur hier auf der Erde,
dein vorheriges Zuhause,
aber auch entsprechend im Himmel mit
der himmlischen Masse von Engeln,
Erzengeln und auch Gott der All-
mächtige Selbst hübsch, Res-
pektabel überwältigend,
natürlich passend
und völlig
belohnt.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14. Mai 2018.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Am 14. Januar 2018 war ich sowohl körperlich als auch emotional betäubt, kurz
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vor seinem 60. Geburtstag am 9. Februar 2018 von dem tragisch plötzlichen und
unerwarteten Tod der legendären und Ikone Cyrille Regis zu erfahren.
 
Es ist nun genau vier Monate her, seit Cyrille Regis an einem völlig
unvorhergesehenen Herzinfarkt gestorben ist, und die traumatische Wirkung und
Unerschütterlichkeit seines Todes, die schiere Plötzlichkeit der ironischen Natur
eines Mannes, der immer der Inbegriff von Fitness und vorbildlich war Ein
gesunder Lebensstil war und ist für mich immer noch sehr schwer zu bewältigen.
 
Und ich bin mir absolut sicher, dass es keinen Quantensprung der
Vorstellungskraft erfordert, um anzunehmen, wie absolut verheerend dieser
tragische Schlag war und offensichtlich immer noch für Cyrilles Witwe Julia und
seine Kinder aus seiner ersten Ehe gilt. Ihnen allen und den engsten persönlichen
Freunden von Cyrille und vielen Kollegen, besonders in der Welt des Fußballs,
möchte ich meine tief empfundene Anteilnahme aussprechen und mein
aufrichtiges und aufrichtiges Beileid ausdrücken.
 
Ich habe Cyrille zum Zeitpunkt seines unglücklichen Todes meine Ehrerbietung
erwiesen, aber ich habe bis zu diesem Zeitpunkt gewartet, um das Gedicht zu
veröffentlichen, das ich geschrieben habe, weil ich nicht in die Trauer und
Traurigkeit seines Tragischen eindringen wollte Verlust für Julia, Cyrilles Kinder
und alle anderen, die Cyrille besonders nahe standen.
 
Seit seinem Tod ist viel über Cyrille geschrieben und geschrieben worden, und
unter den vielen glühenden Ehrungen, die er zu Recht erhalten hat, möchte ich
meinen Demütigen hinzufügen und offen, stolz und unmissverständlich sagen,
dass Cyrille ein Mann von größtem Format war und was er tat Nicht nur für den
Fussball in England, sondern auch für die Würde, den Respekt und die Einheit
unserer schwarzen und afro-karibischen Gemeinschaft angesichts des eklatanten
und institutionalisierten Rassismus ist nicht quantifizierbar, und dafür werden
Menschen wie ich dauerhaft dankbar sein.
 
Gott segne dich ewig, Cyrille, und wenn du deinen rechtmäßigen Platz unter dem
himmlischen Heer übernimmst, werden wir, die du noch hier auf der Erde bist
und dich anbetest für das, was du getan hast, für immer an dich erinnern, bis
auch wir unseren Platz im himmlischen Königreich einnehmen. Gone und
offensichtlich nicht mehr mit uns physisch mein Freund, aber ich versichere
Ihnen Cyrille Regis Sie werden nie vergessen werden.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Eat Your Heart Out!
 
Why can’t you leave well alone and stop sticking your
oar unwarrantedly and unwelcomed into what
frankly doesn’t concern you? Don’t you
think you’ve caused enough trouble
already as it is; and what makes
you think that your belligerent and unwanted
interference in a private affair, which to
be quite honest with you is none of
your business, is going to help
matters in any way? Because it won’t I assure
you, as I’ve heard it all before and I don’t
give a damn what you or others think
or say as what you’re indulging in
is both utterly senseless and
also downright irrational.
 
You’re my sister not my keeper, and as a responsible
adult I’ve a specific duty to myself to individually
choose how I legally want to live my own life
as well as ultimately determine what’s best
for me; and not be forced, whether out
of societal pressure, sibling coercion
or the undue influences of others
into subverting those inalienable
rights which I’m entitled to, to
the capricious or, worst still,
the perverse demands of
people who might very
well be complete
strangers to
myself.
 
Far less so have these rights summarily hijacked by a
scheming sister for the gratuitous satisfaction and
the sole purpose of her utterly selfish and biased
agenda, and who I categorically know that
while unasked nevertheless wastes no
opportunity that she can grab for herself
to tell anyone who’ll bother to listen
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to her that her life is her own and
she’ll do with it as she damn
well pleases, still thinks
that she has a right to
control my life.
 
And to be fair to you Sis you’ve lived your life as you
pleased and effectively done so every since you
were a teenager. So what’s the difference
then between your right to choose who you want to
share your life with, and moreover do so without
your countenancing let alone tolerating any
criticism or input of whatever kind or
however beneficial it might be to
you from any source, and my
earnestly wishing to do
the same things too
with my life?
 
Except, of course, that while you’re ecstatically happy to
shack up with someone of your own race and unmarried
have his kids, you nevertheless in your sick mind
consider it rather infra dig for me to marry the
Blackman I very much love and who I know
genuinely and respectfully reciprocates
that love; and furthermore intend to
have lawfully conceived, born,
properly raised and immensely loved
children by him; which is a darn sight
more than can be said for the feral
and pallid bastards, in every
sense of the word, that
you’ve produced.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Egotistical Self-Aggrandizement Blatantly
Masquerading As Humanitarian Altruism!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Compliments are entirely wasted on the likes of you
since you've neither any notion what compliments
are nor what their real purpose is all about. Yet
you sanctimoniously, hubristically and quite
self-servingly continue to earnestly
project and studiously promote
your warped notion of altruism based not on the
genuine needs of the individuals involved
but rather your own subjective and
fraudulent interpretation of what
you think they should want,
ought to have, and most
crucially must unquestioningly accept if they're
to be considered worthy of your assistance
to them in the first place. In other
words, you're the classic, fashionable do-gooder
who's always looking for a cause - its causal
circumstances or distance from where you
actually are no problem whatsoever -
to support, but with the overriding
objective always unchangingly
the same; your own completely
typical, egotistically charged
and emotionally uncaring
self-aggrandizement.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 October 2014.
 
 
Observation:
The 21st century apart from the multiplicity of unnecessary and odiously
contrived wars concomitant with the avaricious and brutally secured plunder of
the Global South by the purportedly developed and laughably civilized west
comprised mainly of consummately narcissistic and quite ferally-disposed white
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Caucasians of both genders and across every social stratum of society there, will
additionally be condemnatorily remembered by future generations - of that I
have no doubt - for its mindboggling hypocrisy and intentionally contrived
sanctimony relative to what was self-servingly characterized as humanitarian
matters.
 
And in that regard practically every western government, NGO, the plethora of
so-called human rights organizations: Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch principally among their number, together with the vast majority of
household familiar western charities, including almost all of them in the UK, fall
deeply and undeniably into this cesspit of intentional deceit, culpable dishonesty,
manifest disingenuousness and the ongoing profitable exploitation of both the
victims they're supposed to be helping and the gullible but good-natured
members of the public who fall for their spiel.
 
This then is my personal and unreserved indictment of these undoubted and
insidiously criminal charlatans: governmental as well as NGO, who've assiduously
and industriously taken the term humanitarianism well beyond any credible
interpretation of what that word actually means and genuinely represents.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Ein Brandneues Denken
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Du bist absolut krank und so voll von deinen eigenen
Verdammten Scheiße, dass du es nicht einmal sehen
kannst Zwecke sind von all dem völlig unberück-
sichtigt. Noch ganz lächerlich nennst du
dich einen gott, behaupten genauso wenig,
dass keine andere Gott existiert und daher bist du
de facto allmächtig der einzige und obendrein
arrogant darauf bestehen dass alle anderen
das auch denken, da es eine absolut
gegeben. Bring mich nicht zum
Lachen verspotten Sie erbärmlichen Idioten,
der nicht hat ein blutiger Hinweis, auch
nicht in dieser Angelegenheit tut
jemand anderes die meisten
Zeit darüber, was es ist
Sie bluten gut Ihnen
vorbehaltlos,
Wahnsinniger!
 
Denn im Ernst, wenn das, was Sie darstellen,
angeblich Ist Himmlisches und folglich
universelles Genie wie Dinge sachkundig sein
sollten Dann haben Sie es zweifellos
geschafft konsequent einen
richtigen ball gemacht
Jahrtausend für Jahrtausend von praktisch
alles, was du buchstäblich hast und
unrühmlich nicht nur unter-
nommen universell,
wie es schnell
ist noch mehr
wardenall-
gemein
bekannt;
 
aber auch und genau von einem Menschen
Wahrnehmung, sowohl auf als auch
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um diese globale Erde, auf der
wir Homo Sapiens tun leben
und derzeit habe keine
andere Ort aber
zu Rufen Sie
uns an Zu-
hause.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es ist höchste Zeit, dass alle vernünftigen und intelligenten Menschen diesen
wahrgenommenen universellen Gott ersetzen, von dem wir glauben, dass er mit
jemandem oder etwas existiert, dem wir voll vertrauen, den wir respektieren und
dem wir größtes Vertrauen entgegenbringen können.
 
Denn der angebliche allmächtige und universelle Gott mit all den damit
verbundenen verwurzelten religiösen Utensilien und der weitestgehend
gesellschaftlichen Ehrerbietung gegenüber ihm muss als selbstverständlich
erachtet, entschärft und kompromisslos durch jemanden oder etwas anderes
ersetzt werden, das sowohl realistisch als auch eindeutig sein kann die wahren
Bedürfnisse von uns allen, Homo sapiens und die zusätzlichen Arten, die diesen
Planeten Erde harmonisch mit uns teilen könnten, zu kennen und effektiv zu
behandeln. Ob sie auf dem Land leben wie wir oder in anderen Umgebungen, die
das Ambiente und die Struktur von Mutter Erde ausmachen.
 
Und dies nicht nur absichtlich und ausschließlich für die ewig selbstsüchtigen und
ausnahmslos böswilligen Bedürfnisse zum groben Nachteil aller anderen, sehr
selektiver und privilegierter Weniger, die sich selbst als Inbegriff des Menschen
sehen und egoistisch betrachten Rasse und damit die unveräußerlichen Herren
und Geliebten aller anderen Lebensformen, die es noch gibt; und wem diese
arroganten humanoiden Raubtiere, die so denken, es als ihr unbestreitbares
Recht ansehen, damit zu tun, wie es ihnen verdammt gut geht, bitte!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Ein Unverzichtbares Liebe, Die Fast Nicht Geschehen
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You came into my life quite unexpectedly, and very much
so unsurprisingly as well; for in every conceivable way
that I can think of nothing like this was ever intended
by me or strictly and being perfectly honest you see
was never actually meant to be. And as for falling
in love while on my holiday the pragmatist that
I am, I would have jovially said to anyone who
suggested a scenario like this that such a
supposition from my very own personal perspective
wasn’t only far-fetched and a decidedly unlikely
probability but likewise as well for someone
seeking to promote such a risible notion
as this would quickly find that theirs
was an estimation, even with the
fanciful perceptions overactive
minds do zealously conjure
up when on vacation, that
even so and especially
in my case would
testify to being a
relatively hard
preference
to sell.
 
Besides, as complete strangers to each other initially we
were also individually on separate holiday schedules
that only converged simply, as it happened, because
coincidentally we were staying at the same hotel,
which from the start of each December until
March of the following year, and on a
consecutive basis for the previous
five years as well, I had for
academic research and
other literary reasons utilized as a temporary
home; so, consequently, romance for me
in any shape or form was the furthest
thing possibly then from my mind
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and surely out of the question;
and that was astutely based
on insightful pragmatism
and not cold arrogance;
or me, deliberately in
any way, seeking
to be unkind.
 
But having assuredly convinced myself that my amorous
defences were assiduously, impeccably and naturally
impregnably in place and I was therefore in effect
as victim free as anyone could possibly be in
such given circumstances I logically, as is
my forte, conscientiously got on
as I’d customarily done on all other previous
occasions with what my cerebral vacation
and therefore my intuitive mind were
essentially aiming for: motivating
pursuits that specifically were
of a challenging and very
intellectual nature and
categorically not of
the carnal kind.
 
Apparently though I’d not only overlooked but had
also clearly forgotten in this meticulous strategy
of self-protection I’d routinely and sedulously
taken, omitted to factor into this restorative
equation the definitive law of unintended
consequences; and that’s where self-
confidently, enchantingly, totally
engaging, as it happened and I’m honourably
bound to say, you most disarmingly and
quite pleasurably too in ever possible
way that any genuinely worthy and
truly cultured lady can artlessly
contrive, emphatically and
most rewardingly came
into my life. And most
gratefully, energizingly and very highly
rewardingly, we have reciprocally
and faithfully promised that
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for the rest of our natural
lives that’s precisely
where freely we
both plan on
having you
stay!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Comments:
Alles Gute zum Geburtstag meiner Prinzessin mit all meiner Liebe! Und vielen
Dank fuer all die schoenen Zeiten herrlich zusammen und verbunden mit den
gegenseitigen, exquisite und dauerhafte Errinerungen an sie ausgegeben, dass
wir teilen. Ich liebe Dich!
 
Happy Birthday my Princess with all my love! And thanks for all the wonderful
times gloriously spent together and conjoined with the mutual, exquisite and
enduring memories of them that we share. I love you!
 
The English Title of this poem is: “An indispensable love that almost didn’t
happen.”
 
Stanley Collymore
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Eine Hommage An Die Außergewöhnlichen
Eigenschaften Von Mutter Und Großmutter Doria
Ragland!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Eine wirklich herausragende Mutter, Sie sind natürlich sinnvoll
und am besten umgesetzt die Fähigkeiten von Elternschaft
ganz schlau; die Schwierigkeiten ausgleichen Anlass in
diesem sehr herausfordernden Prozess mit die makel-
lose, freudige und einnehmende Zufriedenheit
Ihre Tochter passend zu erziehen, Meghan
unweigerlich als überaus glaubwürdig
und wahrhaft außergewöhnlich Frau, die sie offensichtlich
geworden ist. Und als sie wiederum ist selbst jetzt Mutter
geworden; Ich bin total zuversichtlich diese Meghan -
wissentlich und instinktiv zeichnend - auf die reich-
lichen menschlichen Fähigkeiten und weiblichen
Sachkenntnisse die sie von dir gesammelt hat
und die unauslöschlich sind in ihre Psyche
eingepflanzt, wird ebenfalls Machen Sie,
Doria Ragland, bestätigen nicht nur Ihre
herausragender Status als absolut wunderbar und
mit Recht außergewöhnliche Mutter, die du
bist endlos gewesen, aber entsprechend
Also, verwandle dich in einen erst-
klassigen und lobenswerterweise
Großmutter, ehrlich Wunder-
schöne Neugeborene und
Erste Enkel - das wunderbare,
Meister Archie Harrison
Mountbatten-Windsor!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10. Mai 2019.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Einfach Und Liebenswert Gabriella
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Die meisten Menschen bemühen sich obligatorisch, richtig
zu zeigen eine Art von allgemeiner Höflichkeit für die
Zeichenfolge von Kunden die üblicherweise im
Kurs sind ihres Arbeitstages sind sie routinemäßig
dienen, und dies unabhängig von der Geschäftsumfeld, in
dem sie sich befinden angenehm oder auf andere Weise
persönlich beteiligt. Immer Dabei handelt es sich
um eine rein finanzielle und selbständige
Tätigkeit induzierter Anreiz oder
ebenso ebenso aeinfach
gelangweilt aus
ihren erkennbar winzigen und nicht-kreative Köpfe
eine stagnierende Arroganz tief verwurzeltes
öffentliches Desinteresse hat sie akkumuliert
eingehüllt; und das alles so, wie es oft
ist der Fall von der weit verbreiteten Ergebnis
der Pflicht Anfragen von denen, die es sind
tatsächlich verantwortlich für diese
Unternehmen, und dementsprechend
abgeleitet aus der eigenartige
Interessen, missgebildet
Analyse und die
Langeweile Annahme, dass
zangebliche Handlungen
befriedigend machen
wirtschaftlicher Sinn.
 
Bei dir ist Gabriella jedoch nicht transparent eine Szintilla
einer solchen Selbstsucht in der Herangehensweise an
was auch immer es ist, dass du fröhlich tust. Und
folglich zu den unzähligen wohlzufriedenen
Kunden und zufällige Zuschauer gleichermaßen, die
es gut verstehen Ihr tadelloser Service dies ist
eine sehr beeindruckende und gründlich
erfrischender Anblick zu sehen. Und
das eher persönlich und nicht
überraschend für mich,
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in Ihrem anerkannte Situation, ergibt
sich deutlich, unbestreitbar und
offenkundig Gabriella von
der Tatsache, dass du es
bist ein wirklich herausragender,
sichtbar fürsorglich und eine
wirklich bemerkenswerte
Individuum und Mensch
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Jemanden zu mögen ist niemals eine unfreiwillige Handlung, denn die
menschliche Natur ist so beschaffen, dass es praktisch unmöglich ist, dies
zwangsweise zu tun, so sehr man sich auch selbst interessiert oder es auf andere
Weise versucht oder wünscht.
 
Instinktiv und wahrheitsgemäß jemanden zu mögen oder dies auf natürliche
Weise aufgrund seines ansprechenden Verhaltens und seiner inspirierend
attraktiven Körperchemie zu tun, ist jedoch eine völlig andere sowie eine
hochgradig personalisierte und informative Angelegenheit.
 
Und deshalb bin ich dankbar für all diejenigen, die entweder im Laufe ihres
durchschnittlichen Tages oder auch sozial und glücklicherweise auf Sie, Gabriella,
gestoßen sind, der Ansicht, dass es für sie auch eine besonders wunderbare
Erfahrung ist genießen und dauerhaft schätzen.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Electronic Love
 
It’s nice to hear you say
You love me, but my
Heart, by the way,
Had already got
Your e-mail.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Emotions
 
Emotions can’t operate separately
from the actions of those that
would determine what
those emotions
should be!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Empathy
 
You’re no stranger to me
even though we’ve only
just met; for you’re
the type of person
one would find
quite hard
to forget.
 
Stanley Collymore
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En Bigots Föraktiga Lambaste Av Hennes Uppriktiga
Kritiker
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Varför antar du att det är ganska fel för mig att vara en bigot?
Sedan Dessutom att på ett djupt och ihållande sätt hävda
att min extrema åsikter om de flesta saker är på något
sätt utan tvekan något mindre giltig eller relevant
för självklart så kallad måttlig yttranden som
hålls häftigt och haughtily trumpeted av
dig, dina likeminded associates och
dina kollektiva medresenärer, och
dessutom pompously betraktas
av er alla som rationella,
förnuftigt uttryckt och mognad diskurs? Är det inte riktigt
en tad supercilious på din urskiljbara övertygande del
för att du ska spouta din ganska sanctimonious och
till synes interminable hjärt-rending diatribes av
skadliga påståenden rörde sig snabbare med
djupt ingrained, mycket personlig och
subjektiv slutsatser om det oförän
derliga och, från min sida stridtade kraftfullt rätt
vad jag väljer individuellt för förakt, inklusive
de avskyvärda handlingarna av andra, och
själva sammanfogade med misstro mot
dessa personer involverade som jag
personligen ensam ut att släta
eller, helst mer slutgiltigt,
bestämma sig
för att hata?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 mars 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Den etymologiska definitionen av bigotry centrerar på begreppet personer som
med vilje och alltid irrationellt både utvecklar och uppbär en markerad intolerans
gentemot andra människor som medvetet och moraliskt håller olika åsikter till
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sig själva.
 
Och som sådan gör självklart bigotry det naturliga hemmet för sådana individer
med starka och urskiljbara orimliga övertygelser, som då förskingrar och / eller
angriper andra människor för att helt enkelt våga modigt och välinformativt ha
olika åsikter eller åsikter till sig själva och markant vridna.
 
Eller, än värre, väljer maniacen att giftigt angripa de som fritt bestämmer sig för
att driva en helt rationell, individualistisk och helt annorlunda livsstil från den av
dem som drabbats av trenchantly upprördhet och till och med, som inte ovanligt
händer, deras självbekände och djupt ingreppade hat.
 
Ring några klockor med dig - som Theresa May, Fiona Bruce, Laura Kuenssberg,
Catherine Blaiklock, Brigit Bardot, Jo Marney och Margaret Hodge-Oppenheimer?
 
Stanley Collymore
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En Bigot's Foraktige Lambaste Av Hennes Oppriktige
Kritikere
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Hvorfor antar du det er ganske galt for meg å være en bigot?
Deretter I tillegg til å antyde at det er ekstremt mystisk syn
på de fleste ting er uten tvil noe mindre gyldig eller
relevant for selvsagt såkalt moderat meninger
som er vaingloriously holdt og haughtily
trumpet av deg, din likeminded
medarbeidere og dine kolleger medreisende, og
dessuten pompøst betraktet av dere alle som
rasjonelle, fornuftig uttrykt og modnet
diskurs? Er det ikke virkelig en tad
supercilious på din merkbar
nedlatende del for at du
skal tåle din rettslige og tilsynelatende interminable
hjerte-rending diatribes av skadelige påstander
snakket fritt med dypt innblandet, svært
personlig og subjektiv konklusjoner
med hensyn til det umistelige og,
fra min side styrket seg kraftig
riktig om hva jeg individuelt
velger å forakt, inkludert de
avskyelige handlinger av
andre, og selv sammen-
hengende med mistillit
til disse personene
involvert som jeg personlig
single ut til skifer eller,
helst mer definitivt,
bestemmer deg
for å hate?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25. mars 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
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Den etymologiske definisjonen av bigotry satser på begrepet personer som
forsettlig og alltid irrasjonelt både utvikler og opprettholder en markert
intoleranse overfor andre mennesker som bevidst og moralsk har forskjellige
meninger til seg selv.
 
Og som sådan gjør selvsagt bigotry det naturlige hjemmet til slike personer med
sterk og uttaltelig urimelig tro, som da forakt og / eller angriper andre
mennesker for bare å våge å modig og godt informativt ha forskjellige meninger
eller meninger til seg selv og markert snoet.
 
Eller verre enn, maniøst, velger å angripe de som fritt bestemmer seg for å
forfølge en helt rasjonell, individualistisk og helt annerledes livsstil enn det som
er deres grusomme forvrengte kritikere, og til og med, som ikke uvanlig skjer,
deres selvbevisste og dypt inntrappede hat.
 
Ring noen klokker med deg - som Theresa May, Fiona Bruce, Laura Kuenssberg,
Catherine Blaiklock, Brigit Bardot, Jo Marney og Margaret Hodge-Oppenheimer?
 
Stanley Collymore
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En Helt Ny Tenking
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du er helt syk og så full av din egen forbannede drit
at du ikke en gang kan se det, og i det hele tatt
formålene er helt glemme av alt dette. Ennå
ganske latterlig kaller du deg selv en
gud, hevder like suverent at ingen
andre gud eksisterer, og følgelig, du er allmektig
den eneste, og dessuten insisterer arrogant at
alle andre tror det også, siden det er et
absolutt gitt. Ikke få meg til å le
hån din patetiske dust som
ikke har det en blodig
ledetråd, og heller
ikke for den saks skyld gjør
noen andre, de fleste
av tid angående
hva det er du
blør godt
opp til deg ufor-
beholdent,
dement
nøtter!
 
For, seriøst, hvis det du representerer er visstnok
himmelsk og følgelig universelt geni om
hvordan ting skal være kunnskapsrik
gjort, så uten tvil har du gjort det
konsekvent laget en riktig
baller opp, årtusen etter årtusen, av
så å sialt du har bokstavelig talt
og ingloriously påtatt seg
ikke bare universelt,
som det er raskt
blir enda mer
allment
kjent;
 
men også, og nøyaktig fra
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et menneskeoppfatning, både på
og rundtdenne globale jorden,
som vi Homo sapiens gjør
live, og for øyeblikket
har ingen andre
sted men til
ring vår
hjem.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Det er på høy tid at alle fornuftige og intelligente mennesker erstatter denne
opplevde universelle guden som vi har blitt hjernevasket til faktisk å tro at det
eksisterer med noen eller noe vi fullt ut kan stole på, respektere og ha den
største tillit til.
 
For den påståtte allmektige og universelle guden med alle de tilstedeværende
forankrede religiøse tilbehør og i stor grad samfunnslydighet mot ham, er det tatt
for gitt, må rundt bli kvitt og kompromissløst, åndelig erstattet av enten noen
eller noe annet som både kan realistisk og utvetydig ta full forståelse av, så vel
som å håndtere de reelle behovene til oss alle Homo sapiens og tilleggsartene
også for at hvis det er lov til, ville de dele denne planeten jorden harmonisk med
oss. Enten de bor på landet som vi gjør eller de andre miljøene som utgjør
stemningen og stoffet til Moder Jord.
 
Og ikke bare imøtekomme og dessuten gjøre det bevisst og utelukkende for de
evig egoistiske og alltid ondskapsfulle ønsker, til den store ulempen for alle
andre, for et veldig selektivt og privilegert få som både ser og egoistisk ser på
seg selv som innbegrepet av det menneskelige. rase og derfor umistelige
mestere og elskerinner i alle andre livsformer som fremdeles klarer å eksistere;
og hvem disse arrogante humanoide rovdyrene som tenker på denne måten,
anser det som deres utvilsomme rett til å gjøre med det de fordømte vel!
 
Stanley Collymore
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En Hyllest Til De Fantastiske Egenskapene Til Mor Og
Bestemor Doria Ragland!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En virkelig fremragende mor, for alle kontoer, har du naturlig,
meningsfullt og mest adept implementert ferdighetene til
foreldreskap ganske astutely; balansere trengselene
forårsaket i denne svært utfordrende prosessen
med den feilfri, elating og engasjerende til-
fredshet av å sette opp datteren din, Meghan å uunngåelig
dukke opp som det overmåte ærverdig og sannferdig
ekstraordinær kvinne som hun tydeligvis har blitt.
Og som hun i sin tur har seg nå blitt en mor; Jeg
er helt selvsikker den Meghan - bevisst og in-
stinktivt tegning på den store menneskelige
ferdigheter og kvinnelige ekspertise som
hun hentet fra deg, og er uutslettelig im-
plantert i hennes psyke, vil også gjøre
Du, Doria Ragland, bekrefter ikke
bare din eminent status som den
helt fantastiske og rett og slett
eksepsjonell mor du har uendelig vært,
men tilsvarende så forvandle deg til
en førsteklasses og prisverdig pris-
verdig Bestemor ærlig nydelig
nyfødt og først Barnebarn -
den fantastiske Master
Archie Harrison
Mountbatten-
Windsor!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10. mai 2019.
 
Stanley Collymore
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En Hyllning Till Mormor Och Farmor Doria Raglands
Exceptionella Egenskaper!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En riktigt enastående mamma, med alla konton, har du
naturligtvis, meningsfullt och mest adept genomfört
kompetensen hos föräldraskap ganska astutely;
balansera trängningarna orsakad i denna
mycket utmanande process med den
felfria, upphetsande och engager-
ande tillfredsställelsen av att
lyfta din dotter, Meghan att
oundvikligen framstå som det ytterstakreditable
och sanningsenligt extraordinärt kvinna som
hon uppenbarligen har blivit. Och som hon
i sin tur har sig själv blivit modern Jag är
helt säker den Meghan - medvetet och
instinktivt ritning på den omfattande
mänskliga kompetensen och kvinn-
lig kompetens som hon fick av dig
och är outplånligt implanteras i
hennes psyke, kommer också
att göra du, Doria Ragland,
bekräftar inte bara din em-
inent status som den full-
ständigt underbara och
rättvis exceptionell mamma du har
oändligt varit, men motsvarande
så omvandla dig till en först-
klassig och prisvärt prisvärt
Mormor till din ärlighet
underbara nyfödda och
först Sonson - den
underbara, Mästare
Archie Harrison
Mountbatten-
Windsor!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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10 maj 2019.
 
Stanley Collymore
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En Rasist, Hvit Nasjonalist Og Supremacist, Og Veldig
Stolt Av Det!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Til å begynne med er jeg mest unapologetically en
Empire-lojalist, en urokkelig, engasjert rasist,
en diehard fremmedfrykt og også en impenitent
islamofobe. Dessuten, Jeg er også avgjørende
for den ubestridelige oppfatningen at
Storbritannia og alle europeiske
ting, inkludert de utallige tingene vi har
globalt og genialt stjålet og følgelig
rettmessig vedlikeholde som vår
egen, er utelukkende og må
alltid være vår i evigvar-
ighet. Til som den store
Winston Churchill,
og vår mest hederlig og
passende anerkjent og respekterte
førsteklasses briten med rette
sa, vi hvite er ubestridelig
en langt overlegen og
mye mer domineer-
ende løp enn alle
andre løp samlet.
 
Og som sådan er perfekt tillatt å hjerteløst
purloin og beholde det som ikke gjør det
tilhører oss fra alle som vi bryr oss
til; noe i århundrene prosessen med å gjøre det,
vi har selv- bli tydeligvis ganske praktiserte
eksperter og, selvsagt også, selvsikre
hovedpersoner å være. Så tør du
ikke si meg: a herdet hvit nasjonalist,
hvit supremacist, og en egenart
rasist; som du arrogant gjør
så mot innstillingen av
din sosialistiske tull,
at jeg forlater hva
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Jeg er i grunn
og dermed bli
som alle resten av deg
underordnede, lavliv,
ikke-caucasian,
såkalte men-
es-kelig
vesener.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Inspirasjon ikke mindre fra ordene til Winston Churchill: erkerasist, eugenikist,
forakt for den såkalte plebeiske klassen, folkemord, kolonialist, imperialist,
innleder av verdens første konsentrasjonsleirer noensinne i Sør-Afrika og andre
krigsforbrytere - andre verdenskrig - Dresden og Hamburg to beryktede
eksempler - men overraskende sett fra et hvitt britisk perspektiv stemte mest
absurd som Storbritannias mest fremtredende menneske. Selv om jeg personlig
stiller spørsmål ved siste attributt.
 
Winston Churchill som uttalte i 1937:
&quot;Jeg innrømmer for eksempel ikke at det er gjort en stor feil mot de røde
indianerne i Amerika eller de svarte menneskene i Australia. Jeg innrømmer ikke
at det er gjort en feil mot disse menneskene ved at et sterkere løp, et løp av
høyere karakter, et mer verdsløst løp for å si det på den måten har kommet inn
og tatt sin plass. &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Enduring Stability
 
Thoughts of you are the unvarying inspiration
that keeps me going when you’re away from
me. The lighthouse in my mind, whose
comforting and familiar presence guides
me to the safe haven of yourself and
protects me from floundering on
the rocks of my own folly.
 
Stanley Collymore
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English Magistrates
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You talk often enough about truth,
freedom and the execution of justice
but your words are both meaningless
and cheap, as there’s no substance,
whatsoever, in what you say
as regards to any of these;
for you’re still the instinctive
and ever accommodating rubber stamps
of the Crown Prosecution Service and a crooked
and out-of-control police force whose very name
once emblazened your courts; and where,
despite the cosmetic name change, the
debased mentality and corruption
between the three of you
stay solidly the same.
 
Yes! You are the
shameless sycophants who,
without a scrap of honesty
or morality to even superficially
penetrate your endemic mediocrity,
masquerade as an unbiased judiciary
yet have no awareness, that can be readily
discerned by anyone, of what either of these
two concepts correctly symbolize or actually
mean in reality.
 
Hence, no independent spirit –
provided, of course, you were ever
capable of such –
will ever be allowed to revoke your
remit decreed by others: orders to
which you clearly attach so much;
let alone deliberately undermine
what you regularly, fraudulently
and malevolently pass off
as objective scrutiny
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in your hostile and
kangaroo-style
deliberations
regarding those hapless men and women
whose status, and even their right to life,
you daily challenge and arrogantly see
as vastly inferior to your own.
 
So why, given the nature and levels of dishonesty
so all pervasive within the English magistracy,
are you so surprised that I’m not taken in
by the machinations of what I see as
unelected and unaccountable charlatans:
a situation where nepotism, privilege, secrecy
and the rapidly spreading cancer of freemasonry
are entirely out of control and, quite frankly
it must be said, have permanently killed
off whatever notions still remained of
justice for everyone in England
stone cold dead?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 April 1998.
 
Stanley Collymore
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English Magistrates Revisited
 
You talk often enough about truth,
freedom and the execution of justice
but your words are both meaningless
and cheap, as there’s no substance,
whatsoever, in what you say
as regards to any of these;
for you’re still the instinctive
and ever accommodating rubber stamps
of the Crown Prosecution Service and a crooked
and out-of-control police force whose very name
once emblazened your courts; and where,
despite the cosmetic name change, the
debased mentality and corruption
between the three of you
stay solidly the same.
 
Yes! You are the
shameless sycophants who,
without a scrap of honesty
or morality to even superficially
penetrate your endemic mediocrity,
masquerade as an unbiased judiciary
yet have no awareness, that can be readily
discerned by anyone, of what either of these
two concepts correctly symbolize or actually
mean in reality.
 
Hence, no independent spirit –
provided, of course, you were ever
capable of such –
will ever be allowed to revoke your
remit decreed by others: orders to
which you clearly attach so much;
let alone deliberately undermine
what you regularly, fraudulently
and malevolently pass off
as objective scrutiny
in your hostile and
kangaroo-style
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deliberations
regarding those hapless men and women
whose status, and even their right to life,
you daily challenge and arrogantly see
as vastly inferior to your own.
 
So why, given the nature and levels of dishonesty
so all pervasive within the English magistracy,
are you so surprised that I’m not taken in
by the machinations of what I see as
unelected and unaccountable charlatans:
a situation where nepotism, privilege, secrecy
and the rapidly spreading cancer of freemasonry
are entirely out of control and, quite frankly
it must be said, have permanently killed
off whatever notions still remained of
justice for everyone in England
stone cold dead?
 
But you don’t care, do you, as it’s alright for
you, your family members, close friends
and even your work colleagues too;
for taking a leaf out of your blood-related,
Israeli-Zionists playbook, you too are on
a mission to arbitrarily transform how
your country ultimately looks.
Creating an England if not
exactly as white as the
driven snow is none
the less one where
the practices of
eugenics and white supremacy, ably
assisted, of course, by stitched up
and enforced criminality will
with your helpful assistance
and cloak of legality
become established
acts of normalcy!
 
Where’s the gratitude then to those, one
can rightfully ask, without whom you
wouldn’t be here to enjoy the life
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style or the privilege, which
instinctively you assume is
your lawful birthright?
Or is power, control and the
colour of your skin much more
important than justice, morality or
simply from within doing what every
conscionable person in his or her heart
knows to be the right thing? Something quite
clearly you miserably failed to have understood
is deleterious in the long run to everyone and
can only bode ill for England’s future good.
For when all is said and done humanity
and life itself encompass much more
than being white and Caucasian!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 January 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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English Spellbinding Seagulls
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Hey! Why are you spitefully, malevolently and rather
antagonistically throwing stones at each and every
seagull whose harmless and natural presence
you discern and quite recognizably and
unwarrantedly want to harm? So
I'm using the word natural here not only in its
generalized and normally recognized form
but also in its accurate and extensively
known etymological one. For these
seagulls are not merely coastline
dwellers appropriately making
the most of an wide-ranging
seafaring setting, they're
also age-old established
indigenous inhabitants
of these identical and
aquatic regions that
they routinely and
totally obviously,
happily frequent.
 
But locations, if perchance they're ever misguidedly left
to the feral and disruptive actions of morons like you,
that will undoubtedly be enforcedly made to see
all of these beautiful seagulls effectively,
irreversibly and permanently gone. So
ostensibly as the deeply ingrained pillocks that you
transparently are, just for once in your pathetic
lives try doing something distinctly positive
for the decent elements of humanity and,
in the process of doing this, a great big
favour in terms of a permanent and
distinctive legacy for present-day
and future generation of human
populations by unmistakeably
leaving these superbly spell-
binding and categorically
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charming seagulls alone!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
You soar across the maritime skyline with commensurate grace and ease thrilling
the hearts and delighting the minds of all those who genuinely appreciate beauty
and have a natural and enduring affinity with nature. And that, unapologetically,
is how it should be! Just as Nature had always intended from the origin of your
impressive specie.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Enkelt Och Hjärtligt Gabriella
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
De flesta människor försöker obligatoriskt att visa på
rätt sätt någon typ av gemensam artighet till strängen av
kunder som brukar på kursen av sin arbetsdag är de
rutinmässigt servering, och detta oberoende av
affärsmiljö där de är antingen roligt eller på
annat sätt personligen involverad i. Alltid
gör det från ett strikt ekonomiskt och
självbetjäningsfullt inducerade incitament eller lika
lika likadant helt enkelt uttråkad av deras tydligt
små och icke-kreativa sinnen en stillastående
arrogans av djupt ingripen offentligt ointresse
det har ackumulerat höljet dem; och allt
detta engagerat sig som ofta fallet,
från det utbredda resultat av det
obligatoriska förfrågningar
från dem som är faktiskt ansvarig för dessa
företag, och följaktligen härrörande från
speciella intressen, missformad analys
och tristens antagande att sådan
handlingar förmentgöra
tillfredsställande
ekonomisk
mening.
 
Men med er Gabriella finns det inte transparent en
scintilla av någon sådan själviskhet i inställningen
tillvad det än är som du gör gladlynt. Och
följaktligen till det otaliga väl nöjda
både kunder och chansuppsiktare
som påtagligt urskiljer din oklanderliga tjänst
detta är en mest imponerande och grundligt
uppfriskande syn att se. Och det snarare
personligen och överraskande för
mig, i din erkänd situation, stammar
avsevärt, onekligen och öppet
självklart Gabriella från
det faktum att du är ett
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verkligt enastående,
synligt omtänksam
och en verkligt
anmärknings-
värd individ
och människa
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Att gilla någon är aldrig en ofrivillig handling, eftersom den mänskliga naturen är
sådan att det är praktiskt taget omöjligt att göra det tvångsmässigt hur mycket
man själv kan intressera sig eller på annat sätt försöka eller vilja göra det.
 
Men instinktivt och sanningsenligt att gilla någon eller annat naturligt framkallat
att göra det på grund av den personens intressanta tilltalande beteende och
inspirerande attraktiva kroppsliga kemi är helt annorlunda och en mycket
personifierad och informativ fråga helt och hållet.
 
Och därför, tack och lov för alla som antingen under sin genomsnittliga dag eller
annars socialt och lyckligtvis stöter på er Gabriella, jag är absolut positiv, med
utgångspunkt från mina egna medföljande erinringar, att det också är en särskilt
underbar upplevelse för dem att både njuta och permanent skatt.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Entlarvung Der Ätzenden Fiktion Der Schwarzen
Minderwertigkeit
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Verrückt ist es nicht? Wie die mit deutlich eingeschränkter Intelligenz,
oder überhaupt keine, die im besten Fall endemisch angemessen
sind dumm, pädagogisch oder öfter verdummt wie es der Fall
ist, deutlich und intellektuell herausgefordert. Diejenigen,
die keine erkennbaren Fähigkeiten oder Erlösungen
haben Qualitäten über sie und sind die Art von
Personen ohne erkennbare Begabung für irgendetwas
oder jede messbare Fähigkeit, irgendwelche zu
erwerben, sind normalerweise die gleichen
Personen, die konsequent und lächerlich
reden und sogar ständig und unabläs-
sig rühmen die angeblich unwider-
legbare Vorstellung - aber für
sie eine endgültige Realität -
 
ihrer angeblichen aber durchaus äußerst töricht,
unentschuldbar, pathetisch narzisstisch und
unkontrolliert wahnhaft Rasseüberlegen-
heit - ob weiß, Asiatisch oder arabisch,
aber niemals schwarz; und für immer
stereotypisch in Bezug auf ihre tief
verwurzelten, standhaft gehaltene
und mechanische Annahme der
schwarzen Minderwertigkeit.
 
Wie dick kann man in einer
selbstverständlichkeit sein klare Situation,
die ist definitiv beide über alles hinaus
Unterscheidung und gleichermaßen
hat weder eine Scintilla von Intel-
ligenz oder irgendwelchen
echte Substanz dazu?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26. April 2019.
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Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es ist eine Binsenweisheit, dass für eine beträchtliche Anzahl von Einzelpersonen,
Gruppen, Politikern, die entweder juristische Personen aller Art, einschließlich der
Medien, des militärischen Industriekomplexes, besitzen oder für diese
verantwortlich sind, deren teuer gekaufte und routinemäßig für militärische
Generäle und andere finanzielle Mittel bezahlt werden Kröten und / oder
Satrapies, Regimes aller politischen Farbtöne und sogar verschiedene und oft
widersprüchliche angebliche religiöse Organisationen in der gesamten weiß
kontrollierten westlichen Welt, die das biologische und rassische Sein von
Schwarz automatisch und endemisch von all diesen innewohnenden, kriminell
narzisstisch und langweilig wahrgenommen werden arrogante und daher nicht
außergewöhnlich intellektuell herausgepeitschte unverschämte Dummköpfe,
eindeutig und vor allem irreversibel zu sein - sowohl genetisch als auch in jedem
anderen erdenklichen Sinne - sich selbst deutlich unterlegen.
 
Als unbestreitbar Schwarzer und kategorisch aus Barbados und Afro-Karibik
stammender Abstammung trage ich zwar unbestreitbar wie alle anderen Afro-
Caribbeaner in meiner genetischen DNA das weiße männliche kaukasische Y-
Chromosom, das eine direkte Folge des systematischen Systems ist,
vorherrschend, leidenschaftlich gefördert, gut etabliert, weitgehend unbestraft
und natürlich sehr brutalisierte Vergewaltigung während der Sklaverei und des
Kolonialismus unserer afro-karibischen afro-karibischen Mädchen und Frauen
durch europäische Männer aller Klassen und Nationalitäten, unterstützt durch die
Komplizenschaft von ihren eigenen weißen Frauen, die, während diese gleichen
weißen männlichen Barbaren glücklich gegen diese sadistische Grausamkeit
gegen schwarze Frauen waren, gleichzeitig ironisch, aufdringlich, lächerlich und
unvorsichtig die gleichen weißen Frauen unfreiwillig auf gefälschte Sockel
stellten, deren Positionen gelobt wurden Selbstverständlich hatten sie sich
damals noch nicht qualifiziert und haben im 21. Jahrhundert immer noch nicht
mehrere Centur ies später - ich bin immer noch derselbe und aus einer Reihe von
vielfältigen und konkreten Gründen sehr stolz darauf, dass ich zweifellos Schwarz
bin.
 
Ich vergeude also nicht meine Zeit, meine Energie, meinen intellektuellen
Scharfsinn oder meinen gesunden Menschenverstand, indem ich versuche, die
unsinnigen Wahrnehmungen oder die tief verwurzelten, aber trügerischen
Argumente heimtückischer schwarzer Hasser oder unberechenbarer Disparager
jeglicher Art zu widerlegen. Und werde einfach zu diesen Leuten sagen: „Träum
weiter! Aber geh lieber und hol dir ein Leben! &quot;
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Stanley Collymore
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Ett Helt Nytt Tänkande
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du är helt sjuk och så full av din egen fördömda skit
att du inte ens kan se det, och i alla syften och
syften är helt glömska över allt detta. Än
ganska löjligt kallar du dig själv en
gud, hävdar lika lika riktigt att
ingen annan gud existerar och följaktligen är du
allmänt den enda, och dessutom arrogant
insisteraratt alla andra tycker det
också, eftersom det är en
absolut givet. Låt mig
inte skratte hån, din patetiska skämt
som inte har det en blodig ledtråd,
inte heller för den delen gör
någon annan, de flesta av
tid om vad det är du
blör väl upp till dig
utan förbehåll,
dement knutare!
 
För allvarligt, om det du föreställer är Förment
himmelsk och följaktligen universellt geniom
hur saker och ting bör vara kunniga gjort,
då har du utan tvekan gjort detgjorde
konsekvent rätt bollar upp, millennium efter
millennium, av praktiskt taget allt du
har bokstavligen och engagerande
åtagit sig inte bara univer-
sellt, som det är snabbt
blir ännu mer
allmänt
känd;
 
men också, och exakt från en människa
uppfattning, både på och runt denna
globala jord, på vilken vi Homo
sapiens gör leva och för
närvarande har ingen
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annan plats men
till ring vår
Hem.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det är hög tid att alla förnuftiga och intelligenta människor ersätter denna
upplevda universella gud som vi har blivit tvättade till att faktiskt tro att det finns
någon eller något som vi fullt ut kan lita på, respektera och ha det yttersta
förtroendet för.
 
För den påstådda allmänt och universella guden med alla tillhörande förankrade
religiösa tillbehör och till stor del samhällslydnad för honom, det är för givet,
måste rundas bort och kompromisslöst, andligt ersatt av antingen någon eller
något annat som kan både realistiskt och otvetydigt ta full kännedom om, samt
effektivt hantera de verkliga behoven hos oss alla Homo sapiens och de
ytterligare arterna också som om de tillåts harmoniskt skulle dela denna jorden
med oss. Oavsett om de bor på landet som vi gör eller de andra miljöer som
utgör atmosfären och strukturen i Moder Jord.
 
Och inte bara tillgodose och dessutom göra det medvetet och uteslutande för
evigt själviska och alltid ondskapsfulla önskemål, till alla andra, till en mycket
selektiv och privilegierad få som både ser och egotistiskt ser sig själva som
symbolen för människan. ras och därför de oföränderliga mästarna och
älskarinnorna i alla andra livsformer som fortfarande lyckas existera; och till vilka
dessa arroganta humanoid-rovdjur som tänker på detta sätt, anser det vara
deras obestridliga rätt att göra med som de fördömde väl snälla!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Even Among Ladies Who’re Unique You Carolyn Are
Discernibly Unsurpassable!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
So many years have flown by since that very first and
highly auspicious meeting between the two of
us, yet for all that each of them has been
profoundly and perpetually enriched
by the respective, enduring and
commensurately undemanding friendship
and love we’ve always freely and
spontaneously demonstrated
towards one another
together with an assured and reciprocal
respect for each other; themselves
juxtaposed with the most
powerful and imperishable memories conceivable
to either of us of our very special relationship,
which predictably has only got stronger,
complimentarily beneficial and
significantly indispensable
with each passing year.
 
And with your upcoming birthday, Carolyn on
the 28th November 2013 it is, I feel, a most
appropriate time not only to honestly
and unpretentiously thank you for
everything that has gloriously transpired
between us throughout the past years
that we’ve known each other but
also a characteristically fitting
opportunity as well to wish you in every regard,
on this emblematically unique of days in
your quite amazing and comfortingly
beneficial life, a distinctively
wonderful and unforgettable birthday, with many
more equally memorable ones to be suitably
enjoyed in the future. Happy Birthday to
you Love, and to someone who in
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every sense of the word is
the consummate Lady!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 November 2013.
 
 
Personal Footnote:
There are some relationships formed in life that one intuitively knows that neither
time nor circumstances will ever change them or nullify their constructive impact
on the recipients involved, who furthermore will be the better off as human
beings from having embarked on them; this is one of them!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Even Brain-Dead Low-Lives Have A Legitimate,
Constitutional Right To Their Asinine Opinions!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Like everyone else in this country, or the wider world for
that matter, you're perfectly entitled to your personal
opinions Noel Gallagher and the right to express
them. But that realistically is as far as it goes I
would say. And just because you happen to
conjure up with others what's essentially
a profusion of discordant sounds that
many among the scattered brain, the
tone deaf and their feckless followers asininely regard
as music that in turn and just as unbelievably but
none the less is equally humdrum but all the
same commonplace in the western world
where you specifically come from and
noticeably belong; and furthermore
where the existing value systems,
if in actuality they can be called
such, are so markedly skewed
to express the very least that
berks like you are eagerly
conferred, for lack of a
more suitable term, a
supposed celebrity
status, whatever
in your drug
filled, idiotic
and clearly
demonic
life that
means.
 
And consequently is blithely embraced and supported
financially by the money hawks who comfortably
make a fortune from this, ensure that you get
your cut although not as substantial as the
one that they award themselves, while
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similarly guaranteeing that you toe
their manifestly materialistic line
and are fully onboard the rolling bandwagon
that they most graspingly, gleefully, quite
contentedly and rather advantageously
jump upon; so what is it then to the
likes of you Noel Gallagher who
is barely literate, substantially
ill-informed in almost everything that is genuinely
of any meaningful value or is of fundamental
and lasting importance to the overall and
deserving improvement of the society
which you're in and, in my honest
opinion, that you overtly infest
with your puerile and lowlife
attitude, based on the quite
stupid conception of me,
myself and I generally,
and callously in this
progression to hell
with all the rest!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 January 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Existential Fear A Terrorism Component
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The existential fear of terrorism wilfully, cynically
and sadistically created by the very same sponsors
of terrorism who assuredly know that financially
and in numerous other ways they'll massively
benefit from their murderous and persistently
utilized hegemonic foreign terrorist forays
is a burden that the dim-witted, gullible,
or the easily manipulated and populist
morons of Britain, the remainder of
the European Union and the USA regard as something
that they in their pernicious contagion of rapturous
ignorance must clearly, preparedly and blissfully
unremittingly endure, and notwithstanding the
known consequences of it all, since obviously
they've been there before, rather unconscionably
feel that they have to continue with all the same
dishonest and lying shenanigans as the price
they have to pay in the name of western-
style democracy, imperialism and, of
course, the American led, toadying
United Kingdom and European
Union coupled with the bullied
UN's General Assembly and
Security Council's backed
United States delusional
perception of its own
and western, white
Caucasian abiding
exceptionalism!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 May 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Expertise Melded With Affability!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A maturity that's self-evident and which evidently
needs neither embellishment, qualification nor
explanation; for to do any of these obvious
things would be similarly as superfluous
as questioning why one breathes, it's so
apparent! But which in itself is quite
pleasant, most reassuring and with
a trustingly dependable demeanour that readily
transports even the most mindless requester
of your reliable assistance into a visible
receiver and apt beneficiary of your
wide-ranging wisdom and astute
supervision. And collectively
constitute a mere fraction
of a diversity of apposite
justifications why you
are such a huge asset
not only to Horsham
but equally as well
the current library
organization of
the entirety of
West Sussex!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 October 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks
There's a sick, narcissistic, hubristic and even an obsessively depraved tendency
in Britain and which is deeply ingrained in significant sections of its population -
who when objectively scrutinized are very much analogous to the proverbial
sayings of the pot calling the kettle black or people in glass houses shouldn't
throw stones - who have no compunction whatsoever in wading into the affairs of
people who personally or in terms of their actual personalities these brainless
and unthinking nerdish critics haven't the foggiest idea about but because those
whom they obsequiously and unquestioningly follow in their own brain-dead state
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of affairs that they blissfully and ignorantly live in, stipulate that this is the point
of view they must follow, in toadying and asinine fashion they instinctively do as
they're told.
 
I see things entirely differently, and from my childhood have been told and
inspired not to be fearful of anyone, to honestly speak my mind at all times,
regardless of who gets offended by my doing so or how powerful or influential
that person might think that he or she is or as it may even turn out to be actually
is. That I should always back such criticisms up by supportable facts and never
resort to misinformation or fabrication in anything I say or do; but should I later
discover I was wrong in making an assertion about anything however minor it is,
I should be man enough to freely admit, and of my own personal accord, what
I've done and unreservedly apologize for my mistake.
 
Similarly that just as I'm entitled to criticize when I genuinely feel that such
criticism is appropriate, I should equally and un-enforcedly give praise whenever,
wherever and to whomsoever it's rightfully due; and the latter situation is what
I'm doing now.
 
These are some of the many and unquestionably fundamental aspects that have
beneficially and constructively shaped my life; that I live by; try whenever I can
to instil in others by my personal example; and will happily and unconcernedly
die for if necessary!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Exposé Of The Consummate Endemic Moron!
 
Have you ever tried to enter the mind of a
thoroughbred moron, or more crucially
endeavoured to understand what, if
anything, goes on there? It’s a
daunting task I assure you;
not one for the faint-hearted, and
that even when undertaken by
the most prescient-minded
of individuals is utterly
soul-destroying and
can easily lead
to despair.
 
Analogous I would say, and I’m
absolutely sure you would willingly
agree if unhappily you’ve been
obliged to go down that path,
to attempting to negotiate
a treacherous weir, paddles
at the ready but no canoe
or other marine craft
at hand to safely
conduct you
on your
way.
 
Therefore, when such inbred idiots eagerly
and without prompting or any sort of
encouragement from anyone other
than likeminded morons like
themselves unasked to but all the same open
up their mouths to opinionatedly advise
on or advance solutions to matters
or even problems which they
know absolutely nothing about, and
as you either charitably humour
or more preferably disdainfully
deride them, just remember
who precisely and what
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exactly they really are:
human detritus, that
constitute the cancerous
elements of an unsafe
and hazardously
contaminated
humanity.
 
Habitually the unthinking and obviously as well
unplanned outcome of an all too commonplace
bastardy offloaded onto longsuffering and
beleaguered decent societies forced to
accommodate their sort when in
actuality these societies would be infinitely
better off, to say the least, were they to
concertedly harvest these imbeciles
for their body parts; their brains
decidedly excluded of course
since transparently these
would clearly be of no
bloody use to either
man or beast!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 February 2014.
 
Commentary:
They say that the poor will always be with us; I wholeheartedly disagree. Not in
the least so because it’s my firm conviction that if the authentic international
community genuinely had a mind to it could permanently eradicate global
poverty in a relatively short space of time. A personal conviction that leads me to
similarly believe that the same thing could be done in respect of the rank,
pervasive and wholly pernicious stupidity with its attendant dire consequences
that regrettably the less discerning among us quite liberally tolerate and even
make excuses for but which undoubtedly is dangerously inimical to the welfare of
our respective societies generally and the best interests of humanity in particular.
 
Long before he became Prime Minister of Britain and well in advance of the
meteoric rise of the Nazis to power in Germany as well as the rest of continental
Europe Winston Churchill a life-long eugenicist advocated the compulsory
sterilization of such people in Britain to prohibit them from breeding with each
other, producing more of their kind and consequently with their defective
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intellectual genes contaminating the wholesome stock of the rest of British
society. The Nazis of course had their own inimitable solution to this problem –
the holocaust; while the Soviets and their satellite satrapies periodically carried
out their own pogroms to eradicate their undesirables.
 
Whatever methods are employed in the 21st Century is a moot point since there
is no mistaking the obvious fact that something has to be done to remedy this
contagious and fast escalating problem. And while race, ethnicity, skin colour,
social class or background, financial status, gender, religion, nationality or the
espousal of different and even controversial opinions that are completely
divergent from those of mainstream thinking must not under any circumstance
subjectively become or solely render those in these categories eligible for either
individual or selective compulsory eradication, specifically so because diversity
and the ability to constructively think and act outside and beyond the accepted
confines of conformity are salient ingredients that act as the catalyst and even
serve as the bedrock of a truly progressive and mutually beneficial society for all
those genuinely deserving of being the recipients of such, anything else that
stand in the way of this must be implacably excised. Endemically rank, pervasive
and pernicious stupidity falls squarely, in my opinion, within this must be
proscribed category.
 
No sensible person who values their life would adamantly resist an amputation
and hang on to an incurable, highly infectious and life-threatening gangrenous
leg on the asinine basis that they were born with two legs and two legs are what
they’re going to retain. Similarly you wouldn’t  in a public common room observe
a prized idiot, however old that individual was, walk into that same room, extract
a live grenade from their duffel coat and unconcernedly watch them proceed to
mess around with it on the pretext that it’s none of your business or they’re
simply whiling away the time. Nor would you, I suspect, like any other intelligent
person tolerate or have any sympathy whatsoever for an inveterate arsonist who
sets fire to your house in the dead of night while you and the other residents
there were fast asleep and in the process gravely endangers your life.
 
Only for you all on being rescued later told by some official absurdly seeking to
exculpate this moron’s criminal activity  that he or she had uncaring parents
while they were growing up though they all lived in the lap of luxury. Or else that
that person came from a disadvantaged background and allowances should be
made for them. Or even more bizarrely that this individual liked creating fires
because the commotion they caused, the fire service racing to the scene, and the
life and limb risks that their arsonist propensities subjected you and your family
to, as well as others who had previously been placed in similar circumstances,
gave him or her a sexual high which they were unable to achieve in normal
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relationships as they just didn’t have any of their own. Therefore you must be
understanding; biblically turn the other cheek; and simply forgive and forget. It’s
not rocket science to determine what your reaction would be.
 
So why then do our societies persist in tolerating and even indulging brain dead
morons that even the administering of lobotomies to them couldn’t remedy their
situation, and who furthermore are infinitely more dangerous to the rest of us in
every conceivable way? We cull animals, don’t we? Quite often needlessly so; so
why not our human detritus as well?
 
On that note I’d like to dedicate the attached poem to Leslie Philbert, Dean Cry
and those of a similar mindset. I wouldn’t say that they inspired me to write this
poem, oh no; as collectively they would be completely incapable of inspiring even
the most incontinent individual to have a piss or otherwise go to the loo, just that
unwittingly on their part they’ve substantially provided me with all the material I
could ever have needed to create this poem.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Exposure Of Sexual Grooming Often Goads Public
Rage, The Immoral Guile Veiling It However Doesn't!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
So you rationally thought she looked physically attractive
and correspondingly most sexually appealing too, and
what's more you also doggedly claim that she was
calculatingly egging you on, very conscious all
the time of what she was actually doing and,
furthermore, distinctly and unequivocally
knew what she required from you for
herself; and consequently in those compellingly
enticing circumstances you in your revealing
words: 'Simply couldn't resist her! ' even
though from the onset of your obstinate
and illicit sexual association with her
you were fully aware that she was
unquestionably an underage kid,
yet arrogantly concluding that
'You couldn't help yourself'
which, most ironically, in
her noteworthy situation
is expressly what you
then quite willingly
went on and did!
 
Hubristically, narcissistically, self-servingly and casually
ignoring the factual and patently obvious explanation
that while in her adult imitating and experimenting
fashion she may have conscientiously and in her
pubescent mind flirtatiously, even intentionally
contrived and daringly essayed to corporeally
improve on what by Nature she was already
liberally endowed with, all the same, and
something that you evidently knew but nevertheless
quite cavalierly chose to overlook determinedly
intent not to brook any such nonsense as the
legal age of consent, she was still a child:
not only in the eyes of the law but also
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from a societal point of view, and as
such until she'd physically realized
the age of sixteen and regardless
of whatever adult-mimicking
sexual games she may have
consciously or otherwise
undertaken in between,
ought unalterably to
have so remained!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 March 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Expressively Active
 
Actions speak louder than words
your worship, and that’s why
I punched him to express
the strength, extent,
and the depth of
my feelings
towards
him!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 August 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Fair Weather Friend
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Your friendship means the world to me and will remain
Unalterably as solid as any friendship could possibly
Be, unless of course unwittingly or deliberately
You get yourself into any difficulty that’s
Likely to prove uncomfortable or
Embarrassing for me; in which
Case I reserve the right to unilaterally
Change my mind, then either flow with the
Tide of those who condemn and despise
You or simply sit uneasily on the
Fence of time, waiting for an
Outcome before deciding
Which way I should
Jump, as any self-respecting,
Fair-weather friend will do.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25th March 1998.
 
Stanley Collymore
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False Protection
 
I took my dreams and carefully wrapped
them up in cotton wool very much afraid to
expose them to the harsh realities of life. But
by doing so, while I doubtlessly protected
them and me from every semblance of
adverse scrutiny that I perceived then
might be in the offing, the virtual
world I’d effectively created
around me as a consequence
was anything but real, or
even conducive to the
betterment of my
life generally.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 December 2010.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Familiar Generalizations Don't Always Tally With Stark
Reality! (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You obviously came into my life when I was down on my
luck and at a time when I couldn't have given a - no
I'm not going to use that jokey expletive which
rhymes with luck and will instead civilly
employ the more socially acceptable
phrase of saying, as I've done
previously, that I was literally down on my luck. But
anyway, things were going staggeringly badly for
me, and understandably my getting involved
with another person, far less so falling in
love again and so soon with anyone,
regardless of who that individual
woman was, was definitely the
last thing I had on my mind;
or for that matter the kind
of reactive action which
honestly, rationally, pragmatically
and much less so judiciously, I
would consciously, or most
fittingly, have seriously
contemplated getting
ensnared into again.
 
No bullshit that, nor any wanton, intentional, or cynically
manufactured, all-out determined and self-serving spin
concurring with the definitive reasoning by me, in
order to expressly circumvent the personal and
deeply troubling consequences known to be
intimately coupled with the unrestrained
failure to definitely and permanently
put an evidently embarrassing past behind me, and
through that conscious process negate the likely
possibility, due responsibility and similarly
the apparent necessity of entertaining a
completely new relationship by me,
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and essentially out of the earlier
mess that I'd made of my life,
be applicably positioned to
naturally get romantically
involved all over again.
 
Well that's a pretty glib assumption to make as
well as an easy thing for anyone to say, and
especially so for those who have not the
vaguest inkling of who or what I am,
and consequently, fundamentally
do not know nor could conceivably understand
the complicated imponderables, in terms of
valued expectations and ardent emotions,
that when immutably choreographed
and then confidently played out,
their distinctly painstakingly,
exhaustive, collaborative
and convincing ballet
de dance, becomes
the unwavering supplement, on
my part, to my unpretentious
chariness and, naturally,
personal awareness.
 
Accordingly, do forgive me for delineating my views so
uncompromisingly, and more to the point especially
so if I have offensively misjudged you as being
among those who have not only collectively
but also conclusively jumped to the false
conclusion, which they unwaveringly
expect and even demand must be
the solitary outcome of how, with no alternative
prospect in their prejudiced deliberations, I
should unquestionably be the man who
they unilaterally decide that I must
unwisely become. To which my
clear response is this: Think
whatever you want to but
take it from me, don't
ever seriously think
of truly holding
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your breath
on that
one!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I don't need to acquaint anyone who's even vaguely compos mentis, but I'll
remind you here all the same for obvious reasons, that life and its associated
factors constitute an ongoing, and invariably a complex game that everyone in
varying degrees and often in the case of some of you for substantial periods of
time, as you either blissfully, idiotically, manipulatively or even sensibly embark
on playing them.
 
Sometimes the motivation for doing so is deliberate and clear-cut, on other
occasions not even the participants themselves can say with any certainty or
even honesty precisely what it is that they're doing or why; for in truth they
haven't the foggiest notion.
 
The game of love is no different and as a pastime has been going on from the
beginning of time and specifically that crucial moment when Eve first got a
deeply enamoured Adam to nibble her apple, which he apparently liked and
consecutively after that occasion continued to have numerous bites from it. It
was a regeneration apple you see. The clever ones out there will get the joke;
the others, truth to tell, it's not worth you bothering.
 
So long after we're all of us no longer here, future generations of human beings -
should earth and Homo Sapiens manage to survive the impending nuclear
holocaust that the morons in Rogue State USA, toadying Britain and the rest of
the west's Useful Idiots that serve the vested interests of the sickos that
currently run this world we live in - will maintain the custom of playing their own
love games.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Farewell And Not Goodbye Muhammad Ali!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How fittingly appropriate that so many millions of people
globally while obviously impracticably unable and for
perfectly obvious and good reasons to personally be
in attendance at your funeral Muhammad Ali will
nevertheless dependably and quite intently either
through simultaneously worldwide television
broadcast descriptions or else by means of
their multifaceted electronic devices and
personalized communications systems
be observing the final rites specifically associated
with your public, hometown-honoured but all
the same dignified burial. I shall be among
their number with tear-filled eyes and a
massive void in my heart taking it all
in as I silently, rather thoughtfully
and in addition prayerfully say
my own emotional farewell
to you, Muhammad Ali.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 June 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Goodbye is for failures or losers; Farewell however is for those who although
they're no longer physically with us don't necessarily have to be, as they're still
currently in our hearts, our thoughts and our minds, and therefore indisputably,
a most welcomed, continuing and a massively inspirational component in our
respective lives as they've always been, and that's precisely your legacy
Muhammad Ali!
 
And the reason is specified here in Latin: &quot;Vos autem sicut homines raro;
mortuus est semel, sed solum vivat in aeternum! &quot; Translated into English
it reads: &quot;People like you are rare; die only once but live eternally! &quot;
And in German: &quot;Leute wie Sie sind selten; nur einmal gestorben, sondern
ewig leben! &quot;
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Stanley Collymore
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Farewell Deidre Barlow
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In a world of rampant disingenuousness; of studied
narcissism overtly and preponderantly parading
itself and deceitfully masquerading in the
process as honesty and truth, and
where dissembling has become an art form
of its own, you Anne Kirkbride were the
complete opposite of all these things,
exemplifying instead a refreshing
and blooming oasis of heartfelt
humanity and genuine talent
that was professionally yet
endearingly dispensed in
what's still mainly and
otherwise a barren,
run of the mill and
talentless desert
of established
mediocrity.
 
And for this, all the cherished memories which you've
left me and millions more and the affinity, coupled
with that characteristic Lancastrian charm
that you dispensed so well both on and
off our TV screens but most notably
and immortally for me in
Corrie Street, I shall eternally be most grateful to you.
So farewell Anne Kirkbride - Deidre Barlow -
and with the curtains having finally, but
alas and regrettably for me and many
millions more of your adoring and
grieving fans, prematurely and
permanently fallen on your
earthly performances, I'm
absolutely sure, even as
your earthly credits
are being rolled out, justly lauded and rightly
applauded, that the stage is already set
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celestially for an even bigger, more
rewarding and eternal role,
specially scripted for
you, and waiting
to be played!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 January 2015.
 
Author's Remarks:
There are times when situations unexpectedly impact so seriously and
emotionally on one's self that regardless of how competent one actually is
verbally words just simply aren't enough to convey the shock and profound
sadness that that specific occurrence has engendered.
 
The untimely death of Anne Kirkbride - affectionately, endearingly and enduringly
known to millions of us as Deidre Barlow, the character which with her
consummate and natural skills she so convincingly and professionally played in
the long running and iconic British television series, Coronation Street, also
lovingly referred to as Corrie or Corrie Street - is one such occurrence.
 
So in grateful appreciation for all the cherished memories you personally given
me Deidre Barlow, I'll simply say: 'Farewell Anne Kirkbride - Deidre Barlow - and
thank you; and although you'll be sorely missed, you'll never be forgotten! R.I.P.'
 
 
My condolences to your husband, other family members, your close friends and
the cast and administrators at Coronation Street.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Fear Used As A Terrorism Component
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The existential fear of terrorism wilfully, cynically
and sadistically created by the very same sponsors
of terrorism who assuredly know that financially
and in numerous other ways they'll massively
benefit from their murderous and persistently
utilized hegemonic foreign terrorist forays
is a burden that the dim-witted, gullible,
or the easily manipulated and populist
morons of Britain, the remainder of
the European Union and the USA regard as something
that they in their pernicious contagion of rapturous
ignorance must clearly, preparedly and blissfully
unremittingly endure, and notwithstanding the
known consequences of it all, since obviously
they've been there before, rather unconscionably
feel that they have to continue with all the same
dishonest and lying shenanigans as the price
they have to pay in the name of western-
style democracy, imperialism and, of
course, the American led, toadying
United Kingdom and European
Union coupled with the bullied
UN's General Assembly and
Security Council's backed
United States delusional
perception of its own
and western, white
Caucasian abiding
exceptionalism!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Rank stupidity and an abysmally low personal self-worth most markedly so in the
case of significant numbers of Britons among the privileged classes and those
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who are of an older age in terms of the former's underlings at having lost an
empire and still looking for a role to play; comprehensively ignorant in all their
cases of the fact that empires come and they do eventually go. But having
deluded themselves individually as well as collectively and for so long that such
an inevitability would never happen to their precious Blighty as the sun would
never dare set on their priceless empire, when that &quot;impossibility&quot; did
actually occur these same morons were quite naturally left stranded and utterly
bewildered as they still are at what precisely to do with themselves other than
embarrassingly, though left with no other choice, if they still delusionally wanted
to portray Britain as a world power than play second fiddle to the incoming
upstart and new bully on the block the United States of America, an
amalgamation of Britain's former colonial entities.
 
And all this coupled with the manifest awareness that many of these
contemporary wannabe imperialists and colonialists are completely ill-informed
and additionally miserly lack either the foresight or the ability let alone the
incentive to alter their psychological and highly debilitating situation; and it's not
rocket science to deduce why so many of them like numerous numbers of their
fellow westerners are as pig-ignorant as they evidently are; and correspondingly
so easily manipulated by their criminally disposed politicians and terrorist
western leaders.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Fear, The Invisible Companion Whose Instinctual
Malevolence Knows No Bounds!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I have no fear at all of anyone or anything; not even death. And
until I draw my last breath this position, which I havealways
resolutely maintained, will unalterably for me remain the
same. For really what is fear? As I see it, it's a rather
improvident supposition of what might perchance
happen. Something that to all intents and purposes the
frightened person for a variety of reasons, and not
invariably entirely unconvincing ones, doesn't
want to happen. And should the catastrophe
the supposed victim is so rather petrified
of does honestly happen, then having
wished themselves sick concerning
it, was realistically a total waste
of both time and energy which
finally amounted to nothing.
 
So sensibly save your energy and time for something truly
positive to do, and which I'm confident will markedly
assist you in successfully eradicating from your
mind all those very negative and unpleasant
thoughts that you usually carry there, and
in the process of doing so make a much better as well
as a far more fascinating person, I'm sure, out of
you. And as for fearing death, it's completely
risible really getting yourself all needlessly
worked up about what's unambiguously
an inescapable outcome that no one,
including you, can reversibly alter
or do anything at all about either
significantly while you're still
physically here, and equally
less so after you're gone.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 September 2019.
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Author's Comments:
Fear as we Homo sapiens are conditioned as well as consistently led to believe is
a crucial mechanism that effectively enables us, as well as other species that
share this earth with us, to protect ourselves from danger, impending or
otherwise, as well as assisting us in providing a viable framework for ourselves in
order to safeguard our respective continuance as a specie.
 
That may well be true in some specific circumstances. But concertedly using fear
or the tactic of fearmongering either as useful or convenient devices to literally
scare the hell out of other people for one's own ends or to selfishly in the process
of doing so secure rather unwarranted advantages for one's self, family members
or friends at the expense of others, is categorically nothing more, I'm absolutely
convinced, than the quintessence of sheer evil and malevolent narcissism.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Femininity Unbounded
 
If words are the trumpets of the mind and the
eyes the telescope of the heart could it be
that silent thoughts, transmitted yet not
openly disclosed, are the engine to
provide the start of what we
hope to find?
 
Like an elegant goddess borne loftily
on the stalwart wings of chance
you swept in unexpectedly
but oh so majestically
in a unique, feminine
ballet de dance –
your welcomed presence creating a
charming and exciting situation
replete with its own magical
and tempting expectations.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Fidel Castro The Iconic And Unquestionably Principled
Hero Of The 20th Century!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Your humanity, inspirational leadership, instinctive
and sympathetic alliance with the downtrodden,
the persistently marginalized, unwarrantedly
outcast, the intentionally made powerless,
the entirely ignored and the politically
and economically debarred; qualities
which unsparingly, cheerfully and
altruistically on your part were very much
personified in you heart, and now with
your sincerely bereaved passing will
permanently remain well known,
were always well received by
those that were recurrently
on the receiving end of
these numerous and
insidiously illegal
acts of habitual
injustice done
uncaringly
to them.
 
Acts of consummate barbarity malignantly unleashed
against their targeted victims in tandem with their
abusers' demonic and vitriolic wrath directed
against you Fidel Castro because of who
and what you admirably were, and in
the most trustworthily and deeply
principled manner were totally,
committedly and unequivocally doing. But in
spite of all their unquestionably provoking,
numerous and quite criminally inspired
shenanigans you, Fidel Castro none
the less stalwartly, courageously
and selflessly carried on with
your profoundly socialist
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and for you ceaselessly
principled process of
fully empowering
the intentionally
marginalized,
ignored and
neglected
masses.
 
And furthermore achieving the incredibly remarkable success
of brilliantly doing so in the hostile face of a most brutal,
spitefully malicious, constantly ongoing and obdurate,
vested interest calumny; venomous smears, outright
lies, propagandistic innuendos, harsh condemnations
and numerous attempted assassinations all aimed
specifically at getting rid of you Fidel Castro:
our charismatic, inspirational and still very
much alive hero and legend, while at the
same time ruthlessly endeavouring to overthrow your
socialist enterprise towards and our effective means
of achieving the political, social, economic and
cultural salvation we were jointly after. But
these evil morons failed spectacularly and
dejectedly in their despicable exercise
because the Cuban Nation and the
globally deprived masses who
were so hatefully disdained
had always, still do and
will always personally,
historically and most
endearingly regard
you, Fidel Castro
as our distinct
saviour and
champion.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 November 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The enduring legacy of a truly great man or woman isn't solely evaluated or
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measured by what they said or even did to the worthy and justified applause of
friends and avid supporters or come to that against the acerbic backdrop or the
demeaning chagrin of virulent opponents and utterly narcissistic malcontents that
detested them when such champions of the people were obviously alive, but
rather, and most significantly so I honestly believe, by the inspirational impetus
which that particular individual's demonstrably principled, selfless and altruistic
actions in relation to life generally and other human beings specifically have
successfully and irrevocably been imbued in the hearts and minds of succeeding
and future generations.
 
And you Comandante Fidel Castro unmistakably iconic, undistractedly and
unambiguously true to what you always and genuinely believed, set out to do
and ultimately achieved exemplify in every regard all the wholesome
characteristics of a truly great and formidable man, as well as being an
amazingly charismatic and a remarkably outstanding human being.
 
So now with your exceedingly outstanding and personally contributory work here
on earth quite satisfactorily completed, rest in your very much deserved eternal
peace my political mentor and likeminded Caribbean citizen, comfortingly and
justifiably assured that what you yourself Fidel, Che and Raul did in Cuba and in
the process enthusiastically inspired all right minded and highly conscionable
revolutionaries globally against the distinctly vile evils of imperialism,
colonialism, racism and indigenous peoples' exploitation in their own countries to
strikingly take cognizance of and follow, will undauntedly because of you
enduringly continue.
 
&quot;Ever onwards to Victory! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Following Your Own Imaginative Conceptions Or
Slavishly Other Peoples' Prescription?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Self-praise, it's generally and even controversially argued,
is one of life's minor oddities, and no less so because it
doesn't easily or readily fit into the stringent realms
of conscientious objectivity or uncompromised
impartiality which would in general terms be
contemplated by almost everybody as an
unqualified and fundamental necessity.
And therefore in that given context
and firmly but otherwise superficially looked at either
without being accorded much thinking of it, or in
reality exploring other available and feasible
options, can supposedly be thus happily
contemplated, resolvedly concluded
and thereupon additionally and
eventually acknowledged as
appropriately the ideal
explanation to one's
own conundrum.
 
But is it really, as it might at first seem, the only true
guide to rational thinking, and in this essentially
to many, and expectedly to some bemused
observers too, singular process they're
watching deliver what is little more
than the evident and perversely ensnaring, as
it happens, of one's self and unsurprisingly
most conveniently doing so through the
somewhat subjective and undeniably
motivational instrument of what
is certainly blatant populism?
 
Always perceived, as and whenever it's selectively
required, to correspondingly act as the one true
and indispensable means to fittingly reach
and suitably deliver the allegedly right,
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proper and efficacious decision as to
how one must perspicaciously and even sagely
endeavour in their personal and committed
undertaking, if theirs is to be a realistic
ambition of profitably bringing their
most cherished anticipations and
envisioned dreams to what will
indubitably be their resulting,
ultimate and fullest fruition!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 July 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
For the general, although by no means universally accepted, recognition that
each and every living person, whether entirely compos mentis or not, has the
same unchallengeable right to have his or her own entitlement to think and
express whatever viewpoint they're personally disposed to, so long as these
opinions don't arbitrarily invalidate or in any way abrogate the similar rights of
others whose sentiments and actions are diametrically divergent o the stance of
those who've taken to openly and outspokenly enunciating them, is a salient part
of every principled and conscionable society and country which unequivocally
claims to be civilized both in conception and execution; as well as those others
assertively and conveniently but all the same most questionably opt to jump on
the same bandwagon. And in what manner those who're either repeatedly or
occasionally caught up in this, and at times, highly controversial debate
calculatingly in those given circumstances that they find themselves in choose to
react, is surely and quite frankly a matter exclusively for them.
 
That said, and most unfortunately so, there are significant numbers of people
both nationally and globally who obviously don't have the intellectual acumen,
natural goodwill towards themselves or the committed perseverance to act in
their own best interests, choosing instead to either slavishly or otherwise have
themselves unthinkingly or even coercively follow the manifestly manipulative
and quite distinctly self-serving dictates of others whose egocentric attitude to
life and their attendant loathsome actions are concertedly bound up in the utterly
selfish, uncaring and contemptuous mind-set they resolutely hold on to, and in
turn affects everyone and everything associated with them that they calculatedly
go out of their way to unambiguously ensure will completely and deferentially
subjugate themselves as they, their controllers, single-mindedly decide and
accordingly will indisputably expect to be obeyed.
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All of which is academically quite interesting, but in practical terms where
precisely in this intriguing conundrum, if at all, do you personally fit in?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Fools And Their Follies Are Inextricably Linked; No
Reason Though To Accept Either Or Both Of Them!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Rather interesting isn't it how those who have no concept
of civility towards other people and seemingly whose
only raison d'être for living is sheer selfishness and
unbridled greed, who sinisterly sow and in ample
reproductive conditions propagate the seeds of
disenchantment, enmity, needless suffering,
poverty and pointed resentment attached
to intense hostility from their multiple
victims wherever they go; and who,
although customarily unasked for,
have no problem whatever in telling others whom
they disdain the price of everything yet markedly
to anybody with even a half-functioning brain
in his or her head are blissfully ignorant of
all discernible acumen when it comes to
the value of anything; yet remiss of all
that none the less arrogate to happily
themselves the entirely delusional
conviction that they come what
may have the inalienable right
to barge into the tranquillity
of other peoples' everyday
lives, recklessly ruining
the serenity that formerly was present, without
even a moment's thought or hesitation, and
in such a cavalier and roughshod fashion
that has all the damaging hallmarks of
a thorough and rampaging tropical
hurricane! Yet despite the clearly
massive damage they've done
still expect or demand to be
treated lightly and what's
more with paramount
immunity as if they
were in some way
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chosen daughters
or our favoured
sons. Well live
all you care to
with your hypocritical
and contaminating
insanity, just as
long as you do
perceptively
understand
that none
of it will
be of any
interest
to me!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
There are those who're born fools: the products of either careless or incestuous
breeding - village idiots to give them their correct name; those who brainlessly
are conditioned to becoming fools: assiduously groomed in other words to
produce that desired outcome by those who've been grooming them; and then
there are those who foolishly think that because they can manipulatively control
either through their financial power, political status, social standing or privileged
situations - none of these classifications with their unwarranted and grossly
disproportionate power and influence not even remotely acquired through any
intellectual acumen, fundamental commonsense, genuine suitability, natural
ability or basic competition but invariably are privileges derived by means of
cronyism, nepotism or incestuous blood unions - other sections of the UK's
population far too dim-witted to perceive let alone comprehend what these
manipulators are doing, that on this basis alone everyone else must
automatically or should coercively be in the same sycophantic and deleterious
situation, these odious and utterly evil perpetrators of every conceivable
criminality known to man are therefore perfectly entitled, they delusionally
assume, to carry on unhindered in their activities and in like manner as their
predecessors, and usually the precursors of their blood line, have remorselessly
for generations selfishly and exploitatively done!
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Stanley Collymore
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For Me The Huge Pleasure From Celebrating Your
Birthday Was Surpassed Only By The Multiple
Orgasms We Had With Each Other!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Indisputably it has been a marvellous occasion for all
concerned: family members, close friends, invited
guests, neighbours, colleagues and specifically
for me your Partner, to be accorded this quite
glorious opportunity both individually and
collectively to personally say how justly
precious you are and additionally too
how very much you mean to all of us and hopefully
trust there'll be many more such occasions in the
future when everyone of us can expectantly and
blissfully meet up again to both facilitate and
actively share the joyous reunion of another
delightful birthday celebration on behalf
of a most gorgeously beautiful, highly
intelligent, a naturally sophisticated
and a really phenomenal woman.
 
And as we inevitably prepare to return to our everyday
lives again, enthused, fully engaged and thoroughly
fascinated by everything that has happened over
the past week of us all pleasurably celebrating
your authentically incomparable day; let me,
having been unanimously, but most humbly
on my part in accepting it, granted this distinct honour
by everyone who has been a part of what has gone
on to regrettably, but also pragmatically, declare
these festivities to be officially over. However,
in the process of my doing so to nevertheless
also say that with an intense interest that is
itself interwoven with an undiminished
enthusiasm that contentedly won't go
away, we shall assiduously and not
surprisingly be looking forward to
your birthday celebrations, and
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not only in terms of next year
but also in the coming years!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 October 2016.
 
 
Author's comments:
From my Partner and me a most grateful and a heart-warming &quot;thank you
&quot; for the valuable part you all admirably played in turning what was always
going to be a most memorable day and its attendant celebrations into a truly
super and unforgettable occasion.
 
And to my Partner specifically from me and all those who most pleasurably and
enthusiastically celebrated your birthday, thank you for being the enlivening and
truly inspirational figure we'd never any doubts in our minds that you are, but all
the same with your characteristic charm, innate sophistication and a most
evocative femininity you had us all literally spell-bound and kept us that way.
 
Finally and deeply personally from me: &quot;Thank you my Darling for being
you and likewise for reciprocally loving me! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Foremost Among The Finest!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Absolute trust and unfettered cooperation are key characteristics
of every meaningful doctor patient relationship, for without
them nothing of substance really exists. No such schism,
however, did ever raise its ugly head in the several
years that thankfully and most gratefully as well
you've been my GP, and I shall eternally be
indebted to you for everything you've
professionally done for me coupled
with your innate compassion,
intuitive understanding of my
medical needs and your
adept skills in always
efficiently dealing
with them.
 
Therefore the pending retirement from your present
and longstanding position as a highly competent,
thoroughly respected, greatly admired and
deeply loved practising GP and friend
although a consummate loss I know
for everyone of us who knows you
and have over the years benefited
enormously from your commitment,
untiring devotion to your work as well as
your friendship is somewhat tempered
by the joy and knowledge that you
won't be departing entirely, but
rather in that altruistic spirit
for which you're very well
known will as a medical
counsellor continue to
minister to the same
community which
quite justifiably
holds you in
such high
regards.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
9 August 2014.
 
 
For Dr John Blechynden: professionally and in every other regard a most
remarkable human being, on his recent retirement. You'll be sorely missed!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Forever And Committedly Yours, Helen!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please allow me, if may, to freely explain how
I personally feel about you romantically,
Helen and additionally what I'd
dearly love to favourably,
and also willingly, receive in return, as
well as permanently secure from the
continuance of this relationship:
newborn and admittedly in
its infancy, that you and
me are having.
 
That emotionally and physically I'm quite
emphatically taken with and, likewise,
am passionately in love with you
is an absolute certainty and,
moreover, a situation
that doesn't demand nor remotely require
any convoluted explanations on my
part either for its existence or any
hoped for continuation; since for me
it's an indelible state of affairs,
Helen that's firmly and also
irreversibly, voluntarily
transfixed in my
conspicuously
amorous
heart.
 
Besides I'd love to marry and, significantly
too, spend the remainder of my life with
you - no wanton nor flippant pledge
that, I promise you, should you
decide and hopefully, from
my rather biased point
of view, graciously
consent, that is,
to effectively
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have me.
 
And were that to happen I solemnly vow that in every
single one of my questingly benign endeavours to
literally do everything within my wit, power
and imagination to constantly make you
happy. Not simply because you had
elected to become my Darling
and most cherished wife,
but just as importantly
too had in the full and
incontestable knowledge regarding my
feelings for you, which I had freely
shared with you and that you'd
willingly accepted, I'd made
it unambiguously clear
that whatever else
in life I might
otherwise do, you dearest Helen
will forever, absolutely and
irreplaceably, remain
the most precious
person within
my life!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 December 2014.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
 
This poem: &quot;Forever and committedly yours, Helen&quot; was specifically
written for and, as a result, is likewise dedicated to Helen whose family name is
intentionally withheld by me to accord her the anonymity that she's entitled to
and which is quite rightfully hers; however the lady in question is perfectly well
aware who the person mentioned in the poem is and crucially why she's there;
because Helen has been fully informed, even before the poem was physically
created, of its impending conception.
 
Candidly, this poem is the author basically at his most benign, mischievously
speaking, while specifically paying the ultimate in much deserved compliments to
an undoubtedly prescient-minded lady who I'm absolutely certain will, with
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consummate humour, fully understand as well as completely and quite
constructively take on board the undaunted intentions of this poem.
 
For the rest of you I earnestly hope that this poem will determinedly prompt a
private odyssey: one involving the most intensive of explorations and ultimate
discovery perhaps, in relation to your own sense and personal discernment of the
deeply complex features surrounding the element of physical chemistry between
diverse individuals; emotional feelings; intensive or otherwise individual
experiences; and most especially so, love.
 
Attributes acutely pertinent in Britain's case, it must be honestly stressed, where
the noble art of wooing: the skill of  altruistically tendering genuine compliments
and also intrinsically exhibiting conspicuously mutual high esteem between the
two biological genders of male and female, has all but died out; and despairingly
in their place the pernicious cynicism associated with only doing something
merely to advantageously benefit one's self socially, career-wise or otherwise
materialistically from it, or even worst still instinctively choosing to look every
gift horse in the mouth while robotically assuming that there's a markedly hidden
ulterior motive behind what are purely selfless actions, have become virtually
endemic throughout the United Kingdom.
 
And the somewhat sickening irony of all this is, that those, across the entire
spectrum of British society, who are the ones that quite bluntly would
undoubtedly benefit the most from the badly needed and discernibly advisable
implantation of these caring concepts, are precisely those who are the worst
contributors themselves to this most appalling and ongoing state of affairs.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Forever Friends!
 
The test of true friendship isn’t how much satisfaction or
profit one can derive from a relationship in the shortest
possible time and convince one’s self that all
is well, but rather how patient one can be
when divers problems beset that
relationship, threaten and even
traduce personal reputations -
sometimes beyond repair;
and yet, the loyalty and enduring bonds that
that first moment of respect inspired stay
constant and implacably sincere –
never doubting the wisdom of
it all and, crucially,
always there.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 November 2006.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Förslag I Stället För Att Inte Vara Ordentligt
Toalettutbildade!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Detta är en offentlig toalett och du är här helt enkelt för
Endera ha en kissa i den eller i samband med den åtgärden,
att väsentligen avrösta - inte läsa dagliga nyheter-
papper, cogitate om dina personliga problem,
hur du bäst kan lösa det mest brådskande
sådana eller till och med många av
dem - någon chans att det senare
materialiserades någonsin på en automatiserad tid
segmenterad, toalettmiljö som denna en som
du för närvarande sitter i, eller att till
och med hantigt använda din
tilldeladetid här till ang-
enäm onanera dig
själv till en
orgasm.
 
Så skynda dig med vad du än är antingen föreslå
eller faktiskt engagera sig I gör, som du bara
har tio minuter under tiden för att avsluta
vad du än har gjort inledde med uppen-
bar entusiasm. Och förhoppningsvis efter det,
och när du är riktigt säker på att du är klar,
rengör på lämpligt sätt din botten och
efteråt hygieniskt tvätta och torka
dinhänder. Som förutom i
växande kö utanför, det
finns andra prospektiv
toalettanvändare
snabbt Väntar
på komma in.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 augusti 2019.
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Författarens kommentarer:
Du kan naturligtvis, om du så önskar avföra den här dikten helt enkelt som
toaletthumör, vilket naturligtvis är din rätt att göra. Men för mig: en väldigt tuff
och en säkert pågående hygienist hela mitt liv, det finns ett allvarligt syfte med
den här dikten som jag mest medvetet har skrivit.
 
Personlig hygien, tyvärr måste jag säga, är inte en mycket stark punkt eller
sedvanlig praxis i offentliga anläggningar i hela Storbritannien, och med många
briter - och du vet med rätta - mycket involverad i det avvisande tillståndet.
Offentliga toaletter och restauranger är två bland andra platser som är helt
straffbara i detta; och man fruktar att tänka på vad som faktiskt händer i många
privata brittiska hem.
 
Särskilt så, när det är väl dokumenterat att ett betydande antal brittiska barn i
normal skolålder dyker upp till skolan och klasserna där, men som inte ens har
blivit ordentligt utbildade i kruka.
 
Detta är förenat med den vanliga situationen i Storbritannien - och snälla försök
inte att förneka detta eftersom det synliga beviset finns för alla med ögon att se
- där den rutinmässiga tvätten av sina händer efter att ha använt toaletten är en
sällsynthet för många briter; och är därför på nivå med att vinna Euro-Millions
jackpotlotteriet. Så gör något positivt med dina ohygieniska metoder, snälla!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Forslag I Stedet For Å Ikke Bli Skikkelig Toaletttrent!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Dette er et offentlig toalett, og du er bare her ha en tisse i
den, eller i forbindelse med den handlingen, å essensielt
defecere - ikke lese de daglige nyhetene- papirer,
cogitate om dine personlige problemer, hvor
best du kan løse det mest presserende de
eller til og med mange av dem - noen sjanse for
sistnevnte materialiserte seg noensinne
i en automatisert tid segmenterte,
toalettmiljøer som dette en
som du sitter i for øyeblikket,
eller til og med håndverkt
bruk din tildeltetid her
til fornøyelig onan-
erer deg selv til
en orgasme.
 
Så skynd deg med hva det er som deg enten
foreslå eller faktisk engasjert seg i gjør,
som du bare har ti minutter i mello-
mtiden for å fullføre uansett hva
du har tok fatt på med tilsynelatende entusias-
me. Og forhåpentligvis etter det, og når du
er Ganske sikker på at du er ferdig,
og rengjør passende bunnen og
etterpå hygienisk vask og
tørk grundig hender.
Som dessuten I
voksende kø
utenfor, det er andre pro-
spektiv toalettbrukere
haster venter på
komme inn.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16. august 2019.
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Forfatterens merknader:
Du kan selvfølgelig, hvis du ønsker å avfeie dette diktet ganske enkelt som
toaletthumor, noe som naturlig nok er din rett til å gjøre. Men for meg: en veldig
tøff og en trygg pågående hygienist hele livet, er det et alvorlig formål med dette
diktet jeg har mest bevisst skrevet.
 
Personlig hygiene, dessverre, må jeg si, er ikke et veldig sterkt poeng eller vanlig
praksis i offentlige anlegg over hele Storbritannia, og med mange briter - og du
med rette vet dette - er veldig involvert i den frastøtende situasjonen. Offentlige
toaletter og restauranter som er to blant andre arenaer som er helt skyldige i
dette; og man gruer seg til å tenke på hva som faktisk foregår i mange private
britiske hjem.
 
Spesielt så når det er godt dokumentert at et betydelig antall britiske barn i
normal skolealder dukker opp på skolen og klassene der, men som ikke engang
har blitt ordentlig trent på pottetrening.
 
Dette sammenholdt med den vanlige situasjonen i Storbritannia - og vennligst
ikke prøv å benekte dette, da det synlige beviset er der for alle med øynene å se
- hvor den rutinemessige vasken av hendene etter bruk av toalettet er en
sjeldenhet for mange briter; og følgelig er på nivå med å vinne Euro-Millions
jackpotlotteriet. Så gjør noe positivt med din uhygieniske praksis, vær så snill!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Fortitude Or Failure?
 
Lost hopes; lost dreams? But are they really only what you see
them as if you so easily give up at the first real challenge
they present and don’t fight tenaciously for what you
say and even claim you believe in? Life is beset
with problems and difficulties of all kinds
but rather than see these as
insurmountable obstacles that one must walk
away from without determining how or why they
arose in the first place, why not instead perceive them
as personal challenges to be robustly tackled and
vigorously employed in the most constructive
way that one can imagine or implement not
only for the overall benefit of one’s self
but also to positively serve as an
effective means of encouragement
for others who find themselves
in like circumstances?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 August 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Franchoice
 
Due to successful endeavours
and a phenomenal number
of requests for me to do so
I’ll be franchising my
body; so which part
of it are you most
interested in?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 October 2002.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Free Speech And Freedom Of Expression The Bugbear
Of Nazi Zionist Megalomaniac Politicians.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm a firm believer of unrestricted free speech and the
absolute freedom of expression regardless of who
voices either of them or the initial source these
stated expressions or comments emanated
from. And while I'm fully aware that
such pronouncements might very
well be highly inflammatory, distressing, insulting
or even offensive to the beliefs or convictions
of many who either hear them or are the
subjects of such possibly irritating
or upsetting statements, as long as no legally proven
action of wilful defamation, fraudulent character
assassination, libel or intentionally threatening
behaviour can't be categorically determined
against the purveyors of such purportedly
offensive conduct but even so exercised
within the strictly specified parameters
of the law - as explicitly and, what is
more, universally delineated in the
archetype of a politically secure,
judicially neutral and crucially
an unsullied socially created
and transparently advanced
democracy that comprises
the combination of all of the
aforementioned basics and
vouchsafed guarantees -
then truthfully I've no
problem with or any
gripes against the
exercise, albeit
contentiously
of any such
occurrences
personally.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
21 April 2017.
 
 
Author's remarks:
In a competently organized, successfully run and correspondingly a genuine
democratic country the cardinal principles of free speech and freedom of
expression ought to be, and I'll further add must be, the inalienable right of
every citizen and resident who lives there and what constraints there might be
against this commendable situation should be openly aired, freely discussed and
objectively debated at will, and furthermore what measures that are eventually
taken must themselves be comprehensively endorsed by a minimum two thirds
majority and binding vote in a nationally held and independently supervised
referendum, with the outcome subsequently passed into legislation by that
country's duly and democratically elected parliamentarians.
 
But what we, the general public, routinely observe and abhor are pseudo-
democratic and even clandestinely self-serving and bogus proselytizing so-called
democratic states whose barbaric, graspingly avaricious, megalomaniacal and
warmongering controllers that clearly have no interest whatsoever in democratic
values repeatedly usurp the principles, norms and creditable goals of free speech
and freedom of expression to advantageously for them and very detrimental to
their selected victims rein in legitimate critics of themselves and the vile regimes
they run, while equally, hypocritically and in the most naked display of their
arrogant and hostile double standards promote their own twisted, one-sided and
malevolent agendas to the detriment of everyone but themselves and their own
kind, and most especially so those whom they virulently, albeit unwarrantedly,
disdain and discredit with a passionately induced revulsion and psychopathically
executed enmity.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Free Speech And Freedom Of Expression The Bugbear
Of Nazi Zionists And Western Megalomaniac
Politicians.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm a firm believer of unrestricted free speech and the
absolute freedom of expression regardless of who
voices either of them or the initial source these
stated expressions or comments emanated
from. And while I'm fully aware that
such pronouncements might very
well be highly inflammatory, distressing, insulting
or even offensive to the beliefs or convictions
of many who either hear them or are the
subjects of such possibly irritating
or upsetting statements, as long as no legally proven
action of wilful defamation, fraudulent character
assassination, libel or intentionally threatening
behaviour can't be categorically determined
against the purveyors of such purportedly
offensive conduct but even so exercised
within the strictly specified parameters
of the law - as explicitly and, what is
more, universally delineated in the
archetype of a politically secure,
judicially neutral and crucially
an unsullied socially created
and transparently advanced
democracy that comprises
the combination of all of the
aforementioned basics and
vouchsafed guarantees -
then truthfully I've no
problem with or any
gripes against the
exercise, albeit
contentiously
of any such
occurrences
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personally.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 April 2017.
 
 
Author's remarks:
In a competently organized, successfully run and correspondingly a genuine
democratic country the cardinal principles of free speech and freedom of
expression ought to be, and I'll further add must be, the inalienable right of
every citizen and resident who lives there and what constraints there might be
against this commendable situation should be openly aired, freely discussed and
objectively debated at will, and furthermore what measures that are eventually
taken must themselves be comprehensively endorsed by a minimum two thirds
majority and binding vote in a nationally held and independently supervised
referendum, with the outcome subsequently passed into legislation by that
country's duly and democratically elected parliamentarians.
 
But what we, the general public, routinely observe and abhor are pseudo-
democratic and even clandestinely self-serving and bogus proselytizing so-called
democratic states whose barbaric, graspingly avaricious, megalomaniacal and
warmongering controllers that clearly have no interest whatsoever in democratic
values repeatedly usurp the principles, norms and creditable goals of free speech
and freedom of expression to advantageously for them and very detrimental to
their selected victims rein in legitimate critics of themselves and the vile regimes
they run, while equally, hypocritically and in the most naked display of their
arrogant and hostile double standards promote their own twisted, one-sided and
malevolent agendas to the detriment of everyone but themselves and their own
kind, and most especially so those whom they virulently, albeit unwarrantedly,
disdain and discredit with a passionately induced revulsion and psychopathically
executed enmity.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Frères Et Soeurs En Guerre!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
D'accord! Donc, nous sommes biologiquement liés,
et ce n'est pas mon fait ou était-ce jamais une question
en litige comme nous avons les mêmes parents
biologiques et donc sont sans aucun doute la
fratire qui sont incontestablement naturellement liées
les unes aux autres. Mais ceux-ci les facteurs en
eux-mêmes ne doivent pas, ne devraient pas
ou ne devraient pas nous font automatique-
ment des clones les uns des autres, et
spécifiquement ainsi dans notre
pensée. Pour nous sommes
fondamentalement fon-
damentalement différentes personnes et pas
seulement comment nous regardons
dans termes visibles mais pareille-
ment aussi à comment nous
normalement répondre à
de nombreux les choses
de manière significative et que
raisonnablement, pratiquement, et
avec étonnement en termes
adultes est vraiment
comment c'est
vraiment
devrait
être.
 
Alors donnez-moi une pause s'il vous plaît en termes de
votre constante, critiques injustifiées et offensantes,
ainsi que vos condamnations sans fin de moi!
Et ce faisant, espérons-le aussi, arrêter
votre irrationnelle essayant de changer notre livre
de règles familiales établies en quelque chose
pour convenir à votre propre, arrogant
et plutôt narcissique se termine.
Et en train de faire donc en
affirmant bêtement que
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même si vous accepter librement que nous
sommes proches parents et donc indis
cutablement même les frères et
soeurs, nos, prescrits par
vous, des différences
insolubles dans
opinion sur certaines questions vous
considérez comme essential en
conséquence determiner et
même nécessiter que nous ne
pouvons pas non plus ou
ne devrait même pas
judicieusement
être amis.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Familles! Le problème impondérable n'est-ce pas? Casse-tête et situation
inquiétante bien établie dans laquelle beaucoup d'entre nous sont confrontés à de
multiples désaccords avec certains d'entre eux, voire tous à un moment ou à un
autre, tandis que pour d'autres groupes familiaux, il s'agit simplement d'une
navigation facile, un cas simple de soleil se luisant les uns aux autres l'arrière,
pour ainsi dire, et il n'ya pas de soins solitaires dans le monde en ce qui concerne
leurs relations inter-familiales, sans parler des problèmes graves qui en émanent.
 
Alors, comment cela se passe-t-il et quelle est la solution obligatoire pour
l'harmonie familiale universelle? Le respect de l'autre, l'amour et la
compréhension de base je suppose. Mais si, dans l'intervalle, vous apportez
personnellement une solution à toute épreuve à cette situation pérenne et à ce
dilemme familial, faites-le savoir. Mais avant cela, et à moins que vous ne soyez
saintement altruiste, déposez votre brevet d'abord, car je suis persuadé que ce
sera une source d'argent pour vous!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Frykt, Den Usynlige Kameraten Hvis Instinktive
Ondskapsfullhet Ikke Kjenner Noen Grenser!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jeg har ingen frykt for noen eller noe; ikke engang døden. Og
inntil jeg trekker mitt siste åndedrag denne stillingen, som
jeg alltid har resolutt opprettholdt, vil uforanderlig for
meg forbli den samme. For hva er egentlig frykt?
Slik jeg ser det, er det snarere improvident antakelse av
hva som kan gjøre skje. Noe som til enhver hensikt
skremt person av mange forskjellige grunner, og
ikke alltid helt overbevisende, ikke vil skje.
Og skulle katastrofen det antatte offeret
er så ganske forstenet av skjer ærlig,
for så å ha ønsket seg syke ang-
ående det, var realistisk et
totalt avfall av både tid
og energi som endelig
utgjorde ingenting.
 
Så fornuftig spare energi og tid til noe virkelig positivt å
gjøre, og som jeg er sikker på vil markant hjelpe deg
med å utrydde din husk alle de veldig negative og
ubehageligetanker som du vanligvis bærer der,
og gjør det mye bedre også som en langt mer fascinerende
person, er jeg sikker på at du. Og når det gjelder frykt
for døden, er det helt risible virkelig få deg selv
unødvendig jobbet opp om det som entydig
er et uunngåelig resultat som ingen,
inkludert deg, kan reversibelt
endre eller gjør noe i det
hele tatt med enten
betydelig mens du er fysisk
her, og like mindre
etter at du er
borte.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7. september 2019.
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Forfatterens kommentarer:
Frykt når vi Homo sapiens er betinget, så vel som konsekvent ført til å tro er en
avgjørende mekanisme som effektivt gjør det mulig for oss, så vel som andre
arter som deler denne jorden med oss, å beskytte oss mot fare, forestående eller
på annen måte, i tillegg til å hjelpe oss i å gi et levedyktig rammeverk for oss
selv for å ivareta vår respektive videreføring som en spesie.
 
Det kan godt være sant under spesifikke omstendigheter. Men samkjørt ved å
bruke frykt eller taktikken for å fryktbehandle enten som nyttige eller praktiske
apparater for å bokstavelig talt skremme helvete ut av andre mennesker for
egne mål eller for å egoistisk i ferd med å gjøre så sikre ganske uberettigede
fordeler for ens selv, familiemedlemmer eller venner på andres bekostning, er
kategorisk ingenting mer, jeg er helt overbevist om, enn kvintessensen av ren
ondskap og ondskapsfull narsissisme.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Furcht, Der Unsichtbare Gefährte, Dessen Instinktive
Bosheit Keine Grenzen Kennt!Von Stanley Collymore
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Ich habe überhaupt keine Angst vor irgendjemandem oder
irgendetwas; nicht einmal der Tod. Und bis ich bei meinem
letzten Atemzug diese Position einnehme, die ich immer habe
Entschlossen gepflegt, wird für mich die unabänd-
erliche bleiben gleich. Denn was ist eigentlich
Angst? Aus meiner Sicht ist es eher eine
improvisierte Vermutung, was möglich sein könnte
geschehen. etwas, das in jeder Hinsicht die verängstigte
Person aus einer Vielzahl von Gründen, und nicht
ausnahmslos nicht ganz überzeugend passieren
wollen. Und sollte die Katastrophe das
vermeintliche Opfer ist so ziemlich
versteinert von passiert ehrlich gesagt,
dann mit wünschte sich krank wegen
Es war realistisch eine totale
Verschwendung von Zeit
und Energie, die war
schließlich
nichts.
 
So sparen Sie sinnvoll Ihre Energie und Zeit für etwas wirklich
positiv zu tun, und ich bin zuversichtlich, dass unterstützen
Sie bei der erfolgreichen Ausrottung von Ihrem kümmere
dich um all die sehr negativen und unangenehmen
Gedanken, die Sie normalerweise dort tragen,
und in dem Prozess machen dies auch viel besser
Ich bin mir sicher, dass ich als weitaus faszinierenderer
Mensch keine Ahnung habe Du. Und was die Angst
vor dem Tod angeht, ist es völlig lächerlich, sich
wirklich alles unnötig zu holen überlegen,
was eindeutig ist ein unausweichliches
Ergebnis, dass niemand, einschließ-
lich Sie können reversibel ändern
oder überhaupt etwas dagegen
tun deutlich, während Sie
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noch sind physisch hier
und gleichermaßen
weniger, nachdem
Sie gegangen sind.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Angst, wie wir Homo Sapiens sind konditioniert und konsequent dazu gebracht zu
glauben, ist ein entscheidender Mechanismus, der es uns und anderen Arten, die
diese Erde mit uns teilen, effektiv ermöglicht, uns vor drohenden oder sonstigen
Gefahren zu schützen und uns zu helfen einen tragfähigen Rahmen für uns selbst
zu schaffen, um unseren jeweiligen Fortbestand als Art zu sichern.
 
Dies kann unter bestimmten Umständen durchaus zutreffen. Aber gemeinsam
Angst oder die Taktik des Angstmachens als nützliches oder praktisches Mittel zu
nutzen, um andere Menschen buchstäblich für ihre eigenen Zwecke zu
erschrecken oder sich dabei selbstsüchtig eher ungerechtfertigte Vorteile für sich
selbst, Familienmitglieder oder Freunde zu sichern Die Kosten anderer sind,
davon bin ich absolut überzeugt, kategorisch nichts anderes als die Quintessenz
des bloßen Bösen und des böswilligen Narzissmus.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Future Trend
 
I see in you the hopes of my future
and the means by which I’m now
able to permanently forget
the nightmarish hell of
my troubled past.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Gedicht - Der Selbstlose Und Wirklich Charmante
Isobel
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Niemand außer uns selbst kann logischerweise in das
Geheimnis sehen Bereich unseres individuellen
Geistes und entweder entziffern oder, weit
weniger, realistisch mit absolut zu sagen
Gewissheit, was dort wirklich los ist;
oder ebenso souverän, aber absurd-
erweise aähnliches Szenario mit den
wahren Absichten unserer Herz. Das sagte die Art
und Weise, in der man als Individuum reagiert
routinemäßig auf jede gegebene Situation
oder unbewusst in normalen Umstände,
verhält sich routinemäßig bei Vor-
fällen von Stress oder vorher-
rschende Situationen von den an-
strengenden entlassen Unbeholfenheit
des Menschen Zwang ist - für den
Anfang - das Unbestreitbare
Vorschlag der Klasse der
Persondas erklärte
Charakter ist.
 
Und ob rein zufällig oder kraftvoll einer prägnanten,
konstruktiv wertschätzenden und, wie na ja, eine
weitaus ausführlichere und Beobachtungstechnik
der Bewertung Ihrer normale Präsenz oder
von Natur aus unverwechselbar Lager
sind zu Recht und bewundernd gelobt, kann
es wahrheitsgemäß sein Kein Entkommen
dem Prunkvollen und Absoluten außer-
gewöhnliche Indikatoren, die alle
klar, zuverlässig und mit Nach-
druck sagen, das über jeden
vernünftigen Zweifel
hinaus du bist eine unglaublich tolle, a
klassisch außergewöhnlich und von
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allen möglich oder denkbar und
Einlösen von Indikatoren,
eine sehr intelligente,
total angenehm, auffällig
charmant und auch
ein erstaunlicher
junger Dame
zu booten,
Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20. Mai 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es gibt ein allgemeines Missverständnis in Großbritannien, das von jenen leicht
angenommen wird, die sich angeblich, aber so lächerlich, als Erwachsene
betrachten, die sich jedoch aus meiner Beobachtungsperspektive unverblümt und
ungeschminkt, kollektiv und schon gar nicht individuell, aus der Welt
herausbewegen konnten sprichwörtlich durchnässte Papiertüte, die alle jungen
Leute, mit Ausnahme ihrer eigenen Brut, als wilde, völlig nutzlose und vorsätzlich
zerstörerische Personen bezeichnen. Menschen, die bewusst nicht versuchen,
konstruktive Beiträge für ihre eigene Gesellschaft zu leisten, und darüber hinaus
nicht wissen, wie oder wo sie anfangen sollen, wenn sie diesbezüglich durch ein
Eingreifen des Schicksals einen Sinneswandel haben.
 
Persönlich widerspreche ich voll und ganz dieser absurden, jugendlichen
Annahme, die von diesen sogenannten Erwachsenen, die selbst kaum Vorbilder
der Tugend oder auf irgendeine Weise konstruktive Elemente eines moralischen
oder wirklich zivilisierten Landes sind, so gerne zugeschrieben wird. Wenn man
die auffallend vielschichtigen sozialen und moralischen Verstöße des Alltags in
Betracht ziehen würde, um in diese Gleichung nur ihre eigenen persönlichen und
höchst unethischen Wege einzubeziehen, ihr eigenes Leben zu führen.
 
Situationen, die grotesk verschärft werden durch die äußerst manipulative Art
und Weise, in der sie sich leicht und manipulativ von den Politikern missbrauchen
lassen, für die sie idiotisch und zwanghaft stimmen, zusätzlich zu den deutlich
abstoßenden und gefälschten Unternehmensnachrichten, die erkennbar und
absichtlich sind Verwenden Sie sie konsequent und rücksichtslos als sehr
praktisches und „nützliches Idiotenfutter&quot;.
 
Eine so angenehme Begegnung mit jungen Leuten des Kalibers Isobel, die einen
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individualistischeren Charakter, eine außergewöhnliche Rücksichtnahme auf
andere und eine unbestreitbar außergewöhnliche Intelligenz in ihrem kleinen
Finger haben, als alle diese wahnhaften, fetten und vermeintlichen erwachsenen
Idioten in ihren kollektiven Körpern sprechen Bände an sich. Und bestätigt mit
Sicherheit die ernsthafte Überzeugung aller kompositorischen, ausgewogenen
und intelligenten Beobachter, dass in Bezug auf Großbritannien gesellschaftlich
nicht alles verloren geht.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Gedicht - Die Wichtigkeit, Suzie Zu Sein
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Geburtstage sind die persönlichen Bezugspunkte bis wann
unser individuelles Leben begann; wie das letztere Übergang
in der Zwischenzeit hat zu was geführt wir sind jetzt und
werden möglicherweise auch recht Beeinflussung
unserer vorhersehbaren Zukunft auch mit
anderen Worten, Realität, großartig
und ermutigend Geschmückt in unseren geliebten
Träumen, die uns beide das leisten Gelegenheit
und der beabsichtigte Spielraum positiv zu
bewerten tun Sie, was auch immer wir
wählen. Und seit Sie veranschaulichen
dies in der Regel Mantra auf jede
erdenkliche Art und Weise bessere Zeit
als passend zu erkennen, gratuliere
und unterstütze Dich Suzie als
angemessen auf Ihr vor-
kommender Geburtstag.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22. Februar 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es gibt einige Leute, die vom ersten Moment an, sie kennenzulernen, und neben
der persönlichen Chemie und der gesellschaftlichen Affinität, instinktiv die
Tatsache anerkennen und anerkennend begrüßen, dass die verdienstvolle
Entscheidung ihrer Eltern sowohl die Geburt als auch die Geburt fördert dieses
Individuum und seine biologische Nachkommenschaft war, gelinde gesagt, ein
lobenswerter. Und Suzie, für die ich dieses Gedicht spezifisch konzipiert und
produziert habe, ist sehr nachdrücklich in dieser Kategorie von Personen.
 
Und um die müßige Neugier spekulativer Köpfe zu befriedigen - und das
ausschließlich in Großbritannien, wo der Altruismus und die damit verbundenen
Aktivitäten von der großen Mehrheit der Bevölkerung dort praktisch unbekannt
sind, und für die übrigen, die diese Terminologie tatsächlich kennen, ist dies in
erster Linie der Fall von ihnen als äußerst ungerechtfertigter Eingriff in ihr
langweiliges persönliches, soziales und sogar eintöniges Arbeitsleben betrachtet
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und kann daher am besten in ihren verdrehten Gedanken und unbesonnenen,
verdrehten Annahmen gleichgesetzt werden, wie etwa einem solchen
Kompliment das schärfste und extrem anstößige Schimpfwort, das unerwartet
angesprochen wurde, und erklärt, warum ich in Großbritannien selten -
außerhalb von Familienmitgliedern, besonders engen und vertrauten,
langjährigen Freunden - seit meinem letzten Jahr Gedichte für alle anderen in
Großbritannien schreibe Die generelle und entschieden bestimmte Natur des
Menschen ist und ist niemals förderlich dafür, Perlen vorher zu werfen Schwein;
ein Problem, dem ich außerhalb des Vereinigten Königreichs nirgendwo sonst
begegne - Suzie: Wer sehr Engländer ist und für das dieses Gedicht geschrieben
wurde, ist eine bemerkenswerte und ziemlich selbstverständliche, wenn man sie
beobachtet, eine glückliche, verheiratete Frau mit einem Offensichtlich ein
Ehemann und eine eigene Familie, die im heutigen Großbritannien selbst eine
besondere Seltenheit ist.
 
Und es ist in ihrer Rolle als hochqualifizierte, effiziente, durch und durch
kompetente, tadellos engagierte und vor allem in dieser nunmehr stark
gefährdete Position die „gute altmodische Bibliothekarin&quot;, die es nicht nur
weiß und folglich schätzt, sondern auch bemüht ist Behalten Sie den einstigen
Ethos und die tief verwurzelten Standards bei, wofür eine Bibliothek da ist und
was sie alles bietet - Charakteristika, die heute alltäglich sind und in einer
zunehmend brodelnden britischen Öffentlichkeit deutlich fehlen -, die ich Suzie
zum ersten Mal getroffen habe.
 
Vor dem erschütternden Hintergrund all der oben genannten Punkte, auf die ich
zuvor hingewiesen habe, möchte ich Suzie unbedingt wünschen, dass sie
zusammen mit ihrem Mann und ihrer Familie am 15. Februar 2019 einen
erstklassigen und unvergesslichen Geburtstag hat. &quot;Alles Gute zum
Geburtstag Suzie! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Gedicht - Ministerpräsidentin Mia Mottley - Eine Ikone
Von Dipper Barrow Im Entstehen!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Ein richtiger kleiner Charmeur ist unsere Mia! Aber es ist
nicht nur Charme, Charisma und eine grenzenlose
Persönlichkeit, die sie hat aber ganz selbstver-
ständlich auch für alle mit augen und wen
es sowohl vernünftig als auch signifikant interessiert
zu sehen, ist außergewöhnlich intelligent, gebildet,
altruistisch und fürsorglich, wenn es sein muss
oder die chips sind down, ein lebhafter
sozialer Aktivist und politischer
Führer cum hervorragender
Veranstalter.
 
All dies, verständlicherweise und höchst lobenswert,
beeindruckend summiert sich zu einem bemerk-
enswert beeindruckenden Barbadierin. Am
erkennbarsten dabei, und ein scharfsinniger Politiker
von hohem Kaliber als auch eine große in der
Entstehung; Sie, Mia Mottley, sind jetzt
unbestritten und nachdrücklich auch
unsere demokratisch gewählt
Premierminister. Und an
diesem allerersten
Amtsjubiläum
wie Barbados bestätigt und amtierender
politischer Führer, der nun dazu ist
sagen, dass das dann souverän
gesprengt haben Fortsetzung
homogen, männliche Decke von ein-
gebettete politische Macht durch
Werden unsere erste PM des
weiblichen Geschlechts,
das Sie werden sich
nicht entsprech-
end entwickeln
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auch als kultige figur des renommierten
stehend und in der hervorragenden
Weise des Gründervaters
unserer Nation und Nationalheld: das
Viel geschätzt und aus-dauernd
hervorragender retter, das
hochgeschätzte und für
immer geliebt
Errol, Walton
&quot;Dipper&quot;
Barrow!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28. Mai 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Ich bin ein Englischspezialist und habe in meiner Zeit Englisch auf allen
erdenklichen Niveaus unterrichtet, daher bin ich mit der Sprache, die auch meine
Muttersprache ist, völlig vertraut und kenne auch die Zwecke und den Gebrauch
von Superlativen voll und ganz. In seltenen Fällen habe ich mich jedoch bewusst
dafür entschieden, Letzteres in meinen Schriften nicht zu verwenden, wenn ich
Personen beschreibe, die meiner Einschätzung nach über einer überragenden
Beschreibung von ihnen stehen. Dies ist eine solche Gelegenheit.
 
Ich überlasse es Ihnen, dieses Gedicht zu lesen, und wenn Sie es auch möchten
und ich hoffe aufrichtig, dass Sie es tun, nehmen Sie sich ein paar Minuten Ihrer
kostbaren Zeit, um die Wikipedia-Biografie von Mia Motley zu lesen, und ich bin
mir sicher Sie werden leicht zu dem Schluss kommen, dass ich zu dem Schluss
gekommen bin, dass Superlative dieser außergewöhnlichen Barbadian Lady, ihrer
amtierenden und ersten Premierministerin, die gerechtfertigte Gerechtigkeit und
den verdienten Ruf, den sie verdient, nicht gerecht werden.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Genuine Love
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Love comes in many forms and manifests itself
in numerous ways; but the best and most
convincing expression of genuine love which
readily springs to mind and that anyone can show to
another person: let alone their own biological son
or daughter apart from asking nothing of them
in return for the love shown to them, is to
strive earnestly and always, even in the
most difficult of circumstances,
to see the good in them.
 
Then by example and constructive
persuasion, but never pretentious or
gratuitous condemnation, ably assist
wherever and whenever possible
in the permanent eradication of any bad
or potential inimical traits that might
bedevil that person’s character;
and doing so in the ongoing 0
process of seeking to
make him or her a
much better
person. That was the very least I could
afford to do or wanted in your case;
and whether or not I’ve actually
succeeded in doing so, you
alone my son you must
be the judge of that.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Get Real! Get A Life!
 
Is it really possible to fall in love with someone you’ve never
met that in actuality you’ve never even seen other than
trading selective photographs with them on Facebook
and whose sole means of communication between
the two of you consists of chats actively
pushing personal narratives that even if they’re
not totally narcissistic in nature nevertheless
rely heavily on the hyperbolic promotion
of one’s self in practically every respect
while paying scant regard, if any at all,
to what is actually the stark truth about
yourself, that lets face facts and to be perfectly
frank about it is invariably a horse of a different colour
that bears no resemblance whatsoever to the one
that is both intentionally and dishonestly being
publicly paraded? Having fun for whatever
reason while honestly and mutually
acknowledging that specific
situation to be principally the case is one thing;
pretending and, even worse, deluding one’s
self that the shenanigans associated
with even the most enjoyable of such
pastimes is love says a lot about
those involved and seriously
raises more questions than
it provides answers.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Get Real! Zionist Kharzarian, Bogus Semitic, Biblical
Jews Don't Do Dna Tests.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm a Semite because I say I am! No genetic proof or any DNA
testing analysis have I, however, to categorically substantiate
or in any way corroborate this assertive claim which I'm
making and quite rightly and proper, in my view, that
unsubstantiated assertion I keep on sustaining, or
will I ever yield to any; because I'm a Zionist,
European and a Semitic Jew you see and as
a representative of God's chosen people there's definitely
no need therefore or any requirement for me, in such
circumstances, to furnish any such corroboration.
Furthermore, I'm likewise fully equipped from
birth and aided through cultural instruction,
because of who I am and the privileged
position that's fittingly conferred on
me with all the crucial obligations
relevant to my being undeniably
a genuine European, Semitic
and Zionist Jew to forever
and unfeelingly act as I
personally elect to do.
 
And among the overabundance of marvellous, critical and
distinguishing qualities which I and my kind fortunately
possess are the dexterous virtuosities of malevolent
deception and heartless warmongering, although
we're most rigorous in our sedulous cunnings
and conscientious arrangements as regards
the latter occurrences to often guarantee
that inside our ingenious gambits and collaboratively
calculated deceptions - unlimited and purposeful
dishonesty on our part to you and me - it's the
demonstrably mindless, expressively poorly
instructed, contemptable and intellectually
challenged and the regularly entrapped,
European holocaust guilt-ridden and
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the injudicious morons of the white
western countries and their easily
bought, sold, graspingly greedy
and disreputable leaders who
stage-manage them that we
Zionists procure to do our
intended fighting for us.
 
Except, and quite naturally of course, when it applies
to the Palestinians. In which case, in our typically
accepted, Nazi Zionist and European Semitic,
genocidal, ethnic cleansing and hardnosed
sniper-killing, terroristic-eagerness our
decidedly murderous inclinations are
straightforwardly concentrated on
the Palestinians and specifically
their young and predominantly underage children. An
expected pass, consistently devoid of disapproval,
condemnation or any opprobrium meted out to
us by our concurring western bloc countries
leaders chiefly in Rogue State USA - my
apologetic rectification, the potent USA,
Australia, Canada, duplicitous Russia
from where several of our Yidland
Zionist emigres commonly come
from, in addition to delusional,
correspondingly colonialist,
exceptionally obsequious
and pretentious Britain.
 
And isn't it especially heart-warming and personally
rewarding to know that all of this is substantially
cultivated, hugely successfully, competently
and enormously commercially carried out
against the inestimable and absolutely
recompensing environment of our
fashionable European holocaust scam and by people
who in essence - and upfront DNA analysis will
swiftly prove this - aren't in the least Semitic
or by any means genealogically Jewish like
we inventively, blatantly and extremely
lyingly declare that we are, but are in
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all genuineness nowt more or less
than bogus, Zionist Kharzarian
Ashkenazi religious phonies
and cultural appropriators
in every imaginable way.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 May 2018.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Tell a lie regularly, barefacedly and loudly enough, it's boastfully and assertively
claimed by those who indulge in such sickening and nefarious practices, and
ultimately it will unquestionably be fully accepted and definitely regarded as the
truth not only by the ill-formed and puerile dimwits to whom it's calculatedly
dispensed but equally so the comprehensively malevolent, illogically
psychopathic and the pathologically lying prats who conceived and promulgated
the lie in the first place. A rather pernicious art form which is deeply engrained
among the Kharzarian Ashkenazi, Yiddish European, irredeemably Zionist and
completely bogus Semitic communities across mainland Europe, Britain, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Rogue State USA, Yidland, of course, and their other
western bloc vassal state entities.
 
And when additionally, as is distinctly obvious in their case, these Zionist and
bogus Semites have complete control of global propagandistic instruments like
the Hollywood film industry which they assiduously employ for their thoroughly
self-centred and patently egotistical advantage, steadfastly conjoined with their
accumulative control too over the vast majority of the distinctly white, western
bloc countries pathetically so-called mainstream media that wholeheartedly
sanctions and staunchly reinforces their sick, premeditated and lying propaganda
and, additionally, on top of all of that there are the substantially lavish sums of
money - unsurprisingly so as after all money is their God - that are substantially
used to remorselessly push and consolidate their heinous subterfuges, as well as
to gleefully and manipulatively influence and dominate a piss-poorly informed,
entirely dumbed-down educationally and predictably an intellectually challenged
and largely white western public, it's not rocket science to logically determine
why these Kharzarian Ashkenazi, primarily Eastern European and Russian bogus
Semitic Yids, despite their tiny demographic presence in the countries that they
infest, nevertheless do disproportionately exert the influence that they do.
 
And how beneficial it undoubtedly would be, in the not too distant future, if a
united Global South and completely disinclined to the discernible squeamishness
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that the Third Reich displayed during World War II that his time around there
was a genuinely concerted eradication programme which - Auschwitz, Dachau
and Bergen-Belsen style - efficiently disposed of each and every single one of
these comprehensively barbaric, ethnic-cleansing, genocidal-fixated against the
Palestinian people, state apartheid, terroristic, mass murdering and lowlife scum.
 
This is the 21st Century and unquestionably we are living in an era of highly
sophisticated scientific explorations, technological developments and multiple in-
depth analytical solutions to man's diverse interests and problems. All of which
can and do definitively compartmentalize in graphically explicit form and without
as was commonplace in the past the need for guesswork, the minutest
investigative details of anything that's seriously up for particularized scrutiny,
irrespective of whether that topical subject matter - be it animate, inanimate,
distinctly new or dinosaurian dated -is up for review.
 
And in this manifestly impartial and rather state-of-the art scrutinizing and
analytical process one can accordingly quite effortlessly DNA construe and
comprehensively discern whatever it is they want to informatively know about
except, of course, when that specific knowledge quest relates to Kharzarian
Ashkenazi, Zionist and distinctly fraudulent &quot;Semitic Jews&quot; that one is
dealing with. In which case all such impartial scientific accreditations and
objective DNA analyses relating to these same Kharzarian Ashkenazi and
fraudulently claimed Zionist &quot;Semites&quot; and in turn backed up by their
myriad, readily bought and paid for, overwhelmingly western bloc countries, and
their political stooges immediately become null and void.
 
And it's certainly not rocket science to cleverly work out why this is so. For why
would practised and perennial, financial fraudsters and fraudulent Semites in the
bargain who have culturally appropriated another people's culture - and most
particularly that of the Palestinians who are the real Semites want to compliantly
and knowingly embarrassingly too quite voluntarily subject themselves to the
types of methodical scientific and scrutinizing DNA investigations that in an
instant would clearly show them up for the repellent and fraudulent liars that
they manifestly are?
 
Stanley Collymore
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God Doesn't Only Exist At Christmas Time!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It's not vital that you wear your Christianity on
your sleeve in order to perceive that you're
a child of God or a good and practising
Christian. Nor is it a necessity for you
to proselytize your faith on what is
basically a far-fetched assumption,
namely that if you fail to do so,
and what's more aren't seen to be doing this on
a regular basis such a perceived negligence
will perchance on your part prove to be
the nemesis of your accepted religion,
spiritual emancipation and your
concrete and meaningful
accord with God.
 
Trust me! You couldn't be more wrong; for neither
the Christ in you nor God Himself would want
or expect for you to be nothing more than a
religious salesperson: super or otherwise,
but would rather prefer that you live
your particular life with honesty,
compassion and a scrupulous
willingness to lend a helping hand to those who're
worse off than you are and maybe in desperate
need of your support; combined with the
explicit understanding and complete
recognition that the life you lead
and the person you ultimately
become aren't due to the vagaries of fate
or some celestial, orchestrated master
plan but very much the freedom of
choice that was accorded to you
by God Almighty, when you
were born. And the caring
Creator and most loving
Father He undoubtedly
is, His main concern
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therefore is that you
in return, use this
designated gift
constructively
and wisely!
 
©Stanley V. Collymore
23 December 2015.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
I was brought up in a practising, High Church Anglican, Christian family and
community. Christened a fortnight after I was born I regularly attended church
and by the age of eleven had played a number of meaningful roles in the
congregation of my church from choirboy, Sunday school pupil, altar server to
communicant and even that of god-parent.
 
My religion, family and cultural upbringing are the indestructible bedrock of core
values that from birth have profoundly shaped my life and still do. No
proselytizing or religious zealot me I even so exist comfortably and assuredly in
the Castle of my conjoined Christian and ethical beliefs and which have always
stood me in good stead when faced with particularly trying situations.
 
And the purpose of this poem isn't to convert you or anyone else to Christianity
or any other religious faith for that matter, less so to implant in you my moral
concepts, which you don't know of anyway, but simply to tell you if you didn't
already know or else give you a gentle reminder, if it has conveniently slipped
your mind for whatever reason, that life is about choices. And since each of us
who is psychologically sound in mind is still in possession of that freedom of
choice accorded to everyone of us from birth, what decisions we make are our
own and for which, successfully or disastrously so, we must ultimately face up to
reality and take full responsibility at all times for them; either in this life or the
next!
 
Have a Happy Christmas and a rewarding New Yea! And Very Best Wishes -
Stanley V. Collymore, Snr.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Good Riddance 2016!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
To say that 2016 was an absolutely dreadful year
would be a gross understatement on my part,
and to me it's abundantly clear that that
concise evaluation of it isn't by any
means a gratuitous exaggeration
of what the at last fortunately
expired year that was 2016 actually and quite
personally represented for me. For sadly
throughout its entire existence I was
hurtfully obliged to observe with
my very eyes the inconsolable
demise of numerous people
who throughout my life
in many and tangibly
constructive ways
have inspirationally fashioned the educative
backdrop as well as permanently laid the
firm foundations for me to positively
embark on, additionally creatively
develop the relevant means, and
most essentially competently
put in place the necessary
mechanisms whereby
I was resourcefully
capable of being
the person that
I gladly am.
 
So many funerals in a single year of genuinely
non-media hyped, often unknown and even
unheard of by the MSM and as a result
not the customary fare of fabricated
media spin but all the same valid
celebrities, as distinct from the
standard spurious, so-called
famous and socially invented and jumped up
nonentity types, whose collective, most
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demoralizing and truly disconcerting
passing truthfully made their quite
grateful recipients of unstinting
hope and dedicated admirers
keenly wishing to go with
them all on their Celestial journey
home to be in the company of
their gracious Saviour and
Almighty God; and me
yearning, though not
in any way feeling
forced to take my
own life which
religiously to
me is a serious mortal
sin, that I too could
in actuality be a
part of them!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
With each year that passes those of us who've survived the outgoing one's
demise and accordingly acknowledge the incoming one with a mixture of
emotions ranging from joy, huge expectations and even trepidation, the previous
and now defunct year is itself invariably viewed by many with its own
amalgamation of enlivening nostalgia, sorrow or regret at its passing and even
considerable relief too that what they regarded as a pretty dreadful year is no
longer here.
 
However, there's no escaping the fact that in terms of calamities, personal or
otherwise,2016 won't be easily forgotten and for many globally will always
conjure up very painful memories. Let's hope therefore that if you're among the
latter the passage of time will be for you a healing balm.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Good Riddance Archie Lloyd. Now Rot In Hell!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Good riddance to bad rubbish I say; so totally delighted
that you're no longer here amongst us to shove your
egotistical and class ingrained contemptuousness
unwarrantedly into the faces of others who dim-
wittedly and incredibly you considered were
inferiorly beneath you and your kind even
though they were from the same country
as yourself; or in addition and bizarrely
in your utterly sick mind identified as
foreigners of all things in their own
cherished country, which as it also happened you
were there simply because you were on vacation.
Well your Harrow roots evidently didn't stand
you in any good stead, for quite unimpressed
by your agonizing insults and mindboggling
and sickening disdain for him your rudely
picked on sufferer did not for an isolated
second cowardly refrain, and justly so
in the appropriate opinion of all sane
observers and likewise his delighted
exponents, from intuitively, angrily
and rather fittingly responding to
your hounding confrontation by
pummelling you, Archie Lloyd
vehemently across your head
and most celebratedly in the
process happily killed you
Archie, stone cold dead!
 
Leaving humanity thankfully with one less
and now fortunately late and supposedly
upper class English twit to pollute our
common planet through this suitably
applied action by your unceasingly
and intensely provoked attacker;
a functioning procedure which
I genuinely hope that others
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who might be placed in any
equivalent situation in the
future from your clearly
hideous kind will also
and just as forcefully,
unhesitatingly and
severely emulate
each and every
blessed time!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 April 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Goodnight Ronnie Corbett And Celestial Rest Forever
With Your Similarly Late Buddy Ronnie Barker!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were definitely the tops Ronnie Corbett and for millions
of us will permanently remain so. And although a small
man in stature physically you were undeniably a huge
and an enduringly august giant of a figure in every
feasible and demonstrably positive respect there
is; richly and enormously gifted with a heart
of gold, absolute warmth and noticeably
blessed with a manifestly unaffected
conviviality towards your fellow
human beings and realistically
so as one powerfully and
most convincingly can.
 
A case in point as anyone who wasn't totally blind,
completely out of their mind and was possessed
of functional eyes in their head and both able
and prepared to see; or else furnished with
even the most primitive comprehension
of what empathy with others actually
means as you were fully cognizant
of Ronnie, couldn't in recognition
of all this pragmatically neglect
to appreciate and completely
understand the marvellous
qualities freely bestowed
by God Almighty, and
in the process of his
generosity creating
an unquestionably
magnificent and
an astonishingly
fabulous man.
 
So from me Ronnie Corbett and as someone
who happily needs no such prompting to
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get me to lastingly value the immense
contribution you made while alive
on earth as a brilliant comedian
and respectively as a truthfully
worthy human being, let me
in colloquial fashion and
particularly free of any
staged declaration of adulation regarding
your good self simply and fittingly say
to you and others besides that from
my personal perspective Ronnie
you always were and certainly
still unquestionably are the
most amusing, entirely
unforgettable and as
well superlatively
extraordinarily
remarkable,
illustrious
gigantic
petite
man.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 April 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Unfortunately we live in a world, and markedly so in the west, where whenever
someone who either justifiably so or more often than not hasn't fittingly done so
but all the same has lived in the spotlight of the public's eye inevitably as is the
fate of us all shuffles off his or her mortal coils there are always elements within
our respective societies that instinctively and massively go into overdrive with
their demonstrably questionable hyperboles of veneration in relation to these
individuals that have passed away. And whenever this occurs and my ears are
repetitively and jarringly bombarded with these invariably disingenuous but
thoroughly seemingly must be said posthumous and orally-specified glorifications
pertaining to those who have died it rather intuitively and vividly reminds me of a
humorous but pertinent conversation I interestingly had with a white Barbadian
friend of mine - yes we do have a long and very well established white population
on our island - former teaching colleague and the then Deputy Headmistress -
she would subsequently become the Head when the white Caucasian English
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Headmistress retired and subsequently returned to West Sussex in England
where she originated from - of a Barbadian state girls' grammar school we
obviously taught at in Barbados.
 
This particular conversation took place at a mutual friend's funeral which we both
attended in Barbados during which my teacher colleague and friend privately
remarked to me in the church during the eulogy to our mutual and departed
friend that she personally was always somewhat wary of attending funerals, not
out of any lack of respect for the deceased, but chiefly because as she sat in her
pew on such occasions and enforcedly in many cases had to listen to the very
detailed and posthumous oration or eulogy given on behalf of the individual
who'd passed on and that frequently she had known extremely well and generally
for several years, she couldn't help wondering at times if those who were
acclaiming that person in the way they were doing were actually talking about
the same individual that she knew, or if perhaps absent-mindedly or by mistake
she had attended the wrong funeral, since her recollections of that person and
those of the persons lauding that individually were often diametrically opposed to
each other.
 
Very much like me my dear teaching friend who preferred to be spoken of as we
both really were warts and all and one of the principal reasons why from the very
outset of our first ever meeting at that grammar school in Barbados where we
jointly worked we literally got on like a house on fire with each other and
subsequently maintained a close personal bond of friendship that was rock-solid
and unshakeable, my friend adamantly declared to me that on her death she
wanted no eulogies and would give specific instructions to her Anglican priest -
we were both High Church, Church of England adherents - that there was
absolutely to be none performed at her funeral irrespective of whenever in the
future that occurred.
 
Sadly this truly amazing, charmingly outstanding and inimitable Bajan lady is no
longer alive; and as she requested of me many years after that aforementioned
church conversation we had that I would be present at her funeral no matter
where in the world I was when she died as she knew then she was dying of
cancer, humorously indicating but with a serious edge to it that she wanted me
to be present to personally intervene and forestall any planned eulogies or
whatever else of the kind that others might misguidedly have in mind, her words,
on the occasion of her passing. I laughed but seriously gave her my word that I
would do as she asked even if it meant my being excommunicated as a
communicant. They wouldn't dare do that to you she playfully responded.
 
Returning to England where I customarily lived and worked my friend and I
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continued to keep regularly in touch with each other through letters and phone
calls. However as fate would have it I was visiting Barbados on a habitual
vacation and to see relatives and friends there when my friend positively
answered that final celestial trumpet call from the angels summoning her to her
Heavenly home and permanent residence with her Lord, Creator and Master.
 
On the day that I arrived back in Barbados I immediately went to see her at her
home having previously informed her from England that I would be back on the
island and also acquainting her with the date and the time of my arrival. At her
house and thoroughly pleased to see and be with each other again we had a
whale of a time chatting about all sorts and reminiscing as well about our
teaching days together and much more. Eventually I left her home late that
evening and contemplatively drove the five miles distance to my own in the
adjoining northern parish of Barbados where hers was located; and on getting
there I gave her a call as she insisted I did to let her know I'd got home safely.
We ended that phone call wishing each other a congenial goodnight and my
promising to see her again soon and her responding: &quot;God willing! &quot;
 
That was the very last I saw of or heard from her alive as she died peacefully
that night in her sleep. On good terms with her parish priest as I was and had
been for years I reminded him of our friend's wish not to have a eulogy or any
posthumous oration at her funeral. His immediate response was to burst into
spontaneous laughter then quickly explaining himself said that she had made her
wishes explicitly clear to him and had even warned him that if he was to disobey
them she would come back and regularly haunt him. He laughed again obviously
in very fond remembrance of her exact words to him.
 
&quot;You knew her as well as I did, &quot; he remarked shortly afterwards,
&quot;so you will know that she always kept her promises! &quot; We both
laughed in fond recollection of this peerless lady whom we both knew, deeply
loved, greatly admired and comprehensively respected and always shall.
Naturally at her massively attended funeral there were no eulogies or
posthumous orations for our departed friend with the packed church and those
outside attentively listening to the relay of the funeral service over the
loudspeaker system because there was physically no room for them inside the
church bursting out into natural and unconstrained laughter which was quickly
followed by spontaneous and very sustained applause when the priest explained
to this large congregation why there would be none.
 
I don't know what your specific instructions regarding your funeral are Ronnie
Corbett but I'll take my chances of being haunted by you and fittingly eulogize
you and your achievements in this poem and article that I've written in rapt
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commemoration of you. And to those of you who ask why it was that Ronnie
Corbett wasn't knighted long ago my response to that is simply this: &quot;Why
haven't these totally divisive, nepotistically ingrained and noticeably spuriously
driven, rarely ever awarded on any sort of merit or deserving cause and
demonstrably corrupt to the core of their existence, so-called honours not been
abolished long ago? And frankly as far as I'm concerned Ronnie you didn't miss
out on anything there! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Grandmothers Happen, Okay? But Grandmas Are
Lovingly And Skilfully Created!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
There are Grandmothers and there are also Grandmas;
at first glance and on the face of it there’s no
distinction between the two terms of
expression it would seem, but
that’s where you’re wrong a thousandfold.
Since in any household worthy of the
name the two definitions aren’t
mutually compatible or
interchangeably
the same.
 
For biologically most females can and do invariably
at some time or other, whether they wanted to
or not, become grandmothers, provided
of course they similarly have fertile
children of their own to start with. An exercise
and physiological outcome that combined
don’t require that much thought on the
part of the participants and even
less involvement or support,
if any is dispensed that
is, by the prospective
grandmother.
 
Grandmas, however, are different: a rare and special
breed of persons who not only made all the
requisite efforts and sacrifices they
could to ensure that their offspring got the very
best of starts possible in life and with their
invaluable help, inspiration and guidance
sustained that advantage throughout it;
but significantly also willingly and
welcomingly do their utmost to make certain in every
way, and crucially through their constant physical
presence and encouragement, that their much
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treasured grandchildren do the same. And
you my new and esteemed friend are
evidently the model Grandma in
every accepted sense of that
cherished word, and not
simply so in name!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 January 2014.
 
Commentary:
With Grandmas everywhere generally in mind this poem however was written
specifically for and is expressly dedicated to a truly charming, poised, highly
intelligent, outstandingly communicative and an exceptionally amiable Grandma
who in the company of her equally remarkable junior school aged granddaughter
I met for the very first time at a cold, blustery and rain swept Worthing seafront
bus shelter on Monday 23 December 2013.
 
Without exaggeration an unforgettable encounter while the three of us were
waiting for the same bus to take us to our respective homes; and an undoubted
Lady in every positive interpretation of that word who I shall affectionately refer
to here as the “Broadwater Grandma”, even though she doesn’t live in Worthing
but was visiting and staying with her married daughter, a medical doctor, her
son-in-law and their children, naturally her grandchildren, for the Christmas and
New Year holidays. Something she regularly does at every other opportunity as
well throughout the year; for in her words: “I like to spend as much time as I
possibly can with my grandchildren.” Well said!
 
For the benefit of those of you not familiar with the area Broadwater is a district
of the English seaside resort of Worthing. And let’s fervently hope that you too
experience and continue to have a similar excellent rapport with your surviving
Grandmas; or even better still if you unfortunately don’t that you’ll use 2014 to
seek to persuade and ultimately convert your Grandmothers into becoming
model Grandmas. Life, let’s be honest, is far too short not to; and failing to make
the effort only to subsequently discover all too late and regrettably so that you
no longer have the opportunity to is a catastrophe not worth visiting on yourself,
believe me.
 
From birth I’ve been extremely fortunate and thoroughly blessed to have had
both sets of my grandparents play significant roles in my life, and most
particularly so my maternal Grandma, that carried on throughout my childhood
well into my adulthood; and that same experience is also true in respect of my
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siblings. So I’m speaking from personal experience and most definitely
recommend this familial overture. Go on, try it! After all, you’ve nothing to lose
and a great deal to gain!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Happy Birthday To The Immensely Erudite And
Strikingly Beautiful German Princess In My Life!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Another important date in the calendar of your
much cherished life is here richly affording
family members, neighbours, dependable
friends, well-known acquaintances and
work colleagues, numerous well-wishers and of
course me your Partner, a genuinely glorious
opportunity to welcomingly, individually
and collectively, commemorate another
illustrious event among the panoply
of those that either through your
substantial skills, capabilities,
eruditeness and charismatic
personality were distinctly
fashioned, or with intent
and most deservingly
so, Heaven sent to
a truly warm and
exceptionally,
wonderfully
delightful
woman.
 
Impactful the accumulation of these merited
endowments as the first sip of Barbadian
Mount Gay Rum - the very first rum
ever to be produced anywhere in
the entire world and centuries
later and rather noticeably
is still enliveningly exciting -
on keenly colliding with a connoisseur's
discerning palate; traditional German
beer on a discriminating Bavarian's
taste buds; or as a vintage French
champagne is but only to those
who unmistakably recognize
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and thoroughly appreciate
its alluring quality, just
as those who're aware
of you My Fair Lady
completely ascribe
to and naturally
in your status
will always
fondly do.
 
So as the careful planning of this engaging and
fun-packed spectacular gains momentum and
inevitably leads to its eventual realization
permit me none the less, even though
I customarily and lovingly state my
feelings for you as regularly as I can, to
repeat on this specific and special
occasion how very much I do
love you and furthermore
am also reciprocally,
passionately and
enduringly in
love with
you too.
 
Therefore how about you and me as our birthday
guests rather predictably and pleasurably get
themselves pleasantly plastered and quite
expectedly and without reserve do their
own thing sneaking off to our comfy
bedroom, locking the door behind
us and in the total privacy that
that one act of blissful achievement will
undoubtedly bring, and signally as a
special birthday treat not only for
you but likewise for me, you
unprompted and as is your
usual wont to seductively
and passionately do in
such circumstances, vigorously,
wildly and with impeccable
daring have your wicked
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way with me? Happy
Birthday my highly
prized, adorable,
delectable and
enchanting
Darling!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 October 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Birthdays come and they go, and while celebrating them can and quite often is a
marvellous experience for those who're involved it's the memories associated
with them that unquestionably provide the enduring legacy on which one can
draw the tremendous satisfaction and gratifying enjoyment derived from having
had them set against any dire disappointment or loneliness engendered from
these same personal events.
 
The latter and manifestly a heartrending situation was never realistically ever
likely to be a case in your experience my Darling, and quite so for a number of
very feasible and heart-warming reasons. So I shall simply, although I guess
expectantly and understandably too more personally and intimately add my
vocal, in addition to my physical, contribution to the chorus of deserving
congratulations genuinely delivered to you on this your special day.
 
And, as I do so, will earnestly and forthrightly tell you how immensely proud I
am of you, profoundly love you, and am most exhilaratingly overjoyed to be
personally, lovingly and delightfully and reciprocally involved with an exceedingly
extraordinary human being - who as it joyfully happens is indisputably you - and
who in addition is conclusively in every conceivable way a thoroughly superlative
woman and a decidedly irreplaceable Lady!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Holiday Romance
 
After our short meeting together I was unsure
at the time how best to react to it. After all,
we were complete strangers to each other,
had come on separate holidays, and you
moreover would be leaving shortly to
return home; but most importantly
I wasn’t looking for a holiday romance.
However the manner in which you
said your parting goodbye the night before
your departure made it relatively easy
for me to change my views on the
matter; and to be quite honest
with you, I’m immensely
delighted that I did.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Honesty And Its Practices Are What Really Matter Not
The Epoch That One Lives In!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
There are those who with the fast approaching climax of the
year 2017 will cheerfully or else unconcernedly say we
should celebrate its end and whatever good things,
if any of substance, that it did individually bring
to those who were fortunate enough to receive
them, but then, in accordance, with all this
immediately and happily move on with
our lives to welcoming in the rapidly
advancing New Year of 2018. All that, I suspect, with
the tactless prospect of readily discarding the old,
on the one hand, and on the other unrestrainedly
embracing the new one. The underpinning to
that being that the past is exactly that, and
consequently there's absolutely nothing
which can be done about changing an
conclusive fact. So why spend time,
energy and even the possibility of
using precious money looking
back at, far less so essaying
in a revisionist fashion to
construe or even worse
totally modify what
the past honestly represents?
In other words, what are
firmly recognized and
largely categorically
unalterable facts!
 
One way, I guess, of looking at it if superficiality is all
that the unconcerned or thoughtless observer has in
mind. But while for certain it's positively clear
and incontestably true that the past itself can
not or shouldn't be unfastened from what
has formerly gone on, it's even so from
every authentic and prescient-minded
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perspective and, at best, quite naïve
in the process also, to effectively dismiss the past
as a faraway irrelevance with no significant or
any germane influence on the present, and
far less so on the impending future. For
to arrogantly think that while inanely
supposing that there isn't anything
constructive to be achieved from
examining the past and learning
from errors which were made
there, whether purposefully,
inadvertently or foolishly,
is not only foolhardy in
name but moreover at
worst, clearly insane.
 
And while specific characteristics of 2017 might
basically, and on a personal level, be overall
very comforting, and predominantly so
from a psychological assessment;
however, in fancifully or even
earnestly overlooking, ignoring or calculatingly
discarding the unadulterated truth about 2017
is forthrightly purely wishful thinking and,
in that context alone, doesn't augur well
in any situation thereof - for lessons
not wisely learnt and all that sort
of thing - for the inauguration
of the New Year that's 2018.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 December 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It's quite easy to understand why and likewise how one can be sympathetic
towards persons who, specifically through no fault of their own, have been
subjected to immense and intense traumatic experiences that they in turn wish
to and have concertedly done everything in their power to erase from their
consciousness as best they can, because they're too psychologically caught up in
the painful experiences of it all and accordingly don't wish to dwell upon them.
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And while I'm not suggesting for a single moment that such an enterprise
shouldn't be taken by such individuals there is nevertheless a vast world of
difference between endeavouring to intentionally blot out something quite
unpleasant that happened to one's self on the one hand, while on the other
obdurately pretending, for whatever reason, that it never happened. All the more
so since the real process of healing is to courageously, however difficult that
might be, effectively deal with and hopefully finally come to terms with that
particular unpleasantness in one's life however agonizingly painful a task that
might be.
 
Since without objectively doing so a proper and definitive closure, however
delusion one may consider that they've attained that objective, will in all
truthfulness never be entirely attained and in the attendant circumstances only
serve as a festering sore which at any time could very well spontaneously break
out again.
 
It's the same state of affairs in everyday life and at whatever level that one can
seriously and realistically think of, from essentially every day and seemingly
mundane instances to crucial and potentially earth-shattering situations. For
whichever way that it's independently looked at the past does even so have a
significant bearing on both the present and the future whether that is sagaciously
and practically accepted or not. And whether or not that impact is for the
common good of humanity universally or conversely for its utter destruction will,
of course, depend considerably on the wisdom, or lack of it, of all those involved.
 
But, in my opinion, randomly making New Year's resolutions which essentially
any idiot can do without those involved being obliged to take full cognizance of
what has earlier gone on in the previous year isn't just purblind ignorance but
also definitively the height of insanity.
 
Stanley Collymore
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How Could I Resist?
 
You tenderly held my hand and the incredible
sensation that it spontaneously evoked coupled
with the electrifying chemistry that we’d
mutually sparked in each other was
more than any sentient being
could physically withstand.
After that I knew I was
enduringly yours for
the taking and
forever so.
 
Stanley Collymore
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How Reality Excelled Even My Wildest Imaginings
(Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
As a logical exposition it was effectively an abstract notion:
merely a small part of my growing up experiences and in
numerous ways not all that different, if at all, I would
have anticipated from the expectation of many other
heterosexual persons who recurrently day dream
about them having children of their own and
in the customary situation of those living in
the United Kingdom rarely, but not wholly impossibly so,
even choosing to get married first, abortion however
always being a customary change of mind option
for them, before they randomly opt to conceive
and subsequently give birth to the offspring
they claim and also convince themselves
they truthfully coveted. Yet here I am,
a very welcoming, eventually as it
happened, and a consummately
living reality that that earlier
hypothesized ambition but
now the plainly physical
conclusion of what, in
harmoniously adult
and marital terms
I'd knowingly
and happily
become.
 
A parent me in this ensuing process, and no less so a truly
fortunate, honoured and divinely blessed father to an
absolutely gorgeous daughter and, by any rational
definition, a breathtakingly handsome son. But
notwithstanding all this nothing whatever in
this specific and phenomenal process can
remotely compare with the actions and private involvement
of my personal partner and loving wife to whom I shall
always eternally be grateful for your massive, noble
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and ongoing assistance, as well as the gargantuan
and tremendously beneficial contribution that
from the very beginning of our relationship
and increasingly throughout it as partner
and a most supportive spouse, which
you've always been, have in that
role evidently made and quite
unselfishly carried on doing
so in what is astoundingly
for me with you beside
me a heaven-sent and
very honoured life.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
If randomly a number of people were to be asked why they or others who have
them had children or contemplated having them there would be a diversity of
responses to that question ranging from the terse and impolite what business is
it of yours what other people do with their lives to the obvious look of
amazement on the respondents' faces coupled with the remark of why shouldn't
they? It's a free country, isn't it?
 
But pressed on this specific subject matter and additionally asked to do so
regardless of the clear repercussion of them doing so, I'll wager a thousand
pounds to a penny that the responses to that question would be more numerous
in number than they are grains of sand on an idyllic Barbadian or other
Caribbean beach. And the reason is quite simple.
 
For although most people feel quite strongly that having children is a personal
choice for the individuals concerned and in any country that honestly or even
sanctimoniously boasts of being a democracy that state of affairs ought to
inviolately remain so with neither political, religious, economic or other social
diktats determining who should be the chosen and privileged ones to have
children, when they can do so and how many they ought to be permitted to
have, there is nevertheless among these same groups of people a very
pronounced disgust at, as well as an understandable antipathy towards those
who having exercised their individual right to have kids not only have them for
what's unquestionably blatantly asinine and inappropriately sickening reasons but
also proceed and even murderously inflict some of the noticeably most
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notoriously damning atrocities on their offspring who, to put it bluntly, didn't ask
to be born.
 
All-encompassing and profoundly psychological traumas that those who survive
these kinds of atrocities inflicted on them not uncommonly and often invariably
silently and non-supportively from others are psychologically forced to endure for
the rest of their life. A state of affairs that is routinely induced in them and where
they either consciously decide not to have children of their own or else in turn
become themselves abusing parents, and in a situation which not only then
underpins itself but more often than not takes several generations subsequently
to actually break and eventually destroy the dreadful legacy of harm and
devastation that both intuitively and intentionally have been caused.
 
And while I don't personally subscribe to the notion, nor will I ever do so, that
other peoples' diktats should form and determine the criteria of who among the
rest of us should have kids and furthermore the circumstances or the eligibility
for granting such &quot;concessions&quot; to them, I'm nevertheless rather
perplexed and have been for some considerable time over one particular aspect
of child-begetting and the resultant rearing of children that few among our 65
millions of citizens throughout Britain seem not to have a handle on and
consequently, because of utterly purblind ignorance on the part of most of them,
do absolutely nothing about!
 
And isn't it absolutely amazing and completely pathetic at the same time that
across the whole of the United Kingdom while, for instance, you can't lawfully
drive a car or other motor vehicle regardless of how competent you are at doing
so unless you've had instructive driving lessons and subsequently passed and are
in possession of a valid Ministry of Transport certificate of competence to do so,
in other words a driver's licence - and quite rightly too I say - whereupon you're
then entitled to at will if you so desire wreak road-rage and other malevolent
havocs on our highways if you care to; or come to that own a television even if
you don't watch the BBC or care to do so without having paid for and acquired
the requisite television licence, anyone, including underage British school
children, can none the less have sex, conceive or impregnate someone of the
female gender and blithely have children in the process. And no one, and quite
ignorantly so it seems gives a damn or shows any concern as regards tutoring
not only our very immature youngsters but many exceedingly irresponsible
adults as well about the possible and damaging consequences not only for them
but also our entire nation as well.
 
I'm not talking about indoctrination or any other kind of coercion, nor would I
ever in a million light years stupidly and unconscionably advocate any such thing.
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Instead, what I'm sincerely, sensibly, straightforwardly and intelligently
advocating as well as proactively and practicably calling for is a universally state
promoted and subsidized, as well as a decidedly competent and professionally
administered, nationally rolled out and completely financially paid for from our
general taxation, all-inclusive, completely free to everyone, non-political, non-
religious but in essence an essentially secular, minus every trace of dogmatic
exclusivism, well-informed and a constructively discursive approach to living
one's life, choosing to have a family or not to do so without any attendant
opprobrium, antagonism, hostile criticism or disdain for making one's own and
well-informed decision on such matters.
 
A win-win situation is how I see it. For if the state can idiotically spend billions of
pounds, dollars, Euros or whatever currency they choose to use on pointless and
destructive wars how about diverting a mere fraction of those enormous sums of
money into a project whose current and long-term consequences can only be
beneficial for the entire nation as a whole. Since a truly confident, well-informed
and psychologically empowered, as apart from a thoroughly manipulated and
mentally abused, public will naturally choose politicians and public officials whose
goals and concerns are in the best interests of the people and country they're
actually elected to represent, as distinct from what is presently the status quo.
And just think too of the overall positive outcomes not only nationally also
globally.
 
So this article and the attendant poem: &quot;How reality excelled even my
wildest imaginings&quot; is for all of you who've been there, done it, experienced
all the trials and tribulations cast in your way and got the T-Shirt to show it!
(Smile) . As well as those of you who instinctively feel that there's an infinitely
better way to have and raise children, but even so haven't a clue how best to go
about it.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Human Life
 
Human life when looked at
objectively is in reality
nothing more than a
rather short cruise
on the Galactic
Ocean of
time!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Human Rights
 
In our rather belated, obssessive
and self-serving preoccupation
with human rights, when,
I wonder, will we also
hear talk of human
responsibilty?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Hurrying Slowly To Procure Justice For Britain’s
Paedophile Victims!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Systematically and sexually abused both by you and
your equally detestable friends and with my serial
humiliation absolutely and heartlessly at your
mercy and likewise in your brutal and
controlling hands: contrived by you
it’s true but authoritatively and
malignantly sanctioned by those, the faceless ones, that
wholeheartedly and zealously support you and whose
obviously assured, covert but nevertheless official
immunity assigned you the right to act as you
do, that you most welcomingly enjoy and
furthermore willingly and unconcernedly execute
with absolute impunity, has been itself vigorously
conjoined with the twisted fantasies and deviant
plans of your thoroughly sick minds liberally
awashed with an enduring and profoundly
fixated proclivity faithfully evinced by
your notorious predilection for and
devilish pursuit of unscrupulous
and debauched activities of
the inescapably sinister,
outright and deeply
depraved kind.
 
But psychologically and against all the odds I was manifestly
and massively confronted with I did manage to defiantly,
although understandably secretively so, fight back as
best I could; having promised myself that I would
when with no other viable alternative options
open to me other than pretending that this
wanton abuse of me wasn’t happening
or else to shut it out permanently from
my mind I should resort to killing
myself and be done with it. Solutions that I had no intention
of ever embarking on; for to do so I would be giving my
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serial abusers the immense pleasure and satisfaction
of them appreciating they’d not only physically
subjugated but similarly too had emotionally
crushed me. Intrinsically acknowledging
their victory in this one-sided war of
unwarranted sexual attrition they’d
not only unleashed upon me but
had also quite barbarically and
insensitively pursued against
others too whom they had
mercilessly forced into
the same situation; as
paedophiles always
and callously do!
 
But I’m now no longer that utterly defenceless child of
yesteryear: exceedingly young, vulnerable and deeply
traumatized by strictly unaccustomed to and very
unwelcomed affairs of the physical and carnal
kind that then personally involved and also
implicated me in these sordid acts of perfidy that I’d not
willingly consented to nor could I legally have done
so even if I’d known what they were all about
and was of a mind that wanted to, which
most assuredly wasn’t the case and
emphatically were activities that
forcibly and unavoidably I had inflicted on
me. Additionally knowing full well that
while this uncalled for mistreatment was being
systematically perpetrated against me there
wasn’t anyone whom I could realistically
trustingly anticipate finding for much
needed support or a sympathetic
understanding of what was
quite appallingly and
also unpardonably
habitually then
happening
to me.
 
Voiceless then I was and at best summarily dismissed,
when I initially tried to complain to those whom I
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naively felt either could or should have been
there for me and doing their utmost to
assist me in every way they could,
as a flirtatious fantasist, or else a little Madam distinctly
out to dishonestly and intentionally cause trouble for
or else intentionally ruin the hard-earned careers and
reputations of those that they claimed I spitefully
disliked and wanted to occasion harm to; and
consequently in those given circumstances
and from their discernibly “principled”
perceptions they absolutely saw no
purpose whatever in carrying on
with my wholly “unjustified”,
slanderous and evidently
in their biased opinions
my all too obviously
libellous, nasty and
rather spurious
allegations.
 
But that’s no more now! For with the advent of a new century,
changes in moral attitudes, myself energized by all this and
thankfully transformed into a self-confident and intensely
conscientious adult: something I never imagined that I
would ever become, I’m still here and appreciatively
very much alive. But unfortunately for you my
abusers, all the other loathsome paedophile
perpetrators and those of you who knew
all along yet silently excused what they
were evilly up to, let me chillingly
inform you I’m quite determined in this new frame of
mind I’m in and however long it does take to have
justice: long overdue in any case, for all those
victims long passed away and buried in the
annals of time, along with others like me
that providentially survived and by the
Grace of God Almighty are still here
to steadfastly, unapologetically
and openly say that we won’t
ever give up on this one, and will
pursue you all, each and every
way, until justice at the end
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of the day is honourably
and deservedly done!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
I was initially sorely tempted to write not only the title but also a version for
publication too of this particular poem in Latin although I must stress not for any
grandiloquent or intellectually superior motives –would I do a thing like that? Of
course not he says – but chiefly because the subject matter I’m dealing with here
has in my honest opinion discernibly, disingenuously and most decidedly been
intentionally misused and abused I very much believe by the powers that be and
others with their own or similarly self-serving interests as historic crimes, and
one can’t get any more historic, logically speaking and placed in those given
circumstances, than actually resorting to the enshrined and universally accepted,
historic language than the aforesaid Latin.
 
However, my German partner who voluntarily takes an enthusiastic interest in
my work and is additionally very supportive of what I do, and furthermore is
someone I’m most delighted to bounce any of my work off of because of her
superb judgement, untainted honesty and terrific ability to fearlessly speak her
mind, which partly accounts for why she’s my partner, tongue in cheek jovially
questioned whether it was a shrewd move on my part to do so, adding that many
of those in Britain that risibly attach an inherent and thoroughly paranoid hubris
to the English Language they quite delusionally like to exclusively claim as their
own when they clearly don’t have a comprehensive awareness or discernment of
it in its properly written, communicative or intellectual form, how then could one
judiciously expect such people, including 98% of MPs in the House of Commons,
to take any interest in let alone figure out something that was written in Latin? In
fact her precise words, which characteristic of her are quite impressive I must
say were:
 
“Warum bemuehen sich, ein Haufen nutzloser Lemminge asininely versessen
darauf Selbstmord vom Sprung von einer gefaehrlichen Klippe am Meer, um ihre
unvermeidliche Todesfaelle auf den Felsen in der turbulenten Wasser des unter
dem Meeresspiegel eingebettet zu stoppen? ”
 
Translated into English it emphatically states, and I must add she was referring
specifically to the usual suspect British MPs: Tories, Lib-Dems, Labtories and
their fellow travellers: “Why endeavour to stop a bunch of useless lemmings
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asininely hell-bent on suicide from jumping off a dangerous seaside cliff to their
inevitable deaths on the rocks embedded in the turbulent waters of the sea
below? ”
 
But whatever language she’d chosen at that moment to use, as usual she was
spot on with her prescient-minded observation; and so I decided to keep the
English version and English title. Although for the pleasure of you Latinists out
there the poem’s Latin title is: “Tardius properantem in agris nactus judicium de
hostiis salutaribus fecunda Britania profert pedophiles! ”
 
However, to get down to the real nitty gritty of why this poem was written in the
first place I’ll unapologetically say it’s categorically because I’m firmly convinced
that no one either in or who’s even remotely linked to the powers that be in the
United Kingdom have the slightest intention of taking paedophilia seriously let
alone doing anything positively about it; not least because they’re all involved in
it in one manner or another and likewise for every one of them it’s a rite of
passage in their sick and sadistic, lacking in self-worth propensity to demonstrate
their class-based and essentially delusional notion of their farcically believed
God-given and innate superiority to do whatever they want with impunity backed
by covert state immunity for their heinous crimes; and thus see that as the
ultimate expression of the power they wield to abuse anyone they choose to and
moreover basically regard as their inferiors.
 
I shan’t waste my time going over the despicable shenanigans of Theresa May
whose lack of probity I equate to a box of foul smelling frogs; in other words this
feral specimen of what passes for mankind doesn’t have any and wouldn’t
recognize the word probity or for that matter anything tenuously associated with
it even if her pathetic life depended on it. And the self-appointed and patently
vainglorious body that ludicrously and disingenuously claims it represents the
interests of the victims of paedophile have as much credibility I believe as the Ku
Klux Klan claiming the same thing in respect of Black Civil Rights in the  my
partner and several German friends all want to know why it is that a country like
the UK that boasts about its democracy, law and order and justice systems and
arbitrarily pushes its skewed version of these down the throats of others whether
they want them or not has to go to the other side of the world to engage a Maori,
Kiwi bint to do their dirty work for them and at a reputed £500.000 per annum
plus all the extra perks that go with her sinecure, like holidays and visits back to
her homeland and all this at a time of austerity in the UK paid for NOT by the rich
and powerful British Establishment and so-called celebrity sexual and paedophile
abusers but by the hard-pressed British taxpayer?
 
A very nice little earner Lowell Goddard and bearing in mind that at the most
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probable earliest you don’t have to report your findings – which are self-evident
to anyone with a functioning brain in his or her head – until after 2020? Another
Chilcott in the making I’d say! Want my honest opinion? It’s a scam and Theresa
May and her lot on both sides of the House of Commons aisle are getting YOU to
pay for it! Knowing what a superabundance of cap-doffing to their “superiors”
idiots there are in the UK, enabling them to applaud themselves as they get away
with it. So totally pissed off with all this I decided for sanity’s sake to move away
from the fantasy of it all and instead write this poem which is based on what I
perceive that a real life survivor of paedophilia, in this case a female but it’s also
pertinent to those of the male gender too, were they given a proper hearing,
genuinely listened to and were also allowed and encouraged to openly tell of their
heinous treatment and the insufferable trauma they were premeditatedly
subjected to by those who run our country.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Hvorfor I All Verden Tviler Du Insistert På Hva Som Er
Klart Det Åpenbare?
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du stiller spørsmål ved meg hvorfor det ikke er at jeg ikke
har spurt deg eller uttrykker ingen interesse for å ville
gifte seg du? Vel, bare svar på disse få spørsmålene
sannelig, og jeg er ganske sikker på at grunner
vil faktisk bli selv- forklare. For det første
vil du få barn, riktignok av alle veldig gale grunner, og jeg
personlig ønsker ikke noe. Og mens valget ditt i den
forbindelse er bestemt fast, min er like konstant.
Videre å ha masse penger er en inderlig
fiksering av deg, men selv om jeg
har det ingenting selv imot å ha
en komfortabel eksistens,
nøysomhet, som du
tydelig avsky, er
en førsteklasses
dyd med meg.
 
Og mens du ser sex som en ubehagelig plikt
Og til og med som en tyngende oppgave
å avhendes av raskt vurderer jeg det
tydelig som en kardinal karakter-
istikk av hvert meningsfylt,
mellommenneskelig
forhold med hvem jeg er nært in-
volvertmed romantisk. Så å
bære inn husk bare disse
Relativt få ting blant
forskjellige andre
Jeg er sikker
Jeg kan
finne,
 
Du, med din mye flaunt intelligens, bør lett bomull
på hvor nøyaktig det er at jeg kommer fra. Og
hvorfor et ekteskap med deg er like leved-
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yktigog ønskelig et forslag til meg i
slikt omstendigheter, som om jeg
eller noen andre likesinnede var til idiot-
antar jeg at vi kunne individuelt og
helt uten assistanse av noen,
vellykket svømme det
omfangsrike vann
I ekspansiv
Atlantic
Hav -
alene!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Ekteskap er og bør alltid betraktes, føler jeg, som vesentlig mer enn bare en
personlig fancy eller enda verre et produsert tilfelle av underdanig eller til og
med slavisk å underkaste seg selv til de lunefulle fantasiene om det dominerende
og alltid påtrengende samfunn de som overveier det. tilfeldigvis være i.
 
For ekteskap handler avgjørende om å være virkelig forelsket i personen som du
ærlig erklærer at du gjensidig ønsker å dele livet ditt med; og uansett hvilke
suksesser og eller tilbakeslag du enten opplever hver for seg eller i fellesskap
under den påfølgende evolusjonsprosessen du er involvert i, vil du villig og
utvetydig både dele og håndtere disse konsensus og sammen.
 
Ikke noe, og ja, det er ekteskap jeg fremdeles henviser til, for å hengi meg til
eller skynde å trekke meg tilbake fra for å passe til dagens uviktige,
samfunnsmessige vagarer.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I Don’t Feel At All Gay About Our Marriage!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please tell me it isn’t true; that you didn’t just marry me simply
to deflect attention attendant with the likely possibility of
hostile opprobrium from some within our population
away from you, bearing in mind the prominent
political office which you hold and attach so much importance
to; because as I’ve only rather belatedly found out myself
in the most distressing, humiliating and untoward of
circumstances any loving and faithful wife could
possibly have experienced and what is now
so patently obvious to me, is that you
are undeniably, and have for some
considerable time now, been
a closet homosexual.
 
Furthermore, and what I find particularly hurtful and deeply
insulting about all this is that you didn’t even have the
guts or the decency to honestly tell me the truth
about yourself, leaving me instead and purely
by chance, because I accidentally discovered you in
bed and sexually involved with another man, to
cruelly find out after the manner in which you so
romantically and persuasively pursued me,
pretentiously carried on doing so with your wooing,
and quite evidently it now appears duplicitously
secured as well a marriage between us into
the bargain, that your sexual proclivities
are by no means solely heterosexual
nor are you the man whom you
purport to be and who got
me to marry you.
 
You of all people who in both your public discourses
and private life are always going on about openness
and how people, especially those in public life,
should always unswervingly demonstrate
the courage of their own convictions regardless
of the consequences they might face, in the same way
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that you waste neither time, effort nor opportunity
to patronizingly dismiss and even conceitedly
vilify those whom you personally disdain
as the complete antithesis not only of
everything that’s decent and morally
upstanding, but also who you
bigotedly see, virulently
condemn and unforgivingly portray
as the villainous authors of those
selfsame evils that you’re all
so eagerly inclined and
robustly prepared
to lambasting
them for.
 
Now I know why it is, even in the distinct absence of any
pressing financial impetus for me to do so, that you’re
so keen I should carry on working as before and
not abort a promising professional career
by subsuming it, you opined, into the
restrictive clutches of conventional domesticity
as you described it; an observation however, which in
the light of recent revelations about you has absolutely
nothing to do with genuine female empowerment on
my part through my staying a productive member
of our country’s workforce; but everything, it
seems, quite skilfully designed by virtue
of your cynical manipulation of me to
postpone indefinitely and eventually
kill off, as well, all prospects of
my ever being a mother, and
in doing so intentionally
avert your very worst
nightmare of you
becoming a
father.
 
You sense these things don’t you, even if you don’t want
to believe them. But even so what really astounds me,
and something I find very hard to forgive, is the
profound level of deceitfulness you stooped
to and that you premeditatedly engaged in as regards
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our personal relationship; and what’s more doing
so in a country where homosexuality in all its lawfully
indulged in and consensual guises is perfectly legal,
has the same blanket immunity from prosecution and
is equally free of official societal persecution that
lesbianism luckily has always enjoyed, but
more into the bargain has ironically become
so chic, particularly in upper class
circles, that if some of its most vocal aficionadas
and avid supporters were to have their way it
would undeniably be made compulsory;
so there was really no need for you to
have embarked on this elaborate
subterfuge of yours which
you subjected me to.
 
Let me make it abundantly clear; I’m not criticizing you
because you’re a homosexual as I’m certainly not a
homophobe in any way, shape or form since my
simple and straightforward philosophy is one
of live and let live, and along with that the
firmly subscribed to dictum of each to their own where
sexual matters are concerned. But I also do fervently
believe, and you can call me old fashioned if you
like, in honesty, frankness and trustworthiness
in personal relationships and especially those
involving married couples; and you, I’m afraid,
have markedly failed in our own relationship to
deliver on any of these values. And as such
there can no longer from my point of
view be any future together for you
and me, for to continue with this
sickening farce as if nothing
had happened would quite
candidly be a dreadful,
self-inflicted and
most unseemly
travesty!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 December 2013.
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Commentary:
In 2013 the government of the Russian Federation sensibly and quite correctly in
my view passed a law with the specifically intended purpose, it must be stressed,
of dissuading and ultimately prohibiting anyone within its territory from
encouraging or engaging in the proselytization of that country’s minors
principally promoted and largely instigated by western external forces meddling
in Russia’s domestic affairs under the misguided and rather disingenuous pretext
of supposedly educating these youngsters about the positive aspects of
homosexuality.
 
Unsurprisingly even before this legislative ruling was given assent in the Duma
and signed into law by President Putin all hell broke loose in the west with slick
choreographed campaigns of fake outrage against Russia’s decision staged by
the west’s media, its chattering classes, pseudo homosexual activists and vested
interests with their personal axes to grind, and of course fiercely ambitious and
self-serving MPs who fully cognisant of the importance of the so-called pink vote
and quite determined at all costs to cash in on it, predictably and most eagerly
jumped on the bandwagon juggernaut promptly seized, rolled out and liberally
utilized by those taking to ridiculing and vilifying Russia and particularly its
President as they accumulatively levelled all sorts of pernicious accusations at
them, including the perennial old chestnut of human rights violations.
 
However, Russia’s legislative and executive branches of government weren’t the
only ones in the line of fire of this abusive western condemnation, for when Elena
Isinbaeva, Russia’s renowned female Olympic and current (2013)  world record
holder in the pole vault, was asked what she thought of the law that was enacted
and honestly replied that she supported her country’s democratic right to
approve what laws it saw fit in the best interests of its citizens in the same way
that western countries do, she too was slated mercilessly with the additional
affront heaped on her in the way of deafening calls made from influential groups
in the west demanding she should be summarily ostracised and speedily stripped
of her commercial endorsements; the same groups among others that were also
insisting that the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi to be hosted by Russia should
themselves be boycotted.
 
In response to the unfair treatment meted out to Elena Isinbaeva and the wider
issue of this anti-proselytizing of homosexuality law now on the Russian statute
books and aimed at the protection of Russian minors I wrote an article entitled:
“Elena Isinbaeva and the west’s self-righteous penchant for creating bogus
enemies” which is and can also be found on my personal website . That article
generated a great deal of interest and positive feedback globally and is primarily
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why this poem is written and has absolutely nothing to do with ensuing events
either in Britain or elsewhere pertaining to former closet homosexuals, regardless
of whether they be obscure or well-known individuals, that for whatever reason,
be it egotism or self-guilt, have belatedly chosen to publicly declare to all and
sundry that they’re homosexual.
 
Notwithstanding that I will nevertheless say this, because it’s something that I
intrinsically believe in; namely that one’s sexuality and whomsoever they
practise it with, or not at all, within the legal framework of their country’s
instituted laws is, in my opinion, strictly a private matter that should be treated
and respected as such and not used as an issue for public grandstanding, the
garnering of attention seeking plaudits or, for that matter, ostentatious guilt-
ridden flagellantism.
 
Meanwhile, the pungent smell of hypocrisy by the west and most notably the
Anglophile countries therein is invasive, debilitating and widespread and raises
the pertinent question as to why with its own intractable problems in this regard
the west nevertheless readily sallies forth in its often caustic condemnation of
others on a matter it is yet to demonstrably tackle and resolve. Not for nothing is
the dictum “don’t ask; don’t tell so pervasive throughout all branches of the US
military for example, where homosexuality to put it mildly is at best a taboo
subject and treated as such. And equally it would be a brave but foolish
individual who having decided to run for high political or some other prominent
public office in the United States or have his or her name put forward for an
equivalent position in the corporate world of big business to then openly declare
he or she was a practising homosexual and seriously expect to succeed in that
endeavour.
 
And on our side of the Atlantic Britain and the rest of the EU aren’t immune from
this stance on homosexuality or the contagion of homophobia either, no matter
how vaingloriously the powers that be who influence policy decisions or run these
countries pretend otherwise; for in reality it’s all a deliberate and carefully
fabricated smoke screen from behind which much is extravagantly promised but
very little is actually delivered.
 
Here’s an indication of what I mean. The marriage of Prince William and Kate
Middleton enthused most of the British public, the Commonwealth, and
significant numbers of other people across the globe and markedly pushed the
approval rating of the British Monarchy way of the Richter scale of transcendent
popularity. But wilfully playing Devil’s advocate here but in no way impugning or
seeking to do so the sexuality of Prince William, which I freely confess I know
absolutely nothing about and frankly care even less as it’s none of my business,
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just suppose that instead of the lovely Kate Middleton, elevated after her
marriage to the status of Duchess of Cambridge and made a prominent member
of the British Royal Family, it was a bloke, a Kenny Middleton for argument sake,
that Prince William had wed and thereafter had proudly walked down the aisle of
one of our historical and iconic English cathedrals with on his arm.
 
Assuming, that is, that this hypothetical homosexual relationship had been
allowed to get this far with Buckingham Palace and the Con-Dem coalition regime
headed by Prime Minister David Cameron having debatably given their blessing
to and approval for it. What in the aforesaid circumstances do you think the gut
instinct reactions of Britons generally across our green and pleasant land as well
as attitudes in the Commonwealth, and especially those countries where Her
Majesty the Queen is still head of state, and where their leaders have only
belatedly come around after much intransigent heart searching and heated
discussions to the logical idea in my view that royal princes in line to the British
throne should no longer have automatic preference to accession over their older
female siblings and counterparts; the world at large; and you yourself would be?
 
The question put here is largely rhetorical in nature as I’m positive we all know
the answer to it; which begs the other obvious question that the first one
naturally now triggers. If at best one can expect only ambivalence and at its
worst outright antipathy and even hatred towards an open and honest
homosexual relationship of this kind that evidently would nevertheless rock the
core values as perceived and generally adhered to by the vast majority of those
who constitute the British nation, something that the powers that be within our
country recognize and accept, why then do these same people conceitedly think
that they have an inalienable right to lecture and even dictate to others, in what
are indisputably sovereign states, how they should approach and eventually deal
with the matter of homosexuality within their own countries?
 
The British attitude to homosexuality reminds me very much of that which
bedevils racism in our country, in as much that it’s extremely difficult to find
anyone who will willingly own up to their concealed prejudices regarding either or
both of these issues with respondents invariably and disingenuously remarking in
the majority of cases in which they’re questioned about either of them that on
reaching the age of majority and thus effectively becoming an adult as it were,
those who’ve successfully managed to make this transition from childhood and
adolescence should be free, within the realms of the law, accepted ethical
boundaries, and without undue interference in or coercion from anyone, to make
what decisions they consider are appropriate for themselves together with the
inalienable right to live their own life as they please and with whomsoever they
mutually choose to.
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Reality though is quite different and often as several mixed race couples and
potential ones have painfully and embarrassingly discovered to their dismay and
chagrin a bridge too far, having had their relationships firmly rebuffed and cruelly
so even by so-called liberal white Caucasian parents, other family members,
friends and most incredibly neighbours and work colleagues when one of those
personally involved in a mixed race relationship is himself or herself white
Caucasian as well or even British Asian.
 
And ironically as it seems with those opponents of familial mixed raced unions
involving one of their own and who would be the first to declare that they weren’t
racist even stating that they fully subscribed to the concept of everyone being
treated equally and fairly in all matters but somehow not when that “everyone”,
no matter how exemplary and worthy as a human being that individual is, he or
she in relation to their own family or friendship circles is distinctly of a different
race and skin colour.
 
Two specific criteria that they obviously deem are alright where other people are
concerned but clearly don’t fit into these antagonists1 personal scheme of things;
and when questioned or even challenged about their supposed tolerant and
liberal credentials that they brazenly flaunt and remarkably don’t appear in the
aforesaid circumstances to mind doing so or see any contradiction in what they
doing, their kneejerk response is always one along these lines, that while they
will arguably concede that some mixed race marriages or relationships might be
suitable and appropriate for others, they nevertheless feel and are completely
convinced, without ever satisfactorily or convincingly explaining why, that a
mixed race union between their much-loved son, daughter, other relative or
friend and some one from a different race or ethic background would be most
inappropriate. The same cynical obfuscation together with a baffling but
astonishing hypocrisy that’s replete in attitudes to homosexuality, I’m afraid.
 
In conclusion wilful deception in any relationship that is mutually understood to
be a meaningful one by those who freely embarked on it is simply abhorrent, a
situation to be roundly deplored, and a personal betrayal of whoever is on the
receiving end of it. And when unknowingly to the person affected the perpetrator
wittingly and for purely self-serving reasons traduces the said relationship to
nothing more than a debasing farce, such actions, unpardonable, loathsome and
insupportable in themselves, should on their discovery by the abused person
swiftly, forthrightly and fearlessly be condemned and instantaneously walked
away from. To refrain from doing so would, I fear, be to cowardly collude in
negating one’s self worth and significantly constitute a violation of and a gross
insult to that person’s personal integrity as a worthy human being.
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Stanley Collymore
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I Kjærlig Unisont
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Føl gleden i meg! Det er praktisk talt palpable, kan du ikke se?
Og alt fordi jeg er så gal forelsket i deg. Så mye slik at
alle sener i hele kroppen min er akutt levende med
energi og mest intensivt massivt sparket opp
med ukontrollabel lidenskap for deg. Så
vær så snill, vennligst ta ombord hva
jeg forteller deg, hva jeg så dypt
nyter og verdsetter med Helligheten av livet mitt
som jeg har falt ivrig og uimotståelig forelsket
i deg, og å ha fått vite deg som jeg ville
mest alvorlig i de givne omstendigheter
kjære elsker å være din kjære kone,
som de sier sjarmerende til bedre
eller verre; Å vite full vel i
mitt tilfelle hva det kon-
sekvensen vil være.
 
Et liv av untrammeled salighet i fellesskap og, natur-
ligvis, ansvarlig foreldre vår planlagte og dype
elskede barn, og i denne kjærlige prosessen
deretter sette i bevegelse på sjarmerende
potensial for å være herlige og glade
forfedre av våre egne biologiske
barnebarn og ganske opti-
mistisk fremtiden uav-
brutt generasjoner
av våre egne
avkom.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Inspirert av og skrevet for alle de som virkelig vet hva kjærlighet handler om, og
hvordan det er best å formidle det til de virkelig verdige slik kjærlighet.
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Stanley Collymore
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I Like The Feeling You’re Causing In Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A bright sunny day; 11.42 in the morning. In the square opposite
the Ahla Centre and fronting the lengthy promenade a small
crowd consisting mainly of young people seemingly
content, as any group of people could be, mill
around, while on both roads that run along
the perimeter of this oasis of tranquillity ongoing
traffic: some heading townwards others just as
decidedly away from the city centre add
their lulling contribution to that of the
neighbouring Mediterranean Sea,
creating among themselves a
cacophony of sounds that
rather surprisingly aren’t
discordant to the ear.
 
I sit quietly and observe not just the
panoramic view but also, and just as importantly,
the quite interesting diversity of life portrayed within its
boundaries, and I think constantly of you. This is your country;
the place where you were born, nurtured and obviously belong. I am
the stranger; but when I’m with you those otherwise glaringly cultured
differences instantaneously melt away into a compellingly strong
bond of physical and emotional chemistry between us, which
absolutely convinces me that I’m falling in love with
you; and that’s a truly wonderful feeling to have.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I Listened To What I Was Told But Thankfully I Took
No Heed!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You couldn't have known unless you were a clairvoyant
that I love you and furthermore have done so from the
very first moment that I set my eyes on you, and in
the bargain how very much so; for apart from my
being too shy to let you know just how I feel it
would have been most surreal on my part to
recklessly and immodestly depart from all
the suggestions and routine, but clearly
expected to sensibly adhere to, advice that I was sternly
given in my pubescent years and also as an attractive
young woman, I was bluntly reminded, growing up
in what is essentially a man's world, as to how I
should properly behave without ever purposely
compromising myself, yet decidedly not so
offhand in my discretional demeanour of
what I did where unattached men were
concerned as to unforgivably in these
premeditated tactics in which I was
involved inadvertently end up on
the austere shelf of rejection or
as an injudicious, forlorn and
rather discontented spinster.
 
But extraordinarily, most stimulatingly and absolutely
delightfully you've rescued and mercifully saved me
from myself and in this completely new and totally
engrossing situation which you've so ingeniously
induced in me I can cheerfully say that in every
conceivable way I can genuinely express I'm
truly blessed and now am not only infinitely
satisfied but also absolutely contented and
without even the slightest vacillation or
reservation can equally attest to be cooperatively,
receptively, contentedly and also permanently
at your behest, and mine of course, readily
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transform this discourse we're enjoyably
having into much more, for I've been
well and justly seduced by you and
most impeccably find myself in a
thoroughly delightful trance. So
can I fervently entreat you to
join me in commemorating
the inauguration our new
romance with a dance?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 April 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Finding one's self unexpectedly and seemingly deeply in love can and invariably
does provoke a diversity of very powerful and even conflicting emotions that are
themselves instigated by and can also be significantly influenced as well by virtue
of one's social upbringing, level of education or none at all, personal experiences
and hence how one tends to see the world generally or their personal and
familiar portion of it specifically; and these in turn are all salient factors that will
finally determine the maturity or otherwise of those who're directly involved in all
of this.
 
And that's the rub of the problem; how does one realistically determine the
maturity or lack of it and crucially too the good intentions or otherwise of
someone, and especially so a virtual stranger or even someone you've known for
some considerable time probably but never previously had any actual or
prospective emotional engagement with who suddenly and unexpectedly says
that he or she, who in all logical respects is an utterly unknown quantity to you,
wants none the less to seriously get involved with you, and especially if that
person in doing so plausibly triggers a reciprocal response since they either knew
for sure or else accurately sense that they've managed to significantly awaken
your own interest in them?
 
Now while balancing that scenario against a host of other possibilities like for
instance that this suitor of yours who is earnestly and amorously plying his or her
seductive wares isn't actually a fraudster with distinct but all the same highly
concealed ulterior motives in mind and solely intent on catching you unawares,
not completely compos mentis at the time as to what is actually going on and
therefore not fully in charge of your mind, what do you do then?
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Abandon the whole thing on the wings of a whim stating and even convincing
yourself that it isn't worth the risk; or do you throw caution to the wind as you
openly and confidently declare life is for living and consequently you're going to
avidly seize the opportunity presented to you and considerably, courageously and
unambiguously embark on something quite excitingly vivacious, and that
additionally offers the promising prospect of being sexually, incredibly and
emotionally stimulating although entirely new to you, whatever the
consequences?
 
Or instead despondently resort, from a totally objective and impartially observed
point of view, to a preferred and therefore chosen role as a willing and wholly
compliant slave to pious, discernibly and restrictive social intercourse and puritan
conventions to diffidently, cautiously or even fearfully drawing your proverbial
horns of social protocol in and instead use them as a convenient and protective
wall of defence to supposedly shield you from whatever it is you're not quite
certain of but which nevertheless you circumspectly assume and even believe
might have something to do with love; the tendentious notions of exploratory
sexual excitement; and possibly too the likelihood of personal commitment,
which you feel you're not yet ready for or actually capable of properly handling?
 
However, hard as that might seem to be and more demandingly so to
satisfactorily reach an appropriate solution to the ultimate assessment of what
you eventually do is entirely your own decision, and not least so because it's your
personal life that's involved! So advisedly I'd say to you, if my opinion were
asked, why not take a chance and positively participate in the probably
challenging but equally so possibly rewarding Dance of Romance?
 
Stanley Collymore
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I Need A New Start, Not Have My Failed Love Life
Recycled For Me! (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You audaciously approached me and confidently introduced yourself
to me, after which you sportingly and interestingly spoke to me, a
conversation in which quite engagingly you told me, while in
the process dexterously persuading me with all the prowess
that you could muster to listen to every word of what you
were appealingly saying to me, and noticeably doing so
with all the composure, indisputable conviction, and
the unfettered sophistication of an unquestionably cultured and
humorous gentleman who strikingly in elucidation but even
so delightfully, calmly and most decisively, knew with a
perceptibly undiminished intelligibility and unbridled
certainty what he was distinctly after. Then ensued
to totally and uninhibitedly readily convince me
that from the very start - in effect the precise
moment that you first saw me, how you'd
become beguilingly besotted with me.
 
And consequently if how you felt about me was the undoubted
stirrings of love for me, then quite unreservedly, as well as
unapologetically, your unmitigated plea relative to how
exactly you both emotionally and romantically cared
for me was, you additionally frankly stated, most
emphatically simply a combined situation, in
logical terms, of your being positively but
also shamelessly guilty of having deeply
and fervently fallen in love with me.
However, secretly on the rebound from a
rather nasty, malevolently controlling,
one-sidedly giving - you've guessed
it absolutely correctly that it was
exclusively me doing all the
giving in that marital relationship - an
especially psychologically unrewarding, most
damaging emotionally and an unfalteringly
subjected to serially adulterous, and a
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pernicious nightmare of a marriage
that I eventually summoned up
what little courage I had left
to finally free myself from
a domineering brute of
a husband via taking
the pragmatic step
which previously
I ought to have
straightaway
engaged on,
and simply
divorced
this man.
 
And on having achieved that, my undoubted lack of
self-confidence fastened to my perceived, deeply
embedded and an intrinsically, socially fearful
embarrassment of my being a failure as a
wife that I firmly construed as being all
my fault, and which previously and
collectively had cowardly precluded me from
lawfully embarking on what quite naturally
and understandably should unequivocally
have been an entirely understandable,
feasible and a reasonable course of
action level-headedly filing for a
divorce from this monster of a
man that I'd voluntarily and
fondly married, somewhat
regrettably for me I can
only say hadn't earlier
and quite regrettably
didn't occur to me.
 
However, with that now done and notwithstanding
the evident and unaccustomed to situation of me
being a woman who was now completely as it
happened on my own, and to whom all this
was pragmatically something of a rather
worrying innovation for me, I was all
the same quite persevering, as I did
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everything physically achievable
in my power to reassure myself
of this, that I was at last free
and consequently entirely at liberty to do what I
convincingly and honestly regarded was best
both for me and my future. And although I
was likewise completely aware of what a
testing undertaking it would obviously
be to lastingly bury the past, totally
forget what I'd petrifyingly and
improperly allowed myself to
occur to me, while insanely
and lastingly discarding
my irrefutably aimless
but specified role, in
name only I readily
confess, as a wife
although luckily,
and thank God
not as a Mum,
and accordingly having mercifully
escaped from those absolutely
depressing aforementioned
circumstances reasonably
sensibly and with luck
confidently move on
surely with my life.
 
This is my earnest ambition and, in effect, what I'd
genuinely like for things in their fullest fruition
but most specifically in respect of myself to
be, although realistically the subsequent
outcome, I'm fully aware, could very
well be a wholly different scenario,
in lots of complicated and even
somewhat perplexing ways,
from what optimistically in my steadfast hopes
and honest aspirations I would certainly and
undoubtedly quite prefer for the eventual
end result to be. Yet here you evidently
are, and basically something which I
mustn't opportunely overlook nor
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casually forget, a total stranger
to me and declaring the kind
of absorbing things that my
motivated heart truthfully
wants to hear but on the
contrary my distinctly
wary head, however,
is a lot cagier about?
And in this unclear
process robustly
throwing, I can
genuinely say,
my emotional
balance into
a condition
emotional
disarray.
 
So how then am I supposed to honestly know much less
so clear-headedly, correctly and indisputably deduce
with any absolute certainty that's obviously and
understandably triggered and then spurred on
by the provocateurs of my preceding and
unhappy circumstances, that what you
purposefully claim you're sincerely
saying to me isn't fundamentally
nothing more than the selfishly
manufactured fantasy of a very vivid imagination that
is itself linked with the egotistical and deliberately
unequivocal self-aggrandizing machinations of
an entirely conniving as well as a thoroughly
seasoned Lothario, whose deftly executed
but nevertheless unsupported flattering
declarations of undying love for me
consciously have no affinity at all
with the latter or for that matter,
credibly makes any concession
for the affirmation of reality.
 
A state of affairs, which if not examined by me and earnestly
challenged if necessary could in all probability, and at the
least, be ruthlessly, falsely, intentionally malevolently,
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totally self-servingly and, in all of this, rather injuriously
to me, be unscrupulously employed to cast me back to
the entirely untenable situation that with substantial
difficulty, but even so, I did in the end succeed in
fleeing from. An appalling situation that had previously and
inescapably for me, while I was helplessly ensnared by it,
emphatically rendered me a nobody, who was likewise
perceived as somebody who was only worthy of the
greatest disdain; therefore, the uncivil appellation
which then in reality and now in most wounding
remembrance I still inescapably bear the scars
of, and don't mind admitting that I do resent.
 
So what's it to be my unfamiliar but all the same relentless
suitor? And before you sally forth with any of your glib
answers I'd like for you this time to think carefully
about what you might wish to say to me as you
likewise bear in mind this genuine request of
mine. For I'd personally like for you to supply me with an
honest and original answer whatever that might be. For
only then can I truly satisfy myself by what you've
said or crucially omitted in your explanation to
me whether, as you'd like for me to believe,
this supposed adoration by you for me is
genuinely the dawning of a bright and
rather meaningful future for the two
of us together. Or conceivably the
quite gripping but meretricious
beginning of an illusionary romantic mirage
that could well prove to be immeasurably
detrimental to the emotional welfare of
a still unsure of herself and therefore
a highly vulnerable woman like me!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 November 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Inevitably, at some time or other, most people regardless of who they are, what
their racial or ethnic origins might be, irrespective of their religious, agnostic or
atheistic views, what they do or don't do for a living, their personally identifiable
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class, social or educational background; their ingrained political loyalties or none,
the power and or influence that they wield or more like than not the manipulated
sycophancy that they readily subvert themselves to, how grotesquely and
graspingly rich or generally pathetically and miserably poor they happen to be;
how immaturely young or seasoned old they are, what their birth or
subsequently acquired nationality is, the robust state or otherwise of their health
and daily life, or where in the world they either choose or are forced to live,
whether they're incarcerated in prison or at liberty to live and lead their own life
as they see fit, will unhappily and even emotionally destructive for them find
themselves romantically spurned by at least one and possibly even several
prospective lovers and thus be very much on the dismissive end of a love that
they've both willingly and freely offered to another person but which in return is
roundly rejected as it is likewise unreciprocated.
 
Well, there's a general saying that there's no accounting for personal taste and
amidst the vicissitudes of everyday life when it actually comes to factoring into
the love stakes this truism couldn't be any more applicable than it already is. And
not unsurprising in this love equation is how each affected individual specifically
reacts to his or her romantic rejection that in turn depends on a number of
tangible as well as imperceptible factors.
 
For instance, there are those who'll use the fallout from their rejection, painful as
it might be, to judiciously and sensibly re-examine their personal approach to all
future romantic affairs that directly involve themselves and then use the
information they've collated and the analysis they're arrived at as a fitting
platform to more solidly construct for themselves what exactly it is that they
actually want from life in terms of romance, and having ascertained that
accordingly get on with it.
 
Others though tend to dwell inordinately on their rejection and as a consequence
of that become bitter and twisted persons for the rest of their life. However,
there are those who on reflexion see their rejection as a providential escape for
them and gratefully thank their lucky stars for the enforced situation that at the
time they were placed in. But unfortunately there will be those who finding
themselves utterly despondent at what has happened to them will seek release
from their perceived shame and embarrassment by killing themselves.
 
Then there's another category of persons who obsessively imbued with a
manifestly pronounced and delusional sense of their own egotistical importance
and the perverse notion of how dare anyone do something like this to me, will
malevolently set out for the remainder of their pathetic life to exact revenge. And
prompts the obvious question, for me anyway, which of these categories, or none
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of them, do you consider yourself as belonging to? Or perhaps you're one of
those android-type creatures totally and uncaringly devoid of all emotional
feelings. And the characteristically sentient and sane among us Homo sapiens will
intuitively know the sorts of individuals I'm specifically referring to.
 
For we routinely observe them on a daily basis unwarrantedly, incompetently,
corruptly and criminally occupying our supposedly democratic, but we know
otherwise, parliaments, other institutionalized fora of power and influence and
effectively postulating themselves not only as parliamentarians but even more
seriously and worryingly so as prime ministers, cabinet ministers and even
presidents of our respective countries.
 
Disproportionately so, it must be cogently stated, to their actual numbers in the
much wider population that significantly comprises us Homo sapiens and that
these alien oiks have both manipulatively and controlling foisted themselves
upon, while ludicrously and risibly, if it wasn't such a bloody serious matter,
ascribing to themselves the bogus epithet of the &quot;privileged elites&quot;.
Among whom I often wonder? And so far I've been unable to discern either a
clear-cut or convincing answer to this idiotic conundrum of theirs!
 
Stanley Collymore
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I Want Nothing Else, Really!
 
I want nothing else from you other than your love and
respect without which there can be no relationship
worthy of being called meaningful let alone
one that could ever survive between us;
even so, I shall never demand these
qualities from you, but were they to
be forthcoming then that positive
outcome has to, I believe
from your perspective, be
the genuine result of a
willing nature and
a voluntary act
on your
part.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I Want To Be More Than Just Your Lover!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Do you love me? Sorry to put you on the spot but I’d really
like to know, for although you recurrently pay me loads
of compliments and periodically tell me how very
much you like being with me you’ve never once
in the time we’ve been regularly seeing each
other, over a year now I must remind you,
ever told me that you actually love me.
 
So am I just your lover and nothing more? I need to
know for my personal feelings for you are
unquestionably those of someone who
is profoundly in love with you, and
if you find it hard or are simply
unwilling to reciprocate them then I’d much prefer to hear
it from you not someone else, so I can civilly and with
my dignity still intact extricate myself not only
from a relationship that from a personal
perspective is patently unsuitable
for me but also one that quite
evidently where the two of
us are concerned is
obviously going
nowhere.
 
And rather than needlessly have it tiresomely drawn out in
the doldrums of despair, acrimony and possibly hatred,
as it inevitably will do if the current circumstances
that exist between us continue to prevail, I’d
like to end our relationship now, so that
we can both have the opportunity to knowingly embark on
a new start with different partners who’re individually
capable and, most importantly, quite willing to
mutually, unstintingly and courageously
dispense to each other the kind of
love and commitment that most
certainly, in my case, I’m
earnestly looking for.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
3 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I’ll Do Anything It Takes To Socially Survive!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Why didn’t you tell me that practically everyone knows
we’re having an affair and that you’ve been aware of
this for some time and have kept it from me? Do
you know how that makes me feel? Well, I’ll
tell you! I’m absolutely horrified. I am,
after all, a married woman with a family.
Just imagine what this revelation will
do to my reputation? And I do
dread to think what my husband
will do should he ever find
out; that’s providing
of course that he
hasn’t already
done so.
 
Then there are my children subjected as they no doubt
will be to the cruel taunts of their classmates. How
totally insufferable for them! And as if that’s
not bad enough I’ll now possibly have to
remove them from their private school
and humiliatingly send them to a
state one; and this after I’ve gone to
such lengths to get them into
the expensive private one
they’re currently
attending.
 
They’ll be utterly devastated if it comes to that,
as this was their main chance in life, even
if it meant their dad and me having to
pay through the nose to do so, for them to get a
decent education, good prospects jobwise as
well as a financially secure future, and not
have to rub shoulders out of necessity
with the growing number of Plebs
this country seems hell-bent on
producing or even worst still
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the alarming hordes of
scrounging immigrants
whom we keep
letting into
it.
 
To say I’m furious with you is an understatement as you
faithfully promised me you’d be discreet; that no one
would ever know about us, just as you willingly
accepted my terms that our affair was simply
going to be a matter of reciprocal and
harmless fun between us with no
strings attached and providing us with the
respective excitement we both craved; in your case
rewarding your insatiable Lotharion propensity
to bed every available female you can and
on my part to use that same titillating
fondness of yours to gratify the carnal
desires you so easily awoke and
sustainably aroused in me and
which my husband doesn’t
and has never been
able to satisfy.
 
Now this; and all because you couldn’t keep your
mouth shut! For having ridiculously persuaded
yourself that you’ve falling in love with me
and delusionally convinced yourself as
well that I would reciprocate that
love you’ve taken to selectively letting others know that
we’re having an affair. Well I’ve news for you, that
affair is now over! What’s more I’ll passionately
and persuasively lie to my husband, close friends,
work colleagues and everyone concerned, if
I have to, that you’re a fantasist looking
for the main chance, and with your known
sleazy reputation and lack of breeding
who do you think they’ll believe?
A working class, lascivious
loser like yourself or me
with my key social
connections?
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© Stanley V. Collymore
18 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I’ll Never In My Life Pay Deference To An Absurdly
Unjust Social Order!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Do I feel any sympathy for or charity towards the Labtory
infiltrators, venal charlatans, odious carpetbaggers and
the pernicious destroyers of democracy within the
Labour Party who, conspicuously concomitant
with the multiplicity of their other combined
and characteristically egregious activities
of self-serving individualism and skulduggery industriously
inserted into every single activity they were engaged in
and with no thought or the slightest consideration for
anyone other than themselves and their inane camp
followers, sought to and did manage to injuriously
insert their intimidating brand of bogus change:
“reformation” they dishonestly passed it off
as, of what they then characterized as the
official version, must be accepted and
unchallenged orthodoxy, then put in
place of the generally known and
universally accepted precepts
of what the philosophy of
authentic democracy
should really be?
 
Of course I don’t! Nor would I, even in the
remotest sense, consciously allow myself
to be shamefully prevailed upon to do
so! For I am a Democrat and always
will be so at heart, and someone
that can’t be bought and sold
like these charlatans permit themselves to be;
and therefore in the most principled terms
will constantly and happily remain the
person I am, and have always been
rather proud to be: true to myself
at every turn and the energetic
believer in accomplishing
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to the best of my ability,
and in every possible
way I can, to fully
and unpretentiously
meet my personal
obligations to
as many of my
fellow human
beings as
I can!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 September 2015.
 
 
Author’s Unapologetic Remarks:
The Labour Party leadership campaign is over and having industriously worked
on Jeremy Corbyn’s campaign from the very outset I’m quite delighted that he
has won and if honestly allowed to get on with the work that he’s capable of
implementing change this sick society we call Britain for the better. I know it’ll be
a difficult task made all the more so by Jeremy’s many detractors all of them
with their own self-interests and not a single care for the majority of the British
public whom they cynically and manipulatively use and dishonestly pretend in
cases like these when their propaganda rhetoric has worn thin that they really
care for, when in point of fact they simply don’t!
 
And in all this hullabaloo of theirs it never fails to amaze me the profound depths
of sewer wading that these odious specimens of human wilfully sink to, to give
the ludicrous pretence that they’re “genuinely” behind and very much in favour
of doing what’s best for Britain. Oh really? Like Jimmy Savile and the rest of his
ilk, past and present, were or are for children’s welfare I suspect!
 
So today on Page 6 of the Metro – the self-congratulatory freebie rag that is such
because if it were for sale nobody in their right mind would actually buy it –
under the heading: “A dozen go as leader assembles his new team, ”
unmistakably a cheap, castigatory and sour grapes dig at Jeremy Corbyn, this
London based, foreign oligarch owned rag, printed the photographs in vertical
serial ranks of, and I’ll name every one of the here: Chuka Umunna, Yvette
Cooper, Chris Leslie, Tristram Hunt, Rachel Reeves, Liz Kendall, Dan Jarvis, John
Woodcock, Jamie Reed, Emma Reynolds, Shabana Mahmood and Ivan Lewis. And
under their respective name the Metro felt obliged to put the shadow portfolios
they all held, as it rather risibly pretended that these utter nonentities were
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heavyweights in British politics who’d sensibly turned their backs on Jeremy
Corbyn.
 
I’m a readily self-confessed, political animal and was a card-carrying member of
the Labour Party from my early teens until I rescinded my membership when
Blair and Brown hijacked the party that not only myself but also every member
of my family and their friends belonged to; for I can effortlessly spot lowlife,
white trash when I see it and I sure as Hell didn’t want to be any part of their
repulsive and self-serving, carpet bagging escapades within the Party whose
noble aspirations and conscionable objectives resonated with my own and those
of my family members. So I stopped being an activist as well: campaigning on
doorsteps, leafleting and all the rest of it, and instead just voted for the
candidate of my choice at elections, which always happened to be Labour
although more often than not I had to hold my nose firmly to stem the stench of
so-called New Labour as I placed my X on the ballot paper.
 
And placed in that most untenable and uncomfortable position I guess I was like
millions of bona fide Labour Party members and supporters throughout the
country who either switched off entirely or even turned to other political parties
because the Labour Party under its odious Labtory infiltrators wasn’t an entity
that they could honestly identify with anymore. But that also had its inherent and
serious dangers; for with large numbers of voters across the country no longer
involved in active politics it also meant the percentage of those who were had
shrunk to a level that markedly pleased the main political parties’ hierarchy. How
and why? Just look at the percentage vote the Tories got in the last election for
example that meant the Tories and Labour Party Labtories and even the Lib-
Dems could all rely on a small vote to get them into power and share such power
between themselves and those in the Westminster Bubble and not give a toss
about the electorate or the public at large.
 
So with Jeremy Corbyn amazingly galvanizing people both nationally in the
United Kingdom and even internationally – he’s deeply admired for his political
stance to global injustices, his personal integrity and his straight-talking – none
of that PR-and-disingenuous-speak - and so doesn’t sound like some wound up
and orchestrated robot as the other politicians do because he actually says what
he really believes in– and is therefore immensely respected in countries as
diverse as Germany, France, the aspirant independent Catalonia, Greece, Iran
and several others and stretching from South America and the Caribbean to
Taiwan, and from Britain to the South Pacific, these detractors and opponents of
his who saw him as a sick joke have now had to change their tune because he
now seriously threatens their comfort-zone sense of what was essentially an
“unchallengeable” right as they saw it to control the lives of the rest of us; even
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to the extent of the privileged and parasitical poofters currently in office now
claiming that Jeremy Corbyn is a threat to national security. Over 31 years he’s
been in parliament and they’ve just discovered that having at the start of the
leadership campaign lampooned him as a useless no-hoper?
 
But to go back to these 12 pillocks, who physically even look like your classic
pillocks, that the Metro and other vested interest so-called mainstream British
media are touting as a great loss to Jeremy Corbyn and what a principled stance
they’ve made? Hold on a minute, none of these self-individualism fuckers haven’t
a clue what the word principle means. Liz Kendall is on record saying that she
wants power: when I always believed that the principal role of an MP was to
represent the genuine interests of his or her constituents. Chuka Umunna is a
self-confused gender issue and delusional House Nigger as I characterized in
earlier tweets; while Shabana Mahmood is your classic token “Muslim” minority
whatever; and the rest of them are simply white trash. And I must confess that
apart from Yvette Cooper who’s married to Ed Balls the rest of them I hadn’t a
clue who they were or what they did as I don’t frequent the sewers and
consequently don’t in my everyday life come across sewer rats. Even the 73 year
old dolt and Zionist prat Frank Field: no friend of Jeremy Corbyn, describes this
bunch of morons that the Metro is somewhat self-servingly propagating as the
crème de la crème of British politics, as “thin Blairite gruel! ” The only sensible
thing I can recall that this revolting bum has ever said in his miserable life.
 
So finally and putting you the general public to the test how many of these
grandstanding and self-promoting pillocks would any of you have recognized or
known what they did? I thought as much! Preposterously “saviours” of Britain
that Jeremy Corbyn can well do without; and so in characteristic fashion I’ll now
contentedly sign off on this matter relative to our irrevocably lost political
“saviours” with the celebrated and most fitting portrayal relevant to them of:
“good riddance to bad rubbish! ”
 
Stanley Collymore
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I’m Not Your Female Eunuch!
 
You say that you love me and want to marry me, yet
knowing how I feel about having children of my
own you also state that you don’t want us
to have any of our own; and while I
accept your right, for whatever
reasons you have, which you’ve never properly or fully
explained to me, not to be a biological father, why
should I gratuitously at your command subvert
my own inalienable right and profound
desire to have my own children,
much less freely enter what’s essentially an
emotional, for I’m undeniably very
much in love with you, as well
as a binding marital contract with someone
who is quite prepared to so cavalierly,
and yes selfishly, negate my future
life that means so much to me
in the conceited way that
you’re attempting to?
 
Telling me that we could adopt knowing full well I’m
of child-bearing age and will continue to be so for
several years to come isn’t just insulting to me
but clearly is no satisfactory answer to the
needless problem you’ve saddled me
with; for although I love you and
wanted very much to spend the rest of
my life with you, marrying you at
any cost and forced to raise
someone else’s children
rather than my own
isn’t my idea of
marital bliss.
 
And therefore unless you comprehensively rethink your
entire approach to this matter, are willing to extend
to me the common courtesy of treating me as
well as accepting me for the intelligent
woman that I actually am and explain in simple
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and unequivocal language why you think you
want to marry me, then from my personal
perspective this relationship that we
currently have is unconditionally
and permanently at an end!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 November 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I’m What You See!
 
Take me as you find me, for what you see
is exactly what I am; and should you
at any time have slightest
difficulty in trying to
understand me or what I’m about please
do ask me and don’t ever make the mistake
of second-guessing me and assuming
that you know what’s going on
inside my head; for therein
lie the fertile seeds of
untrustworthiness.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I’ve Only Myself To Blame
 
It’s not love of but simply lust for me that you’re solely
concerned with, and even though with some difficulty
I could have forgiven you for that, involved both
physically and emotionally as I am with you,
had you even belatedly been honest and
straightforward with me; you none the less in
your macho and egotistical eagerness chose not
to, preferring instead by any suitable means
you could to seduce me: the willing dupe
that you took me for, as you routinely
sweet-talked your way into my bed
where lyingly, as I now know, you
callously betrayed the trust I’d
commitedly placed in you.
 
None of which you have since evinced or in the
remotest sense seemed inclined to show any
remorse for; simply expect me to readily
understand the rather perverse logic
you glibly espouse that as a man your
personal feelings and emotions are
perceptibly different from those
which are customarily and sentimentally
experienced by women. “Well thank you! ” is
all I have to say to you; for unequivocally you’ve
made me fully realize how naïve and utterly stupid I
was to expend so much treasure, time and energy
on what was clearly a travesty of a relationship;
but putting all that aside and leaving you, as
it’s now my firm intention to, I can at least
still acceptably do so having managed
to salvage what’s left of my dignity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 April 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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I'D Be A Complete Fool To Ever Let You Go!
 
Please give me your hand in marriage and in return I
shall faithfully promise to you a lifetime of entire
commitment, loyalty, fidelity in all my dealings
with you and, of course, my unstinting love
for you. For no other woman that I've
previously met or personally had any
kind of relationship with has remotely,
compared to what you've done in my
case, managed to imbue in me the
same level of intense interest
that you've automatically and so
comprehensively instilled in me;
turning, as a result, my whole life
pleasurably upside down in
the most compellingly
magical, thoroughly
rewarding and
gloriously
satisfying
way.
 
Therefore, totally bearing all that in mind, and
both sensibly and conscientiously well aware
that my life will be infinitely better off in a
myriad of ways were I to welcomingly
accept on board, boldly take the
plunge, and unreservedly
embrace the complete package of us being
the perfect item together, I would then,
contrary to every conceivably logical
deduction there is, manifestly either
have to be absolutely out of my
mind or else decidedly the most obtuse of men
alive were I for my part to irrationally allow
you to casually slip through my fingers and
away from me by not comprehensively
acquainting you with the full extent
of my emotions towards you,
together with what I most
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passionately, profoundly
and quite unmistakably
feel deeply within
this enraptured
heart of
mine.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 July 2014.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Regrettably, there are some people who go though their entire life earnestly
searching for but never really managing to either find or experience that great
love which they've always dreamt about and had fervently hoped to attain.
Others though have it freely and conspicuously thrust at them yet fail quite
miserably to recognize, let alone appreciate either the gesture or the extent of
the love that's being proffered to them.
 
So which of these categories are you in? A rhetorical question on my part
actually that doesn't require any explanation to me nor seeks an answer of any
kind from you on the matter. But were you to feel obligated to answer it for your
own personal satisfaction or peace of mind, then do so my all means.
 
However, a word of caution in your ear; be totally honest with yourself should
you decide to go down that path. Since to do otherwise would evidently, and
rather sadly in my view, lead to you consciously and rather illogically deceiving
the only person that actually matters in all of this - yourself!
 
Stanley Collymore
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If Ever There Was A Just Case For Blowback The
Antics Of The Energy Six Is Such A One!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You obviously don’t care do you? And realistically why should any
intelligent person choose to imagine that there’ll be any concern
on your part for the financial woes of your customers which
you’ve premeditatedly, gratuitously and greedily created
and lumbered them with because you clearly knew
from the start that you could get away with
doing so; obviously seeing these faceless people, whom you
provide gas and electricity to, solely as profitable milch
cows and nothing more, to be loathsomely fleeced
in the onward, abhorrent and avaricious march
of your ungovernable and unaccountable
pursuit of ever escalating personal
and corporate aggrandisement?
 
Vulnerable people like old-aged pensioners, single
mothers and the unemployed with no effective
or genuine alternatives to turn to or replace
you with, since everyone, except the
utterly credulous, fatuous or totally brain dead knows
full well that with the covert and keen approval of
Ofgem: the fancifully misnomer named energy
regulator, which is anything but a credible
watchdog; the government, influential MPs
and House of Lords lawmakers, all of whom are
themselves venally, deeply, willingly and corruptly
either implicated themselves in consultancy roles
with you or else deeply embedded in your huge
and limitless financial pockets and therefore
deliberately turn a Nelsonian eye out of
their own financial interests to what
you’re doing, that no one in power
will do anything to rein in and
ultimately eradicate this
travesty of justice that’s
being inflicted on the
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British people.
 
Instead what we witness them all repeatedly and cynically
doing is mouthing well rehearsed and totally meaningless
platitudes of contrived outrage, the hot air emanating
from which if skilfully harnessed would instantly
solve all our energy problems well into the future. But other
than uttering populous words and phrases exclusively for
public consumption and to take away the incandescent
heat of a justifiably irate public from their singed
asses, the powers that be: because they too are
deeply involved in this criminality from which they’re
also handsomely profiting, will not seriously essay
to let alone effectively retrench the all-pervasive,
insidious and damnable perniciousness of the
energy utility companies that operate in
the UK, and which indisputably are now
the primary contributors, even more
so than the banks, to the perpetual
hardships that the vast majority
of us are unconscionably
and quite indefensibly
being subjected to.
 
EDF, SSE, Scottish Power, British Gas, Eon and N-Power:
a powerful cartel of criminal elites, whose names and
crimes should be inscribed forever in a prominent
Rogues Gallery for all to see along with those
of their craven Chief Executives; the latter
though brazenly arrogant to the core and with a robust
disdain for the British public generally nevertheless
like the bullying yet cowardly bastards that they
are were evidently too shit scared to appear in
person before a House of Commons Select
Committee to face the music they’ve consciously orchestrated,
far less explain and justify, because they knew they couldn’t,
their exorbitant price hikes that are well above the average
national rate of inflation when everyday wages are also
in relative terms drastically falling for everyone else
but them, or disclose what they actually fork out
for the gas, would you credit it, that lacking all
measures of transparency that one can logically
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think of and is hardly conducive to any kind
of competitive environment or ethical
state of affairs if you ask me, they
monopolistically purchase from
and then sell to each other.
 
Leaving that demeaning chore, as they saw it, with its
associated insult to a long suffering and enormously
ripped off British public of not actually attending
in person that House of Commons Select
Committee hearing to their identically PR coached
lackeys to obsequiously, and all too eagerly but
unconvincingly, do their dirty work for them;
while most of our nation, utterly confused
by it all, helplessly stand by and watch.
 
The monstrously inflated gas and electricity prices that the
UK’s public are currently being subjected to we’re told
by a complicit and far from trustworthy corporate
media will be a vicious battleground come the
2015 British general elections with the various political
parties intent on using this public grievance as their
standard bearer and rallying call for support from
the electorate. That will certainly be the case,
I suspect, and specifically so for their
self-centred and political ends juxtaposed with a generous
helping of public posturing and political theatre. But
if you believe any of the crap they’ll be copiously
spewing out between now and the elections or
more ludicrous still think that they have your
true interests and general welfare at heart
vis-à-vis those of their beloved Energy
Six then God help you; for you’re
without doubt, in my honest
opinion, in desperate need
of urgent psychiatric
counselling!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 October 2013.
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Stanley Collymore
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If Only There Were Many More Like You!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Unfortunately the narcissistically inured, absolutely
incompetent, schemingly workshy, barbarously
unhelpful and the all pervasive and intensely
ingrained culture which characteristically
comprises the habitual and purposely
disobliging world of the jobswoth
convention so very prevalent in
Britain and most particularly
so in England couldn't be
any more entrenched it's
very hard to believe
than it currently is.
 
And so it's with a deep sense of relief for me to
essentially come across someone who isn't
any of these utterly perverse and odious
things and moreover is an exceedingly
caring, exceedingly efficient, totally
professional with an absolute and
appreciable understanding of the moral
values of the traditional work ethic; a
helpful employee who clearly loves
and thoroughly enjoys doing his
work from which he evidently
acquires much satisfaction and what
is more is himself the exemplary
embodiment of a marvellous
chap and quintessentially
a most laudable and
archetypal worthy
human being.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
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Knowledge is a provable and durable means of personal empowerment and the
more empowered one is as an individual the more confident they'll feel within
themselves to act assuredly about the things that truly, positively and
rewardingly matter and also mean a great deal to them. In the same way as
they'll be more inclined to respond constructively in their everyday dealings with
other people who they would have undoubtedly derived a more favourable
understanding of individually and collectively and as such and by virtue of having
acquired a more broadminded and affirmative approach to life generally and
one's self in particular make a more valuable contribution to this world that we're
all a part of.
 
And libraries even in the 21st Century era of mass electronic communications
have a vital role still to play in this positive and enlightening transformation of
one's self. What libraries mustn't do however and as is now so frequently the
case in England are to allow themselves to become populist, cut-price and wholly
uninformative and even untutored kindergarten club venues; repositories for
noisy, workshy layabouts and just as discernibly commonplace it seems similarly
disruptive meeting places for lonely old aged pensioners who've been callously
dumped onto the scrapheap of society by uncaring, self-absorbed relatives.
 
More often than not sons and daughters too disinterested in them to bother
themselves about their elderly folk and who in turn because of their intense
loneliness use their local libraries as a daytime meeting place to get solace or
some sort, a much needed personal recognition or even self-worth. And all of this
ineptly supervised by obtuse jobsworth and poor excuses for librarians who
haven't the foggiest idea - and quite frankly don't care - what libraries are
historically for and sensibly meant to do; since for them it's all about having a
job and nothing more.
 
Stanley Collymore
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If You're Sure There Is No God, Why Do You Always
Criticize Him The Way That You Do?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
For persons like me who take their Christian Faith seriously and
which is itself clearly juxtaposed, as has always been the case,
with a firm and unswerving belief in God Almighty, all this
might come as something of a puzzlement to those who're
distinctly sceptical of every religion that there is and not
only the Christian one. Committed agnostics who not
only think but also openly say that they need more
persuasive arguments to thoroughly convince them that there's
an authentic feasibility of there being a God and, moreover,
one who does actually exist. Or intransigent atheists, for
their part whose entrenched view on religion and hand
on heart approach is that it's essentially a concerted
gambit by the societally rich and privileged elites,
and has always been so, to maintain the general
masses in check and continuous subjugation.
 
And, consequently, that religion and its earnestly embarked
on proselytizing vocation is therefore nothing more or
less in substance than a suitable and effective sop
being used by its ironically, largely irreligious
controllers to fittingly ensure that this deeply
inbuilt, structurally continuing, somewhat
controlling in its formation, perpetually
and emotionally exploitative, and a distinctly graspingly
materialistic mechanism carries on remorselessly to
their private satisfaction and covetous ambitions,
as well as their anticipated and readily looked
forward to, contented, self-aggrandizement,
while simultaneously noticeably working
extremely consciously to the calculated
disadvantage and the overall detriment
of practically everyone else in their
relevant wider communal society.
 
But crucially, too, there are those who conscionably
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speculate or otherwise strongly demand to know
what the forthright and honest answer to this
unsettling and troublesome question is: &quot;If
there's honestly a God in existence and,
furthermore, one who is patently almighty, all-seeing,
unquestionably all-knowing and even supposedly
everlastingly good as it's frequently suggested
and often pedantically claimed or arrogantly
pronounced that super-being genuinely is
and shall forever be. Why on earth then
does he, she or it regularly, manifestly
and unpardonably turn a blind eye to
or, worst still, uninterestedly permit
to occur the surfeit of multifarious
activities and infinitely outrageous
atrocities globally, and which specifically correlate
with demarcated concerns of political, social and
particularized injustices, extensive suffering of
all kinds and themselves hugely compounded
by calculated, gross and malevolent actions
of dispossession, mass murder, genocide,
crimes against humanity, torture and its
associated corporeal abuse; financial
corruption and human exploitation
attendant with innumerable, heart
rending incidences of what are
largely preventable diseases,
mass starvation and further
acts of planned criminality.
All of these the sickening specialities devised through
rampant imperialism and the residues of malignant
colonialism, instigated by western hemispheric
countries on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean
and afterwards disastrously fulfilled either
by Useful Idiotic sycophants working for
them or the west's very own armed and
odious, military association: The North
Atlantic Terrorist Organization (NATO) .
 
Now set all that against your personal beliefs, delusional
though several of them they might be yet despite that
are voiced openly, resonantly and arrogantly that
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somehow your particular race complemented
with its professedly cherished skin colour,
together too with your culturally taught
maxim and loyally illusory aphorism
that you of all people are definitely
far superior to everyone else and,
therefore, completely entitled to
the incontestable privilege of racial and social exclusivism,
and then ask yourself why any God regardless of whom
that person is, would seriously want to save you from
your own stupidity? And if you're half as clever as
you reckon that you are you'll quickly recognize
why it is that God who from the very moment
of your conception knowledgeably endowed
you with the ability to think and also make
germane decisions for yourself, would in
conditions as the barbaric abuse or the
devised abandonment by you of this
divine trust and solidarity wouldn't
or conceivably should not desire,
and taking all things into appropriate consideration,
allow you to be aptly hoisted by your own petard
while they independently opt, as any judicious
observer would not to interfere? But because
they don't, when your stupidity eventually
smacks you head-on and catastrophically
in the face does not, if I might dare to
suggest, by any of your pertinacious
ideas suggest, let alone in any way
establish that God does not exist!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 December 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Whether or not you believe that Jesus Christ was actually born on the 25th
December - and credible data categorically demonstrate that he most definitely
was not, as that date, having already been well recognized and completely
accepted in the European pagan calendar as a very important pagan festival day
and therefore the early purveyors of Christianity into this part of the world fully
cognizant of this, rather pragmatically saw the wisdom of retaining it and
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furthermore also incorporating this day into the Christian calendar with the same
degree of significance rather than scrapping it and in the process lose the
prospect of gaining pagan converts to Christianity, accordingly hard-headedly
adopted this important pagan day as the highlight of the European Christian
calendar.
 
A ploy that worked wonderfully well, for not only did these proselytizers of
Christianity into Europe succeed in their prearranged objective and turned
Europe from being pagan into what superficially at any rate became a Christian
entity, when Europeans subsequently began their colonization of considerable
parts of the globe, though essentially at heart hardly Christian in what they were
doing at the time, Christmas Day already a central plank in the Christian faith of
Europeans was also transferred by whatever means, fair or foul although the
latter was the most common of these methods, by these Europeans who'd
colonized these territories and at the same usurped the inalienable rights of their
indigenous populations.
 
So one way or another Christianity became the dominant religion not only in
Europe but also the areas of the world that Europeans had colonized and
accordingly dominated. Therefore, in the process of all this Christianity and
particularly so Christmas Day itself, and the numerous festivities surrounding
whether these were religious or in effect secular, became a significant and
ensuing traditional component of the year's calendar.
 
A time when most people endeavour, if only superficially so, to give the
impression, at least publicly, that they're essentially &quot;decent&quot; human
beings and not at all bad as it might overly seem. Unless, of course, you happen
to be a thoroughly sickening, totally dim-witted, inured, and a thoroughbred
purblind, moronic warmonger like STUART PEACH: A bigwig - what's essentially a
pseudonym for an insidious open Queer, but more likely than not a clandestine
one in the hierarchical officer corps of the British Armed Forces. Fundamentally
Ingrained scum without a modicum of merit or self-worth to their pathetic
existence and who need to consistently and publicly grandstand in the most
ludicrous of fashions to draw attention to their useless existence. Persons who
gain advancement not through merit but rather through the well-practised
method of bending over and enjoying it while thinking of their distinctly skewed
and sick version of England.
 
And while I hold no brief for any of the nuclear nations, openly declared or
clandestine as in the case of Yidland, since they're all of them the same with
thoroughly imbecilic leaders for the most part who like the feral school kids that
they are in mind-set haven't grown up and never will because they haven't the
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capacity to do so and consider their nuclear arsenals in the very same way as a
self-declared Lothario does his &quot;large&quot; penis whether he's any good at
using it effectively, it's the identical situation with these nuclear jerks. Big
mouths and no common sense behind their bragging.
 
And having gotten all that off my chest I'd now finally and importantly like to
turn to you my readers, followers and those following me, through thick and thin,
and say how grateful I am to you for taking some of your most valuable time to
read and at times positively respond to my several articles, poetry, tweets and
otherpublications. And your contributions I can assure you are immensely
appreciated. So especially from me, my German Partner, family members and
our closest friends we wish you a truly Merry Christmas with God's fullest
blessings, and attendant with those a fantastic and most rewarding 2018. God
Bless You All!
 
Stanley Collymore
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I'M Not Racist!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm not racist; just happen to be someone who massively
considers it to be great fun to behave that way and,
accordingly, simply love to take the piss out of
other people that I arbitrarily can't stand and
literally hate, largely for no other reasons
than that they're ethnically different
from members of my family and
me; and, significantly, their
skin colour, as is visibly
shown, is obviously
not at all similar
to our own.
 
I'm not a racist - something I take great offence
to being called and therefore profoundly object
to my critics taking to labelling me as such
and denouncing me for it; and anyway
how could I possibly be remotely
racist when what I'm really
doing is just behaving
normally like many
others I know do, who
clearly think like and
passionately hold
the perceptibly
identical and
established
opinions
as me
 
Freely and candidly in the process, I must say,
firmly but unreservedly expressing our
truly God-given, justifiable and
unquestionable mantle of
absolute power, unmistakable
dominance and unique superiority freely
and enduringly granted to them and
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me of course over all other races
that quite evidently are vastly
inferior to each and every
one of us, it's pretty
clear, in every
possible
way!
 
And consequently, as such, are rightfully
entitled, either selectively, randomly
or even generally to be constantly
at liberty to unilaterally and
with no provocation of
any kind from anyone to freely behave
totally offensively to whomsoever
we please that patently doesn't
look like any of us, or in any
way share our illustrious
and matchless white
Caucasian, racial identity.
So sensibly then, why
all the trepidation
and absolutely
pointless
fuss?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 November 2014.
 
 
Remarks:
This poem is specifically written for and also dedicated to the following persons:
1)  Zoe Williams, columnist with the Guardian newspaper; 2)  Robin Tilbrook,
founder of the English Democratic - formerly the National - Party; 3)  Simon
Johnson of the Jewish Leadership Council; 4)  Dave Whelan, Chairman of Wigan
Athletic FC; and 5)  Malky Mackay, manager of Wigan Athletic FC and ex Cardiff
manager.
 
Along with the plethora of other feral, sociopathic and utterly demented
boneheads that blissfully but pathetically continue through a discernibly
convoluted fusion of intentionally misleading, downright fraudulent, thoroughly
imbecilic and self-centredly vainglorious actions and pronouncements of what's
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essentially ignorance in its purest form, asininely essay to both transport and
implant their twisted, ludicrously self-delusional and profoundly embedded
absurd notions of what they'd have the rest of us unquestioningly believe
constitute white racial superiority, attendant allegedly with all its myriad and
intrinsically permanent and inescapable precepts, into both social and societally
accepted norms of human conduct.
 
Stanley Collymore
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In Faithful Commemoration Of The Life Of Halton
Martin
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We weren't only blood relatives who grew up in the
same socially cohesive St. Andrew community
of the Lakes District, we were also political
soul brothers, proud advocates in both
the defence and tirelessly laboured
and fought for advancement of
our mutual Black race, just
as we were also close
life-long friends.
 
Now tragically you're no longer here among
us Hal. For Death has most pitilessly and
entirely unexpectedly taken you away,
not only from those who personally
knew and reciprocally loved you
but likewise has also provided
another unwarranted impediment in the long
running story of our peoples' significantly
historic and fundamentally heroic fight
for our rightful recognition through
social emancipation, essential
political justice and the still
unresolved compensatory
fiscal requirements of
slavery and sensibly
colonial amends.
 
Making you during your prized life Hal
a steadfast fighter for all these things
and a great deal more. And, what
undeniably, I'm appreciatively
consoled by, my close blood
relation, established, very
cherished and a notable
friend, will be your
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enduring legacy
Halton Martin.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
23 March 2018.
 
Author's Remarks:
You've prematurely in my view Hal, unhappily and most regrettably departed this
world and are therefore physically no longer with those of us who knew and
loved you, but in our hearts and minds as well as our memories you and your
impressive legacy will live on forever in the profound admiration and thoroughly
unshakable affection for you not just of current but also, as of yet unborn, future,
similarly proud and immensely grateful generations Barbadians.
 
So farewell and not goodbye my dear friend and biological cousin embraced as
you now are by the Almighty God and the heavenly throng, until those of us who
have currently survived you meet up with you again, and this time in Celestial
Eternity. Amen!
 
Stanley Collymore
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In Loving Unison
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Feel the pleasure in me! It's virtually palpable, can't you see?
And all because I'm so madly in love with you. So much
so that every sinew in my entire body is acutely alive
with energy and most intensely massively fired up
with uncontrollable passion for you. So please,
please take on-board what I'm telling you,
what I so deeply cherish and value with
the sanctity of my life that I've fallen
fervently and irresistibly in love with you, and
having got to know you as I do would most
earnestly in those given circumstances
dearly love to be your Darling wife,
as they rather charmingly say; for
better or worse; knowing full
well in my case what that
consequence will be.
 
A life of untrammelled bliss jointly and, naturally,
responsibly parenting our planned and deeply
loved children, and in this loving process
subsequently setting into motion the
charming prospect of being the
delightful and delighted progenitors of
our own biological grand-children
and quite optimistically future
uninterrupted generations
of our own offspring.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 July 2019.
 
 
Author's remarks:
Inspired by and written for all those who genuinely know what love is all about
and how best to convey it to those truly worthy of such love.
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Stanley Collymore
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In Memoriam Of My Beloved Great-Aunt, “aunt Millie”!
 
Your valued life here on earth inevitably reached its
end but the durable and cherished remembrances
of the immense good that you did whilst among
us; what you clearly and conscionably stood
for and tirelessly, in frequently difficult
circumstances, worked exceedingly
hard to implement and against
seemingly impossible odds
to achieve, in order to
improve the lives of
others, will live
on forever.
 
A touching testament of your altruism, tenacity
and dogged commitment to the challenging
belief that essentially, although quite
invariably obscured by the frailties,
stubbornness and selfishness of
our nature that are themselves
often and greatly influenced
by the conditions we find ourselves
in, there’s nevertheless always there in
each of us, although usually buried deeply
within our psychological makeup, an
inherent reservoir of good simply
waiting to be fully explored,
determinedly tapped and
beneficially utilized.
 
And not solely for the benefit of ourselves but
correspondingly too the advantage of those
who we regularly encounter, and in the
identical manner that we promptly
engage in doing so with regard
to ourselves, we’ll likewise
undertake to favourably
reach out to; assuming
of course we truly
and charitably
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are of a firm
mind to.
 
So rest peacefully and deservedly so from your earthly
labours Aunt Millie: mentor, inspirationalist and
dependable friend; and continue to shine
gloriously in your illustrious and
Celestial home, just as I know
you automatically did from the very start of
your arrival there after your farewell
journey to the After Life, and had
of course previously done while
you were still here on Earth. Happily
secure in the full and enduring knowledge
that though you’re no longer physically
here with those who knew and still
love you immensely, in spite of
that your comforting presence
is still very much here with
us and will unfalteringly
remain forever; since
the simple and quite
satisfying truth is
you’ll never be
forgotten!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 December 2013.
 
A Personal Tribute:
In an affectionate and deserved celebration of the life, the commemoration of her
memory and remarkable legacy, and as an overall and personal tribute too to the
great Lady herself, this poem was inspired by and is complimentarily dedicated to
Mrs Millicent Griffith: my late, dearly loved and deeply revered Great-Aunt who
reciprocally in response to her committedly assured, open and demonstrable love
for me I adoringly referred to her when she was alive, and still do now in all
references to her, as my “Aunt Millie”.
 
A deeply devoted but none the less an independently minded individual, in that
specific respect as in so many others we were bonded soul mates, Aunt Millie was
a wife, mother, grandmother, a great grandmother, sister, aunt, great-aunt,
great-great-aunt and loved relative of her racially diverse and markedly extended
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family.
 
For most of her life she resided with her family, her late husband was my
Godfather, in the picturesque village of Belleplaine itself centrally located in the
stunningly beautiful parish of St. Andrew where she was widely known,
universally loved and deeply respected and equally so throughout the wider
Scotland District of Barbados of which St. Andrew was a constituent and vital
part.
 
Renowned for its nationally approved of, legislatively enforced and protected
scenic landscape of rolling hills, verdant valleys, leisurely flowing rivers and
crystal clear streams interposed with well-established centuries old hamlets
ensconced with pleasant rural folk who’re nevertheless highly sophisticated and
well educated with it, Barbados is just one of a tiny minority of countries
worldwide with a 100% percent adult literacy rate as confirmed by UNESCO, that
of the UK’s is only 75% and the USA’s is around the same, St. Andrew is the
original and enduring home of the Alleyne Grammar School, Latin motto: “Aliis
Non Sibi – For Others Not Ourselves” –  and just a five minute leisurely walk
from Aunt Millie’s former home and in whose co-educational precincts at a time
when grammar schools were gender separated in Barbados and in England
severely restricted in relation to girls, although the latter situation was never the
case in Barbados, it was at the Alleyne School that Aunt Millie’s own family and
other relatives of hers were educated, with her eldest son one of them going on
to be a teacher and school principal himself.
 
Interestingly enough, the Alleyne School was slated in the bequest of its founder
Sir John Gay Alleyne to be the first grammar school on the island of Barbados.
Sir John a prominent Barbadian and an extensive landowner within Barbados and
throughout some of the other Caribbean territories as well as the colony of
Carolina founded on the North American mainland by Barbadians themselves and
perhaps better known nowadays and to you as North and South Carolina, two
constituent states of the United States of America, in addition to being a very
wealthy man was also the longest serving Speaker in the history of the House of
Assembly: the national Barbados Parliament, established in 1639 and after the
House of Commons in London is the world’s second longest surviving and
continuous, elected working parliament anywhere globally.
 
But crucially Sir John Gay Alleyne was also a distinguished philanthropist who
loved his native island of Barbados immensely and just as profoundly his fellow
Bajans, the affectionate name that Barbadians call themselves. However with
minor but quite prolonged, all the same, squabbling that lasted for just under 20
years by the Board of Trustees set with the task of establishing the Alleyne
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School over where it should be located; whether in St. Andrew, Sir John’s familial
seat and very rural in character or St. Michael, which boasted as it still does to
this day Barbados’ capital Bridgetown, the country’s parliament and was a major
New World port and principal city at the time, this petty squabbling allowed a
much later rival and contender Harrison’s College to pip the Alleyne School to
become the island’s oldest grammar school.
 
And with Harrison’s College established in Bridgetown the Alleyne School’s Board
of Trustees eventually saw sense and opted for Belleplaine in St. Andrew as the
school’s designated site, which many of those associated with the project
personally favoured in the first place.
 
Even so the Alleyne School, apart from Harrison’s College that is, is still
considerably older than any other educational institution elsewhere in the New
World outside of Barbados, and significantly predates the creation of the United
States of America, Canada, several European countries, including Germany, as
well as Australia and New Zealand and is still very much an educational
institution of excellence that is passionately supported, deeply loved and
profoundly respected by Bajans of all backgrounds and both genders, but none
more so than the community of St. Andrew; among whom it’s still located on its
original site.
 
Meanwhile, St. Andrew as it has always been known ever since 1627 is situated
on Barbados’ north-eastern coast where it’s bordered on its seaward perimeter
by an unbroken thoroughfare of expansive and pristine, sugar white, dazzling
sandy beaches lined by an immaculate collection of casuarinas trees, coconut
palms and wind-shaped sand dunes atop of which and intricately linked at
periodic intervals are impressive sea breeze-sculptured, and quite appealing to
the eye, intertwined and fantastically cosy canopies of dark green tropical grape
bushes ideal as intimate hideaways for courting couples or serving, as they
frequently do as well, as the natural habitat of mini colonies of harmless Concha
crabs scuttling about on their everyday business.
 
And the beaches here have to be physically seen and personally experienced to
be properly appreciated, with sand so delicate to the touch that even the mildest
of footprints are automatically trapped on it, the duration of their pleasurable and
quite variable captivity very much dependent on how close they were to the
seawater’s edge and the teasing playfulness of the gentle ebb and flow of the
tide.
 
The tropical Trade Winds are likewise very much at work here too and in tandem
with the azure blue waters of the expansive Atlantic Ocean that aquatically
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controls this coastline and with nothing between the west coast of Africa,3000
plus miles away, and Barbados, the most easterly country within the region, to
exert their abundant interest on, increasingly turn their spirited attention instead
to meticulously manicuring this coastline and its constituent parts, with their
similarly impressive and kaleidoscopic backdrop, that comprise the wider
Scotland District of Barbados.
 
Related to the Springer, Walkes, Griffith and Collymore families mostly
biologically so but in some instances through marriage, the Diaspora of these
families even during Aunt Millie’s early lifetime stretched beyond the borders of
Barbados to include other territories within the archipelago of Caribbean Islands,
Guyana, other parts of South America and also Central America, and significantly
too the United States of America, Canada and the UK where collectively within
these three specific countries the largest concentration of them outside of
Barbados were born, raised and do reside.
 
And justifiably proud as she evidently was of the academic qualifications gained,
the successes achieved and the professional statuses earned by her immediate
family members and their Diaspora – there’s hardly a profession worthy of the
name that one or other of us doesn’t hold – Aunt Millie, even so, was never
reluctant in encouraging her family members, whether they were born in
Barbados or not - pushing at an open door was how I described it - to have the
same abiding love and respect for her beloved Barbados and especially her
adored St. Andrew: accumulatively her birthplace, homeland and tropical
paradise, as she always did. And where fittingly her mortal remains lay buried
alongside those of her late husband and in the company of other departed family
members and friends in the tranquil setting of the centuries old St. Andrew’s
Church graveyard.
 
Stanley Collymore
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In No Small Measure We're Forever Indebted To You
And Your Family Muhammad Ali!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Courageously Muhammad Ali you were formerly a solitary,
irrationally discriminatorily and a much assailed beacon
of inspirational hope purposely and illuminatingly
shining undauntedly for those who were either
similarly oppressed like you, or else rather
consciously aware of the unjust societal
inequalities that did abundantly exist
but personally were either greatly
afraid or otherwise far too indifferent to step out of
the bounds of enforced or perhaps the contentedly
enjoyed benefits of expected conformity they
were gladly enjoying to wish to take notice
of let alone do anything about what you
were really doing; a responsible light
shining most welcomingly and also
motivatingly into the opaque and
stationary darkness against the
joint, intrinsic and extremely
malevolent and human transgressions of racism,
segregation, Jim Crowism, ingrained bigotry,
invasive hatred, astonishing ignorance and
entrenched intolerance; and surprisingly
for them, although not for you, you
outstandingly and most incredibly
against all the odds, importantly
and quite commendably won!
And to which all your ardent
and dependable supporters
along with the bounteous
recipients of your good-
will loyally and with
aplomb openly state:
admirably done our
own incomparable
Muhammad Ali!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
11 June 2016.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
Words and even actions are insufficient to adequately sum up our indebtedness
to Muhammad Ali and his family for what they've jointly done for the betterment
of all humanity; so accordingly I'll leave you all to reflect on your own memories
of him and the accompanying role that his beloved family have thankfully played
in helping to make all this possible.
 
Stanley Collymore
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In Virtuous Praise Of German Women!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Physically beautiful, exceedingly intelligent and discerningly
clever with it too, you are the authentic epitome of what
graceful femininity and appealing womanhood were
originally intended to be and veritably and quite
absolutely are themselves actually all about.
Yet notwithstanding these outstandingly
impressive qualities rather than you
taking to boastfully shouting out
the odds about them as other and considerably less
endowed females who in reality have little either
to be conceitedly proud of and much less so be
overbearingly full of themselves about; you,
meanwhile, exquisitely demure, inwardly
constant, emotionally and contentedly
assured in terms of yourselves and
also what you've practically and
positively been doing in your
daily dealings with others including foreigners
alien to your way of living have nevertheless
in this ongoing and civilized process that
you've so elegantly and competently
mastered with the skilled maturity
no less that you view the world
generally while painstakingly
carrying on constructively
with what you have so
consciously and quite
purposefully settled
for and afterwards
embarked upon.
 
And all this conjoined with your conspicuously unpretentious
and proverbially cool as a cucumber manner towards and
observations on life that aren't only a discernible credit
to the deservedly proud Germanic nation to which
you intrinsically belong but also aptly showcase
the marvellous, truly amazing, as well as the
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unrestricted and continuous procession of
peerless and accordingly incomparable
German women who're robust in their vivacity, pleasurably
spirited in matters of romance, enormously sophisticated
sexually and bewitchingly furnished with the inbuilt
and explosive capability to initially prudently but
thereafter when absolutely sure in their mind
tempestuously and unconditionally love,
and in doing so permit themselves to be totally loved
in return. In more poignant words the unmistakable
and unparalleled elucidation of these supremely
perfect and so characteristically exhilarating
German women; and how very fortunate
for me in my specific circumstances to
then find that I was, to say the least,
resplendently invigoratingly and
reciprocally amazing in terms
of my good fortune as well,
intensely and completely
rather delightfully and
permanently in love
with one of them!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 December 2015.
 
Author's Remarks:
For all of age German females generally but most specifically the exceedingly
charming, loving and truly memorable German ladies who at one time or another
featured prominently in my life. My deepest, enduring and sincerest thanks to
you all wherever you now are. Interestingly, why live an ordinary life when you
could lead an extraordinary one? And it's a certainty you incomparable and
beautiful German females already know how to do the latter!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Indubitably A Very Impressive Woman!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The true essence of a worthy life is the ability: natural or
acquired, coupled with the common sense necessary
to astutely discern the difference between and then
to differentiate what constitutes constructive and
acceptable behaviour and what doesn't; but in
reality in the case of the latter is manifestly
nothing more than obvious stupidity. And
having recognized the fundamental elements of both
these concepts to then be skilled at positively and
diligently embarking on furthering the former
while simultaneously doing one's very best
to neuter and, in due course, eradicate the
latter. And observantly, and perceptibly
without exaggeration, it is strikingly
apparent that you're undoubtedly
physiologically and specifically
psychologically too definitely
well resourced with a quite
astute discernment that's
impartially epitomized as always, not only
in your unquestionably very responsible
position as an established librarian but
similarly and most gratifyingly too,
as a charmingly attractive and a
strikingly, intelligent woman
as well as an extraordinary
principled, human being.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I don't subscribe to, nor will I ever do so, to the spurious and in my opinion
asinine argument, or more fittingly what shambolically passes for one, that just
because we're living in a different century - which begs the obvious question to
any intelligent person that is, since when has any century been an exact carbon
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copy of the previous ones, so such an idiotic pretence for an argument is
significantly redundant even before it's advocated - that libraries per se and what
from the very outset of their conception and subsequent creation they have in
the most principled terms stood for and therefore represent must, simply
because we're in the 21st Century, be severely neutered or worst still be
cavalierly and highly irresponsibly in my view mutated into something they
certainly weren't intended to be by their altruistic and far-sighted progenitors,
and must therefore be vigorously resisted from universally becoming.
 
And how despondently sad to see these created institutions of enlightenment
drastically and callously transformed out of all recognition from what they've
previously been. A crass and most infuriating attempt by their brainless
eradicators that can best be described in the inane circumstances these people
have obviously and thoughtlessly instituted them into increasingly becoming in
large swathes across Britain as part of a reckless and retrograde situation; akin
in description to stupidly and unnecessarily trying to invent the wheel all over
again.
 
Only fools, thorough-bred idiots, the demented illiterate, utterly brainless,
insanely and endemically supercilious, the patently intellectually challenged and
the pervasively educationally dumbed-down would and do believe in what's being
vastly, draconically and devastatingly done to the very fabric and constitution of
British libraries; since no one who would either consider themselves to be sane,
rational or intelligent would ever contemplate let alone embark on or support
such an illogical, totally senseless and jobsworth administrative procedure as
entailed in destroying traditional British libraries and the time-honoured and
reliably tested system that was put in place to supposedly protect them.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Insidious Daydreaming
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I have a name so use it; for it symbolizes who and
what I am and not the adornment of someone
whom you deem to be and evidently see as
nothing more than a superfluous nonentity
in your pathetically sick and perverse
scheme of things based entirely
on gender issues and racism.
 
Like yours my fundamental needs in
order to survive in this life are exactly
the same, but ultimately one day
Death, the great leveller, will
I know dispassionately pull
the plug on my life as
it will on yours.
 
What then when this elaborate charade that
you meticulously contrive to reassuringly
prove to yourself that you’re superior to
and consequently better than everyone
like me in every conceivable way
inevitably ends, and unless your
dead body is then cremated it
likewise, like mine, most certainly will
predictably putrefy, stink to high heavens and
become an instinctive source of sustenance
for hordes of marauding worms that in
life, firmly ensconced as you are in
your delusional world of intentional
unreality, you don’t even bother
to sensibly factor into your
stupid equation of what’s
worthy and what isn’t!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 September 2013.
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Stanley Collymore
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Ipso Facto
 
I needed a loan rather quickly and initially didn’t
know where to turn, so in the interim I decided
to rob a bank, as they’ve loads of money to
burn. Unfortunately though, I was soon
apprehended shopped by an inquisitive
neighbour you see, who accidentally
discovered what I’d done and
exultantly told the police. In court
I willingly pleaded guilty and
sincerely apologized for my
crime but even though I’d
returned all the money
that I stole, the bank
still insisted that I
did jail time. The judge agreed and I got 15 years, a
darn sight more than most murderers; and quite
honestly, if you were to ask me, a hell of a
long time to ponder over the folly of what
I did, namely that rather than robbing
bank depositors, in the ham-fisted
manner I had, I should have
curried favour with those in
the City of London and
become an immune
bankster instead!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Isobel Effacé Et Vraiment Charmant
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Personne d'autre que nous-mêmes ne peut logiquement
voir dans le secret royaume de notre esprit individuel et
déchiffrer ou, beaucoup moins, de façon réaliste
dire avec absolue la certitude de ce qui se
passe réellement là-bas; ou de la même
manière, mais plutôt, absurdement,
créer un scénario similaire avec
les véritables intentions de
notre cœur. Cela dit la façon dont on en tant
que individu réagit régulièrement à une
donnée situation ou inconsciemment,
en temps normal circonstances, se
comporte régulièrement soumis
à des incidents de stress ou
situations dominantes
déchargé de la fatigue maladresse
humaine la contrainte est - pour
commencer -l'incontournable
suggestion du classe de
personnequi a déclaré
le caractère est.
 
Et que ce soit d'une manière purement occasionnelle, ou
en vertu d'une manière incisive, reconnaissante
de manière constructive et eh bien, une
beaucoup plus détaillée et détaillée
technique d'observation de votre
évaluation présence normale
ou intrinsèquement distinctive portant sont à
juste titre et admiratif félicité, il peut y
avoir honnêtement ne pas échapper
à la resplendissante et absolument
indicateurs exceptionnels qui tous clairement,
dire de manière fiable et assez emphatique,
que hors de tout doute raisonnable tu
es terriblement incroyable, un
classique exceptionnel et
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par tous possible ou imaginable et des
indicateurs de rachat, très intelligent,
totalement agréable, visiblement
charmant et aussiun jeune
étonnant dame pour
démarrer, Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 mai 2019.
 
 
Commentaires de l'auteur:
Il existe en Grande-Bretagne une idée fausse que croient facilement ceux qui
prétendent, mais si ridiculement, se considèrent comme des adultes, mais qui,
carrément et sans excuse de mon point de vue observateur, ne pourraient pas
collectivement, encore moins individuellement, se sortir de la sac de papier
trempé proverbial, que tous les jeunes, autres que leurs propres enfants, il est
juste de le supposer, sont essentiellement des êtres sauvages, totalement
inutiles et délibérément destructeurs. Les gens qui consciemment n'essayent pas
d'apporter une contribution constructive à leur propre société en général et ne
sauraient en outre savoir comment ou par où commencer si, par quelque
intervention du destin, ils avaient un changement d'esprit à cet égard.
 
Personnellement, je suis tout à fait en désaccord avec cette hypothèse
extrêmement absurde juvénile si volontiers attribuée par ces soi-disant adultes,
qui ne sont guère eux-mêmes des parangons de vertu ni aucun élément
constructif d'un pays véritablement moral ou véritablement civilisé. Si tel était le
cas, c'est-à-dire prendre en compte les infractions sociales et morales de la vie
quotidienne, qui sont à plusieurs niveaux, il suffit de prendre en compte dans
cette équation leur manière personnelle et très contraire à l'éthique de mener
leur vie.
 
Situations grotesquement aggravées par la manière très manipulatrice de se
laisser abuser facilement et sans le vouloir par les politiciens pour lesquels ils
votent idiotiquement et compulsivement, en plus des médias institutionnels
distinctement odieux et fictifs qui font preuve de discernement et d'intention,
utilisez-les systématiquement et sans crainte comme un fourrage très pratique et
«utile pour les Idiots».
 
Si agréablement rencontrer des jeunes gens du calibre d'Isobel, qui possèdent un
caractère plus individualiste, une considération exceptionnelle pour les autres et
une intelligence incontestablement extraordinaire en son petit doigt que tous ces
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idiots adultes délirants, stupides et supposés dans leur corps collectif parlent
volumes en soi. Et confirme assurément la conviction sincère de tous les
compositeurs, observateurs équilibrés et intelligents, que tout n'est pas perdu
sur le plan social en ce qui concerne la Grande-Bretagne.
 
Stanley Collymore
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It’s Best This Way
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Secretly I’ll sleep with you – indulging in
the most intimate act there is between a
a woman and a man – but publicly I
must condemn and betray you, for
the race I belong to would never
openly countenance what I do,
knowing that you’re black – a fact,
which I must always bear in mind
along with its attendant hostility:
something that is quite difficult
for me to take on board or
even deal with properly.
 
So I’ll remain as I am – hypocritical,
cowardly and white to the core –
knowing that I can continue to
live out my sexual fantasies
with you with impunity
and no one but us
will ever know.
And it’s only
right that it
stays so!
 
Stanley Collymore
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I've No Need Of A Valentine Reminder When In You I
Already Have My Saintly Goddess!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Do I love you? Of course I do as I always said I would,
unquestionably wanted to and solemnly promised to
you then, and as I still do, that I shall forever carry
on loving you. And do you want to know why?
Because I really and truthfully do love you!
And nothing that I know of or could ever
conceivably foresee will ever alter that
fact, which for me is a constant and
undeviating reminder of and also
a committed and my enduring
reality of how precisely it is
that I actually feel for you.
So bearing all that seriously and objectively in
mind I don't see why I should permit myself
in any shape or sense to either logically or
as a perceived matter of fact willingly or
unthinkingly on this annually paraded
and vastly commercially conceived
postulation with its conspicuously
attendant commercially devised
bandwagon, whose financially
compensated beneficiaries
cynically and covetously
prey on these vulnerable
and credulous morons.
 
Themselves irrationally more preoccupied with the
ephemeral and populous notion of being in love
rather than uprightly, studiously and eruditely
concentrating on and cultivating, as a matter
of choice, their own productive conception
of love which, accordingly, could then be
generously expanded into formulating a
distinct and tailored form of love that
transparently meets and fulfils their
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own identifiable, individual needs;
not the desires of the collective
masses as is so unashamedly
disseminated. And why it is my dearest Darling that
there's an enormous world of difference between
what I unalterably feel for you and will forever
carry on doing so, and what these plethora of
toadying and credulous fools, manipulatively,
premeditatedly ensnared by the counterfeit
trappings of every foisted St. Valentine's
Day thrust on them, and the financially
motivated superfluities churned out ad nauseum
by the carpetbaggers of that trade that overly
support these monetary intrigues, allowing
themselves to be influenced it's right and
hence to routinely do. Quite improper I
would say for the likes of you and me
and why emphatically it's a senseless
game I categorically wouldn't even
contemplate being associated with
in any possible way far less so in
an entire month of Sundays opt
to play! For love I indomitably
feel should judiciously never
be a profit making activity;
and won't ever be so for
those who actually like
me rightly believe in
taking it seriously!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 January 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
As you celebrate either of your own free volition or at the dictates of those with a
marked and graspingly manipulative agenda just remember that true love is and
has never been a 'commodity' that can be bought and sold but rather is a
combination of personal and other meaningful factors that of their own accord as
well as having purposely been encouraged by those concerned developed
between two individuals that truly and lovingly cared for each other and to whom
all else within that amorous and loyal equation is significantly secondary and
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even tertiary!
 
So bearing that in mind do enjoy your St. Valentine's Day, which from my
perspective should be personally celebrated everyday, and strange as it might
seem often is by those who genuinely care for each other; and not simply
consigned to just one day in the year that's publicly designated by those whose
only purpose is to make money out of it and your supposed affections for some
other person.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Jeremy Corbyn – Britain’s Intrepid And Timely
Messiah!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A man of steadfast principles and motivationally the highest
integrity is Jeremy Corbyn if not exactly characteristically
and discernibly so of the vast majority of people he’s
been altruistically forced through unwarrantable
circumstances, lamentably, grotesquely and
intentionally prescribed and engineered
by the powers that be: our currently
Zionist-Nazi-Tory authorities and their closet allies
the treacherously fawning, feckless and corrupt
hierarchy of the “Labtory” usurpers and their
minion-kind who’ve fraudulently and
injuriously embedded themselves
within what used to be a
traditional and real Labour Party, to step
in, evaluate and help to reconstitute
an infinitely better and much
needed national political
and social situation.
 
One that intelligent and conscionable folk are patently
aware would incalculably, suitably and exemplarily
be commensurate with the genuine needs and
aspirations of ordinary working people and
their representative trade unions, while
vigorously expurgating the callously
predatory and venal demands of the bevy
of avaricious MPs, grasping banksters
and the plethora of multinational
corporations, all powerful and not at all shy in
purposely bleeding the rest of us dry, while
simultaneously, clandestinely and most
industriously salting away in Swiss
numbered bank accounts and
other notorious tax havens globally
the proceeds from their tax evasion and
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gratuitous criminality; gratuitous I say,
but when seriously and objectively
examined is very much par for
the course with them and,
unfortunately, rather despicably
and characteristically is very
much too a salient part of
their physiological
and cultural
DNA.
 
So it’s high time to courageously grab the proverbial bull
by the horns, purposely and sensibly take a long hard
look at our country, and with undivided resolution
boldly entrust the control of the Labour Party,
the keys to No.10 Downing Street and the
proper governance of our fractured and
unequal nation to the one person with
the wherewithal, well thought out
and practical responses to what
urgently has to and will skilfully,
conscientiously, dependably
and decisively be done by
him managing at the
helm, the peerless
Jeremy Corbyn!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 July 2015.
 
 
Author’s comments:
They crucified Jesus Christ too, don’t forget; the sanctimonious Pharisees and
establishment political elite together with their staunch allies in public
malfeasance, the clique of eponymous temple money changers, the equivalent
then of today’s City of London, Wall Street, IMF, Frankfurt bankers, corrupt
politicians and their financial puppet masters the multinational corporations.
Principally and directly responsible through their immense financial power and
political influence for either effectively buying or economically compromising
crucial elements within the local population that on being recruited by their
sinister paymasters with their vested interest agendas very much intact and
resolutely committed to retaining and reinforcing the status quo, were then
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cynically and manipulatively used through a superfluity of artifices, intrigues,
deliberate misrepresentations, falsification of facts, untruths and knowingly
downright lies and malicious propaganda, to name just a few of these
conspiratorial devices, to intentionally and concertedly create a divisive
environment of uncertainty, fear, mistrust, distrust, antipathy and even outright
hatred within the wider community itself and at large by those hired and
delegated to do so, and with the sole beneficiaries from this deliberately
engineered, highly disruptive, utterly misleading and societal insurgency being
the said progenitors of this same unwarrantable insurgency.
 
We know what happened to Jesus Christ who was subsequently proved to be
absolutely right about everything he openly said, stood for and ethically
represented; and demonstrably in excess of two millennia years after the public
lynching he distressingly endured and itself quite visibly characterized by his
sadistic crucifixion and ignominious death, has notably inspired countless
generations of people globally to fully embrace and earnestly endeavour to live
their own lives accordingly as he did.
 
Now I don’t expect the purblind idiots and obtuse morons at the Daily Telegraph,
their equally evil co-conspiratorial and sleazily decadent counterparts among the
British Establishment, Zionist-Tory-Nazis, “Labtories”, self-serving snouts in the
troughs MPs; their string pulling and diligent puppet masters among the coterie
of crooked bankers and the domineeringly influential multinational corporations
or their fellow travellers among the multitude of manipulatively conned and
cynically exploited Useful Idiots at large in our population to openly, anyway,
plan and orchestrate the assassination of Jeremy Corbyn much as they would
love to, since he’s steadfastly and transparently anathema to everything they
stand for or are cruelly duped into believing that they do.
 
So what we have instead is them lyingly, pretentiously and downright dishonestly
pretending that they’re acting in the best interests of Britain and its people –
interpret that to mean their own abhorrent self-interests – while aggressively
doing everything in their power to maliciously orchestrate a national campaign of
calumny against Jeremy Corbyn, that from the core of their utterly sick and
twisted minds endeavours to paint him not only in the worst possible light that
they can but also and absolutely ridiculously from any factual perspective that
one can sensibly envisage and ironically so in that skewed process of theirs as
well, since they’re the ones who’re the real threat to and the entrenched enemies
of an authentically democratic UK - as a major existential treat to Britain and
everyone who resides in it. Believe that load of crap at your peril!
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Stanley Collymore
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Just Do What I'm Told And Don't Even Ask Why?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please can you do yourself and I while you're at it
a great big favour and stop persistently withering
on about love; something that quite evidently
you know absolutely nothing about? And I
say this not just because of your marked
obsession with the subject that's quite
perverse to say the least but also the
unambiguous evidence pertaining
to the fiction about love you are
assiduously carrying in your
head and is manifestly affecting your brain
can't seriously be categorized much less
so be sensibly recognized or accepted
as representing ordinary behaviour
by anyone who's realistically and
certainly responsibly sane, and
accordingly is very much to
the contrary very likely if
not to completely then
at least significantly
drive that person
utterly insane.
 
For the views that you hold on love are totally
Inane, since you can not in any understood
democratically regarded society lawfully
or compulsorily force people to either
be or else automatically fall in love
at some other person's whim and
if they don't enthusiastically oblige, as they're
submissively required to do, publicly coerce
and shame them into doing so, and if that
fails to productively work then legally
and financially segregate them from
normal society in the furtherance
of some harebrained pursuit to
form the kind of ill-defined
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homogenous, thoroughly
dim-witted and stupid
thoughtless society
which you clearly
desire to see for
everyone of us
respectively.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
We haven't exactly reached the stage in Britain where every aspect of our
individual private and professional lives, if in the latter instance we're fortunate
to have one, are minutely examined, charted, recorded and itemized but in truth
we're not very far off from that profoundly bizarre and scary Orwellian realization
and its accompanying disconcerting nightmare, as those who at the behest of
others but for all that still quite delusionally actually convince themselves that it's
really them who are in charge of Britain and thus the ones running the show do
their very best to ensure that such an autocratic situation does eventually
happen.
 
But while many of you might brainlessly and unthinkingly see nothing wrong with
being a convenient zombie to be deployed and utilized at will for the sheer
convenience of your much adored and so-called social betters, it's not a
prescription that I'll either favour or have any wish whatsoever to be associated
with. And while this poem of mine is in essence a fictional work of art and
additionally a somewhat tongue in the cheek castigation of what's going on in
Britain and a conspicuous denunciation of the morons who run our country, the
sentiments encapsulated in it are nevertheless very earnest indeed and seriously
held by me.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Keep On Coming!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Most of you weren’t born in Blighty and your ancestral home,
of course, isn’t Britain or even England it’s true; but all the
same most of what has for centuries and unchangingly
is still rather self-servingly, hubristically and in the
most egocentrically privileged fashion hoarded
in and across the United Kingdom actually
and lawfully belongs to you. Everything
from literally millions of your indigenous countries
national artefacts, prized and priceless jewellery:
the Nubian Diamond forged in and dating back to
the days of antiquity is just one of them – most
barbarically and avariciously purloined by
Britain for its own deceitful and grotesquely
misleading “cultural” glorification, and
expressly in the Nubian Diamond’s
case and ever since its savage
and ongoing thievery arrogantly,
quite ludicrously and most
deceptively gracing the
alleged British Crown
Jewels collection
of unmistakably
embezzled
property.
 
Then there is the multiplicity of human remains belonging
to proud, defiant and brave African patriots who were
slaughtered for daring to defend their countries
from exploitation and being stolen by gangs
of marauding white Caucasian cut-throats
that murderously not only refused these people after
their demise a decent burial by their compatriots
but instead, and even now dead, malignly
decapitated them; then cockily using
their severed heads and other
garnered body parts comfortably donated these
gruesome trophies to numerous British museums as
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these white colonial barbarians conceitedly, and
to any intelligent mind, in their indisputably
vulgar acts of barbarism, generously
congratulated themselves on
what they most certainly
perceived as quite splendid acts of their
typically and conclusively British
“civilized” altruism, exemplifying for these
patently sick minds supposed actions of
their macho bravery and audacious
British soldiering; but in reality
were characteristically the
manifestly disgusting and
dastardly barbaric deeds of
British transgressions but
by no means exclusive
actions on their part
that routinely were
also carried out
by other white
Europeans!
 
Now unsurprisingly these barbaric white exploiters
not in the least dissimilar from their obsessively
exploitative and characteristically savage
ancestors and in effect discernibly
doing precisely the same things in the 21st Century,
although concertedly fine-tuned to their specific
necessities, don’t want you their milch cow
benefactors anywhere near, far less so
living in what unquestionably and
essentially most ironically are
their thoroughly mortgaged
up to the very hilt – and
a solitary guess as to
exactly whom; yes
you of course –
“developed”
countries.
 
Stay where you are at home in your own countries
and leave us Europeans alone they vociferously,
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vindictively and vitriolically yell at you, or
else in the most uncompromising and
hateful terms demand that you
clear off back to where you
came from if perchance you either make it to
or with determined persistence do manage
to succeed in breaching their fortified
borders. Actions on your part as
fleeing refugees from the constant
atrocities gratuitously inflicted on you and your
Global South countries by them aren’t in any
way within their callous hearts or twisted
imagination considered either to be
their direct responsibility or by
them deemed worthy to be
seen as, let alone right-
mindedly accepted
as authentically
humanitarian.
 
And least of all so by the nerdish and utterly self-serving
administration of David Cameron that was, of course,
“democratically” elected as both itself and its Tory
Nazi political camp followers perceive – despite
that support being a paltry 24% of those who
were eligible to vote; and who similar to
their like-minded mainland European
counterparts with their unmistakably and wholly
at heart natural resources avariciously-greedy,
fixatedly imperialist, endemically Nazi-
colonialist and Yiddish-Zionist, both
inspired and controlled, agendas
vigorously in tow, fervently,
even if somewhat unconvincingly so,
vowed to themselves that they’ll put
a permanent end to this free for
all exploitative immigration
system that had gotten
disgracefully and
entirely out
of hand.
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Doing that against the backdrop of their
collaborative, frenetically orchestrated
and noticeably maniacally racist and
clearly xenophobic vituperation,
to unreservedly pull up, they
assuredly guaranteed, the
drawbridges of Fortress Europe, chuck out those
of you who were already, undeservingly and
undesirably here they further declared
and most emphatically at any cost,
as something that they as loyal
Europeans and supporters of a preferably
all-white Europe hold quite dear and
would most certainly love to see,
stop the rest of you swarming
hordes of scrounging Global
Southerners from rather
deceitfully and quite
illegally getting in!
 
Well let them! For who seriously cares anymore
what these feral white Caucasian beasts get up
to, since the very worst that they can do is
kill you, which is already something
that habitually in the past they’ve
done and currently in yet another century quite
remorselessly and wholly unconscionably
think nothing of carrying on doing in
your own countries; and with that
in mind infinitely better for you to consciously choose
the manner, place and time of your perspective death,
should it come to that, rather than meekly allowing
your enemies to do that for you. And what better
way than through the sheer force of numbers
of you - in your scores of thousands or even
millions – to compel your European
and British adversaries to jettison their
bloody-minded obduracy to you both
living in peace and constructively
among them as they didn’t with
you; for on your part you’re
thoroughly sick at heart of
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their intractable double
standards and blatant
acts of hypocrisy.
 
Or else force them to resort in their instinctive, well
known and deep-rooted barbarity to start filling
up their existing graveyards and cemeteries
across England and mainland Europe
with your dead bodies or simply
generate more of them to generously accommodate
you, as they were totally capable of in the past
and are still willing as Machiavellian past
masters and dab hands at murderously doing
in your Global South countries, if they must;
for enough is enough and put simply you
will not in the present circumstances
either countenance the thought of
nor actually debase the innate
trust of your individual and
collective consciences
through any fear of
death and stop
coming!
 
That basically then is the thrust of your emphatic
message as it’s sensibly, naturally and logically
understood by those of us who care anyway,
and must remain so in the striking and
distinctive absence of the genuine
easing and ultimate eradication
of the repeated exploitation
of your people, your countries and attendant with
that the infernal and repetitive wars disdainfully
carried out there to continuously embezzle
your natural resources. It’s not fair! Thus
giving rise, and rather justifiably so too,
to the collective and heartfelt chorus
emerging from you as you flee
for your lives from the accursed and white
Caucasian premeditated and sadistically
arranged mess of randomly dropped
RAF, French and NATO bombs
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on your homes, yourselves
and families; to Europe
and most preferably
England then and
by any means
likely or
bust!
 
And as someone whose treasured ancestral
roots are undeniably and quite proudly
buried deeply in the Global South
do permit me to say openly,
unreservedly, honestly
and profoundly unapologetically too that for
my part you have my committed and
fullest empathy with your cause
as well as my wholehearted
support for what you’re
most courageously
and with absolute integrity doing.
So in the languages of those European
countries that have primarily in the past and
inveterately still in the 21st Century carry
on abusing you, I say to you on your
actual or confidently anticipated
arrival in Europe: Welcome;
Willkommen; Bienvenue;
Benvenuto; Welkom;
Bem-Vindo;
Vaelkommen;
Velkommen;
Failte; ac
Croeso!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 August 2015.
 
 
Author’s Comments:
That Scottish one-eyed git, infernally callous Iraqi mass murderer and
consummately incompetent former UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown in Africa of
all places infamously and proudly boasted that the twin scourges of the centuries
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long Transatlantic Slave Trade which immediately after the abolition of that
heinous human obscenity was imperiously, arbitrarily and markedly unilaterally
replaced by the introduction and wholesale implementation of the equally
nefarious and barbaric but similarly immensely profitable for Britain and its
European counterparts in manifold crimes against humanity, and both
individually and jointly were similarly largely responsible for these monstrously
nefarious and calamitous atrocities in the first place were - from the perspective
of this purblind Scottish pillock, and in my unapologetic and intensely honest
opinion coupled with the unmistakably dangerous era of the lone wolf assassin
which his and other like-minded odious Zionist Nazi-policies distinctly gave rise to
would be much better off dead – indubitably the very best things to have
happened he claims to the continent of Africa.
 
An ardent, wholly demented Zionist and naturally the staunch supporter of
Zionist-apartheid Israel that Gordon Brown is you’d never hear emerging from
the lips of this pathetic clown, a most cast iron guarantee that is, who has also
vituperatively and rather ignorantly condemned as recently as this month,
August 2015, the equally important and significantly successful Second Bolivarian
Revolution in Venezuela, when he had a cheap shot at Jeremy Corbyn, that
massively transformed the lives of millions of exceedingly poor, largely Black and
indigenous South Americans as well as millions more of plain ordinary
Venezuelan citizens previously and severely disadvantaged under the jackboot of
fascist white Caucasian oligarchs and their ever toadying Mestizos slime balls
who jointly gave their loyalty and the stolen resources not only of Venezuela but
other countries across the entire length and breadth of Latin America to
imperialist entities like the United States, Britain and Canada as well as their ex-
colonial masters like Spain and Portugal without a solitary concern for the welfare
of their own less well-off fellow citizens at home – any condemnation whatsoever
in relation to the massive, ongoing and distinctly unwarranted compensation
payouts to his Zionist and Yiddish brethren,70 plus years after the end of World
War II. Payments exclusively made to the “chosen” few, you know exactly who I
mean, but not a solitary Euro expended on the Gypsies or the other much more
deserving victims of Europe’s holocaust.
 
This notwithstanding the glaring and completely indefensible fact that these
Yiddish pals of Gordon Brown and his like-minded ilk in Britain are with similar
frenzied, Stockholm Syndrome disease sadistically carrying out their own Nazi
type ethnic cleansing and horrendous acts of genocide against the Palestinians,
and conveniently overlooked as well as frivolously excused by Gordon Brown and
his kind, whose homeland these Yiddish and dubious specimens of mankind have
brutally appropriated for the project of a Greater Israel that’s not in the least
dissimilar from that of the Nazis’ “Ein Gross-Deutschland! ”
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Crucially in all of this both sets of my grandparents as I’ve mentioned in previous
articles and with whom I’ve always had a continuous and very close bonding
relationship since they were also some of my best role models knew their own
grandparents with whom they had an identical relationship; however their
grandparents were involuntarily born into Caribbean Slavery in Barbados and
from whom they gathered first hand what the everyday existence of being a
slave was all about not only for themselves but others who were also abused and
treated as “chattel” effectively the property of whatever white man or woman
that “owned” them. Likewise my great grandparents, grandparents and my own
parents, every one of them born in Barbados, personally grew up under the
jackboot of British colonialism. So from people who knew first hand or else had
that information delivered to them first hand know well, as do I since they
acquainted me and my siblings of the relevant and horrendous reality of life for
Black people under slavery and colonialism.
 
However none of this didn’t stop these Black Caribbeans including my parents
and other relatives from voluntarily and speedily coming to the assistance of
Britain when its back was up against the wall against the same kind of Nazism
and fascism that we’re currently seeing in Britain and also resurging across the
European mainland. The very same can be said for the Africans generally who in
their scores of thousands did the same; and could very easily have done what
the Irish did and sided with the Third Reich, prompting Winston Churchill to
seriously consider declaring war on  my maternal Grandmother has routinely
joked with me and despite her humour there was a noticeable seriousness in
what she said. Namely that the current breed of white British should go down on
bended knees and thank whoever it was that made them, as it most certainly
wasn’t the God Lord she cleverly held forth, that their brutal ancestors created an
empire all those centuries ago, for if they hadn’t today’s breed of British white
Caucasians for the most part wouldn’t have either the intellect or the capability
to invade and colonize the Isle of Wight if it wasn’t already a part of Britain let
alone fashion an empire anywhere else across the globe. And in that specific
regard Gran was spot on as she was in everything else.
 
In wrapping up what for me is this tiresome piece since it’s characteristically a
case with the vast majority of Brits of the albino kind of casting pearls before
swine, both figuratively and literally. So I’ll close with a correspondence from LA
Adusei from London who astutely writes on the refugee crisis: “We all know
poverty is a major factor in the ongoing migrant crisis at Calais. We also know
that much of the poverty in Africa is caused by odious debts, unfair trade
practices and, importantly, Africa’s assets stolen by its elites in cahoots with
Europe’s establishment. These looted African assets sit in Europe and other safe
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havens controlled by European countries. Any agreement we sign with France
regarding the repatriation of migrants that does not address the question of
ending poverty by cancelling the odious debts, repatriating Africa’s looted assets,
and ending Europe’s unfair trade practices with Africa is doomed to fail.”
 
To that I would add for the benefit of racist and imperialist morons like Gordon
Brown, stop your warmongering in the Global South and also permanently desist
from your fanciful notions of how beneficial slavery and colonialism were to my
people; for if anyone ever dared to say that Europe’s holocaust was the best
thing that ever happened to your Yiddish Zionist chums: they after all have a
stolen state, nuclear weapons, are the tail wagging the dogs of the US, England
and the rest of the EU and additionally relative to Europe’s holocaust make
billions of Pounds in blackmailing people not even born then and the list goes on
– assholes like you would be up in arms; but when it comes to us Niggers why
the hell should you care even if most of what you have actually belongs to us?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Keine Andere In Dieser Welt, Aber Sie Fuer Mich!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Ich liebe Dich sehr mein Liebchen! And what’s more
have always done; as you’re a darling Sweetheart
and, for me, will always be the one I’ll cherish
throughout the rest of my life and, moreover,
want you to definitely know it’s my
unalterable intention to make
you my loving wife. That’s provided, of course,
you were disposed to have me as I earnestly
hope you will. For with you around me
you constantly, inescapably, assuredly and
romantically instil that glorious and enthralling
feeling that unquestionably quite delightfully,
thoroughly and inspirationally convinces
me - as anything is ever likely to, just
how emphatically, decisively and
besottedly, as it happens, I’m
profoundly and ardently
in love with you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Comments:
Dieses Gedicht ist in Erinnerung an alle die wirklich bemerkenswert und
inspirative hervoragend, liebevoll und unglaublich romantisch deutschen Damen,
die im Laufe der Jahre haben solche wunderbare Freude und fantastisches
Vergnuegen in mein Leben gebracht; aber unter ihnen alle meine Prinzessin Sie
sind definitiv die Special One!
 
This poem is in memory of all the truly remarkable and inspirationally
outstanding, loving and incredibly romantic German ladies who over the years
have brought such wondrous delight and fantastic pleasure into my life; but
among them all my Princess you’re definitively the Special One!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Kenneth G. Doughlin
 
You were much more than my English Master for you
were also my Sunday School Teacher, inspirational
mentor, and as I grew into adulthood a close and
trusted friend just like you were to my parents and
grandparents before me, and subsequently my siblings
and numerous others too whose minds and personal
characters you skilfully crafted, enabling us all
to effortlessly become productive and, in
several cases as well, extraordinarily
talented women and men.
 
Now regrettably, as is the known inevitability of life,
you’ve passed on and sadly from our human perspective
you’re no longer physically here with us. But even so we
don’t regard this mortal exit from our lives as a case of you
having died and that’s the end of it; not one bit! For in
our hearts, minds, souls and our entire being on each and
every waking day of every year and long after we ourselves
who personally knew and loved you are also no longer around,
you’ll still enduringly live on; a touching and iconic symbol
of meritorious expectations as well as a perpetual source
of remarkable inspiration to thousands throughout
the Barbadian Diaspora, and similarly too to
generations of Bajans as yet unborn.
 
For human though you were like the rest of us, you were none
the less significantly blessed with exemplary qualities which
we all readily understood, greatly admired, keenly sought
to emulate as best we could and, in turn, assiduously
endeavoured, and still do, to pass on to those it
became our responsibility to teach – our engaging and
personal outreach to the consummate Master of Simplicity
who bestrides like a Colossus the world of mortal man
and whose splendid achievements and impressive
legacy, underscored by the passage of time and
cherished memories, will I know fruitfully
and fittingly live on for all eternity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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24 March 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Knowing And Respecting My Own Mind!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Here you are professing to love me yet at the same time, and
knowing precisely how I feel, trying so hard to convince
me that there's no rational point in my safeguarding
my virginity prior to my chances of matrimony,
especially in this world in which we're both
currently living and where morality, you
say, is now passé having had its day,
and consequently, is completely
deficient of all real meaning
or any chance of integrity.
And therefore it's utterly pointless, you likewise
resolutely contend, my vainly trying to stem
and even unrewardingly pretend I can roll
back the passage of time for no honestly
useful end it would seem to you, to a
dark era where through a societally
recommended mixture of socially
manufactured ignorance and a
knowingly coercive as well
as an inconsiderately and
predictably adhered to
conduct of protecting,
or rather more fittingly using one's female
chastity as a prized bargaining chip to
strategically advance one's likely
marital prospects or personal
status, and concomitantly
procure an appreciated
inclination in society
and life generally
did truly matter.
 
But now, realistically and thankfully so you avidly
declare, not any more. For things have changed
radically since those antiquated times and
quite beneficially, you add exultantly.
And that enterprise, and with it the
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extremely ingrained notion of a
woman obligated to evidently
weaponised her distinctive
sexuality for community
advancement together
with the anticipated
accruement of personal
benefits to buttress her financial security
within the confines of matrimony are
no longer, you state emphatically,
a necessity in the 21st Century.
 
Personally, that's obviously your firm opinion lover-boy
and quite possibly is one that will both impress and
sway other women, I promptly concede, to think
and behave as you suggest, but alas, for you,
I am not one of them! And communicating
it brusquely and equally unambiguously
I'm already entirely aware of and for
some time now quite determinedly
rebuffed the identical arguments
that you're now so vigorously
proselytizing. So if you don't mind my saying so,
how I deal with and either choose to utilize or
not to accordingly. my individual sexuality
is frankly my own darn business and not
yours or that of anyone else; and with
that, from my own true perspective
and, furthermore, indisputably in
mind, is certainly a matter that
I most categorically consider
is entirely, and for all time,
unquestionably up to me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Ever since Adam convinced Eve that it was she who persuaded him, and not
himself in an act of his volition, to afford himself the fortuitous opportunity to
fulsomely avail himself of her scrumptious apple and pleasurably by doing so
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individually awoke the dormant sexual passion within both of them that
subsequently in physical terms thoroughly satisfied their heterosexual
requirements, and from a religious perspective gave rise we're biblically informed
to humanity, subsequent generations of human beings have consistently been
debating and even vehemently arguing about whose role it actually is to initiate
sexual adventures between males and females as well as the modus operandi
they should appropriately employ to do so. A consensus on which neither side to-
date, it seems, is willingly prepared to universally compromise on this issue, and
so this contentious debate with all its various disagreements and arguments
rumble on.
 
Well, not everywhere I'm pleased to say. For in my ancestral homeland of
Barbados a rather pragmatic approach has sensibly, intelligently, compatibly and
effectively in the interests of all concerned maturely been adopted. And it's along
these practical lines: That a man chases a woman until at the right time of her
own choosing she decisively decides to catch him. That way both participants in
this love game can truthfully say that the invariably successful end result of this
joint adventure of theirs is doubtlessly one in which their individual contributions
can't honestly be decried or underrated; and therefore there's no need on the
part of either of them to get embroiled in mutual antagonisms or unwarranted
castigations. Thus guaranteeing for them, and as best as any human being can, a
permanent window of pleasurable opportunity for those who're willing to
participate with composure and amorous determination in their joint sexual
adventure.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Kom Igen, Berätta Ärligt! Hur Var Det Egentligen För
Dig?
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Fortsätt! Berätta, med dina egna ord, vad det egentligen var
som för dig - och jag vill att du ska vara helt övertygad
ommig om det. När det gäller mig själv vet jag och
tacksamtuppskattar hur det verkligen kändes att
göra det meddu, och vad det totalt sett gjorde för mig.
Och för att uttrycka det entydigt var det mest förvånande.
Men då måste jag ärligt erkänna att jag hadealdrig i förväg
haft sexuellt samlag med a bona fide jungfru. Poäng av
kvinnor - ja -som falskt och ganska modigt i sin
samordnad, avsiktlig och bedräglig ljuga för
mig hade försökt att intyga att de var
tydligt och till och med värdigt
tidigare jungfru intakt, när
jämnt den mest slumpmässiga pene-
trationen av deras vagina av mig
fördrivs snabbt in mitt sinne
den barefacerade fiktion,
vilket uppenbarligen var
de egotistiskt, sanning-
senligt och på ett
obetydligt sätt.
 
Men för mig är du tydligt ganska uppfriskande
annorlunda i efterhand från resten av min
flera förförda kvinnor, båda i termer
av min skarpa observation av din
psykologiska tankesätt som
liksom din övergripande
sexuell reaktion på
vår samförståndshandlingsakt. Så fortsätt sedan
och skäm bort dig själv min ex-land-bambu,
som jag vet att du dör för att imponera på mig,
och berätta sanningen din verkligen här -
som har förändrat grundligt du från
att vara den besvärliga och kysk
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men likadant en mycket lutande att
vara en avgörande deflowered
jungfru som du påvisbart
var, inden självsäkra
och världsmässig
ungkvinna du har
tydligt bli - vad varelse med mig,
och också passande godkänt
av min sexuella expertis
har utan tvekan och
härligt gjort
för du!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Jag var nästan frestad att märka den här dikten: The Misogynist's Prayer - en
titel som jag ändå ska ha copyright och behålla för framtida bruk. Så varför
använde jag inte den senare titeln på den här dikten? Enkel logik verkligen! För
efter reflektion blev jag massivt svängd av det tvingande obestridliga faktumet
att det inte bara var riktigt och tydligt oåterkalleliga misogynister som uppför sig
på detta oförlåtliga, undantagligt förutsedda och tydligt narcissistiska sätt.
 
Eftersom massor av andra män, och inte ovanligt så flera Dyke-kvinnor också,
avsiktligt och vanligtvis på det mest cyniska och självbetjäna sättet medvetet
utnyttjar jungfruligheten hos utsatta flickor, pojkar, ungdomar och unga kvinnor
på detta inimiska sätt, och ärligt talat generellt tänker inte en stund på vad de
gör, vägrar bestämt att erkänna något fel från deras sida och, ännu värre, helt
enkelt inte göra någon jävla om de ofta långsiktiga konsekvenserna eller den
psykologiska skada som de själva är antingen narsissistiskt eller på annat sätt
föreställt tillfälle att deras - mot bakgrund av det - medgivande men ändå
sexuella offer.
 
Logiskt skulle det vara underbart om det var så, men kärlek, antingen ensidig
eller till och med ömsesidigt, spelar inte alltid in varje sexuell aktivitet -
överensstämmande eller på annat sätt - som inträffar på vår planet. Och så
länge det är helt erkänt och fullt accepterat av de olika deltagarna som deltar i
deras uttryckliga förmåga att samtycka till vuxna, så är det deras verksamhet
ingen annans.
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Det verkliga problemet uppstår emellertid när de som känner, och är helt
övertygade i sig själva, att de har en otvivelaktigt omistlig rätt som är lämpligt
förenad med en allmänt, oavsett om de är så kallade födelsestatus, familjära
anslutningar som uppfattas som rätt sort, pengar i betydande kvantiteter,
samhällelig makt och inflytande som följer med det, ser det som deras
immutable rätt till både med tillförsikt och med obefogad straffrihet på detta
modiga inimiska sätt. Och genom att göra det likgiltigt och till och med
medvetet, lägger grunden för andra av ett liknande sinne att slaviskt imitera
deras handlingar. Med naturligtvis att de anständiga medlemmarna i samhället
totalt sett är de värsta, liksom de största förlorarna från konsekvenserna av
sådana människors handlingar.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Kom Igjen, Fortell Meg Ærlig! Hvordan Var Det
Egentlig For Deg?
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Fortsett! Fortell meg, med dine egne ord, hva det egentlig var
som for deg - og jeg vil at du skal være helt på forhånd
meg om det. Når det gjelder meg selv, vet jeg og takknemlig
setter pris på hvordan det virkelig føltes å gjøre det med
deg, og hva totalt sett det virkelig gjorde for meg.
Og for å si det entydig, det var mest forbløffende.
Men da må jeg ærlig innrømme at jeg hadde
aldri på forhånd hatt seksuell omgang med a
bona fide jomfru. Poeng av kvinner - ja -
som falskt og ganske modig i sitt
konsert, bevisst og svikefull
lyver for meg hadde søkt å attestere
at de var utpreget og til og med
ærverdig tidligere jomfru
intacta, når jevn den
mest tilfeldige
penetrasjonen av deres skjeden av
meg raskt fordrevet mitt sinn
den blottlagte fiksjonen,
noe de tydeligvis var
egoistisk, usannhet
og stødig pedling.
 
Men for meg er du tydelig ganske forfrisk-
endeannerledes i ettertid fra resten av
megflere forførte kvinner, begge to
av min skarpe observasjon av din
psykologisk tankesett som
så vel som din generelle
seksuell reaksjon på
vår konsensus om samhandling. Så fortsett da
og skjem deg selv bort det ekslige landet mitt,
som jeg vet at du dør for å imponere meg,
og sannelig fortelle din virkelig her -
som har transformert grundig
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deg fra å være den klossete
og kysk, men allikevel
en overordentlig tilbøyelig
å være en avgjørende
deflowered jomfru at du
beviselig var, inn
den selvsikre og
verdsmessig ung
kvinne du har
tydelig bli - hva å være
med meg, og også passende
godkjent av min sek-
suelle kompetanse
harutvilsomt
ogherlig
ferdig
du!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Jeg ble nesten fristet til å merke dette diktet: The Misogynist's Prayer - en tittel
som jeg likevel skal ha copyright og beholde for fremtidig bruk. Så hvorfor brukte
jeg ikke den sistnevnte tittelen på dette diktet? Enkel logikk egentlig! For etter
refleksjon ble jeg massivt svaiet av det overbevisende ubestridelige faktum at
det ikke bare var direkte og klart irreferbare misogynister som oppfører seg på
denne utilgivelige, alltid forutbestemte og tydelig narsissistiske måten.
 
Siden massevis av andre menn, og ikke uvanlig så også flere Dyke-kvinner,
forsettlig og brukervennlig på den mest kyniske og selvbetjenende måte bevisst
utnytter jomfruelighet til utsatte jenter, gutter, ungdommer og unge kvinner på
denne inimiske måten, og ærlig talt generelt ikke tenk et øyeblikk på hva de
gjør, nekter resolutt å anerkjenne noen forseelser fra deres side, og verre er det
ganske enkelt, ikke gi noen forbannelse om de ofte langsiktige konsekvensene
eller den psykologiske skaden de selv er enten narsissistisk eller på en annen
måte innbilsk anledning til deres - i møte med det - samtykke, men likevel
seksuelle ofre.
 
Logisk sett ville det være fantastisk om det var slik, men kjærlighet, enten
ensidig eller til og med gjensidig, spiller ikke alltid inn i enhver seksuell aktivitet -
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samtykke eller på annen måte - som oppstår på denne planeten vår. Og så lenge
dette er helt anerkjent og fullt akseptert av de forskjellige deltakerne som er
involvert i deres eksplisitte kapasitet som samtykkende voksne, så er det deres
virksomhet ingen andre.
 
Det virkelige problemet oppstår imidlertid når de som føler seg og er helt
overbevist om seg selv, at de har en utvilsomt umistelig rett som passende er
sammen med en allmektig, enten gjennom sin såkalte fødselsstatus, familiære
forbindelser oppfattes som å være av den rette sorten, penger i betydelige
mengder, samfunnsmakt og påvirkningen som følger med den, ser det som deres
uforanderlige rett til både selvsikker og med uskadelig straffrihet på denne
modigaktige uformelle måten. Og ved å gjøre det likegyldig, og til og med
målrettet, legge grunnlaget for at andre av et lignende sinn kan slavisk etterligne
handlingene deres. Selvfølgelig er de anstendige medlemmene av samfunnet
generelt dårligst, så vel som de største taperne fra konsekvensene av slike folks
handlinger.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Komm Schon, Sag Es Mir Ehrlich! Wie War Es Für Dich
Wirklich?
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Mach weiter! Sagen Sie mir in Ihren eigenen Worten, was
es tatsächlich war wie für Sie - und ich möchte, dass
Sie völlig offen sind mich darüber. Ich selbst
weiß es und bin dankbar schätzen Sie, wie
es sich wirklich anfühlte, es mit zu tun
Sie, und was hat es insgesamt wirk-
lich für mich getan. Und um es
eindeutig auszudrücken, es
war das Meiste erstaunlich. Aber dann muss ich
ehrlich gestehen, dass ich hatte hatte noch nie zuvor
Geschlechtsverkehr mit einem ehrliche Jungfrau.
Dutzende von Frauen - ja - die fälschlicher-
weise und eher dreist in ihrer konzertiert,
absichtlich und betrügerisch mich
anlügen wollte bezeugen dass
sie eindeutig waren und
auch ehrwürdig früher
Jungfrau intakt, wenn gerade die zu-
fälligste Penetration ihrer Vagina
von mir schnell in zerstreut
Meiner Meinung nach
die unbescholtene
Fiktion, was sie offensichtlich
waren egoistisch, unwahr
und stumpfes Hausieren.
 
Für mich sind Sie jedoch eindeutig recht erfrischend
im nachhinein anders als der rest von mir einige
verführte Frauen, beide in Begriffen meiner
scharfsinnigen Beobachtung deiner
psychologische Denkweise als
gut wie dein Overall sexuelle Reaktion auf unser
einvernehmlicher Akt der Koalition. Also
weiter so und verwöhne dich mein
Ex-Landei, wie ich weiß, willst
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du mich beeindrucken und
wahrheitsgemäß sagen
Sie Ihr wahr-heitsgemäß hier - wer hat sich
gründlich verwandelt Sie von der pein-
lichen zu sein und keusch aber egal
ein überaus geneigter entscheid-
end sein entjungfert Jungfrau,
die du nachweislich waren
in das selbstbewusste und weltlich
kluger JungeFrau, die du hast
klar geworden - was für ein
Wesen bei mir und auch
passend von meinem
sexuellen befürwortet
Fachwissen haben
zweifellos und
herrlich
erledigt
für
Du!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Ich war fast versucht, dieses Gedicht als &quot;Das Gebet des
Frauenfeindes&quot; zu bezeichnen - ein Titel, den ich dennoch urheberrechtlich
schützen und für die zukünftige Verwendung aufbewahren werde. Warum habe
ich diesen Titel nicht auf dieses Gedicht angewendet? Wirklich einfache Logik!
Weil ich nachdenklich massiv von der unbestreitbaren Tatsache beeindruckt war,
dass es nicht nur geradlinige und eindeutig unwiderrufliche Frauenfeindliche
waren, die sich auf diese unverzeihliche, ausnahmslos vorsätzliche und
erkennbar narzisstische Weise verhalten.
 
Da viele andere Männer und nicht selten auch einige Deichfrauen die
Jungfräulichkeit schutzbedürftiger Mädchen, Jungen, Jugendlicher und junger
Frauen absichtlich und gewöhnlich auf die zynischste und eigennützigste Weise
ausnutzen und offen gesagt im Allgemeinen nicht Denken Sie keine Sekunde
darüber nach, was sie tun, weigern Sie sich entschieden, ihr Fehlverhalten
anzuerkennen, und machen Sie sich, was noch schlimmer ist, keine Gedanken
über die oft langfristigen Konsequenzen oder den psychischen Schaden, den sie
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selbst anrichten entweder narzisstisch oder aber auch eingebildet, um ihre - auf
den ersten Blick - einvernehmlichen, aber dennoch sexuellen Opfer zu erregen.
 
Logischerweise wäre es wunderbar, wenn es so wäre, aber die Liebe, entweder
einseitig oder sogar gegenseitig, berücksichtigt nicht immer jede sexuelle
Aktivität - einvernehmlich oder auf andere Weise -, die auf unserem Planeten
stattfindet. Und solange dies von den verschiedenen Teilnehmern, die an ihrer
ausdrücklichen Eigenschaft als einwilligende Erwachsene beteiligt sind, voll und
ganz anerkannt und akzeptiert wird, ist es ihre Sache, die niemand anderes tut.
 
Das eigentliche Problem ergibt sich jedoch, wenn diejenigen, die das Gefühl und
die Überzeugung haben, dass sie ein zweifelsohne unveräußerliches Recht haben,
das in geeigneter Weise mit einem allmächtigen verbunden ist, sei es aufgrund
ihres sogenannten Geburtsstatus, familiäre Verbindungen, die als solche
wahrgenommen werden Die richtige Sorte, das Geld in beträchtlichen Mengen,
die gesellschaftliche Macht und der damit einhergehende Einfluss sehen darin
ihren unveränderlichen Anspruch, sowohl selbstbewusst als auch ungestraft auf
unverschämte Weise zu handeln. Indem Sie dies gleichgültig und sogar
absichtlich tun, legen Sie den Grundstein für andere, die einen ähnlichen
Verstand haben, um ihre Handlungen sklavisch nachzuahmen. Natürlich sind die
anständigen Mitglieder der Gesellschaft insgesamt am schlimmsten dran und die
größten Verlierer der Folgen des Handelns dieser Menschen.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Krigende Søsken!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Greit! Så vi er biologisk relatert, og det er det ikke
min gjør; eller var det noen gang en tvist som
vi har de samme biologiske foreldrene og
derfor er utvilsomt søsken som er uten tvil naturlig
relatert til hverandre. Men disse faktorer i seg
selv ikke, vil ikke eller ikke bør gjør oss
automatisk til kloner av hverandre,
og spesielt i tankegangen vår.
Til vi er i bunn og grunn
forskjellige personer
og ikke bare hvordan vi merkbart ser inn
synlige termer, men på samme måte
også til hvordan vi normalt
svare på mange ting meningsfullt
og det rimelig, praktisk talt,
og nivå-headedly i vok-
sen termer er defin-
itiv thvordan
det egentlig
Burde
være.
 
Så gi meg en pause vær så snill når det gjelder din konstante,
uberettiget og krenkende kritikk, samt dine uendelige
fordømmelser av meg! Og ved å gjøre det forhåpentligvis
også stoppe din irrasjonelle prøver å endre vår etablert
familiebok til noe som passer din egen personlige,
arrogante og heller narsissistiske ender. Og
faktisk gjør så ved å idiotisk hevde at
selv om du godta fritt at vi er nær biologiske
pårørende og derfor udiskutabelt til og
med søsken, vår, foreskrevet av
deg, uoppløselige forskjeller i
mening om noen saker du
anser som essensielt
deretter bestemme
og til og med
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nødvendiggjøre som
vi heller ikke kan
eller burde ikke
engang pass-
ende være
venner.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Familier! Det ufattelige problemet er det ikke? Et etablert bekymringsfullt forhold
og situasjon der mange av oss opplever flere uenigheter med noen eller til og
med dem alle på et eller annet tidspunkt, mens det for andre familiegrupper
ganske enkelt er seiling, et ukomplisert tilfelle av solen som skinner ut av
hverandres baksiden, så å si, og det er ikke en ensom omsorg i verden når det
gjelder deres inter-familiære forhold, enn si alvorlige problemer som følger av
dem.
 
Så hvordan skjer dette, og hva er den bindende løsningen for universell
familieharmoni? Respekt for hverandre, kjærlighet og grunnleggende forståelse
antar jeg. Men hvis du i mellomtiden personlig kommer frem til en tåpefri løsning
på denne flerårige vanskeligheten og familiære kvandaren, så gi beskjed til
resten av oss. Men før det, og med mindre du er hellig altruistisk, patenter det
først, da jeg er ganske sikker på at det vil være en pengespinner for deg helt
sikkert!
 
Stanley Collymore
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La Peur, Le Compagnon Invisible Dont La Malveillance
Instinctive Ne Connaît Pas De Limites!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Je ne crains personne ni quoi que ce soit; pas même la mort. Et
jusqu'à ce que je tire mon dernier souffle cette position, que
j'ai toujours résolument maintenue, restera immanquablement
pour moi le même. Car qu'est-ce que la peur? Je pense que c'est
un peu supposition imprévoyante de ce qui pourrait peut-être
se produire. Quelque chose qui à toutes fins utiles la
personne effrayée pour diverses raisons, et non
invariablement tout à fait convaincants, ne
veut pas veux arriver. Et si la catastrophe
la supposée victime est donc plutôt
pétrifiée de ce qui se passe honnêtement,
alors avoir se souhaitaient malades
concernant était, de manière
réaliste, un gaspillage
total de temps et
d'énergie qui
finalement
constitué
à rien.
 
Économisez donc suffisamment d'énergie et de temps
pour quelque chose de vraiment positif à faire, et
je suis convaincu que vous aider à éliminer
avec succès de votre l'esprit tous ceux
très négatif et désagréable les pensées que vous portez
habituellement là-bas, et en train de le faire faire
beaucoup mieux ainsi en tant que personne
beaucoup plus fascinante, je suissûr, sur
vous. Et pour ce qui est de craindre la
mort, c'est complètement risible
vraiment vous obtenir tous
inutilement travaillé sur ce qui est sans
ambiguïté un résultat inévitable que
personne, vous incluant, pouvez
modifier de manière rever-
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sible ou faire quelque
chose à propos de
soit consider-
ablement pendant que vous
êtes encore physique-
ment ici, et égale-
ment moins
après votre
départ.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 septembre 2019.
 
 
Commentaires de l'auteur:
La peur que nous, Homo sapiens, sommes conditionnés et qu'il est constamment
amené à croire est un mécanisme crucial qui nous permet, ainsi que d'autres
espèces qui partagent cette terre avec nous, de nous protéger du danger,
imminent ou autre, et de nous aider en nous fournissant un cadre viable afin de
préserver notre survie respective en tant qu'espèce.
 
Cela peut être vrai dans certaines circonstances. Mais, de manière concertée, en
utilisant la peur ou la tactique de terreur comme moyens utiles ou pratiques pour
effrayer littéralement l'enfer des autres à ses propres fins ou pour égoïstement le
faire en même temps, obtenir des avantages plutôt injustifiés pour soi-même, les
membres de sa famille ou ses amis. la dépense des autres, n'est absolument rien
de plus, je suis absolument convaincu, que la quintessence du narcissisme
pervers et malveillant.
 
Stanley Collymore
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La Relation Délicate Entre De Simples Mots Et Des
Actions Concises
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Ce n'est pas tant ce que vous dites, même quand cela se
répète souvent, que je veux ou veux jamais prendre
instinctivement tout avis de. Au contraire, c'est
ce que vous faites vraiment: courageusement,
véritablement et moralement, cela compte
considérablement pour moi. Puisque les
mots seuls et clairement sans aucune action de fond
évidente sur qu'ils peuvent soit être logiquement
ou significativement basés sont relativement
peu coûteux; et donc, sont aussi futiles
dans leur livraison et, tout aussi donc,
application inutile en tant que la
manière dont ils sont assez
souvent négligeable et
narcissique roulé
de la langue du
haut parleur.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 septembre 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Les compétences oratoires et le déploiement concerté d'arguments convaincants
pour mener à bien un tel exercice vont à leur manière; mais à moins qu'ils ne
soient substantiellement et irrésistiblement soutenus par une action
intransigeante couplée à une détermination déterminée et sans équivoque à
transformer radicalement, positivement et de manière permanente, quelle que
soit la genèse du problème initial, le choix et l'utilisation des mots mellifluous et
réconfortants, ils pourraient apparaître symboliquement, est totalement inutile!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lasting Effects
 
The true reasons for our actions
are often unclear even in the
most thoughtful minds –
the repercussions of
them, however,
often last a
very long
time.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Le Jeu De La Faute
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Une journée déprimante pour commencer ou tout simplement
une journée que vos propres actions ont nettement contribué
vers, en le faisant de cette façon? Logiquement, chacun
le jour est fondamentalement comme une toile vierge
est à un artiste et ce qui est finalement transcrit
sur c'est de manière significative la responsabilité de
et très à la personne concernée. Donc s'il vous
plait, plutôt que de blâmer instinctivement
les autres pour ce que vous percevoir a
mal tourné avec votre journée, bien
vouloir arrêter, prendre quelques
minutes de temps savant ou à
la introspection très moins sensible, puis réexaminer
sérieusement et honnêtement quoi consciemment
ou autrement par inadvertance, vous avez peut-
être fait en tournant ce jour particulier que
tu gémis, ou d'autres d'ailleurs en entités
que vous maintenant soit considérer
comme calamiteux occasions,
ou sinon regarder en arrière
avec intense animosité.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Ce poème - The Blame Game - a été inspiré par et est spécialement écrit pour et
dédié à tous les Britanniques, ce que l'on appelle les Brexiteers - des aspirants
risqués et pathétiquement délirants ainsi que des aspirants égoïstes et
convenables à la direction à laquelle ils pensent personnellement que le vent
souffle, et les narcissiques habituels, ceux qui sautent en marche - qui se
trompent eux-mêmes comme quoi l'Empire britannique défunt en permanence et
heureusement défunt, mort comme le Dodo et changeant de métaphores, est
Jésus-Christ comme sur le point de faire une scène dramatique, résurrection
impressionnante et éternelle et retour mondial.
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Bien rêver et continuer à prendre les pilules - si le National Health Service
(NHS)ou plusieurs cabinets médicaux dans tout le pays après le Brexit et
l'inévitable privatisation du NHS vont, sans que vous ayez à casser
financièrement, vous les aurez.
 
Qu'est-ce que les suceurs de idiots utiles et les perdants de brevets d'utiles
idiots, manifestement psychologiquement crédibles et faciles à manipuler, sont
ce groupe de crétins certes et odieux que vous êtes de toute évidence!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Le Vôtre De La Manière La Plus Franche!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Ne me prends pas pour le meunier crédule que tu penses
que je suis - car je ne suis absolument pas un! Et c'est
effectivement importe pour moi vous essayer de
palper votre progéniture lascivement conçue
et née sur moi, puis tout à fait malhonnête
affirmant combien plus heureux, vous
pense, nous serons sans doute tous les deux sur moi,
et vous supposez avec plaisir devenir un chéri
père. Eh bien, laissez-moi immédiatement
et franchement démystifiez votre théorie
fantastique, car je suis pas pour un
moment solitaire acheter votre
charade duplicite et adultère
de bonhomie de manière
malveillante et
impitoyablement
dirigé contre moi.
 
Pour vous voir, né de la nécessité absolue,
etde toute évidence inconnue pour vous,
j'ai le plus résolument en gardant un
quotidien, contemporain journal
personnel détaillé et détaillé,
dans lequel je systématiquement
et honnêtement enregistré les temps réels,
et très peu nombreux, quand vous et
moi avons eu rapports sexuels
entre eux; alors j'ai le plus
savoir que cela ne
peut certainement
pas sois moi, qui es-
tu bâtard papa
biologique
présumé.
 
Comment connaître ce résultat avec une telle
certitude absolue? Bien, tests ADN mis
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à part, secrètement comme mesure
de contrepoids, sur ma doulour-
euse découverte de votre
incroyable hypocrisie, adultère enraciné et
stupéfiant, cuckolding malhonnêteté,
judicieusement et précisément
dix-huit mois maintenant, fait
la conscience et décision
judicieuse d'avoir
une vasectomie
préventive.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 juillet 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Inspiré par, écrit pour et naturellement dédié à toutes les tartes à cuckolding du
monde, et plus particulièrement à leur pléthore au Royaume-Uni et à travers.
Bien sûr, cela ne changera tout simplement rien de votre part sans cœur, car
vous êtes beaucoup trop habitué dans votre comportement insensible et lascif
pour qu'une telle caractéristique rédemptrice apparaisse soudainement, en
supposant bien sûr que de telles caractéristiques existaient calibre pour
commencer.
 
Néanmoins, comme on dit, c'est bien d'être reconnu. Et bien sûr, vous êtes avec
moi! Car comment pourrais-je oublier un groupe de fantasmes colonialistes
délirants, suprématistes, défilés intellectuellement et irréprochables, en
particulier dans le prétendu monde occidental, qui laissent plutôt régulièrement
leurs Fannies bien utilisées penser à leur place, alors que leurs cerveaux, ajoutés
à la différence, sont discernement incapable de tâches aussi pénibles? Une
situation, et très certainement dans le cas de la Grande-Bretagne, ce contingent
avec le nombre de bâtards faibles d'esprit et d'esprit semblable qu'ils produisent,
et au moins 10% d'entre eux - et pas si différents de leurs mères - ne savent
même pas qui leurs pères biologiques sont.
 
Cependant, ne les empêchez pas de monter ridiculement et pathétiquement,
assidûment et avec avidité à bord de leur mouvement farfelu de la suprématie
blanche! Je me demande comment plus totalement asine peut-être.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Les Fantasmes Sans Intelligence De Faire Croire
L'amour
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Vous ne pouvez pas être sérieux au sujet d'être amoureux de
quelqu'un en personne que vous n'avez jamais vu ni
rencontré et la seule communication que vous ayez
jamais eue avec cet individu, et même alors au
hazard Donc, c'est par email ou bien l'internet général.
Qu'en est-il des relations interpersonnelles: des sentiments,
des émotions profondes, le sexe et ce genre de des choses?
Cela n'a aucune importance, à votre avis, ni même de
manière significative en termes de leur soi-disant
significatif réciprocité, ou autrement, à cette
autre personne qui étonnamment dans le
susdit discernible circonstances que
vous avez placées de manière démesurée
sur ce haut piédestal de votre part, en
outre, en les considérant comme un
phare incomparable d'efficacité
et illumination amoureuse cum
contentement reconnaissant,
vous signaler le très approbation
anticipée laisser avec enthousiasme
vous même, et donc atteindre
la pleine utilisation
decequi s'y
trouve.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 septembre 2019.
 
 
Commentaires de l'auteur:
Le voeu pieux aveugle est une chose, et indéniablement un exercice plutôt idiot
pour le moins. Cependant, en faire assidûment une partie importante de votre
vie tout en lui accordant délibérément un statut privilégié, qui ne mérite pas une
erreur aussi inepte, n'est pas seulement substantiellement différent de ce qui est
mentionné ci-dessus, mais est aussi une question effrayante et parsemée de
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toutes sortes. des dangers personnels.
 
Et en particulier, j'y crois sincèrement, lorsqu'il est délibérément et
trompeusement transféré dans le fonctionnement normal de la vie quotidienne et
qu'il est lui-même délibérément ou bêtement dépourvu de toute sorte de contrôle
indépendant ou objectif.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Les Fous Qui Courent Le Madhouse!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Quelle folie calamiteuse, à la fois ridicule et orgueilleuse!
exprimés par ceux qui insinuent in fine que leur
bizarre, absolument absurde et tout à fait
non prouvé supposer que qui sont
quoi, honnêtement les esprits
intelligents, ils prétendent risiblement qu'ils sont -
constituent incontestablement pour eux l'essence
de supériorité raciale et, de même, de la
même manière par association,
l'apogée de l'évolution humaine et
civilisation. Comment peut-il être tel
lunatique certifiable et son accom-
pagnateur les fous sont quand
même assez largement
toléré etinvraisem-
blablement encore
laisse sans
adresse?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Je suppose qu'il n'ya rien de mal à ce que les fous prennent la relève et
assument instinctivement, à leur façon psychopathique, qu'ils ont le droit, ou le
droit, sociopathique de gérer leur propre asile.
 
Les politiciens du monde occidental le font tout le temps au sein de leurs
parlements nationaux respectifs. Aussi longtemps que cette supposition perverse
de leur part ne cherche ni à englober ni à empiéter de quelque manière que ce
soit sur les droits individuels et inaliénables de toute personne saine.
 
Mais hélas, comme les récents événements qui se sont déroulés non seulement
de l'autre côté de l'Atlantique, mais aussi de façon flagrante en Grande-Bretagne,
ont montré de manière trop malveillante et évidente, des conclusions logiques et
raisonnables tirées lucidement et rationnellement par le biais de déductions
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raisonnées peuvent être trop souvent trompées ceux du ciel.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Les Médias Occidentaux Blancs, Répréhensibles Et
Leurs Criminels, Les Payeurs Sionistes!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Tu ne me connais pas; et surtout dans tout cela, nous ne nous sommes
jamais rencontrés, alors, comment pouvez-vous si ridiculement
alors faire soi-disant évalué déclarations sur moi qui ne
portent aucune similitude, que ce soit, à qui ou ce
que je suis vraiment? Et de plus plutôt malhon-
nêtement et, assurément, de ma part perspective, dépeindre
de manière répréhensible ces mensonges concoctés par vous, qui
vous avez libéré, durement, de façon indigne et discernable
totalement injustifié dans votre esprit fou et vaniteux
mis à prosélytisme comme quelque chose qu'ils
tout à fait manifestement ne sont pas! Avez-
vous pas honte, et encore moins toute
conscience - en supposant gracieuse-
ment que vous savoir ce que le mot signifie et
en consequence avoir un - pour arrêter,
réfléchir et sérieusement reconsidérer
ce que vous êtes habituellement
Faire? Ou est purement égoïste,
le plus dénué de tout et corrompu,
pommer mon argent propres
nids, placés contre le cadre
immoral de haineux et
populeux tambour
battant votre une
seule raison
d'être pour
vivre?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 avril 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Cela prendrait trop de temps et sans doute une quantité considérable de mon
temps et de mon énergie précieux pour en nommer sinon tous, du moins la
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grande majorité de ces coupables absolument nauséabonds qui sont à la fois
directement et implicitement impliqués et, franchement, j'ai bien mieux des
choses à faire de manière constructive avec mon temps chéri et ne seront donc
ni insulter mon intelligence, ni donner de la dignité à ces pauvres excuses pour
Homo Sapiens en y consacrant un temps démesuré.
 
En outre, vous avez tous des cerveaux méthodiquement fonctionnels dans votre
tête, qui contrastent nettement avec ceux dont les cerveaux sont
incontestablement impraticables mais supposés être fermement implantés dans
leurs postérieurs, et vous savez comment utiliser correctement les vôtres, vous
connaissez déjà parfaitement ceux qui sont coupables de ce crime nocif. état des
choses, et qui est précisément ce que je fais référence.
 
Ne seriez-vous pas d'accord avec Mark Zuckerberg?
 
Comme Jonathan Cook l'a décrit honnêtement et de manière détaillée dans son
brillant article: «Les médias ont facilité la tâche des soldats britanniques en
utilisant Corbyn (en référence à Jeremy Corbyn)comme pratique cible», ce
problème endémique des médias occidentaux blancs, à son zénith en Grande-
Bretagne. médias d'entreprise - «Il est temps d'arrêter de croire à ces récits
infantiles élaborés par les institutions politiques et médiatiques britanniques.
 
«Comme celui dans lequel ils nous disent qu'ils se soucient profondément de
l'état de la vie politique et qu'ils restent éveillés la nuit, préoccupés par la
menace que le populisme fait peser sur nos institutions démocratiques.
 
«Comment nous persuadent-ils de la profondeur de leurs préoccupations? Ils
expriment leur &quot;horreur&quot; devant l'assassinat d'un député, Jo Cox, et
leur &quot;outrage&quot; contre l'abus d'une autre, Anna Soubry, toutes deux
victimes des passions frénétiques déclenchées par le Brexit.
 
&quot;Mais les élites politiques et médiatiques ne se soucient pas vraiment de
savoir si les politiciens sont agressés, diffamés ou menacés - du moins, pas si
c'est le genre de politicien qui (légalement)menace leur pouvoir.
 
«Ils ne sont pas sérieusement inquiets des attaques contre la démocratie, de la
violence politique ou de la pourriture au cœur des institutions de l'État. Leur
outrage est sélectif. (Piété sceptique) . (Et)il n'est pas enraciné dans le principe,
mais dans l'intérêt personnel.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Les Rêves Peuvent Et Doivent Devenir Réalité!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Je ne savais pas que je vous rencontrerais aujourd'hui,
mais néanmoins, je dois l'avouer, espérant
sincèrement dans mon esprit que
cette occasion éminente se
présenterait tout de même assez bientôt, et quelle
chance immense je suis d'avoir ainsi rapidement
réussi à atteindre ce délicieux attente. Depuis
que je savais sans doute de cela premier
regard entre nous deux que cette était
beaucoup plus que le début d'une
belle et durable romance
impliquant nous deux,
mais la plupart de
manière cruciale pour moi est pour vous,
le point culminant de tout ce que nous
avions autrefois à la fois reconnu
et patiemment attendu, et sont
maintenant de même totale-
ment confiant, nous sera
en permanence et par-
tager agréablement
dans le mariage.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 septembre 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
La romance se présente sous toutes les formes et toutes les tailles et fait
littéralement partie de ces impondérables qui se présentent hardiment et
énergiquement à vous ou vous envahissent quand vous vous y attendez le
moins, et peuvent vous placer dans un terrible dilemme dans l'une ou l'autre de
ces circonstances. de comment précisément vous devriez y réagir.
 
Mais qu'il s'agisse de plaisirs à bras ouverts et d'enthousiasme incontrôlé ou
d'une grande appréhension, la romance sous une forme ou une autre est
toujours là pour rester. Et je doute, en fin de compte, s'il y en a parmi vous qui
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l'auraient autrement.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Les Victimes Du Racisme, Mais Nous Avons Tous Deux
Survécu!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Votre naissance n'a pas été prévu, mais tout de même votre
la création a été façonné par l'amour et plus
certainement de la part de votre père dont le cœur
a été rompu lorsque, par la bigoterie et
le racisme lui a refusé l'accès à vous
et jamais permis dignement la
possibilité d'assumer loin
moins jouer le rôle de papa
que les deux biologiquement
et était moralement son
droit d'être. Cinquante ans plus tard vous êtes un parent
dans votre propredroit et de savoir clairement ce qu'il
est comme àdonner naissance, avoir une famille
aimante devotre propre par quelqu'un qui vous
aimer, fermement dans la connaissance
que personne ne pouvait avoir osé
faire pour leur père, depuis
vous auriez jamais
laissez-les, ce que votre
les grands-parents de sorte
cyniquement fait en
ce qui concerne
de votre
papa.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 Janvier 2014.
 
Déclaration de l'auteur:
Joyeux anniversaire Wendy Louise! D'abord publié il ya deux ans le 25 Janvier
2014 pour honorer et célébrer votre 50e anniversaire ce poème est toujours un
rappel poignant que vous êtes toujours pensé beaucoup et sera toujours!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Let It Be!
 
Don’t ask me to say or express in any way something
that I don’t feel or want to be a part of however
much that might alleviate the need on your
part to have me do so. For I can only act
in accordance to how my conscience
dictates and, regrettably, this is
not a situation where I can
ignore it and accede to
your wishes; and
furthermore I
don’t really
want to.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Let’s Keep Things In Perspective
 
Don’t overdo it when you say you love
me, as I don’t want a performance
of any kind; instead, let your
actions serve as your mouthpiece,
for that’s the language I understand far
better than any number of fancy words
which say nothing and mean even
less in actuality, because when
looked at carefully they’re
so absolutely absurd.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 July 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Let's Give It A Go. It Could Very Well Be The Making
Of Us!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Come on; you must deep inside know perfectly well what
I really want from you! For contrary to your distanced
stance towards me and what you may even publicly
think, it's you: the individual who I've come to
love, respect and would very much like to
share the rest of my life with - if you'll
have me that is - that's uppermost in my mind. Therefore,
it isn't just your body that I'm after - as you obviously,
erroneously and, dare I say, suspiciously suspect
me of - although to be quite honest with you
it's neither fair on me, nor would I be at
all inclined to consider it as such for
either of us to hastily or totally
rule out that aspect of any
personal relationship
between us and that
appears to be
troubling
you. So what do you say then to you and me getting
together, real personal-like, to physically explore,
mutually coordinate and satisfyingly cement
that promising possibility? I know that
I'd dearly love for that to happen, and
thus be granted the opportunity by
you to initiate without any fuss
what I can guarantee you
will be a most exciting
and an unreservedly
pleasurable and
unforgettable
experience
for both
of us!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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15 June 2014.
 
 
Observation:
One should never conscionably beg for love or anything remotely associated with
it, since to do so is quite demeaning. The same principle, I believe, should also
apply to unbridled lust irrespective of how eager that one is to have that specific
need urgently satisfied or is inclined to believe that their physical needs must be
met. Using flattery though, no matter how honestly or disingenuously it is
applied, is well within the rules of the mating game however.
 
Stanley Collymore
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L'inimitable Patriote Zimbabwéen - Robert Gabriel
Mugabe!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Vous courageusement et sans peur, par rapport à votre propre
sécurité individuelle et la sécurité, immuablement debout
pour la liberté, la récupération de leurs durs l'indépendance
subvertie en tant que nation, et la dignité démoralisée
du Zimbabwéen personnes. Une position honorable
sur votre partie qui vous a mis, Robert Mugabe,
dangereusement, en termes de votre propre
sécurité et de votre bien-être personnel, en contradiction avec
les barbares racistes fascistes, apartheid et blancs, qui, en
conjonction avec leur Occident de même esprit Caucasiens
soi-disant amis et parents qui n'avaient pas seulement
précédemment volloined d'énormes richesses et
ressources naturelles, avait également, en
train de le faire, de même extrêmement
barbare et sans compensation, a saisi
la totalité pays du Zimbabwe pour
leur affirmé raciste, colonialiste
etbuts inhumains de l'apartheid.
 
Bien qu'ayant simultanément et en même temps assez
sauvagement avec le plein appui de leur blanc
suprémaciste, colonialiste engagé et complètement
complet de leur proper immunité auto-dotée et
l'impunité - a brutalement forcé l'ensemble
population noire autochtone de
Le Zimbabwe dans un dangereux
condition de subordonnée
impecuniousness et dé-
libérément créé
racialement et efficace
assujettissement.
 
Mais votre dignité personnelle, moralité chérie et un
sentiment de liberté non diminué, Robert Mugabe,
connaissait instinctivement ces blancs actions
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racistes à se tromper. Et donc vous altruiste,
louable et avec défi - et sur ces questions
je suis absolument sûr que chaque impartial personne
sera de tout coeur et d'accord à l'unanimité - mettez
votre même la vie et l'avenir sur le ligne à la fois
pour et aussi à rétablir sans compromis la
dignité plus la souveraineté du peuple
zimbabwéen, une mission que vous
avez énormément accomplie. Et même sans ta
mort malheureuse Robert Mugabe, il n'y a
ni un célibataire ni franchement une
personne honnête, actuellement
ou à l'avenir, qui peut ou voudra
jamais ne pas croire votre
héritage incroyable.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 septembre 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Pour moi, personnellement, Robert Mugabe était sans aucun doute, est toujours
et restera à jamais immuable, un héros dans tous les sens étymologiques positifs
imaginables de ce mot. De plus, des recherches approfondies et analytiques de
ma part ont montré de manière approfondie et catégorique que mes sentiments
profondément ancrés à l'égard de cet homme incomparablement grand étaient
également partagés par des millions de personnes non seulement dans la patrie
indigène de Robert Mugabe, le Zimbabwe, le continent africain et le grand
Diaspora des deux côtés de l'Atlantique, mais aussi parmi d'autres populations
non racistes, équitables et non noires.
 
La longévité, heureusement, a été généreuse avec cet homme inimitable et cet
homme superbe. Il avait 95 ans quand il est décédé le 6 septembre 2019.
Néanmoins, malgré son décès actuel et plutôt malheureux, des personnes
comme moi me manqueront énormément. Et à juste titre. Cependant, je suis
absolument convaincu que son héritage le plus impressionnant et révolutionnaire
vivra activement dans les cœurs et les esprits des générations actuelles et
futures de Noirs et d'autres races qui chérissent et défendent les droits
inaliénables de tous les êtres humains, comme Robert Mugabe l'a fait,
éternellement.
 
Maintenant que votre travail sur terre est terminé, repose en paix éternelle mon
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frère noir et mon héros! Et mes plus sincères condoléances à votre veuve Grace,
aux membres de votre famille et à vos nombreux camarades de lutte contre
l'injustice raciste et l'asservissement systématique du peuple africain.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lip Service
 
A genuine apology for an injustice which one has
caused and whose disastrous consequences for
the person wronged the wrongdoer fully
understands and seriously wants to
make full amends for is a highly commendable
thing, but apologizing merely for lip service
with no real intention of actually accepting
the harm that one has done and because
the wronged person isn’t of the same
mindset as the perpetrator and
therefore such behaviour is totally
alien to that person’s character is
no apology worth its salt, and
should not only be roundly
dismissed by the victim
involved but also under
no circumstance
at all ever be
accepted.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lisa Martin, Whistleblower And Femme Extraordinaire!
 
You are the conscience of the nation; someone
instinctively imbued with a committed sense
of duty not only to the well-being of your
fellow citizens but also to the intrinsic
principles which undeniably characterize
and shape the fundamental structures
of what genuinely constitutes and
successfully sustains a truly
vibrant and civilized
society.
 
In other words what’s evidently and unquestionably
right and must therefore be wholeheartedly
encouraged, enthusiastically fostered,
vigorously reinforced and fully embraced for the
overall benefit of us all and the good of ourselves,
to be pitted unrelentingly and unashamedly at
all times against acts of wrongdoing and the
wrongdoers themselves that perpetrate
these perverse and societal ills with
their intractable tendencies to
seriously undermine the essential cohesion and, if
allowed to, even blight the very fabric of our
respective societies and communities,
and who should be on our constant
watch list to confront and
expose for what they
actually are.
 
And you Lisa Martin have admirably demonstrated the
authentic characteristics and moral fibre of what being
a genuinely concerned, self-effacingly courageous,
altruistic, unmistakably conscionable and
thankfully for everyone of us who
fully recognize, respect and share your laudable goals
in life, the unquestionably remarkable human
being that you are, who must unreservedly
be saluted not only for your worthy
endeavours but equally as well
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and crucially too for being
who and what you are, and importantly also not
in anyway being apologetic for any of that.
While for my part I unhesitatingly take
this opportunity tell you so, to thank
you, and unequivocally and also
unreservedly commend you
for what you bravely but
likewise honestly did!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Living With Diabetes The Silent But Implacable Killer
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It's depressingly cold, densely foggy and absolutely freezing and
my feet are literally killing me with pain and furthermore are
virtually driving me insane. Nothing to do with the weather
what's going on actually, since like the rest of my body I
made quite sure before leaving home this morning that
they were properly taken care of and unquestionably
cosy and warm in the comfortable shoes that I'm
wearing. So what's the problem then I hear you
questioning and why am I really complaining?
Quite relevant, I freely admit, the question
that you're asking; but it's medical with
me you see as in actuality I'm a long-
standing sufferer of Type 2 diabetes.
 
Yes my conscientious and very much on the ball doctor
has from the outset prescribed me with all the requisite
medication I need and which I routinely take for my
established medical condition, while additionally,
as determined by the extremely charming and
methodically professionally knowledgeable
GP practice, diabetic nursing sister who I
often and confidently see, as guided by
her I unwaveringly monitor my blood sugar situation
daily, and furthermore every eight weeks or so my
similarly adorable and exceedingly professional
podiatrist in her thoroughgoing and proficient
manner that's so emblematic of her affable
and engaging nature diligently attends to
any pesky symptoms I might have and
need to be catered for or any residual
work requiring to be done. Even so
life's such a bitch that even with
the very best will or intentions
in the world of either myself
or others it nevertheless has
it appears, to periodically
and perversely embark
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on exasperating and
infuriating glitches
like that which at
the moment I'm
experiencing!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
There is no doubt that diabetes in both its forms: type 2 the more common one
and type 1, and despite the sterling efforts on the part of organizations in Britain,
one wishes that the same resolute commitment not only in financial terms but
also in numerous other evidently practicable ways were also invested by
consecutive UK regimes but which manifestly hasn't been the case, but instead is
an ongoing and utterly despicable situation that both conscionably and urgently
needs to be attended to, and especially when these same regimes not only
disingenuously imply but also publicly and dishonestly say that there is no money
available to invest in vital counteractive measures like diabetes treatment
coupled with the eradication of this disease and other illnesses that imperil the
health, welfare and future prospects of the average British citizen or UK resident
but nevertheless can and do without any scruples or hesitation liberally and
willingly shell out shed-loads of money for useless and empire throwback
imperialistic and colonist adventures that are themselves exacerbated by the
obscene and hubristic purchase by the impracticability in their usage of nuclear
systems like Trident, that only wreak consummate misery on millions of innocent
civilians worldwide.
 
That diabetes is significantly triggered and further exacerbated globally by
propagandized and self-serving financial interests foisted on a worldwide
community by irresponsible and corrupt multinational corporations and their
associates involved in crops mutation, the growing of them and their distribution
and with all sectors of these lucrative and exploitatively embarked on procedures
exclusively owned and controlled by a small coterie of utterly unconscionable,
totally lowlife scum and attendant with that graspingly avaricious multi-
billionaires who the more that they fleece the global population financially the
more they greedily want, I have no doubt whatsoever in my mind on this and the
other calamities that these dubious specimens calling themselves human beings
callously inflict on everyone, it must be said, so long as there's money in it to be
made and garnered in dumper-truck loads for these consummately Zionist-Nazi
pimps.
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For centuries and even millennia global communities and countries have lived
healthy and productive lives in which they grew their crops naturally, fed the
animals on which they relied on in the same way and knew precisely what it was
that they were ingesting into their stomachs, and as such and especially in
thoroughly sensible countries like Barbados - which assiduously and quite
harmoniously with Nature routinely employed and benefited enormously from
these harmonious procedures - that per population as in Barbados' case has the
most centenarians anywhere in the world carry on with their tried and tested
solutions to a happy individual, eating life and happy life. But unfortunately in
many other countries the culture of greed and making a quick buck has asininely
interceded and thoroughly screwed up many innocent lives as a result. And it's
not only diabetes but also many varieties of cancer that as a consequence of
these unedifying and totally materialistic measures which are now savagely
plaguing not just a few countries but humanity globally.
 
So why don't you, and especially those of you in Britain, use your loaves and the
brains you're supposedly born with, although I personally doubt that very much
going by your overall, rather stupid and manifestly brain-dead behaviour and
instead of hubristically and unthinkingly lending your idiotic weight to the insane
purchase of expensive and useless military toys for the personal aggrandizement
and greater financial empowerment of those that own and abusively control the
military industrial complex aided and assisted by their political lackeys, get a grip
on yourselves and do something truly constructive in terms of helping top rid of
not only in Britain but also the rest of the world of what I honestly believe are
curable diseases? And while you may flatter yourself that neither you nor anyone
close to you is a suffer of diabetes or any of the malignant cancers, that's fine
now; but can you honestly say with certainty what will happen to you or them in
the long-term or even more crucially the imminent future?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Long-Awaited Summer
 
You are the long-awaited summer,
which I’d always hoped for
in my life - blighted for
far too long by the
harsh winter
of despair!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Loudmouth!
 
The classic loudmouth is someone that
gives a private undertaking not to
divulge something then goes
to great lengths to make
sure that it’s publicly
known; someone
very much like
you in fact!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Love At First Sight Can Be Rather Overrated But This
One Isn't!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm small enough to genuinely care yet big enough to
appropriately cope; but neither the intensity nor the
immense nature of the love that I intensely feel
for you is in any way formed on speculation,
wishful thinking or the desperation of forlorn
hope but rather on the solid foundation of
truthfully knowing that I've found in you
my soul mate: someone who I know I
can cherish, esteem, share my confidences with
and noticeably ardently and abidingly love.
And that's precisely how I want it to be
as I'm most confident you do too. So
let's celebrate this fortuitous and
precious meeting between us
as we warmly welcome the
onset of our new romance
while jointly essentially
doing everything that
we positively can to
make absolutely
certain it has
a fighting
chance!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Amidst all the political turmoil and controversies there are in Britain, the death,
destruction and mayhem that currently seems to envelop the world and
sickeningly so is premeditatedly undertaken, thankfully one thing remains
constant for all sane people that is, and it's love.
 
And I've no doubt in my mind that when the mass murderers, warmongers,
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perpetrators of war crimes and crimes against humanity, the obsessively
avaricious and the other lowlife scum that both infest and infect this earth that
we're obliged to share with them have all gone love will still persist as a beacon
of sanity for those who are fortunate to remain.
 
And so this poem is for all those who still have faith and confidence in the ability
of love to be the healing balm for the wrongdoing inflicted on humanity by the
evil morons who currently seem to control our planet; as well as being a bulwark
against even worst atrocities that these loathsome reprobates, if given half a
chance, would further mete out to the rest of humanity.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Love Royally Expressed In Black And White!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I won't ever dream of nor will I at any stage or given moment
in time either unprofessionally or even more so ludicrously,
damagingly and quite evidently too ridiculously permit
myself to be coercively, self-servingly, egotistically
or falsely drawn into what, in my candid opinion,
is a perceptibly feral amalgamation, of what in
itself and by any honestly espoused and truly
balanced explanation constitute a distinctly
feral combination, plus a wholly and hideously grotesque
exposition of what is both essentially and furthermore
quite undoubtedly an entirely bizarre but, even so, a
fully expected by some, and a rather hubristically
and unquestionable contribution to the callous,
vindictive, racist, glaringly apparent and the
concertedly hurled, at will, horrid insults
and the accumulation of unpardonable
humiliation fallaciously but, all the
same, nastily directed at Meghan
Markle: The African-American
fiancée and chosen wife-to-be
of Harry Windsor her future
husband and presently the
fifth in line, hereditarily
to the British throne.
 
And I'm most emphatic in relation to all of this that I
absolutely will not, even remotely so, confer even
a scintilla of acknowledgement to these visibly
sick, attention-seeking, fanatically headline
grabbing, obsessively in search of - and
always in tune with their profoundly
ingrained, infamous and, as well,
the recurrent wish for transient exposure to dubious
&quot;fame&quot; purveyors of racial bigotry, concentrated
Black hatred and their planned disinformation,
markedly conventional of such intellectually
impoverished lowlife, redneck retards and
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the excess of other analogous heartless,
white Caucasian morons industriously
undertaking to marshal backing for
their undertaking, while zealously
deriving vast satisfaction from
a consummate pertinaciously
devised, robust, thoroughly
and fervently proselytized
and, unsurprisingly, their
evidently demented and
sociopathic enterprises.
 
Since, as I envision it, falling in love mutually with that
special one whom you've always dreamt of meeting,
doing so eventually and most happily discovering
that they similarly share a reciprocal interest as
well as a deep-seated ambition for the two of
you to jointly share the rest of your earthly
lives together in reciprocal contentment
and blessed matrimony is a realization
which, by any eloquent terminology and authoritatively
speaking, is concretely second to no other hoped for
experience. And you Meghan Markle: a genuinely
buoyant establishment of an observable intellect
accomplished poise, polished culture skilfully
embroidered with a mesmerizing refinement,
an immaculately tailored self-confidence; a
conspicuously perfected awareness of the
positive contribution you're capable of
amalgamated with the unsurpassable
determination on your part that you
have already faultlessly shown to
those who're very much aware of what you've
diligently been doing to make a general and
importantly a truthfully consequential and
vital difference socially and societally in
this world, which we're obliged to live
in, and most particularly so for those
forced through extremely revolting
circumstances, and commonly no
fault at all whatsoever of theirs,
to abysmally find themselves
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inexcusably and customarily
inescapably in the process
evilly thrown into. Counteractions
by you Meghan which represent
a consummate summation of
Black and, as it happens in
your distinctive situation
Meghan Markle African
American, Beauty and
a superb reassuringly
and an inspirational
progress presented
at its peerless best!
 
Meanwhile, you Harry Windsor a prince of the British
realm and privileged by any criterion that one can
rationally employ in the circumstances you find
yourself in, have impressively matured over
the years from the rather rebellious royal
tearaway which you seemingly gloried
in and, figuratively, with nobs on at
the time to become a remarkably
outstanding, matured in mind, conscionable and an
amazingly, exceptionally hardworking man. One
whom your late mother Princess Diana, by me
and, comprehensibly, countless millions of
others not merely in Britain but globally
too was enormously loved and adored,
would, I'm entirely sure, immensely
and comprehensively ongoing be
extraordinarily and deservingly
so be very proud of you Harry.
And not solely of your many
and emergent attainments
but comparably too, the
significant love in your personal life
and a most creditable selection as
your preferred wife: A rare and
prized Black Diamond visibly
identifiable with her unique
and appealing sparkle: the
striking Meghan Markle!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
6 December 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Already, so far, a great deal has been said, and doubtlessly this will continue to
be the case, in respect of the official and public announcement that Prince Harry,
currently the fifth in line to the English throne, will in May 2018 marry Ms
Meghan Markle an African-American woman whose Black ancestors the white,
western mainstream media and others of a similar mind with their hidden or not
so hidden agendas, are falling over themselves to point out were enslaved cotton
pickers in Rogue State USA's Deep South.
 
Well whatever your views are in relation to the proposed matrimonial union
between Prince Harry, evidently white Caucasian and his intended and Black wife
Meghan Markle, and I'm addressing this unambiguous caution to any and
everyone who has a genuine opinion of their own or else is quite happy to have
themselves manipulatively persuaded by others exhorting you how to think in
respect of this matter, go ahead a feel free to have these views that you have
decided to latch on to.
 
And I would go further and say that if you're asked to express them then do so
by all means. After all you're supposedly living in a democratic society where
Freedom of though and its attendant expression are supposedly salient parts of
that set-up. However, there's always a &quot;but&quot;. And mine is this. Don't
arrogantly, asininely or submissively assume your point of view is the only one
others should or must take full cognizance of and accordingly wholeheartedly and
unquestioningly embrace as their own.
 
Meanwhile, I extend my fullest congratulations to Meghan and Harry on their
engagement and upcoming marriage and sincerely wish them all the very best in
the future live together.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Loveliness Splendidly Interwoven With Natural
Sophistication
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are undoubtedly a very erudite and attractive lady
with a charming vivacity and hypnotic personality
that are markedly impressive and thoroughly
appealing and with all three of these very
substantive qualities a visual feast to
behold and fulsomely appreciated
regardless of whether they're separately or jointly
evaluated, since to the observant eye they're
nevertheless thrillingly and inescapably
harmonized by a natural, absolutely
delectable and quite stimulating
femininity in which you are
rather enchantingly and
pleasurably adorned;
and for these and other veritable
reasons mark you out as the
quintessentially beautiful
and a correspondingly
and unquestionably
in every feasible
way a genuine
cultured and
cultivated
woman!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It has long ceased to be a source of amazement although it continuously still
remains one of risible amusement to and utter disdain for me that the average
Brit of all races, and in the 21st Century, is incredibly totally incapable of
recognizing and appreciating what a genuine compliment and one moreover
specifically given in the most altruistic of circumstances actually is, far less so
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how to deal appropriately and effectively with such a compliment when it's
rendered. And this is manifestly evident of British women of all age groups and
social backgrounds and particularly so if that compliment emanates from a man.
 
Hardly surprising I must confess in view of the distinctly confused, bewildering
and aberrant &quot;gender&quot; classifications now prevalent in the UK and
which have for some considerable time now been officially, arbitrarily,
concertedly, quite idiotically but predictably self-servingly - considering the
plethora of Dykes, Queers, Paedophiles and other lowlife political and other
sexual deviants with power and influence within the United Kingdom who're
driving this particular and sickening agenda of theirs - propagandistically and
loathsomely foisted on what I still regard, and will continuously carry on doing
so, as the two distinct sexes created by the Almighty God or Nature if you so
prefer and are a convinced atheist!
 
And in predictably run and Reality TV &quot;celebrity&quot; fashion emulated,
poorly informed, short attention span and unthinking for themselves general
public comprising sick societies and countries like Britain - and what's more both
asininely and thoroughly proud of their endemic stupidity - where guile, deceit,
vile hypocrisy, tangible dishonesty extraordinaire, rampant double standards,
glaringly mindboggling propagandistic puerilities that would instantaneously and
contemptuously be dismissively eschewed by any seven year old child from a
truly civilized country like Germany, and many other such calamities besides are
now deeply ingrained in and laid bare across the ubiquitous British landscape -
politically, socially and economically - and furthermore are then ludicrously
and/or fraudulently passed off as appealing and even worthy characteristics,
which in reality they most certainly aren't! And consequently to all intelligent and
discerning individuals fully aware of this British and most especially English
malady it comes as no surprise then that in Britain there's no welcome of any
kind let alone any room for virtuous actions like well-meaningly paying genuine
and unprompted compliments.
 
So in that respect I resolutely desist from doing so, outside of the exceptions I've
earlier given that is, when it comes to persons within Britain; for to stupidly
depart from that judiciously self-imposed restriction and without giving it serious
consideration would be tantamount in my opinion to the Biblical injunction of not
casting pearls before swine. In Germany I have no such constraints on myself
nor have I ever had any, equally none have ever been put on me as Germans:
males and females alike and of all age groups don't need to be told what a
compliment is as it's instinctively ingrained in them, nor for that matter do they
require any instructions on how to graciously respond to one when it's given
even when the person giving the compliment is a stranger; so I've no problem
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complimenting either or both of the two sexes in Germany or writing poems
inspired by them which I then either hand to them or electronically transmit to
them after we've voluntarily exchanged personal details.
 
As in those instances the poems are elaborately configured with graphics and a
unique colour scheme; distinctively laid out and personalized with the recipient's
first name embedded in the said poem. And those who live near me or that I'm
likely to run into subsequently on a regularly basis I present them with a framed
version of the poem; and it doesn't matter what marital status the individual is
as they instinctively know that my gesture is not some sexual &quot;come
on&quot; or cheap chat up escapade on my part. And it's not only in Germany as
I've had similar positive responses in other countries I've visited over the years
and have even formed some worthwhile friendships as a direct result of these
complimentary encounters and friendly exchanges.
 
The expected and customary response would be totally different in Britain I
assure you and has even sparked a barbed response from my German partner
and some of her friends when the subject cropped up with them knowing I was
writing this latest poem of mine, as I'd told them about my plan to do so and
anyway they all of them take a keen interest in my work, and what the subject
matter was about, that it was the height of irony they concluded that British
women who're notorious for dropping their knickers to all and sundry at the drop
of a hat when on holiday abroad while acting as though butter wouldn't melt in
their mouths when at home, and British men mostly of the white Caucasian hue
who're among the world's most inured child sex offenders particularly when they
too are abroad, and both sets of them residing in a country, the UK, with the
highest levels of bastardy and underage pregnancies in the so-called developed
world, temporarily setting aside their other activities of and propensity for
national debauchery: Queerism, Dykeism and Paedophilia principally among
them, should be putting on such outlandish airs and graces as they do when it
comes to someone genuinely paying them a compliment and who they probably
don't like or fancy, while at the same time idiotically and narcissistically assuming
that all such persons, and particularly men, primary and sole motive is to shag
them! And frankly that such idiotic and self-centred Brits should in all
earnestness get a grip of themselves! My response to these German ladies astute
evaluation of such brainless Brits? A categorical QED from me!
 
However, there are a few rare occasions when my good nature and instinctive
gut reaction combined and working in unison with each other have jointly
persuaded me to let down the drawbridge of my circumspection when it comes to
British women and the delivery of any kind of compliment to them; and this
penned version in the form of this now proffered poem: &quot;Loveliness
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splendidly interwoven with natural sophistication&quot; is one of them!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Loving You Doesn’t Necessarily Mean That I Also Like
You!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Alright, so I’m in love with you; but to be equally honest I don’t
particularly like you. For what I emotionally and, I must also
stress, involuntarily feel for you and categorize as love I
have no control over and am simply a vulnerable hostage
to it, even though I’ve repeatedly done my level best
to rein in and sought with the utmost earnestness
to permanently put an end to this intolerable
situation that I find myself in, albeit and
regrettably I must concede having been
exceptionally unsuccessful so far
in that specific endeavour.
 
In marked contrast were I to like you that state of affairs
would of itself be an entirely different ball game, the
rules of which are pretty straightforward and very
unlikely, if ever, to be either influenced or even
skewed by largely irrational and quite often
inexplicable emotions that in the case of love,
customarily as well as infuriatingly, have the habit
of getting in the way of logical decision-making.
As a result the level playing field that would
accordingly result from this discerning
approach to evaluating matters of
the mind through liking someone
encouragingly then becomes
a much more realistic and
sensible way of actually
dealing with affairs
of the heart.
 
That unfortunately isn’t a credible scenario where
you and I are concerned, and therefore I’d like to
suggest that we both, out of a deserved integrity
to ourselves as individual human beings if not
from any sense of duty or common decency
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to all those who’ve not only plausibly fallen
in love but also genuinely like the person to
whom that love is freely entrusted, do the
proper thing and permanently dispense
with this farce of a relationship that
maintains its stranglehold on me,
and which sensibly and with
hindsight, from both our
true perspectives, we
should never have
embarked on
in the first
place!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lunatics Running The Madhouse!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What a calamitous lunacy, so ludicrously yet haughtily
expressed by those who asininely stress that their
bizarre, absolutely absurd and quite unproven
assumption that who are what, to honestly
intelligent minds they laughably claim they
are - incontestably constitute for them the essence
of racial superiority and, as well, similarly so by
association, the pinnacle of human evolution
and civilization. How can it be that such
certifiable lunacy and its attendant
lunatics are nevertheless quite
extensively tolerated and
implausibly still left
unaddressed?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
There's nothing wrong, I suppose, with lunatics taking over and instinctively
assuming in their psychopathic fashion that they have a sociopathic right, or
entitlement, to run their own personal asylum.
 
Politicians across the western world do it all the time within their respective
national parliaments. So long, of course, as this perverse supposition by them
neither seeks to encompass nor trespass, in any way, on the individual and
inalienable rights of all sane people.
 
But, alas, as recent events not only across the Atlantic but conspicuously too in
Britain, have all too malevolently and obviously shown, logical and sensible
conclusions lucidly and rationally arrived at through reasoned deductions can all
too customarily awry get trumped by deceptively pie in the sky ones.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lunatiker Som Driver Galet!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vilken katastroflig galning, så löjligt men ändå högt
uttryckt av dem som uppriktigt betonar att deras
bisarra, absolut absurd och ganska obevisad
antagandet att vem är vad, för att ärligt
talat intelligenta sinnen som de häpnar på skratt
är - oförtjusande utgör för dem essensen av
rasöverlägsenhet och också på liknande
sätt förening, toppen av mänsklig
evolution och civilisation. Hur
kan det vara så certifierbar
galning och dess skötare
galningar är ändå riktigt
tolereras mycket och
otroligt fortfarande
kvaroadresserade?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det är inget fel, antar jag, med att galningar tar över och instinktivt antar på sitt
psykopatiska sätt att de har en sociopatisk rätt eller rätt att driva sin egen
personliga asyl.
 
Politikare över hela västvärlden gör det hela tiden i sina respektive nationella
parlament. Så länge, naturligtvis, eftersom denna perverse antagning av dem
varken syftar till att omfatta eller överträffa på något sätt de individuella och
oförstörbara rättigheterna för alla sinnliga människor.
 
Men tyvärr, som de senaste händelserna inte bara över Atlanten utan också
iögonfallande i Storbritannien, har alltför ondskapsfullt och uppenbart visat,
logiska och förnuftiga slutsatser klarsynt och rationellt kommit fram till genom
motiverade avdrag kan alltför vanligtvis orimligt bli trumfade av bedrägligt paj i
himmel de.
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Stanley Collymore
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Lunatikere Som Driver Det Gale Huset!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
For en katastrofal lunsj, så latterlig men likevel hovmodig
uttrykt av de som oppriktig understreker at deres bisarre,
helt absurde og ganske uprovoserte antagelse om at
hvem er hva, til ærlig talt intelligente sinn de
hevder lattermildt de er - uomtvistelig
utgjør for dem essensen av rasemessig overlegenhet,
og også på lignende måte forening, høydepunktet
for menneskelig evolusjon og sivilisasjonen.
Hvordan kan det være slik sertifiserbar
lunsj og den tilhørende galninger
er likevel ganske utstrakt
tolerert ogutrolig nok
fortsatt uadressert?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Det er ikke noe galt, antar jeg, med at galninger overtar og instinktivt antar på
sin psykopatiske måte at de har en sosiopatisk rett, eller rett, til å drive sitt eget
personlige asyl.
 
Politikere over hele den vestlige verden gjør det hele tiden i sine respektive
nasjonale parlamenter. Så lenge, selvfølgelig, siden denne perverse antagelsen
av dem verken søker å omfatte eller overtrykke, på noen måte, på de
individuelle og umistelige rettighetene til alle sane mennesker.
 
Men, dessverre, som nylige hendelser ikke bare over Atlanterhavet, men også
iøynefallende i Storbritannia, har altfor ondskapsfullt og tydeligvis vist, logiske og
fornuftige konklusjoner klarsynt og rasjonelt oppnådd gjennom begrunnede
fradrag, kan altfor vanlig urett bli trumfet av villedende pai i himmelen.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lunatikere Som Driver Med Madhouse!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vilken katastroflig galning, så löjligt men ändå högt
uttryckt av dem som uppriktigt betonar att deras
bisarra, absolut absurd och ganska obevisad
antagandet att vem är vad, för att ärligt
talat intelligenta sinnen som de häpnar på skratt
är - oförtjusande utgör för dem essensen av
rasöverlägsenhet och också på liknande
sätt förening, toppen av mänsklig
evolution och civilisation. Hur kan
det vara så certifierbar galning
och dess skötare galningar
är ändå riktigt tolereras
mycket och otroligt
fortfarande kvar
oadresserade?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det är inget fel, antar jag, med att galningar tar över och instinktivt antar på sitt
psykopatiska sätt att de har en sociopatisk rätt eller rätt att driva sin egen
personliga asyl.
 
Politikare över hela västvärlden gör det hela tiden i sina respektive nationella
parlament. Så länge, naturligtvis, eftersom denna perverse antagning av dem
varken syftar till att omfatta eller överträffa på något sätt de individuella och
oförstörbara rättigheterna för alla sinnliga människor.
 
Men tyvärr, som de senaste händelserna inte bara över Atlanten utan också
iögonfallande i Storbritannien, har alltför ondskapsfullt och uppenbart visat,
logiska och förnuftiga slutsatser klarsynt och rationellt kommit fram till genom
motiverade avdrag kan alltför vanligtvis orimligt bli trumfade av bedrägligt paj i
himmel de.
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Stanley Collymore
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Lust Artfully Masquerading As Love Is Lamentably A
Potent Aphrodisiac For Many!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Why should I now, of all occasions, start believing a solitary
word you're presently saying to me, when throughout the
entirety of this personal relationship that you and I have
been intimately engaged in you've never once, as I've
subsequently and most hurtfully found out, told me
the truth about anything; and your demonstrably
pathological lying: transparently endemic,
systematic in every respect and, furthermore,
very symptomatic of a serious character
failing on your part, I suspect, is to
say the very least on this rather
dispiriting and unpleasant
subject matter quite
embarrassing
for me?
 
For to be absolutely frank with you this odd behaviour of
yours wasn't something that I expected from someone
who I happened to fall deeply and passionately in
love with in the way I had done with you; and
who seemingly, both keenly and of her own
volition, optimistically assured me with
every pulsating emotion you could
possibly muster that the love I
unequivocally had and furthermore so positively
demonstrated for you was equally conjoined,
you winningly imparted to me, with your
own indefatigably strong, reciprocally
transmitted and solidly committed
love decisively possessed of a
longevity of its very own.
How on earth then I ask
myself couldn't I have
seen this coming or,
more to the point,
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possibly have
gotten it all
so terribly
wrong?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 December 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lying, Murdering Scum!
 
Murderous intent
How does it feel to take the life of
someone else; to coldly bring to a
violent and abrupt end millions
of years of evolution which
resulted in that particular man or
woman: an embodiment of dreams,
hopes, aspirations and ambitions;
all undone in a matter of seconds?
Is it really worth it; to destroy
all that in one mindless and
irreversible act spurred
on by untrammelled
racial hatred?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 February 1998.
 
 
Black Skin
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Ridiculed and scorned it was you
That gave me the inspiration
To carry on – for in their
Intense hatred of you,
Your foes revealed
Also their innate
Fear of you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Lyingly Honest!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You’re a liar and a cheat! But interestingly enough
from the very onset of our relationship and
despite your full awareness and total
acceptance of how profoundly
opposed I am to such behaviour you’ve
never sought to hide your personal conduct
from me, or ever attempted to portray it
in ways that would either ameliorate
what you’re doing far less justify
why you’ve wilfully chosen
to act in such a manner.
 
And that’s rather strange and somewhat difficult
for me to comprehend; for liars and cheats are
by their own nature intuitively highly secretive
in the way that they usually go about their
normal business and if forced, however
temporarily so, to deviate from this
to operate in the public arena are
invariably quite mendacious
in their performances
to say the least.
 
So I thank you for your continuous openness with
me, and must confess that in marked contrast
to many of the so-called upright citizens
and alleged law-abiding individuals
that I know or hear about you’re
undoubtedly, I guess, one of
the most straightforward
and honest persons
that there is.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 September 2013.
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Stanley Collymore
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Lynda Bellingham Worthily And Fondly Remembered!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Life can at times be such a vexatious conundrum
periodically testing our mettle and always
checking to see if we can properly
cope with what it presents us
with or even efficiently
deal with them while
firmly chiding us for either squandering
the opportunities that it sends our
way or else through our short-
sightedness and evident
inability to think beyond the present day that we
find ourselves in ignoring them altogether,
because such an attitude is a lot easier
to readily adjust to and rather
regrettably does often for
some tend to carry
great sway.
 
Either way Life's ventures do set a tangible, quite
positive, as well as a durable benchmark whose
challenges, presented as such, we're then
left at liberty to willingly take on
board or otherwise voluntarily
dispense with in the full
knowledge that whatever choices we
decisively opt for and of our own
volition do make are the ones
best suited to meet and
properly fulfil our
most personal
ambitions.
 
And throughout your consummately gratifying,
tremendously fascinating, spiritedly
courageous in the face of death
and commendably diverse
life as an accomplished
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actress, loving mother and devoted wife,
you've undoubtedly been the truest
epitome of what's inherently the
very best in us mere mortal
human beings, Lynda
Bellingham!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 October 2014.
 
 
Author's Condolence:
In thankful appreciation for the wondrous joy and inner satisfaction that you
instinctively and artlessly brought to so many millions of us Lynda, interposed
with the humility which you so commendably inspired in countless others as you
stoically accepted, courageously and uncomplainingly faced up to, and with not
even a hint of self-pity made light of and even unaffectedly embraced the
inevitability of your impending death.
 
Truly a remarkable inspiration as well as a phenomenal role model to us all who
already miss you sorely, will continue to do so, and enduringly make sure for the
rest of our own mortal lives that you'll be fondly remembered; so no goodbyes,
just a heartfelt farewell from me.
 
With that in mind and together with all the many millions who loved you
individually and cherished your amazing charisma and abilities I extend the
fervent wish that you rest in eternal peace, Lynda in the firm awareness on our
part that you'll equally and just as successfully brighten up your permanent
celestial home every bit as you did your temporary and earthly one.
 
Notwithstanding that, I'd additionally like to express my deepest and sincerest
condolences to your immediate family members and closest friends for their sad
loss.
 
Lynda Bellingham: Born 31 May 1948 died 19 October 2014; age 66 years.
Occupation: Broadcaster, Actress, Author.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Mae Datrysiad Synhwyrol I'r Pos Lluosflwydd Coition
Ddibwrpas Sydd Wedyn Yn Cael Ei Gymysgu Â
Chariad!
 
Gan Stanley Collymore
 
Rwyf bob amser yn gwybod, ac mewn gwirionedd o'r eiliad
gyntaf un a welais chi, eich bod yn ddiamheuol bod un
arbennig iawn i mi. sut ddim Gwn fod â sicrwydd
argyhoeddiadol o'r fath? eithaf syml mewn gwirionedd; a
dyma sut! Fy Nain fam: a graff iawn, ddeallus iawn.
drylwyr cariadus mewnyr ystyr traddodiadol
absoliwt a chyfanswm ystyro'r gair a accomplishedly
bydol wraig ddoeth ac yn bragmataidd, yn fwriadol
ac mwyaf prescient gyda meddwl pan fyddaf yn
mynd i mewn fy flynyddoedd glasoed Roedd
o safbwyntgwybodus iawn ar ei ran, a gan
fod y ddau ohonom yn galonnog mewn
ymateb i'w sylwadau, argraff heb os
ac yn argyhoeddiadol arnaf, ddirdynnu
fyrbwyll mewn i dagrau o chwerthin a os yw
fy nghalon, fy mhen ac roedd fy pidyn yn
y un unol cytunwyd conjointly o ran materion
rhamant bersonol dylwn ddibetrus ond er
hynny yn graff yn cymryd y cyfle
neu rhoi cyfle i ymchwilio i'r
posibilrwydd gwirioneddolo gymryd rhan
gyda'r person hwnnw. Fodd bynnag, o
dan unrhyw amgylchiadau os yw'r
rhain tri endidau hollbwysig:
mae fy pidyn, fy nghalon a
fy mhen, yr olaf drwy y
gyfadran fy ymennydd,
nid oedd yn ddi-fai sync â'i gilydd dylwn
realistig i ymatal ofalus rhag dybio
ei fod Roedd osod addas ei ben
ei hun cymryd clyfar i mewn
i fy mywyd personol y
fenyw fel cariad llawer
llai felly fel gwraig!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
24 Mawrth 2017.
 
 
Awduron Sylwadau:
Hoffwn ddiolch tragwyddol a graslon i chi Nain am fod y pennaeth a'r mentor
offerynnol ddylanwadol, mynwesol, ffrind parhaol, consoler ar adegau o straen
neu anawsterau yn fy mywyd personol a'r ymgynghorydd consummate chi yn
unol â hynny bob amser wedi bod i mi. Rhywun sydd wedi bod bob amser ac yn
barod yno i mi ac yn benodol pryd bynnag yr wyf yn ei angen i chi fwyaf a phwy
wyf nid yn unig yn gwybod y gallwn i gyfrif ddibynadwy ar chi, ond dim ond
byddai mor assuredly byth yn gadael i mi i lawr. A dim ond ychydig o filiynau o
ddim ond rhesymau fy mod ddwfn ac mae'r rhan fwyaf yn frwdfrydig caru chi.
 
Mae hyn i gyd-fynd yn ddeallusol ac yn synhwyrol gan gyngor clodwiw oddi eich
bod bob amser wedi fy sefyll o fantais. Fel rhagrith a dwbl safonau mor gyffredin
y dyddiau hyn erioed wedi bod eich beth na'r math o bethau y byddai chi erioed
yn cael unrhyw lori gyda; ac nid ydynt â'm rhai gael bob amser yn cael yr athro
rhagorol yn chi i mi arwain a bod gennych bob amser wedi bod i amlinellu yn
synhwyrol ac yn wrthrychol yr hyn y drygau ganseraidd a malaen yn ei olygu.
 
Felly, diolch i chi am Nain aruthrol cynorthwyo i wneud fy mywyd hyn y mae'n ei
bod wedi cael ei gyfoethogi llawer gan yr holl ydych wedi ei wneud i mi, ac felly
fy ngalluogi i fod yn berson hyderus a hunan-sicr, yn broffesiynol ac yn bersonol
yn fy mywyd preifat, trwy eich ymdrechion sterling, cariad a defosiwn yr wyf
wedi dod yn ddiolchgar.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Mahmoud Ahmadinejad – Iconic And Truly
Inspirational!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We’ve never met but even so I feel that I know you
ever so well, because empathetically we’re on
the same plane; a situation reinforced by the
consummate respect that your sterling
character multiple qualities and
abundant skills give rise to
and have themselves
solidified in me.
 
The world desperately needs more people and largely
inspirational leaders like you Sir that in terms of
intellectual acumen, leadership, commonsense,
human compassion, foresight, fortitude and
the morality to stand up undauntedly for
truth, not specious motives, and what
intuitively you know and crucially
believe to be right, ably can and
do rise above the fray to straddle
like a gargantuan Colossus the petty,
small-minded and Lilliputian political dwarfs
who with their bizarre notions of cultural
and racial superiority feel that they
have an inalienable right to
rule mankind.
 
This risibly to an Iranian like yourself, of all people
Sir, who knows, as do all other prescient-minded
individuals globally, that were Iran to unlikely
even do so, what it blithely chooses to forget
in terms of its millennia old civilization and
cultural heritage these quite brash, vacuous
and totally irremediable western upstarts:
not liberators just glorified murderers,
have yet to acquaint themselves
with let alone master. So as
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your Presidency draws to
its close, rest assured Sir
of your legacy to
mankind; and
thank you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 June 2013.
 
Footnote:
 
From time to time, but regrettably not often enough, there appears on the
international stage a truly global figure whose honesty, integrity and refreshingly
constructive approach to world affairs makes one positively sit up and think; and
all thankfully for the better.
 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is such a person! Now as his second and equally
successful term of office as President of the Islamic Republic of Iran comes to its
close, I personally want to pay tribute to his tenacity and overall legacy, as well
as to say to him: “God bless you Sir; I wish you all the very best for the future,
and express my sincerest thanks and utmost gratitude to you for all that you’ve
done.
 
Dr. Stanley Collymore
Tuesday 11 June 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Make This Promise To Yourself!
 
I’ll lift my eyes up to the stars and venture
to attain my genuine ambitions, but in
doing so I won’t ever allow myself
to be blinded by pointless daydreams or
unrealizable expectations, assuredly
always keeping both feet firmly
planted on the ground; in the
full and quite comforting knowledge
that if my yearned for ambitions
aren’t to be realized first time
round I can then always and sensibly,
learning from the mistakes that
I’ve consciously or perhaps
unintentionally made,
be more preparedly
capable in the
future to start
all over
again!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Marital Un-Bliss!
 
It beats the hell out of me really why you ever
bother to come home at all, for when you
do you obviously have no time for me
just as you keep saying that the
kids get on your nerves and
never afford you any
peace of mind or
tranquillity.
What’s more, when you’re actually here all
you ever do is loaf around on the settee,
stuff your face with burgers and chips,
smoke like a demented chimney
while additionally guzzling
down umpteen cans of
beer repeatedly.
 
Which evidently begs the obvious question:
“What on earth ever possessed you to get
involved in matrimony in the first
place and, more importantly,
with someone like me? ”
For realistically we’ve nothing positive
going on between us, no suitable life
together or any kind of meaningful
social intercourse really worth
speaking about; that’s why
I want out and shall, of
course, be filing for
a quick divorce!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 May 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Marry Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I most readily and cheerfully confess to my having a
wholly uncontrollable urge to marry you, and ever
more so since I realized that the intense passion
you've managed to inevitably generate in me
is quite literally driving me crazy and, as a
manifest and robust consequence of this,
I've unmistakeably, unavoidably and
likewise, in every other conceivable
way, and not the slightest remiss
in dutifully tackling this matter
without unwarranted delay, I
am enraptured to say, have
satisfyingly and forever
completely, it's true,
intensely fallen in
love with you.
 
And when you charmingly told me that that is exactly
how you also feel about me too, seriously, what other
option could an exceptionally fortunate man, truthfully
unable to believe his extraordinary luck honourably
do in such fortuitous circumstances when richly
gifted with what's unquestionably, as you've
always been, a most phenomenal woman;
other than to carefully listen to and then
take maximum understanding of that
perceptive and utterly persuasive
voice within, and euphorically
entreat of you, the supreme
gratification of his life,
to award him the best
distinction ever and
become his wife.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 September 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
In the earlier draft version of this poem and the accompanying article edition, I
had initially contemplated entitling both versions of them: &quot;Irreversible in
love with you! &quot; but after much consideration on my part and a most astute
contribution on hers in a subsequent discussion on the matter with my female
German Partner, we favourably, convivially, satisfactorily and mot extraordinarily
amorously came to the definitive conclusion that this shorter, unequivocal and
impactful title: &quot;Marry Me&quot; was most appropriate given the specific
circumstances that the clearly besotted lover in the poem was in.
 
And, of course, that particular statement leaves no room for equivocation or any
scope for misunderstanding. So please don't use this poem or the article to
anyone whom you think is having the same impact on you unless, I would
advise, that your intentions are both serious and honourable. And with that in
mind I wish you all the luck in the world in what you may well decide to embark
upon.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Maya Angelou - Thanks For Everything!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were indefatigably the inspirational, tremendously
comforting and consistently reassuring beacon that
ceaselessly and enlighteningly shone into the
individual and collective lives of many,
providing the incandescent light that
brilliantly illuminated what would otherwise
have been the inky blackness of night
that pervasively enveloped the
treacherous rocks around
them in a churning sea of
despair and forlorn
hopelessness.
 
Acute dangers that were themselves attendant
with the accursed indifference to and the wilful
marginalization by the rich, the powerful
and the influential totally unconcerned
about the wellbeing of the rest of us,
along with the numerous other
premeditated wrongdoings
routinely occasioned
by every luckless
individual,
and gratuitously inflicted on
all of them by the actions
of inveterate foes for
their own selfish
gratification
and utter
greed.
 
Chillingly unbearable heartaches - unmistakably
and decidedly detrimental and with distinctly
deleterious effects on their lives; but
which your intuitive discernment,
personal experiences and committed
involvement persuasively but
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radically helped to change
much of that for the better. And
therefore for that, and a great
deal more Maya Angelou, those who
were personally affected, in common
with the rest of the conscionable
world, are eternally grateful to
you, will forever be in your
debt, and thank you
immensely for
what you
did.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 May 2014.
 
 
Quote by Maya Angelou:
&quot;Never make someone a priority when all you are to them is an
 
Stanley Collymore
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Meaningful Change Of Any Sort Begins Within
Ourselves!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You obviously don’t know me for we haven’t properly
met or been formally introduced to one another even
though we’ve seen each other around for some
time now and, as such, there’s always the
possibility I assume that like many in our overcautious
and, at its most extreme, paranoid society you might
even subliminally be overly wary of strangers
like me, particularly those who’re
perceived as the proverbial Greeks bearing and what’s
more distributing unasked for gifts to those who
didn’t expect them; and who can blame you
with the world addictively and perilously
hooked, as it quite evidently is, on the
worst aspects of human nature?
 
But even so everyone of us, if we’ve truly a mind to, can
do our bit to change all that by simply rationalizing,
containing and ultimately eradicating those
personal fears that trigger and intuitively, in many respects,
needlessly serve as the catalyst for and add to the
bedrock of disquiet that collectively many of
you are convinced is the source of our
societal problems; and in doing so positively try instead
to effectively reach out to our fellow man, be they
the next-door neighbours or not, as our Divine
Lord: the shared creator of us all, intended
and still does that we should. And you
my imposing stranger have I’ve
sensed the competency
to do just that.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 November 2013.
 
Observation:
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It’s a truth universally ignored that the vast majority of the difficulties which we
find ourselves faced with and like moaning about are caused as a direct
consequence of our own actions, wilfully or unthinkingly committed; a situation
compounded either by our inability, unwillingness or stupidity to recognize or
accept that fact. Think on it!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Medical Eugenicism, The New Affordable Fad Of The
Privileged Elite Rich In Nazi-Zionist Britain!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Eugenicists assiduously at work in the United Kingdom as they
have been for decades now, going back to pre-World War II.
Now no longer capable in the 21st century to assertively
rationalize their delusional and white supremacism
through inhumane and diverse acts of barbarism,
sadistically and characteristically inflicted on
allegedly inferior races and subject peoples
universally, and in terms of these actions
varying from the Transatlantic Slavery to ongoing activities
of contemporary racism, they instead seek to embark on
another deceitful ploy, to attempt at reinforcing their
dwindling self-confidence, distinctly and grossly
embroidered hubris and, incontrovertibly, the
outright challenges presented to them from
those they've previously and consistently
debased as their victims in the genuine
and emotionally charged superiority
stakes, pertaining to human kind.
 
So why try to stop them, these endemically ingrained
and demented fantasists, who, it's a safe bet to play,
will inevitably get their natural and warranted
comeuppance anyway? For Nature, as all
sensible, sane and intelligent persons
know, works in mysterious ways
its wonders to perform, and most undoubtedly
will always hit back in its inimitable way
and time against these egotistical and
self-serving wannabes deities; and,
in this progression, address their
own made, and Frankenstein-
style monsters to pitilessly,
understandably, as well
as lethally maul them
in impeccable irony
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through their sick
attitudinal and
crazed stance
towards life
generally.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 August 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
They happily, these well-heeled and so-called privileged elites, send off at the
most affordable opportunity and also at the earliest age possible to these
exceedingly expensive private and boarding schools, in order to initiate and
subsequently reinforce their sumptuously bought and paid for futures, these bevy
of invariably cuckoldedly-produced children of theirs. Often as is the case the
resultant outcome from totally weak, compliant and dimwittedly whored upon
husbands by adulterous wives and the biological mums of these very children, or
else through a mutually agreed understanding with their female spouses, in legal
name only, by husbands whose azoospermiac condition or more likely their
Queer-dictated propensities masked by convenient but deceptive
&quot;conventional marriages&quot; preclude or directly disqualify these men
from physically adding to humanity's population tally by producing offspring of
their own.
 
Yet ironically and even pathetically in their utterly fraudulent and vainglorious
self-aggrandizement these husbands, openly and haughtily exuding all the classic
traits of delusional narcissism, nevertheless, in their bizarre desire to be deemed
as &quot;macho males&quot; boastfully undertake to characterize themselves as
the biological dads of children whom they evidently father but, in reality,
obviously didn't sire, nor realistically could they ever have done so.
 
Then with their sojourn at these expensive public schools at an end these
essentially illiterate - you've only got to briefly listen to them speak and you'll
quickly understand what I mean - distinctly ill-informed about all manner of
world affairs, as well as markedly incompetent as regards everything they either
try to undertake or actually do, head off automatically for the so-called
prestigious universities of Oxford or Cambridge, where numerous places at these
&quot;privileged elite&quot; institutions are customarily set aside for them.
 
And here at home, as it were, among the identical backgrounds of similarly
privileged elite professors, dons, lecturers, tutors and the rest of them either
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running or employed in the purportedly prestigious colleges that nepotistically
and in typical cronyism fashion these &quot;educators&quot; are entrusted with,
each new intake of rich, thoroughly spoilt and vainglorious addition, as all
previous ones were, from these grossly and grotesquely discriminated in favour
of expensive public schools, know perfectly well that during their drug-infested -
cocaine is their preferred substance - stay at Oxford or Cambridge Universities,
academic excellence or personal merit, even if these were achievable by this
incorrigible bunch of intellectually impoverished retards which self-evidently they
are not, aren't a priority, and never will be, as regards the
&quot;attainment&quot; of their &quot;degrees&quot;, courtesy of the
entrenched Queer, Dyke and paedophile-practising ring of academic staffers that
these privileged public schools' undergraduates and even post-graduate students
willingly prostitute their sexual favours with in return for their &quot;academic
qualifications&quot;.
 
And now fully armed with these useless &quot;academic&quot; pieces of paper
and a matching ability on their part in relation to their lack of competence,
suitability for anything of significance, or of any beneficial good to their society,
their wider communities specifically or humanity in general, however as is
normally expected of them these new employment and generally head hunted
recruits head off automatically to the influential and powerful world of finance:
hedge funds, banking, insurance, the City of London incestuously-interlinked
Cabals of corrupt and manipulative investments, the Stock Exchange and all the
rest of them. Likewise, government created quangos, commercial multinational
corporations, influential think tanks, high-ranking NHS directorships and other
managing executive positions; top jobs in the Civil Service, and most especially
so as part of the decidedly comical and ludicrously self-named First Division, and
most notably too the Home Office; the top brass of the UK's military even though
they're customarily consigned to deskbound jobs at the MoD and seldom, if ever,
find themselves on frontline duties or put in harm's way. Then additionally there
are fast track elevations through the judiciary, other law enforcement agencies
and certain elements of the British police forces like the Metropolitan Police; and,
of course, politics and government. Essentially, cornering every important
segment of British society. And accounts for the inescapable air of distinctive
incompetence and widespread mediocrity that inimically permeates virtually
every aspect of purportedly conventional life across the entire spectrum of the
United Kingdom.
 
But that said it's a state of affairs that in one way or another has been in
continuous existence since the acquisition of an empire, of which it was routinely,
hubristically and exaggeratedly boasted that the sun didn't set nor would God in
his infinite wisdom ever allow that to be the case, that comprehensively
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transformed the insignificant and essentially backwater European island of Britain
into the global empire that it became, enabling these preposterous, long and
deeply ingrained class prejudices to be codified into the ostentatious and
detectably risible art form they've unmistakably become. And together with white
British barbarism, imperialism, colonialism and invasive racism viciously directed
against the native sons and daughters of these colonial countries formulated on
Britain's part, its invidious culture of white superiority and naked supremacism
against all others, and specifically so those who didn't and still don't look like
them or have the same skin colour as themselves.
 
However, with the Empire finally gone and fortunately no realistic chance of it
ever coming back, a redundant Britain, still unable to come to terms with its
psychologically devastating loss, has enthusiastically like the clapped out whore it
has allowed itself to become and ever keen to ingratiate itself, for a diversity of
sick reasons, with Rogue State USA the since 1945 dominant pimp on the block,
having initially thought that this was the only way to maintain its appurtenance
as a pseudo-world power and correspondingly as an exclusive white racial entity,
and most certainly so among its financially well-heeled and &quot;privileged
elites&quot; have quite predictably taken to and are now in the process of
enthusiastically embracing medical eugenicism as another desperate means on
their part of attempting to reinstate their obsessive need to be regarded, and
automatically respected  by the lower classes and inferior races, as humanity's
master race. Adolf Hitler and his Nazis, wherever they now are, must be pissing
themselves with laughter. While those who sacrificed their lives for the advent of
a better world must understandably be wondering what on earth was the point of
it all.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Meghan Markle - In Worthy Praise Of A Genuine Earth
Angel.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
While it's perfectly true and quite self-evident to any
ostensibly thinking person that the comprehensively
underlying circumstances of one's birth and the
then instantly and wholly direct consequences
which follow thereafter are totally and thus
accordingly, will always be outside either
the control or influence of that created
child that was ultimately born, none the less the crucial
developmental process or otherwise that afterwards
result as an outcome of all births are very much
a window of opportunity for those personally
involved to seriously envisage, consciously
set out to fashion in their own image and
then essentially implement the kind of
meaningful, thoroughly empathetic
regarding other people and hence
safeguard the kind of markedly
productive, unequivocal and
entirely confident lifestyle
that that person wants to
and raptly opts to lead.
 
And naturally, you young lady most undoubtedly, as
has been scrupulously observed by all those with
a functioning brain in their particular cranium
and additionally is capable of and sensibly
prepared to utilize it, and moreover has
even a smidgeon of compassion and
necessary humanity in their heart-cum-psychological
system, knows intuitively that already from your
seminal years you've quite successfully and
resourcefully, adeptly and systematically
mastered the principled art of skilfully
garnering and skilfully deploying
the most salient, creditable and
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effective aspects of humanity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 May 2018.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Much has been written and said about Meghan Markle, not all of it the least
flattering, and in the latter case evidently for endemic racist reasons, since the
news broke of her involvement with and Prince Harry and subsequently in the
wake of their official engagement. To which I will unequivocally and
unapologetically to all these intellectual retards and lowlife specimens of
supposedly Homo sapiens, which I doubt very much that they are, eat your
hearts out. And if in the 21st Century you consciously want to live in your self-
indulgent, delusional, fictional and transparently sewer-infested environment
then, by all means, be my guest.
 
However, for my part and in tandem with everyone whether in Britain, the
Commonwealth or indeed the rest of the world who wants to genuinely wish
Harry and Meghan along with those who do matter most to them the very best
for their forthcoming nuptials on Saturday the 19th May 2018 and, of course, an
exceedingly happy married life together.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Meghan's Baby And The Fruit Of Harry's Loins.
Welcome!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Earnestly conceptualized, tenderly conceived and diligently
delivered your presence has both been fervently awaited
and warmly received in equal measure with immense
pleasure and unconstrained delight by royal well-
wishers and every conscionable person alike,
purposefully and jubilantly mindful that a
new birth and, especially so a first child
born to a couple who're unequivocally
and incalculably in love with each other - and who was itself
clearly and contentedly conceived within the paramountcy
and virtuous inviolability of Holy Matrimony, is finally
and thankfully here; and, additionally, is indisputably
an outstanding opportunity to be totally welcomed
and unreservedly applauded. And, consequently,
on the providential beginning of you heralded
coming, and also merged with the birth of
your parents initial and eagerly-awaited
offspring, my unstinting best wishes
and innermost congratulations go
out to an obviously marvellous
trio: You, freshly born Baby
Windsor, charming father
Harry and, logically of
course, your tangibly
immensely alluring,
most astonishing
and superb new
mum Meghan!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 April 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It is neither a gratuitous hyperbole not any sort of fanciful exaggeration to
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honestly and openly say that any child fortunate enough to be positively and
consciously conceived and afterwards born within the moral and discernibly
comforting parameters of a truly loving, genuinely stable and a progressive
relationship which is itself purposely and blessedly sanctified through the formal
induction and wholehearted assimilation engendered and staunchly sustained by
virtue of the permanent bonds of Holy Matrimony will quite naturally, in such
given circumstances, be a most welcomed, comprehensively loved, fully
appreciated; a consummately regarded and an unrestrainedly cherished addition
to that specific and precious marital relationship in every conceivable way.
 
And particularly so when it's one's first child - although all subsequent children
will be equally loved - these multifaceted experiences that are themselves a
poignant composition of markedly intense emotions that vibrantly encompass not
only a subtle but also a generally uncontrollable amalgamation of spiritual and
psychological sentiments combined with unmistakably powerful reactions, with
the overall effects of which, both physical and psychological in nature, causing
the end result in terms of human emotions to multiply a thousand-fold.
 
Therefore, it's patently obvious to any perceptively discerning individual that with
you Meghan and similarly Harry having irresistibly been caught in the intentional
and accurate crossfire of Cupid's well-aimed arrows which you, like all other
similar and fortunate predecessors of this amorous process instantaneously not
only find yourselves completely smitten with irrepressible love for each other but
have also likewise earnestly capitalized through the planned conception and birth
of your first baby on this most propitious and advantageous occurrence.
 
In accompaniment with the aforesaid statements and sentiments personally
expressed I'd also like to wish their Royal Highnesses, the Duke and Duchess of
Sussex - Harry and Meghan as I always affectionately refer to them as - all the
very best for the future, individually as well as together; as much of a worry-free
existence as is humanly possible; and the kind of active and exceptionally
healthy longevity that's routinely enjoyed by significant numbers of Barbadians
who proudly and thankfully celebrate the undoubted recognition that both the
Barbadian nation and its Diaspora of citizens globally by God's grace physically
enjoy the privilege of being the absolute largest number of living centenarians
anywhere in the world. And, of course, from me personally most sincerely to you
Meghan and Harry a most settled personal and family life for many years to
come. God Bless!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Meghan's Baby Och Frukten Av Harrys Ländar.
Välkommen!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Uppriktigt konceptualiserad, ömt tänkt och flitigt levererat
din närvaro har båda varit väntat och varmt mottaget i
lika storhet med enorma nöje och obegränsad glädje
av kungliga välmående wishers och alla conscion-
able person lika, målmedvetet och jubilöst med-
vetna om att any födelse och speciellt så ett
första barn född till ett par som är otvety-
digt och oförklarligt kär i varandra - och
vem var själv klart och medvetet uppfattas inom överlägsenhet
och dygdets okränkbarhet av Heliga Matrimony, är äntligen
och tack och lov här och dessutom är det otvivelaktigt ett
enastående tillfälle att vara helt välkommen och utan
förbehåll applåderade. Och följaktligen, på försik-
tighetsbegäran av dig heralded kommer och
slås samman med födelsen av dina föräl-
drar initialt och ivrigt väntade avkom-
mor, min otroliga bästa önskningar
och innersta grattis går ut till ett
uppenbart underbart trio: Du,
nyfödd Bebis Windsor, char-
mig far Harry och, logiskt
av självklart oerhört lock-
ande, mest förvånande
och fantastiskt nytt
mamma Meghan!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 april 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Det är inte heller en gratuitous hyperbole som är någon form av fantasi överdrift
för att uppriktigt och öppet säga att ett barn som är lyckligt nog att vara positivt
och medvetet tänkt och därefter född inom de moraliska och uppenbarligen
tröstande parametrarna av ett verkligt kärleksfullt, genuint stabilt och
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progressivt förhållande är själv medvetet och välsignat helligad genom den
formella induktionen och helhjärtat assimilering som uppenbaras och
uppenbarligen upprätthålls i kraft av Heliga Matrimons permanenta bindningar,
är naturligt, under sådana givna omständigheter, en välkomnad, fullständigt
älskad, fullt uppskattad; en fullständigt betraktad och en obegränsat tillskott till
det specifika och värdefulla äktenskapliga förhållandet på alla tänkbara sätt.
 
Och särskilt när det är första barnet - även om alla efterföljande barn kommer
att vara lika älskade - är dessa mångfacetterade upplevelser som en sigande
komposition av tydligt intensiva känslor som vibrerande omfattar inte bara en
subtil men också en allmänt okontrollerad sammanslagning av andliga och
psykologiska känslor i kombination med otvetydigt kraftfulla reaktioner, med de
övergripande effekterna av vilka både fysiska och psykologiska i naturen orsakar
slutresultatet när det gäller mänskliga känslor att multiplicera tusen gånger.
 
Därför är det tydligt uppenbart för varje uppmärksamt krävande individ som med
dig Meghan och på liknande sätt Harry har oemotståndligt fångats i det avsiktliga
och korrekta korset av Cupids välmålade pilar, som du, liksom alla andra
liknande och lyckliga föregångare av denna amorösa process, inte bara hitta eder
fullständigt slagna med oupphörlig kärlek till varandra, men har också lika
kraftigt kapitaliserats genom den första uppfattningen och födelsen av din första
bebis på den mest fördelaktiga och fördelaktiga förekomsten.
 
I ackompanjemang med de ovannämnda uttalandena och känslorna personligen
uttryckt vill jag också önska sina kungliga högheter, hertigen och hertiginnan av
Sussex - Harry och Meghan som jag alltid kärleksfullt hänvisar till dem som - allt
det bästa för framtiden, individuellt som liksom tillsammans lika mycket av en
oroande existens som det är mänskligt möjligt; och den typ av aktiv och
exceptionellt hälsosam livslängd som rutinmässigt åtnjuter ett betydande antal
Barbadians som stolt och tack och lov firar det otvivelaktiga erkännandet att
både den barbadiska nationen och dess diaspora av medborgare globalt genom
Guds nåd fysiskt njuter av privilegiet att vara det absolut största antalet levande
centenarians överallt i världen. Och, naturligtvis, från mig personligt, uppriktigt
sagt till dig, Meghan och Harry, är de mest löpande personliga och familjeliv i
många år framöver. Gud välsigna!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Meghan's Baby Og Frukten Av Harrys Lend.
Velkommen!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Oppriktig konseptualisert, ømt opptatt og flitting leverte din
tilstedeværelshar begge vært ivrig etterlengtet og hjertelig
mottatt i likhet med enorme glede og ubegrenset glede
av kongelig velvære wishers og alle conscionable
person likt, målrettet og jubilant oppmerksom
på at a ny fødsel og, spesielt så et første
barn født til et par som er utvetydig
 
og uforklarlig forelsket i hverandre - og hvem var
selv klart og tilfredsstillende unnfanget innenfor
overordnet og dydig ugjennomtrengelighet
av den hellige ære, er endelig og held-
igvis her; og i tillegg er utvilsomt
en enestående mulighet til å
bli helt velkom-men og
unreservedly applaudert.
 
Og konsekvent, på forsiktighetsbegynnelsen av
deg heralded kommer, og også fusjonert med
fødselen av foreldrene dine startet og ivrig
etterlengtet avkom, mine utrolige beste
ønsker og innerste gratulasjoner går
ut til enåpenbart fantastisk trio:
Du er bare født Baby Windsor,
sjarmerende far Harry og,
logisk av selvfølgelig, din
konkrete utrolig forlok-
kende, mest forbløf-
fende og nydelig
ny mamma
Meghan!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16. april 2019.
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Forfatterens merknader:
Det er verken en gratuitous hyperbole, ikke noe slags fantasisk overdrivelse å
ærlig og åpenbart si at ethvert barn som er heldig nok til å bli positivt og bevisst
oppfattet og etterpå født i de moralske og uttaltlige trøstende parametrene til et
virkelig kjærlig, virkelig stabilt og progressivt forhold som er selv med vilje og
velsignet helliggjort gjennom den formelle induksjonen og helhjertet assimilasjon
oppnådd og sterkt opprettholdt i kraft av de hellige forbønnets permanente
bindinger, vil naturligvis i slike givne tilfeller være en hjertelig velkommen,
fullstendig elsket, fullt verdsatt; en fullstendig betraktet og en uroligende
verdsatt tillegg til det spesifikke og dyrebare ekteskapelige forhold på alle
tenkelige måter.
 
Og særlig når det er sitt første barn - selv om alle etterfølgende barn vil være
like elskede - er disse mangesidede opplevelsene en selvsagt sammensettelse av
markante intense følelser som vibrerende omfatter ikke bare en subtil men også
en generelt ukontrollabel sammenslåing av åndelige og psykologiske følelser
kombinert med umiskjennelig kraftige reaksjoner, med de generelle effektene av
dem, både fysisk og psykologisk, forårsaker sluttresultatet når det gjelder
menneskelige følelser å formere seg tusen ganger.
 
Derfor er det åpenbart åpenbart for enhver oppsiktsvekkende person som
sammen med deg Meghan og lignende har Harry hatt uimotståelig blitt fanget i
det forsettlige og nøyaktige krysset av Cupids velmålrettede piler, som du, som
alle andre lignende og heldige forgjengere av denne amorøse prosessen, ikke
bare finn dere helt slått med uopprettelig kjærlighet til hverandre, men har også
like sterkt kapitalisert gjennom den planlagte oppfatningen og fødselen til din
første baby på denne mest fordelaktige og fordelaktige forekomsten.
 
I akkompagnement med de ovennevnte uttalelser og følelser personlig uttrykt,
vil jeg også ønske deres kongelige høyheter, hertugen og hertuginnen av Sussex
- Harry og Meghan som jeg alltid kjærlig henviser til dem som - alt det aller
beste for fremtiden, individuelt som vel som sammen; så mye av en
bekymringsfri eksistens som det er menneskelig mulig; og den slags aktiv og
usedvanlig sunn levetid som rutinemessig nytes av betydelige antall barbadere
som stolt og heldigvis feirer den utvilsomme anerkjennelsen at både den
barbadiske nasjonen og dens diaspora av borgere globalt ved Guds nåde fysisk
nyter privilegiet å være det absolutt største antallet levende centenarians hvor
som helst i verden. Og selvfølgelig, personlig fra meg personlig Meghan og Harry,
er det mest personlig og familieliv i mange år framover. Gud velsigne!
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Mein Kampf! The Unrivalled Solution To The Malignant
Plague Of Yiddish Zionism.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Mein Kampf was the spiritual, psychological, societal
and natural representation of the German people
collectively, and the longed for regeneration
of their dignity and pride in themselves
once more after the intentionally
humiliating terms, together
with their coldblooded imposition, of the Treaty
of Versailles settlement. And I see absolutely
nothing wrong with that or the apportioning
of blame appropriately to those who were
principally responsible for occasioning
this catastrophic s state of affairs so
callously, and quite noticeably in
the most relentlessly collective
punishment terms, somewhat
heinously and in an utterly
brusque and indifferent
stance, handed out to
the German nation.
 
And it's high time then for contemporary
Germans and particularly all of their
children, who are essentially the
future of Germany, were thus
straightforwardly told the
honest truth about their
own country and not
the customary fantasy version that purports
to be the incontestable veracity of what
supposedly happened, and as a result
is corruptly orchestrated, peddled
and graspingly promulgated ad
nauseum by the international
cohorts of Yiddish Jewish
Zionists and their of one
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mind western, declared
Christian evangelist
collaborators, and
manic obsessed
Armageddon
Crusaders.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 December 2015.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The several relevant articles that I've gone to great lengths to painstaking
publish today Monday 21 December 2015 prior to these specific tweets that will
subsequently be followed by the poem that I've written for the occasion and is
entitled: &quot;Mein Kampf! The unrivalled solution to the malignant plague of
Yiddish Zionism&quot; and all of which can be seen on my personal twitter site
 
The poem referred to previously has come in the wake of the German
government and the teaching associations here in Germany contemplating the
unbanning of Hitler's autobiography Mein Kampf that is analogous to ludicrously
shutting the stable door after the horse has bolted, for it's an open secret here in
Germany that practically every German family has a private copy of Mein Kampf
that was handed down to family members by parents or grandparents who were
around at the time of its open and widespread popularly and were themselves
also avid supporters of Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich. From a personal
perspective I've read it in its original German, the copy of a very close friend of
mine whose father was a senior officer in the German Armed Forces during World
War II and I can find nothing wrong with Mein Kampf; and unapologetically don't
mind saying so.
 
However, Germany after the end of World War II was forced by the victors to do
lots of things it shouldn't have been made to do and banning Mein Kampf was
one of them to placate the Zionists. Now the German authorities want to
reinstate it but for all the wrong reasons I think, as I don't believe it should ever
have been banned; and these revolve around using Mein Kampf purportedly as a
vehicle to stop extremist behaviour; conveniently overlooking the fact that it
certainly wasn't Mein Kampf that initiated extremism in Germany in the first
place but the humiliating Treaty of Versailles for one that was a major factor in
this German equation. Anyway, here's my take on the issue.
 
Germany has much that on sober reflection it can by no means or proffered
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excuses remotely feel proud about but these acts of inhumanity to others and
heinous criminal activities generally pale into insignificance when set against the
sadistic and entrenched barbarism of the United States of America, Britain
France, Zionist apartheid Israel and Belgium for example, notwithstanding their
own multitudinous and dastardly deeds with their own characteristic,
longstanding and ongoing pernicious pedigree, nevertheless from the podium of
their sanctimonious soapboxes still think they've an intrinsic, divine,
exceptionalist and exclusive right to lecture other nations not only on how they
should behave in every category relating to their own international and even
their domestic activities but also are individually entitled to arrogate to
themselves, reserve and utilize the right they accord themselves to determine
how this is done as well as to arbitrarily punish any country that's out of favour
with them and which they subjectively consider to be conducting itself in an
errant fashion. And moreover do so with the unilateral and self-indulgent power
that they grant to themselves and without ever perceiving it necessary to provide
irrefutable proof that what they say has any basis of truth about it, that what
they're doing is absolutely essential or has any legal foundations to it. A classic
case in my view that people living in glass houses shouldn't asininely throw
stones at other peoples' properties! Unfortunately however many western
regimes including that of the United Kingdom are much too dumb to recognize
the obvious.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Merely Fleshing Out Your Concerns!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm certainly not obese, maybe in retrospection just a
little bit fat. But hey, come on, what's wrong with
that? We can't all of us have hour glass figures
you know, and even if desirous to be so just
imagine how boring that would be if such
an inclination were ever to turn into a
dogmatic reality! Anyway, regardless of what you
may think or say of me I personally prefer to be
well-rounded, a bit meaty, and cuddlesome;
and, furthermore, my thoughtful and very
adoring man obviously agrees with me
on that score, as he noticeably loves
me being so you see. And, what's
more, states unequivocally that
my physical dimensions are
indisputably an enormous
turn on for him; that in
turn doesn't half do a
lot for me sexually.
 
Something, this extremely gratifying situation for
him, he most categorically reckons, is evidently
due to him physically having lots more of me
to grab hold of when it comes down to the
business end of things; you know what
I mean! And which I can frankly tell
you is decidedly an enormous and
most energizing catalyst for me
particularly when it involves my very thoroughly
turned on erogenous system, psychologically
as well as physically, and coupled with all
matters pertaining to him. Consequently,
providing that he enjoyably continues
occasioning within me the copious
cycle of multiple orgasms which
are and delightfully have always been his time-
honoured and dedicated habit, and doing so
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with breathtaking dexterity and expertise,
why on earth then should I care or else
be frightened when people like you
politely perceive me as obese or,
more commonly and viciously
on top of that, judgmentally
berate me in your inured
intolerance as outright
repugnant or else as
nauseatingly fat?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
23 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Obesity or fatness as it's also generally called can be occasioned by a number of
different factors, some of these unavoidable others on the other hand distinctly
preventable. In the first category of factors I've referred to, the transparently
unavoidable ones,
of their own accord but are also exacerbated in turn over the months and years
of that individual sufferer's life.
 
The other category, the clearly preventable ones, can be directly attributed to a
multiplicity of factors, among them a sedentary lifestyle comprised of bone
idleness on the individual's part compounded by little or no exercise at all other
than stuffing one's face with highly unsuitable, exceedingly fattening and non-
nutritional junk food; routinely poor dieting, assuming of course that that word
ever enters the culprit's lexicon of words; and, of course, an ongoing lifestyle
coupled invariably with and plagued by entrenched poverty or social deprivation.
 
Notwithstanding the aforementioned however as well as other factors associated
with them, it would be absolutely wrong to automatically assume that obesity or
fatness is associated exclusively with one's educational background, race, class
or the economic environment one happens to be in. Far from it! Since the anxiety
factors associated with obesity or fatness have no specific delineation. But hey,
despite the well-known health factors directly associated with being obese or
discernibly fat, if you're absolutely comfortable with that state of affairs and also
within yourself when it comes to obesity or fatness and you're neither posing nor
presenting discernible problems to anyone, whose business is it but yours how
you physically look?
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Miracle Worker, Gutsy Labtory Conqueror And Plain-
Speaking Hero, Jeremy Corbyn!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The cynical and narcissistically contrived hubristic onward
parade of the Labtory political predators, and schemingly
grasping scavengers has thankfully and encouragingly
been halted in its tracks; and in the wake of that the
relenting thrust constituting the rigorous process
by people like us of these Labtories looming
eclipse is confidently most welcome; well
aware in our conviction that eagerly and
enthusiastically it will portend their
decisive destruction that formally,
earnestly, resolutely and rather
beneficially in the end can
now truthfully and with
passion at last begin.
 
For in so doing the mass of caring, ethical and
conscionable people long marginalized and
their lives intentionally and disdainfully
made a mess, can in this new, quite
noble and entirely unique quest
inspired by public solidarity
and the cherished determination to reclaim
their own personal dignity and respect
for themselves have now mutually
and freely joined forces with
the trove of other, and for
much too long, politically comatose
that have finally woken up to the
real and exciting possibilities
before them, including the
prospect of positively
and informatively taking
back their lives again
and constructively
living them as
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they were
meant to
be.
 
Ditching with consummate ease and pride the burdensome tag
of being dismissively caricatured as the long misused, the
recurrently abused, and the deliberately ignored in our
respective communities; or else simply as those that
were constantly lured, like the Useful Idiots we
evidently were, by political promises which
were never intended to be conserved and
accordingly found ourselves manipulatively,
both literally and figuratively, taken for a
ride – what a thoroughly maddening
drag as we observably now know
and in the bargain, and not to
mince our unkind words,
prominently, and very
much so, also quite
abhorrently and
measurably
absurd!
 
Now the impetus has dramatically changed and,
encouragingly for us within our significantly
dysfunctional communities, there has
observably been an incredible sea
change brought about by this
previously unexpected but
nevertheless enlivening
and very welcome seminal
transformation that has blissfully occurred within
them, causing us to willingly choose and what’s
more collectively and voluntarily throw our
personal lot in - while maturely assuming
full responsibility in relation to matters
directly shaping our daily lives and
aspirations - with the inimitable,
straight talking, a profoundly
honest human being, and
on the ball politician,
Jeremy Corbyn!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
7 September 2013.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
There’s an old and wise Bajan saying that what sweetens rabbit’s mouth
eventually burns its backside.
 
Now you don’t have to be a Bajan, as Barbadians affectionately call themselves,
or be endowed with a genius IQ for that matter to work out the meaning of that
statement; however if you happen to be your typical British dimwit, either
endemically or manipulatively so, then of course you wouldn’t have a clue as to
what that Bajan saying means, and quite frankly it’s not for complete morons like
yourselves that I spend my time writing articles or posting tweets; as to be quite
honest with you I really couldn’t care what happens to you; you could fall off the
face of the earth for all I care, and to be honest with you I’d rather that you
distanced yourself from my sites in the same way as I would eschew the plague
myself if it were still about. In short get lost! For I don’t want nor need you! As
my writing is not for the likes of you.
 
That said, that particular Bajan saying does epitomize what I’m about to say
here. The Tory, Labtory and their fellow traveller scum that perfidiously infect
Britain were beside themselves with glee when Jeremy Corbyn offered himself up
as a candidate for the Labour Party leadership, even applauding themselves that
once and for all his candidacy would demonstrate how out-of-touch these
dinosaurian “Lefties” as they condescendingly refer to them, and most
particularly so Jeremy Corbyn himself, and furthermore then dismissed everyone
who sensibly doesn’t subscribe their self-serving individualism, Zionist-Nazi, in
favour of kissing and obsequiously shoving their heads willingly up the asses of
the One Percenters, the big business conglomerates, multinational corporations,
the hedge funds, criminal banks and parasitical banksters and, of course, the
utterly demented, discernibly feral, psychopathic and conspicuously sociopathic
controllers of the Military Industrial Complex – nest egg building politics that
these sinister political nerds who sit in our UK parliament and their embedded
media stenographers that ape them and propagandize their lying rhetoric as facts
to a mind-bogglingly ill-informed and stupid British public at large that literally
believes everything it’s lyingly and dishonestly told.
 
We even had the decrepit, post-menopausal hag and “human” detritus Margaret
Beckett cynically appending her name to the meagre list of parliamentary MPs
that Jeremy Corbyn was able to scrape together to disingenuously on Beckett’s
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part give the utterly false impression that she and her Labtory slime balls are all
in favour of democracy and diversity not only throughout the UK but also and
most specifically in the Labour Party - that on reflection and close scrutiny of
both instances they clearly aren’t and you’d have to be totally brain-dead to
swallow that load of twaddle and even worst believe it – and consequently Old
Hag Beckett and others just as twisted like her mentally were thus giving Jeremy
Corbyn a “fair and honest” chance to air his political views to party members –
how bloody “generous” (?)  of them – even if the likes of her and fellow travellers
of her ilk within the interloping Labtory element of the Labour Party were, as
they evidently are, diametrically opposed to his political perspective and
proscription for a better Britain. Shouldn’t people be subscribing to and honestly
voting for what they actually believe in rather than dishonestly pretending
otherwise?
 
While at the same time, these people, having a good laugh behind Jeremy
Corbyn’s back, since they were absolutely convinced, and also personally willed it
to be so, that this most honest of men and the only honourable MP, in my view,
in the entirety of parliament on both sides of the aisle would tragically for him
and all other “Lefties” not only be soundly defeated in his Labour Party leadership
bid but most certainly also in Hag Beckett’s sick opinion and that of her
likeminded Labtory ilk be massively humiliated in the process; confirming without
doubt and self-congratulatory so for this said dubious specimen of a woman and
the rest of her creepy morons that constitute and reinforce this foul stain of an
unprecedented level of human faeces within British politics, just how “prized” and
“vital” the odiously corrupt system of governance by all British mainstream
parties is to the United Kingdom.
 
But to return once more to that wise Barbadian proverb they were dead wrong in
their sick and distinctly twisted analysis with even Hag Beckett castigating and
describing herself as a “Moron” – how right you are prized bitch but for all the
wrong reasons – for signing Jeremy Corbyn’s nomination papers as an MP to get
him onto the ballot paper. And with the incomparable Jeremy Corbyn and his
legion of supporters nationally who are Labour through and through but who over
the years have been callously and cynically disenfranchised and marginalized by
the criminal antics of mass murderers, crimes against humanity and war crimes
perpetrators like Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, Margaret Beckett and the rest of
them that hijacked the Labour party and turned it into something that its
founders as well as its myriad of contemporary supporters never envisaged or
wanted it to become, realizing this massive sea change in Jeremy Corbyn’s
favour by honest people out there who espied a genuine and honest Labourite
when they saw one and are prepared to put their heads above the parapet and
support him, what do we find ourselves lumbered with from loathsome carpet-
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bagging “supporters” of democracy, you guessed it; the employment of every
trick in their prolific armoury of fraudulent practices to, by any means of
skulduggery at their disposal, rob Jeremy Corbyn of his rightful victory.
 
But the political climate out here has changed dramatically, and let them try is all
I have to say! In the meantime, to all you Jeremy Corbyn’s supporters and well
wishers nationally, I salute you and proudly say keep the faith; for our march has
at last begun and is also irreversibly on its way! So a big thank you to all of you.
YOU’RE ABSOLUTELY SUPER!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Mistakes
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Mistakes are the partly hidden stepping stones
in the fast running stream of our everyday
lives on which we can either falter and
fall into the uncertain depths below
us, or use them as a bridgehead
to hopefully more rewarding
and enduring experiences.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 February 2019.
 
Author's Remarks:
Of course there's a breed of perceived human beings who routinely delude
themselves that they're both incapable of making any mistakes and, of course,
from their sick perspective never do. And who are they?Politicians, the one
percent of human kind and naturally their toadying and sycophantic fellow
followers.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Mitt Nye Skjegg
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du kom til virkeligheten ikke fordi jeg ønsket en eller for
den saken, hadde til og med tenkt på behovet for å ha
en, siden ingen av disse to forekomstene hadde
til og med fjernt krysset tankene mine enn
si innebygde seg selv der. Så veldig
eksistens og naturlig nok uventet nærvær her, du ser, er
i utgangspunktet den suksessrike kombinasjonen
av den utilfredsstillende overbærenheten til
en uvanlig handling av latskap av meg
som har klart og ganske selvsagt,
med fordel resulterte i den
ivrige spiringen, viss
oppmuntring der, og hva som
har transparentbli det umis-
kjennelige og etablert
faktum av hva er nå
mest utmerket og
lokkende vekst
av ansiktshår.
Uventet men innbydende så
det er sant å si; og av
tingenes utseende
permanent her
til oppholde
seg!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Omhyggelig en renbarbert person synes jeg likevel at jeg ser ganske hente ut
med dette nye skjegget av meg.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Modestly And Most Appreciatively, Sarah!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We were all of us - without any consultation on the part of
those who conceived and biologically sired us, far less
so any permission from us - born into this world that
inescapably, as far as I know, until the emergence
of death and the life hereafter must inevitably
stay here. All well and good that, if we've
been provided by those concerned with
a favourable start in life and the subsequent constructive
support, in all of its positive forms, that's necessarily
and understandably required in the circumstances
that we find ourselves in and is critical for our
likely improvement as human beings. But,
all the same, the onus isn't to be always,
unswervingly and exclusively that of
those who gave us life, for we too
have our part to play in defining
what we beneficially become
and how we can efficiently
achieve that desired goal.
 
And you Sarah, young though you evidently
are, have, however, already spectacularly,
thankfully and illustratingly developed
those crucial aspects of life which in
your instinctive and engaging way
you most excitingly empathize
with others, to forever infuse
in those who're conferred
with the fortuitous luck,
in your case, of even
informally but also
most delightfully
too, in getting
to know you.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 March 2018.
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Author's Remarks:
This work was completely inspired by, conceived because of and was, therefore,
written for and is specifically dedicated to the named person who is visibly
mentioned in it. Her name is Sarah, and she is an employee of a supermarket
chain called Morrisons where I customarily shop when I am in the UK.
 
British, though I undoubtedly am, I must honestly say that when it comes to
customer service in the UK, and from my personal experience perspective, large
supermarket stores as well as other commercial firms, the &quot;service&quot; -
if one can actually call it that - is, to say the very least, habitually appalling; and
that's being as polite as I can get, or care to bein this particular instance. A
perpetual state of affairs in which those, for the most part, whose individual job
it is to be at minimal ordinarily polite to the paying customer, is as rare as having
a snowstorm in Barbados.
 
In addition, the incredible thing is that many of them do not seem to care,
oblivious it would appear to the blindingly obvious fact that those whom they are
treating in this rather off-hand manner are actually the ones, at the end of the
day, who are actually paying their wages or salaries. But they get away with it
and evidently do so for a variety of reasons. Among these, their rank stupidity.
However, enough of these endemic lowlifes.
 
Therefore, it's a rare treat and an undoubted pleasure when at times, and wholly
unexpectedly, one does come across persons in these positions who are not only
fully au fait with their jobs but are also polite, helpful and, in a word, human. And
that's where this story starts.
 
I'd never in all my previous occasions at this specific branch of Morrisons, where
the conduct of the staff members there and whom I'd dealt with before is overall
excellent, and I honestly do mean that, met Sarah. However, I am sure you will
agree with me - those of you who have any worthwhile grey matter for a brain,
that is - that there are people that having come across them for very first time
one instinctively knows that they're exceptional.
 
I am exceedingly well travelled and have met all sorts of people in my life
ranging from the good and the bad to the indifferent - and it is all in a day's work
to me. That said, there are some people, who just like a scenic situation that
instantaneously and tremendously inspires you - and if you have ever been to
Barbados then you will know what I am talking about (smile)- who immediately
do the same. And as a poet, who is completely fascinated by things physically or
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inspirationally beautiful - whether these are animate or inanimate - I always
either promptly, or at the very earliest opportunity soon afterwards, passionately
commit my thoughts and the beauty of what I saw physically or psychological
onto paper, and thereafter a new poem is born.
 
That's my general pattern when I'm abroad, and there is no hesitancy on my part
in doing so, as I know that when it comes to people there my efforts and actions
will be appreciated in the altruistic sense in which they were conceived and
subsequently shared. Alas, that is something that I definitely eschew in my home
country of Britain, and for very good reasons too.
 
To begin with, altruism is not a word that the overwhelming majority of people in
Britain have any notion of what it is, and even if one were to explain it to them
they still either would not understand or actually care. Therefore, taking into
consideration my very erudite brain and also my staunch religious upbringing,
and chiefly so in the case of my fellow Brits, I always desist in their case of my
pointlessly resorting to my casting pearls before swine, both literally and
figuratively
 
And for sound reasons too: Write a poem, against the backdrop I have earlier
painted as well as pointed out in the case of a Brit generally, whether that person
is male or female, and he or she I can absolutely guarantee you that instinctively
as well as invariably that individual will doubtlessly think, and actually believe,
that I MUST, quite naturally for them, unquestionably have an ulterior motive in
mind for doing what I've done. And being unreservedly just as I quite
unapologetically am a straight, incontrovertible and an unapologetic
heterosexual, Black male in what's unrestrainedly a markedly proselytized Dyke,
Queer and ridiculously professed Transgender Britain - or as one British writer
pertinently described the latter situation recently as &quot;men in frocks&quot; -
unrestrictedly contaminating this purported green and pleasant land with their
presence and attendant paedophilia doings - I emphatically most certainly don't
have to graphically outline the instinctive responses, and the connotations behind
them, when someone, who is completely different in mind-set from them, makes
an altruistic gesture, even when it's a literary work of art like poetry.
 
However, there are a few occasions though when my altruistic nature plainly
rebels against my taking such a hesitant approach when I'm in Britain, and
accordingly I cautiously embark on taking the proverbial chance. And in doing so,
and consequently and enthusiastically writing this poem for Sarah - having
earlier, courteously and entirely reciprocally on her part informed her of what I
was contemplating doing, and in that procedure charmingly acquiring her full
assent - went ahead with this project. And what you now see, read and hopefully
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enjoy is what I'd gallantly planned on doing all along.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Modestly Og Mest Takknemlig, Sarah!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vi var alle av oss - uten noen konsultasjon fra de som
unnfanget og biologisk drev oss, langt mindre så
noen tillatelse fra oss - født inn i denne verden
det uavhengig, så vidt jeg vet, til fremveksten
av døden og livet heretter må uunngåelig
bli her. Alt godt og bra det, hvis vi har
blitt gitt av de berørte en gunstig
start i livet og den etterfølgende konstruktive Støtte,
i alle dens positive former, er det nødvendigvis
og for-ståelig nok kreves under omstendig-
heteneat vi befinner oss i og er kritisk
for vår sannsynlig forbedring som
mennesker. Men, alt det samme,
onus er ikke å være alltid, un-
swervingly og utelukkende
det av de som ga oss livet,
for oss også ha vår rolle å spille i
å definer hva vi med fordel blir
og hvordan vi kan effektivt
oppnå det ønskede målet.
 
Og du, SARAH - ung selv om du tydeligvis
er, har imidlertid allerede spektakulært,
heldigvis og illustrerende utviklet
de avgjørende aspekter av livet
som I din instinktiv og engasjerende måte du
føler deg mest spennende sammen med
andre, for alltid å tilintetgjøre i de
som er tildelt med det uheldig
flaks, i ditt tilfelle, til og
med uformelt, men
også mest herlig
også i å få å
kjenne
deg.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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24. mars 2018.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Dette arbeidet ble helt inspirert av, oppfattet på grunn av og ble derfor skrevet
for og er spesielt dedikert til den navngitte personen som er synlig nevnt i den.
Hennes navn er Sarah, og hun er en ansatt i en supermarkedkjede som heter
Morrisons, hvor jeg vanligvis handler når jeg er i Storbritannia.
 
Britisk, selv om jeg utvilsomt er det, må jeg ærlig si at når det gjelder
kundeservice i Storbritannia, og fra mitt personlige erfaringsperspektiv, store
supermarked butikker og andre kommersielle firmaer, &quot;service&quot; - hvis
man faktisk kan kalle det det er, for det minste, vanligvis rystende; og det er så
høflig som jeg kan få, eller bry deg om å være i denne spesielle forekomsten. En
evig situasjon hvor de som for det meste, hvis individuelle jobb det er å være
minst normalt høflig overfor betalende kunder, er like sjelden som å ha en
snøstorm i Barbados.
 
I tillegg er det utrolige at mange av dem ikke ser ut til å bry seg, uvitende, det
ser ut til det blindingly åpenbare faktum at de som de behandler på denne
ganske off-hand-måten, er faktisk de, på slutten av dagen, som faktisk betaler
lønn. Men de kommer bort med det og tydeligvis gjør det av en rekke grunner.
Blant disse, deres rang dumhet. Men nok av disse endemiske lowlifes.
 
Derfor er det en sjelden godbit og en utvilsom glede når det til tider, og helt
uventet, man står overfor personer i disse stillingene som ikke bare er fullstendig
opptatt av jobbene sine, men også høflige, hjelpsomme og menneskelige. Og det
er her denne historien starter.
 
Jeg hadde aldri i alle mine tidligere anledninger på denne spesifikke grenen av
Morrisons, hvor oppførselen til de ansatte der og jeg hadde behandlet før, er
generelt utmerket, og jeg ærlig mener det, møtte Sarah. Imidlertid er jeg sikker
på at du vil være enig med meg - de som har noe verdifullt galt materiale for en
hjerne, det vil si - at det er folk som har kommet over dem for første gang en
instinktivt vet at de er eksepsjonelle.
 
Jeg er overordentlig godt reist og har møtt alle slags mennesker i livet mitt, alt
fra det gode og det onde til det likegyldige - og det er alt i en dags arbeid for
meg. Når det er sagt, er det noen mennesker, som akkurat som en naturskjønn
situasjon som øyeblikkelig og enormt inspirerer deg - og hvis du noen gang har
vært i Barbados så vil du vite hva jeg snakker om (smil)- som umiddelbart gjør
det samme. Og som en dikter, som er helt fascinert av ting som er fysisk eller
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inspirerende vakkert - enten det er animert eller livløs - har jeg alltid enten
raskt, eller så snart som mulig, kort tid etterpå lidenskapelig begått mine tanker
og skjønnheten til det jeg så fysisk eller psykologisk på papir, og deretter blir et
nytt dikt født.
 
Det er mitt generelle mønster når jeg er i utlandet, og det er ingen hesitasjon fra
meg, da jeg vet at når det gjelder folk der, vil mine anstrengelser og handlinger
bli verdsatt i altruistisk forstand der de ble unnfanget og senere delt. Akk, det er
noe jeg definitivt skuffer i mitt hjemland i Storbritannia, og av veldig gode
grunner også.
 
Til å begynne med er altruisme ikke et ord som det overveldende flertallet av
mennesker i Storbritannia har noen oppfatning av hva det er, og selv om man
skulle forklare det for dem, ville de heller ikke forstå eller faktisk bry seg. Derfor
tar jeg alltid hensyn til min meget ærlige hjerne og også min trofaste religiøse
oppdragelse, og hovedsakelig så i tilfelle av mine britiske briter. Jeg avventer
alltid i tilfelle at jeg uanstrengt anvender mine avstøpningsperler før svin, både
bokstavelig og figurativt
 
Og av lydige grunner også: Skriv et dikt, mot bakteppet jeg tidligere har malt, og
påpekt i tilfelle av en Brit generelt, om personen er mann eller kvinne, og han
eller hun kan absolutt garantere deg det instinktivt som så vel som alltid, vil den
enkelte tvilsomt tenke, og faktisk tro at jeg må, helt naturlig for dem, uten tvil
ha et ukjent motiv i tankene for å gjøre det jeg har gjort. Og for å være
uforbeholdent, akkurat som jeg ganske uhensiktsmessig er en rett, uopprettelig
og en unapologetic heteroseksuell, svart mann i det som uhindret er en markert
proselytisert Dyke, Queer og latterlig bekjent Transgender Britain - eller som en
britisk forfatter omtalt beskrev sistnevnte situasjon nylig som &quot;menn i frost
&quot;- ubegrenset forurensning av dette påståtte grønne og behagelige landet
med deres tilstedeværelse og tilhørende pedofilie-handlinger - jeg må absolutt
ikke grafisk skissere de instinktive svarene og konnotasjonene bak dem når
noen, som er helt annerledes i tankene - satt fra dem, gjør en altruistisk gestus,
selv når det er et litterært kunstverk som poesi.
 
Imidlertid er det noen anledninger skjønt når min altruistiske natur helt klart
opprører mot at jeg tar en så tøff tilnærming når jeg er i Storbritannia, og derfor
forsiktig begynner jeg å ta den ordspråklige sjansen. Og ved å gjøre det, og
følgelig og entusiastisk skrive dette diktet til Sarah, har hun tidligere, høflig og
helt gjensidig fra henne, gitt henne beskjed om hva jeg hadde tenkt å gjøre, og i
den prosessen sjarmerende anskaffer henne fullstendig samtykke - fortsatte med
dette prosjektet. Og det du nå ser, lese og forhåpentligvis nyt, er det jeg hadde
galant planlagt på å gjøre hele tiden.
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Stanley Collymore
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Momentum: Thoroughly With It And A Truly
Inspirational Phenomenon!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Non-flamboyantly confident, completely devoid
of all traces of propagandistic garbage and
grandstanding, sickeningly in your face
hubris or any veneer of concertedly
engineered and disingenuous
equivocation so very commonplace among
the coterie of today's self-absorbed and
obsessively self-serving politicians in
both institutions of the UK's main
parliament: the House of Lords
and the House of Commons, Momentum like
a refreshing breeze on a discernibly muggy
and utterly debilitatingly humid day has
emerged rather welcomingly on the
scene, spontaneously and quite
timely to diligently facilitate
the onset of and crucially
coordinate as well the
dire necessity for a
wholly new kind
of UK politics.
 
The kind that is mature, all-inclusive, intelligently
thought out and impartially caters not only for
the salient needs of all Britons who require
its assistance but also those who choose
of their own free will to be residents in
our country, while intentionally and
quite unapologetically abhorring as
it purposefully at the same time
distances itself from what has
so consistently been the case
in living memory and over
several generations, as this can rightly be attributed
to as commonplace, the distinctly discernible and
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disproportionate advantage, almost to the point
of exclusivity, of absolute partiality in favour
of the already privileged elites constantly
and eagerly fawned upon by brainless
plebeian morons; and why it is that
Momentum in a masterstroke of
sheer genius and open-minded
clarity has vibrantly emerged
to be the prudent voice and
an appreciative vehicular
platform for optimistic
and lasting change in
Britain as well as an
driving force to be
reckoned with in
absolute support
of the People's
Champion and
a manifestly
ethical man
and caring
politician
JEREMY
Corbyn!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 July 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Influentially inspired by the inimitable Jeremy Corbyn and powerfully reinforced
by the absolutely sterling work and endeavours initiated by and assiduously and
collectively as well as personally carried out by the astute, sensible and
professional leadership and completely committed membership and grass root
supporters of MOMENTUM, it's my utmost pleasure and great honour to fully
dedicate this poem to all of you for what you're conscionably, conscientiously and
appreciatively doing.
 
Namely, to make this Britain that we all love not only a better, fairer and a more
just society for yourselves but equally as well everyone who's domestically
residing in it and additionally and hopefully too enable the same to happen for
the rest of the world's population that so desperately needs our help also.
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And to this end and for all of you proudly associated with Momentum I earnestly
and gratefully wish to say a wholehearted: &quot;Thank you! &quot; And
optimistically implore you to carry on as you've begun, while through our
individual and collective efforts doing our very best to make it possible to say a
deservingly permanent goodbye to the non-empowerment era of yesteryear that
regrettably is still fashionable among sections of our society who delusionally
assume that they have an inalienable, unchallengeable and undemocratic right to
enduringly rule our country as well as the rest of the world.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Money Is Our God And We'll Follow It Religiously
Wherever It Leads; Even To Germany!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How sick can you be when throughout your selfish,
pathetic, covetous and wholly self-serving lives
you emphatically, disdainfully and gleefully
condemn Germany - notwithstanding its
present day unquestionable status in
the harrowing aftermath of what
was discernibly for it a most terrible internecine and
highly disastrous European Civil War: you know
the one which the victors of it vaingloriously
did and their corresponding warmongering
successors still carry on self-importantly
referring to as World War II, and now
an ultra-modern, and demonstrably
principled as well as a markedly
democratic country - as a pariah state to be keenly
shunned, while its many and determined critics
continue to fraudulently conceive, then quite
deviously and propagandistically eagerly
promote their purposely biased notions
to nastily support their mendaciously
contrived and lying assertions that
Germany is still some kind of an
inveterate Nazi-inspired nation
with deep reactionary fascistic
tendencies, or as an invented
civilized country is neither
fit to be living along with
in a global community
nor for that matter to
be dealing with in
the 21st Century!
 
Yet after all these critics' scheming, xenophobic and
Brexit escapades creating in the process for them
an unexpectedly turbulent situation where their
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calculated shit has not only proverbially but
also in actuality hit the fan of star-crossed
controversy and in addition with the tide
of opportunism having turned rather decisively and
disastrously against them - guess what? To avoid
the dire consequences of what they purposely,
hubristically and most agreeably embarked
upon, these greedy sods who chronically
always with financial aspirations upper-
most in their sick minds, incredibly,
but unsurprisingly with Germany:
that recurrently vilified but all the same in marked
contrast to the United Kingdom transparently a
much more stable and affluent country now
impudently want to get hold of German
passports, gallingly and self-servingly
become part of the German nation,
and as they shrewdly hedge their
bets by being German citizens
carry on as usual with their
vice-like hold on as well
as omnipresent control
of the rest of Britain!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 October 2016.
 
 
Author's remarks:
Say what you will about these loathsome Zionist lowlifes that disproportionate to
their numbers within the UK none the less either directly control through the
banks and other financial services; the media: whether corporately owned by
them or as is the case with the BBC supposedly a state enterprise  compulsorily
and publicly financed by a longsuffering British public whose needs it doesn't
serve; or else manifestly, these Zionists, dictatorially and emphatically always lay
down their required policies that must be followed and particularly so when it
comes to the chief and undoubted UK political king/queen maker Rupert Murdoch
whose insistence MUST be obeyed at all times by whoever is the titular head put
in charge of overseeing these dictated policies and very much relating to Britain
and always without question at the command of and to the financial advantage of
this Zionist scum are carried out. And furthermore whose influence is all
pervasive - there's no getting away from the fact that love or hate them they can
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hardly be described as dull or not being in one's face.
 
Warmongers, barbaric war criminals, mendacious purveyors of some of the worst
crimes against humanity in the annals of recorded history and still ongoingly so;
graspingly avaricious bastards and bitches without even the slightest modicum of
conscionable behaviour, principles, integrity, decency, humanity, any
comprehension whatsoever of what constitutes genuine law and order far less so
natural justice collectively between them; a markedly obsessive and graspingly
covetous penchant for exploitatively seizing with the maximum of brutality and in
the most barbarous manner the legitimate assets and natural resources of others
and doing all of this and much more in that characteristically odious and inhuman
fashion of theirs without a morsel of remorse or compassion on their part ever; is
very much the perverse and odiously characteristic nature of these lowlife Zionist
scum who run Britain!
 
And how and why do they get away with it in Britain? Simple! Because significant
sections of the British public overall are deeply ingrained cap-doffing to their
unthinkingly perceived social betters, inveterate social climbing assholes and
inured masochists, who the more they get their asses kicked in by these people
the more they relish this sort of treatment. Very much akin to the condition
known as battered wives/partner syndrome.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Money, Money, Money It's The Rich Man's Friend; And
Obviously House Of Commons Mps Too!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Wasn't asking overpaid, greedy and highly incompetent
that the vast majority of the House of Commons MPs
are, if they wanted a huge pay rise and then giving
them sole authorization to determine that specific
conclusion for themselves somewhat analogous
to nicely asking a serial and recidivist rapist
with clear psychopathic leanings attendant
with discernible sociopathic proclivities
in the bargain if he savours abducting,
degrading and routinely abusing girls
and women of all ages; and when unsurprisingly he
honestly answers yes to that question he's amply
rewarded not just by him being given absolute
freedom to carry on as before with what he
likes doing but also risibly is guaranteed
the sole right to personally sanction the
escalation of his criminal behaviour
with obviously increased impunity
combined by a total indifference
to any concern about immunity
to act at all times as he jolly well pleases,
since he knows perfectly well that his
sexual inclinations will be tolerably
understood by the likeminded and
influential among the great and
the good; so no need to worry!
Snouts in the trough, greedy,
considerably self-serving,
British politicians to my
mind unquestionably
and readily fall into
the same dissolute
category of base
persons I find!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
11 February 2016.
 
 
Author's thoughts:
Why on earth would any self-respecting, self-serving, utterly self-centred, House
of Commons career-oriented and snout in the trough MP sully his or her
conscience - giving them the benefit of the doubt and liberally assuming that
individually they do have one, which frankly this writer doesn't for a solitary
moment think is the case or that any of the aforementioned has or is predisposed
either genetically or ethically, also providing that they actually know or are in the
least concerned as to what that latter word means, to the acquisition by them
and naturally in their opinion such a superfluous thing as a conscience, what on
earth is that? - or unwarrantedly demean themselves publicly by character-wise
ludicrously as they interpret it refusing on rather spurious, insubstantial and also
thoroughly specious grounds and similarly unquestionably politically correct
notions of supposed &quot;moral principles&quot; asininely turn down a
handsome salary increase for themselves?
 
And furthermore to embark on such an unforgivable thing in deference to the
quite spuriously peddled assertion that while they're financially aggrandizing
themselves in this open manner the ordinary plebeians throughout the country
aren't receiving any such increases in their wages. But hang on a second; all but
the most dim-witted of these plebeians across the 650 parliamentary
constituencies within the UK must know that comparable pay rises for some or all
of them at present would be a complete travesty of justice or any semblance of
fair play in the current circumstances. Why so?
 
Because the nation, our precious United Kingdom, can NOT afford and must not
cave in, however onerous or persuasive the pressure might be on us MPs,
unnecessarily to such overt blackmailing tactics that at the best of times wouldn't
be any credit to our country and much less so at a time of serious and mounting
austerity!
 
However, as for us House of Commons MPs confidently agreeing to and
accordingly as well accepting our, and I do believe deservedly so, pay rise that's
not only a clear sign of our thoughtful maturity but also of our collective
responsibility as your concerned parliamentary representatives of ensuring that
we continue to have the very best minds in parliament to resourcefully and
successfully fight this accursed blight of austerity that affects the entire country,
that's you and us, but also in the process to be able to do so effectively, and in
order to fully achieve that must be properly rewarded also for our commitment
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and efficacy. And surely you must admit that nothing in this world of any value
ever comes cheaply!
 
So please spare us the criticisms and don't devalue the sterling work we're doing
by fixatedly focusing on the money we earn as MPs or equating our salaries and
actions to the grasping wishes or unjust demands of those among the public
generally or even of our constituents specifically that are either painstakingly and
maliciously choosing to deliberately misrepresent what we're doing or else are
persons who while happy to consistently and disingenuously criticise us, your
MPs for our alleged avariciousness none the less carefully waste no time when it
comes to themselves for perpetually it seems wanting something for nothing.
 
So at this time of the year symbolizing love, fellowship and peaceful accord
please trust the motives and word of your &quot;caring&quot; MP. And as you
celebrate St. Valentine's Day forget about our unimportant salaries as MPs and
DOLEFUL thoughts of austerity. Just a joke! All the very best then hopefully, and
we say this most sincerely, from your democratically elected House of Commons
MPs!
 
PS: As mitigating circumstances the writer of the above was inadvertently caught
up in scientific gravitational waves while medicinally imbibing of a glass of Mount
Gay Rum, Barbados' finest and the world's oldest and original rum. So the
analysis of his comments, which is an indifference to him, is left entirely to your
judgement!
 
Stanley Collymore
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More Not Less Sleaze, Please! After All, We're British
Mps!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
White Brits of every social strand, educational background
and equally the two recognizably known, time-provably
enduring, naturally biologically prescribed - whether
by the hand of God Himself or through Nature on
his behalf - globally commonly acknowledged,
correspondingly extensively accepted and thus reputably
honoured genders, in addition to those putative others
and perceptibly bogus ones dubiously rolled out in
these current times that numerous campaigning
advocates of them including these self-same
Britons, who in their absolutely perverse,
malicious at times and also perverted
delusions both pledge to as staunch
zealots of, as well as misguidedly
at best, and rather illogically at
its worst credit to themselves.
 
Then haughtily in their absurdly proselytized assertions
demand that the entirely sane and normal everyday
occupants among the British population at large
and comparably elsewhere in other evidently
autonomous and sovereign nations of the
broader world must likewise like them
diligently aspire to, amenably follow and naturally too in
this idiotic process, self-servingly, unconditionally and
unambiguously sexually capitalize upon. While, on
the other hand, similarly renowned for intensely,
purposely, most fraudulently and thoroughly
unreservedly propagandizing the already
well-publicized but decidedly none the
less phoney conception based on the
constructed moral opinion that all
white Britons aren't personally
basically cautiously diffident
but are additionally overtly
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respectably circumspect
when it comes to the artfully encouraged and
provocatively carnal inveiglement of sex.
Hence the well-drilled and absorbedly
specious UK mantra no less of: &quot;No
sex please, for we are (and thus,
it's to be intuitively assumed)
perceptibly, white British! &quot;
 
A conjecture that very often and much more realistically
fitting in its subliminal, entirely far-fetched, racially
constructed and bizarrely employed execution, is
a most rigorous and rather purposely engaged
in state of affairs that from a calculatedly
white British, pompously affected and
even a self-evident and an evidently
implausibly deluded position which bears no tangible
resemblance whatsoever to what actually in private
at home in Britain, or more frequently so when
white Brits, either individually or otherwise
in their collective numbers, habitually go
overseas on their vacation. Every day
manifestations, from the customary
home-based cuckolding and their
regularized, adulterous affairs
that are actively engaged in,
wanton and unmistakably
clandestine displays of
chronicled situations
linking, on the one
hand, exquisitely
delightful and
romantically
meaningful
affiliations.
 
But on the other side of this equation is the
frighteningly dark side of the delusional
exclusivist, self-absorbedly pompous,
implausibly licentious, degenerate,
British privileged elites and our
MPs sequential, insulting and
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predatory sexual activities.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 November 2017.
 
Author's Remarks:
So it's a no-brainer, won't you say, that as honourable and responsible MPs and
naturally too as members of that coterie of privileged elites of Britain to which we
justly belong that we're thoroughly entitled, and entirely from the perspective if
nothing else of simply who and what we irrefutably are and, of course as well,
from our obviously elected legislative and decidedly advantaged positions to
determine what's best for everyone and de facto the entire nation.
 
And to that must additionally be added the immensely important and specifically
bolstering portfolio, parliamentary-speaking, of what from our very own
incalculably, knowledgeable point of view and personal experiences may
superficially on the surface appear to be prima face acts of chance or even gross
and serial immorality, but when carefully and impartially examined by us MPs
turn out instead to be concerted actions of malicious and mendacious gossips or
worst still malevolent disparagements that most categorically bear no semblance
whatsoever to the honesty as apart from the calumny of the genuine situation
being talked about, examined or media-wise reported on.
 
So please, as MPs we earnestly urge you to get rid of these spurious allegations
about us and others our kind from your ill-informed minds, and both intelligently
and charitably subscribe to the enshrined principle of due process in the face of
these entirely groundless allegations that can correctly be likened to one
gratuitously spitting in a gusty breeze. And fully accept on the part of the United
Kingdom that, those of us who're most honoured to be part of this divinely
blessed and outstanding nation must reciprocally in grateful recognition of our
MPs onerous workloads and unquestionably special needs accord to them the
automatic right to personally and unceasingly indulge in far more and most
certainly not less sleaze!
 
Stanley Collymore
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More Orgasms Not Less I Say! And Why Not Have A
National Orgasm Day?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I was once haplessly obliged to overhear, as was everyone
else on that public omnibus to Worthing, a rather loud
monologue debilitatingly pretty annoying because
it was actually so mindlessly uninspiring but
nevertheless continuously went on apace
while risibly passing itself off as
a conversation when nothing
of the kind, I freely admit, could
have been further removed in
logical terms from the utter
grandstanding and wind-
bawling pursuit of
this incredibly
narcissistic,
female
twit!
 
The subject she was distinctly and obsessively
concerned with, as was quite obvious to all
of us from the very beginning and who
unfortunately were ensconced with
her throughout our journey on
that No.23 public transport
bus owned and operated
by the regional company Metrobus was sex,
which this woman clearly had a problem
with but apparently didn’t see things
that way, making it abundantly clear
in her distinctly ostentatious and
what transparently for her was
also emphatically passed off
as an objective discourse, that by no stretch
of anyone’s imagination was she a fan,
or could ever be influenced to be, of
sexual intercourse and much less
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so the personal indulgence of
being plausibly prevailed
upon by anybody, man
or woman, to having
sexually induced
orgasms which
plainly were
out of that
question!
 
And while she grudgingly conceded that Nature’s perverse
and extremely challenging interventions, as she perceives
some sexual inclinations to be, do at times cause that
unfortunately chosen individual to prioritize and
regrettably out of carnal necessity indulge in
sexually relieving themselves occasionally
in such given situations; all the same,
she emphatically stated, their prevalence
disturbingly compounded by the well known physical and
moral dangers of such extravagances ought not to be
cavalierly understated in the maddening rush to
get one’s self sexually mated, but should
instead be most sagaciously and self-
controllably in every conceivable
fashion be seen as a cancerous
curse or even worst and never tolerated let alone
willingly encouraged simply for the sake of
gratuitously having what are very often
overrated and, especially for women
having sex with men, invariably
impossible to achieve, quite
uneventful and regularly
resulting in generally
embarrassing and
shrewdly faked,
hot-blooded
orgasms!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
23 October 2015.
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Author’s Remarks:
This passenger, of course, was and is entitled to her personal points of view and
while I support her entitlement to express them in an appropriate forum I
nevertheless don’t subscribe to any one frequently unprovoked in any way
stridently, and most unconcernedly for the sensitivity or the right to travel
peaceably on a public mode of transport and who just as intrinsically is entitled
to that right having such rights callously and or narcissistically usurped by others
with a particular bee in their bonnet.
 
That said, and even though this woman’s arguments were manifestly skewed by
God alone knows what and that’s not for me to decipher as I didn’t know her and
even though she was making a profound nuisance of herself it wasn’t me that
she was directly addressing but in effect all of us who were basically involuntarily
trapped on that bus with her, there were some points that she made that were
nevertheless valid I thought. But that’s my opinion and you’re perfectly and at
will entitled to yours after reading this poem.
 
What I would say though is this, that there appears to be a very disconcerting
and increasingly as well irritating phenomenon pervading large tracts of the UK
where people with little of substance to say and regardless of whether or not
anyone wants to hear let alone actually listen to what they decide to unthinkingly
regurgitate from within their generally purblind minds, automatically think that
they have a dispensation to do precisely that.
 
And other than the restriction of sex effectively used as a tool to prevent more of
their kind being insidiously produced, I really don’t see why the curtailment of a
rather practical and highly efficient means of continuing a particular species and
that generally is most pleasurable as well should be inhibited.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Most Emphatically A Bajan In Every Regard!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You persistently gave much needed succour to my
forbearers in their hour of need; and throughout
the painfully long, trying and devastating
calamities they were routinely and
inhumanly subjected to you
were always there.
 
Just as you provided the inspiration for the
endeavours of my grandparents and
parents' generations, as well as
my own, to combat and
rise above the feral
propensity of the albino Caucasian hordes
who intuitively, though ludicrously by
virtue of their barbarity, convinced
themselves then and even to this
day still believe against all
rational judgement that they
are racially superior in every
way to the Black sons and
daughters that you gave
rise to, nurtured and
consistently have
empowered to
forever stand
their ground
and never
ever run
away.
 
We've learnt those lessons well! Are hugely proud
of what you've already done and intentionally,
regardless of the circumstances, will carry
on doing, wherever we are, for all of
us; and as faithful sons and loyal
daughters all do joyfully and
indefatigably reassert our
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enduring love, absolute
and unquestioning
loyalty and utter commitment to
you our truthfully blessed,
beloved and profoundly
inspiring homeland
that is Barbados!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 November 2014.
 
 
A Progenitorial Tribute:
 
On the 30th November 2014 Barbados celebrates 48 years as a durably stable,
democratic, immensely well-educated - the country has a truly impressive 100%
adult literacy rate, which is recurrently confirmed by UNESCO and, as a result,
proudly puts it among the top five nations globally in this educational
stratosphere of the truly excellent.
 
Education in Barbados is statutorily but welcomingly by all Bajans compulsorily
universal as well as absolutely and legally free - namely that it's fully state
funded at all levels from all pre-school stages, including kindergarten, to higher
educational and postgraduate university studies by consensual parliamentary
agreement as well as every Barbadian government that assumes power -
regardless of its general and overall political ideology - to all those who are of
Barbadian heritage and residing on the island, irrespective of where in the world
they were born or actually grew up.
 
Significantly, too, with a phenomenal and comprehensively universal health care
system that's likewise funded by the state at the behest of the government in
office and completely free to all those in need of its services at the point of entry
and throughout their lifetime, Barbados is truly blessed with an enormously
healthy population across the board of its inhabitants, and along with Japan
proudly boasts among its physically fit and mentally active populace the
encouraging and noble distinction of having in its midst the greatest living and
ongoing number of centenarians anywhere in the world. Crucially as well the
average life expectancy relative to Barbadians of both genders is an impressive
77 years.
 
And quite interestingly for a country that's only 21 miles long and 14 and a half
miles wide and with a domestic population of 280,000 souls residing there,
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Barbados in terms of its national GDP measurement ranks among the top 50
wealthiest nations in the world.
 
Characteristically a nation of very prudent, economic-wise and exceptionally
thrifty people who continue, as they've always historically done, to live well
within their financial means, Barbados' exalted and global economic status
doesn't in the least surprise any Bajan of either gender or, for that matter, the
equally enlightened outsider who is fully cognisant of Barbados' overall history.
 
For it was Barbados' money derived from sugar, molasses and rum created by
enslaved Black Barbadian labour and of which England - there was no United
Kingdom then as the union with Scotland hadn't even been conceived let alone
brought to fruition - had an absolute global monopoly that made England the
prominent country it became and put the Great in Britain. Since Barbados was its
most valuable colony that funded the English Industrial Revolution as well as
other significant financial, political and social developments in this previously off-
shore European backwater called England.
 
A state of affairs that remarkably catapulted England, and subsequently what
would become the United Kingdom, into the global superpower and empire that
both jointly became, and remained so until their demise in the middle and latter
halves of the 20th Century. A period of time, too, at the outset when Barbados
wasn't only England and the UK's most prized asset but also their wealthiest
colony!
 
And therefore against that enthralling and memorable backdrop, and additionally
for all the many other wonderful things that you've done over the years and still
carry on doing for your eternally grateful sons and daughters, this immensely
proud and hugely thankful Bajan son of yours most wholeheartedly wish you the
heartiest of congratulations on the attainment and commemoration of the 48th
anniversary year of your independence concomitant with your richly deserved
status as a sovereign state, attendant with all the conceivable best wishes, in
every regard, for your future. Most steadfastly, perpetually and loyally yours
Stanley V. Collymore.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Mouettes Envoûtantes
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Hey! Pourquoi es-tu méchanceté, malveillant et plutôt
lancer des pierres de manière antagoniste à chaque
mouette dont la présence inoffensive et naturelle
vous discernez et tout à fait reconnaissable et
vouloir à tort nuire? Alors J'utilise le mot
naturel ici non seulement dans son forme généralisée et
normalement reconnue mais aussi dans sa précision
et largement connu étymologique. Pour ces les
mouettes ne sont pas simplement le littoral
les habitants faisant de manière appropriée le plus
d'un large éventail cadre marin, ils sont aussi
établi depuis longtemps habitants
indigènes de ces identiques et régions
aquatiques qui ils ont l'habitude
et totalement évidemment,
heureusement fréquente.
 
Mais les endroits, si par hasard ils sont laissés à tort
aux actions sauvages et perturbatrices de débiles
comme vous, qui sera forcément fait pour voir
toutes ces belles mouettes efficacement,
irréversiblement et définitivement
disparu. Alors apparemment comme les piliers
profondément enracinés que vous transpar-
emment sont, juste pour une fois dans
votre pathétique des vies essaient
de faire quelque chose de nettement positif
pour les éléments décents de l'humanité
et, en train de faire cela, un très grand
faveur en termes d'un permanent et
héritage distinctif pour le présent
et future génération humaine
populations par indéniable
laissant ces magnifiques
contraignant et catégoriquement
charmantes mouettes seules!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
20 septembre 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Vous gravissez à travers la ligne d'horizon maritime avec une grâce et une
aisance à la mesure de votre coeur et de l'esprit de tous ceux qui apprécient
réellement la beauté et qui ont une affinité naturelle et durable avec la nature. Et
ça, sans aucune excuse, c'est comme ça que ça devrait être! Tout comme la
nature l'avait toujours voulu depuis l'origine de votre impressionnante espèce.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Muito Obrigado Fernanda!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
To all those who already and gratefully know you as well
as others who’ve only just recently had the fortunate
pleasure of meeting you and were themselves
likewise and generously afforded that
selfsame opportunity of personally
getting to know you too, one
must truthfully say that in every conceivable way
you’re a most truly amazing person Fernanda;
and among your numerous and notably
praiseworthy characteristics deeply
embedded, it must be honestly
said, in this remarkably
impressive assemblage of highly commendable
acclamations spontaneously and quite deservingly
showered upon you and, significantly, not at
all in the very least difficult to understand
why or jointly find, that compassion,
selflessness and the instinctive and
caring attribute you possess for
helping others readily come
to mind. And for which I
personally would very
much like to sincerely
say: “Muito obrigado
minha querida
Fernanda! ”
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 May 2015.
 
Author’s Remarks:
Many ordinary members of the general public would I imagine, comfortably
concur that one of the greatest misnomers in contemporary English is the oft-
used and exceedingly dishonest terminology Customer Service that in practical
terms typically means very little at all or else takes no serious regard, either
from an empathetic perspective or in any other sense for that matter, of
customers as relevant people or their interests generally as important matters
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desirous of genuine concern let alone are earnestly regarded as issues
demanding satisfactory conclusions to what sparked whatever unfortunate
matter occurred in the first place; as well as nothing that in the remotest sense
of the etymological definition of the term service has any direct bearing
whatsoever or material relevance to that word.
 
States of affairs that ordinary shoppers and customers across our country, the
UK, have rather stoically conditioned themselves to and, in the usual course of
events, either unquestioningly or else left unchallenged tend to acknowledge.
 
So effectively to startlingly come across someone who is so entirely the opposite
of all these things and, what’s more, is diametrically opposed herself to this
appallingly flawed notion of Customer Service and in fact vigorously goes out of
her way at every turn to remedy it is truthfully remarkable indeed, and
consequently needs to be unreservedly celebrated. Hence this poem in
appreciative tribute to one such individual doing her level best not only to buck
what’s undeniably a tarnished system and authentically deliver what she’s
actually employed to do, but is equally enthusiastically prepared to go that extra
distance to ensure that even if the customer isn’t always right they nevertheless
do have rights! And to that end: “Muito Obrigado Fernanda! ” – Many Thanks
Fernanda!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Murder A Fitting Retribution For The Zionist Lowlife
Deniers Of The Caribbean Slave Trade Holocaust!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The sparkly and razor sharp blade of the skilfully wielded
Machete slashed purposefully and remorselessly into the
bared left shoulder of the Labtory adversary of Jeremy
Corbyn and vile Tory insider traitor of the genuine
British Labour Party; the wound inflicted causing
the blood now liberated to rush unimpeded from
the surgical cut expertly created; sparked palpable fear
in the heart of and visible consternation on the face of
the white, lowlife scum trash and designated victim
but in a pre-arranged fight to the death  there was
absolutely nowhere that this dross element of
human kind could run to without causing
maximum humiliation to himself and
even greater opprobrium on his
fateful and impending doom.
 
A teasing pre-slaughtering action as this Bajan
Brit determinedly and decisively geared up
for the piecemeal dissection and complete
annihilation of this piece of white trash,
lowlife scum shit that he'd calculatedly
challenged and with all the officially
stipulated, assiduously accorded
and legally guaranteed Barbadian immunities
granted for a fight to the death - no quarter
agreed nor expected - in the environs of
a Bajan sugar cane field and under the
same broiling sun, and as close to as
achievable the particular inhuman
situation that the two sets of my
grandparents enslaved grand
parents were savagely and
barbarically obligated to
consistently subsist in
during their enforced
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duration in slavery.
 
All this, you Labtory Zionist scum, brought about
premeditatedly and exclusively at the hands of
your instigating, massively profiteering and
now concertedly, mind-bogglingly corrupt,
lying and barbaric Yids; notwithstanding
the surfeit of meticulously detailed and
the contemporaneously and copiously
written down evidence, lots of it and
quite boastingly at the time written by these
same Yids whom you're now fraudulently
protecting, that indisputably shows and
similarly unquestionably proves that
the Transatlantic Slave Trade which
began in my Barbadian, ancestral
homeland was intentionally the
actions, and furthermore was
also emphatically and quite
demonically these rather
repulsive Yids sole and
odious premeditatedly
implemented doing!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 June 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Jeremy Corbyn who I unreservedly respect and committedly support with every
fibre of my being and all the devoted personal resolve at my command is most
gratifyingly in humanity and political terms the complete antithesis of Tony Blair:
a former leader of the Labour Party which with Gordon Brown his compliant and
complicit Tonto figure they both arbitrarily changed for the very worst, who is an
undisputed mass murderer, utilizer of crimes against humanity, consummate
profiteer from his premeditated acts of criminality, an inveterate sociopath with
pronounced psychopathic tendencies, a demented and overbearing control freak
and all this in tandem with being an utterly loathsome pathological liar - patently
and collectively his most amiable characteristics - that should be permanently
ensconced in an appropriate prison cell or maximum security lunatic asylum
without any chance of parole or release if only for the multifaceted and
horrendous crimes he's directly responsible for after his dishonest authorization
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of Britain's illegal attack of and invasion of Iraq on a pack of lies that he knew
were lies, rather than to still have the capability and freedom to walk the streets
of the United kingdom at will.
 
And while Tony Blair lied regularly in the past and consistently does so even now
Jeremy Corbyn in marked contrast says what he genuinely thinks and believes;
and unsurprisingly for such a highly principled person as he undoubtedly is he's
always right! But the tragedy of the Tony Blair and Gordon Brown legacy and
their hideous transformation of the Labour Party and its dramatic lurch to the far-
right of the British political spectrum is that currently in Britain the three major
English based political parties in the House of Commons: the Tories, the Labour
Party's parliamentary wing and the Lib-Dems are all now either Nazi or fascist
Zionist in character and very much pro-Yidland entities in their entire structure
and proselytizing beliefs.
 
Consequently we have in the present Labour Party's case a national membership
having decisively eschewed what Blair, Brown and their rightwing Labtory cohorts
disastrously stood for and perniciously represent massively taking their beloved
party back to its original roots and significantly in that process elected Jeremy
Corbyn, a socialist and decades duration, longstanding and committed Labour
Party and labour movement man as their indisputable and popular leader.
 
An emphatic democratic assertion by them that however the composite
brotherhood and sisterhood of Dykes, Queers and practising paedophiles that
manifestly and overwhelmingly comprise the current 2016 House of Commons
parliamentary MP membership of the Labour Party, are themselves to every
Dyke, Queer and paedophile one of them fully paid up Nazi or fascist Zionists,
together with being instinctive and stalwart supporters of Yidalnd and doing so in
spite of the heinous crimes and barbaric acts of genocide routinely perpetrated
against the indigenous Palestinians whose country this colonialist, ultra-racist,
Nazi-mindset imbued, interloping Middle Eastern and fraudulent
&quot;Jewish&quot; entity has brutally and barbarically purloined; but totally
uncaring of all this, these Blairite and Labtory aficionados absolutely self-serving
and career-motivated in their self-centred aspirations as MPs and therefore aren't
respecters of democratic ideals but nevertheless have no compunction
whatsoever in dishonestly using the terms properly and genuinely associated
with democracy to feather their political and financial nests while serving as well
their iniquitous ends, happily and unequivocally carry on with their undiluted and
undivided support for the oppressive and sham democratic Yidland construct
while at the same time assiduously and contemptuously employing every
nefarious means at their disposal to undermine, humiliate, denigrate, betray and
reprehensibly essay to undemocratically oust from his elected position the
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enormously democratic choice for leader of the British Labour Party, Jeremy
Corbyn.
 
The sickening truth and deadly ironic situation in all this is that Jeremy Corbyn
hasn't killed anyone nor has any intention in his political role of doing so; quite
the opposite as a matter of fact, and his policies will both dramatically and
drastically reverse NOT exacerbate more global wars with their attendant
horrendous deaths caused by western hegemonic and illegal regime changes in
Global South countries; exploitative natural resources quests and wars waged on
an imperialistic and colonialist perspective to satisfy the vile and obsessive greed
of Zionist bankers and western multinational corporations; while in knowingly
and marked contrast Tony Blair has directly contributed to the unwarranted and
illegal deaths of millions of innocent civilians combined with the mammoth
creation of total chaos in these peoples' countries; disharmony within and the
wilful implementation of failed states on purely ideological grounds but where
previously none of this incomprehensible situations existed. Yet it's Tony Blair
who has the sheer audacity and temerity to tell the British public and the world
at large that election of Jeremy Corbyn as leader of the Labour Party and his
perspective prime-ministership of Britain are both virulent and incalculably
looming dangers for the United Kingdom and those who live there, as well as the
rest of the world. Talk about the pot calling the kettle black.
 
Predictably Blair's acolytes in the parliamentary Labour Party have deceitfully
taken up this mantra and like the repugnant and blatant liars they equally are
have with the speed and determination of Usain Bolt taken to running with it; for
in their case they're brain-dead pillocks and pathological liars that risibly to the
rest of us intelligent folk even believe their barefaced lies and pathetic fantasies,
and if they could would in a heartbeat have Tony Blair back as their leader - but
believe me it won't happen, NOT in the Labour Party - or failing that someone
like Tony Blair with the same criminal and sociopathic murdering mindset.
 
And even knowing the massive support that Jeremy Corbyn has and enjoys
among the Labour Party's membership and the general rank and file Labour
supporters like me these detritus and queer specimens of supposed humanity will
even so still persist with their fiendish antics until the long-suffering among us
quite understandably get thoroughly sick and tired of them and both fittingly and
systematically begin to wipe them out. Hence my Barbadian challenge in tweets
published on the 31st May 2016 to these bullying but underneath their arrogant
exterior cowardly morons using their residual power and influence in the Labour
Party administration to suggest quite idiotically that the Caribbean Slave Trade
didn't exist as the initial and main part of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, and in
the process of doing so grotesquely and unforgivably insulting the memories of
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these enforced slaves, several of whom were my direct ancestors, by JEWS who
were instrumental in starting this barbarous enterprise in my ancestral homeland
of Barbados, that they monopolistically controlled and profited hugely from had
nothing whatsoever to do with the slave trade and to suggest otherwise, is in the
sick minds of these ignorant and historical revisionists &quot;anti-Semitic&quot;
and consequently Labour Party members like JACKIE WALKER who speaks the
truth on this matter must be banned or suspended from the Labour Party as
&quot;anti-Semites.&quot;
 
Well I bloody well take exception to that. Use this fraudulent anti-Semitic scam
all you want to but when you start employing it to traduce the memories of my
direct ancestors and other Blacks who were horrendously treated victims of the
Barbadian and the whole extensive and utterly iniquitous Transatlantic Slave
Trade enterprise, that's one of a number of specific REDLINES that I'll happily
KILL or DIE for! So if you still asininely feel as you do, you Zionist Labtory
assholes, then meet me in Barbados as I suggested!
 
In Germany, France, Austria and some other European countries it's a criminal
offence with the defendant if found guilty subject to a term of imprisonment for
suggesting let alone asserting that Europe's holocaust didn't happen. No such
punishment though were anyone within the legal jurisdiction of these same
European countries to deny the existence of Germany's two holocausts carried
out in its then African colony of Southwest Africa, now present day and
independent Namibia, at the start of the 20th century and some two decades
before the European one.
 
This despite the Germans having later confessed that the Namibian holocaust
were a bench mark for their European one and furthermore that in 1985 the
United Nations Whitaker Report classified these African holocausts as a deliberate
attempt to exterminate the Herero and Nama peoples of Southwest Africa on the
part of the German government and its variously involved authorities then and
therefore constitutes the earliest acts of genocide in the 20th Century.
 
In 2004 the German government recognized somewhat reluctantly and belatedly
and in the same vein apologized for these Namibian &quot;events&quot; as they
were called but ruled out financial compensation for the victims' descendants.
Then eleven years on from 2014 in July 2015 the German government and
parliament officially called these Southwest Africa &quot;events&quot; a
&quot;genocide&quot; and &quot;part of a race war&quot; but both the
Government of Germany and its parliament persisted in refusing to even consider
reparations and also did not officially label the Southwest Africa Holocaust as
genocide.
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Contrast, if you will, that vile attitude of the German government and its
parliament to the Namibians with their entirely different and obsequious one to
the Jew victims, wholly and subjectively, of Europe's holocaust. Not only
reparations paid exclusively to those who survived and are also their descendants
to the present day,3 June 2016 and 71 years after World War II ended while
blatantly ignoring the obvious and known fact, and to of all people the Germans,
that millions of Gypsies and others far greater in total than the supposed six
million touted ad nauseum in respect of these Jews also dies as a direct
consequence of Germany and its European allies concerted acts of genocide
carried out in Europe circa 1939-45; but additionally it's a criminal offence to
deny Europe's holocaust and specifically so in relation to the Jews and no one
else - never mind the Gypsies and others who were also slaughtered.
 
Similarly it's also a criminal and imprisonable offence to involve one's self in any
activity perceived by these Zionist thought police that now constitute the German
authorities who happily abide by the arbitrary rules of their Zionist puppet
masters to say or do anything that they unilaterally consider to be offensive to
Jews or more realistically to those who know the truth that they fraudulently
consider to be anti-Semitic to a people that ludicrously aren't Semites, or even
proper practising Jews but are unquestionably bogus ones. So against that
backdrop of such ingrained bigotry: racial and otherwise, it's hardly surprising
that the overt display of Germany's rank hypocrisy and pernicious double
standards in relation to the Herero and Nama peoples of Namibia as well as the
Gypsy victims of Germany's initiated and ruthlessly executed along with its
European holocaust allies is as it still currently stands - absolutely loathsome!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Murder Does Tend To Upset People, You Know!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What truthfully are you playing at my Black brothers
and sisters and particularly those of you who are
young enough to be my sons or daughters?
Have you actually taken leave of your
senses in freely opting to spew out
your pointless and uncontrolled
anger in this murderous way, and as you evidently
have done leaving me personally in the process
and as a fellow Black person myself, and I'll
gamely venture a guess feeling about this
matter as strongly as I do, that you will
realize I'm not alone on this one and
with no replacement choice nor any
other rational option left me but to honestly,
unambiguously and unapologetically say
it's absolute insanity and a conflicting
aspiration what you are deliberately
doing by spitefully depleting the
ranks of your own Black kind
by additionally and evilly, to
my mind, engaging in this
reprehensibly depraved,
unlawful and entirely
self-defeating task,
in plainly a most
ill-determined
lethal way I
must say?
 
This is no pointless criticism or any gratuitous
denunciation of you on my part encouraged
by stereotypical and sinister conceptions
that others take to heart and idiotically
have of you my inherent sisters and
brothers due to the colouration of
your skin and respectively your
racial origins: what they quite
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euphemistically and bluntly
derisively refer to as your ethnicity but we all
know perfectly well what they really mean,
and how in these deep-rooted and firmly
held prejudices mutually underpinned
by them they haughtily, falsely and
deceitfully claim in their perverse
opinions of you, individually as
well as generally, that you're
irrefutably and inescapably what you are,
as it's unquestionably all consolidated
in your biological genes and equally
obviously sub-standard DNA; and
therefore explicitly making you
inferior to them in every way!
And consequently there's no
real possibility of you ever
accurately understanding
far less so satisfactorily
or permanently coping
with this unique and
cancerously Black
ongoing malady!
 
Nothing of course could be that further from the
truth either commonly or specifically where
Black people are principally concerned.
Furthermore, your general attitude to
life itself noticeably reinforced by
your persistently feral, materially
anti-social and disturbingly
worrisome behaviour all of which are markedly
compounded by your accursed disposition
towards committing inexplicably stupid
and ferocious murders which neither
singly nor collaboratively do owt
positive, as is most manifest, to
even minimally suppress the
roaring chorus of justified
vilification aimed at you
but most vexatiously in
that vicious crossfire
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indiscriminately too
pursues the broader
Black community
that is in no way
either involved
with or linked
to your illicit
conduct and
delinquent
activities.
 
So please do hear me out and let me honestly say
that although I'm not in any way insensitive to
the variety of problems that on a daily basis
you're forced to face and routinely endure
from those who constitute the majority
elements within our population and
by and large collectively with the
official authorities specifically
of the said country in which
you too were born in and is also home to you but
quite disgracefully it's you who are uniquely
made to feel from birth like strangers who
neither rightfully belong there nor much
less so should ever be conferred with
the common courtesy or more aptly
the equitable opportunity to play
any constructive role in it; and
when detrimental insults like
these are then injuriously reinforced by
perceptibly unequal and excessively
created stop and search crusades,
widespread discrimination in
schooling, higher education
possibilities, standard job
applications and racial
profiling intended to
guarantee that you
more likely than
not deliberately
would be their
select target
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to naturally,
bigotedly
and alas
for you
not the
one to
gain!
 
Then additionally as they also conspiratorially planned
to have you instead end up in jail and for much longer
periods of time, unsurprising and routinely so, for
comparable offences perpetrated by their white
Caucasian criminal kind, it's dreadfully hard
I wholeheartedly accept for you being the
visible and innate legacy of the several
centuries long Transatlantic Slavery,
incessant black male emasculation
and the 21st Century entrenched
mindset of white supremacist racists, coupled with the
horde of empire loyalists and the ongoing ravages
of unchecked pseudo-colonialism to rein in this
subliminal and hugely provoked anger which
you clearly feel. But I do believe that there
are other and more constructive avenues
to remedy these harassing problems;
and turning this pent up anger of
yours, through gratuitous acts
of murder, on your fellow
Blacks is definitely not
one of them, and also
most categorically
not the answer!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 April 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
This is not only personal but is coming from a fellow Black, as you are. So I'm
not going to mince my words and will tell you like I see it is! It's among the
easiest things in the world to mindlessly use a knife, take another person's life
and in the process of doing that think you're actually big for doing so. Well you're
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wrong my friend, you aren't and all it actually does is to show how gullible you
really are to the criminal propaganda of the street. How very little or no value at
all you place on human life including your own and what a waste you've made
not only of your victim's life but your own as well when with some reasonable
forethought and a completely different approach to both these lives, yours and
the person you chose to kill, could have with basic commonsense combined with
critical deliberation been positively turned around in a fashion for the good of
yourself, the society you belong to and overall humanity itself. But if you can't or
don't want to see that then perhaps you're bound for the right place if you aren't
already there: jail and possibly even on death row.
 
And if that's all the recompense you're going to repay your dear Momma for
carrying you those 9 months and 2 weeks and the agonizing pain she
experienced giving birth to you combined with all the people who love you and
have tirelessly endeavoured to let you know this while you were growing up from
the state of babyhood, through your pubescent years and into young adulthood,
then with that kind of blatant ingratitude on your part in gratuitously indulging as
you are in your criminal behaviour all I can say is that you have a very serious
problem to which you must quite urgently attend.
 
I'm not preaching at you but simply suggesting that you take stock of your life
and realize that there are other more constructive ways to conduct your life. So
let me be absolutely frank and honest about this and categorically state that I'm
not asking you to be the willing target of other people's wrongdoings whatever
these are; nor am I suggesting either that you gratuitously turn the other cheek
in relation to what they're doing; but even so I‘d like to implore you to do what
my beloved and wise maternal Grand, and we all know how important and prized
grandmothers are in all Black communities, who has played an instrumental role
throughout my own life told me.
 
When you see trouble coming your way she said, give it a wide berth and walk
away from it; if it should follow and continue to stalk you in spite of your doing
so still keep on walking away from it while intelligently maintaining a keen eye on
what it's up to she advised, and only if the person or persons involved refuse to
heed this pragmatic and sensible response of yours, then arrogantly on their part
interpret your conciliatory gesture and actions as a sign of cowardice or
weakness, or wilfully opt to misinterpret them not as restraint on your part but
fear instead and consequently is/are about to attack you, should you act in self-
defence with every resource at your command. That way you'll have a moral
right and hopefully even in this discernibly bigoted western society where it's the
white Caucasian man or woman that controls both at home and significantly too
in other countries that idiotically let them dictate what happens there, you'll have
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the law on your side. Adding astutely that even criminals and especially those
with nous don't pick fights that are utterly pointless since with them it's all about
hubris; and deny them that and they're like a rudderless boat all at sea. So
believe me when I say that their pride alone won't let them willingly fall into the
position. Now my friends it's entirely up to you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Murderous Motherhood - The Ultimate Act Of Human
Betrayal!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Motherhood is and has always been regarded in
every society that's truly civilized one as the
fulcrum of a truly advantageous family life,
the consummate preservation of societal
norms and the intrinsically formulated
and profoundly treasured values that
vastly and invaluably contribute to
and indelibly decisively fashion
the mindful understanding and
even the subconscious acknowledgement and free
acceptance of who we are or studiously want to
be as an ongoing progressive and thoroughly
enlightened society or nation reciprocally
and harmoniously benefiting from the
fruition of our collective aspirations.
And as such there is an intentional
amalgamation of markedly right-
thinking people internationally,
and not only those confined
to Britain, who fundamentally and willingly
entrust their fullest, staunch and heartfelt
cooperation towards the attainment and
overt utilization of what is essentially
an exceptionally exemplary human
rights situation and furthermore a
veritably admirable and durable,
principled system exposition!
And when fatally sabotaged
by of all persons a mother,
cannot be verbalized or
understood as anything
other than a murderous
betrayal of motherhood!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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24 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It's hardly surprising that those who are cosseted by and criminally protected by
the powerful and most influential in the land not only think but also assuredly
convince themselves that they can and will with impunity get away with murder;
and what's more are entitled to vituperatively vilify those who dare question this
assumed right of theirs.
 
The frequency and number of children deliberately killed in Britain either through
the individual actions of their respective mother or else as a direct consequence
of the dastardly collusion between her, her husband, boyfriend or lover and
irrespective of whether or not there is any biological connection between the
murdered victims and their mothers' co-conspirators of wilful death is not only
frightening and an alarming aspect of contemporary British life but also a
consummately shaming societal development.
 
And so this poem is written in commemoration of all such murdered and innocent
victims, the vast majority of whom once their tragic story is out of the limelight
and the perpetrators of their crimes having been arrested, tried, convicted and
sent to jail where they belong, are unfortunately quickly forgotten and remain
that way until the next child homicide is given media prominence.
 
But that's not always the end of the story as not every murdering mother who's
patently guilty of killing her own offspring, and even more contemptibly culpable
of infanticide in the process, is ever arraigned brought to court and treated
objectively, as anyone else in her specific situation would be, before the law;
since primarily there are dark forces at work to ensure that in her case that's
never likely to happen.
 
For despite her privately known and even acknowledged criminality this immune
felon because of her powerful connections, biological or otherwise, that are then
ably assisted by those with immeasurable influence knows full well that with a
mind-boggling mixture of pretentiousness and hubris she can manipulatively play
the innocent or cruelly misunderstood victim in this self-willed matter that she
herself, it mustn't be forgotten, has both rashly and irresponsibly created and
what's more is principally, if not solely, and in spite of her intentionally
obfuscating tactics profoundly responsible for.
 
And while the immunity that she has secretly and unjustifiably been given and
which is itself scandalously buttressed by the impunity she officially reserves for
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herself to act in any manner she cares to and that accordingly sees her as the
classic portrayal of the Untouchable Teflon Woman able to freely walk the streets
of her country rather than being justly and legally placed behind bars and serving
a lengthy prison sentence; the public is additionally confronted with the toadying
and asinine spectacle of seeing the forces of law and order at considerable
expense to the taxpaying public and with a Canute-ingrained mindset essaying to
bizarrely fortify this murdering mother's house of cards with the most elaborately
manufactured and media propagandized but all the same sanctioned at the
highest levels implausible story; although easily recognizable as such to the
average observant or prescient-minded person who from the onset of this
massive charade has been perceptibly and consciously aware of what has been
going on.
 
And the observable moral and the truth here? Any woman who's fertile can
breed; getting pregnant however doesn't necessarily mean that she possesses
the requisite qualities to be a fit or successful mother however unconscionably
she is cosseted or unwarrantedly protected!
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Amazing Grandmother!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are my mentor, have always been my staunchest
protector and throughout my life were always there
to help me whenever I had a seemingly insoluble
problem, whether it was my own or someone
else's doing, that I hadn't the slightest clue
how to go about satisfactorily solving; yet
you always in such circumstances quite
undauntedly and with an indomitable
encouragement calmly, consolingly
and appreciably encouragingly as
was your customary wont stepped in and with
your knowledgeable expertise consummate
wisdom and in your typically enlightened
fashion tenderly and most pragmatically
placed before me the realistic options
opened to me while astutely leaving
me with the concluding decision as
fully mine to make, but whatever
that was I honestly knew would
confidently be assisted as ever
by your intrinsic and concrete
guarantee, itself perceptively
and devotedly supportive of
me! Honestly an inimitable
woman that's what I freely
reckon, and candidly how
providential and entirely
absolutely rewarding to
know you're my Gran!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
In an utterly screwed up world where significant numbers of people, and possibly
even the vast majority of inhabitants of this Planet Earth that we contentiously
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share with each other and most conspicuously so in the so-called western
developed world, haven't a realistic clue who or what they really are or even why
they're actually living and consequently for the overwhelming majority of them
life is utterly meaningless.
 
Thankfully for me and my entire family that has never been a problem or isn't
ever likely to be and for that fortunate and most rewarding situation the
inspirational force and the invaluable contribution to this immeasurably beneficial
and most prodigiously rewarding situation is unquestionably and significantly due
to my incomparable Gran!
 
And this poem is just a small token of my appreciation, gratitude and my
fathomless love for a truly remarkable human being who is also incontestably a
principal and highly prized member of my family!
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Aversion To This Tiresome Obsession With
Queerism And Dykeism!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What do you actually want from me, as if I didn't already know?
But as I've categorically stated, unwaveringly mean and have
no intention at all of ever backsliding on in any way, I'm
staunchly and unyieldingly heterosexual and have no
intention whatever of changing my personal sexual
status in order, as you incredibly put it and even
ridiculously suggested that I should consider
the alternatives to how I'm happily living
my life, to even, in your point of view,
beneficially enhance my social and
economic situation by actually
becoming gay? Really? No
way, I must honestly say!
 
For such Queer actions, attendant with their Dyke and
Paedophile activities, are truthfully sexual deviant
acts that I perceive to be utterly disgusting and,
irrefutably repulsive in every conceivable
way, detrimental abominations to me
that I don't wat, with their tiresome
and inappropriate strife, to ever
be remotely associated with,
play any part in, or have
within a billion light
years of my life.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 August 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
I've no problem, or do I envisage any on my part, relative to two genuinely
consulting individuals having sex with each other within the confines of their own
private environment; personally understand and feel that their conduct legally
embarked upon is no business of anyone other than their own unless they
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coercively try to push their sexual preferences down the throats, so to speak, of
others whether the latter, and accosted clearly encounters, are themselves
predisposed or empathetic to what these sexual proselytizers are doing.
 
And consequently, that the former stipulations aside and steadfastly adhered to,
the preferences and or activities of these practising male homosexuals or
lesbians should not, is my firm contention, be condemned per se just because of
what they sexually are, any more than heterosexuals of either gender - and I still
steadfastly believe and accept that they are only two such differentiations -
likewise indulging in their own preferred sexual activities and doing so equally
within the full remit of the law of the land shouldn't be forced to find themselves
singled out for personal abuse either by homosexuals or lesbians, or even sexual
prudes, for who or what they are.
 
An equality of clarification and mutual distinction openly and honestly expressed
from my own perspective. And this, I will add, in spite of the fact that all of my
life, and for me an unquestionably unchanging situation, being the consciously
staunch heterosexual that I am, homosexuality, of any form and that includes
lesbianism, doesn't, hasn't or will it ever appeal to me personally. And for the
self-evident reasons that I'm not that way inclined, cannot in any shape or form
be persuaded to be homosexual, and furthermore homosexuality doesn't hold
any attractions for me, or do any permutations of it, even in heterosexual
relationships that I've mutually and legally embarked on in the past as well as
my current one ever tempted me to change my mind; and that applies to same
gender sex. And whatever criticisms that anyone might care to level at me for
holding these points of view, feel free to do so as you won't change my mind,
and besides just as you're entitled to your opinion, and I respect that, I'm
equally entitled to my own, my civil entitlements and, of course, my inalienable
right to feel the way I do, respectfully accepting that I don't go around
proselytizing others to my point of view.
 
What, however, I'm diametrically opposed to as regards same gender sex and
understandably from my own perspective totally abhor in all their forms are
Queerism and Dykeism, which in my view bear no semblance to homosexual on
the part of men or lesbianism when it comes to women. And personally, and
again from my perspective, have no credibility whatsoever in my analysis of both
these features any more than child abuse, rape or paedophilia carried out by
heterosexuals do because they're heterosexuals. Since from exhaustive
observation on my part reinforced by meticulous and extensive research the
loathsome techniques of Dykeism and Queerism that I've long attached to these
two deviant forms of sexual behaviour are quite manifestly abnormal, sickening,
and iniquitously corrupt; despicably inappropriate, and in the most contemptibly
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self-serving manner thoroughly and destructively exploitative.
 
An aberrant form of sexual behaviour whose proponents seek to mask its
endemic evilness by deceitfully taking and then barefacedly and callously
misappropriating the &quot;finer&quot; aspects of lesbianism and male
homosexuality to not only put a seemingly positive gloss on their odious agenda
and proselytizing approach to harvesting converts but also through their
mendacious and fraudulent approaches and obnoxious pursuits vaingloriously
portrayed as &quot;normal and conducive manifestations of physical and
emotional love&quot;, and quite categorically not above intentionally and
disingenuously employing in the most concerted manner their well-honed, British
establishment and &quot;privileged elites&quot; accommodating methods,
themselves extremely intimidatingly with all the political and parliamentary
support and goodwill they can muster - and which to be perfectly honest is truly
enormous to say the least, as this is both fertile and friendly territory for them -
manipulatively and exploitatively have turned Britain &quot;ass over head&quot;
into becoming a Queer and Dyke domain.
 
The resultant effect of which is that the United Kingdom has not only become a
decidedly perverse as well as an exceedingly and predominantly sick society but
also one in which genuine heterosexuals have effectively become a rare breed
while virulently regarded by these aberrant sexual deviants as the enemy within.
What a queer state of affairs!
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Independent Declaration Of Life! (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm not obsessed with life as the vast majority of you out there
evidently are and therefore I enjoy my life to the fullest and
have always done so, reinforced by the fact that I don't
fear anyone or anything, come to that, and that most
definitely includes death. So given the choice of
dying or forced to stay alive in this world I'm
living in and itself run by cunts like Donald
Trump and his Yid Nazi-Zionist ilk, it's
basically a no-brainer of a decision for
me which of the two, in that given
situation, I'd immediate prefer.
 
So they can all blow this entire Planet Earth up for all I
care, since as the practising Christian that I am and
have always been, I firmly and unconditionally
believe in an after-life attended by a much
better existence because of the life I've
lived here on earth so far, coupled with the one that
I presently enjoy; and which to-date isn't all that
bad, I can assure you. So please, go ahead and
ridiculously press the Rogue State USA and
dual NATO nuclear buttons Donald Trump
together with other others of your kind,
and in your predominantly narcissistic,
self-opinionated, methodically dim-
witted Reality TV minds and alike
delusional manner, gratuitously
instigate and stupidly create
your farcically posturing,
profoundly insane and
clearly irreversibly
nuclear winter!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 August 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
A global nuclear war instigated by Rogue State USA is neither Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Operation Gladio nor the numerous other illegal and barbaric
escapades that this bullying and reprehensible entity has been involved in from
its very inception and that since the end of World War Two has resulted in the
gratuitous mass murder of in excess of 50 million people worldwide.
 
Rogue State USA, its toadying and arse-licking sycophants like Britain and the
others of its ilk in the terrorist organization NATO must be challenged and
brought to heel, and not least so because of the massive and invariably
irreparable damage they've done in a diversity of ways to the rest of humanity
and still carry on doing. And that involves constructive global unity between the
decent and legitimate nations on this planet earth grasping the nettle and doing
something about these intolerable travesties being perpetrated against ordinary
and innocent persons, in their millions, globally.
 
And self-reliance is the key to achieving your objectives, since the likes of Russia,
and China that like to pretend they're the friends of those in the Global South
evidently aren't; and in my opinion are no fucking different from Rogue State
USA and NATO. And are essentially no more than wannabe entities themselves
that want to be part of the same white, western and discernibly barbaric and
exploitative world that Rogue State USA currently and with the assistance of its
white western lackeys and largely but not exclusively so Middle Eastern, Arab
Useful Idiots control. And if Rogue State USA that hogs all of this were to open
its arms to Russia and China these two mother-fucking hypocrites would jump at
the chance to be a part of this Cabal of the ongoing murderous and exploitative
practices directed against the Global South.
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Life! My Decisions!
 
I surely know what my place in life is but it’s
not what others who perceive me as less
than a human being think it ought to be,
nor will their bigoted and ignorant
assumptions of me become reality on my
part. For I’m a highly intelligent person
with a fully functioning brain in my
head who thinks for himself and
then consciously makes his
own decisions in relation
to what’s best for his
individual life.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 December 2010.
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Name Is Ebola. And Officially You'D Be Most Wise
To Fear Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
My name is Ebola, and to all intents and purposes it seems that
I am a highly infectious and deadly disease like no other
before me in living memory, or even on record I'm
told; and going by the immense and undeniably
propagandistic hype surrounding me, I
veritably constitute a very scary
proposition both to behold
and likewise to get your head around, understandably;
as well as being as unlikely a favoured companion
you could ever possibly imagine to expectantly
find; freely want to relate to; or sensibly
involve yourself with; if, that is,
you're genuinely compos
mentis and truly of
a sound mind.
 
Yet despite all that I've actually been around now for more
than half a century, and as circumstances previously
dictated was habitually and exclusively confined
to Africa it's true; although surprisingly as
it happens and incredibly as it may seem
to you relative to my global infamy,
neither the relevant details of
my origin nor how I came in the first place to be there are
either known to me or have ever, I assure you, been
made explicitly clear; and it's a safe bet I guess,
courtesy of the official scaremongers in the
west whose job it is to manipulate and
deceive you, that nothing about
this, whatsoever, will you
learn of or ever hear
 
But fatefully or even perhaps more fittingly, deservingly,
logically and propitiously so and no longer alone, the
oft-referred to, generally regarded within some
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sections of our white Caucasian societies
and contemptuously categorized by
them as the Dark Continent, and whose luckless and
endemically poor inhabitants have consistently
against the concerted backdrop of my intentionally
implanted, devastatingly rampant, much feared
and understandably unwelcome presence
and longstanding residency among
these Africans been at best studiously
marginalized and at its worst callously
ignored by the more acquisitively
affluent and aforesaid white
Caucasian west that could
have made a perceptible
and quite constructive
difference towards
curbing my zest
but instead and
together with
all the rest
chose not
to know.
 
And so now predictably finding themselves rather
dauntingly and inescapably thrown well within
the trajectory of my ever expanding reach
they quite cowardly and selfishly
scream blue murder, evidently
afraid to die; yet very much aware as panic-stricken
and fatalistically they watch me cross over and
establish myself well within their own
precious borders, that their racist
hypocrisy and most appalling
double-standards towards
Africa, starkly epitomized by their criminal
attitude of studiously not caring have
forcefully and with a terrifying
inevitability come home to
roost and axiomatically
will be their own
damming but
sadly merited
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undoing!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 October 2014.
 
 
Author's Declaration:
At the height of apartheid the white Caucasian racists infesting the southernmost
corner of Mother Africa, which they unilaterally renamed South Africa, and very
much aware that however much or brutally they subjugated the indigenous
peoples of the region, hamstrung their inalienable rights as fellow human beings,
grotesquely restricted their freedoms or negated their entitlement to the same
dignity they reserved for themselves that was also intrinsically theirs as well, that
demographically, unless they could find and quickly adopt extraordinary and
extreme measures that would seriously counter or else eradicate this observable
and for them a most challenging phenomenon they would otherwise be backing a
noticeable loser, since the Black population of South Africa generally and that of
Africa in particular far outweighed in number the somewhat paltry total of white
Caucasian colonial immigrants who unilaterally and quite savagely controlled not
only South Africa but also the wider African continent.
 
Therefore, drastic measures were needed and had to be introduced as a matter
of the most urgent priority if the continued survival of the white Caucasian man,
woman and their offspring in Africa and crucially their ongoing theft, exploitation
of that continent's vast mineral and natural resources, and their exclusive grip on
them together with the control of the said African continent were to be
guaranteed and maintained.
 
World War II had taught these white supremacist warmongers and their kith and
kin across the so-called western world that all out conventional or even nuclear
wars attendant with their massive destruction was not the answer. For starters,
they were too costly and manpower-intensive, and furthermore damaged
infrastructure ravaged by the wars fought within these countries had to be rebuilt
at some time or other if even a modicum of civilized standards of doing things
was to be maintained; and that too was a very costly exercise as the post World
War II development of a massively destroyed and the subsequent embarked on
redevelopment of West Germany, as it was then proved to be.
 
As such therefore an alternative had to be found; and after detailed and secretive
discussions and negotiations among themselves the Cabal of White Supremacist
Countries from Canada in the far northern hemisphere to Australia at the other
end of the world and all the other usual white culprit countries in-between: the
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United States, Britain, France, virtually every other mainland European state,
including Germany, for example, together with Israel and apartheid South Africa
hit on what they considered to be a most efficient and in relative terms cost
effective way of dealing with the world's non-white populations, and most
particularly so its Black inhabitants. And the panacea that embodied their
intractable racist views and whose concerted implementation they earnestly
pinned their jaundiced hopes on fulfilling them was germ and or biological
warfare.
 
Through these biological and viral mechanisms this global Cabal of White
Supremacist Countries, their racist governments, scientists and populace at large
hoped at best to manage and at the other extreme even eradicate at will in both
instances those non-whites anywhere in the world that they quite subjectively
and selfishly regarded as superfluous to human requirements and therefore no
longer fit to continue living. Blacks who indisputably constitute the oldest and
most longstanding of all the races on Planet Earth and from whom all others,
including these white supremacist most ironically are also descended, would have
the most torrid of these viral and systematic biological germ warfare assaults
directed at and conducted against them.
 
And in apartheid South Africa the fevered minds of those running the apartheid
government and system there together with scientists from every corner of the
white world including, most ironically and perversely so, those from the Zionist
state of Israel with its World War II holocaust survivors and who leaders apart
from their love of money like nothing better than repetitively bleating to the
world how monstrously their white Caucasian Jewish kith and kin were
mistreated by German and other European Nazis, yet here they were
clandestinely collaborating with others of their ilk not only in the planned viral
and biological extinction of the Palestinian people but were also in cahoots with
the apartheid Boers of South Africa - to a man and woman proactive supporters
of and significantly staunch fighters with the Third Reich - to intentionally
through the auspices of viral and biological machinations at best drastically
reduce South Africa's black population and in the worst case scenario ably assist
in its extermination altogether.
 
Hence the creation of AIDS and other laboratory designed diseases targeted
primarily at those with a greater concentration of melanin, a principal constituent
of all Black People, in their physiological make-up, extending right up to the
present time and the so-called current Ebola outbreak. Pray tell what exactly is
current about the Ebola outbreak; and what are these odiously infamous but all
the same extremely accomplished, propagandist-jerks and their useful and
manipulative idiots ranting on about, when Ebola has effectively been ravaging
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parts of West Africa now for in excess of 50 years, around the same time that
South Africa's apartheid leaders were openly boasting about how their home-
grown scientists and other white western ones working in collaboration with them
and whom they fondly regarded as their own kith and kin had produced the viral
and biological means to eradicate Blacks that were openly, unashamedly and
contemptuously spoken of by them in the most offensive white supremacist
language.
 
Don't just take my word for it; do your own research, as I always implore you to
on every single matter that I write about, and see how the likes of F.W, de Klerk
other notorious luminaries within the apartheid system and scientists like Wouter
Basson, dubbed Dr Death, did their utmost to annihilate South Africa's black
population and in the process create as we see in Australia, Canada, the United
States. New Zealand and Argentina, for example, an irreversible demographic
change that significantly and even exclusively favoured Whites. Is that why these
utterly sickening and odious white Caucasian bastards who following in the
footsteps of their barbaric ancestors, and from Canada to Australia and right
across Europe are so shit scared of non-white immigration to the lands they now
inhabit; petrified that they'll have done to them what they and their forbearers
did to other races across the world? Sorry to disappoint you chumps, but not
every other race is as sick and evil as you are; because if they were they
wouldn't have allowed you to set foot in their countries or regions in the first
place, let alone show you the hospitality they routinely gave you and that you so
savagely and treacherously abused in your sick process of then dispossessing
them of everything they ever had, equitably shared among themselves and
treasured for millennia, until your lot came along.
 
Now stick that in your pipe and smoke it!
 
The truth is, reverting once more to these obviously manmade diseases, that
Ebola just like AIDS only became a problem for the west's leaders, its media and
exceptionally grasping pharmaceutical companies when the Trojan horse
callously and conspiratorially implanted in Africa actually broke free of its
tethered lead and rather unexpectedly started wandering on to the pastures and
fields of the white west. Too bad for you, since you had to take action in order to
stave off from within your own ranks the identical pandemic that you'd
intentionally caused in Africa. Well since you prized assholes seemingly never
learn from your past misdeeds that's precisely what happens with Frankenstein
monsters whether they are of the military or biological kind; and personally I
have no fucking sympathy either with or for any of you!
 
Finally, Britain which has one of the oldest biological warfare institutions and
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laboratories in the entire world located at Porton Down is quite literally up to its
eyes and ears in nefarious and ongoing activities of germ, virus and biological
warfare; and who can forget the myxomatosis scandal that almost eradicated the
entire rabbit population of the United Kingdom? And the United States too
similarly belongs in this rogue's gallery of perfidious infamy; and to assure one's
self that it meets the criteria for this hands down one only has to mention the
Tuskegee Project; and in time honoured fashion I'll once again implore you to
check out for yourself this distinctly dastardly act of notoriety and betrayal on the
part of the USA that went of for decades.
 
So feel free to believe these lying bastards, if you want to, when they dishonestly
and mendaciously tell you and with straight faces too all the duplicitous crap
about Ebola that they're currently spewing out; but it doesn't say much for you
when you take it at face value and don't do the research for yourself.
 
Stanley Collymore
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My New Beard
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You came into reality not because I wanted one or, for
that matter, had even contemplated the need to have
one, since neither of these two occurrences
had even remotely crossed my mind let alone
embedded themselves there. So your very
existence and, naturally, unexpected presence here,
you see, are basically the fortuitous combination
of the gratuitous indulgence of an uncommon
act of laziness by me that has clearly and
quite self-evidently, advantageously
resulted in the eager sprouting,
certain encouragement there,
and what has transparently
become the unmistakable
and established fact of
what is now a most
distinguished and
alluring growth
of facial hair.
Unexpectedly but welcomingly
so, it's true to say; and by
the look of things
permanently
here to
stay!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 July 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Meticulously a clean-shaven person, I nevertheless do think that I look rather
fetching with this new beard of mine.
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Pledge As A Lone Wolf Assassin!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
If I must live then please let it be as a free man purposely endowed
with the unfettered and unchallenged realization concomitant
with a universally accepted right to openly and at all times
act in accordance with my personally and deeply held
convictions attendant with the inherent beliefs and
precious value system that stem from them and
which combined, definitively represent my
conscience. A well thought out, earnestly
engaged in, fully implemented and thoroughly moral situation
completely devoid of the fraudulent influences of coercive
actions or other insidious and pernicious measures that
either blatantly or else surreptitiously endeavour to
forcibly undermine my will or self-confidence as
a rational, conscionable and principled human
being fully and of my own free volition and
accordingly greatly aware and therefore
not having to continually be reminded,
not just of the individual responsibilities that I have to myself
as a prescient-minded and thinking person but also in terms
of my benevolent duties to those among my fellow man
who are extremely deserving of them; and willingly
and daringly doing so in both of these instances
without either asking or expecting anything
in return. And in such circumstances, as
any genuine right-minded person will
intentionally do to achieve such a
creditable ambition, voluntarily
make the essential sacrifice
of their life should they
ever be required to!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 December 2015.
 
 
Author’s Thoughts:
I could have written this poem in the third person and additionally as some
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abstract dissertation but intentionally and unapologetically chose to pen it in the
first person – those of you with any intelligible knowledge of the English language
will instantly know what I mean, the rest of you it’s much too complex I know for
your quite limited brains to grasp so do yourselves a massive favour and just
forget it – that I’ve accordingly done and for the quite simple and unambiguous
reasons that the markedly ethical sentiments that are unequivocally and
sincerely articulated in this literary exposition of mine are those that deep-
seatedly and conscionably resonate with my own honest opinions which are
themselves consciously conceived of and given birth from very exhaustively well-
researched, compellingly convincing and most significantly a moral compass-
instituted, comprehensively implemented, recurrently fostered, moral, religious,
cultural and also a profoundly and enduring familial upbringing to which I
instinctively and irreversibly owe a great deal and consequently attach
paramount and unalterable importance to.
 
Those of you with functioning brains and who’re in the routine habit of thinking
for yourselves are already familiar with the numerous false flags and other
similarly dastardly scenarios which your domestic political regimes, elected
representatives, risibly named security services and the entire kit and caboodle
of state apparatuses which habitually control and even dominate your lives have
been conspiratorially involved in and at the proverbial drop of a hat, so to speak,
are quite murderously, dementedly, sociopathically and with the evidently
frenzied and feral intensity of the toxic and inbred psychopaths that they are,
rather venally and most enjoyably go about their homicidal work.
 
In quite recent times the premeditatedly formulated and lethally realized false
flags operations of 9/11; the dodgy Iraq dossier; the Libya scenario; the Tunisian
beach “massacre”; the Charlie Hebdo affair; and the 13 November 2015 Paris
“slaughter” to cite only a small sample of them are all examples of the perverse
and conspicuous evil that wholly permeates the sick minds of those with their
well established and white supremacist delusions, deeply ingrained imperialist,
colonialist and to the Manor Born class-based and antediluvian hereditarily
endowed illusions coupled, as is markedly the case in Britain with social-climbing
aspirations of the most hideous kind, that are symbiotically conjoined with the
avaricious zeal derived from and consummately engendered by those like the
Military Industrial Complex, affiliated financial organizations and their media
associates whose sole agenda is death, preferably and as is usually the case
effected in the Global South, and  accordingly grotesquely profiting from it.
However, to carry on doing so they must have at their disposal an incredibly
gullible, brain-dead or otherwise an easy to manipulate public and lamentably
there’s no shortage of such persons across the west and most noticeably so
throughout the United States and Britain.
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In conclusion, do I see myself for whatever reason as a lone wolf assassin or
empathize with those who might categorize themselves as such? Well as the old
saying goes that’s for me to know and those, whoever they are: official state
players or mere curious or nosy individuals, that are desirous of ascertaining the
true facts about me in that regard to find out. But trust me; you won’t! However
assiduously you monitor me. Now there’s a challenge for you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Sincere Pledge To You Having Intensely Fallen In
Love With You!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You positively mean everything in the world to me
and always will do, I honestly and most assuredly
promise you; and, what’s more, readily, openly
and willingly confirm that from my personal
perspective there’s absolutely nothing,
either singly or jointly, in either or
both of our two lives that could
conceivably or will ever change
anything in that respect. The net asset of
all this being that we shall continue
and forever, whether in sickness,
health, poverty or the unlikely
acquisition of wealth, still
affectionately, loyally
and, of course, most
adoringly have
each other.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 July 2015.
 
 
Author’s remarks:
If love does indeed make the world go around then there’s every possibility that
respecting, promoting and consolidating it in every sphere of our lives might in
the same way conceivably ensure the survival not only of mankind, the other
creatures that similarly dwell on this planet which we reciprocally share but also
Planet Earth itself. Food for thought, I’d say! What do you think?
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Truly Exceptional Maternal Grandmother!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are my mentor, have always been my staunchest
protector and throughout my life were always there
to help me whenever I had a seemingly insoluble
problem, whether it was my own or someone
else's doing, that I hadn't the slightest clue
how to go about satisfactorily solving; yet
you always in such circumstances quite
undauntedly and with an indomitable
encouragement calmly, consolingly
and appreciably encouragingly as
was your customary wont stepped in and with
your knowledgeable expertise consummate
wisdom and in your typically enlightened
fashion tenderly and most pragmatically
placed before me the realistic options
opened to me while astutely leaving
me with the concluding decision as
fully mine to make, but whatever
that was I honestly knew would
confidently be assisted as ever
by your intrinsic and concrete
guarantee, itself perceptively
and devotedly supportive of
me! Honestly an inimitable
woman that's what I freely
reckon, and candidly how
providential and entirely
absolutely rewarding to
know you're my Gran!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 May 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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My Tunisian Awakening
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I have just experienced the most unexpected and
exhilarating experience I could ever have
imaged or hoped for while being on
holiday of all things; too
considerable for words and rightly so. I met
you: previously a complete stranger to
me but in the ensuing hours we were
together the transition of you from
stranger to some very special to
me wasn’t only dramatic but
was also in this remarkable
process significantly life-
changing as well.
For having reciprocally empathized with you
so instantaneously and to such an extent,
in ways that strangers rarely do, I
happily became aware on this
most incredible of Sundays –
30 January 2011 – that I
was possibly falling
in love with you.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Narcissism Is Not A Mirror Image Of Love!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Truly respectful love of one's self and likewise for
others who're truly deserving of such love is the
definitive answer of exactly who and what we
individually are or equally simply aren't;
and any other approach to this evidently
influential matter, or come to that owt
else that's constructively associated
with it, that's willingly entertained
by or else selfishly embarked on is quite frankly either
a cynically devised and divisive misnomer at best or
at its menacingly worst a deceptive interpretation
of what love is really all about. And don't be
taken in by those who recurrently shout or
indifferently wrap up everything they're
individually mixed up with in an useful
blanket of love; take to extravagantly
wearing this rather precious emotion
on their sleeve as though it were a
fashion icon, and like the standard
narcissist totally determined on
obsessively pushing their own
spurious agenda cleverly sees
love as nothing more than a
spectacular and accessible
wheeze to exploitatively
pull in the very gullible,
stupid, feckless or the
awfully harebrained!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
No one will ever know for sure how many hearts have been broken, how many
dreams were forsaken, heartfelt and positively beneficial ambitions abandoned,
lives completely ruined or multiple deaths occasioned in the supposed name of
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love. Nor conversely, for that matter, how rewardingly satisfactory love has been
and stalwartly continues to be the principally redeeming factor as well as the
highly motivatory catalyst in the routinely productive lives and accompanying
achievements: major as well as small, of millions of people, the overwhelming
majority of whom we've personally never heard of and the chances are we're
never likely to meet.
 
But does it really matter in the end if this distinctly precious commodity we
variously see, treat and term as love helps assist us in getting to know and
understand each other much better so that we are more suitably equipped not
only to competently accommodate our acknowledged similarities but likewise
having recognized them, accept and similarly deal with our differences too? Of
course it does! For in so doing it enables us all as part of the human family to
cease being enemies and instead warmly embrace the other and far more
constructive option of being friends.
 
Happy significant birthday on the 5th August 2016 Margaret Doreen!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Naturally Impressive Yet Relaxed About It!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The most intriguing and sometimes totally captivating
thing about the unpredictable vagaries of life are the
chance encounters which they present, enabling
one to occasionally, quite out of the blue
as it happens, come across persons
that previously were entirely
unknown entities to the
individual concerned.
Yet, in spite of the unfamiliarity associated
with such encounters, the instantaneously
thrilling, disarming and natural rapport
coupled with the effortlessly mutual
understanding that this unique
situation generates, itself
securely fused with a
consummate and genuine affability quite
clearly discernible on both sides of this
budding relationship, epitomize as
well what I both feel and know
that true and unpretentious
living is really all about.
And interestingly and honestly said
there can be no denying the fact
that these endearing features,
and many more besides,
you obviously have
in abundance
Samantha!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 August 2014.
 
 
The Author's Personal Tribute:
In a world where so many intolerable pressures, and of such diversity too, are
unwarrantedly and quite invariably damagingly as well exerted on others who
unthinkingly assume and even implausibly, in my opinion, literally convince
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themselves that they must flow with the tide of embarrassing inanity and even
outright, rank stupidity is rather mindboggling to say the least; yet this quite
preposterous conduct and the glaringly compulsive craving to please others, even
those that the individual doesn't really know at all and simultaneously to be some
person other than one's self happens repeatedly.
 
So it's a most refreshing change and in the process an undeniable inspiration, I
freely admit, to happily come across someone like you Samantha, who despite
your having a complete array of the most endearing qualities that huge numbers
of individuals clearly don't have, and therefore can only dream about, you
nevertheless are the personification of self-control and graciousness coupled with
a selfless readiness to be both pleasant and helpful at all times. And very aware
of this from the onset of our first meeting I've decided to write you this poem
Samantha.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Nelson Mandela; A Truly Remarkable Man!
 
Twenty seven years of personal sacrifice selflessly but
passionately combined with a lifetime of national
and global inspiration to all those who
genuinely believe in freedom, justice for all
and equality of opportunity for everyone
to exploit their God-given attributes,
fully realize the ambitions they
aspire to and have earnestly
and positively set their
hearts and minds
on ultimately
achieving.
 
That’s your enduring legacy Madiba: the indisputable and
amazing embodiment of the resounding triumph of the
human spirit over the formidable and pernicious
challenges of adversity that one can and does
encounter, fashioning you as a result into
the Moral Colossus and the Giant of a
Man you inevitably became and will
forever remain in the full consciousness
of those who, as you most evidently
were, are likewise perceptively,
acutely and empathetically
in touch with their own
comprehensive and
inborn humanity.
 
Most notably among them the progeny of Mother
Africa that together with the children of her
wider Diaspora have proudly watched
you evolve into the fixed and guiding Southern Star
you eventually emerged as, and whose bright,
stubbornly undiminished and consoling
light permanently radiates both near and afar
serving as a trusted and reliable beacon of
reassurance whose influential moral compass
directs and assists us in navigating our way safely
and appreciatively through the perilous waters
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of racism, bigotry, ill-natured intolerance
and the insidious contempt
generated by and routinely directed
at us from others on our onward
journey to the tranquil haven
of collective forgiveness,
mutual respect for
and much needed
reconciliation
towards one
another.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Nemesis Of A Female Sexual Predator
 
From a personal perspective I’ve never ever considered you
to be a good liar, which you evidently are not; and as
such have always been able to see right through
you and accurately determine whatever it was
that you were up to, that put bluntly and to
say the very least was never any good.
Even so I never said anything, and at no stage of
your outrageous behaviour did I ever reproach
or condemn you for your permissive actions
choosing instead to let sleeping dogs
lie, as what you did didn’t impact
on my life and quite frankly
was therefore none of
my business.
 
All the more so as lawfully and physiologically
you’re obviously an adult and for that reason if
none other must shoulder full responsibility
for your personal conduct, just as those
who allow themselves to be used by
you have a comparable obligation
to themselves to do likewise and
therefore shouldn’t expect a
third party to constantly be
on hand to act either as
their guardian angel
or individual
protector.
 
However, when the likes of you grow tired, as you
invariably do, of the relative ease with which
you comprehensively outwit and ruthlessly
manipulate those whom you’ve chosen
to exploit, and who incredibly permit you
to do so, turn your predatory instincts to the
task of temptingly ensnaring what you
self-servingly perceive as far more
challenging prey of the calibre of
myself, then to stand idly by
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and witlessly refuse to
confront such an
outrage would
at the very least
be a non sequitur
on my part were
I specifically
to be your
selected
target.
 
Something that I couldn’t conscionably tolerate
let alone sensibly accept. So in my case please
spare yourself the ignominy of being told
in candid terms where to get off and
what best to do with yourself,
relative to your predetermined
designs and self-centred
plans, where I am
concerned!
 
For while the issue of my inside leg measurement and its
speculative size are obviously matters of considerable
interest to you, it doesn’t necessarily follow that I
must automatically or should unthinkingly comply
with your personal demands on how or even
whether or not I ought to make use of them
with you; for I’m not or will I ever allow
myself to be a sexual automaton: conveniently available
on demand only to be casually disposed of when I’m
no longer required or deemed fit for purpose as
you evidently would rather prefer to think
that I am, and shockingly surprising
for you, I’m sure, do instead
have a very functioning
and well-utilized
brain in my
head!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 May 2014.
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Author’s analysis
In the west predatory sexual instincts ascribed to and routinely acknowledged to
exist among Homo sapiens is often principally associated with the male gender,
this despite the accumulation of a plethora of historical and decisively, irrefutable
empirical data that’s readily available to substantively support the contrary point
of view that this is distinctly far from being the case. But white Caucasian males,
for the most part, demonstrably like and very much prefer the first, well-received
but erroneous narrative that evidently gives them the emotional, comfort blanket
boost and psychological peace of mean which they desperately yearn for to
misleadingly corroborate what to others is the glaringly fictional notion of their
machismo alpha male persona that they boastfully like to gird themselves with.
 
A right questionable state of affairs that from their ludicrous perspective
nevertheless fittingly reinforces their staunch belief that they’re not only racially
and culturally the Master Race but unquestionably too also superior in bed; a
conclusion which conflictingly, as I’ve personally discovered on numerous
occasions, is a point of view that many of their womenfolk don’t share at all, find
risible in the extreme and privately have no hesitation in saying so, as their
ongoing and intentional cuckolding of these purported Master Race specimens of
humanity clearly attest to and firmly demonstrate.
 
That said members of both genders periodically tend to keep souvenirs of sexual
encounters that they’ve engaged in and which at the time meant something, and
even specially so, to them. However, what no normal individual among them
ever does is to send semen or vaginal stained clothing, specifically derived from
that sexual involvement, to either their mom or dad for safe keeping; as to do so
would be most bizarre to say the very least and in a worst case scenario have
serious overtones of premeditated and devious machinations in the offing on the
part of the person involved in this kind of outlandish conduct.
 
Therefore in my opinion Monika Lewinsky is not and has never been the hapless
victim she self-servingly seeks to portray herself as, nor have I ever thought for
a solitary moment that Bill Clinton was or is a sexual abuser. A charismatic
Lothario no doubt, but what may I ask is wrong with that if no coercion or
manipulative deceit is ever contemplated or employed in the seduction process?
 
Candidly and significantly to-date even though I’ve long and voluntarily desisted
from liberally but quite selectively sowing my wild oaks, as was previously my
wont to do, as I not only grew up as normal people in such circumstances
invariably do but have also sagaciously realized that however keen I was on
proverbially climbing mountains so to speak, I didn’t have to persistently scale
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either new ones or the likes of existing and challenging ones like Mt. Everest
every time, or for that matter regard their successful ascent as proof positive
that I was still very much a highly skilled, undeniably accomplished and a
remarkably competent mountaineer; a similar conclusion I logically arrived at in
relation to sex and consequently determined that I had nothing to prove to
myself and much less so to anyone!
 
And since I’ve comprehensively, and pleasurably as well, had considerably far
more than my fair share of sexual conquests: all of them perfectly legal, non-
predatory, exclusively heterosexual, highly emotionally compatible – else I
simply wouldn’t have indulged in them in the first place - and distinctly always
mutually consensual, set against that backdrop the quite lunatic idea that all
sexually active men are invidious predators and conversely every female is
chaste, naïve at worst or wholly innocent relative to the actions she embarks on
is as preposterous, I firmly believe, as someone of either gender reaching the
age of puberty and still believing, if they ever did in this contemporary and
promiscuous world of ours, that newborn babies are found by their respective
mothers under gooseberry bushes or else delivered to them by rather
longsuffering but none the less altruistic storks tasked with the dubious privilege
of doing so.
 
Stanley Collymore
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No Contest
 
I should really hate you as your influence
on me is such that I instinctively and
completely lose all control over
everything I say and do
whenever you’re with
me; but on the
contrary, I
love it!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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No Guarantees Mind, But All The Same A Happy New
Year To You!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Another year will soon be gone as optimistically those
who want to forget the tragedies and self-inflicted
calamities of this outgoing one welcomingly
beckon a new one in its place; but as these
pre-planned celebrations transpire and
festively explode with much hoped
for celebrations, what guarantees are there that
come the 31 December of the incoming New
Year that people wouldn't have learnt any
lessons in the interim; and then, will be
ruefully glancing back and rather as
it happens, dejectedly ruminating
that for all their cherished good
natured optimism and great
cheer,2016 unfortunately
was really no different
from other preceding
and adverse years?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 December 2015.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The world is in turmoil and incredibly as it seems those who are directly and
personally responsible for the terrible mess that we're in unsurprisingly like the
purblind morons that they are and seemingly oblivious or else uncaring of the
cataclysmic state of affairs they've inconceivably fashioned and asininely carry on
with, rather than sensibly climb out of the hole they've created, caused us to be
in and likewise stop hindering and allow the rest of us to do the same, they
nevertheless like the dead-beat imbeciles that they are, and frankly that's
putting it mildly, relentlessly carry on with their incomprehensible and utterly
catastrophic digging!
 
Die Welt ist in Aufruhr und unglaublich, wie es scheint, die, die direkt und
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persönlich für die heilloses Durcheinander verantwortlich sind, die wir in
überraschend wie die blöden Idioten, die sie sind, und scheinbar nichts sonst
gefühllos der katastrophalen Lage der Dinge sie unvorstellbar haben sind
fashioned und asininely weiter mit, anstatt sinnvoll aus dem Loch, das sie
geschaffen haben zu klettern, uns veranlasst, in sein und ebenso aufhören zu
behindern und lassen Sie den Rest von uns das gleiche zu tun, sie doch wie die
dead-Beat-Dummköpfe, dass sie sind, und ehrlich gesagt, das ist noch milde
ausgedrückt, unerbittlich weiter mit ihrer unverständlichen und absolut
katastrophalen Graben!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Not My Kind Of Game
 
I don’t give a toss what other people think of me
just as it isn’t my problem, or will it ever be,
that such people are bloody idiots with
uneducated, boring and unfulfilled
lives, because I have in my head
a very astute brain which I
regularly use to do my
own thinking.
 
But I think that the problem I’ve previously
referred to, great as it is for these people,
in reality is much greater for you, as
you have the same attitudes they
do with one major exception;
they have the courage of
their convictions,
and you don’t!
 
So, instead, you conveniently hide your own
contribution to this unbecoming saga by
hypocritically lambasting the conduct
of those who were created in the
same mould as yourself!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 December 2010.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Not Part Of The Maddening Crowd
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Neither in my life time nor that of my great-grandchildren,
who are yet to be born, will the venerable concepts of
altruistically giving or in return genially accepting
compliments as well, as willingly and selflessly
praising those who're undeniably deserving
of such recognition in precisely the same
manner as there are no qualms in either
liberally dispensing criticism or else
conveying gratuitous condemnation if the vexatious
accuser has a mind to, ever become embedded in
British culture; as it's much easier to criticize
than perspicaciously praise someone if, as
it happens, you were to find yourself in
that category of completely brainless
clowns that significantly, but alas,
infest the hinterland of Britain.
 
So why then do folk like me carry on irrepressibly
to keep banging our heads against what appear
to be seemingly intractable brick walls and
always with the existent prospect in that
procedure of really achieving nothing
for our earnest labours? The honest
answer to that pertinent question?
Outstanding persons like you
Madge: formerly a stranger however no more
so; but instead is someone that has become
a most treasured friend and thoroughly
appreciated neighbour; and who on
my part and profoundly together
with correspondingly beloved,
time-honoured and enduring
ones of this genre certainly
makes each personal act
of generosity that I'm
occupied with, very
much worth doing.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
31 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was inspired by and is dedicated in fond tribute to Madge: a neighbour
and close friend of mine now of 13 years standing, who is also a brilliant, highly
principled and a truly altruistically committed individual and a markedly
conscionably active community activist of the highest order in her mid eighties.
 
Consummately fit, amazingly agile and most outstandingly healthy for her years
Madge, who is always positively on the go, literally outdoes in virtually every
department that is rationally worth considering many of both sexes who are
several decades younger than she is and does so transparently both in physique
as well as in relation to their customary sedentary lifestyle and pursuits, and in
comparison to them is as a graceful swan in contrast to their statuses as
uncoordinated and lumbering hippopotamuses.
 
Furthermore, Madge is additionally a committed, profoundly involved and an
ongoing active benefactor to all manner of birds in her locality whom she willingly
and voluntarily provides for out of her personal income with everything from
suitable bird housing that she locates in the neighbouring trees which form the
backdrop to her home, to the regular supplies of very nourishing food and water
supplied to them throughout the year, and in the latter's case not only for
drinking purposes but also to enable them to happily indulge themselves in
bathing with during the warmer weather.
 
A similar all round attention that Madge assiduously pays to any number of stray
cats that depend on her boundless generosity for their daily care and wellbeing.
And it's indeed very touching and inspirational to observe the close bonding
relationship that she has with these diverse animals and how very much they
absolutely trust, appreciate and intimately interact with her, yet at the same time
retaining their non-domesticated status.
 
Consequently, in my estimation and by any objective definition of the term, this
remarkable octogenarian female is not only one outstanding sociable and
humanitarian lady but also, and without any doubt in my mind, a truly
phenomenal human being.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Nothing Good Ever Comes From House Niggers!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Why would ordinary and decent white Brits, of whom they are
some, let alone any principled Black man or woman want a
loathsome House Nigger as Prime Minister of Britain,
with or without the inclusion of the entity we know
as the United Kingdom? Far less so any number
among the plethora of lowlife, white trash,
redneck and discernibly intellectually
impoverished retards routinely used and mercilessly
manipulated by their alleged social betters - and
come to think of it they don't either, as these
privileged elite pillocks wouldn't stomach
having a nigger: house or other mixture,
marring their obsessive and delusional
social strata status would they? - or
these controlling puppet masters
established and self-appointed
mainstream media cons who
mockingly pretend they're
responsible and factually
recounting journalists
when obviously they
unmistakably aren't!
 
So out of respect, if indeed you have any such thing,
for each honourable human being who is Black,
white, yellow or brown throughout the whole
of Britain, uumm shall we say, exhort your
half-breed Black moron, to firmly chuck
this imbecilic and delusional notion of
his forever out of his stupid head that
he will be the leader of the Labour
Party in place of our current one
Jeremy Corbyn, and thereafter
be Prime Minister of a vile
Nazi Zionist encouraged,
bottom engrossed; and
a demonstrably run,
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imperialistic and,
quite ironically
in his House
Nigger case,
colonialist
Britain. But sad for you
house boy it's never
going to happen!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 May 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Blacks globally put their faith solidly in Barack Obama when he ran for President
of the United States of America and many of them wept openly and unashamedly
with relief and in profound gratitude to the Almighty God on the night that he
was officially and tumultuously declared as the popularly, and certainly among
Blacks and other non-white victims of white racism, imperialism, colonialism and
global exploitation of themselves and their numerous supplies of natural
resources, and democratically elected president of what was previously,
continuously, firmly entrenched and customarily expected white and frequently
redneck, constitutional and executive head of the United States of America.
 
But despite his electoral mandate for change which he'd solemnly promised it
soon became quite disappointingly obvious to every discerning soul within and
outside of the United States that Barack Obama's much vaunted mantra of
change was nothing more than a skilful and cynical PR exercise in sleight of hand
on his part commensurate with the customary duping of a domestic rogue state
USA population that's traditionally kept obliviously ill-informed, cold-bloodedly
and continuously mainstream media manipulated, Zionist bankers and other
exploitative financial institutions exploited; the Military Industrial Complex
abused; and a whole assortment of other nefariously assorted multinational
corporations, all of whom are controlled by their privileged elite, Nazi Zionist
cadres of puppet masters.
 
However, these home-grown Americans weren't the only ones who were
dishonestly caught up in these disreputable, contemptuous and glaring
contemptible shenanigans. As millions of non-whites and principled whites
worldwide also were. For far from fomenting and heralding in change, Barack
Obama and his puppet masters instituted more ferociously than any other rogue
state USA regime had previously done more of the same, to which the entire
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world had been forced to get accustomed to, and that the US electorate for once
in their huge numbers had voted against. It didn't make any difference though!
 
So instead of a noticeable and positive transformation in both the United States
and global societies we were quite despondently obliged to observe a
fundamental worsening of both situations in tandem with the Barack Obama
regime presiding incomprehensibly over more gratuitous and monstrously
sadistic African-American killings by US police forces, redneck racist vigilante in
common with sanctioned state murders of Blacks specifically, than at any other
time since Slavery and the Jim Crow era; and with Barack Obama himself
concertedly doing nothing to rein in any of this. While internationally his earnest
and perceptibly vested interest obsession with rogue state USA wars, illicit and
war crimes initiated drone killings and the shoring up of the barbaric entities of
dictatorial satrapy Bantu Saudi along with that of Nazi Zionist, apartheid, illegal
nuclear pariah and Khazar embedded Yidland carried on unabated under Barack
Obama's tenure of office, as they still do now he's thankfully gone.
 
So if this is what another half-breed Black and House Nigger, Chuka Umunna and
his backers covet for a toadying to all things rogue state USA Britain, from my
personal perspective they're quite welcomed to their fantasies. As it won't
happen! And certainly NOT with a House Nigger at the helm! Not that sensible
Black and white voters of Britain don't ever want to see a Black as Prime Minister
of what ultimately remains of the United Kingdom, or the entire UK if
miraculously it stays in one piece, but having seen one House Nigger in operation
and rather arguably in charge of the world's supposedly most powerful nation,
we just don't want to see another House Nigger moron in charge of the UK this
time or, come to that, any place or anything. And besides we all know what white
Zionist racists do to their imbecilic stooges when they become surplus to
requirements.
 
Remember Saddam Hussein and Manuel Noriega to name just two examples? I'm
sure you do!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Nothing Ventured; Well You Know The Rest Of It!
 
Forgive me, but could I be impertinent and ask you a
personal favour? I imagine that your mother must
have warned you when you were a girl growing
up not to talk to men who are strangers to you,
but I swear I wouldn’t have approached
you in this direct manner if I didn’t need to.
My problem is that I’m petrified of flying,
and since there’s no other practical way
of getting to Barbados except than
by flying there you can see
the predicament that
I’m currently in.
 
Colleagues and even friends of mine have told
me I should take a couple of strong alcoholic
drinks before take-off and that would calm
my nerves, but I’m a teetotaller, have
been all my life, and don’t know
which is worst: the fear of flying or
the after effects of consuming
alcoholic beverages that
I’m obviously not
accustomed to.
 
So will you be a pal, and as our seats are next
to each other, I wasn’t eavesdropping but
overheard your conversation with
the check-in clerk, let me hold on to you for
reassurance during take-off and until the
aircraft is safely in the air and the pilot
has charted its course successfully,
allowing me the opportunity to
chart mine with you?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Ode To The Indomitable Seumas Milne!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Hang on a bit don’t I know you? Yes of course I do! You’re
that leftist, terrorist-loving twit who likes masquerading as
a serious journalist as you strive not only to befuddle the
heads of but as well perniciously and deliberately fool
your everyday Brit while premeditatedly incensing
those of us: people effectively like me, that these
ordinary people look up to and unconsciously
quite happily, endemically and traditionally
too, class-consciously know full well and
readily accept that by Divine Right are
born to rule them. So why then as you’ve consistently done
in the past, and still carry on doing to this day, purposely
go out of your way to unnecessarily upset and confuse
them with your far-fetched, treasonous and obviously
impracticable notions, compounded by your risible
assertions of their inalienable and, listen to this,
legal entitlement to them of universal human
rights, racial and gender equality and what
you leftists vaingloriously see, promote
as, and even absurdly guarantee aren’t
only the principles of democracy but
must also lawfully, constitutionally
and permanently be enshrined as
the only practical way forward
in relation to how the people
not just of Britain, but also
other societies worldwide
ought independently to
administer their own
individual country.
 
I ask you! Does such political blasphemy realistically
do anything positively either for our happy subjects –
citizens I mean – or the rest of us their superiors?
Of course not! For it only causes rancorous
divisions where previously none existed
and that ideally can’t be beneficial, by
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any deduction, for the overall good
of our proud and unified nation,
the United Kingdom! And looked at pragmatically
and not through some idealistic and hopelessly
ill-conceived prism liberally fashioned in an
undoubtedly bizarre cauldron of the hatred
of our people and a fanatical derision for
your own country by you and others of
your sort and that unhappily you were
quite irresponsibly and significantly
dangerously indulged in, I earnestly
believe, by media outlets like the
Guardian, is it really any wonder
then that with him now the leader
of Britain’s Labour Party you’ve
rather shamelessly opted Seumas
Milne to explicitly and firmly
align yourself with another
traitor, terrorist lover and
obsessive hater of the
United Kingdom,
Jeremy Corbyn?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
In my honest opinion, as well as by any objective analysis one can employ,
Seumas Milne is undoubtedly and incomparably not only the best but equally by
far the most straightforward, interesting to read, informative and principled
journalist of any gender throughout the entire United Kingdom and furthermore,
I firmly believe, has been so for a considerable time now, and rather pleasurably
for me I don’t see him ever being remotely overtaken in that capacity; and most
certainly NOT by the vainglorious, completely and unwarrantedly full of
themselves, transparently ill-educated by any benchmark that one can devise -
my maternal Grandmother lovingly implanted in my mind from the age of four
when for the first time I formally attended primary school that book learning
should never be equated with basic commonsense or for that matter genuine
intelligence – and furthermore, profoundly educationally challenged and obtuse
stenographers who when not two sheets to the wind would be hard-pressed to
tell you what time of day it was, so effectively brainwashed are they in other
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words that the making of independent decisions that normal people habitually
engage in during their everyday life is a Himalayan assignment for these
robotically controlled freaks who simply do whatever it is that they’re told to do.
 
So understandably looking at it from their skewed perspective on life people like
Seumas Milne are unsurprisingly regarded by them with the utmost suspicion and
not only because he’s a far better journalist than they could ever be but
principally too because he’s not psychologically like them nor is he the sort of
person to demean himself and his values for the filthy lucre that these useless
stenographers prostitute themselves for. For whichever way that one objectively
assesses Seumas Milne it soon become demonstrably clear that compared to all
of the others in his line of work he is one colossal giant in every plausible way
when compared to or set beside the throng of unctuous stenographers that infest
the plutocratic world of Pygmyland, or more fittingly put the misnomer that
narcissistically and quite delusionally sees itself as the British mainstream media.
So there’s certainly no need: pressing or otherwise, on my part for me to defend
Seumas Milne who is fully proficient at defending himself.
 
However, as a longstanding and committed supporter of Jeremy Corbin I couldn’t
resist the temptation to serve up some of these morons own and unpalatable
medicine to these brain-dead detractors and vilifying castigators of both Seumas
Milne and Jeremy Corbyn for their recently conjoined alliance that has thankfully
really got up the noses of these imbecilic pillocks. For it powerfully confirms one
thing at least, if there was any doubt at all about that which there never was,
how completely petrified and intensely worried these perfidious and downright
pernicious “Divine Righters”, class-privileged entrenched lowlife scum and the
virulent enemies at every turn of real democracy are. For why else would they
unremittingly keep spewing out the same noxious vomit that they do? So
forgetting them and using irony and sarcasm in this poem to ridicule them I’ll
simply say to Seumas Milne on your new and superb appointment as advisor to
Jeremy Corbyn, welcome on board mate! And keep giving these lowlife scum
nightmares.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Often Is Not Nearly Good Enough
 
I know that it’s only a few moments ago since
I last told you that I love you but it seems
already like ages to me; anyway, any
number of times that I say it to
you I also know would be
quite insufficient as far
as I’m concerned.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Oh To Be A Paedophile And Just Loving It!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I readily confess to being a paedophile, but that per se
doesn't in any way make me an evil person, since
from a physical, mental and even the generally
perceived public perception that wantonly
prevails I really can't and, moreover
having earnestly tried it, don't want
to change who or what I truly am. For I do genuinely
love children and very much adore having a natural
and unrestricted bond, as well as a pleasurable
social interaction with the majority of them
coupled, of course, with the customarily
natural, invigoratingly inspirational
and a most unspoiled and likeable
innocence of the kind that they
instinctively exhibit, when
paedophiles like myself
individually become
close with them.
 
And not a bit in their uncalculatingly ways like
the hypocritical episodic scenarios of clearly
contrived bonhomie and the otherwise
customarily kind of superficially
enforced, and put on for show bogus behaviour
that's very characteristic of the average
adult, and that individuals like me
consistently, and in numerous
sickeningly ways, sadly
experience each
and every
day.
 
So please, truthfully tell me and the millions of
others both nationally as well as globally
that are genuinely interested, who is
really harming these children's
positive development. Me -
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warts and all - with my
astute recognition and specific understanding
of who and what these children are and,
by logical definition, likewise realist-
ically desire, or you with your
sanctimonious pie in the sky
notions as to what they
should manipulatively,
rather asininely and
conformingly let
themselves, and
led by you,
aspire to.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem is neither an endorsement nor a castigatory condemnation of
paedophilia or those who practise it and therefore shouldn't be seized upon and
construed by you the reader of it as such in accordance with your own views,
properly informed or otherwise, that you personally hold on this particular
subject matter.
 
And as an objective writer my own views are irrelevant here, since my role as the
former is to play Devil's advocate and let you, assuming that you either care to
or even want to, to determine for yourself - and specifically no one else - just
how this societal issue and those who're involved in it should be and are
ultimately dealt with by their social peers; regardless of whatever sexual
classification these self-appointed adjudicators honestly assign to themselves.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Oh, Ein Pädophiler Zu Sein Und Es Einfach Zu Lieben!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Ich gebe gerne zu, ein Pädophiler zu sein, aber das an sich
macht mich in keiner Weise zu einer bösen Person,
seitdem von einem physischen, mentalen und
sogar dem allgemeinen wahrgenommene
öffentliche Wahrnehmung, die mut-
willig herrscht ich wirklich nicht
und außerdem habe es ernsthaft versucht, will es nicht
zu ändern, wer oder was ich wirklich bin. Denn
das mache ich echt liebe Kinder und verehre
sehr, einen natürlichen zu haben und
uneingeschränkte Bindung sowie
ein Vergnügen soziale Interaktion mit der
Mehrheit von ihnen natürlich mit
dem üblichen gekoppelt natür-
lich, belebend inspirierend
und eine höchst unberührte und
sympathische Unschuld der
Art, die sie instinktiv aus-
stellen, wenn Pädophile
wie ich individuell
warden schließen
Sie mit ihnen.
 
Und nicht ein bisschen auf ihre unberechenbare Art
und Weise die heuchlerischen episodischen
szenarien von klar erfundene Bonhomie
und das andere normalerweise irgendwie oberflächlich
erzwungen, und für gefälschte Verhalten anziehen
das ist sehr charakteristisch für den Durch-
schnitt Erwachsener, und diese Personen
mögen mich konsequent und in
zahlreichen bedauerlicher-
weise auf traurige Weise
Erleben Sie jeden
Und jeder
Tag.
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Also bitte, sag es mir und den Millionen von
andere sowohl national als auch global
das ist echt interessiert, wer ist
diese Kinder wirklich zu
verletzen positive Entwicklung. Mir -
Warzen und alle - mit meiner Kluges Erkennen
und spezifisches Verstehen von wem und was
diese Kinder sind und nach logischer De-
finition ebenfalls realistisch. Lust oder
dich mit deinem heilige Torte im
Himmel Vorstellungen, was
sie sollte manipulativ, eher
asininely und konform
lassen selbst und
geführt von
ihnen,
erstreben.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Dieses Gedicht ist weder eine Billigung noch eine geißelhafte Verurteilung der
Pädophilie oder derjenigen, die es praktizieren, und sollte daher nicht von Ihnen,
dem Leser, als solches nach Ihren eigenen, sachkundigen oder sonstigen
Ansichten, die Sie persönlich vertreten, aufgefasst und ausgelegt werden Halten
Sie an diesem bestimmten Thema.
 
Und als objektiver Schriftsteller sind meine eigenen Ansichten hier irrelevant, da
meine Rolle als ersterer darin besteht, den Anwalt des Teufels zu spielen und Sie,
vorausgesetzt, Sie wollen oder wollen, für sich selbst bestimmen zu lassen - und
speziell für niemanden sonst wie dieses gesellschaftliche Problem und diejenigen,
die daran beteiligt sind, sein sollten und letztendlich von ihren sozialen Kollegen
behandelt werden; Unabhängig von der sexuellen Klassifizierung weisen sich
diese selbsternannten Juroren ehrlich selbst zu.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Oh, Être Pédophile Et Aimer Ça!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
J'avoue volontiers être un pédophile, mais cela en soi ne fait
en aucun cas de moi une personne perverse, d'un physique,
mental et même le plus généralement perception perçue
du public que sans raison prévaut je ne peux vraiment
pas et, de plus après l'avoir essayé sérieusement, je
ne veux pas pour changer qui ou ce que je suis
vraiment. Car je fais vraiment aimer les enfants et adore
avoir un naturel et un lien sans restriction, ainsi qu'un
Plaisir interaction sociale avec la majorité d'entre
Eux couplé, bien sûr, avec la coutume naturel,
stimulant et inspirant et un plus préservé et
sympathique innocence du genre qu'ils
instinctivement montrer, quand
pédophiles comme moi
devenir individuelle-
ment fermer
avec eux.
 
Et pas un peu dans leurs manières sans calcul, comme
hypocritiques scénarios épisodiques de clairement
bonhomie artificielle et le contraire genre
habituellement superficiellement
appliqué, et mis sur pour
montrer le comportement faux c'est très
caractéristique de la moyenne adulte,
et que les individus comme moi
systématiquement et dans
de nombreux des man-
ières écoeurantes,
malheureasement
expérimenter
chacun et
chaque
journée.
 
Alors s'il vous plaît, dites-moi sincèrement et
les millions de d'autres à la fois au niveau
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national et mondial qui sont vraiment
intéressés, qui est vraiment nuire
à ces enfants développement
positif. Moi - verrues et tout - avec mon
reconnaissance astucieuse et compréhension
spécifique de qui et ce que sont ces enfants et,
par définition logique, de même réaliste
désirer, ou vous avec votre tarte
moralisatrice dans le ciel
notions sur ce qu'ils
devrait manipuler, plutôt
asininely et conformément
conformement eux-
mêmes etdirigé
par vous,
aspirer
à.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Ce poème n'est ni une approbation ni une condamnation sournoise de la
pédophilie ou de ceux qui le pratiquent et ne doit donc pas être saisi et interprété
par celui-ci, en tant que tel, conformément à vos propres points de vue, dûment
informés ou non, que vous-même. tenir sur ce sujet particulier.
 
Et en tant qu'écrivain objectif, mon point de vue n'est pas pertinent ici, car j'ai
pour rôle de jouer le rôle de l'avocat du diable et de vous permettre, en
supposant que vous le désiriez ou le désiriez, de déterminer vous-même - et
personne d'autre - simplement. comment cette question de société et ceux qui y
sont impliqués devraient être et sont finalement traités par leurs pairs sociaux;
Peu importe la classification sexuelle, ces arbitres autoproclamés s'assignent
honnêtement.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Okay! You Win.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Give over; and do give it a break will you? Look!
I’ve heard all this baloney before that you’re
giving me from guys like you who swear
as you do that they’re principally interested
in my mind and not my body. Well, go
tell it to the birds! Hey, wait a minute;
what on earth am I saying? For
you’ve evidently and rather
successfully it seems, done that
already and it’s why you’re
now trying it on with me.
Spreading your quite
practised wings
ever further so
to speak!
 
Nice try; but you’ve got your work cut out for you
mate, as I’m no easy pushover. Mind you, I’m
very susceptible, I must confess, to lapses
of resilience when confronted with
cogent and compelling arguments of persuasion.
It’s a terrible weakness of mine I know; one
that I personally and readily admit to but
rarely confide to anyone else unless
encouragingly placed in the quite
intriguing but none the less
highly compromising
situation of the kind
you’ve clearly
put me in.
 
And now that you know this I suppose you’re
going to take full advantage of what I’ve
told you; and were you to do so who
could really blame you? I know
that I won’t, as by confiding in you in
this way I would have subliminally
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asked for and hopefully as well
quite consciously set myself
up for getting everything
that I’m hopefully, as
I’m sure you well
know, naturally
asking for!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 November 2013.
 
 
Commentary:
Practically every one of us likes to think that for most of the time we’re fully in
charge of our individual sexuality. It’s a myth, of course, as unforeseen and even
premeditated encounters coupled with the circumstances triggered and
generated by them are irresistibly strong determinant factors relative to how we
ultimately behave sexually.
 
But who the hell cares or has any lasting regrets, for that matter, about these
outcomes if they succeed not only in unleashing but also spellbindingly manage
to liberate and fully sate in the process the surging sexuality, however
embarrassing that might be for some of you, that each of us periodically
experiences and invariably succumb to; yet for all that still try to pretend, and
unconvincingly so, it must be said, that you seriously want to suppress such
inclinations from ever surfacing.
 
Stanley Collymore
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On Becoming A Vibrant Woman
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Uncontrollable passions surge through my veins for you
as I intentionally throw all semblances of discretion
and rationality out of the proverbial window. For
never before has anyone impacted quite so
instantaneously and emphatically on my life
like this creating in the process a vigorously
swirling and seemingly unchecked whirlpool
of unbridled emotions that have me in a
complete tizzy where everything else
but you is now inconsequentially
implacably and forcefully
shut out of my mind.
 
How could this be? But more importantly why is
it happening to me of all people, someone who
is unapologetically staid, considered to be
and in actually is imperturbably level-
headed, not given to flights of
fantasy and what’s more is
discerning to a fault?
 
But your alluring impudence has changed all that and
like a young foal skittishly in oestrus for the very
first time and irresistibly drawn to the assertive
stallion that has triggered her condition in the
first place I too find myself completely under
your dominant spell. So what will happen
to me now I wonder? As I really don’t
know for sure and your guess is as
good if probably not better than
my own. But one thing is for
certain; the previous me is
no more and to be quite
honest with you I don’t
in the least regret
her passing.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
4 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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On Confronting A Compulsive Control Freak
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Turn to me, look me straight in the eyes and truthfully
tell me what it is that you really want from me, as
frankly your general behaviour is becoming
quite distressing and worrisome to me
and I simply can't make heads or
tails of your incomprehensible actions, or even what
it is that you're supposed to be doing. And that's
not rational conduct by any means, or some-
thing that I should be compelled to put
up with in stoical isolation, and quite
unequivocally I most vigorously
will never ever contemplate
effecting any such thing.
 
So here's a piece of practical advice to you from me.
Stop immediately your discernibly narcissistic
Queen Bee postulations which stipulate
that your every want must instantly
be converted into someone else's obediently
addressed commands dictated and solely
controlled by you, obviously. Failing
that, dream on if you must, which
is your private and lawful right
to do I'm sure. But I strongly
demand, and ardently trust,
that in doing so you don't
seriously expect me to
play any part in your
rather idiotic and
risky scenarios.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Ring any bells either with yourself or someone whom you know personally or
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even quite intimately? Not a nice situation, I know, to be in either through your
own behaviour or as the consequence of finding yourself the victim of a fixated
family member, friend or neighbour.
 
But when it's all said and done there's only one person who can genuinely solve
that conundrum for you - yourself!
 
Stanley Collymore
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One Man’s Libertarianism Is Another One’s
Subjugation!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Give over will you! For regardless of what you might say
on this matter or how much you may try to persuade
me to see your point of view I must truthfully say
that I really don’t want to hear of or actually
know about any of those things that rather
laboriously you’ve been relating to me.
And frankly, regardless of whether
or not you approve of my honesty
and straightforwardness, choose to
agree with me or else prefer to take offence at my open
response to what you’ve been unconvincingly saying
to me all along, I still quite seriously don’t give a
damn about what I personally consider, but am
also fully cognizant none the less while at the
same time realistically acknowledging that
you and I are worlds apart on this matter,
is the wittingly make-believe, allegedly
universally caring, meaningfully and
logically far-fetched, considerably
fabricated, enormously irritating
to those who’re fully aware of
what you’re most deceitfully
doing - in showcasing what
basically, and quite risibly
at times, is accurately a
purported and not by
any rational means
either a credibly
structured or a
convincingly
egalitarian
society.
 
And while I’m on that subject I wholeheartedly reject too,
as indeed all other sensible, logically-minded and very
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intelligent persons predictably will do the ostensibly
plausible but in effect discernibly scaremongering
tactics coupled with the totally delusional notions
and the declamatorily peddled assertions that
quite unsurprisingly and most self-servingly
for those determinedly pushing them are forcefully said
by these same persons to not only be the embedded
components but also the salient philosophy that’s
fundamentally, as well as self-liberationally,
inextricably intertwined with and thus,
in reality, indispensably comprise
the bedrock principles of
so-called genuine
democracy.
 
Well to all that I most insistently, individually, beg to differ
with you and furthermore do know that with the absolute
certainty stemming from the vigorous opposition to it
within me that I, for one, shall never in any imposed
situation voluntarily allow myself to robotically,
far less so intentionally, be subsumed by the
pervasively consuming turpitude fatuously,
I believe, being peddled to a rather weak-
minded, unthinking and evidently too an effortlessly
convinced multitude among those who infernally
are always on the take and additionally forever
wanting something for nothing; and therefore
have no problem or inhibitions in willingly
signing up to and fully embracing this
liberally manifested, extraordinarily
prodigious and obvious zealously,
robust proselytized, execrable
chicanery which misguided
and irresponsible people
like you are unjustly
and inexcusably
feeding them.
 
To begin with it emphatically goes against the grain
of natural selection: Nature’s unquestionable and
explicit way of sagaciously and quite rationally
weeding out the human version of our own
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flotsam and jetsam that truthfully should
never have been here in the first place;
and, as such, is a totally unforgivable
disgrace, a distinct slap in the face
and a shamefully tolerated stumbling block to
the studiously envisaged, carefully laid out
and thereafter the indefatigably instigated
plans that our Great Creator, nonpareil
in all things, obviously had in mind
all along when in his inestimable
wisdom he created those of us
that worthily like me are by all comprehensive
and, of course, quite justifiable means fully
entitled to both see and honestly regard
ourselves as being suitably apt, vitally
creditable and hugely indispensable
in our primary duty to always be
genuinely responsible in our
individual and collective
actions as insightful
human beings
must be!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 November 2015.
 
 
Author’s Thoughts:
My Great-Uncle Aubrey once said to me during my teens – he wasn’t
eavesdropping but had overheard a conversation I was having then at his house
which I looked after during the entire and busy crop season; he worked shifts as
a highly skilled engineer and pan-boiler in charge of the totally integrated system
whereby the massive deposits of sugar cane at the factory were systematically
and expertly transformed into either molasses or sugar, as required, at the long
established, very popular, local cane grinding and sugar producing factory
located two miles distance from his home - with some basically largely school
friends of mine who regularly congregated there to either jointly do our
homework together or else play dominoes which Uncle Aubrey was not only an
aficionado and expert of but also generally recognized by all those cognizant of
his phenomenal expertise as a formidable opponent to cross swords with when
playing a game of dominoes with him: a love of his that was on a par with his
passion for cricket and more akin to a religion with him we would all tease him
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when invariably he either singly or in a partnership with others thrashed his
opponents, ourselves included, during those contests we had with him
 
And not unnaturally his home, whether he was there or not, became a Mecca for
teams of domino players, all of whom were determined to challenge each other
and simultaneously hopefully improve their own expertise. A situation that was
largely practicable because Uncle Aubrey was a bachelor all his life, even though
there hadn’t been any deficiency of important lady friends in his life, though I
doubted that any “legal auntie” of mine on his part would have tolerated the
intrusion, as she clearly would have seen it, of so many comings and goings of
domino players and spectators into her matrimonial home but thankfully as an
avid domino player myself who had acquired my skills from the master himself I
never minded too much, and for a number of personal reasons, that there was no
formal Mrs Uncle Aubrey around; at least not permanently in the house that is.
 
Anyway, to slip back to Uncle Aubrey’s sagacious and measured interjection
relative to the conversation that my friends and I were having and which had
revolved around a homework assignment we had on the merits and demerits of
democracy, my Uncle Aubrey’s contribution was along the lines that democracy
was like sex: something most of us assume that we must in one form or another
have, then afterwards convince ourselves that our own individual approach to it
shouldn’t simply be regarded by ourselves as the best there is but more often
than not also as the only and definitive appropriate manner of acceptably dealing
with that particular personal issue. And because it’s something that is intrinsically
part of our psychological and physical make up and irrespective of whether or not
one is directly involved in participating in it, the future implications of either
doing so or knowingly withholding one’s self are nevertheless forever prevalent in
our minds, and therefore can be a very sensitive topic indeed, in a multitude of
ways, for those that either egotistically think they indisputably have all the
answers required, set against those others who’re still literally feeling their way
around what for many of them will continue to be a very thorny subject indeed.
 
Politics is very much like sex Uncle Aubrey authoritatively explained with very
often those that know the least about either doing the most shouting in relation
to their narcissistic and often highly disquieting disclosures on the matter. How
absolutely right my Barbadian Uncle Aubrey was; God rest his immortal soul!
 
However, in winding up this conclusion, I’d like to finish off with three comments
which I think are most apt in relation to this poem and the sentiments behind it.
The first is from Ken de Silva of Kent who writes: “Nicholas Houghton could have
expressed his views on the nuclear weapons issue without resorting to deliberate
political bias, just as the military expresses its vehement opposition to the
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Conservative budgetary cuts to the armed forces without expressing political
hostility to them. His comments were partisan and anti-democratic and he should
apologise. Furthermore, the anti-Corbyn right of the Labour Party should have a
refresher course in democracy and cease undermining Mr Corbyn at every
opportunity or leave the party.”
 
OR PREFERABLY BE SUMMARILY DESELECTED! My personal interjection in this
MATTER.
 
Dr Richard House of Gloucestershire adds: “Jeremy Corbyn’s disquiet at the
undemocratic outburst of Nicholas Houghton is entirely justified. “If he were a
public-sector whistle-blower he’d have been summarily dismissed.” And on an
allied subject Catherine Warner of the Wirral sums up my feelings entirely when
she says: “To those complaining about the protests against university fees, an
educated workforce is not a privilege but a necessity. Universities create doctors,
teachers, social workers, scientists and much more. Without them, society would
be nasty, brutish and short.”
 
Stanley Collymore
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Opp Din På Den Mest Oppriktige Måten!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Ikke ta meg for den gullible sucker som du tror jeg er -
som jeg absolutt ikke er en! Og det gjør det egentlig
betyr noe for meg du prøver å håndtere din friskt
utviklet og født avkom på meg, og så ganske
uærlig hevder hvor mye lykkeligere du
tenk, de to av oss vil utvilsomt være på min slutt,
og glatt du antar, blir en verdsatt far. Vel, la
meg straks og direkte debunk din fantasi
teori av deg, som jeg er ikke for et
ensomt øyeblikk å kjøpe din
duplicitous og utrolige
sjarade av bonhomie
ondskapsfullt og
hjertelig rettet
mot meg.
 
For du ser, båret ut av fullblåst nødvendighet, og
ganske åpenbart ukjent for deg, jeg har vært mest
stadig holde en daglig, samtidig og detaljert
personlig dagbok, der jeg har systematisk
og sannferdig registrert selve tider, og
svært få i antall, når du og jeg har
hatt samleie med hverandre; så
jeg mest positivt vet at det
absolutt ikke kan vær
meg, hvem er du
bastard barnets
formodd
biologisk
pappa.
 
Hvordan kjenner jeg det resultatet med så
absolutt sikkerhet? Vel, DNA-tester til
side, jeg i hemmelighet som en
motvirkning, på min smertefulle oppdagelse av
din utrolige hykleri, forankret utroskap og
stupefying, cuckolding uærlighet,
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fornuftig og nøyaktig atten
måneder nå, gjorde det
bevisste og fornuftig
beslutning om
å ha en
forebyggende
vasektomi.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Inspirert av, skrevet for og naturlig dedikert til alle cuckolding tarts globalt, og
mest spesifikt mengden av dem i og over Storbritannia. Selvfølgelig vil det
ganske enkelt ikke forandre noe på din hjerteløse del, da du er så mye for vant i
din kveløse og livsfarlige oppførsel for slike innløsende egenskaper som plutselig
dukker opp, forutsatt selvfølgelig at det var slike egenskaper der kaliber til å
begynne med.
 
Likevel, som de sier, er det hyggelig å bli anerkjent. Og helt sikkert, du er ved
meg! For hvordan kunne jeg muligens overse en mengde vrangforestillinger,
hvite supremacist, intellektuelt utfordrede og hardnosed kolonialistiske
fantasister, spesielt over den påståtte vestlige verden, som i stedet rutinemessig
la deres velutviklede Fannies gjøre deres tenkning for dem, ettersom deres
synlige hjerner er helt ikke i stand til slike tunge oppgaver? En situasjon, og helt
sikkert i Storbritannia, som er avhengig av antall dårlige og likemindede bastards
som de produserer, og minst 10% av dem - og ikke ulikt fra deres mødre - vet
ikke engang hvem deres biologiske fedre er.
 
Ikke stoppe dem selv fra latterlig og patetisk, klokt og ivrig klatring ombord på
deres farcical white supremacist bandwagon skjønt! Hvor mer helt asinin kan
man få, lurer jeg på.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Our Calendar Of Love
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We first met in Springtime, appropriately as it happens when
things themselves, already in accommodating existence,
come into full bloom and new life in tandem with this
fresh and appealing surge of optimism, joyously in
its refreshing and untainted innocence, set out in
their own inimitable ways their highly impressive stall of
irresistible temptations to fabulously enthral one and
all with the exquisite dawning of a new beginning.
Then came Summer, and with it the sun-packed
days of light-heartedness, jollity and fun when
those who were previously strangers to one
another but now discovering they were
outstandingly impressed - suitably by,
as well as individually attracted to
each other - by this pioneering
occurrence they were now a
part of, happily considered
and afterwards willingly
set off on a mutually loving and enlivening
relationship of their own. A situation in
which, and similarly from our own
delighted condition and personal
perspective, they weren't by
any means, whatsoever,
exactly on their own.
 
Autumn with its noticeable motif and like the resolute
relay runner receiving the all-essential baton, in this
traditional season run, from Summer: the having
actively participated but now on the verge of
becoming an outgoing participant player in
this imminently impending and seasonal
renovation, not to be outdone initiated
its own distinctive kaleidoscope of
organic colour which appealingly
and constructively both helped
to inaugurate and consolidate,
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associated with the process
of fully highlighting and
boosting, the certainly
emotional Odyssey
gladly instigated
by you and me.
 
Winter with its impressive and teasingly flirtatious
display of iced-chilled winds, pristine snow and
periodic rain and, in the interim, markedly
symbolic of the time of year, typically
in its customary well-rehearsed and,
inimitably, distinctively portrait-
styled display of eye-catching
beauty and transmittable serenity, steadfastly
carried on, with its endearing equanimity,
the final stage of this traditional and
annual seasonal run first begun in
Spring and finally nearing its
climacteric end in Winter.
 
While, in return, you and me: a twosome of
new lovers, indefinitely appreciative of the
alternating seasons for their picturesque
and considerable contributions to our
enchanting and amorous situation,
expectantly looked forward to
the future and the important
influences of its seasonal
sway on our particular
and comprehensibly
satisfyingly and
courageously
reciprocal,
amorous
affair.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
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There's nothing more exciting, thrilling, personally intoxicating and incredibly
rewarding than to unexpectedly encounter someone with whom you've madly,
inescapably, passionately, and shrewdly as it also turns out, fallen in love with;
and, furthermore, to subsequently and significantly shortly afterwards discover
that the intense love which you exhibit for that specific individual is likewise
reciprocated.
 
The poem of this name: &quot;Our Calendar of Love&quot; and the articles
associated with it is therefore personally written for and fondly dedicated to all
such fortunate and blessed individuals. And is done so by me in the earnest wish
and fervent hope that your mutual love for each other remains steadfast, and
like a vintage wine or champagne increases in value and its treasured
preciousness to you with each passing year in your joint lives.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Our Strong And Stable President - Oops Sorry -
Toadying Pm Of Great Britain!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm the delusional Prime Minister who'll put the &quot;Great&quot; back
into Britain again and who therefore, and unsurprisingly so to
anyone but quite evidently left-wing and hopelessly out of
touch with reality morons of the discernible ilk of Diane
Abbott, John McDonnell and unquestionably Jeremy
Corbyn, is actually both generally and flatteringly,
gratefully perceived by people who're equally
likeminded, together with others far more
dim-witted and racist than me as being
somewhat astute, politically outstandingly and very clever;
principally as a result of the things they hear me say and
watch me do. Not realizing for a single moment: these
lowlife, white trash, redneck scum, who in private I
socially spurn but publicly hail and acclaim as my
alluring supporters and most adorably beautiful
babies - even though I've never been a parent
myself, as honestly I've neither relished nor
would I ever individually wish to even be
remotely connected with anything that
distantly touches on maternity - but
how then could they effectively
have sensed otherwise, when
intrinsically they are all so
amazingly intellectually
impoverished, daft as
a lavatory brush and
furthermore, being,
as in perpetuum is
the situation the
electoral fodder
they routinely
are, candidly
indisputably,
futilely and
irrationally
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too, quite
patently
dumb?
 
Joyfully unaware, these poor and pathetic dears, that what
I'm abusively doing in the actions they see me take and
the pronouncements that I rather robustly and in my
echo-chamber-like manner make, is essentially me
engaging in the proselytizing and subsequently,
as is also my remit, repeatedly regurgitating
at every opportunity that I can conceivably
get or is fulsomely and unquestioningly
provided for me by the BBC and the
rest of the Establishment embedded
MSM, is effecting my avid best,
not as I always and deceitfully
assert for the benefit of the
United Kingdom or even imaginably a truncated Britain
after the conclusion of Brexit, but instead thoroughly
committedly as I certainly am - as are my fellow
Tories, Labtory and Lib-Dem collaborators - to
the Nazi Zionist, combined and obsessively
anti-Palestinian, Hezbollah and thrilling
Iranian hate-filled agenda plan we've
all mustered and clearly contrasts
with our determined and wholly
deferential, pro-racist stratagems acceptingly but
nevertheless, rigorously and comprehensively
disseminated, and furthermore discernibly
authorized by the orders of our Yiddish
kith and kin, terrorist, puppet masters
in rogue state USA; and absolutely
reasonably, and as your loyal PM
I'd say, in every likely way in
what these damnable, most
objectionably and rather
opinionated ridiculers
censure as Balfour's
absurdly designed
and barbarously
made Khazar,
adulterated
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Yidland!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 May 2017.
 
 
Author's comments:
Other than money, power, influence and the execution of these attained by any
nefarious means they can likely conceive demographic control by their white
barbarian hordes is another principal mechanism employed by most whites
universally and in particular by their Yiddish, Nazi-Zionist counterparts to
obsessively endeavour, and on a continuous basis, dominate the rest of the
world.
 
The normal and sane world has quite repeatedly, most unfortunately but rather
sickeningly witnessed these practices murderously, premeditatedly and
genocidically employed by and also carried out in rogue state USA, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, apartheid South Africa, the formerly named,
Germany colonized territory of Southwest Africa, now independent Namibia,
where the wilfully German conceived and barbarously executed first two
holocausts of the 20th Century and which were both the benchmark and the
precursors to the eventual and absurdly much more aware of from a racist
perspective, as this time whites were murdered in the European one while in the
Southwest Africa and German implemented holocausts the hapless victims and
additionally 85% of that country's indigenous population that was callously and
intentionally exterminated was exclusively Black, not so the European holocaust
that took place in Europe circa 1933-1945.
 
While complementing the aforementioned atrocities there were also the white
and distinctly racial barbarities effected against Blacks in Southern Rhodesia
under the aegis of the white minority led and apartheid regime of the late and
unlamented in the Global South Ian Smith, a brutally racist regime as was clearly
the case in likeminded apartheid South Africa that was enthusiastically supported
by successive British regimes, including that of Harold Wilson a supposed Labour
Party Prime Minister with sentiments firmly backed by significant numbers of
white Britons asininely and flamboyantly supporting their white kith and kin in
Southern Rhodesia as they typically did in apartheid South Africa. And not
forgetting Britain's own massive and equally racist atrocities in Kenya
accompanied by those of France and Belgium for example among other European
nations in their own African colonies.
 
Endemic barbarities that were carried out either personally or else through their
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toadying surrogates at the behest of every western white country or their
thoroughly demented and unequivocally terrorist organization NATO, and
habitually at their revolting will globally conducted, as well as at home in entities
like Portugal, Spain and in Italy the Gladio operations, in addition to others in the
Ukraine, Poland and all of Eastern Europe, by these endemically barbaric
Caucasian sub-humans masquerading through their concerted and utterly bogus
acts of barbarism as actions derived from and spurred on through their concerns
for and keen desire to implement conditions of humanitarianism on their part -
when nothing could be further from the truth on their part, and the real reasons
for their most unwarranted interventions in the domestic and foreign affairs of
other sovereign and independent UN member states worldwide were themselves
instigated by consummate greed, natural resources exploitation, regime change
in those countries whose rulers, prizing enormously the independence of their
countries, resolutely refused to bend the knee of subservience to these white
interloping carpetbaggers, colonialists and imperialist hegemonists staunchly
imbued with their delusional notions of white supremacism and exceptionalism.
 
A white demographic obsession that still steadfastly prevails in the west in the
21st Century as it carries on hauntingly stoking the fears of those desperately
afraid they might lose what they unquestionably consider as their inalienable
right to forever and numerically control others - somewhat of a ludicrous pipe
dream, since whites statistically are undoubtedly the smallest racial group among
human beings and clearly the very last among Homo sapiens to emerge on earth
- even within the confines of the latter's own indigenous countries and, of course,
their millennia old ancestral homelands.
 
And accounts for Donald Trump's compulsively conceived Mexican Wall to keep
out those southern and neighbouring to rogue state USA foreigners. Irony
completely lost on him and his equally numbskull supporters in this regard that
unless they're Native Americans they're all of them foreigners either by birth or
descent to this genocidally stolen and usurped Native American ancestral
homeland. But the debilitating fear that Donald Trump and the majority of white
Americans feel is that Latinos and others will displace them as the principal
ethnic group in what these essentially white northern Europeans have manifestly
turned in rogue state USA; and as such it's literally driving these conceited and
barbaric immigrant fuckers crazy.
 
A similar mindset that prevails in Britain, France, Holland, Belgium and the rest
of these demographically dominated and exclusively controlled white European
states. Absolutely aware or should be, despite their airbrushing of the facts in
their coordinated, revisionist history books of what their unquestionably
barbarian ancestors and now themselves have done, and in numerous situations
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too irreversibly, as well as barbarically, transformed the demography of several
countries worldwide. Situations insufferably compounded by the horrendous and
evil barbarities perpetrated against the local indigenous inhabitants there; and
who in 2017 are still in their own countries the wretched and reviled victims of
racist, exploitative, warmongering, mass murdering, war crimes, lowlife and
white scum barbarians.
 
A student of mine drew my attention to this headline in a British rag that I shan't
dignify by naming it. The explicit headline, referring to testosterone Theresa May
and her husband, for the lack of a more appropriate term I thought, read:
&quot;Our strong and stable marriage.&quot; Those of you who routinely read
my articles and the like know that I went to a grammar school and also had a
very classical education that I'm thoroughly proud of. And couldn't resist when I
was shown the aforementioned headline of asking myself in what context was
stable being fraudulently employed in relation to testosterone Theresa? Then
instantaneously I realized that even if the intellectually impoverished retards
lauding testosterone Theresa weren't aware of it at least with my classics
educational background I did know of it. And consequently there was only one
stable applicable in her case, namely: The Augean Stable! Exceedingly apt and
deeply entrenched in 21st Century Tory run, and most sympathetically supported
Labtory and Lib-Dem infested Britain. Other than being a chronic redneck racist,
Nazi-Zionist, gullible and likeminded lowlife piece of white scum yourself,
wouldn't you agree?
 
But who cares? I know I fucking well don't! So be my guest to get as offended as
you care to! It'll be like water off a duck's back!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Ours Again For The Taking!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The physical and barbaric shackles of the enforced slavery
and appalling bondage of our Black Race may have
somewhat gone away but the painful, humiliating
and malevolent restrictions of inured racism
with their attendant psychological scars
still clearly remain and, in addition, in many cases
still dominantly prevail with the debilitating
mental outcomes and poor self-esteem
problems for countless numbers
of our people. However,
those of us who are
strong, resilient,
unwavering
 
and absolutely committed in our labours towards
the achievement of the unrestricted attainment
of human dignity and the complete racial
redemption of our Black Race will,
with every modicum of human
perseverance and endurance at our mutual
disposal carry on with our arduous but
nevertheless cherished task of not
only endeavouring to free our
people physically but also
cerebrally as well from
their psychologically
restrictive shackles
of self-ruination.
 
Completely convinced, as we most certainly are
in our own minds, that we as a people and a
Black Race - the first ever to emerge on
and freely walk the surface of this Earth - will
again ultimately and permanently in our
endeavours triumphantly prevail
with supreme dignity as the
distinguished human
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beings that we
rightfully
are.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was completely inspired by and proudly written in grateful and
commemorative thanks to all those Afro-Caribbean and other Black heroes and
heroines - past, present and emergent ones for the future - who altruistically and
with unreserved commitment do everything in their respective power to
emancipate our people and Black Race in every conceivable regard.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Oxford University - Lone Wolf Assassin Urgently
Required!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It calls itself the beacon of learning and those in charge of
it, tasked with being so, and who then arrogantly and
vaingloriously run it to suit their insolent egotism,
foster their ingrained and pernicious prejudices;
assiduously and fixatedly participate in their
nepotistic, sociopathic, psychopathic and
inured abusive paedophile and sex-for-
degrees indulgences evidently in line
with their delusional perception of
themselves as the crème de la crème not only of the
coterie of privileged, white racists, supremacists
and exceptionalists to which they committedly
and haughtily belong; the leading lights, as
they envisage themselves relative to the
British social and intellectual scene,
and also and naturally for them, as
they unquestionably believe, the
pivot both in terms of worthy
societal principles and the
spirit of their perception
of suave intellectuality
obligatory not just to
Britain but equally
too the whole of
white western
and urbane
humanity.
 
And therefore as one objectively looking in on this
perverse, twisted, narcissistic, utterly subjective
and fully one-dimensional conceptualization
of theirs swiftly understand why it is that
these egocentric, full of themselves,
awfully out of touch with reality
and dross Oxford University
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morons and lowlife scum
can't discern anything
wrong in what they wilfully and recurrently,
although in the most observably depraved,
abominable fashion and insupportable
circumstances, cheerfully embark on
doing; never mind the deleterious,
crushingly disadvantageous and
long-term effects that Oxford
University's fraudulent and
criminally proposed and
its subsequently master
minded, deliberately
placed and grossly
repulsive actions
have on those at
the sharp end of
them; and for
whom they'd
always been
knowingly
intended.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 February 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
There's a rather misguided, wholly unthinkingly subscribed to and dimwittedly
accepted misconception that because something has been around for some
considerable time, and even occasionally for centuries, that that specific entity
ingrained in those involved over all that time and replete with their prejudices
and calamitous travesties of life and that in turn have themselves been
encouraged, reinforced, consolidated and actively promoted by the elites at the
time who arrogantly and even disdainfully deem and unsurprisingly conclude that
they owe no explanation of any kind nor, come to that, any allegiance to those
whom they unilaterally, self-servingly and uncaringly lord their unilaterally
subscribed to, deeply entrenched and confidently inspired, personal interest
commitments over, and with whom the aforementioned special-interests groups
rapidly and committedly align themselves with, that nothing else needs to be
evaluated or taken into consideration by them so long as their individual, joint
and constantly reciprocally beneficial and overwhelming wants, with the
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occasionally relevant requirements intervening, are well catered for.
 
No discernible recognition by any of them during any of this, in psychologically
much less so in concrete terms either, honourably suggesting or seeing the basic
requirement on their part for any consultation with or a requisite dialogue
between themselves and those whom they quickly and patronizingly dismiss as
absolutely undeserving of any such approach or respect, and instinctively regard
as consummately beneath them intellectually, physically and in every conceivably
social and civilized way.
 
This, to put it bluntly, is precisely how Oxford University with its chillingly
pernicious and elitist mindset has operated ever since its establishment; and
particularly good at using and manipulating those who've either been idiotically
or self-servingly conned or persuaded to align themselves with its invidious
practices, has managed to create an almost indestructible chain over the years
and centuries of ingratiating and essentially evil cult worshippers, not dissimilar
from the Masons, that assiduously ensure those of their kind are well catered for
and coupled with the myth of Oxford University's intellectual and civilized
greatness have markedly distorted and even irreparably damaged in a
multiplicity of ways the entire fabric of British society.
 
So assuming and worst still even firmly committing one's self to the asinine
concept that because something has been around for a long time and especially
so when that entity has throughout its entire existence done absolutely nothing,
and moreover arrogantly feels that it doesn't have to, to adjust to the relevant
and pressing needs of the society or the nation it hypocritically and through its
blatant double standards purports to serve is not only brain-dead drivel gullibly
consumed by mendaciously manipulated village idiots like YOU but equally too
the disingenuous mantra of the privileged elites and their toadying kind who
either benefit sumptuously from the crass privileges that Oxford University
dispenses to its cult supplicants or those aspiring to become part of that
perceptibly moribund, habitually corrupt, overtly and pretentiously lowlife, sewer
repository.
 
Stanley Collymore
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På Å Konfrontere En Tvangsmessig Kontrollfreak
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vend deg til meg, se meg rett i øynene og sannferdig
fortell meg hva det er som du virkelig vil ha fra
meg, som oppriktig din generelle oppførsel
blir ganske urovekkende og bekymringsfull for meg
og jeg kan rett og slett ikke lage hoder eller haler
av dine uforståelige handlinger, eller til og
med hva det er det du skal gjøre. Og
det er det ikke rasjonell oppførsel
på noen måte, eller noeting
som jeg burde være tvun-
get til å si opp med i
stoisk isolasjon, og Ganske
utvetydig jeg mest Sprek
vil aldri tenke På å
utføre noe slikt.
 
Så her er et lite praktisk råd til deg fra meg. Stopp
øyeblikkelig din tydelig narsissistiske Queen
Bee postulasjoner som bestemmer at alle
dine ønsker umiddelbart bli omgjort
til noen andres lydig adresserte
kommandoer diktert og utelukkende kontrollert
av deg, åpenbart. Sviktende det, drøm om du
må, hvilket er din private og lovlige rett
å gjøre er jeg sikker. Men jeg sterkt
etterspørsel, og brennende tillit,
det gjør du ikke forventer
alvorlig at jeg skal
spille noen rolle
i din ganske
idiotisk og
risikable
scenarier.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28. august 2019.
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Forfatterens merknader:
Ring noen ringeklokker enten med deg selv eller noen du kjenner personlig eller
til og med ganske intimt? Ikke en fin situasjon, jeg vet, å være i enten gjennom
din egen oppførsel eller som en konsekvens av å finne deg selv offer for et fikset
familiemedlem, venn eller nabo.
 
Men når det hele er sagt og gjort, er det bare én person som virkelig kan løse det
problemet for deg - deg selv!
 
Stanley Collymore
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På Att Konfrontera En Tvångsmässig Kontrollfreak
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Vänd dig till mig, se mig rakt i ögonen och sanningsen-
ligtberätta vad det är som du verkligen vill ha av
mig, som ärligt talat ditt allmänna beteende
blir ganska oroande och oroande för mig
och jag kan helt enkelt inte göra huvud eller
svansar av dina obegripliga handlingar, eller ens vad
det är som du ska göra. Och det är inte rationellt
beteende på något sätt, eller något- sak som
jag borde tvingas saga upp med i stoisk
isolering, och ganska entydigt jag
mest kraftfullt kommer aldrig
att fundera över genom-
föra något sådant.
 
Så här är ett praktiskt råd till dig från mig. Sluta
omedelbart din tydligt narsissistiska Queen
Bee postulations som föreskriver att
dina önskemål måste omedelbart
konverteras till någon annans
lydigt adresserade kommandon dikterade
och enbart styrd av dig, uppenbarligen.
Brist det, dröm om du måste, vilket
är din privata och lagliga rätt
att göra är jag säker. Men
jag starkt efterfrågan,
och brådigt förtroende, det gör du
inte på allvar förväntar mig
mig att spela någon roll
i din ganska idiotisk
och riskfyllda
scenarier.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
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Ring några klockor antingen med dig själv eller någon som du känner personligen
eller till och med ganska intimt? Inte en trevlig situation, jag vet, att vara i
varken genom ditt eget beteende eller som en konsekvens av att hitta dig själv
offer för en fixerad familjemedlem, vän eller granne.
 
Men när allt är sagt och gjort finns det bara en person som verkligen kan lösa det
kriget för dig - dig själv!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Paedophile, Married Mother Of Three And Adulteress
Wanting To Be France's First Lady!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Western politics in the hands of and manipulatively controlled
by imperialistically indoctrinated, obsessively implemented
and Nazi Zionist capitalism promoters and well-heeled
beneficiaries have seen the latter readily throw their
hats fittingly, willingly, firmly and expectantly
into the political ring of Emmanuel Macron:
arch sycophant of the excesses of western
universal imperialist strategies, NATO
expansionism, subjective and wholly
unjustified regime changes in truly
sovereign and independent countries that persistently
and resolutely refuse to bend a subservient knee to
the haughty demands of western and especially
white Caucasian led global hegemony, or
else these interlopers' perverse ideology
of an inalienable and contrary to any
question, complaints of any kind
regarding such, or the slightest
defiance to the absorption of
their delusional but none the less staunchly
perceived and deeply ingrained notion of
white supremacist dominion attendant
with its exclusive view of fixed and
absolute, white exceptionalism in
all things conceivable that sure
idiots and brownnose persons
like dim-witted Emmanuel
Macron indiscriminately
and conceitedly put
their unshakeable
allegiance in.
 
And logically then shouldn't in the least be a surprise to
any logical person considering, when all is said and
done, the sexually stimulated and egocentrically
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predatory antics of this erstwhile and utterly
deviant adolescent, Monsieur Emmanuel
Macron, still basically of that identical
compulsive and typical mind-set of
his, that asininely for him adopts
in his twisted mind an automatic and indisputable
right to privileged entitlement. Precisely as he
did with his quarter of a century much older,
married and discernibly mother of three,
when he was barely fifteen years' old 
paedophile lover that he now wants,
with her utmost cooperation and
calculating blessing, to rather
implausibly thrust onto the
populace of France as an
extremely unacceptable,
unconscionable, but
even so First Lady!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 April 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Anyone with even a casual observation of Britain let alone an in-depth
comprehension of this country knows full well that the UK, right across the
board, has consistently, as it still is now, run by a closely knit and comfortably
nepotistic, as well as an enduringly intimate, communal and politically embedded
incestuous coterie of unrestricted protected paedophiles and several other
hazardously sexual deviants who ascribe to themselves the vainglorious
designation of &quot;privileged elites&quot; and whose only other purpose in life
in addition to satisfying their crazed, obsessive and discernibly decadent sexual
inclinations is to make huge amounts of money at the expense of those whom
they endemically consider to be either inferior to or less fortunate than
themselves, and to do so by any means, fair or foul, that appeals to their
insatiable greed.
 
Now it seems that the likeminded deviants among France's own equally so-called
&quot;privileged elites&quot; are earnestly endeavouring to do the very same
things as their counterparts in Britain, and what's more with the extensive and
expedient backing of their fellow foremost European states' collaborators,
patently undemocratically appointed and forthwith installed EU bosses and
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apparatchiks who collectively are pulling out all the stops to ensure, either by
hook or crook, that Emmanuel Macron emerges as the next President of France.
 
All sense of irony completely lost in the spurious endeavours on these loathsome
bastards and bitches and indisputably ingrained morons that in the most
offensive manner to anyone with an objective mind can readily see that they are
gratuitously and unlawfully interfering in the domestic affairs of what is
unquestionably in France's case a sovereign and independent nation. Something
that these same boneheaded lowlifes virulently and without a shred of any
evidence to support their tedious, tendentious and obviously lying accusations
repetitively accuse the Russian Federation and Vladimir Putin of maliciously
doing.
 
And why? Because they all of them desperately want to maintain the corrupt
status quo that they handsomely benefit from by scuppering the presidential
prospects of Marine Le Pen who has repeatedly and courageously pointed out
their several shortcomings as well as called out their dishonest and unethical
practices; laying bare for all to see their blatant double standards and pernicious
hypocrisy, as she scathingly denounces the fraudulent political and financial
activities, the overwhelming majority of them undoubtedly criminal by any
genuine objective assessment, that these socially perceived &quot;privileged
elite&quot; crooks and compulsive criminals characteristically and with complete
impunity for themselves opportunely engage in while in addition hugely and
beneficially profit from.
 
And to hopefully secure their goal and fraudulently mislead as well as lie to the
electorate of France specifically and the European and global public that listens to
what they say generally they virulently set out to paint Marine Le Pen as
everything noxious under the sun. Well I'm Black and quite intelligent with it and
know the difference between truth and fiction. And for me the malevolent fiction
is Emmanuel Macron and not Marine Le Pen who says and does what she
genuinely believes in. And given the unambiguous choice between someone who
calls me a NIGGER to my face and tells me they would rather that no Blacks lived
in France or the rest of Europe, I smile disarmingly at their remarks because I've
heard it all before and it's like water off a duck's back to me; we part company
and as I continue on my way I'm unexpectedly forcibly pulled to the ground by
the person who'd earlier made those remarks to me, only to later discover that
unknown to me they'd seen some scaffolding I was about to go under collapsing
overhead and had instinctively and altruistically pulled me out of harm's way and
clearly saved my life.
 
Given the choice of someone like that and the usual liars who constitute the
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British and European establishment who claim they're &quot;friends&quot; to all
persons including Blacks like me when given half a chance these fuckers will
cheerfully knife me in the back, I know who I'd prefer to have around me.
 
And finally! If you found out that your 15-year-old daughter was being fucked by
her male school teacher who was over 25 years her senior; was himself married
with three children from that marriage one of whom was the same age as your
daughter and at the same school, you would, if you had any sense, immediately
regard that as paedophilia and the rank abuse of teacher responsibility. You
would also involve the police. Not so apparently if you're from the
&quot;privileged elites&quot; and in the case of France the 15-year-old pupil
then was Emmanuel Macron and his 40-year-old teacher lover was Brigitte
Trogneaux.
 
Playing Devil's Advocate, just imagine for argument sake as I know nothing of
the kind would ever have happened in Jeremy Corbyn's case as he's much too
principled a man to act in that sordid, licentious or criminal manner, but like I
said playing devil's advocate, can you imagine the hypocritical furore there would
be from the deeply ingrained paedophiles among the Tory, Labtory and Lib-Dem
paedophile class and those in the MSM! But when it comes to protecting their
Nazi Zionist and obsessive capitalist asses they'll do anything they can to
maintain the status quo.
 
So Marine Le pen MUST be eradicated from the political scene while toadying to
the overall aims and malevolent financial objectives of virulent capitalism
Emmanuel Macron and who is himself a thoroughly ingrained paedophile
sympathizer and incontrovertibly too a culpable practitioner of that odious human
conduct must be supported at all cost permitting France, in the process, to have
bask in the social and political limelight an unprosecuted and seemingly immune
paedophile as its First Lady.  So rather absurdly Marine Le Pen &quot;No&quot;
but Brigitte Trogneaux &quot;Yes! &quot; I'm not French and can't vote in your
elections but there's nothing in the current circumstances that can stop me from
advocating support for MARINE LE PEN on the part of those who can vote!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Parenting Or Narcissistic Posing?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It's not rocket science on how to produce, or not to,
babies whether voluntarily, accidentally, or come
to that even enforcedly; or just as importantly if
you're the least bit compos mentis, that once
they're here that as the vulnerable and quite
helpless infants which they conspicuously
are they're going to need a considerable
amount of continuous care to prepare them physically
and psychologically for the journey ahead of them,
transforming them from the children they are into
adult persons hopefully capable of confronting
and dealing appropriately with life's several
problems which will certainly and even at
the best of times inescapably beset them.
So why is it then, that so many of you
out there still persist in embarking on
what you're rather stupidly and quite immaturely
doing and in this absurd process creating totally
hellish nightmares for loads of children every
where whom you've irresponsibly brought
into this world and candidly, as it seems
simply don't really give a damn, or the
least bit care about the vast majority
of them, and who, let us not for a
second forget, didn't ask to be
and now knowing what they
unmistakably do wouldn't
have chosen to be here?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 October 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It doesn't take a great deal of intelligence, if any at all, or any planning that's
worth the term to have children and observational experience, certainly on my
part, confirms that those who're least capable of being parents in any sense of
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that word are often the ones who produce children on a conveyor belt process
and with even less thinking behind their actions than when placing their groceries
on an actual conveyor belt check-out system in the supermarket where they buy
their groceries.
 
But why should they care when they know full well that the responsible ones in
their community generally and the country specifically will unhappily pick up the
financial tab through their taxes for these free loaders lascivious I'm all right Jack
or Jill irresponsibility? And the children? Well knowing nothing better they'll
invariably grow up doing the same and so the cycle of immaturity carries on.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Patriot Wemuzimbabwe Asingakanganwe - Comrade
Robert Gabriel Mugabe!
 
NaStanley Collymore
 
Iwe ushingi uye usingatyi zvachose, hama yako
chengetedza yako wega uye chengetedzo,
yakasimba yakamira kumusoro kweru-
sununguko, iko kupora kwevasina
tsitsi akundwa rusununguko
serudzi, uye kurasisa rukudzo rwemuZimbabwe
vanhu. Chimiro chinokudzwa pane chako
chikamu chakaisa iwe, Robert Mugabe,
zvine ngozi, maererano yechengetedzo yako
wega uye kugara zvakanaka kwako, pane
zvinopesana neiye muhedhi, rusaruro uye
chena rusaruraganda, ivo pakubatana
nevakafanana navo kumadokero
Caucasian iya inonzi kith uye
hama yaive isina chete yaimboshambidza nyika
yako hupfumi hwakawanda uye zviwanikwa,
aivawo, mukati mekuita kudaro, saizvoz-
vowo zvakanyanya barbarically uye
isina kudzikiswa, yakabata yese Nyika
yeZimbabwe yavo akasimbisa
rusaruraganda, colonialist
uye muzvisaruro
zveusarura.
 
Nepo panguva imwe cheteyo yakanga ine
kuwedzerauye zvakaringana noutsinye nekutsigirwa
kwakazara kwevachena supremacist, akazvipira
coloniesist uye zvizere zvizere zvavo kuzvid-
zivirira pachedu uye kusapindirana -
noutsinye vakamanikidza zvese
ndudzi nhando vanhu Zimbabwe ive
njodzi mamiriro ekunyorera
impecuniousness uye zvine
musoro dzinogadzirwa
uye inoshanda
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kukundwa.
 
Asi chako chako ulemu, wakakoshesa hutsika uye
pfungwa isina kusarudzika yerusununguko,
Robert VaMugabe, vaiziva zvavo izvi kuchena
zviitiko zvemadzinza kuve zvisiri izvo. Uye
saka iwe pachako, zvakazara uye nokuzvinyima - uye
pane izvi zvinhu ndiri chokwadi chekuti zvese zvisina
kukanganiswa munhu achaita nomoyo wose uye
Nokubvumirana bvuma - isa yako hupenyu
chaihwo neramangwana pa mutsara zvese uye
zvakare kuti vasingadzoreke vanogadzirisa chimiro
zvakare hutongi hwezvizvarwa zveZimbabwe,
chinangwa chawakanyatso kubudirira. Uye
kunyangwe pasina rufu rwako rwakaipa
Robert Mugabe, hapana kana vasina
hanya uye vasina chokwadi munhu
akatendeseka, parizvino kana
zvimwe mune ramangwana,
ndiani anogona kana
achazomboda
kusatenda kwako
gwara rinoshamisa.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 Gunyana 2019.
 
 
Zviitiko ZveMunyori:
Kwandiri, pachangu, Robert Mugabe aive asina mubvunzo, achiripo, uye
acharamba aripo zvachose igamba mune zvese zvinganzwisisike zvechokwadi
zveizwi iro. Pamusoro pezvo, kutsvagisisa kwakadzama uye nekuongororwa
kwandakaitwa kwakaratidza zvakadzama uye zvakadzama maratidziro ekuti
pfungwa dzangu dzakadzama nezve murume mukuru uyu zvakaenzana
vanogovaniswa nemamirioni avanhu kwete muRobert Mugabe kumusha
kweZimbabwe, nyika yeAfrica kazhinji neAfrica yakafara. Diaspora kumativi ese
eAtlantic, asiwo pakati pevamwe vasina rusaruraganda, vakanaka uye vasina
vanhu Vatema pasirese.
 
Hupenyu hurefu, nekutenda, hwave hune mutsa kune uyu murume asingagone
uye ane humwe hunhu hwevanhu. Aive anemakore makumi mapfumbamwe
nemashanu paakafa musi wa6 Gunyana 2019. Asi zvakadaro, nekupfuura kwake
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uye zvisingaite akashata achiri kufirwa zvikuru, ndoziva, nevanhu vakaita seni.
Uye ndizvozvo chaizvo. Nekudaro, ndine chokwadi chekuti nhaka yake
inoshamisa uye inoshandura ichagara pamoyo uye nepfungwa dzezvizvarwa
zvemazvino uye zvinouya zveVatema uye mamwe marudzi avo vese
vanokoshesa uye nekumiririra kodzero dzisingashandisike dzevanhu vese,
saRobert. VaMugabe vakadaro, zvekusingaperi.
 
Nebasa rako pasi pano rapedzwa, zorora murunyararo rusingaperi hama yangu
Diki uye Gamba! Uye kusuwa kwangu kwakanyanya kuchirikadzi yako Nyasha,
nhengo dzemhuri yako nehama dzako dzakawanda dzakapokana nekusaruramisa
uye kurwisa kwevanhu vemuAfrica zvakarongeka.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Peerless Barbados And Incomparable Bajans! (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You're so indispensable to all of us Bajans, Barbados, to the
extent that if you didn't actually exist there would clearly
have been a most pressing need to inescapably invent
you. But thankfully you not only do exist but also
have additionally always been, presently are,
and will forevermore be profoundly and
enduringly embedded in my personal
psyche and all other sentient parts
of me that draw their motivational inspiration from
your very existence. And as such then, you are
certainly much more than another country
or even a beloved nation to me. For in
truth you're my familial homeland,
the unwavering inspiration from
where and via who everything
that includes a constructive
and sustaining part of me
as well as a cultivating
and involved element
of my habitual life
was formulated,
cherished, and
awarded clear
substance to
obviously
by you.
 
The Aliis Non Sibi of my own existence; the rousing
dawn of my religious awakening, and the glorious
basis on which my matured expectations were
magnificently transformed and then as well
most accommodatingly encouraged to
beneficially blossom into splendid
fruition. A truly Caribbean idyll, Barbados, sanctified
by God Almighty, and where kudos firmly centred
around the distinctive, cardinal and shrewdly
woven with each other united principles
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and virtues of securely established
norms of democracy, distinctive
bonds of fidelity, usefully free and available
to all universal health care, and likewise
a brilliantly superb, at every level -
ranging from, but inclusively and
totally accommodating nursery
and kindergarten allowance;
to higher, and as expected
of this very brilliant and
nonpareil educational
structure, all tertiary
and postgraduate
academic study.
 
Thus accounting for the omnipresent, one hundred
percent across the board national literacy rating
and the truly impressive centenarian global
record of living - well thought out and
meticulously administered academic
system linked with the unhindered freedom of thought
and personal expression, and themselves positively
combined with an inspiring cultural and cultured
morality that are transparently the principal
focus of us Bajans, as well as the obvious
and undeviating embodiment of our
treasured Motherland Barbados.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The poetry and articles that I create, write and subsequently publish are always
motivated by issues which I consider to be both important and relevant or that
have unquestionably made an enormous and lasting impact on me. And it was
during a recent conversation between my partner and me, and among the
several and interesting ones that she and I customarily have with each other,
that the outcome of her remarks ably assisted me in triggering the genesis of
this article and the attendant poem.
 
We'd commented on and readily agreed among ourselves how very fortunate
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Barbados was to have been spared not only Hurricane Maria that unfortunately
devastated other parts of the Caribbean but also over the several past decades
as well numerous other hurricanes that had similarly struck and likewise
overwhelmingly destroyed the lives and ordinary livelihoods of many hapless
Caribbean residents but not Barbados; and as a result came to the conclusion
that Barbados and its Bajan people were probably spared these identical
desolations because of the general and strong commitment that all Bajans have
to their Almighty God, their staunch Christian faith and, for the most part, the
momentously altruistic lives which Bajans live, due to their deeply ingrained, as
well as a well-integrated combination of their thoroughly cognizant, moral and
cultural upbringing. Something that I unambiguously understand, wholeheartedly
empathize and agree with and intensely support.
 
So in full and grateful appreciation of and my immense satisfaction with all that,
I'd like to decisively dedicate, as well as commemorate, this work of mine to all
Bajans: alive or who are no longer physically in this world with the rest of us,
stretching back in the process over the centuries to our enforced and enslaved
Black ancestors. To all Bajans then, at home and co-operatively residing with
each other on our cherished island homeland of Barbados, as well as those
throughout our broader and global Bajan Diaspora; accompanied with a very
warm and embracing welcome to all the present new additions and the projected
but as yet unborn future ones everywhere, of our remarkable &quot;tribe&quot;
of phenomenal Bajans.
 
But I couldn't, nor would I ever have contemplated closing this work without
mentioning my immense indebtedness to all the people, past as well as present
and including my numerous biological relatives, happily adopted ones and close
personal friends, of the entire region of St. Andrew and comprehensively
incorporating: The Lakes District where my familial roots are deeply embedded;
the East Coast, Benab, Belleplaine, Walkers, Shorey Village, Chalky Mount,
Haggatts, Baxters, Bruce Vale, Cane Garden, Rock Hall, Hillaby, Redman's
Village, St. Simons, Cambridge where the Collymore Clan was conceived,
Turner's Hall, Farley Hill, Corbin's Village and the picturesque, iconic and
extraordinarily panoramic landscape of the Scotland District of Barbados. Finally,
with my personal acknowledgement of and dedication to my religious Alma
mater: St. Andrew's Anglican Parish Church located in St. Andrew and
established in 1630 just 3 years after the English colony of Barbados was
officially founded and 9 years prior to the formation of the Barbados Parliament
in 1639, which is the second oldest and continuous parliament in the entire world
after the House of Commons and is significantly much older than, for example,
than the creation of Germany, what is now Rogue State USA and many other
such white western political entities like Canada, Australia or New Zealand.
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Similarly, in dedication too, to my two principal, distinguished, and formative
educational Alma mater: St. Andrew's Boys School (locally referred to as
Belleplaine Boys School after the district where it was located)  and the 1785
established Alleyne Grammar School: School Motto: Allis Non Sibi, which
throughout all the academic, other ground-breaking and highly commendable
things it has done in its ongoing 232-year-old history, became in 1947 the first
grammar school in Barbados to go co-educational.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Perfection In Motion
 
Everything about you is so absolutely perfect except
for one thing – the man whom you’ve chosen to
entrust your love with; but even so I’ll do my
very best to justify the faith which you’ve
confidently placed in me; even though,
quite typical of you, I know that
you’ve never or would you
ever try to make any
such demands on
me to do so.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Personal Dreams However Exciting Are Simply The
Landmarks To The Permanency Of Reality!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Didn't I once hear you openly, rather insistently and quite
categorically say that from your own personal point of
view that realistically there was no conceivable way
you'd ever allow yourself to emotionally fall in
love and, furthermore, that being the proud,
independent and strong-minded woman
which you obviously are would you
ever assent, and these were your
identical words: &quot;Physically subvert myself or my
integral being to any living man and in so doing,
and for the rest of my allotted life, become
nothing more than a highly suitable and,
in reality, a typically handy conveyor
belt deliverer of his much desired
and naturally predictable biological offspring;
to whom I would, of course, immediately
and intuitively become the noticeably
appreciative, constantly doting and
ever buoyant mother, while at the
same time and long-sufferingly,
but with no allowed practised
career of my own, regularly
administering at home as his every ready job's
disaster or career concerns attentive ear, and
all this associated with my painstakingly
choreographed and earnestly socially
encouraged public role as the lace
curtain and fashionable woman
cum loving and dutiful wife.
 
For as I vividly and somewhat amusingly recall when you
voluntarily of your own accord made that emphatic and
uncompromising statement of yours that seemingly,
essentially and securely, permanently closed the
door and all other options in relation to your
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development of any essential or emotional
relationship with anyone of the opposite
gender, even though it was absolutely
clear to anyone possessed of a perceptive brain and
firmly equipped with a competent awareness of
such things that you were not by any stretch
of the most creative of imaginations either
disposed towards becoming or far worst
and in such complex circumstances,
were actually a practising lesbian.
 
All the same were distinctly a woman who was very much
in your prime, twenty-eight years old at the time, long
out of your distinctly personality-establishing and
teenaged rebellious years, and furthermore at
that age appropriately, as one would quite
unsurprisingly expect, a matured lady
in every respect, who was wise and independently
carving out a career for herself that was wholly
of her own preferring, and whose amazing
progress, exceptional development and
truly magnificent achievement had
nothing whatever to do with the
direct influence or, for come
to that the personal control
of any one-person, other
than of course yourself.
 
So why then, and out of understandable curiosity
on my part I must confess, did you renege on
essentially everything you formerly and
solemnly said and even persuasively
signposted that you determinedly
believed? And, instead, now
seem to be gratuitously and contradictorily
embracing the identical things that you
once considered were so extremely
antipathetic to the very concept
of the lifestyle you formerly,
distinctly and positively
confirmed to persons
like myself was the
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solitary one that
you wanted to
always live.
 
Your right, of course as it is everyone else's
on whatever matter that infiltrates their
thoughts, to change your mind, as
long as you make the effort to
remember that regardless
of how exciting personal dreams
seem to be, they're none the
less purely the landmarks
to the permanency of
one's own reality!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Whatever one might think of the biblical story relating to Adam and Eve the good
Lord, from my Christian understanding of it, did not impose any divine
prescription, which he evidently could have done had he wanted to, that these
two individuals should necessarily pair up with each other and therefore rather
shrewdly and pragmatically on His part allowed a free choice of a relationship
between the two of them, which would basically be a matter entirely of their
own. And that's exactly what occurred, and therefore the consequences of their
actions rested solely with themselves.
 
And it's the same situation with every one of us. For we're all of us endowed with
a personal brain and the capacity from birth to be able to think for ourselves.
Granted that this is clearly a developmental process that can be influenced by
others. But ostensibly as one gets older and presumably wiser the choice is still
there pertaining to whether as an individual you choose to actually think for
yourself and objectively, as a result, make your own informed decisions in
relation to all aspects of your personal and professional lives or instead prefer,
for whatever reasons, to allow others to do that for you.
 
But even so, while we all have dreams of one sort or another and are perfectly
entitled to live and explore them irresponsibly allowing them to dictate every
aspect of one's everyday life is not only a grave mistake, it's also the height of
folly. And getting emotionally and physically involved with another person for all
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the mistaken reasons is just as stupid really as assuming that one can cut
oneself permanently off from reality and then call that living a normal life.
 
But a word of caution. Whether you get involved with someone or choose to stay
single and unattached that decision, if it's to really make any sense, should be
yours alone. And if you select to become part of a couple that doesn't necessarily
mean or should it in any way make you cease to be the individual that you
actually are. Unless, of course, you purposely decide that you want to become
another person's personal doormat!
 
So do remember, and constantly so, that in everything you personally do
individual choice and basic common sense should be your faithful watchword and
guiding principle. After all it's your life! So why let someone, or others,
supposedly or arguably, even with the best of intentions, arbitrarily live it for
you? Your decision. And the best of luck in making it.
 
Throughout all this and taking full cognizance of the realization that the intuitive
or conscious decision by you not to trust or get personally or emotionally
implicated with anyone might in actuality stem from the direct influence of the
traumatic experiences you've undergone at the hands of sexual predators and/or
abusers, whether they're serial or otherwise, ongoing still or are incidences of the
past, while not an abuser myself nor could I ever imagine myself being one far
less so permit anybody to ever have taken such a diabolical liberty with me and
then because of the power and influence they wield or buttressed by whatever
sick reasoning that their likeminded verminous supporters or encouragers can
come up with to justify or absolve their vile actions and then have the gall to
ludicrously and insultingly posit these as &quot;plausible excuses&quot; and
therefore on my part can't honestly profess, nor would I ever attempt to do so,
that I truthfully know how you feel or what it is that you're personally going
through as a result of this onerous travesty of brazen injustice gratuitously
inflicted on you, the answer I do know is not to shut yourself permanently away
from the consequences of reality that you suffered and in all likelihood still
endure.
 
For in doing so you merely hand victory to your abusers and unwittingly through
this de facto process grant them carte blanche to carry on controlling the terms
and conditions of your life. And quite honestly after all that they've malevolently
done is that seriously what you want to happen?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Persuasion And Not Commands Is The More Likely
Way To Influence Me (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please, I do seriously, with you openly declaring that you've
taken a personal and romantic interest in me, have in turn
to insist, on the firm basis of other things you've also
said, that if you truthfully wish to have any kind
of meaningful relationship with me, that you
first realize and then fully acknowledge,
in the agreed circumstances that we now find ourselves
in, that you must explicitly and also straightforwardly
strive your hardest, as a subsequent part of this, to
clearly appreciate and voluntarily accept me for
the man who I patently am, and not essay in
any conniving way to either arbitrarily or
unilaterally, for that matter, venture to
alter me into someone, and for me
an unrecognizable person, who
you would much prefer that I
ultimately, or undoubtedly
more acceptably to you
immediately become.
 
Sorry then to disappoint your fanciful dreams! For let
me make it unequivocally clear and as best that I
can for you to comprehend. Such a distinctly
one-sided and furthermore a patronizingly
authoritarian plan only signifies for me a misguided
scenario on your part that not now or at any time
in the foreseeable future is ever likely, by me,
to be permitted to happen. And for the firm
and obvious reason, when everything is
said and done, that I specifically and
furthermore, particularly like me
for who and what I visibly am!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 October 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
We all of us either already, or will certainly do so in the future, have persons of
one sort or another invitingly from us or unilaterally by them enter our individual
lives in a manner that we're absolutely delighted with or alternatively in some
circumstances we distinctly on our part regard as a diabolical liberty
unwarrantedly inflicted on us by them; while on theirs, and again from our own
perspective, consider their unilateral and inconsiderate actions as the summation
of what the worst case hellish scenario in any such attempt at a relationship
actually represents.
 
And while there are those who will unfortunately be influenced by fear, the real
or imagined incidence of retaliation prompted by rejection of any of these
persons, cowardice, a marked reluctance not to deliberately cause offence or
even the stigma of personal loneliness into not doing anything to remedy this
intolerable situation that you happen to be in, it literally makes no sense to carry
on in this unwarrantable way indefinitely. Since the only person who winds up
feeling totally uncomfortable, being utterly miserable and hating yourself for
what you're implicitly allowing to happen to you is yourself.
 
So why not if you're likely to be or even inadvertently find yourself in such
untenable and perplexing circumstances do what the clear-sighted and no-
nonsense among those of us do and decide for yourself independently who and
what you convincingly and truthfully want to be? It won't do you any harm and
conversely might end up doing you a whole lot of good!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Pertinent Questions To The Venal Snouts In The
Trough British Politicians
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Self-serving and utterly conceited with it! That's your
uniformed approach to life specifically, everything
associated with it, and all else that one can clearly
and conceivably think of. Consequently, your
views and those of others that likemindedly
share the same biased, ill-informed and
arrogant opinions which you hold dear, self-centredly
subscribe to, witlessly champion and egotistically
cling to at all costs, must by your undoubtedly
perverted thinking, automatically, lastingly
and obsessively command the greatest,
most extreme, unconcealed support
and respect that is itself coupled
with a distinctly rapt attention
to everything that you and
they say, and then quite
purposely and rather
one-sidedly always
take to greedily
addressing in
every way!
 
And crucially it's also relevant to say that in no
way are any valid or convincing explanations
ever advanced by you as to why that ought
to be the case; the only mention to any
of this being that it's your individual
story, your totally warped theories
and thus essentially constituting
the hardcore Lib-Dems, Labtories or full-blooded
Tory Nazis and grasping, self-centred fascists
that you manifestly are; and as such you're
therefore quite entitled in your markedly
perverse attitude to politics and all else
for that matter, and this powerfully
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conjoined with your astonishing
hubris persistently, explicitly
and publicly displayed, as
well as your twisted antithesis to everything you
subjectively disparage or abhor don't render it
either imperative to consider or desirable of
your perceived precious time to graciously
exemplify any clarification whatever of
what definitely it is that you are doing
or, furthermore, specifically why in
your narcissistic intolerance you
find it so absolutely necessary
to intentionally inflict such
premeditated austerity in
cooperation with what's
evidently a protracted,
unwarranted misery
and dire poverty on
average members
of the indulgent
UK community!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 January 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
 
This poem is affectionately dedicated to my personal inspirational British
politician Jeremy Corbyn the democratically elected, and by a massive majority,
incumbent leader of the British Labour Party - and a timely up yours from me
reminder to all those either too stupid to accept that fact or are so full of
themselves and living in their delusional world of make belief they're
unmistakably aren't in the same rational world that the rest of us sane Homo
sapiens inhabit; a political party, the Labour Party that I've always steadfastly
supported, though not most of its previous leaders, cabinet members nor
governments. And on the topical issue of Jeremy's quite recent shadow cabinet
reshuffle if hypothetically that task had be left entirely up to me I would have
wielded the axe much more widely, purposefully and viciously and quietly literally
across their collective necks.
 
But then we all don't, and that includes me, have the same indisputable and
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laudable tolerance level and penchant for forgiveness that Jeremy Corbyn
evidently has. What a terrible shame though that undemocratic and barbaric
Bantu Saudi that these purblind House of Commons pillocks, masquerading as
MPs, and who graspingly and avidly bend over backwards, their usual thing
really, to support this Persian Gulf obscenity laughably portraying itself as a
&quot;state&quot; can do that sort of thing; quite cavalierly and noticeably
indifferently lop off multiple heads at will and in a single day and with supportive
impunity from the west, including those aforementioned jerks infesting the House
of Commons, and a purported democratic Britain, if only for the sheer hell of it,
can't do the same with our odious and genuine political felons. Not fair is it!
(Laugh) .
 
Seriously though, never mind Jeremy your supporters like me are staunchly
behind you all the way. And as a comforting thought and note of reassurance the
Pharisees and the Sadducees of his time, and the feckless Westminster Bubble
and privileged elite who are our contemporary equivalent, neither understood nor
tolerated Jesus Christ for who or what he was or even what he was all about, just
as our contemporary clique of corresponding, self-serving and avaricious
Pharisees and Sadducees obviously don't with you Jeremy. But we out here don't
worry about that and why should we? After all you're in excellent company; as
Jesus Christ's message still prevails to this day, well over two millennia since he
was physically on this same planet which we call Earth!
 
And Messiahs most categorically don't only have to be religious. They can be
political as well. Now let them think on that!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Physically Strangers But Emotionally Soul Mates!
 
In reality we're actually complete strangers to each
other not having previously met or even spoken
to one another before, yet intrinsically and
quite astonishingly strange, although by
no means peculiar in the least, a
consummate and remarkable
understanding seems to have spontaneously
developed between the two of us, that
had it occurred in circumstances
where, however transiently so,
we'd physically met before it
would instinctively have been
specifically categorized I know
and generally accepted by
those aware of it, including
ourselves, as a tangible
sign of mutual chemistry between us.
But in the clear absence of any concrete physical
or clear-cut emotional stuff, the pertinent and
engrossing question is, how should we
realistically define what's really going
on between us, knowing that the
present situation alone if left
entirely to itself is quite
evidently from both
our perspectives
perceptually
not enough?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 September 2014.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Please Back Off, Grow Up, Fully Accept And Learn To
Deal With The Stark Reality Of Life!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How often must I repeat myself by frankly and honestly saying
to you I'm not the least bit interested in your rather clumsy,
discernibly bullying, narcissistic, incessant, pathetic
and, for my part, thoroughly disconcerting, puerile
and completely unsolicited overtures of sexual
interest towards me? So for the umpteenth
time, therefore, my unconcealed and the
irrefutable truth is, that I don't fancy
you in any way, have never for
a solitary moment done so.
 
And, besides, there is nothing in this world or
anything that's remotely occasioned through
its running and, accordingly, positively
impacts on this life which I've been
gratefully given, or any other life
I may in the future experience
after Death has effectively
claimed this mortal one that I'm currently
enjoying - which will ever enticingly
or otherwise persuade, let alone
actually encourage me to alter
my fixed opinion in relation
to what is enduringly for
me and most definitely
where you're concerned,
a fait accompli and,
furthermore, a
distinctively
irreversible
decision
by me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 July 2019.
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Author's Remarks:
 
Regrettably, and also quite pathetically on their part, there are far too many
people in this world who either sickeningly persuade themselves that they can't
or, worse still, resolutely but oh so idiotically refuse to take a genuine no for an
answer to some quest or other that they've fixatedly set their eyes and heart on.
Never mind how embarrassing or humiliating their unwanted overtures are to the
person whom they're relentlessly pestering.
 
Therefore, this poem which was motivated and specifically penned for those of
you out there who unquestionably fall into this sad category of narcissistically
pre-occupied persons whose insufferable demon is not to acknowledge that your
forced attention on others can and invariably does cause significant and even
irreparable harm to those whom you selfishly and self-servingly target, the sane
and sensible advice to you is this - lay off permanently and leave such individuals
in untrammelled peace.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Please! Refrain From Your Hyperactive And Irrational
Behaviour!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please, don't tell me what you think I want to hear, and while
we're on the subject let me make it absolutely clear that you
adopting such a position like that does nothing to clarify
the authentic situation of this embryonic relationship
between the two of us and, in its place, either raises
undue expectations which realistically can not be
fulfilled or else simply rather prematurely and
even needlessly kills off those that if considered objectively
and given the time, effort and the opportunity in obviously
appreciable circumstances to possibly succeed, logically
can be. But because of the manifestly irrational manner
in which you're behaving quite clearly aren't allowed
the likelihood to, since for you to cooperatively do
so would, instinctively on your part, be explicitly
looked upon as anathema to me and therefore
as something that's not only as completely
thankless an assignment as they come but
also and ominously even singled out as
detrimental to this shared but entirely
new relationship that we're having.
 
Well let me in response to that attitude be perfectly honest
and forthright with you and in addition from a personal
point of view candidly say that your second guessing
of what I'm supposedly thinking is something you
must without any delay refrain from doing, as it's
entirely unbecoming in every conceivable way
of any purportedly consequential and adult
relationship that two prudent and rational
people could possible share, and unquestionably from
my perspective of the kind you evidently would like
for us to be establishing. For whatever conclusions
you arrive at in such an unconventional situation
is forthrightly, when all is said and done, mere
speculation, and so is neither the appropriate
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basis nor any guarantee either that it bears,
or will ever do, any similitude to reality,
or as I anticipate it effectively serve as
a relevant catalysis for an established
relationship, if things were to carry
on uninterruptedly and put bluntly
as they presently and glumly are
with you, between you and me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 February 2017.
 
 
Author's remarks:
It's both a safe bet and a massive understatement too to say that significant
numbers of individuals globally who either knowingly or else unintentionally but
all the same pleasurably get caught up in a one-to-one personal and emotional
relationship with another person, normally, if not always initially to start with,
expect from their mutual association with each other the kind of enlivening,
heartening and reassuring satisfaction commensurate, they feel, imperative to
achieve and would therefore like to unrestrictedly realize from voluntarily
engaging both empathetically and intimately with that specific and exceptionally
special person on whom they're completely depending on to fulfil their innermost
and even undisclosed expectations.
 
Wishful thinking on the part of some who would earnestly like for these deeply
felt and often treasured expectations to be endorsed and fulfilled, in the process
of this happening, through the mechanisms of this entirely new, propitious and
decidedly intimate association that, as things stand, both individuals are
beneficially having. That said though, appearances can often be unreliable in the
perception they convey, and in the worst case scenario be cruelly deceiving to
those who invest their complete trust and immense time and effort in them.
 
Then there are those who have no compunction whatsoever in cynically or
callously exploiting the touching faith placed in them by others for their own
perverse ends, and doing so regardless of the psychological harm they occasion
to those who're involved and intentionally put on the receiving end of their
heartlessness as well as their endemic selfishness. But, of course, none of this is
ever going to stop people from falling in love or speculatively hoping that things
turn out as they would like for them to be; as love isn't just a romantic
experimentation it can also be a mug's game, and which category you let
yourself fall into is, I'm afraid, a matter that's totally up to you and I would
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presume of your own choosing. And if not, it's too complex a pursuit, which
honestly you shouldn't seriously be involved in!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Poem: Just A Thought, But One Well Worth
Considering!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
God gave us life and, when He did so, He also accorded
us the freedom to make choices of our own, as well
as the will to either enforce or rescind those
decisions we'd made. That said, He also
expected us to act responsibly, if not
all of the time then at least for
most of it. For we're human beings created in His
own image and who're blessedly endowed with
the gift of reason and the power to use that
sacred gift advisedly. Not act like com-
puterized automatons incapable of
adjudging what is logically and
sensibly right, or what is quite
detrimentally and, rather
undoubtedly, wrong!
 
So wouldn't it be worth both our reflection
and time, if instead of principally always
selfishly thinking of just our self,
and usually so to the detriment
of others, that rather we
pause sometimes, charitably consider, and
seriously reflect on how best in this life,
we're especially given from Heaven,
that we can all of us accordingly,
earnestly divest from our en-
trenched selfishness and,
both individually and
mutually, generally
behave far more
altruistically?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 May 2019.
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Author's Comments:
This poem is written in grateful appreciation to all those who of their own and
most gracious volition, have both voluntarily and consistently made a significant
contribution in my life.
 
It's also dedicated to all my followers globally whose interest in my work is an
added incentive to what I'm carrying out and truly love doing.
 
Equally so, it's for the Management and staff at Twitter who for the past 10 years
- thanks to all of you for remembering my 10th anniversary with you - who've so
admirably put up with me for the past decade. Thank you! And God bless you all!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Poème - Isobel Effacé Et Vraiment Charmant
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Personne d'autre que nous-mêmes ne peut logiquement
voir dans le secret royaume de notre esprit individuel et
déchiffrer ou, beaucoup moins, de façon réaliste
dire avec absolue la certitude de ce qui se
passe réellement là-bas; ou de la même
manière, mais plutôt, absurdement,
créer un scénario similaire avec
les véritables intentions de
notre cœur. Cela dit la façon dont on en tant
que individu réagit régulièrement à une
donnée situation ou inconsciemment,
en temps normal circonstances, se
comporte régulièrement soumis
à des incidents de stress ou
situations dominantes
déchargé de la fatigue maladresse
humaine la contrainte est - pour
commencer -l'incontournable
suggestion du classe de
personnequi a déclaré
le caractère est.
 
Et que ce soit d'une manière purement occasionnelle, ou
en vertu d'une manière incisive, reconnaissante
de manière constructive et eh bien, une
beaucoup plus détaillée et détaillée
technique d'observation de votre
évaluation présence normale
ou intrinsèquement distinctive portant sont à
juste titre et admiratif félicité, il peut y
avoir honnêtement ne pas échapper
à la resplendissante et absolument
indicateurs exceptionnels qui tous clairement,
dire de manière fiable et assez emphatique,
que hors de tout doute raisonnable tu
es terriblement incroyable, un
classique exceptionnel et
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par tous possible ou imaginable et des
indicateurs de rachat, très intelligent,
totalement agréable, visiblement
charmant et aussiun jeune
étonnant dame pour
démarrer, Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 mai 2019.
 
 
Commentaires de l'auteur:
Il existe en Grande-Bretagne une idée fausse que croient facilement ceux qui
prétendent, mais si ridiculement, se considèrent comme des adultes, mais qui,
carrément et sans excuse de mon point de vue observateur, ne pourraient pas
collectivement, encore moins individuellement, se sortir de la sac de papier
trempé proverbial, que tous les jeunes, autres que leurs propres enfants, il est
juste de le supposer, sont essentiellement des êtres sauvages, totalement
inutiles et délibérément destructeurs. Les gens qui consciemment n'essayent pas
d'apporter une contribution constructive à leur propre société en général et ne
sauraient en outre savoir comment ou par où commencer si, par quelque
intervention du destin, ils avaient un changement d'esprit à cet égard.
 
Personnellement, je suis tout à fait en désaccord avec cette hypothèse
extrêmement absurde juvénile si volontiers attribuée par ces soi-disant adultes,
qui ne sont guère eux-mêmes des parangons de vertu ni aucun élément
constructif d'un pays véritablement moral ou véritablement civilisé. Si tel était le
cas, c'est-à-dire prendre en compte les infractions sociales et morales de la vie
quotidienne, qui sont à plusieurs niveaux, il suffit de prendre en compte dans
cette équation leur manière personnelle et très contraire à l'éthique de mener
leur vie.
 
Situations grotesquement aggravées par la manière très manipulatrice de se
laisser abuser facilement et sans le vouloir par les politiciens pour lesquels ils
votent idiotiquement et compulsivement, en plus des médias institutionnels
distinctement odieux et fictifs qui font preuve de discernement et d'intention,
utilisez-les systématiquement et sans crainte comme un fourrage très pratique et
«utile pour les Idiots».
 
Si agréablement rencontrer des jeunes gens du calibre d'Isobel, qui possèdent un
caractère plus individualiste, une considération exceptionnelle pour les autres et
une intelligence incontestablement extraordinaire en son petit doigt que tous ces
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idiots adultes délirants, stupides et supposés dans leur corps collectif parlent
volumes en soi. Et confirme assurément la conviction sincère de tous les
compositeurs, observateurs équilibrés et intelligents, que tout n'est pas perdu
sur le plan social en ce qui concerne la Grande-Bretagne.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Poème - Le Premier Ministre Mia Mottley - Une Figure
Emblématique De Barrow «dipper»!
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Un petit charmeur est notre Mia! Mais ce n'est pas
que du charme, charisme et une personnalité sans
bornes qu'elle a mais évidemment aussi à tous
ceux qui ont des yeux et qui se soucient sen-
siblement et significativement à voir, est remar-
quablement intelligent, bien instruit, altru-
istiquement attentionné et, quand les
besoins sont ou les puces sont
bas, un activiste social
fougueux et leader
politique cum
organisateur
formidable.
 
Tout cela, à juste titre et fort louable, ajoute de
manière impressionnante à un remarquable-
ment impressionnant Dame barbadienne.
Le plus discernable, dans tout cela, et
un politicien intensément astucieux
de haut calibre ainsi qu'un grand
en devenir aussi; vous, Mia Mottley, sont
maintenant et incontestablement avec
force aussi, notre démocratie élu
Premier ministre. Et sur ce
même votre premier
anniversaire de la
nomination de
la Barbade
 
et leader politique en place, qui est maintenant de
dire qu'ayant rompu avec confiance l'époque
plafond homogène et masculin de pouvoir
politique en devenant notre premier
PM du genre féminin, qui vous
ne deviendrez pas en conse-
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quence un personnage emblé-
matique aussi, de la célèbre debout
et de la manière illustre du père
fondateur de notre nation et
héros national: le grand
chéri et durablement
Sauveur distingué,
le très estimé et
a toujours aimé
Errol, Walton
&quot;Dipper&quot;
Barrow!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 mai 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Je suis spécialiste de l'anglais et ai enseigné l'anglais à tous les niveaux
imaginables de mon époque. Je suis donc totalement au fait de la langue, qui est
également ma langue maternelle, et je suis également parfaitement au courant
des objectifs et de l'utilisation des superlatifs.. Cependant, à de rares occasions,
j'ai délibérément choisi de ne pas utiliser ce dernier terme dans mes écrits pour
décrire des individus qui, à mon avis, dépassent toute description superlative
d'eux. C'est une telle occasion.
 
Je vous laisse donc lire ce poème et, si vous en tenez à moi et j'espère
sincèrement que vous le ferez, vous prendrez quelques minutes de votre temps
précieux pour lire la biographie de Mia Motley sur Wikipedia, et j'en suis sûr.
vous conclurez aisément que je suis parvenu à la conclusion que les superlatifs
ne feront pas de cette femme exceptionnelle de la Barbadie, son Premier ministre
sortant et en poste, la justice garantie et la réputation qu'elle mérite.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Poème - L'importance D'être Suzie
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Les anniversaires sont les points de référence personnels vers
Quand notre vie individuelle a commencé; comment le
Dernier la transition dans la période intérimaire a
Conduit à quoi nous sommes maintenant et
Nous pourrons peut-être aussi influencer
De manière significative notre prévisible L'avenir
Aussi. En d'autres termes la réalité, splendidly
Et encourageant orné dans nos rêves chéris,
Nous permettant à la fois opportunité et la
Portée intentionnelle à positivement faites ce que
Nous choisissons. Et depuis vous illustrer
Généralement ce louable Mantra de
Toutes les manières imaginables,
Quoi mieux vaut alors mieux
Reconnaître, vous féliciter
Et vous soutenir Suzie que
de manière appropriée
sur ton anniver-
saire se passe.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 février 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Dès le premier moment où vous les avez rencontrés et en mettant de côté la
chimie personnelle et les affinités sociales, vous savez instinctivement et
applaudissez avec appréciation le fait que la décision méritoire de la part de leurs
parents de produire et de faciliter ensuite la naissance de cet individu et sa
progéniture biologique étaient louables pour le moins qu'on puisse dire. Et Suzie,
pour qui j'ai spécialement conçu et produit ce poème, appartient très nettement
à cette catégorie de personnes.
 
Et pour satisfaire la vaine curiosité des esprits spéculatifs - et ce exclusivement
en Grande-Bretagne où l'altruisme et ses activités associées sont pratiquement
inconnus de la grande majorité de la population, et pour le reste d'entre eux qui
ont découvert cette terminologie, c'est principalement considérés par eux comme
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une intrusion hautement injustifiée dans leur vie personnelle, sociale, voire
monotone fastidieuse, et peuvent donc être assimilés à leurs pensées biaisées et
à des suppositions tordues, sans aucune pensée, un tel compliment accordé qui
est, comme l'équivalent d'un le mot le plus corusculant et extrêmement
offensant qui a été invoqué de manière inattendue, et explique pourquoi, quand
au Royaume-Uni, rarement - en dehors des membres de la famille,
particulièrement très proches et dignes de confiance, des amis de longue date -
écris de la poésie pour quiconque en Grande-Bretagne, La nature générale et
résolument discernante à l'égard de l'ensemble des gens n'est et ne sera jamais
propice à la fabrication de perles porc; un problème que je ne rencontre nulle
part ailleurs en dehors du Royaume-Uni - Suzie: qui est très anglais et pour qui
ce poème est écrit, est remarquablement et assez évidemment évidente, quand
on l'observe, heureuse mariée mariée avec un mari, évidemment, et une famille
à eux, ce qui est en soi une singularité distincte dans la Grande-Bretagne
contemporaine.
 
Et c'est son rôle en tant que hautement qualifiée, efficace, extrêmement
compétente, impeccablement dévouée et, ce qui est le plus significatif, dans
cette position maintenant extrêmement menacée en tant que «bonne
bibliothécaire», qui non seulement connaît et, par conséquent, apprécie, mais
s'efforce aussi assidûment maintenir la philosophie et les normes profondément
enracinées de ce qu'est une bibliothèque pour et tout ce qui concerne -
caractéristiques maintenant communes et qui manquent nettement à un public
britannique de plus en plus stupide - que j'ai rencontré pour la première fois avec
Suzie.
 
Donc, dans le contexte cinglant de tout ce que je viens de mentionner, voici mon
souhait le plus sincère pour Suzie qu'elle-même, son mari et leur famille, fassent
un anniversaire de premier ordre et des plus mémorables le 15 février 2019.
&quot;Joyeux anniversaire Suzie! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Poemo: La Rega Sussex-Prego!
 
De Stanley Collymore
 
Ciopova Dio, Ciela patro kaj la gracia donanto de vivo,
dankon pro via donado al Meghan kaj al Harry kiel
multekosta donaco de beba filo por plifirmigi
sian intensan kaj daura amo unu al la alia.
Kaj eble ci tio mirinda trio de patro,
patrino kaj bebo, kaj pliajn aldonojn al ilia familio,
kiujn ili eble havas, estu konstanta memorigilo
pri la potenca naturo de homo amo sanktigita
de la eterna beno kaj la amo Cielaj certigoj
de adoranta Dio. Dio, Kiu ja ekzistas,
vere zorgas pri ni, kaj faru miraklojn
por ciuj tiuj: kiel vi Meghan kaj
Harry, kiuj fidas Li kaj kon-
fideme Lin permesas esti
permanenta, Kaj influa,
figuro en nia pers-
ona vivo. Amen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 majo 2019.
 
 
Rimarkoj de autoro:
Koncipita kaj skribita kun la Duko kaj Dukino de Sussex en menso kaj en festado
de ilia novnaskita filo.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Poignant Memories Combined With Sincerest Birthday
Greetings Jeannette! (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Those distant days we made our own have literally flown by
and the several years which inevitably they've given rise
to have harmoniously coalesced into an enterprisingly
beautiful and kaleidoscopic reservoir of supremely
rich, fondly enlivening and unquestionably note
worthily charming and enduring memories of
you and me. Memories that on reliving them in my mind
their energizing experiences instantaneously and rather
vividly roll back the several years passed to those
halcyon days first initiated in the quite blissfully
conducive, romantically mesmerizing and, oh
so truthfully, spine-tingling surroundings, of
Rebecca's Discotheque in our hometown
Reading, Berkshire where we first met,
where courtship and romance were
instinctively triggered and shortly
there afterwards companionably
blossomed into a specifically,
truly vivacious, passionate
and a really reciprocally
loving, relationship.
 
But Fate, alas, and the private circumstances at the time that
we were both in: you a married lady, though unhappily
so, and with a young family affectionately in tow;
myself having just a couple of years previously
got divorced and still in the process of shaking off that
erstwhile calamity - jointly conspired and, moreover,
regrettably succeeded, adequately assisted by the
evidently challenging situation which we were
unquestionably in, in scuppering the further
progression of the propitiously amorous
but yet, by any unbiased prospect or
optimistic deduction, the truthfully
emergent relationship that had
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rather delightfully and quite
encouragingly developed
between the two of us.
 
Evidently, it wasn't what either of us honestly wanted but,
all the same, we had to face facts and the glaring reality
of knowing precisely what the devastating impact of
your split from their father would have on your two
delightful children who I'd met, and so for the
overall good of them and despite us being
very much in love with each other we were none the less
starkly aware of both the moral and practical dilemma
we were jointly in. And with neither of us the least
enthusiastically in favour of either indefinitely
or surreptitiously carrying on with an illicit
love affair we painfully but conclusively
honourably and determinedly decided
to bring our personal relationship
to a fitting and dignified end. Soon afterwards
and thankfully as an essential assuagement
from the searing pain which we both felt
within, after our brave but pragmatic
decision, I decided in consultation
with you to procure the offered
opportunity proffered to me
and migrate from England
to Germany and the rest,
as they say, is history.
 
Eventually, however, the conscientious termination of our
amorous relationship coupled with the now locational
separation that we'd unselfishly, consciously and
selflessly placed between us, enforcedly, and
principally it's true to say from you and
painstakingly so for the sake of your
children, had a determinedly corrective effect on the
state of your marriage in a number of ways. While
for my part, providentially ensconced, as I was,
in my fresh and romantically unblemished
environment and with the final remnants
of my marriage baggage thoroughly
and permanently dispensed with,
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I too was ready for a new start.
 
A situation which was further strengthened by the excellent
and comforting news that the interminable and seemingly
intractable problems that you were relentlessly having
and were themselves grimly compelling you in the
given circumstances to genuinely want to leave
your husband, were it not most distressingly
for the menaced instability that was likely
possible as a result of you doing so, to
be caused to your adorable children.
Problems that were occasioned in full previous to your
first meeting me, continued thereafter, other than for
those short-lived occasions of respite favourably
granted to us and them when we were together
alone and whose heedless indifference to all
of them your insensitive husband, bearing
in mind that it was him who was directly
responsible for initiating and sustaining
them, were eventually with your final
ultimatum to him and itself coupled
with his belated recognition that
his ongoing and conspicuously
unsatisfactory conduct seriously advanced the
genuine prospect of him losing his children,
abruptly focused his mind on the serious
situation that he was obviously in and
consequently, what was undeniably
required of him if plausibly he
expected to remain a part of
your assimilated family.
 
Ultimatums, I know, can be and generally are very unpleasant
and even disturbing experiences for those persons forced to
be on the receiving end of them, but employed sparingly,
objectively, wisely and with largely altruistic pursuits
in mind by the user of them can suitably and most
beneficially, as you well understood Jeannette,
be a great fillip and a tremendous force for
good, as sensibly they justifiably ought to be. And your
perceptive knowledge of the latter, my Dear, in that
specific regard was then and still is outstandingly
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exemplary. Meanwhile, your well looked after
children have in a glowing compliment to
you, admirably grown up, are all gone
having left home to chase their own
individual ambitions in life; and
you the formerly despairingly
fraught mother with a deep
and quite understandable
anguish for them, and
discernibly yourself,
have providentially
been wonderfully
converted into
an optimistic,
outstanding
and now a
precious
spouse.
 
Someone no longer enforcedly stuck in the past while
rightly dreading the outcome of the future, but have
instead become an amazingly transformed woman
in every imaginably confident way, who with
unbounded optimism and renewed vigour
now indisputably look forward to each
fresh day which opportunely dawns.
And with that optimistically in mind and specifically
for your exclusive and singular day, Friday the 22nd
September 2017, I would proudly like to say all
the very best to you my Dear and, naturally,
wish you a greatly resplendent, exultant,
undoubtedly a tremendously happy
and, of course, a most treasured
together with an amazingly
unforgettable day, and
landmark birthday.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
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Marriage is an estate that not everyone who enters it is suited for or does so with
the best of intentions in mind, and not infrequently those intentions that are
therefore either concertedly and premeditatedly or even enthusiastically and
gratuitously engaged in can quite purposely in nature be surreptitiously
malevolent and wilfully inimical to the overall beneficial interests and general
welfare of the unsuspecting person who unwittingly and unwarrantedly ends up
as the consciously chosen victim of the concertedly evil machinations that
specific individual who fraudulently and quite disastrously but, all the same, most
influentially for their perverse, selfish and utterly demented reasons talked their
way into their target's life.
 
And while there's absolutely no sure-fire way or method to totally eradicate such
pernicious incursions into one's personal life, strict vigilance maintained
throughout the initial stages at least of one venturing into an intimate
relationship with another person can and does help. As does effectively
employing the quite sensible mantra of not taking everything that you're told for
granted or at face value because you're simply either hopelessly in love, or are
even worst still manipulatively, as it happens, controlled into thinking that this
ostensibly advantageously permitted entrant into your personal life is
unquestionably everything you could possibly and most beneficially hope for.
Don't willingly fall for any of that and always let caution be your personal
byword.
 
And in the interim good luck and continued happiness in your choice of partner
should you after serious thought responsibly decide to embark on your personal
marital adventure.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Pourquoi Doutez-Vous Avec Insistance De Ce Qui Est
Clairement Évident?
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Vous me demandez pourquoi je ne vous ai pas demandé ou
n'expriment aucun intérêt à vouloir se marier vous? Eh
bien, répondez simplement à ces quelques questions
sincèrement et je suis sûr que le des raisons deviendront
effectivement expliquer. Tout d'abord, vous voulez
avoir des enfants, mais pour toutes les très mau-
vaises raisons, et je personnellement, je n'en
veux pas. Et tandis que votre choix à cet égard est
fermement fixe, le mien est également constant.
En outre, avoir des charges de l'argent est
une fixation fervente à vous, mais si
je suis rien contre moi avoir un
confort existence, frugalité,
que vous avez clairement
abhorre, est un premier
la vertu avec moi.
 
Et pendant que vous voyez le sexe comme un devoir
désagréable et même comme une corvée lourde
à éliminer de rapidement je le regarde dis-
tinctement comme une caractéristique
cardinale de chaque relation significative et
interpersonnelle avec qui je suis étroite-
ment impliqué avec romantique-
ment. Donc, portant l'esprit
juste ces relativement
peu de choses parmi
divers autres Je
suis certain
Je peux
trouver,
 
Toi, avec ton intelligence si étalée, devrait
facilement coton sur où exactement c'est de là
que je viens. Et pourquoi un mariage avec
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vous est aussi viable et souhaitable une
proposition pour moi dans un tel
circonstances, comme si moi
ou un autre personnes ayant les mêmes
idées étaient à l'idiot supposer que
nous pourrions individuellement
et entièrement sans aide de
personne, nager avec
succès le volumin-
eux les eaux de
la expansif
atlantique
Océan -
seul!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 août 2019.
 
 
Commentaires de l'auteur:
Le mariage est et devrait toujours être considéré, à mon avis, comme étant bien
plus qu'une fantaisie personnelle ou, pire encore, un cas artificiel
d'asservissement asservi ou même servile aux fantasmes capricieux de toute
société dominante et invariablement intrusive de ceux qui la contemplent arriver
à être.
 
Car le mariage consiste fondamentalement à être véritablement amoureux de la
personne avec laquelle vous déclarez honnêtement que vous voulez partager
votre vie avec vous; et quels que soient les succès et les revers que vous
rencontrez individuellement ou conjointement au cours du processus d'évolution
ultérieur dans lequel vous êtes impliqué, vous partagerez et traiterez ces
problèmes de manière volontaire et sans équivoque, de manière consensuelle et
ensemble.
 
Ce n'est pas une chose, et c'est effectivement le mariage dont je parle encore,
que de se laisser aller à la hâte ou de se retirer à la hâte pour s'adapter aux
caprices inconséquents de la société du jour.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Pragmatists 3 Daydreamers 1!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Dreams are the means that we regularly employ,
whether consciously or involuntarily so, to
hopefully either circumvent or attempt
to postpone, and possibly forever,
the harsher experiences of
life with which we find
ourselves confronted and don’t really know
how best or most suitably to deal with
these problems; a fabricated world
of daydreams conflated with
legitimate aspirations and
where reality, if at all
allowed a look in,
is generally not
permitted to
play any
major
part.
 
Reality however is the very antithesis of dreams;
and though not always welcomed or specially
favoured by the overwhelming majority
of daydreamers is all the same, I
firmly believe, still our best
chance of pragmatically
tackling and dealing successfully
with life’s various difficulties,
as well as our best hope of
realizing if not all of
them, then surely
most of our
cherished
dreams!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 January 2014.
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Criterion:
Among my diverse outdoor activities and sporting pursuits cricket and athletics
rank as two of my principal sporting pastimes, but although I also have a full
awareness and much more than a proficient knowledge of football or soccer if
you prefer to call it thus, principally so because of specific family and a few other
personal reasons, this sport is not by any stretch of the imagination one of my
major preoccupations, or is it ever likely to be.
 
However, fully cognisant of the role that football obsessively plays in the lives of
many of you and that 2014 is the designated year for its next World Cup in
Brazil, I thought that the football analogy used in the title of this poem might be
an appropriate vehicle to get over to you the message, which is inherent in the
poem itself; that pragmatism on average usually trumps daydreaming 3-1 in
life’s everyday race to succeed.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Prime Minister Mia Mottley - A &quot;Dipper&quot;
Barrow Iconic Figure In The Making!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A right little charmer is our Mia! But it's not just charm,
charisma and a boundless personality which she's got
but quite self-evidently too, to all those with eyes
and who both sensibly and significantly care
to see, is outstandingly intelligent, well-
educated, altruistically caring and,
when needs be or the chips are
down, a feisty social activist
and political leader cum
formidable organizer.
 
All of which, understandably and highly commendably,
impressively adds up to one remarkably impressive
Barbadian lady. Most discernibly, in all this, and
an intently astute politician of high calibre as
well as a great one in the making too; you,
Mia Mottley, are now indisputably and
emphatically also, our democratically
elected Prime Minister. And on this very your first
anniversary in office as Barbados' acknowledged
and incumbent political leader, who is now to
say that having confidently busted the then
continuing homogeneous, male ceiling of
embedded political power by becoming
our first PM of the female gender, that
you won't correspondingly become
an iconic character too, of the acclaimed
standing and in the illustrious manner
of our Nation's Founding Father
and National Hero: the much
cherished and enduringly
distinguished saviour,
the highly esteemed
and forever loved
Errol, Walton
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&quot;Dipper&quot;
Barrow!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 May 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I'm an English specialist and have taught English at every conceivable level in my
time, so I'm fully au fait with the language, which also happens to be my native
one, and am also fully cognizant of the purposes and usage of superlatives.
However, on rare occasions I deliberately chose not to use the latter in my
writing when describing individuals that in my estimation rise above any
superlative description of them. This is one such occasion.
 
So I'll leave you to read this poem and, if you also care to and I sincerely hope
that you will, you'll take a few minutes of your precious time to read the
Wikipedia biography of Mia Motley, and I'm sure you'll readily come to the
conclusion that I've reached that superlatives won't do this exceptional Barbadian
Lady, its incumbent and first female Prime Minister, the warranted justice and
earned reputation that she deserves.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Primo Ministro Mottley Mio - A &quot;Temo&quot;
Barrow In Iconicus Figura Facta!
 
A Stanley Collymore
 
A dextro paulo venefici incantantis sapienter noster
mia? Sed suus 'non iustus leporem, et interminatum
charismatum personality quod illa got satis sibi
constat etiam omnibus oculis et utrumque
pertinet ad sensum et significantly ut
video, non intelligentes, egregie,
bene liberaliter educatus et
altruistically curant, si
necessitates vel est
eu enim descendens, a feisty socialis
activistauctorem publici consilii et
cum auctor atrox coalescerent.
 
Quae omnia comprehendi multum laudabiliter,
Adiungit gravem admodum graviter usque ad
Barbadian domina. Most cognoscibiliter,
quod in omnibus et et obsecravit intente
et argutis politicus INGENIUM tum
maximus agit quoque vos, Mia
Mottley, et nunc, dubio procul
loquebatur quoque noster
democratice Primo Ministro elected. Et hoc
ipsum amet commemorationis officium
est Tonsor 'recognovit et princeps rei
publicae incumbant, qui nunc sunt
quod habent in confidenter et
busted continuing homo-
genea sunt, masculus et
laquearia embedded
 
politica potestas a becoming nostris ad
primam post meridiem feminam
genus, quod et facti sunt non
amercietur morum quoque
et iconicos de egregia sic
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stantibus illustris Natione patrisnostri
in Urbe Conditaet nationalis heros,
multum ad torquentes perpetua-
que distinguitur salutary in
honore et dilexit semper
Erole, Walton '
&quot;DIPPER&quot;
Barrow!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
MMXIX Maii XXVIII.
 
 
Auctoris verba:
Im 'an Latina artifex docuit et quidquid potest Anglis in gradu meo tempore, ut
ego plene per linguam au fait, quod etiam fit in patria mea est; et in usus sum
etiam plene cognosceret proposita et superlativis. Sed raro habet te elegit ut non
in hoc scripto cum seminibus hominum, qui scholam congregavit, plurimo ut mea
fert opinio ortum super omnem descriptionem eorum. Hoc unum locum.
 
Ita ut relinquam te et legit illud carmen, et si sincere, et quoque pertinet ad
spem, quod tu, youll accipere a paucis minuta bonum tempus tuam legere
Vicipaedia vita mia Motley, et certus sum ego te libenter venire ad conclusionem
pervenit quod non superlativis hoc eximia Barbadian domine, oportet eius et
femina primum primus minister, et justitia, et meruit fama PRAESTITUS ut
operae pretium sit.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Principles! Not Profit Motives Or Baseless Prejudices.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I want my MP and the man or woman democratically selected
to represent my constituency in the House of Commons to
be someone who knows what probity is all about; who
passionately subscribes to the principles of a fair
and just society for all; equality before the law
for everyone and who instinctively knows,
and doesn’t have to be reminded, what
the meaning and value of meritocracy stand for and how best
this should always be implemented in an equitable society;
and, moreover, is skilled in the art of motivating all those
who’re genuinely disposed to, to fully acknowledge their
God-given abilities and additionally are persuasively
emboldened to single-mindedly summon up the
courage and determination to diligently, and
with the maximum resilience, pursue and
ultimately realize their most cherished aspirations.
For as the past thirty plus years have confirmed
Jeremy Corbyn, you’ve conscientiously been
the characteristic personification of such an
MP and explains, without any apologies
at all to your dim-witted detractors or
Machiavellian opponents, why I not
only salute you as the epitome of
what an MP should be, but also
why it is that I want you not
only to be the leader of our
Labour Party but, equally
too under your inspired
management, the next
Prime Minister of
what categorically
would become
a celebrated
country!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 September 2015.
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Author’s Remarks:
Those of you who previously weren’t aware of the exceptionally high esteem that
I’ve always held Jeremy Corbyn in both as an outstanding and principled human
being and a conscientious MP, or for that matter that I’m explicitly committed to
assisting him in every conceivable way that I persuasively can in his credible and
justifiable mission to become the next leader of the Labour Party, then you have
either just moved to earth from a different planet in the outer reaches or the
universe or having emigrated there have after a long sojourn there decided to
return home, in which case I extend my warmest welcome to you and
categorically state that I fully understand why it is that you’d be unfamiliar with
what’s going on.
 
To the rest of you however: the legions of dim-wits and intellectually challenged
who serve as the willing manipulative “Useful Idiots” of the Nazi-Zionist Tories,
their Labtory conspirators and toadying so-called mainstream media that feed
you the garbage they want and that you enthusiastically consume, because poor
silly sods that you are you don’t know any better, I shan’t spoil Jeremy Corbyn’s
parade by telling you here - in this celebratory poem about him – and in my
usual characteristic language what I really think of you; but I have a feeling that
you already know how much, to put it mildly, that I utterly despise you.
 
So instead I’ll just confidently finish off by cheerfully saying to the Great Man
Jeremy Corbyn; all the very best for Saturday 12 September 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Private Lives With Public Legacies
 
Let me hold you in my arms; shield and
protect you from harm with my love,
and comfortingly embrace you with the
multitude of expectations I have for us as
man and wife sharing a life together
for the rest of our lives: uniquely
and properly so; simply, because
it’ll be a model creation of
our very own. Yet in
commonality with others like us,
likemindedly in love and who
similarly in regard to themselves
astutely aspire to achieving the
same goals as we do, will
positively encourage
us to press on all
the more.
 
Fortified in the knowledge, for sure,
that love although evidently the
key to what we ultimately aim to
achieve, is even so not on its
own the totality of what
that end result will be: our
own distinctive contribution to
helping the world become
a better place; and not
just for the sake of
ourselves but
equally as well
the entire
human
race.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 January 2014.
 
For all those happily in love and firmly committed to creditable family and
societal values. Dysfunctional or feral oiks not included; so please clear off!
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Stanley Collymore
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Profoundly Sexually Blooded
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were man enough to audaciously and most
competently &quot;chaste away&quot; the quite evidently
innocent girl that was there and with your
consummate skill, tenacity and in a most
demonstrably electrifying and totally
compellingly authoritative fashion
at once, erotically, thoroughly
pleasurably conjoined with
supreme manly determination absolutely
gratifyingly elicit the sexually craving
but previously dormant and utterly
unrealized coital woman in me.
So my profoundly indebted,
enduring, and inestimably
steadfast thanks for what
you phenomenally and
so capably pulled off.
 
Caused me to rapturously achieve not only
orgasmically but also and discernibly in
other unfamiliar feminine terms, and
in the process of all this appreciably
installed a clear marker which as
far as I'm personally concerned
you're perfectly at liberty and
predictably in the same way,
I must say, most graciously
entitled and with my full
cooperation to entirely
look after, as well as
to explicitly at will
unreservedly keep
going whenever
you favourably
determine that
you'd love to
replicate this
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elated tryst
and return.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 March 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It's a long trip back for many of you down memory lane I know and the
recollection even as it was happening at the time wasn't and very much so still
isn't an exciting or by any stretch of the imagination an impressive
remembrance.
 
That said, for others it was an extraordinary and earth shattering experience in
your respective life and one which you enduringly look back on with fond
memories and great nostalgia. So how was it really for you?
 
A consummately liberating experience that still wows you to this day even
though that special person is no longer in your life or a thoroughly unmitigated
disaster that even now makes you ponder why the Hell did you ever bothered in
the first place?
 
Just mischievously thinking out loud! And quite glaringly happy like the cat which
naughtily but satisfyingly proverbially licked the cream. And a dedication, this
poem, to all of you who've come of age and about to tread this same path! Good
luck!
 
And as my Mum told my sisters and my Gran told me, if things don't go well
don't forget to always maintain your dignity! Unless of course they're going so
well you think, what the bloody hell! Life is about enjoying one's self and I'm
going to make the most of my opportunities.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Proto-Fascism Is Actually The Essence Of The
Supposedly American Dream!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The much proselytized American Dream, bearing
in mind its grossly overstated and pretentious
exposition, is in all truthfulness an irrelevance
to the genuine personal dreams, deeply and
quite often delusinally held but all the same
earnestly clung to and hopefully invested
in psychological aspirations that are
themselves, and most curiously
but conspicuously so, firmly
conjoined with clearly
and unquestionably
astutely realistic
expectations.
 
Expectations that are endorsed by
considerable numbers of people
who're based globally and
therefore are physically
distanced from the
everyday stark
realities and their underestimated
long term consequences of this
illusory pie in the sky ambition
which they're routinely sold
and is itself persuasively
enjoined with the many
fraudulent or unrealistic
blandishments that
these gullible or
duped people
then rather
stupidly;
 
but quite avidly,
misleadingly aspire to
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achieving together with the hordes of
discernibly home-grown, still very
enthusiastic and manifestly
locally residential and
continental North
Americans, is
something
that's absolutely unfathomable I
honestly believe, not only to
me but also other astute
and rational persons,
and as such is well
past all logical
explanation!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 July 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Empires come and they eventually go and even though those who ran, controlled
and invariably benefited from them influentially, politically, financially, socially
and even militarily might have wished that these empires with which they were
closely and deeply associated would have carried on existing indefinitely if not
forever, the more intelligent and objectively thinking among them even if not
prepared or willing to say so openly knew within their hearts that such an
aspiration would never realistically be the case and that ultimately the power of
and the very existence of the empires would come to an end.
 
But for all the many obvious failings of these past empires prospective empire
builders rampantly obsessed with the notion of autocratic power to do with as
they please still endeavour to carry on in one guise or another to create these
monolithic institutions of selective power, privilege, influence and financial
empowerment for those who asininely but all the same desirously wish for
empires to be in vogue again; inescapably quite ludicrously so in what's
supposedly a modern world that's increasingly and properly  motivated by and
deeply attached to the laudable and egalitarian concept of universal suffrage,
democracy and political empowerment for all peoples and in a socially
empowering environment where frankly the autocratic dictum of empire
plutocracy should have no sway.
 
That said it's nevertheless quite discernibly a realization that the latest addition
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to the annals of empire creation: the 240 year old established United States of
America but which only post World War II realistically and effectively
mushroomed into the empire it has become miserably fails to grasp. And very
much like the narcissistic and highly arrogant emperor in the children's story, the
Emperor's New Clothes, bedecked as he thought he was in the most ornate and
expensive finery and conceitedly as such parading in a grand posture in front of
his many fawning couriers who collectively and in characteristic toadying fashion
baulked at the mere idea let alone actually telling this narcissist that he was
absolutely stark naked and not fitted out in the sumptuous haute couture he not
only thought but also deluded himself that he was adorned with contributed
vastly to his subsequent and terrible embarrassment.
 
Regrettably, as it happens, in the 21st Century the American Empire  which,
whatever its supporters think, will eventually also come to an inevitable end is
alas currently in the same situation as this arrogant and deluded emperor and
quite conspicuously is similarly surrounded by its own self-serving and equally
self-absorbed sycophants; and some of them like Britain with its own history of
the rise and fall of the British Empire who frankly should know better than to be
acting in the way that they're doing.
 
However, they've all chosen instead to buy into this totally idiotic and delusional
notion of American exceptionalism and the incomprehensible belief that the
American Empire will last forever and with it their self-serving fortunes, clinging
on obviously they think to its success, as well. To which I contemptuously and
unapologetically add: &quot;Dream on! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Pubertal Disquiet
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I’d no idea at all, nor did anyone or anything either
remotely or illuminatingly, for that matter, seek to
acquaint, counsel much less informatively prepare
me for the unwittingly, in my case, looming
expectation that the seemingly sudden for me,
invasive and completely transformative
realization of the onset of puberty in my life
would be such a complex situation persistently
interposed with a serial avalanche of the most
intensive and highly unpredictable array
of physical and emotional sensations
whose only remit it seemed to me
was to keep me uncontrollably
but all the same profoundly in
a bewilderingly perpetual
state of sexual turmoil.
 
In tandem with which diverse and powerfully injected
erotic transfusions of unbridled and sustained lust whose
unadulterated and compellingly effective cravings,
involuntarily for the most part though not always
exclusively so, robustly unleash within my
young and compensatory nubile body a plethora
of pleasurable delights liberally laced with lascivious
wantonness that although unskilled as I evidently
am in such matters my untutored shrewdness
coupled with the protracted yearnings now
forcibly released in me inescapably none
the less convincingly persuade me
that I must pressingly and
earnestly address.
 
At 15 years old, an age which from a societal perspective
as well as a legally entrenched position accumulatively
and unequivocally set out then proceed to universally
with the commonality deemed characteristic of
those of my age discriminatorily label us all
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the same, whereupon they then firmly and quite
arbitrarily place the likes of me in the purview of
that unchallengeably prescribed role predeterminedly
decided for me without any consultation on my
part; doing so ostensibly for my own good
and protection it’s claimed, notwithstanding what’s
patently obvious for those with eyes to see, that
for all their stated concern, genuinely expressed
or pretentiously contrived and arrived at, I’m
nevertheless and undeniably so physically
a woman, though legally categorized
as a child, with all the intrinsic
desires and foibles of my
respective gender.
 
And what I need therefore, and compassionately so,
is a broad understanding of, together with a full
explanation and relevant answers not only to
what’s going on in my head but crucially
also inside my body, and why? Why, for example,
the hot flushes that regularly engulf me; the wet
dreams I’m too embarrassed to talk about even if
anyone would let me; or the sleepless nights
routinely interposed with carnal yearnings
that agonizingly rock my acquiescently tense body with
their exquisitely pleasurable overtures willing me to
welcomingly entertain and avidly seek the release
which I know will eventually come either of
its own contributive accord: the resultant
effect of the churning contents of my
Poseidonian Dam having convulsively
overspilled their relentlessly buffeted
enclosure, or through the clandestine
exertions of willing and collaborative
fingers energetically conjoined in
empathetic solidarity with each
other under the safe nocturnal
privacy of my immodestly
disarranged duvet.
 
So stop patronizing me, will you? And desist too
because of my age from arrogantly assuming
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that I’m nothing more than a gullible or
naïve child who must therefore be
oppressively cloistered for her own good from the
realities of life; or worst still the make-believe
but in your vivid imaginations where such
thoughts perennially live and have full
sway, omnipresecent dangers that
you luridly and ill-advisedly conjure up and
incredibly hoodwink yourselves into
thinking lurk around every corner
and in every sphere of my
unsupervised and young life with the explicit
purpose, it’s duplicitously pointed out, of
at best dishonouring me and at its
very worst occasioning me
grave harm, or even
the forfeiture of
my own life.
 
It’s all a deliberate lie, isn’t it? This supposedly united front
of yours that the lot of you deceitfully display as you
awkwardly contrive, but for all your scheming
failing miserably in that regard, to assure
me that it’s otherwise than what it really is; yet never
admitting in the process of doing so that much
of this public concern you self-righteously
exhibit has more to do with you than me.
Exemplified in your marked unwillingness coupled in
many cases with a manifest inability on your part
to honestly diagnose and grapple successfully
with your own sexuality let alone have the
capability to accept the fact and deal
realistically with its attendant recognition that
for all your dissemblance towards me I’m
no longer nor do I want to be that child
who you absurdly like to pretend,
for all the many outrageous
reasons you consistently
advocate, that I
still am.
 
For God’s sake grown-ups get a grip on yourselves and
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stop this cursed preaching at and puritan proselytizing
towards girls like me who’re in dire need of your
help and genuine understanding; not your
attritional condemnation. And while
you’re at it lawmakers try cleaning up your
disreputable act that allows the unbridled
commercialism of sex in all its
manifestations yet disapproves of
and even criminally penalizes
lactating mothers from
breast feeding their
hungry babies
in public!
 
And don’t give me all that stiff upper lip we’re British
and no sex please stuff, for it doesn’t wash with me;
reality I know is much different for I live in the
real world which I also know you’re quite
familiar with, for you created it! Not a
particularly pleasant one you must admit: adulterous
vocational liaisons abroad yet coming home
afterwards as if butter wouldn’t melt in
your mouths. The cuckolding
rigmarole and much more at home where 36%
of us at least don’t even know for sure who
our biological fathers are. All adding
up to the classic hypocritical case
conveyed to us pubescent kids
by you adults of do as we
say but not as we do!
 
Yet you’ve the gall notwithstanding all that to censure,
belittle and even conceitedly restrict any attempt on
our part at an honest dialogue, which is all we
want with you about our sexuality and how
to sensibly manage it not only in our best
and long-term interests specifically
but also for the overall good of our society
in general, something that our mainland
European counterparts don’t have a
problem with in respect of their
parents or elders; and most
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certainly not their
lawmakers.
 
For all the concerned parties there both recognize and
readily accept that sexual maturity, as distinct from
an eagerness for or the demonstrable ability
of itself to have sexual intercourse, is
categorically indivisible from
mental maturity, and that these two sets of apposite
components, separate and distinct in every way
from each other, of what is undeniably the
most privately engaged in of human
interactions shouldn’t ever, they
genuinely believe, either be mistaken for
or confused with each other, as most
British people conveniently and
quite intentionally hiding
behind their mask of
moral rectitude
are prone
to do!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 November 2013.
 
 
Commentary:
Several years ago when I was a comparatively newly qualified teacher and
employed at a secondary institution whose name and location I shan’t mention in
order to protect the personal identities of those involved even though before
writing this poem I sought and readily obtained the unreserved permission of the
principal characters concerned, I was allocated as part of the complement of
classes that I would instruct a fourth year form which I was warned in advanced
contained one of the most, shall we say, challenging pupils in her year if not the
entire school.
 
Every one of my teacher colleagues who’d previously taught this girl, whether it
was in my subject or some other, had openly voiced their satisfaction at no
longer having to do so and said they didn’t envy me having to take her on.
However, not one to take up without sound justification someone else’s fire rage
or jump to conclusions only on the basis of other peoples’ say so, something
inbred in me from childhood and which I still resolutely and passionately adhere
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to, I decided to formulate my own opinions of this girl based on incontrovertible
facts and how I found her as an individual and not as some stereotype.
 
Fifteen years old at the time this girl I discovered was indeed a personal
challenge but rather than falling back on what I was told about her and judge her
accordingly I decided to do what I always undertake in problematical cases of
any kind I’m confronted with; I opted to do some intensive investigation of my
own.
 
In the course of this it transpired that the young lady in question had
involuntarily become the product of a broken home, with her parents having
divorced, dad, to whom the girl was deeply devoted and had a mutually
cherished bond with, moving out of the familial home, and as so customary in
Britain mom given custody of the child or children involved along with the
indeterminate residence, ownership or possession of the said familial home and
with an ousted father legally obligated to pick up all the financial tabs, which
could include apart from spousal and child maintenance any ongoing or
outstanding mortgage payments to guarantee, it’s legally explained even if
disingenuously so, to keep a roof over his child or children’s head; regardless of
the extent of the contributory role that the ex-wife played in the breakup of her
marriage.
 
And it was evident from information I was made privy to from sources who knew
what had gone on that the ex-wife and mother of this girl was very much the
guilty party even though our divorce laws had drastically changed to introduce
the factor of the irretrievable breakdown of a marriage to speed up divorces and
attempt to do away with the stigma of marital adultery.
 
Even so this girl, no fool, knew well enough what had gone on and readily
empathized with the dad she loved and who she felt had been hard done by. A
deeply nagging situation that became acerbically bitter as regards her mother
when the latter moved her lover into the familial home and announced to her
daughter not only that she was going to marry this man but also wanted her
daughter to call him dad, and with the distinct likelihood of the girl being made to
assume this man’s surname as well.
 
Bitterly opposed to these planned but totally unwanted changes in her life the girl
confided her fears and anger to her biological father whom she still did her
utmost best to see as regularly as she could; pleading with him to take her away
from the home she’d always known since birth to live with him. But in the
ensuing court case initiated by her father the judge while blocking the adoption
and name change envisaged by the girl’s mom and her new husband
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nevertheless refused the girl’s biological father the custody of her that he’d
requested. However at the girl’s insistence the judge did increase and also
formalized the amount of time that this determined young lady could spend with
her father.
 
Replete with all this information and fully cognisant of how trying and even
traumatic all this was for this girl I now earnestly looked for viable and
constructive ways in which I could assist her without appearing to be a nosey
parker or otherwise intentionally or inadvertently appear as if I were stepping on
anyone’s toes. And fortunately as I was wracking my brains on how best to
achieve this specific pursuit a God-given opportunity I’m absolutely convinced of
this, even after all the intervening years that have elapsed since the, presented
itself.
 
I’d given the class that this girl was in a creative English assignment in which the
respective members could choose whatever subject matter they liked and
expressively give full vent to their imaginations as it were. The response as I
expected was tremendous as they all knew the criteria which I was looking for
and accordingly they didn’t disappoint. The subject matter this girl selected and
chose to write about was horses; and no word of exaggeration it was a brilliant
piece of writing both in its eloquent and material content that estimably
transported the reader in utter fascination of what the writer was depicting and
saying.
 
Having marked and complimented the entire class on its excellent work, as a firm
believer of democracy in the classroom and a staunch opponent of any dictatorial
tendencies regrettably still favoured by far too many teachers in the UK even in
2013, I then allotted to the full class the responsibility of selecting in their
collective opinion the three best creative pieces that they wanted me to read out
to the entire class prior to my opening up for them the much anticipated task
that they always eagerly looked forward to in such classes exercises of them
carrying out critical appraisals of their peers’ works.
 
And I must admit it came as no surprise to me that this young lady’s creative
offering came top of that list determined by her peers. When the lesson finished I
asked the three winners to stay briefly behind so as to personally thank them for
their contributions to a brilliant lesson. It also afforded me the chance to touch
on and discover more of this young lady’s love for horses.
 
Having garnered the information I needed from her in that regard I was now able
to embark on the next phase of a carefully worked out plan I had in mind. I grew
up in the country and have a tremendous love for and great affinity with rural life
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in general and the countryside especially and unsurprisingly I have many friends
and relatives who are in the same position as me. And it so happened that a
longstanding friend whose husband and family are likewise close friends of mine
between them owned a farm and also ran an established horsing stables.
 
This female friend was quite enthralled with the plan I put forward to her and
promised that she would do everything she could to help. That out of the way all
that was now left for me to do was to find a way to sell the idea to my 15 year
old pupil which when told about it she eagerly bought into even after I’d
cautioned her that the matter would have to be cleared and approved of both by
her mom and dad who I needed to see and fully discuss the matter with. Once
again things went swimmingly and with that likely hurdle successfully negotiated
and completely out of the way we all went to see my friend and owner of the
stables. That meeting was similarly a huge success.
 
Pragmatic Christians like me who grew up in the church, so to speak, and
therefore attach great importance to their religious faith do know that faith can
and certainly does move mountains, and moreover that miracles aren’t beyond
the remit of God or the attainment of those who seek his help to have them
realized. So it’s a massive understatement to describe the transformation that
took place relative to this young lady as anything less than miraculous.
 
Never for once in any doubt myself about her academic ability it was the
personality evolution that she underwent that was truly incredible and a joy to
behold. At her home the relationship between her mother and herself
dramatically improved and she even confessed to me that she no longer
regarded her stepfather as the ogre she’d always seen him as and laughingly
admitted that she’d even grown to like him.
 
In marked contrast the bond between her and her father had remained
unshakable but it was to my stable owner friend whom she paid the greatest
compliment of them all for unassumingly, freely and quite willingly taking her
under her wings so to speak, altruistically shouldering, of her own accord, the
weighty responsibility of surrogate mother to her as she tenderly, carefully and
informatively, a process combined with an abundance of patience and love,
enabled her to face up to, effectively deal with and eventually permanently
eradicate her several and willingly acknowledged personal demons, including
those of puberty. For my part I had long discern that the latter was also a
significant contributory factor to this girl’s overall truculent behaviour and having
candidly discussed this with my friend who concurred with me and was deeply
relieved and proud that she had chosen to deal with it in the successful and
engaging way she had.
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At school everyone who’d taught this girl or knew her in any capacity remarked
approvingly on the striking transformation she’d undergone and speculatively
advanced their own theories on what had actually brought this about, with some
of my teacher colleagues teasingly dubbing me the miracle worker and
humorously vowing if I didn’t let on to dump their difficult charges on me as well.
But those genuinely in the know not least the girl herself doggedly kept mum on
the matter, and that’s how it stayed until now.
 
With the heavy weight of the world comprehensively lifted from her young
shoulders academic success at school was naturally assured followed by a much
deserved place at one of our most prestigious universities; outstanding scholastic
achievements in wake of that, and the inevitable embarkation on the career that
she’d always wanted to pursue.
 
Like many of my past pupils and former tertiary education students this young
lady too often keeps in touch updating me as the others do with what’s going on
in their lives and reciprocally apprised by me of what I’m doing. Eighteen months
ago she contacted me and enthusiastically broke the news that the young man
she’d met the previous year, had fallen madly in love with as he had with her and
who I already knew of, had popped the question and asked her to marry him,
revealing that she’d delightedly accepted his marriage proposal and wanted to
know if I’d like to attend their wedding.
 
I replied that other than death nothing would keep me away, and it goes without
saying that I was there as was my stables owner friend who was still quite
affectionately referred to as her surrogate mum, my friend’s husband and their
family, as well as many others from the past that we all knew and were
absolutely delighted to see again and together after such a long time. But among
the several memorable moments of that truly amazing occasion I was fortunate
to be a part of one in particular comprehensively summed up the entire essence
of that remarkable day.
 
Seated expectantly in our pews the congregation waited excitedly for the bride to
arrive and we all knew she had when the stirring strains of the wedding march
reverberated from the massive church organ throughout the entire edifice of that
religious and historic building. In instinctive unison everyone in that packed
cathedral rose immediately from their seated positions and not unnaturally necks
strained intuitively in the direction of the porch from which the bride and her
father began their majestically advance up the carpeted aisle that conspicuously
separated the two halves of this impressive cathedral.
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Along with my friend and her family we’d been allocated seats in the front pew
located on the side of the church reserved for family members and close friends
of the bride, and as the bride and her father drew alongside us I espied this
stunningly beautiful young woman immaculately dressed in shimmering white the
long train of her wedding dress meticulously held in place by her bridesmaids tilt
her head almost imperceptibly in our direction, the lustre of assuredness in her
sparkling eyes, the warmth of her smile radiating not only inner peace and
satisfaction but also a huge thank you to those of us who in our own inimitable
ways had contributed to the full realization of this glorious outcome.
 
None more so perhaps than her own father who despite his own imposed trials
and tribulations had never given up on his daughter and was always there for
her. And as he proudly escorted her to the side of the man who was about to
become her husband I could feel the emotion that this occurrence had triggered
begin to well up in me.
 
British men from infancy are conditioned that they shouldn’t publicly or even in
private show their true emotions much less cry, since per the British psyche it’s
not considered as macho or even masculine to do so and very much goes against
the grain old boy of stalwartly preserving at all costs the purportedly British stiff
upper lip. Appreciatively my cultural duopoly which is a combination of British
and other negates all that in a deep and rich way and therefore I had no
difficulty, or would I ever have had, in taking my handkerchief and dabbing
unreservedly at the tears that had silently started to trickle down my cheeks.
 
A beautiful wedding finalized and a good time had by all the newlyweds said their
farewells and to a clamorous send-off from the rest of us set off on an extended
honeymoon to Barbados. A complimentary gesture I was informed because of my
close links to that Caribbean island. An excellent choice I jovially remarked when
I was initially told, as I also happen to believe as they too delightfully and most
enjoyably found out in diversity of ways it’s the most beautiful country in the
world.
 
Finally, it should be sagaciously and realistically acknowledged from the outcome
of this story that puberty is none of these things: an incurable infection, mental
problem or an embarrassing addiction to be talked about, if at all, in hushed
tones and only then behind doors; but rather it’s an inevitable part of the process
of growing up, and how it’s dealt with invariably determines the level of physical
and mental maturity or otherwise, let’s face facts, that one eventually and not
unusually in the majority of instances permanently acquires.
 
And both thankfully and remarkably to her credit my former pupil is an
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exemplary case of how in this regard and with the proper degree of help lovingly
and understandingly applied coupled with a deep and mutual respect for all
involved success will immutably triumph over adversity whether naturally
occasioned or conspiratorially manufactured.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Quad Erat Demonstrandum Et Cui Bono?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Automatic rifle fire methodically and deadly rakes semi-naked and
exclusively pink-coloured bodies casually laced across a Sousse,
Tunisian beach while earlier their owners, in the customarily
contrived process of doing so, were cheerfully aspiring
to temporarily become brown: the permanent and
natural skin colour to those for whom it’s a
constituent part of their DNA and ethnic
make-up; but, all the same, generally and
contemptuously much despised as well as openly
derided at home by the vast majority of these
same white holidaymakers that were then
consciously, and most ironically so,
earnestly endeavouring to
acquire this self-same bodily
pigmentation while
vacationing abroad. Conclusive proof, as they saw it, to tawdrily
exhibit by those involved in this intentional and vainglorious
act of planned ostentation on their eventual return home,
that in the current environment of inflexibly enforced
financial austerity they’d, nevertheless in reality
and quite affordably, managed to visit and
pleasurably frolic in warmer climes.
 
The time-honoured and snotty sport of one-upmanship
that alas for them was over and won’t be happening
this time, as death would cruelly and mockingly
intervene to silence forever their intended
and evidently childishly self-obsessed
brag on returning home again;
their prearranged demise –
damnably and forthrightly elicited through the
auspices of recruited and wholly compliant,
Islamist Tunisian and expendable
useful idiots – the unreserved wish and
unflinching resolution of their own
country, the United Kingdom
and signally as well their
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democratically elected
Tory government’s -
clandestinely assisted by the Labour Party’s
equally warmongering hierarchy in the
House of Commons - sardonically
unrestrained, devilish, Zionist
instigated and politically
motivated false flag
operation!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 July 2015.
 
Author’s remarks:
It’s mistakenly and widely believed that false flags are the invention of the United
States of America and are used exclusively by that country and its bête noir,
enfant terrible Israel and that the lilywhite hands of the United Kingdom would
never be involved in such evil atrocities. Well nothing could be further from the
truth; for let’s not forget that our precious Britain: the once all-domineering and
globally dominating imperialistic entity with an Empire on which it was boastfully
said by its class-indoctrinated rulers and their equally class-ridden subjects that
the sun would never set – a delusional belief that significant numbers of both
these two groups of imbeciles even in 2015, and what’s the embodiment of a
whole new century, still tenaciously cling on to and the principal reason why they
and the UK’s authorities, across the board, have fawningly chosen to voluntarily,
continually and eagerly shove their heads up the backside of the relatively new,
evidently bad boy on the block, and English speaking American Empire.
 
But even if one were to temporarily put that aside, let’s also remember that what
became the United States of America but were previously British colonies, as
indeed what’s now Israel but was Palestine at the time were both ruled and
effectively controlled by Britain itself. And therefore as in life and with all
progenies it’s not in the least surprising that offspring do emulate the habits –
good and bad – of their parents or guardians. And trust me Britain has a lot to
answer for and likewise to be ashamed of even in 2015; and false flags are just a
miniscule part of this iniquitous equation indicative of my country!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Quid Est Quod In Terra Es Vehementer Se Dubitando
Scilicet De Obvious?
 
A Stanley Collymore
 
Vestri 'quid me interrogas me, non est asked vestrum aut
ne quis rem exprimere volens uxorem ducere vos?
Bene, modo respondendum paucis quaestiones
Sunt et uera proferre et Im 'certus ut satis
et quidem rationes sufficientes evadant
comparantes. Prima vis liberis etsi
omnium causa est iniuria et ne quis se. Et dum
optio vobis firmiter in eo quod attinet certa
meos aeque perpetuum. Ceterum habens
onerat de Pecunia incensaque solida-
mentum ex tua, quamquam sed
quia commune aut inmundum
non contradico comfortable
habens quod frugalitas
nempe, quem tu
scilicet abhorrebam,
hoc est primum
mecum est
virtus.
 
Et dum tu vides et officium sexus sicut ingratos et
tamquam graves penuria inferre sine honore
celeriter et distincte illam quod pertinet
ad cardinalatum Omnis voluntas
mutuae necessitudinis apud
quem ego implicatum cum romantically.
Ergo attento mens iusti sunt respect-
tive; pauca apud varii alii, Im '
certus Non possum invenire,
 
Tu, cum tanta ingenii Tune venena edebat
bibebatque, ex quo facile amet ipsum
hoc est, quod Im 'venientes ab
Ierosolymis. Et quare
matrimonium est vobiscum tam
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viable et desiderabilia mea
et propositionis ita re
aliusve tamquam
hominem tam
unanimem essent idiotically
id non poterat omnino in
particulari, nudae, in
quis: bene natare
voluminous
aquas grandius
Atlantic
Oceani -
soli!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
XXX Septembris MMXIX.
 
 
Comments auctor est:
Matrimonium est quod si semper se habere, me sentire, sicut et significantly
magis quam iustus a personalis phantasia, vel peius tamen fabricatum casus
subserviently vel emancipatus sit subjugare unus de ipso ad libidinem phantasiae
quod dominans, et semper MOLESTUS societatem eorum qui erant
contemplantes eam futurum esse.
 
Nam revera matrimonium decretorio entis simpliciter dicunt te amare et cui volo
communico simul vitam simul quaeque res aut singuli aut incommodis coniunctim
vel subsequentem experientiam processus evolutionis causa es, et bene tibi
candide et utriusque partis consensualiter una cum istis.
 
Nec aliquid est, et sic tamen Im 'non referendo ad nuptias, usque in iurgio cito
cedere propere, ad pedes in multiloquio caveatur aut levis, naturae
communitatem sustinentia diei.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Quite Common As Muck And Stupid With It Too.
That's You Michael Gove!
 
You're as common as muck even though by describing
you in this explicit way I'm doing a grave disservice
to a commodity that is much prized by the farming
community for the essentially productive effects
which traditionally it has always had on their
beneficial industry. You, however, are by no
means an asset to anybody, Michael Gove
and that includes yourself; and since the
discernible downside of muck is that it can despoil
and generally be a right bloody nuisance too in
the process it's this explanation of the word
that is specifically relevant to you Michel
on this distinct occasion. So do yourself
a massive favour won't you and clean
up your perfidious act, assuming of
course that you can, for it's duly transparently
self-evident that your existing one not only
stinks but is also a vulgar affront to every
intelligent person across the extensive
length and breadth of this important
homeland we call Britain, as well
as to the entire world generally
and every one of its evidently
rational, deeply enlightened
and, most unquestionably
thoroughly responsible
inhabitants especially.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 March 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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R.I.P Tony Cozier - A Truly Iconic Bajan And
Cricketing Legend!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were the true essence and the consummate embodiment
of everything that is good about Barbados; a genuine and
proud Bajan whose profound love for and unabashed
devotion was always unquestionably to your dear
Caribbean island home, and whose responsive
fellow inhabitants with an unconcealed and
unstinting pride coupled with the greatest
of affection specially reserved for you
affectionately enfolded you as their
adored native son and a richly deserving international
ambassador; and not only as the astute cricketing
commentating legend over five decades that
indisputably you were but likewise too as
the remarkably amazingly and forever
iconic Barbadian figure which you
have always been, and beyond
question will constantly and
enduringly remain in our
appreciative hearts and
minds permanently
our Tony Cozier!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 June 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
There's not a single person in the cricketing world either as a player or a staunch
fan of this remarkable game who has not heard of Tony Cozier who has been
commentating on our beloved sport for over five decades; and this is particularly
true of every Barbadian, other West Indian and Guyanese for whom cricket is
much more than a sport and more akin to being a religion. I grew up as a cricket
aficionado myself listening to Tony Cozier's astute and very informative
commentaries on local Barbadian other Caribbean and, of course, international
cricket, and the same can be said for many other Caribbeans and millions of
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others around the world in the well-known cricketing nations globally.
 
On a personal level I got to know Tony Cozier when we both worked as
journalists at the Nation Newspaper in Barbados and I quickly discovered that
this iconic figure at home in his native Barbados as well as globally was one of
the most genuinely modest persons that anyone could ever hope to meet. His
passing, just like that of Muhammad Ali has left me shell-shocked even though I
knew he was dying of cancer; but for these two iconic deaths to come so soon
upon each other and both men around the same age: Muhammad Ali 74 and
Tony Cozier 75, is quite extraordinary.
 
But both men: one a Black African-American and the other a white native
Barbadian have unquestionably left their distinctive legacies and specifically so to
all those who loved and cared greatly for them. They will be sorely missed; and
to my fellow Bajans: relatives, friends and sporting fans let's remember Tony
Cozier as we do Muhammad Ali, and as they're both worthy of being
remembered. They're assuredly now in Heaven with their Creator and from us
mere mortals still here let's wish them eternal and celestial rest. Amen!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Racially White Caucasian, Intuitively Barbarians And
Ethically Deranged Losers!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How very interesting and utterly ironic that it's the supposedly
white &quot;civilized world&quot; that occasions the greatest and, without
any question to all genuinely thinking minds, the indisputably
most horrendous and lethal devastations to human kind and
through this barbaric process, vilely as well as profoundly
disturbingly rather idiotically jeopardizes the earnestly
sought after welfare, indispensable security and even
the very existence of humanity! White Caucasian entities with
their delusional supremacist and western elitist notions that
are themselves compounded by irrational ideas of their
proselytizers' absolute, they maintain, entitlement to
automatic preferential treatment and generated the
demented managers of these rogue state entities
will tell you of a sacrosanct, divinely ordained
and the irreversibly prescribed assurance of
an inimitable, immutable and exclusively
accorded to them white exceptionalism.
Granted, they enthusiastically add, in
deific acknowledgement of and also
an appreciative tribute in perpetuity
solely to their race and none other.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 April 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
For a people who in the most concertedly arrogant and delusional fashion regard
themselves as the epitome of everything that's comprehensively virtuous and
unquestionably civilized, when patently and transparently they're not, and
furthermore in their twisted interpretation of what life is all about indisputably
comprise and embody by their very existence alone all the outstanding qualities
to exclusively be the authentic judges, without either recourse to or any
consultation or agreement with the rest of mankind, of what in every feasible
circumstance is best for all of humanity, not only disdains fundamental logic and
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basic common-sense but also and in essence is the narcissistic encapsulation of
hubristic arrogance and rank stupidity that, for all but such demented persons,
constitute the height of asinine absurdity!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Radicalization Doesn’t Only Have Demerits; Good Is A
Salient Part Of It Too!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The evil that men do lives after them the good is oft interred with
their bones. How true and prophetically apt in the case of the
evil assemblage and loathsome bunch of Labtory charlatans
and carpetbaggers who’ve conspiratorially infiltrated and
collaboratively for their own obsessively selfish, self-
centredly and grasping Zionist inspired financial
ends and mass murderingly executed and
handsomely profited from ill-gotten
gains concertedly usurped the
Labour Party. And who despite their comprehensively
reprehensible and mind bogglingly sickening behaviour,
still from their staunchly ensconced and hopelessly
out of touch virtual reality tower of pernicious
double standards and deep rooted hypocrisy that to
all sensible and intelligent persons everywhere
and who’re firmly in control of their own
individually functioning brain between
their ears well know is nothing but
ludicrous sanctimoniousness.
 
Yet in spite of that these hoodwinkers – past and present
and uniformly similar: Tony Blair, his trying shadow,
Gordon Brown and both of them coldblooded
mass murderers; Margaret Beckett, a self
confessed moron but who markedly
and mendaciously in her forced confession failed
to admit that yes she is precisely that but for all
the wrong reasons. David Miliband, him of
reinforced Diego Garcian Chagossian
ethnic cleansing ignominy; vile Liz
Kendall with more testosterone
embedded in her warped torso than
would ever be found in her effete,
theoretically biologically male,
and House of Commons
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opposition front bench
and similarly inept
counterparts.
 
Yvette Cooper the typical doltish bonehead, and Andy
Burnham the unfailing space cadet dead from the
waist upwards – each and every one of them
individually and collectively carrying on
regardless not only to declare but also
delusionally and aggressively assert
what an outstandingly propitious
asset their Labtory presence within the Labour Party
has been and what a Heaven sent blessing it has
beneficially conferred not just on Labour
Party members generally but also the entire
United Kingdom specifically. Well I adamantly
beg to disagree and most earnestly wish it wasn’t only
your evil legacies we shall have to contend with but
that some from among the UK regime’s recruited,
trained, financed, equipped and both actively
and logistically supported Jihadist Useful
Idiot Terrorists will quite soon and in
the process very advantageously
oblige all of us peace loving
citizenry with the immense
pleasure of finally and
fittingly able at our
total leisure to read
your collective
obituaries.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 July 2015.
 
Author’s Remarks:
It’s high time to uncompromisingly cull by whatever means, fair or foul, the
Labour Party we love of its iniquitous, perfidious and loathsomely pernicious,
interloping and usurping Labtory elements that have rabidly infiltrated it; and
why it is that I unambiguously back any move that will effectively do just that.
#Ignominious oblivion to the Labtory morons! I say.
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Stanley Collymore
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Rädsla, Den Osynliga Följeslagaren Vars Instinktiva
Malevolens Vet Inga Gränser!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jag har ingen rädsla alls för någon eller något; inte ens döden.
Och tills jag drar mitt sista andetag denna position, som
jag alltid har resolut upprätthålls, kommer oändligt
för mig att förbli den samma. För vad är egentligen rädsla?
Som jag ser det är det snarare oriktigt antagande om
vad som kan göra hända. Något som i alla syften
rädd person av olika skäl och inte alltid helt
övertygande, inte vill hända. Och skulle
katastrofen det antagna offeret är
så ganska förstenad av händer ärligt
och sedan har önskade sig sjuka
angående det var real-
istiskt ett totalt slöseri av
bådetid och energi
som slutligen
uppgick
 
Så förnuftigt spara energi och tid för något verkligen
positivt att göra, och som jag är säker på kommer
att markant hjälpa dig att framgångsrikt utrota
din tänk på alla de mycket negativa och
obehagliga tankar som du vanligtvis
bär där, och gör det mycket bättre också som en
mycket mer fascinerande person, är jag säker
på att jag är ute av du. Och när det gäller
att vara rädd för döden är det helt
risible verkligen få dig själv
onödigt arbetat med vad
som är entydigt ett oundvikligt resultat
som ingen, inklusive dig, kan reversibelt
förändras eller gör någonting alls åt
antingen betydligt medan du är
stilla fysiskt här, och lika
mindre så efter att
du är borta.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
7 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Rädsla när vi Homo sapiens är konditionerade och konsekvent föranledda att tro
är en avgörande mekanism som effektivt gör det möjligt för oss, liksom andra
arter som delar denna jord med oss, att skydda oss från fara, hotande eller på
annat sätt, samt att hjälpa oss genom att tillhandahålla en livskraftig ram för oss
själva för att skydda vår respektive fortsättning som en specie.
 
Det kan väl vara sant under vissa specifika omständigheter. Men samordnar man
med rädsla eller taktiken för rädsla som antingen som användbara eller bekväma
anordningar för att bokstavligen skrämma helvetet från andra människor för sina
egna ändamål eller för att själviska i processen att göra så säkra ganska
orättvisa fördelar för ens själv, familjemedlemmar eller vänner på andras
bekostnad är kategoriskt inget mer, jag är helt övertygad om, än att den onda
och ondskapsfulla narcissismen är otrolig.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Real Love Versus The Fanciful And Widespread
Notions Of What Love Is Supposedly All About!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
People usually prefer to gossip a lot about hypothetical
relationships without really expending much if any
serious thought at all to what they're actually
doing, or for that matter, even for a solitary
moment, bothering to consider the likely
outcome of their speculative musings,
let alone constructively contemplate
on the possible ramifications of their bewildering actions:
namely, what they're casually, usually quite senselessly
and indefensibly thinking and saying whenever they
glibly, irresponsibly and uniformly, basically for
emphasis sake effectively, talk about emotions
that they either amorously or might otherwise
carnally feel obliged to and then purposely
and wantonly, as their first and only
hopeful move, attribute to love.
 
Yet most bizarrely and quite ironically too those who're
the most clamorous and readily given to pontificating
at every turn on, doing so in contradiction of their
own dismal and wholly ineffective situations
in relation to love itself and, moreover,
invariably taking to openly, unasked
for and noticeably ad nauseum
expressing their subjective
and basically off-limits views about love relative
to others whose personal circumstances they're
barely cognizant of if at all familiar with, are
the very ones who've no problem it seems
in arbitrarily deeming it their inalienable
right and specific duty to automatically
deliver allegedly expert advice and
assistance on how all those other
persons should in conformity
amorously manage their
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own individual lives.
 
Seeking genuine expert guidance in relation to a love
difficulty whether this has been occasioned through
unadulterated innocence, gullibility, exasperating
frustration or scrupulously nurtured ignorance
is one thing; however, having unwarranted
counsel, from whatever source, recklessly
thrust down the throats of others who're
willingly, or more fittingly coercively, prepared to
accept such actions or not is another matter and
mustn't be tolerated let alone succumbed to
in any condition. For it's your life, and
proper and requested advice aside if
and when you genuinely need it,
to determine how you live it is
therefore and should always
be your resolutely decided
and sole decision alone;
personal and likewise
quite embarrassing
mistakes made
indisputably
included!
 
For if at the spurious behest of others you wilfully
choose to disallow yourself the right to be who
you really are in all matters precisely relating
to yourself and afterwards to submissively,
specifically and quite significantly too
be doing so in relation to all affairs
pertaining to love; what is the
point then of pretending that you honestly know
what love is all about when effectively there'd
be no reality to any of that or anything else
you're either thinking or actually saying?
Since, in effect, this unsound redoubt
of yours will inevitably render you
as nothing more than a sinisterly
predetermined, considerably
controlled and, unhappily
as it'll surely turn out
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to be, a discernibly
vulnerable, and
an enormously
unsuspecting
and a most
obliging
human
robot!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 December 2015.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
Regardless of whom you are or how clever you consider yourself to be no one
person or even a collective of such individuals have the full mastery of love, and
in my opinion never will. For love is as complex a subject matter as any specific
subject matter could ever be, since it impacts in a diversity of ways, at some
time or other, on every aspect of our human emotions whether we intend for this
to be the case or not.
 
That said, there are certain guidelines one should follow, plus the genuine
acknowledgement too that comes from learning from mistakes personally made
or that one has observed others having made, and through those processes
ensuring that you successfully get through if not managing however to fully
master the complexities of love. So if anyone should in earnest tell you that they
know all about love or have the answers to love's multifaceted problems, just
politely ask them to go and see a good psychiatrist.
 
However, for all that, I'd much prefer the complexities of love any day of the
week than the mundane aspects of a situation where you knew precisely how
things will turn out and everything will be completely immersed in blanket
conformity. Personally, I can't think of anything more boring. But then each to
his or her own!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Rene – Portrait Of A Black Beauty
 
Although we’ve only quite recently met
I’m pretty sure we’ve always known
that we existed somewhere
on this planet, waiting for
the right moment
to discover each other.
And now that we have I simply can’t wait
to fully explore the several possibilities
and much more of this new and most
exciting friendship we’ve freely
and spontaneously begun;
and which for me
is a marvellous
opportunity
to be courted once again
by a black woman that’s urbane
and who, besides, is well educated,
clever, cerebral and culturally the same.
 
And amidst the euphoria of this new start
and the dizzy stirrings of my happy
and now contented heart
I have to honestly admit that
the long and, at times, heart-rending
search for you was well and truly
worth the pain and the many
sacrifices caused by it.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Requiem For Julia Hartley-Brewer!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Death is inevitable to us all; the climax of our personal
journey, lengthily so or short, through this earthly life.
And it's most humbling yet deeply inspirational to
see how some people making the most of their
time here on Earth constructively, altruistically
and beneficially do so much for others: those
known to them as well as total strangers,
and quite rightly we consciously not
only in response mourn but also
deeply regret their inevitable
but nevertheless, from our
selfish perspective,
unfortunate and
inconsolable
passing.
 
And juxtaposed with these aforementioned
human embodiments of celestial paragons
and veritable mentoring icons who by
all realistic descriptions were quite
accomplishedly worthy of and
justly had accorded to them
these attestations as the
outstanding and meritorious human beings
they were, is the ordinary person who
typically mulls along trying his
or her level best amidst the
regular ups and downs:
ecstatic jubilation or
terrible tribulations, that predictably or not
beset their daily life whether conjoined
cooperatively or otherwise with that
of a family, mutually with another
person or clearly and manifestly
thoughtfully and calculatedly
conducted independently
and completely alone.
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Then there are those who're unquestionably and
consummately odious; perniciously loathsome
and in terms of any rational assessment or
objective adjudication in relation to their
totally evil personalities and patently
non-existent capabilities constitute
a considerable and substantially
detrimental encumbrance to
the customarily congenial
nature, mutual respect,
enlivening solidarity and importantly the vital
cooperation that's undeniably imperative if
we all of us, both individually and jointly,
sensibly and legitimately endeavour to
fashion an amicable world of equal
nations whose sum total of united
dedication and experience will
perceptibly be advantageous
to everyone and essentially
noticeably devoid of the brainless and relatively
easy to pander to racist uproar of delusional
white Caucasian exceptionalism beloved
of by brain-dead, self-interested and
utterly detestable white sluts like
Julia Hartley Brewer as well as
their sick male equivalents.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 June 2016.
 
 
Author's remarks:
The inalienable right to genuinely hold personal views and express them, views
that are themselves conscionably embedded in the ethical concepts of freedom of
expression and the unhindered entitlement to free speech are highly
commendable and noble aspects of all actually authentic as well as demonstrably
truly aspirant and progressive civilized and democratic societies. Consequently,
those who honourably indulge in such worthy conduct should and must be, even
if their views aren't universally or even significantly subscribed to or supported
by those to whom they're dispensed, nevertheless as of right command the full
respect of those aforesaid persons if only for the straightforward honesty of those
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promoting them, as well as actively guaranteed the full protection of that
society's laws.
 
Not so however, when those who self-servingly and duplicitously rely on such
graciously awarded concessions disingenuously, fraudulently or dishonestly make
an absolute mockery of this democratically and morally embodied civilized
system to perfidiously and most deceitfully undermine that said system with their
brazenly instigated hypocrisies and loathsomely flagrant double standards while
at the same time openly and deceptively brandishing their insidious and
contemptibly bogus moral credentials as proof of their veracity and credibility as
they then narcissistically, sanctimoniously and ardently clamour aboard their
purposely instigated and self-absorbed bandwagon of lowlife barbarism sinisterly
disguised as beneficial aspects or indispensable merits of human civilization.
 
Something that neither logically, realistically nor in however many light years you
or your sort want to calculate it in Julia Hartley-Brewer as it isn't a feasible
likelihood or one that is remotely convincing, not to any astute, well-informed or
intelligent person anyway, and especially coming from the likes of people like you
who're proto-fascists to the core of your very existence and conjoined with that
are also the evil embodiment and inveterately supportive elements of a society
intensely nurtured in white supremacist and xenophobic malevolence and
profoundly steeped in colonialist and imperialist ideas.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Requiem For The 24th January 1968
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
There was that first rush of heady excitement tempered
periodically by the contemplative reflection on what
the consequences could be but which was always
recklessly brushed aside by the energizing
dangers inherent in our joint and at
times irresponsible actions.
But lust camouflaged
as love does tend
to act that
way.
 
Forty three years on the folly of it all speaks eloquently
for itself; but that aside we’ve both survived the
inferno of deep-seated passions, personal
conflicts and even the mirthful
remembrances of those early halcyon days, seemingly
so at the time, that sensibly were always destined
to end the way they have done; completely
avoidable if we’d only stopped for a
moment and seriously thought
about what we were doing.
 
But real life isn’t about regrets or what might have been,
or conveniently whingeing about misfortunes: real or
imaginary. Nor realistically is it about revenge or
getting even for those reverses sustained in our
life, since to do so would effectively mean
allowing someone else, consciously or
even unknowingly so, to dictate the
tempo as well as determine the
agenda of our life. I haven’t
or will I ever permit that
to happen to me!
 
The experience however gained from our ill-fated
relationship together has been invaluable none
the less in helping me to positively determine
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who and what I actually wanted to be and
ultimately became. And without malice
or any trace of bitterness I’ll raise a
glass of Mount Gay Rum: Barbados and the
world’s oldest and finest, specifically to
January 24,1968 and the Top of the
World Ballroom in Stafford,
Central England with the toast:
“I looked danger in the eye,
refused to blink and won
the day. I survived!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Restrained Conventionality Or Informed Consent To
The Inner And Challenging Voice Of Reason?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Always and earnestly endeavour to be who and what you
genuinely as well as independently think and believe
that you are - and as is habitually the case, if left
unfettered, invariably turns out to be - sensibly
and unapologetically devising in the process
of your doing so as much ordered objectivity, in relation
to yourself and your personal ambitions, that you can
realistically muster and then with straightforward
integrity utilize in your serious desire to be the
person - whom with accomplished courage, a
tenacious determination and both of these
descriptions combined with a decidedly,
absolutely decisively, unpretentious
and engaging composition - you'll
be suitably acquainted not only
to truthfully and gratifyingly
wish to be, but in actuality
also admirably become.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 December 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Is it just a generational thing or have people nowadays in general and when
compared to previous generations of the same ages and essentially social
standing become a lot lazier, more stupid and increasingly significantly more
incompetent than their predecessors have ever been?
 
Present-day individuals who haven't the rudimentary common-sense let alone
any discernible intellectual acumen to either think about far less so suitably work
out solutions for themselves but instead consistently choose to rely on the
malevolent overtures of others to determine for them how they should think or
react to situations that explicitly relate to themselves.
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And what sort of a meaningful life is it when the innate qualities that you were
born with are asininely, unthinkingly and willing allowed to be subjugated by the
selfish adventurism and wishes of others, leaving you in the process as nothing
more than essentially dim-witted and easily manipulated human robots?
 
Your decision undoubtedly but is this really the very best that you can contribute
or deliver to humanity after several millennia of mankind's evolution?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Rett Og Slett Gabriella
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
De fleste forsøker obligatorisk å vise dem ordentlig en slags
vanlig høflighet til strengen av kunder som vanligvis på
kurset av arbeidsdagen deres er de rutinemessig servering,
og dette uavhengig av forretningsmiljø der de er enten
hyggelig eller på annen måte personlig involvert
i. Alltid gjør det fra et strengt økonomisk og
selvtillit indusert insentiv eller like likt rett
og slett lei av det merkbart bittesmå og ikke-kreative
sinn en stillestående arrogance av dypt inngrodd
offentlig uinteresse for det har akkumulert
innhyllet dem; og alt dette engasjert i
som ofte er saken, fra den utbredte
utfallet av den obligatoriske forespørsler fra de
som er det faktisk ansvarlig for disse virk-
somhetene, og følgelig avledet fra
særegne interesser, feilforming
analyse og kjedens antakelse
om at slikt handlinger
visstnok gjøre tilf-
redsstillende
økonomisk
forstand.
 
Men med deg Gabriella er det ikke transparent en
scintilla av en slik egoisme i tilnærmingen
til hva det er som du gjør muntert. Og
følgelig til mylderet av godt fornøyde både kunder
og tilfeldige tilskuere som er avgjørende din
plettfri tjeneste dette er en mest imponer-
ende og grundig forfriskende syn å se.
Og det heller personlig og overraskende
for meg, i ditt anerkjent situasjon, stammer
betydelig, unektelig og åpenbart selvinn-
lysende Gabriella fra det faktum at
du er det en virkelig enestående,
synlig omsorgsfull og en
virkelig bemerkelses-
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verdigindivid og
menneske
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Å gå etter noen er aldri en ufrivillig handling, fordi menneskets natur er slik at
det er praktisk talt umulig å gjøre det tvangsmessig, uansett hvor mye man selv
kan være interessert i eller på annen måte forsøke eller ønsker å gjøre det.
 
Imidlertid, instinktivt og sannferdig å like noen eller andre naturlig induserte til å
gjøre det på grunn av personens iboende tiltalende oppførsel og
inspirasjonsmessig attraktive kroppslige kjemi, er en helt annen så vel som en
svært personlig og informativ sak.
 
Og derfor, heldigvis for alle de som enten i løpet av sin gjennomsnittsdag eller
sosialt og heldigvis støter på deg Gabriella, er jeg absolutt positiv, med
utgangspunkt i mine egne medfølgende erindringer, at det også er en spesielt
fantastisk opplevelse for dem å både glede og permanent skatt.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Så Ledsen! Men Jag Är Inte Åtminstone Delvis Att
Använda.
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Snälla, inte spela sinneslösa spel med mina intima känslor,
eftersom de redan är i ett mycket känsligt tillstånd
av obalans utan den situationen ständigt och
förvirrande happening. Och om du inte
seriöst kan erbjuda någonting positivt till det här
förhållandet med mig, som du är ständigt
påstås att vara djupt intresserad av,
sedan hederligt avstå från vad du faktiskt gör. För i sådant
definitivt uppenbara och kompromissa omständigheter:
mig förmodligen i en meningsfull relation med dig
men i princip, som det står, praktiskt taget på
egen hand och, dessutom, på ett sårbart sätt
underlätta en situation att ditt grimliga
beteende rutinmässigt är utsätta mig
för; att vara helt ärlig med dig, på
förnuftiga och hjärtligt återspegling av
detta helt ohållbara situation skulle
jag mycket föredra - som bäst,
mest förnuftig och logisk
alternativet lämnade
mig i dessa trista
omständigheter - att
vara fritt och
helt kvar
ensam.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
En av de grymaste saker som kan tänkas, och ofta göras - och jag säger detta
både ur ett personligt såväl som ett objektivt perspektiv - som varje människa
kan tillföra en annan person är avsiktligt att försöka övertyga den olyckliga
individen som den kräsna förövaren av vad som i huvudsak är en hjärtlös och
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bestämd lögn älskar dem, när den faktiska personen redan och intensivt vet att
de inte gör det, och dessutom inte har den minsta avsikt att göra det någonsin.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Satanova Devka!
 
Stanley Collymore
 
Je toto odpudivé, nacistické sionistické masové
zavrazdenídeti, Smíchov, Ceská republika,
Rogue Stát USA imigrant-cizinec na-
padení a Eurotrash, fena s nízkym
zivotem Madeleine Korbel
Albrightová stále zije? Jak nespravedlive
muze neco takového byt? Nejhorší
štestí, ríkám! A nepochybne
jasné indikaci, pokud by-
la ne-kdy potrebná, ze
 
Satan ne-kompro-misní a efektivní
architect vlastne destruktivní
síla starosti a jako dusled-
kem a jiste bude star-
at se o jeho vlastní!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14. kvetna 2019.
 
 
Komentáre autora:
V zivote jsou nekteré veci, které bez ohledu na to, jak tezké se mohou vedome
nebo rozumne pokusit je urcit, at uz jednotlive nebo kolektivne, je to virtuální
nemoznost tak ucinit pro rozmanitost logickych a rozumnych duvodu. A hlavne
mezi nimi je to, ze jsou príliš odporné, aby o nich byly dostatecne, natoz strucne,
popisné.
 
A nemluvím jen o nezivych objektech ani o nich nemluvím; protoze lidské
bytosti, nebo nekolik prípadu, které necestne a nejvíce pochybne projdou jako
takové, také spadají do prostredí takovych trestnych charakterizací. A v této
druhé kategorii, a odporné jako takové odpudivé postavy nepochybne jsou,
Madeleine Korbel Albrightová je zretelne ve své vlastní lize.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Satans Hure!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Ist das abstoßend, Nazi-Zionist, Massenmord an Babys,
Smichov, Tschechische Republik geboren, Rogue
Bundesstaat USA Einwanderer-Ausländer-
Befall und Eurotrash, Lowlife Yid
Hündin, Madeleine Korbel
Albright lebt noch? Wie kann so etwas zu Unrecht
sein? Am schlimmsten Glück, sage ich! Und als
unbestreitbar klar Angabe, ob jemals welche
benötigt wurden, dieser Satan der kompro-
misslose und wirksamer Architekt von
destruktive Kraft tatsächlich Sorgen
um und als Konsequenz immer
tut und wird es mit Sicher-
heit tun Pass auf seine auf!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14. Mai 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Es gibt einige Dinge im Leben, die man aus einer Vielzahl von logischen und
vernünftigen Gründen praktisch nicht erkennen kann, egal wie sehr man sich
bewusst oder gewissenhaft bemüht, sie einzeln oder gemeinsam zu lokalisieren.
Und hauptsächlich gehört dazu, dass sie viel zu abstoßend sind, um angemessen,
geschweige denn prägnant und beschreibend über sie zu sein.
 
Und ich spreche nicht nur von unbelebten Objekten oder beziehe mich darauf.
denn auch der Mensch oder mehrere Fälle, die als solche unehrlich und höchst
fragwürdig erscheinen, fallen in das Milieu solcher verwerflichen
Charakterisierungen. Und in der letzteren Kategorie und als solche abstoßenden
Figuren zweifellos abstoßend, ist Madeleine Korbel Albright eindeutig in einer
eigenen Liga.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Satans Whore!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Er denne repulsive nazist-sionistiske massemordet av
babyer, Smichov, Tsjekkia født, Rogue Stat USA
innvandrer-utlending angrep og Eurotrash,
lowlife Yid tispe, Madeleine Korbel
Albright fortsatt livening? Hvordan urettferdig
kan noe slikt være? Verst lykke, sier jeg!
Og som ubestridelig en klar indikasjon,
hvis noen noen gang var nødvendig,
at Satan er kom-promissløs og
effektiv arkitekt av destruktiv
kraft faktisk bekymrer seg
om og som en konsek-
vens, alltid gjør og
sikkert vil se
etter hans
egen!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14. mai 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Det er noen ting i livet som uansett hvor vanskelig man bevisst eller konsekvent
kan identifisere dem, enten individuelt eller kollektivt, er det en virtuel umulighet
å gjøre det for et mangfold av logiske og fornuftige grunner. Og hovedsakelig
blant disse er at de er altfor motstridende til å være tilstrekkelig, enn mindre
konsistent, beskrivende om dem.
 
Og jeg snakker ikke bare om eller henviser til livløse objekter; siden mennesker,
eller flere tilfeller som uærlig og mest tvilsomt passerer som sådan, også faller
inn i miljøet av slike forkastelige karakteriseringer. Og i den sistnevnte
kategorien, og dårlige som slike frastøtende tall utvilsomt, er Madeleine Korbel
Albright tydeligvis i en egen liga.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Satan's Whore!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Is this repulsive, Nazi-Zionist, mass murdering of
babies, Smichov, Czech Republic born, Rogue
State USA immigrant-foreigner infesting
and Eurotrash, lowlife Yid bitch,
Madeleine Korbel Albright still living? How
unjustly can something like this be? Worst
luck, I say! And as indisputably a clear
indication, if any were ever needed,
that Satan the uncompromising
and efficacious architect of
destructive force actually
worries about and, as a
consequence, always
does and surely will
look after his own!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 May 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
There are some things in life that no matter how hard one might consciously or
conscionably try to pinpoint them, either individually or collectively, it's a virtual
impossibility to do so for a diversity of logical and sensible reasons. And
principally amongst these is that they are far too repugnant to be adequately, let
alone concisely, descriptive about them.
 
And I'm not just talking about or referring to inanimate objects; since human
beings, or several cases what dishonestly and most questionably pass as such,
also fall into the milieu of such reprehensible characterizations. And in the latter
category, and odious as such repellent figures undoubtedly are, Madeleine Korbel
Albright is distinctly in a league of her own
 
Stanley Collymore
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Schliesslich Und Vernuenftig, Wir Sind Uns Alle
Jeremy Corbyn Now!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It has been a long time coming but now the opportunity is finally
here to constructively create and vigorously build a promising
future for all those who authentically care about and want
to witness a truly fair and just society for every one of
us Britons and other residents here to live in. One
which is demonstrably equitable, meritocracy
driven, totally obsequiously class obsessed
eradicated, politically and economically
stable; well-informed historically, internationally and communally,
that recognizes and thoroughly accepts the commensurate benefits
of obtaining a sound and relevant education with much needed
21st Century skills training but by no means just prepared to
settle for the one-off acquisition of either of these things
but instead completely and intelligently understands
the stark obligation of fundamentally attaining an
education and furthermore participating in the
ongoing process of upgrading it; and amidst
it all bringing on board a populace that
sensibly, objectively and confidently instinctively starts to
positively and consistently acknowledge that the task of
permanently changing Britain, and indeed the rest of
the world, even though he’s perfectly suited and
gifted for doing so, mustn’t be left exclusively
on the capable shoulders of Jeremy Corbyn
alone but is also a requisite undertaking,
I most categorically believe, for the
entirety of our own national and,
of course, global populations.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 September 2015.
 
 
The Author’s Celebratory Remarks:
For those of you who don’t speak or understand German the English title of this
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poem is: “Finally and sensibly we’re all of us Jeremy Corbyn now! ” Much more
applicable in my opinion than the disingenuous and western False Flag
propaganda crap: Je suis Charlie, which I didn’t accept at the time and still don’t
care for now!
 
Why a German title for an English hero? Well, Jeremy Corbyn’s galvanizing of the
Labour leadership campaign for one thing which wasn’t only enthusiastically
welcomed in Britain but captivated the individual and collective interest of all my
German friends and others besides in Germany too who feel like me that it was
high time that the UK came to its senses and put its own house in order
politically.
 
And as we prepare to enthusiastically celebrate Jeremy Corbyn’s justifiable and
inspirational win despite the odious skulduggery tactics engaged in and employed
by the Labtory slime balls who’ve hijacked and implanted themselves into the
hierarchy of the Labour Party: 1 in 5 bona fide Labour Party members in London,
Jeremy Corbyn’s heartland, alone didn’t get their ballot papers to vote thus
finding themselves intentionally disenfranchised from having their say in this
contest, while additionally we’ve also had thousands of others wilfully blocked
from voting on the lame, unconvincing and totally dishonest excuse that these
people, suspected to be Jeremy Corbyn’s supporters, don’t subscribe to the aims
and values of the Labour Party.
 
What a bloody sick joke; that would otherwise have been absolutely risible if it
wasn’t so God-dammed serious! For if that’s the case in the sick minds of these
lowlife pillocks what about Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, Margaret Becket, David
Blunket, Harriet Harman and the rest of them who hijacked the Labour party and
distanced it as far as they possibly could from the objectives and aspirations of
Labour’s founding fathers, mothers, sons and daughters?
 
And as if that wasn’t bad enough we had these scumbags at Labour’s party HQ
incredibly shutting down a supposed “helpline” for those who didn’t get their
ballot papers and doing so 48 hours ahead of the deadline to vote, on the crass
and derisory explanation there were too many calls coming in. Yet these are the
scum that hypocritically want us and the rest of Britain to not only stupidly see
and accept them as persons(?)  endowed with democratic principles but are also
the best there is to run the Labour Party and by extension the United Kingdom.
Dream on; but while you’re wrapped up in your pernicious delusion I would like
to suggest that you get the hell out of MY party and join the ranks of the Nazi-
Zionist-Tories where you appropriately and stinkingly belong!
 
Meanwhile, on Saturday 12 September 2015 my German friends and I shall
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effusively be celebrating Jeremy Corbyn’s expected win in classic German style;
and among our celebratory tipple will be ample bottles of vintage Barbados
Mount Gay Rum: the world’s first and oldest rum, from that glorious land of
sunshine, tranquillity and my ancestral homeland, Beautiful Barbados, where rum
was invented.
 
Cheers Jeremy! Oder auf Deutsch: Jubel Jeremy!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Selfish But Sincere
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I love you not only because you’re beautiful,
intelligent, kind and a truly fantastic person
in every conceivable way there is but also
because I’m inherently an utterly
selfish individual especially
where love is concerned and this action of
mine is the apogee of that particular situation;
therefore bearing that in mind I simply wanted you
for myself, significantly well aware, all things
considered, that I’m completely unworthy
of you. Nevertheless, I sincerely hope
that you can both forgive and
overlook this one major
flaw in my otherwise
perfect character?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 September 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Sexfellen
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Det var ikke helt min skyld at du ble gravid. Før vi
hadde sex, jeg fortalte spesifikt at jeg ikke bærer
på det noen kondomer med meg, og fornuftig
i den diskursen mellom oss to spurte deg
entydig om du var på p-piller eller tok
noe annet form for prevensjon mot
du tilfeldigvis blir gravid. Du sa du ikke var det. Så
jeg antydet det åpent vi bør kalle hele saken og
prøve igjen senere når det var mye tryggere
å gjøre så. Men du svarte ettertrykkelig
nei; raskt å legge til at du ville gjøre
det nylig hadde din normale per-
iode og sannsynlig sjanse for
unn-fangelse var sannsyn-
ligvis lav og, derfor fo-
rsiktig ut av veien.
 
Og dessuten opptatt og til og med det kliniske
besettelse av safe-sex, trodde du, var et
tema det var enormt oversolgt, og
som relativt få uavhengige personer faktisk
kjøpt. Så jeg bukket under til din over-
bevisende resonnement, beviset på
det er nå i puddingen som du
tydeligvis er bærer. Og
hva har mirakuløst
gjort skjedde med den gratis
kjærlighetsoppfatningen og
selverklærende avant
garde, elsker fra det
21. århundre du
var forførende
forkjemper?
 
Helt overraskende, for meg, deg
nåintenst og forventningsfullt
trofast ønske om å være
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et konvensjonelt res-
pektabel kone, og
hengiven mor.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
23. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens kommentarer:
Det er relativt få av oss som verken har vært nede på denne spesifikke veien
eller ellers ble sterkt fristet til. Hvis du prøver å overbevisende si at du ikke har
det, er du verken en villfarende eller patologisk løgner eller har hittil levd et
ganske kjedelig liv.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Sexually Alive But Mentally Brain Dead!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Seemingly I'm in love with you but to be perfectly honest
too I neither like nor trust you, and how the hell I got
myself into this ridiculous situation is a complete
mystery to me, I readily agree, and an entirely
inexplicable conundrum that I really don't
care for or even properly understand. For
am I, both as a woman and similarly as an individual
person, so utterly weak and feckless that I'm quite
willingly permitting unbridled lust coupled with
its attendant sexual assignations with you to
unreasonably and destructively influence
every rational and sensible explanation
I can realistically think of to literally
spurn what I'm now doing and in
the process either unreasonably
distort, or else destroy them
under the entirely pseudo
and mystifying notion
it has to be all right
then, and doesn't
matter because
I am in love
with you?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
We all of us at some time or other in our individual life do things that candidly
put are downright stupid and irresponsible. And dependent on when these
occurrences take place are usually put down to age, lack of maturity or plain
incompetence but with seldom or even rarely a mention every being made about
the wilfulness or even the evil component that comprises our actions. Usually
those involved grow up, become wise or are forced to accept that what they're
doing is not only anti-social and counterproductive to everything that's
reasonable or responsible but can and unusually is injurious to that person's well-
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being also.
 
But incredibly there are still significant numbers of people who never learn, either
because they haven't the capacity to do so or else because to put it bluntly
they're absolutely brain-dead; and this poem highlights just one area in which
this kind of situation is very prevalent. One area yes but nevertheless a crucial
one that generally not only affects the idiot involved but can and invariably with
all its diverse consequences impacts disastrously on society and one's country as
a whole. Read it carefully and see how you fare in all of this. Then having
honestly done so, ask yourself why are you still behaving in the manner in which
you stupidly are?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Sexually Blooded!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were man enough to audaciously and most
competently &quot;chaste away&quot; the quite evidently
innocent girl that was there and with your
consummate skill, tenacity and in a most
demonstrably electrifying and totally
compellingly authoritative fashion
at once, erotically, thoroughly
pleasurably conjoined with
supreme manly determination absolutely
gratifyingly elicit the sexually craving
but previously dormant and utterly
unrealized coital woman in me.
So my profoundly indebted,
enduring, and inestimably
steadfast thanks for what
you phenomenally and
so capably pulled off.
 
Caused me to rapturously achieve not only
orgasmically but also and discernibly in
other unfamiliar feminine terms, and
in the process of all this appreciably
installed a clear marker which as
far as I'm personally concerned
you're perfectly at liberty and
predictably in the same way,
I must say, most graciously
entitled and with my full
cooperation to entirely
look after, as well as
to explicitly at will
unreservedly keep
going whenever
you favourably
determine that
you'd love to
replicate this
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elated tryst
and return.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 March 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
It's a long trip back for many of you down memory lane I know and the
recollection even as it was happening at the time wasn't and very much so still
isn't an exciting or by any stretch of the imagination an impressive
remembrance.
 
That said, for others it was an extraordinary and earth shattering experience in
your respective life and one which you enduringly look back on with fond
memories and great nostalgia. So how was it really for you?
 
A consummately liberating experience that still wows you to this day even
though that special person is no longer in your life or a thoroughly unmitigated
disaster that even now makes you ponder why the Hell did you ever bothered in
the first place?
 
Just mischievously thinking out loud! And quite glaringly happy like the cat which
naughtily but satisfyingly proverbially licked the cream. And a dedication, this
poem, to all of you who've come of age and about to tread this same path! Good
luck!
 
And as my Mum told my sisters and my Gran told me, if things don't go well
don't forget to always maintain your dignity! Unless of course they're going so
well you think, what the bloody hell! Life is about enjoying one's self and I'm
going to make the most of my opportunities.
 
Stanley Collymore
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She Does Really Love Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
To be perfectly honest with you I was truly lost
for words and deeply touched when you told
me how you truthfully felt about me and so
very much wanted to be a part of my life
and similarly share yours with me. And
coming hard on the heels of your truly
enthrallingly wonderful admission,
all I could hear amidst the joyful
commotion erupting within my
heart and the unbridled cheer inside my inspired
brain entranced on its own part in celebratory
fashion as it revealed its very own emotion,
were those beautiful and engaging words
in my head: and themselves reinforced
by the abounding and communicable
reciprocity of my deep love for you
coupled with the profoundly felt
and transparent chemistry that
exists between us two and so
palpably evidently there for
all to see: &quot;She absolutely,
truthfully and assuredly
does honestly love me! &quot;
 
© Stanley more
19 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
This penned poem is an anniversary commemoration coupled with the profound
and enduring remembrances of the incredibly exciting and immensely rewarding
onset of the truly fantastic relationship that lovingly and expressively exists
between my Partner and me.
 
An abiding encapsulation of the vigour and compelling enthrallment of a
distinctive relationship between two then new lovers, the prescient awareness
and pleasurable acknowledgement that existed between us and which
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emotionally and in every other conceivable and constructive manner we
instinctively knew and accepted in the fullest sense, and were likewise very much
cognizant of the fact that we unquestionably and consensually belong to each
other!
 
And here's hoping too that you like us have either realized, or very soon will do
so, the same experiences and feelings relative to two very special people
mutually and joyfully coming together in your own enduring and most loving
relationship.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Sieg Heil To The Brain-Dead Scottish Police!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We're proudly the Scottish Police constitutionally charged
with lawfully looking after the Scottish people and, of
course, our north of the border UK nation; with the
extra remit as we intuitively see it to implacably
oppose as well as unremittingly eradicate all
categories of anti-Semitism whether these
are overtly or clandestinely engaged in
or otherwise embarked upon together
with all forms of victimization that
we unilaterally construe as being disrespectful, hateful,
discourteous or emotionally injurious to our Yiddish
Ashkenazim and worthy Semite friends. And we
will assiduously do so with every resource and
all the power at our command even arresting
dogs using the Nazi salute of outstretched
arms to laud Adolf Hitler in their canine
adulation of him; notwithstanding that
for many generations now we've not
managed to actually deal with far
less so eradicate the scourge of
social, political and religious
sectarianism in our society. But I'm sure
you'll agree with me that painstakingly
orchestrated, mightily propagandized
and propagated but counterfeit Anti-
Semitism criticism is conveniently
and astutely for us a much more
creditable and pressing priority
for the Scottish Constabulary
than expected to deal with
pervasiveness of tangible
racism and undeniable
acts of sectarianism!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 May 2016.
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Author's Remarks:
For all you brain-dead members of the Scottish Constabulary Israel, which I call
Yidland, is not a nice country. It is in effect a powerful police state founded on
pathological paranoia with only a veneer of civility, carefully crafted and
maintained for the consumption of those who still believe in the myth of Yidland
democracy!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Silent Promise
 
I’ll keep absolutely quiet if
in return you promise
not to disturb me
with your
silence.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Simon Danczuk, Uk Regimes’ Zionist-Nazi Mass
Murderers And Chilcot’s Distortion Of Justice!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Hi! My name is Simon Danczuk the Polish vote
rigging MP for Rochdale; that’s a town in
Lancashire you see that gives its name
to the wider community which as
its MP I guess I supposedly
represent, although it’s a dead certainty
that the overwhelming majority of
you reading this poem, including
those currently living in the
self-same Rochdale constituency more likely
than not have previously never heard of me.
And that’s because for some time now and
largely due to our endemically corrupt
political system that massively has my full and
wholehearted approbation, it’s generally the
political party not the named candidate
on the ballot paper that the electorate
through well-established custom
invariably cast their votes for
and not, as it happens, deeply
insidiously-natured and
completely out of
place, Polish
nonentities
like me.
 
That said, I’ve been far more fortunate than several others
among my politically like-minded colleagues, who like
me are also Labtory interlopers within the traditional
Labour Party; for Nazis, Waffen-SS aficionados,
fascists and Zionists to the core that we patently are,
unfortunately with our graspingly avaricious
and duplicitous ambitions very much to
the fore and a quite determined relish on our
part to run the UK for our own expediency;
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we all the same totally understand
and accept fully that we can’t all of us
realistically attain that obsessive aspiration
through joining the Conservative Party
already overburdened, as it clearly
is, with its own profusion of
profoundly atrocious
and compatible
vermin.
 
So I’ve been exceedingly lucky as things turned out
that my vote-rigging propensity to unfairly secure
for me the “official” endorsement of the Labtory
hierarchy and of course the prized candidacy
of my Rochdale constituency not only
severely disadvantaged my real
Labour Party rivals but also
effectively put them to rout – but then all is fair
in love and war I’m sure you’ll agree and
contemporary UK politics you should
know, if you’ve got any sense, is all about war,
premeditated chaos creation, regime change
in selectively targeted nations along
with the iniquitous and savage
encore of human, financial
and natural resources
exploitation in these
Global South
countries.
 
Attendant at home in the United Kingdom with massive
and accelerated much better living conditions and
a noticeably marked wealth disparity between
the nation’s privileged parasites cheerfully
living unaffected lives of luxury compared to
the everyday grind and life realization of
their disparagingly perceived Plebeian
working class communities, hard
working yet ostracized ethnic
minorities and the unknown but nevertheless
instinctively dismissed faces within our
wider population suffering from and quite
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adversely at the tender mercies of the
Zionist-Nazi Tory, Lib-Dems and
Labtories of the Labour Party
contrived, implemented and
thoroughly mean spirited
strategy of austerity that is
unquestionably, and
perniciously so,
intentionally and
malignly both
socially classed
based and
driven.
 
And against this absolutely deplorable backdrop of
ghastly and positively unpardonable calamities
comprising heinous acts of numerous war
crimes and crimes against humanity
specifically relative to the Iraqis
and gratuitously committed by
mass murderers Tony Blair and his white
compliant acolytes of Gordon Brown,
Alistair Darling, Jack Straw, Jack
Cunningham, George Robertson,
Harriet Harman, Nick Brown,
Ron Davies, John Reid, Geoff
Hoon, Peter Mandleson,
Donald Dewar, Charles
Falkner and the sadistic
satanic and corporeal
personification of
Lucifer and the
epitome of evil
itself Alistair
Campbell!
 
And for them several years later, and in the case of Libya this time,
to be conjoined in the same acts of barbarity with the equally
noxious, rampant then and verminous Bugs of Blighty
encompassing David Cameron, William Hague,
George Osborne, Theresa May, Liam Fox,
Philip Hammond, Ian Duncan Smith, Oliver
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Letwin, Eric Pickles, Caroline Spelman, Andrew Mitchell,
Nicky Morgan, Jeremy Hunt, Nick Clegg, David Laws
Danny Alexander and Vince Cable; each and every
one of them transparently without any sense of
probity or basic humanity about them, yet
possessed of and quite able to deploy
plenty of capability for public office
malfeasance, mass murdering activities
and other odious acts of criminality
that the mentor of these savage
perpetrators of spectacularly
wanton wrongdoing, John
Chilcot: unfazed by this
and evidently totally
at ease with it, is
unsurprisingly so,
deceitfully first
rate at white
washing.
 
And you Simon Danczuk: a contemptuously cuckolded
nobody from Rochdale, are quite keen to have the
latest breed of aspirant Labtory contenders –
Liz Kendall, Yvette Cooper and Andy
Burnham with David Miliband
of Chagos Islands infamy
expectantly lurking in the background –
for the leadership crown, soul and control
of the Labour Party; and incredibly as
it seems, resort to indulging in yet
again the sorts of macho overseas
colonialist atrocities that gave
rise in the first place to the
quite intentionally and
artfully drawn out
Chilcot Inquiry.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 August 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
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In a departure from my usual practice I shall, instead of placing my own
comments at the end of my work, give that opportunity to two pieces of
correspondence that adequately sum up my views on the subject that I’ve
tackled here.
 
The first of these is from Derek Metson of Bristol who writes: “People under 50,
when discussing Labour leader candidate Jeremy Corbyn’s policies, claim we
must not turn the clock back because it was so bad. I was there and it wasn’t!
The top rate of income tax was more than 90 per cent in the 1960s. When
Margaret Thatcher was ousted in 1990, it was down to 60 per cent – but
unemployment did not reach the one million mark until Margaret Thatcher’s
premiership. Then, it was Labour Premier Tony Blair, pursuing similar policies,
who got it down to 50 per cent. By contrast, for the 1950s to 1970s, this country
was higher than sixth place in the world rankings and ran an export-import
surplus most months based on a healthy manufacturing industry.
 
The second is anonymous and was sent by text. It states: “So Tony Blair and Liz
Kendall do not want Jeremy Corbyn to become leader of the Labour Party. Have
they forgotten what is the heart and soul of a Labour Party, or have they become
so trendy and desperate for votes and press exposure that they will sell out the
principles of the Labour Party? Look what Mr Blair did for the country – he out-
Conservatized the Conservatives. Sure, he stayed in power, but he left the
country quite weak. Let us have a true Labour Party, back to grassroots
principles, and give the people a proper choice between Labour and
Conservatives.”
 
Stanley Collymore
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Simplement Et Attachante Gabriella
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
La plupart des gens s'efforcent obligatoirement de montrer
une sorte de courtoisie commune à la chaîne de clients
qui habituellement dans le cours de leur journée
de travail, ils sont régulièrement servir, et ce
indépendamment de la environnement
professionnel dans lequel ils sont
soit impliqué personnellement ou
de façon agréable. le faire d'un strictement financier
et égoïste incitation induite ou tout aussi pareille-
ment un simplement ennuyé hors de leur min-
uscule discernible et les esprits non créatifs
une arrogance stagnante du désintérêt
public profondément enraciné qui
les a envelop-pés cumulativement; et
tout cela engagé comme c'est souvent le cas,
de la répandue résultat de l'obligation demandes
de ceux qui sont effectivement en charge
de ces entreprises, et en conséquence
dérivé de la intérêts particuliers,
difformes l'analyse et le
dullard supposition que
telleactions soi-disant
rendre satisfaisant
sens économique.
 
Cependant, avec toi Gabriella, il n'est pas evident
un scintilla d'un tel égoïsme dans l'approche de
quoi que ce soit que vous faites gaiement.
Et par conséquent à la myriade de bien
satisfait les clients et les spectateurs qui discernent
affablement votre service impeccable c'est un
très impressionnant et vue complètement
rafraîchissante à voir. Et ça plutôt
personnellement et sans surprise pour moi, dans
votre situation reconnue, découle de manière
significative, indéniablement et ouvertement
évidemment Gabriella du fait que tu es
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un véritable exceptionnel, visible-
ment attentionné et vraiment
remarquable individu
et être humain
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 septembre 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Le fait d'aimer une personne n'est jamais un acte involontaire, car la nature
humaine est telle qu'il est pratiquement impossible de le faire de façon
obligatoire, quelle que soit l'intérêt de chacun ou de la volonté de le faire.
 
Cependant, aimer de manière instinctive et sincère une personne ou y être
naturellement amené à le faire en raison de son comportement intrinsèquement
attrayant et de sa chimie corporelle extrêmement attrayante est une affaire
totalement différente, mais aussi hautement personnalisée et informative.
 
Et donc, heureusement pour tous ceux qui, soit au cours de leur journée
normale, soit socialement et heureusement, heureusement, vous rencontrez
Gabriella, je suis absolument convaincu, à en juger par mes propres souvenirs,
que c'est aussi une expérience particulièrement merveilleuse pour eux. saveur et
trésor en permanence.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Simply And Endearingly Gabriella
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Most people obligatorily endeavour to properly show
some kind of common courtesy to the string of
customers whom customarily in the course
of their working day they're routinely
serving, and this irrespective of the
business environment in which they're either
enjoyably or otherwise personally involved in. Always
doing so from a strictly financial and self-servingly
induced incentive or just as equally likewise a
simply bored out of their discernibly tiny
and non-creative minds a stagnant arrogance
of deeply ingrained public disinterest that
has accumulatively enveloped them;
and all this engaged in as is often
the case, from the widespread
outcome of the compulsory
requests of those who're
actually in charge of these businesses,
and accordingly derived from the
peculiar interests, misshapen
analysis and the dullard's
supposition that such
actions supposedly
make satisfactory
economic sense.
 
However, with you Gabriella there's transparently not
a scintilla of any such selfishness in the approach to
whatever it is that you're cheerfully doing. And
consequently to the myriad of well-satisfied
customers and chance onlookers alike who affably discern
your impeccable service this is a most impressive and
thoroughly refreshing sight to see. And that rather
personally and unsurprisingly for me, in your
recognized situation, stems significantly,
undeniably and overtly self-evidently
Gabriella from the fact that you're
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a genuinely outstanding, visibly
caring and a truly remarkable
individual and human being
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Liking someone is never an involuntary act, because human nature is such that
it's virtually impossible to do so compulsorily however much one might self-
interestedly or otherwise attempt or wish to do so.
 
However, instinctively and truthfully liking someone or else naturally induced to
do so because of that person's intrinsically appealing behaviour and
inspirationally attractive bodily chemistry is a wholly different as well as a highly
personalized and informative matter altogether.
 
And, therefore, thankfully for all those who either in the course of their average
day or else socially and fortunately come across you Gabriella, I'm absolutely
positive, judging from my own congenial recollections, that it's also a particularly
wonderful experience for them to both savour and permanently treasure.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Simply And Honestly I Love You Exclusively, My
Exquisite German Princess!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I thought I'd like to share this amusing and a profoundly
emblematizing joke with you my precious Darling in
order to further emphasize, in light relief this time,
how very much, in real and solid terms, I am in
love with you and the extent and consistency
therein, naturally, of what you actually, as
a consequence of this and several other
motivational things and experiences,
mean to me now, have always done unquestionably in
the past, and will, most assuredly continue to do so
enduringly. There was this gold enthusiast, you
see, who in his extreme and undue obsession
with this singular and precious metal, most
determinedly decided to become a gold
prospector. And as a consequence of
his inexorable wish and subsequent
decision chose to risk everything
in his private possession: both
financially and in asset terms,
embracing his total life's
savings on his extravagant
wish of a lifetime vision
of becoming in his
highly optimistic fantasy - but realistically to
you and me far-fetched optimism - of
immediately and automatically, as
he doubtlessly saw it, getting filthy
and deservedly rich too.
 
And to that compulsively tempting and evidently to him a
seemingly mouth-watering end, he accordingly bought
and gladly registered with the suitable authorities
in his land a new and pristine goldmine claim
that without a shadow of doubt on his part
he thought would undeniably advance
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and significantly enhance his risible - but clearly
from the objective perspective by any normal
and intelligent person was something that
was unmistakeably not to be credibly
relied upon - financial ambitions
and doggedly acquisitive aims.
 
Alas, however, for this ingrained egotistical man his
rather exaggeratedly hoped for gold rush inspired
and excitedly induced financial expectations
didn't pan out. Prompting the fitting and
unavoidably reflexive response from
others in tune with the discernible boldness from
equally prescient-minded persons, who were
fully acquainted with what he'd heedlessly
embarked upon, and therefore were also
mindful of the immense predicament
he was now predictably embroiled
in, to unsympathetically sneer at
him and mordantly say of him:
bloody well serves him right!
 
And more particularly so for out-datedly assuming,
in what's now the 21st Century that for the likes
of him it's still insultingly and disgracefully
perceived to be perfectly ethical for them
to garner massive economic gains or
returns on absolutely speculative
investments alone and furthermore in decidedly
exploitative and clearly immoral situations
that strictly on their own merit are more
likely than not actual demerits needing
nowt else in this dishonest bargaining.
No divergence then is my personal
opinion in any kind of discerning
investigation or reading when it
comes to true love, as distinct
from the self-interested and
envisioning kind. And the
conviction of what exists
between you and me my
Love needs no explanation of what we
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substantially have, or any road map
to tell us where we are going or
should be travelling to. As we
clearly, and unaided, have
always known, and still
confidently do where
we're at; and what's
more, exactly too
where it is that
we're jointly
heading to.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
23 November 2017.
 
 
Authors Remarks:
Falling in love is fundamentally an emotional, usually a reflexive occurrence as a
consequence of something that has unexpectedly, possibly excitingly and not
unusually hopefully happened to the person who suddenly, or as an afterthought,
has been the individual person who found himself or herself exposed, or even
involuntarily subjected, to that particular situation which fortunately or otherwise
they've now found themselves in.
 
Being in love, however, is an entirely different matter that consequentially
involves the explorative understanding and the likely significances that stem
from or may accrue from not only strongly and emotionally getting involved with
someone but also involves the intriguing prospect of welcomingly, enhancingly
and worthily having that person in your life and just as complimentarily having
you do the same in theirs.
 
Words are essentially redundant when it comes to expressing how I feel about
you. Fortunately, you and I have multiple ways of expressing our love for each
other (smile) . Nevertheless, in traditional and enduring word-form I'll simply
say: I Love You
 
Stanley Collymore
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Simply Peerless!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are the epitome of selflessness, consummate
efficiency, exquisite charm, obvious intelligence
and the engaging embodiment of forbearance
pleasantly coupled with and appealingly
communicated in the full awareness
of what your designated and
embarked on duties are
and how best to professionally go about
and implement them; doing so with
the utmost proficiency, greatest
tolerance and a supremely
creative flexibility.
 
Innate qualities of yours that unfailingly and
satisfactorily generate in others a good-
natured and enduring reciprocity,
which stemming from you and
on your part is most skilfully, dexterously,
markedly and crucially, but noticeably
rather sociably as well, executed
with the utmost proficiency
that clearly and positively
stems directly from a
well-intentioned,
understanding
and caring
heart.
 
Undeniably then, and appreciatively and unvaryingly
so, you are unmistakably in a diversity of ways a
truly delightful and fabulous lady whose positive
features aren’t just limited to or merely focused on
functioning as a necessary incentive or stimulus
to professionally reassuring library patrons on
the one hand or on the other serving as the
conducive informative and or edifying
enlightenment of those that seek out
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your guidance for whatever reason;
for in your own right you are
without any reservation a
genuinely fascinating
and conspicuously
unforgettable
woman.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 July 2015.
 
Author’s Remarks:
Throughout Britain, and England in particular, the standard of education and
literacy is falling alarmingly courtesy of the persistent dumbing down of the so-
called educational system over a period of decades now, and libraries that should
in essence be playing an instrumental role in reversing this trend and even
preventing it in the first place are themselves part of the problem; with most
library staff across England either not having a clue or simply refusing to even
care about what libraries were initially created for.
 
Thankfully in these barren desserts of despondency one can and does
occasionally come across an oasis of traditional values that fervently triggers and
even optimistically sustains the eternal hope that everything isn’t irrevocably
lost. This poem was motivated by and specifically written for the figurative
guardian of one such oasis of hope; and to whom I appreciatively confer my
deepest gratitude.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Since When Has Reciprocally Falling In Love Been A
Crime? Unless She's White And He's Black!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How could you, as a white British woman, dare to quit England
and in the process of doing so callously and most despicably
dessert not only your own children but likewise and most
significantly too, which was a decidedly contemptible
thing to do, your white, English husband; and all
this without the slightest care in the world for
the harm to them that you were doing and,
furthermore, in a state of utter remiss, totally embark on a
pre-planned, it would seem, situation as regards what
you were undertaking in respect of another man,
and who, additionally, is quite unmistakably
a foreigner and vitally a Black, Gambian
African! Oh dear me! What on earth
ever swayed you Heidi to do such
an extremely repugnant thing?
 
Leaving, without an individual care in the world it appears,
what's demonstrably a civilized England to actually go
over there to Gambia, Africa and willingly electing
to live in an open and adulterous liaison with a
far younger and quite clearly a less cultured
human being than you could ever expect
to find among whites here at home in
Britain! A Black and African man
no less, who's fourteen years your junior on that Dark
African continent. And even now that you've gone
and done this dreadful thing, you still don't see
any reason, it seems, why you should relent,
sensibly reverse what you've imprudently
done, promptly return home to Britain
and sanely your white British family.
And, of course, in exactly rational
terms the markedly recognizable,
detectably distinguishable and
the indisputably enlightened,
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white Caucasian civilization
and highly developed First
World kingdom Britain is!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 November 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was specifically written for Heidi Hepworth and Mamadou Jallow and
according is dedicated to both of them.
 
Even the very best of intentional, personal relationships and marriages do
sometimes for a diversity of understandable and even at times wholly
inexplicable reasons come a cropper. And unless you are personally either
directly involved in the problems that are themselves besetting any of these
relationships or are specifically either in a personal or professional capacity asked
for your input into attempting to resolve the aforementioned problematical
situation(s)by those who‘re directly involved in them and who these problems
affect the most, then quite frankly what has already transpired or otherwise is
ongoingly so, is none of your business. Let alone for you to arrogantly assume or
egotistically assert some specious right to interfere and furthermore on a
judgemental basis in what has nothing to do with you and as is more often than
not the case in a state of affairs where you're wholly unfamiliar with all the
relevant facts.
 
And therefore it's particularly odious, hypocritical and distinctly smacks
absolutely of rank double standards when you or others like you impertinently
apply characteristically obvious and subjective criterion or criteria to some
situations that you're evidently biased in favour of yet waste neither the
opportunity you feel you're presented with nor the time to be caustically and
vitriolic in other situations even when they are similar to the ones you favour or
are even less troublesome, as is often the case, than they are. And such
prejudiced conduct is not only quite unwarranted it also stinks to high Heaven.
 
John Major the former British Prime Minister had a consensual affair with Edwina
Currie a similar Tory MP and equally a UK regime Cabinet Minister. Both parties
were married at the time of this affair and John Major is still with his wife of the
time. Paddy Ashdown, a former leader of the British Liberal Democratic Party
(The Lib-Dems)was also a married man at the time of his longstanding affair. So
too was Tony Blair - and the entire world well knows who this mass murderer is -
saw nothing wrong in shagging the Chinese wife of his Aussie-cum- Rogue State
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USA citizen and political mentor Rupert Murdoch. Then, of course, there is the
current French President Emmanuel Macron who as a school boy in his teens
formed a very sexually unhealthy and entirely immoral relationship with Brigitte
his teacher at the time and the woman who is now his wife.
 
Brigitte: born on the 13 April 1953 was considerably older than Emanuel who
was himself born on the 21 December 1977, so simply work the not too difficult
arithmetical conundrum out for yourself. But what personally appals me and as
someone who has spent the vast majority of my time in education, teaching
English at every conceivable level, is that any teacher or lecturer having an
emotional or sexual relationship with his or her pupil or student is in my book not
worthy to be a teacher and at worst is a sick paedophile, and especially so when
the teacher or lecturer is almost 40 years' old and the pupil or student is just
approaching 16 years old. And they're just the tip of this odiously hypocritical
iceberg.
 
But contrast the double standards and the venomous cannonade levelled at Heidi
Hepworth a white British woman, aged 44 years' old who freely left her husband
and children in the UK to go and live in the Gambia, Africa with the Black man
Mamadou Jallow that she's fallen in love with and rather understandably clearly
wants to be with. Both members of this obviously romantic couple are adults and
significantly so consensual ones to what they're both lovingly and romantically
doing. But you could be easily forgiven for not thinking so as she's branded by
the white British media as more or less a slut who has unforgivably given up her
husband and children to move to Africa to be with her &quot;toy boy&quot;.
 
Was the term &quot;slut&quot; ever applied by these media morons to Edwina
Currie or Camilla who repeatedly horned Princess Diana with her husband Prince
Charles? And has the terminology of toy boy ever been applied to Brigitte
Macron, the now First Lady of France? The simple answer is categorically
&quot;NO&quot; and you shouldn't, if you've got any sense, hold your breath on
any of these white privileged and other examples I assure you, as you won't see
it in print or ever hear it coming out of the white controlled British and western
media.
 
In the meantime, Heidi Hepworth's estranged husband casually and
condemnatory labels her actions in the media as a &quot;mid-life crisis&quot;.
Was Camilla‘s a mid-life crisis when from the outset she undertook her
longstanding affair with Charles prompting Diana to say there were always three
persons in her marriage? Was Edwina Currie a similar mid-life crisis? And don't
men have mid-life crises; for the way I see it if it's an okay terminology for
women why not men also? A logical deduction I would have thought! People have
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affairs for all sorts of reasons and sometimes none at all. And rather than
castigate those involved why if you're so keen on finding out why, ask them
directly instead of speculating.
 
Everyone from the British Royal Family right down to the lowliest man and
woman on your average run-down council estate have affairs of one sort or
another and if someone leaves you, instead of blabbing to the media British or
other purported mainstream media where the so-called journalists there, more
realistically sonographers, who work for them have sex and private lives that
would make your average British sewerage system smell like an exotic and
flagrant bed of roses, try realistically and sensibly sorting your problems
outprivately. And if I were in Heidi Hepworth's shoes or she did ever ask my
advice on this matter my response would be simple. Your husband should grow
up and realize that some of the responsibility for the collapse of your marriage
can't be laid solely at your feet.
 
And as someone who once worked as a volunteer for the British Marriage
Guidance Council, now Relate, I've heard it all before. Arrogant spouses, mostly
men but also women, who just can't see the woods for the trees and just take
their marriage for granted until it disastrously for them collapses in front of their
eyes. And I happily take this opportunity to wish Heidi and Mamadou all the very
best for their future in Africa. With the satisfaction of doing so that these
ignorant, white, racist bastards and bitches who sanctimoniously like to condemn
mixed race relationships can't accuse Heidi of bringing a BLACK MAN and
&quot;potential scrounger&quot; into Britain. How that must fucking well irk you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Skuld Spelet
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En deprimerande dag till att börja med eller helt enkelt en
att dina egna handlingar markant har bidragit
mot, gör det så? Logiskt, var och en
dag är i princip som en tom duk är för en
konstnär och vad som i slutändan transkriberas
på det är betydligt ansvaret
av och mycket upp till den berörda personen. Så snälla,
snarare än att bara instinktivt skylla andra för vad du
uppfattar har gått fel med din dag, vänligen stopp,
ta några minuters varaktighet av erudite eller vid
allra minst förnuftig introspektion och sedan
både seriöst och ärligt granska igen
vad antingen medvetet eller på annat sätt
oavsiktligt kan du ha gjort
genom att vända just denna dag
som du klagar om,
eller andra för den delen
till enheter som du
nu endera
som katastrofalt
tillfällen,
annars
negativt se tillbaka
på med intensiv
fientlighet.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Denna dikt - The Blame Game - inspirerades av och är specifikt skriven för och
tillägnad alla de brittiska, så kallade Brexiteers - riskabelt och patetiskt
villfarande samt rutinerad självbetjäning, praktiska aspiranter till vilken någonsin
personligt lämplig riktning de tydligen tror att vinden blåser, och de vanligtvis
narsissistiska, bandwagon-hoppande - som uppriktigt lurar sig själva att det
permanenta och ganska tacksamt nedtagna brittiska imperiet, dött som Dodo
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och växlande metaforer, är Jesus Kristus som på väg att göra en mest dramatisk,
imponerande och evig uppståndelse och globalt comeback.
 
Dröm och fortsätt ta pillerna - om National Health Service (NHS) eller flera
läkarmottagningar rikstäckande efter Brexit och NHS: s oundvikliga privatisering,
utan att du först hostar ekonomiskt för dem, låt dig få dem.
 
Vad helt klart psykologiskt trovärdigt och lätt manipulativt kontrollerat Nyttiga
Idiot-suckare och patentränare är det certifierbart, häftiga gäng kretiner som du
självklart är!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Skyldspillet
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
En deprimerende egen dag til å begynne med eller bare en
at dine egne handlinger markant har bidratt
mot, gjør det slik? Logisk sett, hver
dagen er i utgangspunktet som et tomt lerret er for en
kunstner og hva som til slutt blir transkribert
på det er betydelig ansvaret
av og veldig opp til den det gjelder. Så vær så snill,
i stedet for bare å instinktivt beskylde andre for det du har
oppfatte har gått galt med dagen din, vennligst stopp,
ta noen minutters varighet av erudite eller på
aller minst fornuftig introspeksjon og da
både seriøst og ærlig på nytt
hva enten bevisst eller på annen måte
utilsiktet kan du ha gjort
i å snu akkurat denne dagen
som du klager om,
eller andre for den saks skyld
inn i enheter som du
nå enten hensyn
som skadelig
anledninger,
ellers
ser negativt tilbake
på med intenst
fiendtlighet.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Dette diktet - The Blame Game - er inspirert av og er spesifikt skrevet for og
dedikert til alle de britiske, såkalte Brexiteers - risikabelt og patetisk
vrangforestillinger samt erfarne selvbetjenende, praktiske aspiranter til hvilken
stadig personlig passende retning de tilsynelatende mener at vinden blåser, og
de vanlig, narsissistiske, bandwagon-hoppende - som oppriktig bedrar seg selv
om at det permanent og ganske takknemlig nedlagte britiske imperiet, død som
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Dodo og bytter metaforer, er Jesus Kristus som om å gjøre et mest dramatisk,
imponerende og evig oppstandelse og globalt comeback.
 
Vel, drøm videre og fortsett å ta pillene - hvis National Health Service (NHS) eller
flere legekirurger landsomfattende etter Brexit og NHSs uunngåelige
privatisering, uten at du først hoster økonomisk for dem, kan du la dem få dem.
 
Hva tydelig psykologisk troverdig og lett manipulativt kontrollert Nyttige Idiot-
suckers og patenttaper er den bevisst, odious gjengen med kretiner du selvsagt
er!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Slipping Away
 
Let me hold you once more and feel
the warm vibrations of a past
that’s still alive in me but
which is ebbing away
from you quite
perceptibly!
 
Stanley Collymore
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So Leid! Aber Ich Bin Nicht Im Geringsten Daran
Interessiert, Benutzt Zu Werden.
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Bitte spiele keine sinnlosen Spiele mit meinen intimen
Gefühlen, da sie sich bereits in einem sehr empfindlichen
Ungleichgewichtszustand befinden ohne diesen
Zustand ständig und verwirrend Ereignis.
und wenn Sie nichts ernsthaft anbieten können
positiv auf diese Beziehung mit mir, die Sie sind immer
wieder behaupten, tief interessiert zu sein, dann ehrenvoll
verzichten Sie auf alles, was Sie gerade tun. Denn in
solchen ausgesprochen offensichtliche und kompromittierende
Umstände: ich angeblich in einer sinnvollen beziehung zu
dir aber im Wesentlichen so wie es ist, praktisch auf
eigene Faust und, darüber hinaus verletzlich eine
Situation zu erleichtern dass Ihr launisches
Verhalten routinemäßig ist mich unter-
werfen; um ganz ehrlich zu sein mit
dir, auf vernünftig und von Herzen
Reflexion dieser völlig unhaltbar
Ich würde es sehr bevorzugen -
als die am besten, am
vernünftigsten und logischsten
Option ließ mich in diesen
trostlosen Umstände -
frei zu sein und
völlig in Ruhe
gelassen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Eines der grausamsten Dinge, die man sich vorstellen kann und die man oft
macht - und ich sage dies sowohl aus persönlicher als auch aus objektiver Sicht -
, dass jeder Mensch einer anderen Person zufügen kann, besteht darin,
absichtlich diese unglückliche Person davon zu überzeugen, dass sie der
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schwielige Täter ist Was im Wesentlichen eine herzlose und entschlossene Lüge
ist, liebt sie, wenn tatsächlich diese Person bereits und intensiv weiß, dass sie
dies nicht tut und darüber hinaus nicht die geringste Absicht hat, dies jemals zu
tun.
 
Stanley Collymore
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So Sorry! But I'm Not In The Least Partial To Being
Used.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please, don't play mindless games with my intimate feelings,
as they're already in a very delicate state of imbalance even
without that state of affairs constantly and confusingly
happening. And if you can't seriously offer anything
positive to this relationship with me, which you're
perpetually claiming to be deeply interested in, then honourably
forego whatever it is that you're actually doing. For in such
decidedly obvious and compromising circumstances: me
supposedly in a meaningful relationship with you but
essentially, as it stands, virtually on my own and,
furthermore, vulnerably facilitating a situation
that your capricious behaviour is routinely
subjecting me to; to be perfectly honest
with you, upon judicious and heartfelt
reflection of this entirely untenable
situation, I'd much prefer - as the
best, most judicious and logical
option left me in these dreary
circumstances - to be freely
and completely left alone.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
One of the cruellest things imaginable, and often done - and I say this both from
a personal as well as an objective perspective - that any human being can inflict
on another person is to intentionally set out to convince that hapless individual
that the callous perpetrator of what is essentially a heartless and determined lie
does love them, when in effect that person already and intensely know that they
don't and, what's more, have not the slightest intention of ever doing so.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Social Climbing
 
Some people obviously prefer and even go as far
as moulding their individual life around the
prospect of leg-ups, others like me,
however, express our stated
preferences through
leg-overs; different strategies for sure
but with the same unmistakable
destination and intentional
end result in mind!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Social Media Nerds And Ferally Ingrained Sadists!
(The Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You brutishly and sadistically stood by; happily watched, and,
all that time, keenly photographed an extremely disabled and
old man falling into a deep and extensive pond, near where
you were all standing, and appallingly drown. And amidst
this and his frantic screams for help, you, in his evident
desperation for somebody to save his life, laughingly
took photos of him; savagely mocked his desperate
actions to save himself, and very encouragingly to
each other and coupled with your sadistic disdain for his
disability, age, and similarly your crude perception of
him as a nonentity and thoroughly worthless human
being, cold-bloodedly watched him unnecessarily
die. Later on, after congratulating yourselves on
what, to any rational mind, you'd barbarically,
malevolently, wilfully, rather repulsively but
pleasurably done, you cheerfully uploaded
your thoroughly disgusting images of the
final and graphic moments of this man's
distressing agony and life to Facebook
and comparable social media entities
for your characteristically dissolute
and substantially sick amusement.
 
Now finally, and after initially falsely asserting that these yobs
had actually done nothing wrong and, unbelievably and quite
unconvincing to anyone with even a half-functioning brain
in their head, they'd also not acted in any way criminally,
against the furious backdrop of a local public backlash
coupled with an understandable international outcry,
the local law enforcement agencies and the police,
where this abominable incident took place, have
belatedly, and in a clear reversal of their earlier and joint
decision, decided to act and deservedly prosecute these
intellectually impoverished retards and, conspicuous
as carrion, lowlife morons. To which I say: Well
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done; and about time too! For these culpable
malefactors are in essence, in the pathetic
lives that they're regrettably still being
allowed to live, nothing less than an
abominable, savage, intellectually
challenged, psychologically sick
and evidently on top of that a
comparably manic bunch of
debased lowlifes affecting,
and unsuccessfully so as
it happens, to be human
beings, which patently
they certainly are not!
 
And most earnestly I further and vigorously
add that conscionable individuals globally
will also like me sanguinely desire and
with an impending possibility expect
that none of these truly abominably
disgusting teenagers ever make it
to adulthood; and will similarly,
every one of them, have even more horrendous
experiences, than this unfortunate disabled
and elderly gentleman, when death, in
whatever fashion, eventually catches
up with them. And in my truthful
and straightforward judgement
that's specifically something
pertaining to everyone of
them that personally for
me, in their situation,
cannot come soon
enough - Amen!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 July 2017.
 
 
Author's comments:
Evil knows no bounds; is gender indifferent and decidedly breeds profusely, as is
distinctly the case in its concerted and relentless plan, whenever and wherever
the opportunity, whether it's studiously created of its own accord or randomly
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offered on a platter, presents itself, and in either instance fosters and promotes a
situation where it can successfully, and even unchallengeably, prevail.
 
Evil likewise is also colour-blind, resolutely devoid of any ethnic, racial, national
or social preferences, and, in terms of its target choices, couldn't care less
whether those it selects as its perennial victims are young and persuasively open
to nefarious influences, or significantly older and calculatedly odious.
 
For no matter what one's age, origins or pedigree might be, Evil will always win;
so long as enmity, indifference and callousness to each other clouds, in
combination with our selfishness, the thoughts of us human beings.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Societally Branded A Half-Caste Bastard You Always
Were However And Forever Will Be My Beloved Child!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You weren’t planned it’s true and your mother as is well known
to you was white and your father Black; your mum was also
an engaged woman. However, her personal status wasn’t
self-evident initially as she never told me any of this
and I knowingly through fear of losing her chose
not to ask or check it out even though I did
suspect from occasional and inexplicable
acts of her personal behaviour that
obligatorily she was linked, to
put it mildly, to someone
else matrimonially.
 
But even so I willingly dismissed that as being of no
consequence to me as this suspected other man
involved, I told myself, was a complete
mystery to me and, furthermore,
I earnestly wished to keep
it that way as I hadn’t
met him, didn’t know who he was, had similarly
and firmly embedded it in my receptive mind
and thus staunchly convinced myself that
it was also highly likely that whoever
he might be he was likewise
and absolutely in the
dark about me.
 
So why, I deliberately persuaded myself, should I
then in those given circumstances unnecessarily
or even unreasonably either for his sake or
my own intentionally open up a can of
worms or, mixing metaphors, a
Pandora’s Box of uncertainties
that could either seriously
or, at its worst, irreparably undermine or
even cause inevitable harm to the then
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existing status quo of what he and
I, put bluntly, were genuinely
unmindful of, pretended
didn’t exist or simply
and categorically
didn’t want
to know.
 
And against that delusional backdrop I purposely and at the
same time self-centredly, I now quite willingly admit,
chose not to stop the pleasurably sexual and deeply
emotional relationship I was having with the
woman that totally unplanned, both on
her part as well as my own, became your mum;
telling and thoroughly convincing myself as
every like-minded person who has ever
been profoundly smitten by love will
do, that I too in the case of your
mother was heads over heels
in love with her anyway
and consequently what
we were consciously
doing didn’t only
feel good but
was equally
perfectly
okay.
 
Nineteen years old both of us and at a time when the
legal age to independently get married without
having parental consent was twenty one we
very soon realized that while my family
generally and both of my parents
specifically had no objections
to us doing so if of our own
free volition it was what
we actually wanted to do and
similarly like the two of us – your mum and me –
were diametrically opposed to your pregnant
mother killing her foetus, in other words
you her unborn daughter, by having
an abortion, the same humane and
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distinctly moral attitudes were
markedly lacking however
when it came to most of
your mum’s family members as well as
several of her closest friends in the
nursing profession that she like
me had happily taken on as
her preferred career, and
who individually, as
well as collectively
now relentlessly
pressurized her
to abort her
pregnancy.
 
Principally among these callous disparagers and adamant
naysayers was your own maternal grandfather who not
only explicitly voiced his racist objections about me
and your mum’s continuing relationship, cruelly
claiming that it was destined to go nowhere
if he had anything to do with it, but also
rigidly insisted and doubly made sure that as far
as he was concerned any anticipated marriage
between your mother and me would quite
relentlessly be thwarted by him, and
furthermore for the time being was
definitely out of the question as
he would uncompromisingly
and legally prohibit it by
refusing his necessary
parental permission.
And that’s exactly
what happened!
 
Meanwhile, as a strict condition of easing your mum’s
utterly compromised but all the same still accepted
athough clearly stressfully tolerated presence
within her own family she was told that
she would have to agree to visibly
disguise her pregnancy for as
long as she possibly could to presumably, of course, stop
herself in her present condition from occasioning her
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family assumed and predictable societal disgrace
if her unfortunate condition became generally
known within the community, thereafter to
sensibly and secretly decamp to a home
for unmarried mothers far away from
the vicinity of her own community
and ruefully remain there until
inauspiciously she had given birth to
what her critics: not only those on
the outside but equally too in her family and
most ironically and rather risibly as well
inside that unmarried mothers’ home
pitilessly perceived as and nastily
denigrated - whenever they
condescended to make any
reference to you – as
your nigger-loving
mum’s bastard
and unwanted
half-caste
baby.
 
I was promptly notified of your entry into our world and
allowed by the very empathetic and Black matron of
the North Riding maternity hospital where your
mum gave birth to you. to joyously see you
the day after you were born and most
thankfully on an unimpeded basis
afterwards permitted to carry
on doing so during your
mum’s stay there. But
this arrangement
came to an abrupt end however on the transfer back to
the unmarried mothers’ home where your mother
and you would stay until arrangements had
been finalized and you were taken into
care: a strict prerequisite for your
mum being fully accepted back
into the bosom of her family
once you were finally out
of the way. Meanwhile, I was permitted just the
one visit, as this transition rapidly moved to
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its fruition, by the female warden at this
unmarried mothers’ institution whose
unhelpful and bigoted opinions on
Black-White relationships and
all offspring stemming from
them she condescendingly
somewhat superciliously,
singularly, and most
offensively made
unambiguously
evident to me.
 
I wanted to adopt you and with my parents and entire family
wholly supportive of me in this specific design of mine
I made a formal request to do so that was summarily
turned down; for although there was not a crumb
of doubt in anyone’s mind that I was indeed
your biological father, devotedly loved
you and additionally had from the
very beginning voluntarily and
wholeheartedly accepted full responsibility for all
my several paternal obligations, even being the
one who in mutual collaboration with your
mum had given you your Christian and
also my Surname proudly placed on
your birth certificate when at the
local registry office I proudly
registered your birth. But clearly alas none of this
didn’t matter one iota, nor the fact that all of my
relatives both saw and totally regarded you as
family as they welcomingly looked forward
to formally inducting you into our familial
ranks, thanks to those whose decision it
was to make in relation to my adoption
application and who in their outright
delusional, white supremacist and
sick frame of mind unbelievably
reasoned that having you grow
up in care organized by white
and economically motivated
strangers was much better
than having you entrusted
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to the tender and loving
care of your own Black
and biological family.
 
Thinking that they had a better nature to which I could
logically appeal and in that sense throwing caution
to the wind in my earnest and optimistic zeal to
win them over, I pleaded vainly with them to
rescind their most unhelpful decision or at
least to allow me the humane chance of,
unconstrained, having a close paternal
relationship with my own daughter. But alas this private
request was similarly dismissed with the pathetically
lame and wholly unconvincing explanation that it
was “in the child’s best interest” for her not to
be confused; and moreover growing up with
and surrounded exclusively by whites, as
she was, the entire basis of her cultural
orientation as well as her unassailably
having in her mind a preset British
European and a white Caucasian
cultural identification would in
their opinion, they resolutely
construed, be sorely diluted
and even acutely damaged
by the pointless injection
into my daughter’s life
of a far-reaching and
primarily unknown
Black component.
 
To all intents and purposes then they’d not only won but
had equally taken observable satisfaction both in their
victory, as well as them rubbing salt into my gaping
wound; but, even so, I was steadfastly determined
not to be arbitrarily or soul-destroyingly undone
by these ferally-disposed, racially entrenched,
delusional and white supremacist mindset
Caucasians. And that while in their eyes
what human rights I may have had
in relation to you my daughter was the uninfringeable
lawful compulsion of maintenance payments to you,
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which incidentally from the very beginning I had
wholeheartedly, consistently, would steadfastly
keep on doing and all this most willingly too;
I studiously pledged to myself that having
remorselessly been shut out of your life
in the way I was that in spite of how
long it took, and if necessarily too
totally into your adulthood, you
would ultimately know from
me that I had not forsaken
you and that now as then
I shall eternally carry
on being your loyal
and profoundly
adoring Dad!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 November 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Some People Are Simply Irreplaceable, Aren’t They?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You entered my life unexpectedly; it wasn’t a
momentous occasion or as I recall even an
occurrence that I particularly welcomed
or was likewise pleased about, but it
happened all the same; I tolerated
it, didn’t initially attribute too
much significance to it all
and that was that. At least
that’s how I saw things
and what I honestly
did think at the
time.
 
But even though from the outset you knew exactly
how I felt about this new development that had
inauspiciously thrown us together you did
nothing to change my opinion about
what had occurred or sought to
impress me in anyway and
simply carried on being
yourself, creating in
the interim a state
of equilibrium where
eventually I was
the one who
changed.
 
And I’m exceedingly glad I did; for you’ve turned
out not only to be one of the most remarkable
persons I’ve ever met, or could have hoped
to, but also someone who has artlessly
and rather endearingly become for
me, quite thankfully I must
also confess, absolutely
indispensible to
my life!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
29 September 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Soul Presence
 
A million heartbeats beating
As one are but a gentle tap
Compared to the loud
Thump of my heart
Whenever you
Come into
View!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Sovereign Most Certainly But Only In Terms Of
Massive Stupidity!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
He's white, British, sixty two years old and lives in Abingdon,
Oxfordshire England with his female partner and their one-
year-old daughter; oh and in case you're wondering his
name is Kevin Sheehan. Kevin to those who know him
well is what you might call a fish fanatic; in simple
terms that means he's crazy about them and so in
the back garden of his Abingdon residence he's
built a small fish pond which is scenic in nature, isn't
out of place with, but on the contrary attractively
blends in with and moreover artistically and
structurally considerably enhances the
housing environment where he and
his family are happily residing.
 
An intended and loving decision that vitally provides
Kevin Sheehan's chosen aquatic companions with
an impeccably suitable, thoroughly welcoming,
absolutely fortuitous for them all and a most
sheltered location surpassed by none and
where these specifically fortunate fish
can certainly in conformity with their
altruistically-minded benefactor's
wish enjoyably and unrivalled live out the
remainder of their now pampered lives
evidently devoid of the customary
dangers they might otherwise
be usually faced with were
they residing in the wild.
 
A highly commendable solution you might have thought
that no sensible, intelligent, caring or logical person
could possibly find fault with but nevertheless is a
most suitable and prime candidate it would seem
in terms of a bandwagon category for patently
brain-dead morons or an inveterately stupid
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organization ludicrously and vaingloriously
jump on; and one such organization that
has swallowed the bait on this one is a
body calling itself Sovereign that has
strongly taken great exception to what Kevin Sheehan
has done and accordingly ordered him to affect the
immediate demolition of what is essentially an
outdoor aquarium, since its very existence
comprises Sovereign irrationally argues
a mammoth impediment coupled with
a massive life-threatening situation
to of all people, burglar who having illegally
broken into Kevin Sheenan's property and
with the clear intention of robbing him,
or worst still occasioning him and his
family harm, and therefore possibly
ignorant of the existence or even
location of his fish pond could
conceivable and accidentally,
is Sovereign's daft position,
of their own volition fall
into it and get drowned!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
Rank stupidity is for any intelligent person hard to understand; however when it
comes with the kind of rife intensity shown by sovereign it's frankly beyond all
imagination unless, of course, you're in the same category of stupendously
engrained foolhardiness as has been exemplified by Sovereign. And it begs the
very obvious question to anyone, who can think logically that is, how on earth
did evidently brain-dead morons come to be in possession of the jobs that
they've somehow incredibly acquired in the first?
 
For using, just for argument sake, the ludicrous premise that Sovereign is using
what next is this family or any other for that matter going to find itself subjected
to? Being forced before they go to bed at nights to have their intended and much
deserved sleep to make absolutely certain that they leave the lights on in their
home just in case a burglar or any number of them come calling after having
opted to illegally break into their victims' home and were those summarily picked
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on NOT in Sovereign stipulated consideration for these burglars criminality, fail to
leave all appropriate lights on to irrationally and according to the warped thinking
of the likes of Sovereign will find themselves culpable for whatever unfortunate
incident happens to these burglars if in the dark those burgling intruders who
uninvited invaded their victims' homes and in what is to them the unfamiliar
environment of these residence coupled with the darkness they encountered
there because the legal owner or resident in occupation inconsiderably either
refused or omitted to leave the lights in their home, and as a consequence of
which, poor things, one or more of these burglars tripped over something or
other and either injured or, God forbid, accidentally killed themselves?
 
Guess what? It's not their fault but that of the legal occupant of that residence!
What madness is this, eh?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Stavebindende Måker
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Hei! Hvorfor er du spottende, ondskapsfull og snarere
kaster stein på hver og en måke hvis ufarlig og
naturlig tilstedeværelse du skjønner og
ganske gjenkjennelig og uberettiget
vil skade? Så Jeg bruker ordet
naturlig her, ikke bare i det generalisert og normalt
anerkjent form men også på sin nøyaktige og
omfattende måte kjent etymologisk. For
disse måker er ikke bare kystlinje
beboere på passende måte det
meste av et vidtgående
sjøfarende omgivelser, det er de
også eldgamle etablert urfolk
innbyggere av disse identiske og
vannlevenderegioner som
de rutinemessig og
helt åpenbart,
lykkelig
hyppig.
 
Men steder, hvis de er gal, har de noen gang vært feil til
de vilde og forstyrrende handlingene til moroner
som deg, som utvilsomt vil bli håndhevet
for å se alle disse vakre måkene
effektivt, irreversibelt og permanent borte. Så
tilsynelatende som de dypt inngrodde putene som
du transparente er, bare for en gangs skyld i
din patetiske liv prøver å gjøre noe utpreget
positivt for de anstendige elementene
i menneskeheten og, i ferd med å
gjøre dette, en stor stor tjeneste
i form av en permanent og særegne arv for
nåtid og fremtidig generasjon av men-
nesker bestander av umiskjennelig
etterlater disse suverene stave-
forpliktende og kategorisk
sjarmerende måker alene!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
20. september 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Du svever over den maritime skyline med jevn nåde og leter med å begeistrer
hjertene og gleder hodet til alle de som virkelig setter pris på skjønnhet og har
en naturlig og varig tilknytning til naturen. Og det er unapologetisk slik det skal
være! Akkurat som naturen alltid hadde ment fra opprinnelsen til din
imponerende spesie.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Stephen Lawrence: 21 Years On And Justice Still
Denied!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Twenty one years have passed and justice still hasn’t been
served while those responsible for obstructing it,
unnerved by any criticism levelled at them
much less any guilt generated on their
part since they clearly have none, continue to
hold onto their existing positions of power
and influence, or others akin to them,
and the massive salaries that
automatically go with
all of them.
 
Meanwhile, the undue stress occasioned by your racist
murder Stephen has destroyed the once stable
marriage of your parents, the significance
of which has either been callously
and dismissively overlooked or else downplayed
as irrelevant by those that are unquestionably
responsible for this awful occurrence but
who, moreover, don’t give a damn
about what they arrogantly
see and institutionally
racially consider as
an insignificant
matter.
 
And all the while as your Dad hurtingly but none the less
with the consummate dignity that he and your Mum
Doreen ongoingly have quietly but even so
impressively shown all along, those in
charge that could and who should
have legally as well as morally
done everything to right the pernicious wrong
that was done to you but chose not to,
preferring instead when required
to, to offer your parents, face to
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face and even publicly,
mealy-mouthed, hypocritical and meaningless
words of support while behind their backs
laughing their heads off at them, as these
institutionalized racists and white
supremacist hypocrites treat
the entire matter of your
catastrophic death
like another of
their Nigger-
baiting
sport!
 
Since the truth of the matter is that they’ve grown exceedingly
weary with its attendant hubristic fatigue of your racist
murder never having expected, and specifically so
bearing in mind their utterly despicable and
concerted smear campaigns callously
and enthusiastically embarked upon to defame your Dad,
Mum, other relatives and staunch supporters Stephen,
that the fight for justice on your behalf would
be even more energized and unrelentingly
carried on. So they’re stuck between a
rock and a hard place of their own
making; unwilling to give up their
entrenched and institutionalized racist
practices set against the stark and
uncomfortable realization that
the entire world is now on
to their established
criminal activities
and lawless
games.
 
For the fight for natural justice that has most
perfidiously and systematically been denied you
these past 21 years Stephen will steadfastly go
on, and thanks collectively to the conscionable,
ethical and outspoken media contribution on
the part of the Daily Mail together with
the unshaken resolve of those of us that
from the very outset have irresolutely
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and wholeheartedly been committed to this
just path are quite determined mustn’t fail.
So rest assured Stephen: precious son,
devoted brother and iconic martyr,
in the full knowledge from your
Jamaican idyll and the home of
your mortal remains that
in spite of everything
that’s happened you
will never ever
be forgotten!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 March 2014.
 
 
The Author’s Remarks:
On the 22nd April 1993 in an unprovoked racially motivated attack in Eltham,
London, England black teenager and student Stephen Lawrence, born on the
13th September 1974, was savagely murdered by a group of white racists. In the
aftermath of Stephen’s death and in the 21 years subsequent to it those legally
charged with matters pertaining to law and order in England as well as the
dispensing of justice to the victims of wrongdoing, and particularly acts of wilful
murder, have done everything in their power to thwart the attainment of justice
for Stephen Lawrence.
 
Crassly and dishonestly they’ve erroneously, from the very outset of their
reluctantly embarked on and haphazard investigation, endeavoured to portray
Stephen Lawrence as a gang member, which he most categorically was not and
never had been, who was killed by one of his black gang member associates.
However, when that scenario patently failed to carry any traction with the public,
and particularly members of the black community, because there was evidently
no substance to it and therefore showed it up for the false premise that it was
Scotland Yard, the Metropolitan Police and other senior members of the English
constabulary perfidiously embarked on a calculated and reprehensible campaign
to smear the Lawrence Family, their friends and supporters that were individually
and collectively endeavouring to get justice for Stephen by having his racist
killers arrested, tried in court, convicted and jailed; something that the police
authorities clearly didn’t want to happen.
 
Notwithstanding that though, due to the innumerable obstacles wilfully placed in
their way by the police and the other forces of law and order in England,
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including the judiciary, this task to date has only partially been realized with the
belated conviction and jailing for the least terms of imprisonment in their cases
of two of Stephen’s killers; and 21 years on Neville and Doreen Lawrence, who
have shown a remarkable dignity, courage and resolve throughout their 21year
old ordeal, are still forced to wait for justice that’s long overdue to their
murdered and promising architect son Stephen.
 
In remembrance of Stephen Lawrence: 13 September 1974 – 22 April 1993.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Stop Giving Greed A Bad Name!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I selfishly do whatever I want to and don't in the
least care how my actions affect anyone; for the
way I see it, always have done and will most
certainly and unaffectedly carry on with is
that it's simply a matter of them or me!
Quite bluntly, and in other words, a
dog eat dog situation. And don't
you suggest or actually ask me
to alter that in any way, for
as it stands, it admirably
 
suits my personal position right down to the
ground I willingly admit and quite freely
and unapologetically say. And if you
don't like what I'm doing, well that
forthrightly is your problem and
not for a single second do I
intend to make it mine.
 
Narcissistic and greedy you're quite at liberty
to call me if you choose to, but do I care?
Absolutely no way! For while, without
a solitary concern in the world I'm
liberally raking the dosh in, you
with your pitifully outmoded and evidently
unworkable notions of creating a caring
and kind-hearted society - whatever
that means in reality - are the ones
who're constantly struggling to
make ends meet on austerity.
Something that doesn't at
all affect those like me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 October 2016.
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Author's Remarks:
Greed is a part of life it's said and with some who support it not only assuming
but actually saying that it's an integral part of everyday living and even
humanity's existence. Adopt whatever stance you want to take as regards it, but
when you look at the likes of Tony Blair, David Cameron, Jack Straw, the
Kinnocks, Peter Mandelson, Alastair Campbell, Tom Watson, Alan Johnson, Tessa
Jowell, Margaret Hodge, Chukka Umunna' Liz Kendall, Yvette Cooper, Alan Ball
and all the other lowlife scum who infest not only the political life within Britain
but life generally, do you still want to pretend or even contend that greed is
something that is absolutely indispensible or even worst still commendable?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Strangers Bonded By An Indivisible Compatibility!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A stranger entering one's life whether casually,
intentionally or just plain accidentally can be
delightfully pleasing to that person's inner
psyche but all the same in the durability
of this encounter's actual existence be
as ephemeral as footsteps noticeably
and rather teasingly caught off guard then most
delicately implanted and skilfully paraded on
the delicate sugar white sands of a veritably
fascinating and incontestably paradisiacal,
tropical beach prior to a progression of
exuberant waves amusedly watched
over from a peerless cloudless and
sapphire sky by a radiant and all
seeing sun sportively and very
permanently expunge those
sculptured footprints lying
in the sand one by one.
 
Or else that stranger could well be a providential
someone whose awe-inspiring, unfaltering and
enduring presence will be synonymous to the
ubiquitous coconut palm trees picturesquely
and harmonizingly garrisoning that same
pearly white and sandy beach with their
multi-colourful and perpetual swaying
rhythm adding their own distinctive
allure to the hypnotically powerful but completely
and characteristically zephyr-like cadence of the
Transatlantic Trade Winds whose recognizable
presence is both tangible and everywhere to
be seen; and correspondingly translated
into human terms is exactly the same
unrivalled effect that you artlessly
but manifestly unpretentiously
bring about in me Kathleen.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
14 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Unpredictability is a common and natural feature of life and even though
circumstances don't always work out as one would like the challenges that they
can and often at times do present, can nevertheless if sensibly taken on board,
astutely analysed, learnt from and the results practically implemented into one's
personal life schedule quite often make the world of difference to the quality of
one's own life and how that positive outcome might possibly and for the greater
good of all concerned significantly or even permanently influence others both in
the short and long term.
 
But there are also unscripted or wholly unforeseen circumstances too that appear
completely out of the blue and whose very presence can and invariably does
trigger a massive and uninhibited responses that discernibly, instinctively and
rapturously extensively dismantle the usual social convention of wary scepticism
that there is and unapologetically in its place institutes instead a hearty welcome.
And so it would seem Kathleen that you and I were jointly destined to be an
integral part of this same invitingly, stimulatingly interlocking, markedly
unrestrictive, openly enterprising and thoroughly likeminded 21st Century
company of trailblazers, and delightedly to which I'm most glad to add:
&quot;Welcome onboard! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Stridande Syskon!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Okej! Så vi är biologiskt relaterade, och det är det
Inte mitt gör; eller var det någonsin en tvist som
vi har samma biologiska föräldrar och därför
är utan tvekan syskon som är utan tvekan
naturligt relaterade till varandra. Men
dessa faktorer i sig själva inte, inte
eller inte bör gör oss automatiskt
till kloner av varandra, och särskilt i vårt tänkande.
För vi är i grunden olika personer och inte bara
hur vi märkbart ser in synliga termer men
likaså också förhur vi normalt svara
på mångasaker meningsfullt och
det rimligen, praktiskt taget
och nivå-headedly i
vuxna termer är
definitivt hur det
egent-ligen
borde
vara.
 
Så ge mig en paus snälla när det gäller din konstant,
oberättigad och kränkande kritik, liksom dina
oändliga fördömanden av mig! Och genom
att göra det förhoppningsvis också stoppa
ditt irrationella försök att ändra vårt
etablerad familjär regelbok
till något som passar din egen personliga, arroganta
och ganska narsissistiska ändar. Och faktiskt gör
så genom att idiotiskt hävda att även om du
acceptera fritt att vi är nära biologiska
släktingar och därför obestridligt
även syskon, våra, föreskrivs av
du, olösliga skillnader i
åsikt om vissa frågor
du anser vara väsentligt bestämma
följaktligen och till och med
nödvändigt som vi inte
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heller kan eller
borde inte
ensvara
vänner.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Familjer! Det oundvikliga problemet är det inte? En etablerad oroande situation
och situation där många av oss upplever flera meningsskiljaktigheter med någon
eller till och med dem en gång eller annan, medan det för andra familjegrupper
helt enkelt seglar, ett okomplicerat fall av solen som strålar ut från varandras
baksida, så att säga, och det finns ingen ensam vård i världen när det gäller
deras inter-familjära relationer, än mindre allvarliga problem som härrör från
dem.
 
Så hur händer detta, och vad är den bindande lösningen för universell
familjsharmoni? Respekt för varandra, kärlek och grundläggande förståelse antar
jag. Men om du under tiden personligen kommer med en idiotsäker lösning på
denna fleråriga svårighet och familjekväll, så låt resten av oss veta. Men innan
det, och såvida du inte är helig altruistisk, patenterar det först, eftersom jag är
ganska säker på att det kommer att vara en pengespinner för dig helt säkert!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Suggestions In Lieu Of Not Being Properly Toilet
Trained!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
This is a public toilet and you're here simply to either
have a pee in it or, in conjunction with that action,
to essentially defecate - not read the daily news-
papers, cogitate on your personal problems,
how best you can solve the most urgent
ones or even the lot of them - some chance of the
latter ever materializing in an automated time
segmented, lavatory environment like this
one that you're currently sitting in, or
to even craftily use your allotted
time in here to pleasurably
masturbate yourself
to an orgasm.
 
So do hurry up with whatsoever it is that you
either propose to or actually engaged in
doing, as you have only ten minutes
in the interim to finish whatever it is that you've
embarked on with apparent enthusiasm. And
hopefully after that, and when you're quite
sure you're done, suitably cleanse your
bottom and afterwards hygienically
thoroughly wash and dry your
hands. As besides, in the
growing queue outside,
there are other pro-
spective toilet
users urgently
waiting to
get in.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 August 2019.
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Author's Remarks:
You can, of course, if you so wish dismiss this poem simply as toilet humour,
which naturally is your entitlement to do. But for me: a very staunch and an
assuredly ongoing hygienist all my life, there's a serious purpose to this poem
that I've most consciously written.
 
Personal hygiene, unfortunately I have to say, isn't a very strong point or
customary practice in public facilities across Britain, and with many Britons - and
you rightly know this - very much involved in that repulsive state of c toilets and
restaurants being two amongst other venues that are wholly culpable in this; and
one dreads to think of what actually goes on in many private UK homes.
 
Particularly so, when it's well documented that significant numbers of British
children of normal school age are turning up for school and the classes therein
but who themselves have not even been properly potty-trained.
 
This conjoined with what is the customary situation in Britain - and please don't
try to deny this as the visible proof is there for anyone with eyes to see - where
the routine washing of one's hands after using the toilet is a rarity for many
Brits; and consequently is on a par with winning the Euro-Millions jackpot lottery.
So do something positive about your unhygienic practices, please!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Sur La Confrontation D'un Maniaque Du Contrôle
Compulsif
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Tourne-toi vers moi, regarde-moi droit dans les yeux
et sincèrementdis-moi ce que tu veux vraiment
de moi, comme franchement votre comport-
ement général deviant assez pénible et
inquiétant pour moi et je ne peux tout simplement
pas faire des têtes ou queues de vos actions
incompréhensibles, ou même quoi c'est
ce que vous êtes censé faire. Et c'est
pas un comportement rationnel par
quelque moyen que ce soit, ou
chose que je devrais être
obligé de metre dans
l'isolement stoïque, et tout
à fait sans équivoque je
le plus vigourease-
ment ne contemplera
jamais effectuer
une telle
chose.
 
Voici donc un conseil pratique de ma part. Arrêtez
immédiatement votre narcissique perceptible
Postulations Queen Bee qui stipulent
que tous vos besoins doivent
instantanément être converti en quelqu'un
d'autre avec obeisance commandes
adressées dictées et uniquement
contrôlé par vous, évidem-
ment. Échouer ça, rêve si tu
dois, qui est votre droit privé et légitime
à faire je suis sûr. Mais je fortement
demande, et ardemment confiance,
qu'en agissant ainsi, vous ne
sérieusement attendre de
moi jouer aucun rôle
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dans votre plutôt
idiot et scénar-
ios risqués.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Sonnez les cloches avec vous-même ou avec quelqu'un que vous connaissez
personnellement ou même assez intimement? Ce n'est pas une bonne situation,
je le sais, d'être soit par votre propre comportement, soit comme conséquence
de vous retrouver victime d'un membre de votre famille, d'un ami ou d'un voisin.
 
Mais quand tout est dit et fait, il n'ya qu'une seule personne qui puisse
réellement résoudre cette énigme pour vous, vous-même!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Targeted Vermin!
 
I hated you, not because of anything you’d ever done
to me, anyone I know and care about, what you
stood for, have said or possibly planned on
doing; because the truth is you were a
total stranger to me in every way,
not having ever met you or
even conscious of your
actual existence
beforehand.
 
But all that was of no consequence, principally because I’m
white, you were not, and your life, comprehensively
inferior to mine and others like me by virtue of
our racial superiority over you as white
Caucasians, understandably from
the perspective of like-minded
members of the Master Race
like me, was logically seen as totally
dispensable and, not to put too fine
a point on it, no loss at all to
mankind which I’ve done
a tremendous favour
by wiping it out.
 
Your death then should be joyously celebrated and
not commiserated with, far less mourned; and
while I know there are those in this country,
the rest of the EU and elsewhere among
the political and legal authorities in
the civilized and white controlled
world who’ll openly mouth the
predictable platitudes expected
of them as to how dreadful
my murdering you has
been, reality though,
I should tell you,
is completely
different.
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For privately and even covertly among themselves
they’ll be wholeheartedly celebrating the demise
of what’s essentially a pretty useless creature;
just one of a horde of subordinate and
uncultivated non-Caucasian brutes, not worthy
of the name human being; and while for obvious
reasons they’ll not personally soil their own
hands with such an undertaking, they’ll
nevertheless from behind the scenes
continue to do everything in their
power to instigate and ensure
that explicitly proud and
white warriors like me
unashamedly do.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Targeted, Turned On And Satisfyingly Mated!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We were both massively turned on by each other’s presence
and the prime opportunity to strengthen and keenly
assist this auspicious state of affairs was
obviously and decidedly there; two
perceptive minds in complete unison with one
another and quite noticeably reacting as
one, with the thoughts which they naturally,
mutually, collaboratively and highly
anticipatorily conjured up as the precursor
to this most predictable of outcomes,
unmistakably conveying to our
willingly eager and up for
it bodies what was most
urgently required
and, on our part,
deservedly
needed
to be
done!
 
With indecent haste frenzied but all the same purposeful
and astute hands pulled feverishly at the other’s
submissive body, impatiently encouraging
adept fingers to symbiotically and
readily release in this concertedly
lascivious process of disrobement the
body-hugging outer and normally concealed
personal undergarments that till now had
demarcated the boundary between
conventional decency and that of
outright nudity; but which
indecorously subjected
to this premeditated,
perpetual and reciprocally
enlivening pre-coital activity
naturally brought into
serious contention the
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question of their
sustainable
viability.
 
Now impressively accoutred but only in one’s natural nakedness
and with quite distinctly male and female physical differences
evidently and admirably complementing each other as
their respective catalyst but nevertheless with their
proactive participation in this transparently
manifest sexual seduction skilfully and
tantalizingly held in abeyance until
the optimum moment for success
was efficaciously embarked
upon, the drive for us
towards achievable
multiple orgasms
had well and
truly begun.
 
However, added to this enthralling scenario were corporeal
attributes like stimulatively aroused breasts and bloated
genitalia, all of them material players in their own
right and not merely adjuncts in this sexual
extravaganza, having additionally and generatively derived
their own burgeoning ardour through the consummate
expertise of a somewhat impetuous but, even so,
a remarkably effective mouth working fully in
tandem with its assiduously committed tongue,
and compellingly ensuring that our shared
sexual journey diligently begun was now on its course
of no return. So given these specific circumstances
it was hardly surprising then that they too now
rapidly, and somewhat expediently as it
happened, began the process of adding
to this heady mix that was already
charged and openly expressed,
their own distinctive but
similarly intoxicating
contributions.
 
Oh the joys of agreeable sex when it’s not only consensually
undertaken but also expertly done; two vibrant bodies
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physically, passionately and in the course of its
duration inextricably linked as one in what’s
an undoubted animalistic display of unbridled ardour,
that in the madding and seemingly unquenchable
yearning for orgasmic deliverance can in the
right circumstances and together with a
competent and considerate lover who
is completely au fait with what sex
is all about involuntarily, even
for the experienced in such
matters but scarily so for
the novice initiated
into them, induce
a state of near
stupor.
 
A thoughtful lover too who, moreover, would be most
offended as well as morally and professionally
adamantly disinclined in this supremely intimate,
robustly physical, profoundly psychological
and interactive situation between two intensely
up for it individuals preparedly anticipating
a choice spermatic bequest about to be
decisively offloaded inside the specifically chosen
and appropriately serviced vaginal reservoir:
practicably expansive and suitably of variable
depth, to ever settle for anything that
vaguely fell short of their very best
effort, or which unfortunately in
the aftermath of all these spirited endeavours
could even distantly either mistakenly or
far-fetched be construed as anything
less than what the French pithily
refer to as la petite mort: the
enigmatic little death!
 
Then as the churning waves of this expeditiously
advancing and coital tsunami were imminently
and unimpeded about to savagely crash down
with an overwhelmingly frenetic force of
palpable intensity upon two threshing
bodies finding themselves uproariously and
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unmanageably thrown into total disarray
by the wild subjugation of all temperate
thoughts and their immediate replacement by
the unilateral imposition of sheer carnal lust; in
those circumstances then it would have been
utterly inconceivable not to perceive and
equally foolish as well to carelessly
underestimate the naked and
physical power of la petite mort –
the enigmatic little death – now
rapidly and assertively in the
process of unleashing
its indomitable
fury on both
of us.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 February 2014.
 
Comment:
Shared orgasms can and do successfully keep depression, a medically ascribed
killer condition, decisively at bay. So what are you waiting for? Go on; spoil
yourselves and start doing so straightaway!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Thanks; But Really No Thanks!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What makes you think that I would want to
have any kind of relationship with you
when it's perfectly obviously to
anyone with eyes to see
that we have nothing
in common with
each other?
Furthermore, bearing in mind that you're
so obsessively and conceitedly taken
up with what's basically your
own distinctive and rigid
selfish concerns and
to such an extent that
I'm absolutely flabbergasted and to
be quite honest with you as well
totally surprised that you
would have the inclination much
less the time to fit anyone else other than
yourself into your ongoing and exceedingly tight
and narcissistic schedule which patently and
irrespective of whatever fraudulent
posturing and portrayal you may
self-servingly conjure up,
seek to convey, and
likewise barefacedly and
hypocritically disseminate to
the contrary, nevertheless exclusively
revolves around you. So please, waste not
on me your invaluable time, but rather carry on
with my indifference the life you love and already
know and similarly allow me to do the same with mine!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 October 2014.
 
 
Author's observations:
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The assumption that the failure to recognize and fully accept the word NO and all
its legitimate connotations is a phenomenon peculiar only to the male gender
within the confines of an already existing or even more damagingly so a hoped
for perspective amorous relationship is a purblind fallacy.
 
Females, too, do controversially trespass within the bounds of such relationships,
and similarly, it must be stressed, do so with equal undesirable and adverse
consequences for the subject of their unrequited interest. Consequently, the
golden rule in all lawful circumstances when such a problematic situation arises is
to immediately, steadfastly and unconditionally assume and fully accept NO to
mean precisely that!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Thatcherite Cannabis Fantasists But Hypocritical
Heroin Realists!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You're obviously Black, as I can clearly see, what I
don't know however is whether or not you're also
Afro-Caribbean. So I'm going to ask you and I
hope you'll come clean with me as to why it
is that you people are so evidently hooked
on cannabis, and to the enormity of even
feeding it to your several picaninnies.
Don't you realize the serious harm
you're purposely doing not only
to them but also those of your Black race and ethnicity?
So wise up your guys and girls and do the right thing!
Stay clear of cannabis that can be and is certifiably,
both psychologically as well as physiologically,
harmful and even quite ruinous to the overall
wellbeing, in terms of lifestyle and future
prospects, whether they're diametrically
health related or strictly economic, of
those who indulge themselves with
it. A no-brainer chum; assuming,
of course, you're competent in
assessing precisely where it
is I'm really coming from!
 
So cease being prime idiots you Afro-Caribbean
people and put an instantaneous cessation to
what you're currently doing in relation to
cannabis; and if you sincerely want to
psychologically get entirely pissed
out of your head then judiciously
and authoritatively acceptably do the decent
thing and like us clever whites: referring
naturally to our well-heeled privileged
elites, adored celebrities and several
politicians alike; correspondingly
refrain from inadvisably using
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cannabis and preferably and
rather appreciably too get
non-criminally hooked,
as we whites happily
and most suitably
do instead, on
options like
cocaine or
Class A
heroin!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem both in its sincerity and commitment is dedicated explicitly to all those
of Afro-Caribbean birth, heritage and ancestry that unquestionably form the
overwhelming majority of our people and who like me have never indulged in
illegal drug usage of any kind and haven't the slightest curiosity for or interest in
doing so; and moreover neither personally nor collectively would be able to
readily identify, unless beforehand it was specifically outlined to them what it was
that they were being presented with, what cannabis or any of the other illegal
drugs on the market in their multifaceted forms either looked or tasted like, let
alone be personally acquainted with the myriad and inimical effects that these
drugs would have on their bodies, heath and future prospects in life if they were
stupid enough to take them in the first place.
 
Yet, for all that, we had the senior advisor to Margaret Thatcher, when the latter
was Prime Minister, one Carolyn Sinclair: a consummately delusional, empire
loyalist, racially bigoted, poorly informed, completely incompetent and a totally
loathsome, white scum, lowlife bitch with marked delusions of grandeur and no
connections or contacts whatsoever with the UK Afro-Caribbean community, and
herself according to highly reliable sources who are well aware of the social
behavioural patterns of this prime piece of white shit in her own actions and
taking irony, totally lost on her, to its ultimate limit.
 
For in an official memo to the said Margaret Thatcher Carolyn Sinclair seriously
advocated that stringent measures be taken by the Thatcher regime at the time
to assiduously penalize and also incarcerate for lengthy periods of time UK-Afro-
Caribbeans who Sinclair not only said were disproportionately illegal drug users
but were themselves also the exclusive users and controllers of cannabis and its
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supply throughout Britain, and furthermore Sinclair went on to say that the
situation was so catastrophic that these incorrigibly out of control Blacks had as a
matter of urgency to be dealt with as they even fed cannabis to their children
and babies which bode catastrophically for Britain generally as well as Britons,
meaning whites, that these Blacks associated with.
 
This from a woman, and I repeat her name again so it sticks in your mind,
Carolyn Sinclair, who was herself an avid heroin and cocaine user and was fully
cognizant of the well known fact that consecutive British regime members,
principal Cabinet and other ministers, senior civil servants, numerous politicians
ensconced in both Houses of the British Parliament and the Westminster Bubble
have always, and as they still do in 2017, liberally indulged in as the massive
drug users that they either were then or still are today. And that's not fiction but
fact! And what's more with cocaine and heroin their favourite illegal drugs,
although they don't view their preference for or their indulging in these pursuits
in the slightest as being illegal. And accounts for why drug addict Carolyn Sinclair
saw no need for proscriptions of any kind being levied against her lot. What a
comprehensively odious, fucking hypocrite and purveyor of stinking double
standards of the first order this white slime ball!
 
From a personal perspective I have never contemplated nor ever embarked on
taking illegal drugs, nor am I that daft to do so; and the same goes for close
members of my family and all of my personal friends; else they wouldn't be my
friends in the first place. In fact I've never even smoked nor with the same
mindset that I have would I want to. And I'm strong enough as a human being to
resist those who with their idiotic blandishments have tried in the past to
persuade me that I don't know what I'm missing and shouldn't knock either:
drug taking or cigarette smoking, until I've tried it. Well I've never swum with
killer sharks either but I don't intend to, as I well know what the folly of doing so
would be. And invariably those who have always tried to persuade me to their
point of view - during my student days at university and occasionally in my
working life - have always been white. I've politely not fallen for their
blandishments and they've been realistic enough to realize that I wouldn't be
persuaded by them. And that's how my life is. Boring perhaps to those who get
their highs and kicks from illegal drugs and smoking but principled and sane as
far as I'm concerned.
 
As for Afro-Caribbean parents feeding their children and babies cannabis, well
you know the old and typical white stereotypes which stipulate that everything in
this world or this life that is evil, as defined by them, has its genesis among Black
people! I'm used to that and like me most Blacks don't worry about it; and why
do so they question like me when you're dealing with white cunts who
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spectacularly risibly and delusionally even kid themselves that they're the Master
Race? Humour them if you want to; I just ignore them.
 
Going back however to Carolyn Sinclair's assertion that Afro-Caribbean Blacks
feed their children and babies cannabis, that's news to me and I should know as
I'm of Afro-Caribbean and specifically Barbadian heritage. However, my adoring
Mum who was always well ahead of her time did breast feed me until I was
THREE YEARS OLD, and for which I'm eternally grateful in many ways. For as
white scientists and the rest of them several decades later have
&quot;discovered&quot;, something which Mum, Gran and the other matriarchs
in my family well knew all along, the longer you sensibly breast-feed an infant
the more intelligent it grows up to be. And in my situation, alone, I rest my case
in that regard!
 
Furthermore, always an outstandingly beautiful woman with a gorgeous figure
and fantastic breasts I learnt to transfer my inclination for my Mum's in terms of
breast feeding to a strong preference as puberty inevitably took its hold of me to
the girls and subsequently the women that featured in my life, and to be
absolutely honest and quite candid with you, I am and have always been a
decided sucker for a nice pair of breasts. Fortunately, and as at present with my
German Partner and others before her, I've been mouth-wateringly fortunate in
that regard! Thanks Mum!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Absolute Debunking Of A Sexual Myth!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You turn me on in a fashion I previously thought it was highly
unlikely that anyone of my immediate acquaintance could
possibly do; for you know what they say: Familiarity
even if it doesn't actually breed contempt often by
its precise nature and intimate association does
prevent those who're directly involved from
actually forming meaningful relationships
of a personal and especially so a distinctly sexual nature.
And always having been told and in turn for so long
unquestioningly believed this, guess what? You
just happened to come along at the right time
and so easily, persuasively and effectively
in me have methodically debunked this
widespread and deeply held universal
fallacy which I have personally and
unthinkingly contributed to for so
long and naturally in the process
have pleasurably, ardently and
most positively I can joyfully
say in relation to all of this
proved most convincingly
in every way that I was,
let's say, at best quite
mistakeningly wrong!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 May 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Without exception every one of us at some time or other from the onset of our
individual pubertal years and a situation that usually develops with increased
interest as we grow older and the intensity of our personal sexual yearning grows
stronger is guilty of either invariably convincing ourselves or at least are most
earnestly embarking on what we deem is a firm and concerted exercise of
persuading ourselves that we've either done already or else are in the process of
doing so what we assert we undoubtedly know, and that we're essentially after in
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the particular sexual states we're personally involved in and therefore we can
further and also willingly embellish on as regards that particular viewpoint we
hold in relation to what we unquestionably believe either does or doesn't
personally turn us on emotionally and most specifically so sexually
 
But when externally and closely examined, looked at objectively and even
analytically these assumptions we generally and often consensually hold are little
more than wishful delusional fantasies conveniently and self-servingly dressed up
as firm and unchallenged reality when in effect there's precious little or no
substance whatsoever to any of them to clinically support these often keenly held
and fervently espoused assumptions, the attendant tenaciously clung to beliefs
or furthermore the entrenched and confidently stated aspirations such beliefs
give rise to. And why it is that every clear-cut and sensible departure,
deliberately or accidentally occasioned, is encouragingly a sound and worthwhile
victory for the positive and stable process of natural human and an extensive
species selection as well as the accompanying and, in realistic terms, ascendancy
of common sense.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Alluring Juxtaposition Of Class, Beauty And
Sexuality!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Beauty, it's often said, is in the eye of the beholder;
and while that is essentially a rather subjective
analysis of this particular situation in hand
there is nevertheless some semblance
of truth to that propagated supposition. For me
though beauty is much more of a phenomenon
that's intrinsically embedded in the character
of that specific person I'm either casually
observing or else am perceptively, pro-
actively and favourably disposed to
and who I've evidently and quite
intentionally decided to place
under a more intimate albeit
a distinctly good-natured
yet simultaneously a
largely, but equally
too, a discreet
scrutiny. And in both of
these categories my captivating stranger your infectious
charm, alluring femininity and consummate affability,
themselves liberally juxtaposed with a gregarious
and highly appealing conviviality; and meshed
harmoniously with what transparently, on
your part, is at the same time a striking
and exquisite beauty too, transport
themselves in such a way that
connoisseurs, like myself,
can rather easily and
happily relate to!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 December 2014.
 
 
Author's Remarks and Christmas Greetings:
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To all of you - the overwhelming majority of the population I would imagine -
fervently and intentionally imbued during this festive season with the predictable
emotion of love and or lust - and in the latter case why not - together with the
intensely yearning expectations through whatever innovative means, including
the subtle art of flattery, you may employ in successfully managing to realize
either or more fortunately both of these ambitions, do have a superb time
making the most of your acquired and hopefully fully and appropriately utilized
romantic opportunities; and also while you're at it have in every regard - and
don't just leave the stuffing to the turkey - a truly fulfilling and Merry Christmas!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Art Of Social Climbing
 
Some people obviously prefer and even go as far
as moulding their individual life around the
prospect of leg-ups, others like me,
however, express our stated
preferences through
leg-overs; different strategies for sure
but with the same unmistakable
destination and intentional
end result in mind!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 October 2002.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Artless Charmer
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
There are those who pass through life
without making any kind of impact
whatsoever – you, however,
are not among them Anja;
for your youthfulness, natural charm,
intellect and exquisite beauty are
qualities, which are so glaringly
obvious, that only the blind
or undiscerning could fail
to see or appreciate
them fully!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 August 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Avian Dual Dyke Problem!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The eagle is generally meant to be a truly majestic bird
representing strength, power, agility and grace in the
air; and several countries, even those where quite
obviously it’s currently not a native species
and furthermore has never been, have
nevertheless, as a mark of respect
conjoined with their profound
admiration for this appealing avian specimen, adopted
it as their national emblem. However Britain, or if
you prefer the term the United Kingdom, isn’t
officially one of them; so you’ll doubtlessly
be completely surprised to know that even
though not conventionally politically at
least we still have two of them. Akin
to Barbadians, in let’s say a highly
imaginary situation, astonishingly discovering
that their enchanting island homeland safely
located in the Atlantic Ocean and visibly
neither having a low-level sea problem
as does Holland, nor a flood danger
one, and practicably and logically
not needing either of them, has
all the same ended up with
two utterly useless and
entirely superfluous
DYKE systems.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 December 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
Having previously trained and worked as a psychiatric nurse at what was then
and had been for some considerable time Yorkshire’s oldest and largest mental
hospital I not only came in contact on a daily basis with but also cared for in my
capacity as a nurse all sorts of mental cases ranging from those with serious
psychological breakdowns to rudimentary schizophrenics, compulsive sociopaths
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and dangerous psychopaths – the latter category so absolutely devious and also
hazardous to life, not only the lives of the staff looking after them but also their
own, that they quite literally had to be physically segregated from the rest of the
patients at that hospital and moreover constituted individuals: males as well as
females, that unless you were lunatic yourself you wouldn’t sensibly turn your
back on any of them.
 
But in spite of my intensive RMN psychiatric nursing training and having years
later studied psychology as a subsidiary subject of a degree course I embarked
on and even if I say so myself am pretty au fait with human behaviour of all
sorts, in spite of all of that it still continues to be a deep puzzle to me – and I
categorically make a clear and absolute distinction between homosexuals and
lesbians who I have the utmost respect and admiration for in carrying on
normally with the life style they have individually, conscionably and privately, as
it’s really nobody’s business but theirs any more than genuine heterosexuals
should make apologies or feel uncomfortable about their lawful sexual pursuits or
way of life, and the several and highly dysfunctional dykes, queers, bisexuals,
those passing themselves off as straight, even getting married to mask their
perversity and most ludicrously of all even adopting the phenomenon of having in
the case of these closet queer boys and dyke girls that have never grown up,
consciously getting others, their “wives” or publicly paraded “girlfriends” to
conceive kids by other men and then biologically passing these kids off as their
“biological” offspring, while they carry on living in a state of denial as to who and
what they really are. These lowlife I actually detest with every fibre of my body!
 
In normal circumstances I quite frankly couldn’t or wouldn’t give a damn about
these lowlife specimens of supposed humanity. But most regrettably they do
proliferate in our government, shadow cabinet, the ranks of the parliamentary
MPs, those in the House of Lords and what’s commonly referred to as the
Westminster bubble. The sort of lowlife that when we had mental hospitals
aplenty across the UK would have been sectioned there. But having rather
idiotically closed the vast majority of our psychiatric institutions on the pretext
that these scumbags could and should be cared for in the wider community, this
now thankfully dead pillock Maggie Thatcher allowed these slime balls to roam
Britain freely, with several of them asininely even ending up as MPs, cabinet and
shadow ministers. And it’s a sure bet that this situation isn’t going to be
remedied by any of these scum as to reverse what Maggie did would effectively
confine these deadbeats to the secure mental institutions for the criminally
insane and where they rightly belong.
 
But the strange thing about all this and their behaviour is that while continuing to
live their pathetic lives in a state of abject denial the only way that these Electra-
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fixated, aka “testosterone toms”, as well as their male counterparts the Oedipus
Rex brigade perceive that they can deal with their myriad psychological demons
is to pathetically, asininely and publicly demonstrate how “macho” they are;
when in point of fact they’re inbred lunatics that haven’t grown up mentally and
are highly incapable of doing so; sad creatures in supposedly mature bodies but
in reality scared, sick and perniciously feral beings wholly unable to learn from
past errors. And to this end you’ll see them whipped by David Cameron –
predictably and in characteristic Bullindon and Eaton flagellation form – into the
lobbies and followed there by the Labour Party’s Labtory lowlife dykes, queers
and the rest of these scumbag MPs to prove their machismo that in actuality and
quite frankly is as bogus as a rubber dildo, no matter how appealing or
formidable it might appear, being capable of the human act of procreation. None
the less it won’t stop these prized pillocks charging into the House of Commons
lobbies as they did with Iraq and Libya, to cause more mayhem in another Global
South country; this time Syria. But just as long as they know that this time there
will be consequences for them!
 
This poem is therefore dedicated to all these detritus specimens of humanity but
as a Labour supporter myself dedicated specifically to the Eagle twins: Maria and
Angela, Hilary Benn. Tom Watson, Tristram Hunt, Liz Kendall, Chukka Umumna
and the myriad other scumbags that infest the parliamentary Labour Party. But
not for much longer!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Awkward Relationship Between Mere Words And
Concise Actions
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It's not so much what you say, even when it's often repeated,
that I either will, or would ever want to instinctively take
any notice of. On the contrary it's what you really do:
courageously, genuinely and morally, that matters
considerably to me. Since words on their own
and clearly without any evident substantive action on
which they can either be logically or meaningfully
based up are relatively cheap; and, therefore,
are as futile in their delivery and, equally
so, attendant pointless application as
the manner in which they're quite
often glibly and narcissistically
rolled off the speaker's tongue.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Oratorical skills and the concerted deployment of convincing arguments to grace
such an exercise are fine in their own way; but unless they're substantially and
compellingly backed by hard-nosed action coupled with a committed and
unequivocal determination to radically, positively and permanently transform
whatever the genesis of the initial problem was in the first place, then the choice
and usage of words, however mellifluous and comforting they might symbolically
appear, is utterly useless!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Blame Game
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A depressing day of its own to start with or simply one
that your own actions have markedly contributed
towards, making it that way? Logically, each
day is basically like a blank canvas is to an
artist and what is ultimately transcribed
on it is significantly the responsibility
of and very much up to the individual concerned. So please,
rather than just instinctively blaming others for what you
perceive has gone wrong with your day, kindly stop,
take a few minutes duration of erudite or at the
very least sensible introspection and then
both seriously and honestly re-examine
what either consciously or otherwise
inadvertently you may have done
in turning this particular day
that you're moaning about,
or others for that matter
into entities that you
now either regard
as calamitous
occasions,
or else
adversely look back
on with intense
animosity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem - The Blame Game - was inspired by and is specifically written for and
dedicated to all the British, so-called Brexiteers - risibly and pathetically
delusional as well as seasoned self-serving, convenient aspirants to which ever
personally suitable direction they apparently think that the wind is blowing, and
the customarily, narcissistic, bandwagon-hopping ones - who asininely deceive
themselves that the permanently and rather thankfully defunct British Empire,
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dead as the Dodo and switching metaphors, is Jesus Christ like about to make a
most dramatic, impressive and eternal resurrection and global comeback.
 
Well dream on and keep taking the pills - if the National Health Service (NHS)or
the several doctor's surgeries nationwide post-Brexit and the NHS's inevitable
privatisation will, without you first coughing up financially for them, let you have
them.
 
What plainly psychologically credulous and easily manipulatively controlled Useful
Idiot suckers and patent losers the certifiably, odious bunch of cretins you self-
evidently are!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Bloody Nerve Of A Serial And Narcissistic Slut!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Don’t tell me, you’ve lost that will to love because your
boyfriend has dumped you! Well what on earth did
you expect from him on his realizing that you
were simply fair game for any guy who was
financially loaded, that routinely paid you
false compliments and, what’s more,
cheerfully lied through his teeth in
the process to get what he clearly
wanted from you – sex and
nothing more; and all because he instinctively knew
and additionally got to understand that effortlessly
you’re quite an unproblematic sucker for this
kind of purblind stuff and thus an easy lay
when it comes to hearing whatever any
randy Lothario has to say in order to
have his licentious way with you;
and that furthermore in terms
of respect either for your boy
friend let alone yourself
you clearly had none.
 
Yet now, utterly barefacedly, somewhat
extraordinarily and ironically too you
want others, and with you finding
yourself in this quandary which
you’ve intentionally created
for yourself, to completely sympathize with you
for your having wantonly and stupidly thrown
away in the most cavalier and irresponsible
of fashion that any woman possibly can,
the intense love of a truly decent and,
until your extremely inexcusable
behaviour, the committed love
of an honourable, decidedly
faithful and, undeniably,
a most adoring man!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
8 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
As those of you who routinely read my work, and especially my poems, will know
I write about things that I feel passionately about or which in some way or other
has inspired me to comment on them; and this poem is no exception. The
genesis of it came about when on a bus journey across West Sussex to the
seaside resort town of Worthing just recently, and one that I frequently make
when I’m in the UK, I overheard a conversation that prompted this poem. I
wasn’t eavesdropping; that isn’t, never was or will it ever be a forte of mine as I
have a life of my own and far more important things to do with it than to
consciously tune in to the often idiotic conversations of most Brits nowadays. But
sitting on this particular bus and at the very front of it I couldn’t, although I tried
my level bus to shut it out, help but overhear this conversation coming from two
young women who were quite literally, in marked contrast to where I was
ensconced at the very front of the bus and directly behind the driver – you can’t
get more forward as a passenger on a transport bus than that unless you chose,
I say sarcastically, to sit on the lap of the driver.
 
Anyway, the prattle from these two women, who I know as long term but not
speaking to acquaintances as they neither of them apparently feel that they have
any obligation to work and regularly take trips on this same bus to Worthing to
occupy their time, was most intrusive – can’t Brits of all kinds, and I say this
pleadingly talk quietly, and why the hell do they think that everyone is either
interested in or wants to hear their invariably banal conversations? Any road
these two were no exception to this intrusive and particularly annoying practice
that seemingly is nationwide across Britain nowadays. So I had no choice but to
grin and bear their infernal chatter, even forced to dispense with my usual
scribbling of stories and poems that I generally do when I’m on this one hour and
45 minutes duration drive to Worthing.
 
The essence of this loud conversation that I noticed others on the bus were
equally pissed off with is contained in the poem I’ve written; but quite incredibly
by these two females what this utterly praiseworthy man did in summarily and
permanently dumping this trollop when he realized what she was up to is
something to be vilified; and is clearly at fault for having the temerity and
audacity to do so while narcissistically this slut evidently feels she is and ought to
be justly regarded as the aggrieved one. But why am I not surprised by this
when from the very top of British society to the lowest level of it it’s always
somebody else’s fault and never that of the true perpetrator? Ruminate on that
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one philosophically and morally if the lot of you out there can! And that includes
you David Cameron, Theresa May and Co.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The British Marginalized And Their Champion Jeremy
Corbyn Democratically Strike Back!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The mums and ladies generally, pleasurably and knowingly
in their unstinting admiration and respect for you describe
you, Jeremy as empathetically sexy in a sea-dog sort of
way, and rather interestingly as that may be is not
however, nor should it be, the mainstay of your
massive and genuine appeal not only to them
but singularly many others both outside and
within the authentic Labour Party quite
desperately and ongoingly over the
past years have been crying out
unheedingly for meaningful
and equitable changes,
and transparently for
the good of all,
within our
country.
 
But instead have cynically and contemptuously found
themselves lumbered with the burdensome effects
of enduring inequalities, themselves compounded
by the stark reality of debilitating austerity. But
not any more hopefully, as the slumbering
members of the genuine Labour Party -
not its Labtory infiltrators and carpetbaggers, together
with conscionable members of the British public at
large wake up and smell the proverbial coffee;
enlighten the privileged and effete Bullingdon
effete, condoning and practising paedophiles
protected within the Conservative Party
along with their enthusiastic Lib-Dem
and Labtory accomplices, odious
mass murderers and monstrous
crimes against humanity
perpetrators that their
halcyon days are
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finally over!
 
And furthermore that in spite of complicit state-sanctioned
immunity despicably and recurrently being handed out to
them enabling these loathsome criminals to carry on
traversing our green and pleasant land, at last the
net of retribution, now dangling like Damocles’
Sword over their villainous heads, is finally,
and justifiably so, inescapably closing in
on them in the form of mounting and
conscionable public detestation of
them, coupled with their much
and intensely feared nemesis;
which auspiciously for the
astute and sane among
the rest of us is you
Jeremy Corbyn!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 August 2015
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
 
Let’s forget all the loathsome crap and disingenuous nonsense about a Labour
Party led by Jeremy Corbyn is unelectable for the next several millennia years as
these brain dead jerks with their hidden agendas will have you believe; and if
you want to believe that load of garbage then go ahead and do so. People like
me, however, don’t buy it because the real agenda of this admixture of Tories,
Labtories, so-called pundits that couldn’t plan their way out of a sodden paper
bag, and the typical “liberal” Left who’re more rightwing, racist and xenophobic
than the Nazi Tories themselves, is quite a sinister one.
 
And Yvette Cooper inadvertently let the cat out of the bag when she said that
Jeremy Corbyn’s ambition is not to lead the Labour Party or even become Prime
Minister but is in effect to change the Labour Party. Perfectly alright for Tony
Blair, his sidekick Gordon Brown and the other Labtory interloping twerps to do
what she’s complaining about but not genuine Labour Party members somehow.
What Yvette Cooper quite conveniently forgot to say is this, so I’ll do it for her –
Jeremy Corbyn will change the Labour Party and our country for THE BETTER!
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Stanley Collymore
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The British Thought Police Even Dafter Than The
Privileged Criminal Scum It's Pandering To!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Fascinating isn't it how cowardly bullies who have no
compunction at all in gratuitously dishing out their
injurious vitriol and criminality to all and sundry
whom they malignly hate and just as spitefully
routinely and publicly show their ingrained
detestation for, can routinely be counted
on account of being the childish and
low self-esteem morons that they
incontrovertibly are, and who
perceptibly have no notion
whatever of the meaning of responsibility much
less so what commonsense is or integrity does
stand for, nevertheless as the astonishingly
boorish adolescents that they patently are
trapped in a puerile frame of mind and
stuck alas forever in physiologically
adult bodies from which they have
no realistic aspirations to escape
from nor any genuine chance
of in fact doing so judging
by their manifest lack of
any marked credibility
joined with a wholly
bizarre demeanour to everything they take
under their wing, generally then go on
to manipulate these immeasurable
inadequacies of their own as the
characteristic benchmark for
their unrestrained stupidity.
An utterly badly chosen
Situation, which as we
now see is incredibly
and very regrettably
going to asininely
be reinforced by
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an equally idiotic,
totally toadying
to its perceived
social superiors
and likewise as
deceitful and
criminal in
objective
Thought
Police!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
In 1980 I sensibly and voluntarily quit the English educational system in which I
taught to take up a university academic teaching post in Germany. My decision
was a consciously made one because I could precient-mindedly observe the
increasing dumbing down of the English educational system, detested and
abhorred the way it was heading and frankly didn't want to be any part of what
was patently in store for my country. It has been a decision, leaving the English
educational system, that I've never regretted and if what I foresaw coming in
1980 had been delayed until now in 2016 and I was still teaching in England I
would have unhesitatingly as I did back then in 1980 do what I consciously did
all over again.
 
Stupidity either from privileged &quot;elite&quot; or deeply ingrained and
loathsomely cultivated so-called &quot;cultural&quot; but patently incestuously
in-breeding practices as well as a whole plethora of other physiological,
psychological and community factors abounds commonly throughout Britain and
across all social strata within the United Kingdom; but there is additionally
another element of it that over recent decades has been detrimentally and
concertedly introduced into the British way of life and that I've personally
categorized as assiduously manufactured and deleteriously manipulated
stupidity.
 
It's replete in Reality TV shows the life-blood of British television viewing and the
concept behind them; vigorously, profitably commercially and intensely
propagandistically as well as manipulatively marketed while knowingly on the
part of those running and likewise involved in all of this within the corporate
media that they'll be massively beneficially and financially rewarded from doing
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so; utilized to its fullest extent by a collectively delusional mindset, hopelessly
out of touch with everyday reality and patronizing to anything and everyone
outside of the narrow purview of their endemic world of cronyism and nepotism
judiciary and criminal justice system.
 
And all this compounded by politicians, political parties, the Zionist and Neo-con
lobbyists that significantly influence and even script the political agenda and
legislation of these selected and conspiratorial governments; the political party
donors that in exchange for their substantial financial contributions are with
immune status allowed to embark in activities centred on massive money
laundering and tax evasion that successive British regimes and prominent UK
politicians, active and retired, of all parties have and still do turn a blind eye to.
And how could we ever forget the multinational corporations and the Military
Industrial Complex for whom these exploitative Global South British and other
western wars of choice are waged with the said politicians knowing full well that
in doing these manipulators' bidding they like Tony Blair and the other mass
murderers and war criminals will be handsomely rewarded.
 
And where do the British police fit into all this? Clearly as Useful Idiots - best
exemplified with their own corrupt, murderous and institutionalized racist
practices and inured criminality as the archetypal dogs to the treacherous and
back-stabbing now privileged and elite pigs in George Orwell's Animal Farm;
most happy our men and women in blue to do their social betters bidding either
in exchange for useless honours baubles or a seat in the unelected House of
Lords for the more senior ones in the Metropolitan Police for example when they
retire or carte blanche to carry on as usual their corrupt and murdering practices
by these constabularies rank and file members. So anyone who thinks that
creating a British Thought Police is a mechanism designed for the beneficial good
of the average member of the British public then think again, as these clowns
couldn't think their way out a kiddies sandpit play area if their lives depended on
it.
 
The right to Freedom of Expression and the inalienable right to free speech for
everyone and NOT just the privileged few are all salient elements of any and
every society that deems itself to be truthfully politically democratic as well as
socially and judicially progressive. And yes there must be laws covering genuine
libel and slanderous behaviour against others who wilfully, malevolently and
fraudulently seek to or actually manage to traduce the respectable name,
character or reputations of others; and when that occurs the courts are the
rightful forum where such matters MUST be lawfully dealt with! Not the bloody
British Police who are themselves past masters not only at character
assassination - the Hillsborough 96 a case which throughout the police
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consistently lied through their corrupt teeth, and premeditatedly wrongful
imprisonment - the Birmingham Six, Guildford Four and Cardiff Three to name
but three of multiple instances of malevolent and intentional incarceration; as
well as physical assassination - and here Mark Duggan readily comes to mind.
 
And if Theresa May at her coronation can on the steps of Downing Street
disingenuously say that Blacks are considerably more likely to be disadvantaged
under the British legal system and prompts me to ask why she bloody well did
nothing about it when as the longest Home Secretary in the history of
contemporary British politics she held that portfolio that had as its remit among
others the police and judicial system, my honest response to all this absolutely
propagandistic crap is, you go along with it if you want to but I most certainly
won't be joining you!
 
Everything that I write and post I properly research and get other information
that I require from impeccable and trusted sources otherwise I won't consider
writing it in the first place let alone actually doing so; and the Police or Security
Services are at liberty to check what I do, and I encourage them to - it might
even improve their standard of English when I'm not cussing them all that is -
but as far as determining the content of what I write or else hoping to instil the
fear of God in me that I'll desist from what I'm doing - don't hold your breath,
individually or collectively, on that one!
 
Enjoy your Poem coppers and other Animal Farm cadres! People who have no
qualms dishing out their vitriol to others but when those who're not scared of
them strike back like the mummy's pets they are they go crying to the police.
Well I'm not one of those scared of you, nor am I impressed by anything the lot
of you do! And shall carry on as I've always done! So there!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Carnal Dissemblance By Influential, British
Establishment Paedophiles!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
They talk openly, ardently and seemingly even credibly,
but oh so dishonestly, about moral principles and
how our nation's children should be protected
from wanton abuse and intentional harm;
yet behind closed doors their personal
actions couldn't be more different
from their public pronouncements,
with private lives markedly
reeking with the ghastly
ubiquitous stench of
resilient carrion.
 
For these are our Establishment abusers: well
heeled celebrity gropers, sexual abusers,
paedophiles, child-traffickers and
even murderers - who not only
consider themselves to be above the
law but who in many instances, as our
political representatives, ironically
make these same laws from
whose consequences they
then absolve themselves
with explicit and
breath-taking
impunity.
 
Fully aware that any incumbent Home Secretary,
the Home Office, its Senior Civil Servants, the
Police and the CPS will concur with these
appalling travesties of legality, either by
being complicit in them themselves,
or else affording these powerful
and considerably influential but
loathsome perpetrators the
customary privilege
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freely accorded to
them of blanket
immunity!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 July 2014.
 
Author's Observation:
In Britain the law is generally seen as an ass by Establishment figures and the
privileged elites and therefore contemptuously treated as a needless
inconvenience by them. Hardly surprising then that they conspiratorially and
pertinaciously ensure that we have donkeys administering it.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Catalyst Is Undeniably You!
 
Beautiful isn’t it our meeting each other like this; although even
better still is being afforded the opportunity of my getting to
know you. That really blows my proverbial socks off
I must confess apart from doing loads of other
incredible things to me that you might be
too embarrassed to hear at this particular stage of our
embryonic relationship; and that wouldn’t do
would it? All the same I promise to fully
acquaint you of them at the appropriate time,
which I have a sneaky feeling will be a lot sooner
than either of us would ever have imagined, anticipated
or expected at the start of this auspicious encounter
between us. So here’s to happy days ahead; a
long, deeply fulfilling, highly intensive
and a mutually compatible partnership
between the two of us; and that I
guarantee you, if honesty still
means what it’s supposed
to and I’ve always
attributed to it,
is just for
starters!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Clamorous Queer Refrain Of Dykeism And
Queerism Coming From No.10
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
There's nothing queerer than British folk the English saying goes;
a spot on assessment I concur with in relation to this self-evident
fact and ongoing situation that all sentient, prescient-minded
and intelligent observers, who find themselves unhappily
exposed to this intruding and national aberrant state of
affairs, will readily attest to. And while in the past it
was conceivably perfectly advisable as a desperate
measure of personal survival to understandably
elude criminal sanctions by the state prosecution, and from
the perspective of the perpetrators' own actions relative
to this most unquestionably aberrant behaviour, even
if reasonably but hypocritically so, still be regarded
as socially acceptable by society for not revealing
one's true sexual propensities, and particularly
so if one were a man, no such sanctions were
ever imposed on Dykeism or butch females
who preferred to and voluntarily decided
on physically or psychologically as well
taking on the worst aspects of the male
gender and afterwards demonstrably
and foolishly behaving like a man.
 
So why then do so many Dykes and particularly those
holding major public office positions like the Prime-
Ministership of Britain, even when obviously not
elected to do so, and who as every sane person
knows and all vigilant watchers immediately
recognize and readily see is markedly and
exceedingly an incorrigible Dyke, while
disingenuously imploring the British
population to faithfully trust them,
yet at the same time not being straightforwardly
honest either with themselves or the general
public about their own sexual preferences,
to nevertheless faithfully trust them on a
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multitude of national and international
issues which in actuality these public
office Dykes haven't a solitary clue
about let alone know how to deal
successfully with any of them.
 
But all the same rather arrogantly, self-servingly,
delusionally, graspingly avaricious and totally
criminally expect thoroughly well-informed,
unabashedly heterosexual and exceedingly
intelligent members of the British voting
public like me who quite unmistakably
instantly recognize and enormously
loathe their sick and sociopathic
stupidity that's so thoroughly
injurious to the constructive
wellbeing of our country
generally and humanity
significantly, to ever
idiotically and most
weirdly willingly
wish to or, even
worst, choose
to go along
with them?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 December 2016
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Instinctively heterosexual to the very core of my physical, psychological,
sociological and religious being that life-long state of affairs will forever remain
unchanged. And while I have no sympathy for or any empathy whatsoever with
calamitous, pushy, extremely perverse and loathsome Dykes or Queers - openly
so or closet constrained - those however who like the vast majority of genuine
heterosexual males and females globally that conduct their personal sexual lives
with dignity and in absolute privacy, what such persons do consensually and in
private is none of my business or will it ever be.
 
That said I do have a great deal of antagonism to those who think that because
it's their chosen way of life and because they either find themselves
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unwarrantedly in powerful positions or that they have manipulated themselves
into, or else get there through cronyism and nepotism that they can then foist
their perverse and odious perversities down the throats of others, well that's for
you out there to decide whether or not you want to go along with that but sure
as hell there's one person in this world, even if everyone else decides to submit
to this kind of barbaric coercion, concerted brainwashing or outright blackmail
who most definitely wouldn't be under any circumstance be joining you in this
sickening affair. And that's me!
 
So here's my poetic Christmas gifts to the Queers and Dykes of No.10, the UK
regime; the Houses of Parliament; Civil Service; Ministry of Defence; Police,
Westminster Bubble, Media especially the BBC that I'm paying for, and the UK
generally, and anyone else that I've inadvertently left out.
 
And in case you want to describe me a as a homophobe - your favourite and
repetitive word of criticism go ahead - I went to a Grammar School and studied
Latin which was a compulsory subject on the curriculum. I did well in it and know
the meaning of the word homo meaning mankind and phobia which means a fear
of something or the other. And using these two components together is not only
a contradiction in terms when used by human beings but fucking idiotic in the
process as well. Akin to someone saying that I was anti-Black. Yes there are a
number of loathsome mother fuckers who are ethnically Black that I detest but
by no stretch of the imagination could some describe me because one of those
cunts is Chuka Umunna who I'll happily dispose of if given half the chance that I
hate Blacks bearing in mind that I'm Black and 99.9% of my mentors in this life
and people I love intensely are Black. But I shan't waste time giving an
educational lesson to idiots across the UK who are systematically and in every
other respect educationally dumbed down and why I quit the so-called UK
educational system and migrated to Germany 32 years ago.
 
So here's hoping you have a most lousy Christmas and New Year all of you Dykes
and Queers, and I say this not because I'm anti-Xmas, which as a Christian I
most definitely am not but because I know that none of you fuckers care a jot
about what Christmas actually means; and frankly the best present you could
give yourselves and the world is to literally drop DEAD!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Clinical Response To An Adulterous Affair!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
When one solemnly promises loyalty, or at most pretends
to do so, but what in reality they either spitefully or else
clandestinely deceitfully and contemptuously deliver
is the worst kind of treachery they're odiously and
dishonestly capable of; in essence nothing that is
remotely comparable to the basic necessities of
compassion; is by no means compatible with
human dignity and far less so in terms of
emotional behaviour has nothing at all
to do with the normally understood
concepts of love, what out the
response then realistically,
whether proportionally
or otherwise, to such
an intentional act
of treachery?
 
A Russian man: very much like and well-respected in his
local community, on arriving home unexpectedly early
from his job as a seasoned, accomplished and a most
popular and highly professional veterinarian, on
going indoors to his house devastatingly found
to his utter surprise his wife of many years standing
in bed - and in of all places their matrimonial home -
having sexual relations clandestinely with none
other than the individual whom he'd always
regarded not only to be a longstanding
but also, until this most shocking of
revelations to him, a reliably
trustworthy and ironically
deemed by this Russian
veterinarian as his
very best friend.
 
Deeply angered and justifiably feeling very betrayed
by two significant persons in his life: his wife and
his best friend, this Russian veterinarian surgeon
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promptly murdered his adulterous spouse but
for some inexplicable reason still unstated
by him didn't do the same deed to his
erstwhile friend, maybe a subconscious triggering of
old friendship ties I guess! Nevertheless, with a
righteous vengeance kicking in it didn't stop
him though from divesting this definitely
treacherous Judas friend of his, of his
valued meat and two vegs by using
his normally used expertise and
surgical skills to immediately
and clinically castrate him.
 
And the moral to this painful story is: if you're a
Lothario and arrogantly or even treacherously
fancy yourself as such, fine - just as long as
you don't in the least mind running the
likely risk during your clandestine
sexual trysts of credibly ending
up being an enforced soprano
or even more humiliatingly a bewildered eunuch!
In which case I would earnestly suggest to you,
if otherwise, that you steadfastly keep away
from obviously married women, however
seductive they may appear or actually
be, who are openly known to have
husbands that are either medical
or furious veterinary surgeons.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 November 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
This Russian man, in my honest opinion, deserves on the basis of his ingenuity
alone, a medal not I imprisonment! And I do hope that if he unfortunately does
go to jail that his sentence will be a short and lenient one.
 
It was my German Partner, who obviously lives in Germany, has never lived in
Britain and voluntarily expressed the opinion, long before she and I became an
item, of not having the slightest wish or intention of ever doing so in this earthly
life of hers, a view she still firmly holds, that first brought this story to my
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attention.
 
Like me she found herself instinctively being sympathetic towards as well as
being rather empathetic with this veterinary surgeon; and detesting all kinds of
treachery as she clearly does and especially on such a personal level as this one,
as I similarly do, her support is obviously for this man although she astutely and
readily recognizes that his dire situation need not have arisen in the first place if
his cheating wife and so-called friend had been openly honest with themselves
about their surreptitious relationship with each other, subsequently once they'd
sorted that specific matter out between themselves in a mature fashion had then
jointly and as constructively as they possibly could related their personal
predicament to an after all justifiably angered, offended and traumatized
husband.
 
Assuming, of course, that what they were jointly and lasciviously involved in had
anything whatsoever to do with love and them genuinely wanting to be together;
and what they were happily engaged in wasn't simply a case of unbridled lust
coupled with a downright arrant, totally deceitful and a most arrogant treachery
against this Russian veterinarian, and with it all being done ostensibly laughingly
and odiously contemptuously behind his back.
 
No aficionado of ever wanting to live in Britain, My German Partner is however
completely conversant with British politics - a major disincentive if ever there
was one to put even Brits like me from doing so let alone compos mentis and
intelligent foreigners by the way - and genuinely thinks that the vast majority of
British politicians at national and local levels and whether they're the endemically
corrupt, born to the Manor with an omnipotent and quite irrefutable right to
privilege and to lead as they delusionally deceive themselves on all of these
counts and of the ilk of Ms Hilary Benn and David Cameron; or a psychopathic
and sociopathic bunch of manifestly demented upstarts like Tony Blair, Gordon
Brown, Peter Mandelson or Neil Kinnock; the comprehensively outright and risibly
inept, but personally and distinctly, idiotically unaware of it but nevertheless
compulsively toadying and social climbing nerds like Alan Johnson, Liz Kendall,
Yvette Cooper and Ed Ball.
 
Manipulative, unreservedly undemocratic and discernibly lowlife morons like Tom
Watson, Margaret Hodge, Tessa Jowell and Margaret Becket; demonstrably
graspingly avaricious and criminal clowns like Jack Straw, David Blunkett and
Frank Field; or the plethora of inured Dykes and Queets: openly so or of the
clandestine closet and even conventionally &quot;married&quot; variety, in
whose loathsome ranks there are the likes of Mr Angela Eagle, Kezia Dugdale and
Chuka Umununa, and consisting of a keen and practising assembly of paedophile
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associates, wholehearted sympathizers and committed political protectors, and
invariably so from a self-protecting perspective on their part, of both local
government politicians and the usual run of the mill national ones either in situ
as parliamentarians in both houses, or are otherwise either retired or out of office
but all of them nevertheless deeply embedded on the national level in the
Westminster Bubble - individuals who both independently and collectively my
German Partner considers to be indisputably puerile and senseless, feral
fantasists that haven't grown up and what's more in her estimation, and which
concurs with my own, permanently lack the capacity to do so! So against that
decidedly disastrous backdrop why on earth would a highly intelligent, superbly
well-educated and a thoroughly professional German lady in every sense of all
those definitions and who has everything going for her want to leave Europe's
foremost political, economic and significantly most cultured country to live in
Britain? A no-brainer I would say!
 
She did however make a very perceptive suggestion. Namely that the rank and
file members of the real Labour party could hire this Russian Veterinarian as a
consultant, since as a Russian he probably won't be able to join the Labour Party,
to advise on similarly clinically sorting out - Dykes, Queers they're all the same
to me - our own traitors in the Labour Party. In which case I'd like to be the first
to genially nominate him as the new General Secretary of our Labour Party!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Consummately Inveterate And Unrepentant
Slapper!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Throughout my life, ever since I attained what beneficially as
it turned out for me was an early puberty, I've lasciviously
and rapaciously used sex and my swiftly accomplished,
advantageously embraced, masterfully and daringly
manipulatively, no-nonsense contributory and a
naturally equipped disposition attendant with
my utterly commanding, cum-avaricious
and immeasurably persuasive feminine
wiles, delectable coquettish flirtations and my
superficial but totally convincing promises
of giving unbridled sexual satisfaction to
every client of mine - whether man or
woman - to alluringly but decisively
from my standpoint exert and fully
achieve my personal demands or
requirements, and accordingly
devoid of all insinuation of
even the smallest amount
of compunction on my
utterly confident part
rather heartlessly, I
must confess, get
from each and
every one of
them what
so ever it
is I've in
mind to
request.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 February 2017.
 
 
Author's remarks:
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Whether lawfully and consensually engaging in so-called moral and conventional
acts of sex activity, be it just pleasurably so or is itself an act that's more strictly
and exclusively for procreation purposes, or else voluntarily, enthusiastically,
lasciviously and accordingly wholeheartedly indulging in the most unbridled - solo
or reciprocally participative with one's consenting partner - and gratifying fashion
in the act of sexual intercourse is from my perspective no one else's business but
those who're personally involved.
 
However, when sex is purposely, premeditatedly and thoroughly calculatingly
weaponized and then either unilaterally, subjectively, treacherously, cold-
heartedly, emotionally and/or financially exploitatively utilized to create
incalculable harm in and even detrimentally and uncaringly impair the lives of
cruelly conned, unsuspecting or even gullible human targets - pre-planned or
opportunistic ones - that's an entirely different matter altogether and one that
must therefore be ruthlessly stamped on whenever and by whomsoever it occurs.
 
And slappers fall squarely into this latter category of lowlife scum elements that
regrettably form part of the human race. Even so that's no excuse why they
should be tolerated or what is more relevant allowed to exist.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Control-Freakism Of The Cia, Uk And Other
Western Supposed &quot;Intelligence&quot;
Organizations!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How and why is it that everything I say and do, even acts
like going to the loo in this house, which after all is my
home, customarily, systematically and automatically
becomes common knowledge to persons not even
known to me, and who in the course of my life
I'm most assuredly convinced I'm unlikely
ever to meet let alone be afforded the opportunity to
properly and sensibly engage in any constructive
face to face conversation with any of them or,
come to that, through other personal means
whether at their stated behest or a case
of much more unequivocally of a
direct request either curiously
or else inquisitively that
might stem from me?
 
Well if the same thing is happening to you but unlike
my disdainful response to it is nevertheless causing
you a load of hassle or traumatic distress, then
calmly essay to put your troubled mind at
rest, since you're far and away not alone
in this significantly troublesome and
most peculiar situation which has
effectively rendered you into
becoming a rather hapless victim of those whom
you've witlessly voted for and in your routine
&quot;Useful Idiot&quot; role just as unthinkingly put
into political power; and who themselves
are now premeditatedly and actively
orchestrating their Animal Farm
type, aggressive and criminally
state of mind Dogs to see to
their particular bidding.
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Yes indeed it's all down to the widespread obdurate
and relentless control-freakism of western Zionist,
neo-con, Nazi regimes principally in the United
States, Britain and throughout the EU too and
profitably franchised to the CIA, which I've
fittingly renamed the &quot;Criminally Inured
Agency&quot;, its British toadies, formerly
MI5 and MI6 but now labelled by
me the &quot;Manipulated Insane Five and Six, &quot;
together with the dementedly, earnestly
eager and actually bit part player the
BND: Germany's post the Second
World War national intelligence
agency, most fawningly, rather
asininely and quite risibly if
it wasn't so grave a matter,
seeking to make a name
for itself in all of this!
 
So don't dwell unduly on any inconveniences
that you might be having but instead count
your blessing that these &quot;intelligence&quot;
organizations through the precise
weaponizing of your television
set, smart phone and all other
electronic devices in your possession and also
your home can without difficulty coupled
with their natural and fitting adeptness
ensure 24/7 that you're protectively
safe from all terroristic harm; and
in your typical sadomasochistic
fashion continue to vote for
and constantly keep their
political superiors and
your controllers in
power as you've
always done.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 March 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
This is the ongoing saga of psychopathically minded and manipulatively control-
freaks in absolute control of intellectually challenged, unthinking, utterly dim-
witted, short attention span and very easily persuaded and acutely prone to
fraudulently peddled populist myths, &quot;Useful Idiots&quot;. But in all
honesty who with even a half-functioning brain in their head and a modicum of
common sense really cares about these joint and avidly supportive of each other
collectives of largely white western Caucasian morons?
 
I know that I actually don't!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Definitive Encapsulation Of Elegant Womanhood!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A vibrant sensuality that's enliveningly powerful
and yet, quite noticeably and tantalizingly so to
this observer, is tastefully and naturally
exhibited with all the exquisite and
alluring charm that is humanly
possible; and which jointly
are themselves thoroughly
supported by the compellingly observable,
pleasurably distracting and, thankfully
as well, inescapable and mentally
enshrined, flawless fluidity of
movement which delightfully emanates from you,
and that seductively, comprehensively engages
the full array of feminine gracefulness itself
intrinsically and beautifully embodied -
in every conceivable sense of that
word - in a truly outstanding,
enormously attractive, markedly
composed and consummately
assured young lady, who is
completely, confidently
and notably at peace
both with herself
and the rest of
the world.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 June 2014.
 
 
Comment:
If beauty is truly in the eyes of the beholder then in the scheme of things and
relative to yourself young lady, I would logically presume that there's no
shortage of beholders in your case.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Delusional Imponderables Occasioned By Hating
Others
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Hate is a controversial feeling and sometimes an ingrained
sentiment that directly affects and consequently can and
invariably does compulsively consume the everyday
lives of millions of infected individuals globally;
sometimes rationally it might seem in the eyes
of those who're intensely affected with this
incapacitating syndrome and who might
think and certainly approve that what
they're doing is simply natural and
therefore in their estimation of it
perceive as entirely fair; though not the same opinion
necessarily held or displayed by prescient-minded
and thoroughly conscientious onlookers who, in
marked contrast, might very well deduce, and
especially since the overwhelming majority
of them already know that this pernicious
and neurotic preoccupation is markedly
without a jot of commonsense or any
merit to it, see no logical reason to
support what is unquestionably a
comprehensively mindless and
detrimental fixation in which those who're
individually engaged in it can't rationally,
constructively or effectively cope with
in their private life far less so actually
defend; contend that in the end and
commensurate with the aftermath
of such abject failure which they
are faced with, these hopelessly
sad and deluded specimens of
the human race chose instead
to speculate about and even
disturbingly as a result talk
themselves into believing
the only substitute option
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and remedial course for
them is to interminably
and unyieldingly hate.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Commonsense, intellectual acumen or ethical principles aren't characteristics let
alone prerequisites that readily spring to mind when it comes to hating others
since all that's required to do so in that regard is for the individual(s)  involved to
be in possession of a witless mindset that's totally and even permanently
ingrained in a brainless skull which precludes them from the ordinary process of
thinking for themselves and which in turn makes them entirely incapable of
either intelligently and objectively deducing, as one would ordinarily do in normal
circumstances, what is basically factual and provable information and what
clearly is not?
 
And what's more, that is itself in relation to this obvious inability to think for
one's self, completely and permanently divorced from being able to deal
competently, constructively and effectively with reality. That essentially has no
concept of far less so the capability of independently and forensically examine
whatever problems one is confronted or presented with and having been
proactive and efficient in doing so to then positively and energetically embark in
the most appropriate manner on requisite problem-solving solutions, while taking
the utmost care and attention to satisfactorily ensure that that specific process of
dealing with the issues involved not only lessen but also purposefully set out to
eradicate, and does so, all prevailing misunderstandings and tensions, which if
left unattended to could potentially give rise to even greater difficulties and
increased conflict with its attendant harmful consequences.
 
Unfortunately however there are considerable numbers of people globally who
because of their myriad innate inabilities, lack of self-worth that was profoundly
ingrained in them from birth and then socially reinforced with inane bigotries and
hatred, and which are themselves compounded by the development of an
encouraged feral disposition within them, unthinking gullibility and a highly
successful and even manipulative proneness to being easily mislead or
brainwashed become and remain the grist to the mill of hate mongers who like
nothing better that inducing hatred which they sumptuously thrive on - since its
concerted deployment by them are relevant conduits, as undoubtedly perceived
by them, that constitute the mechanism by which means they can and do
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achieve power and massive influence over others - use as a suitable vehicle to
combat their detractors and adversaries, as well as a convenient and populist
propaganda mode for fashioning and garnering massive amounts of wealth for
themselves.
 
So which category of persons are you honestly in? That of a pernicious,
mendacious and manipulative hatemonger or hopefully a conscionable, principled
and a progressively thinking peace activist or one of their supporters concerned
about the world that YOU live in, and very much wanting to make your personal
and positive contribution towards making it a just, more equitable and a
CIVILIZED one?
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Determining Factor Is You
 
Whether or not there’s actually a God is a moot point
really when it comes to assessing how we conduct
our respective lives: for example the personal
decisions we make, how we perceive or
actually intend for these to impact on
or influence the lives of others
 
These are choices determined primarily by
one’s moral integrity or the marked lack
of it and has nothing whatsoever to
with skin colour, race, religion,
social background, financial
status or the nationality of
the person involved
let alone their
gender.
 
You appear, Maria to be well aware of these
discerning subtleties of life; and that augurs
well not only for your individual future
but also that of those who’re fortunate
enough to get to know you and
fully take on board what you so
admirably represent and
conscientiously do.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Encounter Surely Is What Really Matters
 
Is there such a thing as fate; or do we just subconsciously
Or even consciously give unwarranted credence to
This strange phenomenon we label with that
Name because inexplicably we haven’t
A logical explanation for what
Has actually taken place?
 
Well whatever the truth of the matter is our quite
Fortuitous meeting with each other although
Clearly unplanned was uncannily, given
The circumstances of its occurrence,
Much more I think than just
An extraordinary
Coincidence.
 
And whether or not you’re firmly of the
View that fate is actually extant or else
Like numerous other people who’re
Agnostically unconvinced about
There being an orchestrated
Divine hand behind it
Simply because it
Doesn’t really
Exist, what’s crucially significant
I believe, in spite of all that, was
Our unintentional encounter
And its inherently likely
Consequences.
 
For surely those of themselves are ultimately
What genuinely matters, and what’s more
Are principally the overriding key to
Whatever relationship that
Might subsequently
Develop between
You and me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 August 2013.
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Stanley Collymore
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The Enduring Quality Of Love!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You entered my life somewhat unexpectedly but, however, oh
so welcomingly Birgit; causing me, quite literally from the
very first moment that we actually set eyes on each other
and promptly thereafter purposely met, to undeniably
and without the slenderest morsel of regret by me
to inescapably fall instantaneously, immensely
deeply and everlastingly in love with you
my exquisitely beautiful, fantastically
adorable and discernible favourite.
And, frankly, the only thing that
has materially changed between you and me is that quite
definitely in my mind and with every earnest thought
which it gives rise to during my waking hours, as
well as those likewise conceived in meaningful
and enjoyable dreams during my slumbering
ones, is the indisputable fact that you have
convincingly and captivatingly become
an essential part of my life in every
plausibly consequential way; and
that my precious Darling Birgit
is how things presently are
and, with my full-blown
steadfastness to you,
will forever stay!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 April 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Love that is honourably and quite freely given, which neither expects nor
demands anything in return on the part of the giver other than the honestly
wished for utmost wellbeing at all times of the receiver, is undoubtedly one of
the most precious of life's gifts that any given individual can render to another.
 
And in that specific regard the reciprocal but self-evidently non-ostentatious
nature of our love for each other speaks volumes. Something that I'm eternally
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grateful for Birgit. For essentially, and with absolute confidence I can thankfully
say that you have become the consummate Soul-Mate in my appreciative life!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Epitome Of Rectitude
 
Recognition by your peers, workmates, friends or even family
members can be and very often is a favourable fillip to one’s
self-confidence, personal empowerment or, significantly,
the fulfillment of much cherished career ambitions.
Acknowledgement however of one’s capabilities
and the explicit gratitude for them by those
who freely and selflessly annunciate
them is correspondingly an even
greater achievement.
 
And you Debbie have not only impeccably realized them
all, thanks to your consummate skill, professionalism
and unblemished sense of duty at all times, but also
and most importantly as well have achieved
this through your caring and empathetic
nature, itself juxtaposed with a
matured, composed and
compassionate
humanity!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Exciting Debut, Nikita Of A Mutual And Meaningful
Friendship
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In the strictest sense of the genuine meaning of the word and
itself linked with any realistic conceivability that you and
I are essentially complete strangers to each other Nikita,
and for the recognizably simple reason of us having
only been conscious about the existence of each
other, and subsequent to that communicated
with one another only through the various correspondences
we voluntarily engaged in, and doing so in accordance
with the general instructions specifically stipulated
by the Storywrite: literary and short stories and,
equally so, the All Poetry: exclusively poetry,
hosting sites which we're both members of.
 
And as a direct consequence of this particularly
spontaneous but, all the same, a most genial
association constructed in accordance of
this contextual situation the requisite
mechanisms for us as we availably
and beneficially took to utilizing
the highly effective forums of
these two select and fitting
platforms to valuably air
and also constructively
nurture our personal,
short stories, and
exceedingly as
well thought
provoking
poems.
 
And it's primarily because of this, in effect something
that fundamentally began its existence in the most
ancillary of circumstances, that this intriguing
kinship, and in partnership with it, the truly
amazing stirrings of what could possibly
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turn out to be the intuitive cannonade,
the expectant antecedent and the formal foundation
of a very encouraging, significantly stimulating
and a decisively rewarding friendship could
be positively born, and in the succeeding
process resourcefully develop a highly
consuming intoxication of its own.
But a more realistic deduction is
that whatever, and particularly
if anything substantive does
transpire from the airing of
these wilder speculations,
that such an analysis will
initially in all probability
and tangibly be wholly,
shrewdly and skilfully
conducted on a long-
distance, singly and
informative basis.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 November 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
In the rather twisted, delusional, utterly self-serving, attention seeking and
arrogant world that many across the globe have not only asininely created for
themselves but also and especially so in the so-called western world likewise
ensconced themselves in, friendship, and I'm specifically referring to genuine
friendship and not the idiotically contrived kind of perverse relationships
masquerading as what they patently are not, and into which many and
increasingly by the day numerous people rather dimwittedly, for there is no other
more fitting terminology to employ with such morons, happily, and seemingly
contentedly in the process, ensconce themselves in.
 
Now that's all well and good some people might argue, and I curiously agree as
long as those who are directly involved objectively keep this kind of behaviour to
themselves and don't consciously or indirectly undertake to impact negatively
with their nonsenses on the lives of others who in turn knowingly don't want to
be a part of what they're doing, and worst still odiously proselytizing. But sadly
and most unfortunately this very often is not the case.
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Meanwhile, added to this inimical equation is the glaring fact that in the 21st
Century, significant numbers of people everywhere globally have lost the art,
assuming of course that they were either gifted with or had sensibly acquired
such a thing in the first place, of skilfully, articulately and constructively
communicating with other people and through this process garnering the social
skills, knowledge, objectivity and the necessary confidence to successfully
embark on new and particularly meaningful relationships of any kind.
 
And what's more, and something that in its very nature is both inimical and
equally soul destroying in all this and especially for those who genuinely in a
state of open-mindedness in their approach to new friendships and consequently
approach their induction and do so not with an iota of an ulterior motive,
invariably find themselves idiotically and quite often even malevolently, in
response, on the receiving end of those with the most spurious of motives, that
in the most half-baked of situations are direly employed against them.
 
As for myself I never give such numbskulls the chance of acting in such an
untoward manner towards me and when I act, having given the situation
significant thought in the first place as in everything that I do, I make my
intentions unambiguously clear so that there's no possible likelihood, however
remotely so, of any misunderstanding on the part of the other person or persons
that I'm dealing with.
 
And it's with this well-established criterion on my part, and one that's well and
truly tested and has been for several decades now and still ongoing that I
meticulously always put into operation when thinking of or in actual terms
embarking on any possible meaningful or otherwise substantial friendship, as
wholly distinct from acquaintanceships that are as distinctly removed from each
other as night is from day. So to this end I've decided to pen and dedicate this
article and its attendant poem as a pleasant surprise to Nikita Ghosh whose first
name appears in the title of both the article and poem.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Exemplary Embodiment Of The Best Of Library
Practices!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You're evidently efficient, praiseworthily pleasant and most
accommodatingly approachable; constituting, in the
process of all this, those delightful and human
characteristics that additionally comprise
the purposeful and attractive embodiment of everything
that a perspective and truly worthy of that position
librarian indispensably needs to have in the vital
job that you're engaged in, with consummate
humanity and humility. And consequently
it's hopefully expected that you'll carry
on in the same pre-eminent fashion,
impeccably professional standard
and outstanding tradition as that of what the majority, though
it's rather obvious and sadly so to those with observant
eyes to see not all of them, of your other remarkable
colleagues at Horsham Library are themselves
doing. And in appreciative admiration of
you and them I sincerely say to you:
&quot;Interea locutus est Deus et ut
benedicat est bonum opus! &quot;
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4 July 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
With an alarming and most virulent intensity the young in Britain are consistently
attacked by the elderly, cap-doffing to their purported social superiors and
toadying sycophants as well as similarly vigorously too by all manner of quite
sickeningly social-climbing collaborators and absolutely self-serving, mainstream
media conspirators in conjunction with the usual plethora of &quot;privileged
elite&quot; morons, who frankly are either individually or collectively in no
position whatsoever to throw the first stone at anyone, and particularly so
unwarrantedly at others, and most specifically the young, who resolutely refuse
to even contemplate let alone actually seek to behave in the characteristically
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odious manner in which their elders are behaving.
 
A situation that's both contemptuously and offensively consistent in its deeply
ingrained and deliberately practised hypocrisy and proliferating double standards
that none among these by no means imaginable older, elderly and supposedly
paragons of virtue envisage life should be like, and consequently
characteristically do their utmost best to ensure that it is, regardless of how
inimical and immoral their perfidious actions are to the society or community in
which they're living specifically, or the rest of humanity generally.
 
And it accounts for why I've written this particular poem as a tribute not only to
this specific Horsham, West Sussex, England, charming young lady trainee
librarian but also in grateful appreciation of and expressive commendation to all
the several millions of, I'm completely sure, likeminded vibrantly young,
comprehensively energetic and thoroughly altruistically minded citizens across
the entire United Kingdom, as well as globally, who're astutely and beneficially
doing everything that they can, as well as know that needs to be taken on, to
effectively make this world that we conjointly live in an infinitely better place not
just for themselves but also everyone who's entirely deserving of that
philanthropic consideration.
 
And therefore to all young people everywhere, and most particularly of the
calibre of this Horsham young lady, but not only in my country Britain, I both
wholeheartedly extend as well as send you my very best wishes and sincerest
congratulations.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Existential Fear Of Terrorism Usefully Incited By
Regimes Whose Business Is Terrorism!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The existential fear of terrorism wilfully, cynically
and sadistically created by the very same sponsors
of terrorism who assuredly know that financially
and in numerous other ways they'll massively
benefit from their murderous and persistently
utilized hegemonic foreign terrorist forays
is a burden that the dim-witted, gullible,
or the easily manipulated and populist
morons of Britain, the remainder of
the European Union and the USA regard as something
that they in their pernicious contagion of rapturous
ignorance must clearly, preparedly and blissfully
unremittingly endure, and notwithstanding the
known consequences of it all, since obviously
they've been there before, rather unconscionably
feel that they have to continue with all the same
dishonest and lying shenanigans as the price
they have to pay in the name of western-
style democracy, imperialism and, of
course, the American led, toadying
United Kingdom and European
Union coupled with the bullied
UN's General Assembly and
Security Council's backed
United States delusional
perception of its own
and western, white
Caucasian abiding
exceptionalism!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
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Rank stupidity and an abysmally low personal self-worth most markedly so in the
case of significant numbers of Britons among the privileged classes and those
who are of an older age in terms of the former's underlings at having lost an
empire and still looking for a role to play; comprehensively ignorant in all their
cases of the fact that empires come and they do eventually go. But having
deluded themselves individually as well as collectively and for so long that such
an inevitability would never happen to their precious Blighty as the sun would
never dare set on their priceless empire, when that &quot;impossibility&quot; did
actually occur these same morons were quite naturally left stranded and utterly
bewildered as they still are at what precisely to do with themselves other than
embarrassingly, though left with no other choice, if they still delusionally wanted
to portray Britain as a world power than play second fiddle to the incoming
upstart and new bully on the block the United States of America, an
amalgamation of Britain's former colonial entities.
 
And all this coupled with the manifest awareness that many of these
contemporary wannabe imperialists and colonialists are completely ill-informed
and additionally miserly lack either the foresight or the ability let alone the
incentive to alter their psychological and highly debilitating situation; and it's not
rocket science to deduce why so many of them like numerous numbers of their
fellow westerners are as pig-ignorant as they evidently are; and correspondingly
so easily manipulated by their criminally disposed politicians and terrorist
western leaders.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Existential Fear Of Terrorism!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The existential fear of terrorism wilfully, cynically
and sadistically created by the very same sponsors
of terrorism who assuredly know that financially
and in numerous other ways they'll massively
benefit from their murderous and persistently
utilized hegemonic foreign terrorist forays
is a burden that the dim-witted, gullible,
or the easily manipulated and populist
morons of Britain, the remainder of
the European Union and the USA regard as something
that they in their pernicious contagion of rapturous
ignorance must clearly, preparedly and blissfully
unremittingly endure, and notwithstanding the
known consequences of it all, since obviously
they've been there before, rather unconscionably
feel that they have to continue with all the same
dishonest and lying shenanigans as the price
they have to pay in the name of western-
style democracy, imperialism and, of
course, the American led, toadying
United Kingdom and European
Union coupled with the bullied
UN's General Assembly and
Security Council's backed
United States delusional
perception of its own
and western, white
Caucasian abiding
exceptionalism!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 May 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Rank stupidity and an abysmally low personal self-worth most markedly so in the
case of significant numbers of Britons among the privileged classes and those
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who are of an older age in terms of the former's underlings at having lost an
empire and still looking for a role to play; comprehensively ignorant in all their
cases of the fact that empires come and they do eventually go. But having
deluded themselves individually as well as collectively and for so long that such
an inevitability would never happen to their precious Blighty as the sun would
never dare set on their priceless empire, when that &quot;impossibility&quot; did
actually occur these same morons were quite naturally left stranded and utterly
bewildered as they still are at what precisely to do with themselves other than
embarrassingly, though left with no other choice, if they still delusionally wanted
to portray Britain as a world power than play second fiddle to the incoming
upstart and new bully on the block the United States of America, an
amalgamation of Britain's former colonial entities.
 
And all this coupled with the manifest awareness that many of these
contemporary wannabe imperialists and colonialists are completely ill-informed
and additionally miserly lack either the foresight or the ability let alone the
incentive to alter their psychological and highly debilitating situation; and it's not
rocket science to deduce why so many of them like numerous numbers of their
fellow westerners are as pig-ignorant as they evidently are; and correspondingly
so easily manipulated by their criminally disposed politicians and terrorist
western leaders.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Eye Of The Storm
 
You came wholly unexpectedly into my life doing so
with the force of a major hurricane that thoroughly
dislocated the highly disciplined and well
ordered world I’d scrupulously planned, built,
nurtured and had subsequently surrounded
myself with, creating in the process
huge panic and a sense of deep
consternation within me; because
my much valued independence
was now for the first time
ever genuinely
threatened.
 
A situation made all the more alarming for me
because the ensuing conflict that was engendered,
and of which you were undoubtedly the solitary
catalyst, had become one of very powerful forces
intrepidly striving to gain the ascendency over the
other in the ultimate decision as to whether or
not you were allowed to stay in my life or
else be forcibly driven out completely
from the arena of my private
domain. It’s a dilemma which
there’s no easy solution for
until I know precisely
where I stand
with you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Failed Resolve To Keep Promised New Year
Resolutions
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Another year unwaveringly beckons with yet more
hopes entertained and pledges given, as were
similarly promised in previous years, of
a brand new start in the offing,
rekindling in the process the ritual act of deluding
yourself that there’ll be seismic and rather
meaningful changes undertaken in
attitude and personal standards of behaviour where
you’re concerned; and not least so because the
necessary avoidance of past and markedly
failed practices conducted by you need
to be finally and suitably addressed,
having themselves been totally
acknowledged on your part
and their basic solutions
accordingly and most
diligently learned.
 
Yet knowing full well, as you embark on this most
personal and seemingly serious endeavour, that
ultimately the eventual outcome of your
decision will unvaryingly as well as
noticeably be the same as that of earlier years:
moral aspirations and their practical applications
expediently dwarfed and decidedly derailed
by selfish ambitions that as before you’ll
artfully but defensively use to wily defer and
place any semblance of a genuine transition,
relative to the requirements of your real
priorities, firmly on the backburner
of convenient choice and delay;
just as with consummate
predictability, insincerity and
a casual shrug of your shoulder
signifying well what does
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it really matter as who
truly cares, you
habitually do
each and
every
year!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 December 2013.
 
Remarks:
Like confetti liberally, instinctively and even thoughtlessly at times strewn at the
newly weds during an after wedding ceremony most New Year resolutions that
are consciously made can be said to fit easily into the same category; an
evaluation noticeably reinforced when, like the aforementioned confetti with their
function of sportive adornment having been ephemerally fulfilled they are then
subsequently subjected to laying trampled under feet and on the ground,
discarded and quickly forgotten about.
 
Curiously, how long do your New Year resolutions actually last? Or do you
sensibly refrain from making promises even to yourself let alone others that you
either know for certain or possibly feel deep inside that you can’t for whatever
reasons honestly keep?
 
Have an eventful 2014 and here’s wishing you everything that you truly deserve.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Free-Thinking Misogynist
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm a dedicated and unabashed misogynist and quite frankly
have proudly been so from my earliest teenage years and
afterwards consistently throughout my adult life and,
accordingly, don't in the least bit manner have the
slightest interest in or any intention whatsoever
of changing or, far less so, ever abandoning
who or what I devotedly am; particularly,
as it references in terms of this specific
regardthat I'm referring to. So I'll
freely admit that on first hearing about it I was risibly perplexed
as to why my personally unheard of and therefore previously
unknown to me; and, apparently, a seemingly aggressive
throng of vicious detractors see it fit to irrationally be
determinedly wanting to, from my individual per-
spective, futilely occasion me such concerted
and collectively engineered strife over what,
and most unapologetically, I clearly am;
and just as equally so - and rather ill-
informed on their group-speak and
obsessively focused part, in rela-
tion to what they subjectively
equate as my insufferable
deeds of calculated and
societally-inimical to
them wilful actions
of my organized
wrongdoings.
 
Individuals who, categorically and most unapologetically
by me I must say, are simply either a collective of super-
active and unnaturally endowed testosterone-driven,
hard-core Dyke women - arch-devoted feminist
liberationists they prefer to call themselves, but
liberated from what I'm most curious to know, since as is
damnably characteristically of their confusing actions
and nakedly contradictory claims it's very difficult
for rational individuals, let alone erudite persons
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like me, without any doubt to really ascertain
what the blazes in Hell it actually is they're
clamouring so ludicrously about. Other,
in this specific regard of theirs, than
markedly and transparently in total
unison with the same thoughts as
those their acutely likeminded
conspirators, collaborators,
similarly ingrained sexual
deviants; fake-chic 21st
Century fashionable,
absolutely absurdly
temperamentally
predisposed and
meretriciously,
pretentiously,
limp-wristed
old Queers.
 
So self-confidently, in view of all of this, I therefore,
must categorically and unrepentantly confess that
in the clear absence of all logical or significant
and meaningful societal changes, by them, to
redress their surreptitiously pervasive and
dispiritingly encroaching, unnatural and
self-evidently non-conformity actions
of sexual deviance on the psyche of
the common man, woman and child, in terms of
the markedly concerted pre-eminence to which
the latter are customarily subjected to; there's
not a snowflake in Hell's chance that I will
or should sensibly contemplate, far less
so, ever optto intelligently desist
from my calculated and clear-
headed position of being a
genuinely independent
and unpretentious,
free-thinking
misogynist.
 
 
© Stanley.V. Collymore
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31 December 2018.
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem is specifically satirical in nature and was consciously conceived and
deliberately devised in response to the sickeningly manipulative, downright lying,
hypocritical, double standards, utterly self-serving and coercively engaged in
activities by those who rather asininely and quite delusionally from the irrational
world they inhabit and the dimwitted mindset they envelop themselves in that
the rest of us who don't subscribe to their idiocies and, in their sick minds worst
still have the audacity and temerity to point out their foolishness and damnably
in their eyes even challenge them, must not only from their narcissistic and
arrogant perspective be justifiably pilloried and demonized on all counts, but also
permanently silenced through any means they can unconscionably and
barbarically devise.
 
So strongly do I feel about this matter that what was meant initially to be a
solitary poem written just in English - because this aforementioned behaviour I
previously referred to is quite rampant in the UK - has after discussions with a
number of those whose opinions I value enormously, have resultantly been
turned into articles written in several other languages and with their distinctive
and accompanying commentaries.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Good Riddance That Should Have Been But Sadly
Didn't Materialize!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Poland always was and in the 21st Century is still a vile, Nazi
fascist cesspit. And I'm mortified, that my father and others
like him risked their lives, and with some of them actually
dying in the process to save Poland's undeserving, racist
and ungrateful ass. These ethical, thoroughly altruistic
and commendable human beings, and outstandingly
courageous fighters for freedom, on this occasion
ought never in my straightforward opinion, have
ever intervened, and not just simply in World
War II, but any war on Poland's behalf; but
instead should've coolly stood back in this World War
II scenario and with studied, rapt and apt admiration
desired for Third Reich Germany to have removed
this abomination of a country called Poland and
its equally loathsome population permanently
off the face of this Earth! For democracy to
Poland then, in 1939, was and remains in
the 21st Century comparable to and also
as genuinely achievable a conception
among Poles, from all conceivable
backgrounds, and across every
continuum of Polish society
universally as the curse of
pervasively deep-seated
paedophilia is, to the
positive welfare of
very innocent and
vulnerable children; and
those with even a half-
functioning brain in
their cranium, will
undoubtedly, I'm
sure of it, know
what I mean.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
28 July 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
So what the world was effectively presented with when Britain declared war on
Germany in 1939 on the self-righteous pretexts, that it falsely and overtly
proclaimed, was in reality nothing more, or less, than a concertedly Machiavellian
and self-interestedly created and assiduously implemented &quot;pre-emptive,
self-defence mechanism&quot; to safeguard the prestige of it retaining a global
empire, as well as physically protecting its own ass!
 
For there was nothing, at all, that was either political or ideologically different in
the mindset between Germany's Third Reich leaders and those who controlled
and ran Britain. As it was obvious, as night follows day, that everyone from
prominent members of the British Royal Family right down to the manifestly
brutish scum that comprised Oswald Mosley's private army of sadistic enforcers
were dye-in-the wold Nazis, fascists or both; and that the British aristocracy was
literally infested and crawling with them. And how very ironic, and as well
patently dishonest, all of this was, in that Winston Churchill: unbelievably hailed,
promoted and proselytized as &quot;Britain's greatest human being&quot; ever -
and each time that I'm enforced to hear that mantra repeated I silently and
risibly ponder, knowing Churchill's reprehensible and well-document personal and
political record that demarcates nothing honourable about this presumed human
being, who on earth then would these unmistakeably poorly informed or else
utterly disingenuous British morons, clamorous in his praise, regard as the worst
of their kind? - was a life-long ardent and committed eugenicist; the same
noxious creed which Nazism emanates from; and in Winston Churchill's case was
that man who openly favoured the compulsory sterilization of significant sections
of the British working classes as well as Plebeian perceived whites - other than
those obviously needed to cater to the wanton needs of their presumed
&quot;social betters&quot;, and therefore act as a foremost disincentive to them
from ever aspiring to be, as well as physically and psychologically preclude them
from marrying and, God forbid, ever breeding with and thus contaminating the
UK's aristocracy and those who, predictably like Winston Churchill himself,
automatically judged themselves to be to the Manor Born.
 
And it's patently obvious, as night follows day, that while there are overwhelming
numbers of whites who're completely pig-ignorant of the real causes that
initiated and subsequently reinforced Europe's holocaust or additionally even the
truthful consequences that stemmed from it - as apart from the intentionally
fabricated, frenetically propagandized, as well as the zealously adhered to and
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stimulatively proselytized versions of the above that are themselves ardently
treasured by those who are assiduously and self-servingly promoting them - and
in absolute terms from the innate and vigorously executed barbarism exclusively
exhibited by white Europeans, and furthermore quite erroneously and
dangerously assuming or essentially believing that Europe's overblown holocaust
was simply a one-off situation; and additionally in their appalling ignorance
finding themselves totally unaware that this European holocaust was in essence
Germany's third, in a relatively short while and in the space of just 25 years,
following the commencement of the 20th Century.
 
The two others that Germany premeditatedly carried out beforehand, both of
them occurring in Germany's then African colony of Southwest Africa, now in the
21st Century the sovereign and independent UN member nation of Namibia,
where during Germany's imperialistic and utterly barbarous rule of that African
territory some 90% of its indigenous population: made up of the Herero and
Namaqua peoples, were quite calculatedly, systematically, systemically and
genocidally wiped out. In what was clearly a benchmark exercise and the
premeditated prelude to what, in only a few years afterwards, would be devilishly
and just as calamitously be similarly embarked on throughout the entirety of
mainland Europe.
 
Notwithstanding its odious, awful and criminal atrocities in Southwest Africa
Germany, which didn't make any apology for them until 2004 and even then
grudgingly so, has stated publicly that it has no intention of compensating the
descendants of those, in what's now independent Namibia, who managed to
survive the two 20th century holocausts in Southwest Africa that preceded by
almost 30 years the one that Germany later, with its Axis allies, carried out in
Europe. And what's more post World War II made to feel absolutely guilt-ridden
for its murderous escapades by the victorious Allies in conjunction with the
adorning of itself in sackcloth and ashes as it still well into the 21st century
flagellates itself for what it did to other European whites in the form of Yiddish
Jews and no one else among the millions of other victims it brutalized, Germany
in marked contrast to the contemptuous, hypocritical and double-standards
attitudes that it holds towards the Namibian people nevertheless 72 years after
World War II ended seemingly has no problems whatsoever in providing a
bottomless pit of ever boosted financial and other material compensation in a
European holocaust scam, racket and a concerted carpet bagging financial
industry to the Middle Eastern interloping and Palestinian genocide entity of
Yidland, and doing so in a manifestly bogus enterprise that this enormous and
ongoing financial outlay on Germany's part, and well into the 21st Century, is
somehow for the sole benefit of Europe's holocaust survived Yids. The
overwhelming majority of whom are dead anyway while the miniscule remaining
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number of them are well into their old age and have been complaining like others
for decades that very little of the billions that Germany sycophantically pays out,
and has done so ever since the war ended, has ever reached and still to this day
doesn't do so the needs of the very people for whom it was supposedly
designated, while in marked contrast the billions shelled out by Germany, and
which is totally complicit in this odious charade, is massively hogged by the Nazi-
Zionist, holocaust-industry enterprise that controls Yidland.
 
Similarly, no compensation has been made by Britain and the host of other
European slave owning countries in relation to the Transatlantic Slave Trade and
specifically the Caribbean element of it; but they too like Germany have no
qualms in Yidland fraudulently on behalf of European Yids, among all of the other
European holocaust victims, receiving these vast and ongoing sums of money
long after World War II has ended. And the only compensation directly related to
the Caribbean Slave Trade was that which was handsomely paid out to the slave
owners, and amounting in today's terms to Trillions of Pound Sterling, for having
lost, these slave owners, their chattel, in other words, property as Black slaves
were deemed to be, and in tandem with that what Haiti was enforcedly made to
pay to France well into the start of the 21st century for having the nerve to
liberate itself from French slavery of the people of that Caribbean island.
 
An enforcement that was made possible by Britain, France and the newly
independent and fledgling Rogue State USA blockading the island and effectively
starving its inhabitants. A sick principle that France then adopted in relation to its
&quot;liberated&quot; Black African colonies, that despite being supposedly
independent and sovereign nations are as I write on the 21st August 2017 still
paying massive amounts of reparations to France for the dubious privilege of
France granting them their &quot;independence&quot; And this utterly sick
mindset was driven first in Haiti's case by Britain, France and ironically
independent and fledging Rogue State USA, having also fought for its
independence but from Britain, utterly petrified that the Haiti example of
liberating itself would set a bad example as well as a dangerous precedent, if not
brutally, heavy-handedly and quite barbarically stopped by these white
imperialist and colonialist entities, to other enslaved lands. And, in effect, it's
clear that nothing has changed in the 21st century as far as these loathsome
white supremacists are concerned. Slavery may have officially gone but the
methods and objectives by these western entities and their collaborators are still
the same as when slavery existed.
 
And so for Poland, significant swathes of whose territory like Prussia and the
Sudetenland for example were formerly German, and with Poland itself along
with Ukraine and other Eastern European countries deeply involved in Europe's
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holocaust to in the 21st Century be asking for compensation, as if the clowns
who run that place think everyone out here has short attention spans or lost
memories, while acting as if Poles and Poland were the victims of World War II
rather being the loathsome Nazi and fascist collaborators and perpetrators that
they actually were truly beggars belief, as well as makes a completely mockery
of both justice and common sense. Accounting for why I don't see Poland as
having been a victim of either World War II or Europe's odious holocaust, any
more than I would consider the members of a feral household kicking the shits
out of each other while likewise known to be a complete bane to and a recurrent
pain in the ass of their decent neighbours as any business of mine. And for me
serves as proof positive why I profoundly, unreservedly and unapologetically
think that my Dad, other Barbadians and Caribbeans alike ought not to have
gotten involved in that barbarous, lunatic and undeniably internecine European
war, and particularly so with the jackboot of Britain's own barbarism thrust onto
their necks at home in the West Indies, vaingloriously referred to as World II,
when in actuality it was significantly a murderous Eurocentric affair conducted
this time largely at home in Europe instead of, as was the customary remit of
these white and despicable barbarians, in the hapless Global South.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Greatest Stimulus To Self-Confidence Is Honesty
With One’s Self!
 
Though you assume the right to moan often but
usually in private about the difficulties you
regularly face the stark and challenging
truth is that you seldom, if ever, like
so many others do rarely bother to
scrutinize the possibilities of why these
difficulties are there in the first place
and, as such, thoughtlessly rule out
the legitimate likelihood that you
and your activities might very
well be the magnet if not the
material catalyst of many of
your pressing concerns.
And so it isn’t that
difficult to fully
appreciate
why.
 
Home truths like awkward relations whom you
don’t much care for but quite reluctantly,
embarrassingly and perhaps even
painfully are forced to grudgingly recognize
as very much a part of you, although you
wouldn’t contemplate let alone freely
make a point of advertising that fact,
are nevertheless things that you
simply can’t or shouldn’t try
to wistfully wish away
and pretend they
don’t exist.
 
For to persistently live a significant lie
long-term, while secretly dreading the
prospect of exposure, carries with it
on being eventually found out
the far greater risks of ultimate
humiliation and certain rejection
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at the hands of those that you
either foolishly or else
naively endeavour
at all costs to
please.
 
So why not aspire instead to be your true self
at all times, and rather than timidly or
even sycophantically seeking to
please others who you think you must impress;
pandering continuously to their every whim
and fancy while inwardly deliberately
ignoring or failing to heed the signs
that on their part their loyalty to
you, if such a commodity
does exist, is ephemeral at best and
without any bonds of consistency;
that what in effect you should be
doing is to impress upon everyone,
whether they genuinely care for
you or not, to either accept or
reject you as you are, warts
and all, rather than willingly
being complicit with any
of them in what, after
all, could very well
presage your very
own inevitable
and perhaps
long-term
ruin!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Height Of Folly
 
How stupid can you be? In a hotel where smoking guests
are overwhelmingly catered for and 99% of the entire
hotel is given over to them, you deliberately come
into the small non-smoking area, sit down, see
no ashtrays around, which to any sensible person
ought to have been a dead give away, get up,
go into the smoking area, fetch
an ashtray from there and then return
immediately to the non-smoking area to foul the
air there; as well as inconvenience and more
importantly put at risk the lives of each
non-smoker present, including that
of my own with your damned
obnoxious habit! How
bloody stupid and arrogant
can one get? And did you expect
too that I would simply sit there,
passively allow this to happen
and do nothing to prevent it?
For if you did then, as
you were found out,
you were badly
mistaken!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Idiots Charter For Uk National Security, Courtesy
Of Andrew Parker Head Of Mi5
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In all probability it wasn’t us Brits that created
and first implemented the distinctly well
known phenomenon of Divide and
Rule – although unquestionably we’ve
been its principal beneficiaries – that unwarrantedly
and unjustly criticizingly, from our imperialist
perspective, has been unfairly characterized
as infamous by some while in marked
contrast, and most rejuvenative in
its organizational process, is unequivocally and
beneficially embraced by the overwhelming
majority of white Caucasians, foremost
among whom are us, the white and
genuinely indigenous Britons,
as the determining factor
in our accomplished
and extensive
success.
 
Then there are others globally, of course; significantly
so our valuable Useful Idiots who thankfully think
like us, happily do our bidding and willingly
service our every demand of them as they
acknowledge and readily accept how
vitally important it is for us: first
in terms of the ongoing development
of Britain itself as a major western nation
and thereafter as a crucial conduit for us, the
means of divide and rule, in determinedly
upholding the proud, unconquerable
and truly unsurpassed spirit that
indomitably masterminded
from our British island
home what by far has
been the greatest
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empire, which
the world has
truthfully
known.
 
And most characteristically and vitally so for our resurgent
and ongoing global power in the 21st Century has clearly
enabled our unsurpassable spy agencies that skilfully
unmasked, with the covert help of the barbaric and
profoundly autocratic Bantu Saudis and the Nazi
Zionist, yiddish apartheid Israelis, the non-
existent weapons of Mass Destruction
that treacherous dictator Saddam
Hussein: a former but turned
renegade friend of ours, had purposely intended to
unleash within 45 minutes his perniciously
deadly arsenal of WMDs on all of us, a
dastardly plot we cleverly thwarted;
and now he’s dead! But there are
still other threats and troubling
challenges out there that we
must uncompromisingly frustrate and conquer
and why it is that the UK urgently needs to
have in place a Snooper’s Charter! Who
says this? Andrew Parker, whose MI5
and sister agency MI6 gave us, re
the illegal Iraq War, that now
infamous, outright lying
and the 2003 casus
belli dodgy
dossier.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 September 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Illogicality Of Commonsense
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
At first I wasn’t in the least interested in you.
But then, why should I be? You, after all,
are an unmarried and out-of-work mum
just turned 23 and, additionally and
quite evidently in the general mix
of things and significantly for
me, the single parent to
a five year old son.
 
On the other hand I’m much older than
you; am mutually and longstandingly
divorced with no dependent
children to take care of or seriously
worry about as they’re all now adults in
their own right; and who furthermore
have voluntarily and with my full
blessing vacated their parental
home to creditably create
productive and very
successful lives
of their own.
 
Smoothing the progression to a relished and
even selfish situation on my part, as you
can clearly see, where I’m entirely
free without the obligatory
familial responsibilities
I previously had: challenging yet delightfully
rewarding as these were, to now possess
and thoroughly enjoy the satisfactory
and even perfect life I happily
have and can comfortably
as well afford to lead.
 
Or worst luck, were this not so, find myself
seductively entreated by and even possibly
succumbing to the unrelenting forces
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of unwarranted encumbrances or
emotional complications, that were I not
to strictly maintain my vigilance or be
resolutely level-headed enough
concerning such matters that
realistically could disastrously affect me
romantically, emotionally or even financially
and thus proscribe my ability to pre-emptively
and resourcefully head them off before they step
in and, unfortunately for me, irreparably ruin
the solace, peace of mind and the general
contentment with life which I have,
would unquestionably, I must confess,
be nothing less than an out and
out major catastrophe!
 
So why then, other than by virtue of temporary
insanity, should I perversely risk any or all
that I’ve diligently worked for in life and
fortunately have for someone like you, who
moreover is half my age, has nothing comparable
in exchange to offer me, and whose personal life
at twenty three has only just begun – even though
it’s been copiously littered, fraught with and
punctuated by numerous contradictions,
life-changing mistakes: some of them avoidably
so but nevertheless dare-deviledly embarked
upon by you and thoughtlessly brought
upon yourself; or come to that
ill-judgements galore?
 
While in marked contrast my life: very organized,
considerably experienced and cerebrally thought
out, couldn’t be any more different from yours. And
while too, sensibly, pragmatically and using every
adjectival definition that I can think of to bolster
this opinion of you and confidently reassure
myself you’re undeniably the wrong
woman for me, why then is commonsense,
notwithstanding all this and with its characteristically
routine and punctiliously active participation in
everything that I do; now choosing instead
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to deliberately take a backseat in this
singular confrontation between
my heart and my head?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 April 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Immolation Of Jess Phillips And The Torturing
Castration And Disembowelment Of Tom Watson!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
She's no flaming Joan of Arc for sure is Jess Phillips
nor even a piss poor replica of Boadicea come
to it although she would dearly love to be
classified as both or at least one of them.
What however she is, and at her very
best, is a delusional, psychopathic
sociopath entangled with all the
vile characteristics of an utterly
demented and psychotic Rosemary West. And
quite predictably for a Dyke driven and bi-
sexual gender woman-cum-man the
constituents of the Birmingham
Yardley constituency might
care to know that their
psychologically unhinged
MP characteristically for her
and her unbalanced mental
situation has additionally for strictly
public consumption reasons on
her part and clearly not for
love or passionate affairs
of the heart decided to
conveniently adorn
herself with the
utterly requisite
but even so non-
descript and
thoroughly
compliant
husband.
 
Just as she's schemingly and purposely chosen
as her political abettor and close companion
in calumny, back-stabbing and loathsome
treachery in relation to Jeremy Corbyn
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someone who likewise though clearly
also revolting in nature isn't himself
however actually up to the odious
calibre or the splenetic character
of the compulsively attention
seeking dross, nor for that matter the Reality TV
and its attendant fantasy world fascination that
transparently constitute the heavenly bliss
of the patently manic nerd Jess Phillips.
Nevertheless this classical misfit of
humanity has favourably found
what she had been earnestly
looking for as her political
bastion and Useful Idiot: an
similarly effeminate and Queer prone
man personified in the detectably
unimpressive representation,
and not dissimilar from the
representation of her own
husband, of the prized
moron, unforgettable
simpleton, and the
Deputy Leader
of the Labour
Party Tom
Watson!
 
© more
22August 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
In all my work which I've individually created and choose to post I make a point
of giving an analysis of what I've done and represent this either as my personal
remarks or appropriate comments. On this one occasion I will make an exception
and insert into what I've done in relation to this poem and its attendant article
the precise words of Jess Phillips and Tom Watson to exemplify the point I'm
making in this specific work of mine. And here there are; first those of Jess
Phillips.
 
&quot;Jeremy [Corbyn] is not a good leader and not because he's a man. His
biggest problem is that he's not me. And that's why if Jeremy wins the current
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leadership contest I will be making a leadership challenge the very day of his
victory. Furthermore I'm prepared if necessary to stand in up to five leadership
challenges. Every couple of months if that's what it takes.
 
&quot;Of course I shall learn from Angela Eagle's mistake of doing a completely
shit job launching a coup. For instance, I will try to come up with some actual
ideas and policies beforehand, instead of simply standing in an embarrassingly
empty room and waving my hands about. However, like Angela I recognize the
importance of making exaggerated claims of abuse from Corbyn supporting
terrorist rabble thugs. And along with the fact that I'm not Jeremy or a man this
will be the main plank of my leadership campaign. I may also make light of male
suicide as I've done on previous occasions.&quot;
 
Told of Jess Phillips' plans this is what Tom Watson the Deputy Leader of the
Labour Party had to say.
 
&quot;I welcome Jess Phillips commitment to overthrowing the democratically
elected leader of the Labour Party if that leader is Jeremy Corbyn. Democracy is
alright I suppose, but if the Labour membership keeps voting for the wrong
candidate then we'll make them vote again and again until eventually they
choose the correct leader; basically anyone who doesn't actually have Labour
values.&quot;
 
There you have it then. And these are the democrats and caring constituency
MPs, they'll have you believe, and who want to run Britain, doing so they claim in
a more democratic and responsible manner than allegedly Jeremy Corby would
do. Or as I or any other sensible individual capable of thinking for ourselves will
see and clearly recognize these Labtories for what they are, essentially nothing
more or less than graspingly avaricious lowlife scum whom you're welcome to if
you can't honestly see through them.
 
Finally, this is my uncompromising take on the entire situation. Speak softly and
always carry a big stick! Furthermore, when someone individually or persons
collectively premeditatedly, malevolently, earnestly, intentionally, willingly or
deleteriously get in your way whatever the circumstances are or the anticipated
outcome from any unwarranted confrontation with you and speculated on by
either side turns out to be, you MUST act! As Jeremy Corbyn's supporters are
unapologetically doing in his case.
 
That's the lesson I grew up with from my earliest childhood and fortunately for
me coincides with the sensible philosophy and erudite genius of the Germans
whom I immensely admire, deeply and enduring respect and have lived amongst
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for the past 36 years.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Importance Of Being Suzie
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Birthdays are the personal reference points pertaining
To when our individual life began; how the latter's
Transition in the interim period has led to what
We now are, and will possibly also quite
Significantly influence our foreseeable
Future too. In other words reality,
Splendidly and encouragingly
Adorned in our cherished dreams, affording us both the
Opportunity and the intentional scope to positively
Do whatever it is that we choose to. And since
You typically exemplify this commendable
Mantra in every conceivable way, what
Better time then to aptly recognize,
Congratulate and support you
Suzie than appropriately on
Your occurring birthday.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 February 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
There are some people who from the very first moment of meeting them, and
putting both personal chemistry and societal affinity aside, you instinctively know
and appreciatively applaud the fact that the meritorious decision on their parents'
part to both produce and afterwards facilitate the birth of that individual, and
their biological offspring was a laudable one to say the very least. And Suzie, for
whom I've specifically conceived and produced this poem, is most emphatically
very much in that category of persons.
 
And to satisfy the idle curiosity of speculative minds - and exclusively so in
Britain where altruism and its associated activities are virtually unheard of by the
vast majority of the population there, and to the rest of them who've actually
come across this terminology it's primarily regarded by them as a highly
unwarranted intrusion into their tedious personal, social and even their
monotonous working lives and, therefore, can best be equated in their skewed
thoughts and unthinkingly, twisted assumptions, any such accorded compliments
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that is, as the equivalent of a most coruscating and extremely offensive swear
word that's unexpectedly been lobbied at them, and accounts for why when in
the UK I rarely - outside of family members, particularly very close and trusted,
longstanding friends - ever write poetry for anyone else in Britain, since my
general and decidedly discerning nature regarding people as a whole isn't and
never will be conducive to casting pearls before swine; a problem which I don't
encounter anywhere else outside of the United Kingdom - Suzie: who is very
much English and for whom this poem is written, is a remarkably and quite self-
evidently, when one observes her, happy married lady with a husband,
obviously, and a family of their own, which is itself a distinctive uncommonness
in contemporary Britain.
 
And it's in her role as a highly skilled, efficient, thoroughly competent,
impeccably dedicated and, most significantly in that now intensely endangered
position as the &quot;good-old-fashioned librarian&quot;, who not only knows
and consequently appreciates but also assiduously endeavours to maintain the
erstwhile ethos and deep-rooted standards of what a library is there for and all
about - characteristics now commonplace and markedly lacking in an increasingly
dumbed-down British public - that I first met Suzie.
 
So against the scathing backdrop of all the aforementioned that I've earlier
pointed out, here's my earnest wish to Suzie that she, together with her husband
and their family, have a first-rate and a most memorable birthday on the 15
March 2019. &quot;Happy Birthday Suzie! &quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Incomparable Emily Thornberry - Labour Mp For
Islington South And Finsbury
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Exceedingly bright, of which there's absolutely no doubt
whatsoever, and thoroughly refreshingly modern too in
outlook, and this in marked contrast to your average
and supposedly contemporary House of Commons
MP or House of Lords politician blissfully living,
as they're evidently resistant to change, in the
dark ages of a bygone political and social era.
Proficiently enlightened in your views and
actions and complementarily gifted with
a God-given, naturally appealing and a
most positively communicable charm:
all embracing and solidly reinforced
by an irrefutably and fundamental
grace that's characteristically and permanently emblematic
of what unquestionably a particularly intelligent lady, in
every affirmative perception and connotation of that
word and who, moreover, is dazzlingly competent
in everything she knowingly embarks upon; and
without any invented airs or graces simply and
expertly, as is her wont, ingeniously gets on
with the job in hand. And quite noticeably
too, all this against an amazingly robust
backdrop of effervescent charm and a
riveting and scintillating personality,
the person whom this poem was
conceived for and specifically
written and is now enthusiastically
dedicated, is the inimitable Emily
Thornberry: loyal Labour Party
member and the unselfishly
hard-working and shrewd
MP for Islington South
and Finsbury. A most
delightfully, in the
bargain, entirely
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spell-bindingly
alluring, and
enthralling
woman!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
15 June 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks.
This poem specifically written for and dedicated to Emily Thornberry, the British
House of Commons MP for the constituency of Islington South and Finsbury in
London, is all the same a deeply personal as well as a permanent tribute to each
and every loyal and conscientious parliamentary Labour Party member who
assiduously endeavours with every conscionable sinew of integrity in their bodies
to unswervingly work in the best interests of as well as carry out their legal and
ethical responsibilities as elected MPs, consistently and unshakably in the best
interests of ALL of their constituents, without any bigoted or discriminatory
agendas on their part regardless of who these members of our electorate, as is
their democratic and constitutional right, chose to vote for; and, of course, in the
process of this professional and principled stance also doing what's best for the
overall well-being and benefit of our collective homeland Britain.
 
A salutary lesson of what democracy and political maturity is undoubtedly all
about, that firmly resonates with people like me and is profusely perceptible in
the honest opinions and trusted actions of Emily Thornberry MP.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Incomparable Lady Whom I Dearly Love And
Appreciatively And Proudly Call Mum!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Thanks for giving birth to me; and if perchance that
wasn't what actually happened and consequently,
as I see it, regrettably for me you couldn't have
attained the personal and deserved status of
being my biological mother thanks all the
same for what indisputably you cleverly,
diligently, efficiently and altruistically
assumed, scrupulously embarked on
and totally achieved, in what were
perceptibly specific circumstances, a committedly
decided upon remit of being the next best thing
to actually conceiving me. And doing so in a
resolute manner that could only have been
so comprehensively, consummately and
constructively undertaken by someone
who not only gamely but also quite
deservingly and enduringly falls
into that exclusively illustrious
category of being absolutely
the most sincerely commendable parent
and mother that any child, and most
notably someone like me, could
expectantly have aspired to
having and, what's more
fortunately and most
gratifyingly in the
process as well
then managed
to procure!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 March 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Incomparable Linda Hurrell
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Words can be skilfully crafted and stylishly choreographed to
present a marvellous or even a spell-binding impression but
when carefully scrutinized are sadly found, as the initial
intention of this fake oration always was, to be utterly
meaningless. Also, presents vaingloriously given,
can themselves be nowt more than narcisistically engaged-in
acts of public exhibition. However, noble praiseworthiness
cannot be marginalized, denigrated, compromised or
ever diminished by any wanton display of false
exuberance. So from none of these things,
or other concerns of a similar nature,
you've categorically nothing to
worry about or fear Linda,
but instead a great deal
to tremendously be
comfortable with.
 
For your personal mien and overall character: both
professionally and individually so, are of such
an exemplary disposition that it's really
unnecessary to even mention what's
self-evidently apparent, that you
are quite an outstandingly proficient nursing
sister Linda, conjoined, of course, with the
superbly endowed qualities of being a
massively extraordinarily gifted,
charismatic, truly personable,
impressively well educated
woman, and definitely a
most remarkable lady.
 
Therefore in choosing, as you've consciously done, to
retire in your youthful years - a respectful decision
that we fully understand and are very supportive
of - we nevertheless do openly confess that
you will definitely and most sorely be
enormously missed. But in spite of
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the innermost pangs of sorrow that your impending
departure will leave in our hearts, minds, fondest
affections and deep-seated recollections; even
so with eternal gratitude all of us, separately
and communally, wish you Linda, your
loving husband and precious family
every single happiness, coupled
with a long future together and
comprised of the very best.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 February 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The essence of true friendship and authentic human worth are unquantifiable;
but what is genuinely known and readily accepted, is that their marvellous and
enlivening conceptions are unquestionably the outcome of an astutely, well-
rounded and inspirational environment in which these salient qualities are both
assiduously nurtured and supportively reinforced. Thus causing the exceptional
and fortunate recipient of these laudable attributes to be distinguishably, and
markedly so, vastly separated from the average run-of-the-mill, easily
manipulated and invariably strikingly unthinking - due to a pronounced and
deeply ingrained inability to either acquire or deploy the requite skills to be
otherwise - compliant conformist.
 
That's why no one can or would ever dare to crassly accuse you, Linda of being
the latter; and why among your many other outstanding attributes you're so
highly and justly regarded. Accounting too, for why as a former British NHS
nurse myself, prior to leaving the service and then subsequently becoming an
Academic, having always unalterably been a staunch devotee and distinct,
deferential admirer of Mary Jane Seacole: herself an unchallengeable proponent
and diligent innovator of what have long since been universally recognized and
decisively acknowledged as the foundation of modern day, nursing techniques,
the significant contributions that you yourselfhave also and subsequently made
to the nursing profession, Linda will, I'm absolutely sure forever and most
gratefully be remembered and revered as your outstanding legacy.
 
So heartfelt gratitude to you Linda; have a happy and enjoyable retirement; and
may God's bountiful blessings be eternally bestowed on you.
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Stanley Collymore
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The Inebriate Pragmatist
 
Some people drink to drown their sorrows, others to
boost their shattered self-confidence; you however
do so because the alcohol is freely available,
there’s plenty of it and, significantly, you
like drinking for its own sake. Therefore,
one doesn’t get from you any cant
or concocted excuses for your
alcoholic pastime. If only
more boozers were as
honest as you are!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Inimitable Zimbabwean Patriot - Robert Gabriel
Mugabe!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You courageously and quite fearlessly, relative to your
own individual safety and security, stalwartly stood
up for the freedom, the recovery of their callously
subverted independence as a nation, and the
demoralized dignity of the Zimbabwean
people. An honourable stance on your
part that put you, Robert Mugabe, dangerously, in terms
of your own safety and personal wellbeing, at odds
with the fascist, apartheid and white racist barbarians,
who in conjunction with their likeminded western
Caucasian so-called kith and kin that had not
only previously purloined your country's
enormous wealth and natural resources,
had also, in the process of doing so,
likewise extremely barbarically and
uncompensated, seized the entire
country of Zimbabwe for their
asserted racist, colonialist and
inhuman apartheid purposes.
 
While simultaneously had additionally and quite
savagely with the full backing of their white
supremacist, committed colonialist and
comprehensively full of their own
self-endowed immunity and
impunity - brutally forced the entire
indigenous Black population of
Zimbabwe into a hazardous
condition of subservient
impecuniousness and
a quite deliberately
racially created
and effective
subjugation.
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But your own personal dignity, cherished morality
and an undiminished sense of freedom, Robert
Mugabe, instinctively knew these white
racist actions to be wrong. And so
you selflessly, commendably
and defiantly - and on these matters I'm
absolutely sure that every unbiased
person will wholeheartedly and
unanimously agree - put your
very life and future on the
line both for and also to
uncompromisingly re-establish the dignity plus
the sovereignty of the Zimbabwean people,
a mission that you vastly achieved. And
even without your unfortunate death
Robert Mugabe, there is neither a
single fair-minded nor frankly
an honest person, currently
or else in the future, who
can or will ever want
to disbelieve your
amazing legacy.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
For me, personally, Robert Mugabe was undoubtedly, still is, and will forever
unalterably remain a hero in every conceivable positive etymological meaning of
that word. Furthermore, intensive and analytical research by me have both
extensively and categorically shown that my deeply embedded sentiments
regarding this incomparably great man are likewise shared by millions of people
not only in Robert Mugabe's indigenous homeland of Zimbabwe, the continent of
Africa generally and the wider African Diaspora on both sides of the Atlantic, but
also among other non-racist, fair-minded and non-Black populations globally.
 
Longevity, thankfully, has been kind to this inimitable man and superb human
being. He was 95 years old when he died on the 6 September 2019. But even so,
with his actual and rather unfortunate passing he'll still be sorely missed, I know,
by people like me. And quite rightly so. However, I'm absolutely confident that
his most impressive and revolutionary legacy will actively live on in the hearts
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and minds of current and future generations of Black and other races who both
cherish and stand up for the inalienable rights of all human beings, as Robert
Mugabe did, eternally.
 
With your work on earth now completed, rest in eternal peace my Black Brother
and Hero! And my sincerest condolences to your widow Grace, your family
members and your many comrades in arms against racist injustice and the
systematic subjugation of African people.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Inner Me
 
Let me take you to a place
Where wishes are made
And dreams come true;
It’s called my heart
And is waiting
For you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Inscrutable Mindset Of The Upper Class, British
Brood Mare!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You cannot possibly have fallen in love with me, could you?
For why on earth would you want to go and do something
as daft as that, particularly when I'm so obviously out
of your league? Let's face facts; you're a cultured,
university-educated and, if you don't mind my
saying so, a highly sophisticated and very
knowledgeable woman of the world.
Furthermore, you easily move in all the
right circles, something that evidently
I don't and can't imagine with my
background that I'd ever be
allowed to; and I'm quite
sure neither can you.
So why then, would you want to expend the
effort; and most intriguingly what could
possibly have possessed you to embark
on essentially wasting your valuable
time on someone who, in your
societal terms, is so patiently
unsuitable for you as I
clearly am? It really does
puzzle me, and logically
makes no sense at
all you must
agree.
 
Unless, that is, it's a piece of purported rough in the
shape of me that you're after, to help break the
wearisome monotony coupled with the
overarching sense of an enervating
lack of purpose that you regularly
experience, and which jointly
and individually are inescapable parts of your
upper class life that from birth you've been
steadfastly conditioned to, meticulously
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prepared for and most assiduously
groomed, at least publicly so, for
your principal and, it would
appear, only meaningful
roles in your high-society
life - that of being the upper class and
unquestioning child-producing
mother first and foremost
and secondarily a wife,
destined in accordance with well-established
hereditary and familial demands to be the
indispensable and coveted brood mare
dutifully prepared to produce the
requisite and compulsory heir
and, additionally as well,
the expected and
standby spare.
 
Other than that you're absolutely at liberty,
it seems, to have and also pleasurably enjoy
to the fullest all the lascivious and unbridled
carnal fun you want with anyone, and that
includes me - provided, of course, it's
discreetly and clandestinely done.
Perfectly straightforward and
unambiguously explicit. So
what then, tell me, has
love got any thing
to do with it?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 July 2014.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Rampant classism coupled with a virulent and clandestine culture of eugenics are
endemic to and very much embedded in the psyche of the British upper class,
the country's aristocracy and most certainly so the British Royalty, its hangers-on
and the political and economic establishments that self-servingly and even
obsequiously support them.
 
This poem was largely inspired by Charlotte a former student of mine who
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subsequently became and is still a close friend. Charlotte's background couldn't
have been any more aristocratic than it was if either she or anyone else for that
matter had wanted or tried to make it so; and in conversations I had with her I
was left in no doubt that academically clever and highly intelligent as she
evidently was, Charlotte had been conditioned from birth to unquestioningly
accepting and not challenging in any way the private life style that her parents
and those around them had determinedly mapped out for her and naturally
expected her to conform to.
 
Although I could see it was a massive mistake on the part of this utterly
charming and bright young lady to passively submit to what was expected of her
I none the less studiously resisted all likely attempts on my part to interfere in
what I saw and appreciated as Charlotte's private life, respecting her inalienable
right to make up her mind how she wanted to live her life; even if that outcome
was heavily influenced by her parents, other family members, hers or their
friends.
 
However, when she asked me for my advice, fully cognisant that previously in
our conversations I wasn't forthcoming with any of my own, I asked her if she
really wanted to hear my honest opinion; and when she said yes I was
accordingly polite but unstintingly forthright in what I had to say to her.
Interestingly enough, Charlotte wasn't in the least taken aback by anything I
said, appeared to accept my opinion and most significantly seemed particularly
relieved that I'd given it. The upshot of which was that Charlotte resolved to
immediately change not only her life's expectations but essentially as well set
about dismantling in the process those which her parents, other family members
and friends had formulated for her and expected her to consent to.
 
Fortified with this new assurance in herself she resolutely informed the principal
playmakers in her life of her changed plans and courageously embarked on
them; finding true love in the process with a man whose background was as
different from hers as it could possibly get, but who fully cognisant not only of his
reciprocal love for Charlotte and the huge societal sacrifice she'd made on his
behalf, manfully stepped up to the plate and thoroughly justified the explicit faith
that Charlotte had place in him emotionally, lovingly and in terms of enhancing
his previously unspectacular work career.
 
Five years have elapsed since all this happened; Charlotte and her young man
have meanwhile got married, are in a state of marital bliss, and are planning a
family of their own. Additionally, broken fences between the married pair and
Charlotte's own family have also been repaired largely due to the resoluteness
that Charlotte showed from the outset of her landmark decision that she was
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never going back to her former familial life style, and the eventual recognition
and full acceptance by her family members and erstwhile friends that she meant
every word of what she'd said.
 
A situation amieloratively eased by Charlotte's father. Of all his children Charlotte
had always been his favourite and the apple of his eye and the grim prospect of
him losing her forever and never ever getting the opportunity to know his
grandchildren by her troubled him immensely he later confessed to her. So the
sensible and only practical solution to permanently forestalling that was to
honourably bury the hatchet on their differences, which thankfully was done.
 
Now I'm not naïve, have never been and don't envisage any situation where I will
ever allow myself to be subjugated by such a puerile mindset, and consequently
what I may have intentionally assisted Charlotte in satisfactorily accomplishing, I
don't necessarily hold out as a panacea for everyone that find themselves in
similar circumstances or who may have an identical familial background.
 
Old habits are extremely hard to break, and in Britain where the transparently
detrimental - unless of course you're a complete nerd and absolutely incapable of
noticing this - but nevertheless idiotically perceived and exceptionalist practice of
classism is profoundly ingrained, it will, in my honest view, require a colossal,
commitedly collaborative and ongoing undertaking to efficiently and permanently
eradicate it. Not at all an easy task considering the significant support, across the
board, that classism openly, tacitly and even subconsciously enjoys within British
society.
 
So where do I stand on all this? If that isn't obvious by now - and it should have
been - then let me unapologetically, unambiguously and emphatically state that
I'm a committed meritocrat that firmly believe that one's personal ability - and
not an accident of birth, so-called social background or their familial standing or
societal connections - should be the sole determinant factor in one's success and
ongoing progress. Of course human beings not being perfect there'll be
aberrations to this procedure; but these should be the exceptions rather than
being the norm. And while every society will and must have its own
distinguishing hierarchy this must equally be based on the principle of
meritocracy and NOT hereditary exclusivity - or in blunt terms who your
biological mother or alleged father actually fucked with!
 
So let's hope that Charlotte's story is a shot across the appropriate bows!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Jess Phillips Phenomenon - Slime Masking As A
Healing Lotion!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Only those who're psychologically lumbered with this
curse, for that in reality is what it is, would know
what it actually feels like not simply to be an
ordinary idiot but crucially also a purblind
one like Jess Phillips for example, and
for whom it's patently obvious to
anyone with a half-functioning
brain, or who unlike the braying jackass
Jess Phillips isn't thoroughly insane,
that intelligence, commonsense
and reason are alien factors
to people like her and
consequently in their
discernibly pathetic and utterly
mindboggling, puerile existence
are certainly characteristics
that aren't exigent in any
relation to how these
morons ravishingly
go about feeding
an uncontrolled
irresponsibility.
 
A wholly delusional and essentially too a fantasy
reality TV world which is unmistakably their
permanent domain, and where quite frankly
anything that even remotely smacks of
principles, an estimable value system
or basically just common-o-garden
integrity is impossible for the Jess
Phillips of this world to comprehend and
consequently is promptly treated with
the utmost suspicion, a consummate
disdain and an intense and entirely
undisguised hostility of the kind
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that's unequivocally prevalent
in their sordidly deleterious
conniving and malicious
actions against Jeremy Corbyn; and thus
manifestly and quite unsurprisingly
with their odious sort becomes
their recognized trade mark
and status quo situation.
But how I earnestly
wish that instead of the hapless
grouse it was these lowlife
scum like Jess Phillips
and her throng who
were calculatedly
subjected to an
authoritatively
approved of
bi-annual
hunting
season!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 August 2016.
 
 
Author's remarks:
There's an old moralistic and evidently sensible, for transparently obvious
reasons, saying that those who as a consequence of their own deliberate,
unthinking and downright stupid actions find themselves in a massive and
calamitous hole of their own choosing and making should immediately stop the
digging they are carrying on with. An intelligent conclusion, one would have
thought, to readily suss out and competently implement if the person concerned
has even a half-functioning brain lodged in their cranium that's physically
embedded between their ears.
 
A pretty straightforward state of affairs for the likes of you and me, not that I'm
suggesting we would have allowed ourselves to ever be in such a dire situation in
the first place. But clearly definitively inured and blissfully happy with this
morons, risibly pathetic clowns, ludicrously obsessive attention seekers,
profoundly ingrained and dysfunctional incompetents while individually and
collectively characteristically comprising a consummate array of human detritus,
look no further than the novice - this lowlife nonentity only entered parliament
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for the very first time after the 2015 British General Elections - Birmingham
Yardley MP Jess Phillips!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Lady Called Charlotte
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Physically you're undeniably a very attractive
young lady, and to even the most casual of
observers or the amateur admirer, let
alone a very seasoned connoisseur
of the female anatomy like me,
it's quite evidently a precise
and an unbiased reasoned
deduction that's indeed
beyond any question.
 
But in addition to this rather appealing and
manifestly incomparable elucidation of
your natural and exquisite beauty,
there's a delectably infectious
charm and cultured dignity
regarding you Charlotte -
mutually commending
virtues which aren't that easy to overlook
or that one would capriciously dare to
disdain; and themselves brilliantly
juxtaposed with an absolutely
mesmerizing, superbly eye-
catching and discernibly
charismatic personality
generously nurtured
by an informative,
deeply ingrained,
unmistakeably
inspiring and
a noticeably,
distinctive
intellect by
you, Lady
Charlotte!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 September 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
For some people there are multiple occasions when it occurs while for others just
the infrequent chance or rare opportunity when, invariably and wholly
unexpectedly, those affected pleasurably find themselves encountering situations
that involve other persons or things which instantaneously for them, and
subsequently ongoing in that same procedural vein, generate and inevitably have
a thoroughly exciting, as well as a durably unalterable impact of a hugely
beneficial nature and likewise on an imperturbably monumental scale on the
fortunate beneficiary of that precise and rewarding encounter.
 
And there's nothing that could be more honestly and gratefully said in that
particular respect than to truthfully verbalize the circumstances surrounding that
most auspiciously enlivening and unforgettable encounter involving yourself
Charlotte!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Lowlife Labtory Scum Purging Principled Jeremy
Corbyn’s Voting Supporters.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
We joined the Labour Party, even though at heart
we’re dyed in the wool Tories, since we knew
from the very start, that despite being first
rate scum and incontrovertibly the
slime balls as you’ve probably
guessed by now and furthermore will most
certainly and analytically agree that we
are, it was noticeably clear that not
all of our sort could realistically
or properly be accommodated
in the unmistakably valued,
amazingly inspiring and
engrossing ranks of
a totally alluring
Conservative
Nazi Party.
 
So here we are bold as brass and quite delightfully
as Labtory infiltrators and carpetbaggers totally
beside ourselves with glee as we happily
kick the sorry asses of traditional and
conscientious members of what
unsurprisingly we derisively,
quite disapprovingly, wilfully and most assuredly
see as the old-fashioned socialist, very passé
and 20th Century fascinated Labour Party.
You know what I mean - loving your
fellow man and all that completely
demeaning stuff; and as if that
of itself wasn’t bad enough being expected too
to be absolutely civilized to immigrants –
well I ask you – instead of just simply
and without any fuss debarring all
of them from our country and, as
is quite customary and most
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economically beneficial
for us, self-servingly
exploiting them of
course in their
countries.
 
And that’s why it’s absolutely imperative for us as
the sworn defenders who’re also quite privileged
to be acknowledged as the incumbent, valued
and hierarchical members of our august
body, and loyally endowed with the
hallowed trust of our Labtory
Plutocracy, to affirm, and not in the least
troublingly so, that having from the
very outset fully embraced this
quite amazing phenomenon
of Labtoryism, and ever
since then have repeatedly, proudly,
and unquestioningly been rather
supportive of it as undeniably
we still are; consequently it
should be no surprise to
anyone that, now as
then, our personal
sentiments have
clearly stayed
the same.
 
Constant not only in our inmost admiration
for and devotion towards this remarkably
impressive wonder of Labtoryism but
also intensely inspired by the utter,
astoundingly self-serving, most
amazing to survey and the
unrelentingly get filthy rich state of mind and
self-individualism of our charismatic leader,
mentor and mass murderer Tony Blair;
the deliberate fiscal corruption deftly
engineered by him, and with his
timely departure obediently
carried on by his most
obliging and of one
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mind, agreeable
patsy Gordon
Brown.
 
The Blair and Brown wilful actions of collaborative
and individual public office malfeasance, and the
ramifications of these, encompassing the banks,
their bailouts and public lending procedures,
the “miracle cure” of quantitative easing,
the wholesale sell-off of our public
utilities to corporate friends and
campaign donors along with
other national assets of
ours to dubious and blatant tax dodgers. The furtive
privatization of the NHS let’s not forget and, as
it happens, our illegal mass murdering war
with Iraq and the occupation of that
country; disastrous for the Iraqis
of course but financially quite
profitable, as it rightly should be for us
- that must all be seen for what they
truly are: seminal achievements
in our contemporary history,
and British enterprise at its
very best, plus a worthy
cause for celebration;
not doleful regrets
or chest-beating
lamentations!
 
So carefully bearing in mind everything that’s been
previously and proudly said we Labtories would
have to be absolutely brain-dead to willingly
surrender most or even all of what we’ve
deceitfully obtained over the years to
Leftists like Jeremy Corbyn, who
moreover would adamantly never consider,
even for a solitary moment, appeasing any
of us let alone ever choose to become a
member of our Labtory movement.
For clean as a whistle and much
too principled by far for the
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good of us, Jeremy does
know the meaning
of the word
probity.
Instinctively accepts his solemn obligations
to all the people in the North Islington
Constituency that elected him to the
House of Commons and just as
conscientiously honourably
puts these into effect. Actions which
make us Labtory parliamentarians
look extremely bad politically
and, naturally worrisomely,
wondering what on earth
next will he ominously
unleash from within
his ethical and clearly
effective armoury -
proscribing, God
forbid, every
snout in the
trough
MP?
 
A hopeless case then from our perspective is
Jeremy Corbyn and, if you were to ask us,
undoubtedly the wrong man for the job
and not at all suitable to be the leader
of the Labour party. And while it
might seemingly and disturbingly appear to
us and at first glance be plausibly gauged
as an imponderable quest to more or
less be embarking on: attempting
to dilute or actually stem the
surging flow of Jeremy
Corbyn’s enormous support; even so as
redoubtable adherents of our Labtory
Philosophy we must for that reason
emphatically reject this sprouting
excess of illusory leftist notions
that could unavoidably and
calamitously lure us into
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passively settling for
what’s essentially
a false sense
of security.
 
Such a response, and one hardly worth thinking
of, would be completely uncharacteristic of
the mettle of us Laborties; however if it
were to be left totally unchallenged
could in time decidedly sow the
seeds of an acquiescent and
eventually as well an
enfeebling and paralysing defeatism with all
the inherent dangers therein of a nascent
rebellion swiftly developing within
our Labtory ranks on the crass
assumption that we can’t contain Jeremy
Corbyn and therefore we must deal
with him. That’s totally absurd,
as there’re ways and means
of successfully stopping
him – distasteful it’s
true, but hugely
effective all
the same!
 
So under the banner of “no surrender” and with our
prominent mentors and distinguished mass murderers
Tony Blair and Gordon Brown leading the charge
in this endeavour, we’ll unashamedly resort to
good old-fashioned skulduggery and rig the
voting system by purging the contest
of thousands of Jeremy Corbyn’s
supporters then publicly and dishonestly claim
they’re either entryists or else don’t share the
aims and values of the Labour Party and
thus without fuss closing the door to
them; while in the interim quite
criminally nobbling Jeremy
Corbyn’s excellent chances of winning fair
and square and, what’s more, paving the
way for one of the three nonentities:
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Liz Kendall, Yvette Cooper and
Andy Burnham, all of them
Labtories and similarly in
this Labour leadership
competition, being
falsely declared by
that “apotheosis
of democratic
principles” Harriet
Harman, as the new
and undisputed
leader of the
Labour
Party.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 September 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
It has come to a fine pass, hasn’t it, when the unmistakable integrity of
genuinely principled members of any society but specifically for the purposes of
this poem British society, and irrespective of whatever walk of life that these
individuals come from: the ubiquitously social, educational, economic, religious
or political, or the ethical values that they regard as precious and hold dear,
rather than witnessing these said values embraced by others within their shared
communities, proudly celebrated for what they clearly are, and furthermore are
both encouragingly and warmly welcomed with open arms by them,
disappointingly it must be said the upholders of such values invariably discover
that they’re not!
 
But instead are quite bizarrely, fraudulently and, frankly, totally and most
unconscionably instinctively treated by the powers that be, the so-called
mainstream media and their plethora of brain-dead, dim-witted, very easily and
recurrently manipulated camp followers within the public arena as if these live
paragons of virtue in our communities and the moral principles that they
venerate and amply subscribe to are effectively the composite embodiment of
the real live villains of the peace, the fulcrum as well as the very essence of
recidivist criminality at large, and moreover that the genuine standard bearers of
these values are persons that most perfidiously and inescapably if not stopped
will constitute a gross, progressively enduring and a distinctly profoundly
detrimental threat to every worthwhile aspect of our collective society.
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When in actuality they quite evidently are not; wouldn’t remotely in a month of
Sundays ever contemplate becoming so or want to be such; and most definitely,
other than in the fanciful, twisted or malevolent imaginations of those who’re
perversely sick in the head and deviously haven’t these peoples’ best interests at
heart, don’t represent any of those ignoble things.
 
Yet quite ironically, and most incredibly so, discernibly and insidiously evil mass
murderers, endemic and compulsive perpetrators of war crimes and crimes
against humanity, activities that are themselves then grievously compounded by
the quite indefatigably and scrupulously serviced interests of contemporary and
invasive acts of venal piracy conducted self-servingly by hubristic narcissists
whose superseding motivation for carrying out these heinous acts of criminality
are principally their own and those of their One Percent puppet masters.
 
Resulting in needless but nevertheless carefully orchestrated and destructive
wars which the loathsome likes of British prime ministers Tony Blair, Gordon
Brown and David Cameron together with their political, Civil Service and Ministry
of Defence acolytes and coordinated by Britain’s intelligence services and special
forces like the SAS have and still infernally wage in the Global South and
wherever else that it’s financially profitable for them to, and with impunity, carry
on doing so no matter what conscionable folk in their own country think about
these discernible actions of state terrorism.
 
And notwithstanding that and additionally the distinctly irreparable harm and
devastation that these activities have intentionally caused to these effected
countries and their populations and continue to do so, most astoundingly it’s
these utterly reprehensible and diabolical specimens of humanity: unequivocally
lowlife scum like Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, Alistair Campbell, David Miliband, the
detestable dwarf George Robertson, Margaret Beckett, blind twit David Blunkett,
testosterone impacted Liz Kendall, repulsive House Nigger Chuka Umunna, space
cadet Andy Burnham, wishy-washy Yvette Cooper, and Paedophile Information
Exchange welcoming Harriet Harman, for example, on behalf of the Labtories;
David Cameron, Philip Hammond, Michael Fallon, Oliver Letwin, Ian Duncan
Smith, Theresa May, of course, and the remainder of their neoliberal, KKK
affiliated lynch mob Tories linked unsurprisingly and wholly enthusiastically with
the guaranteed unstinting and ever supportive complicity of their mainstream
media embedded Useful Idiot stenographers and loquacious pundits that reliably
churn out the totally corrupt and mendacious narratives that these present day
Nazis, Fascists and Zionist markedly depend upon for their very existence, while
at the same time creating a state of affairs that’s completely at odds with reality;
and to me it’s absolutely reprehensible that in noticeably marked contrast to the
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deeply “reviled” paragons of virtue in our societies like Jeremy Corbyn for
example, it’s these sewer rats and odious slime balls who’re the ones that are
recurrently given profuse media space and unstinting access to public platforms
to air their racist, xenophobic and essentially neoliberal agendas that usually
don’t work and in the rare instances that they do the benefits accrued from them
aren’t intended for or do they go to the likes of you or me – oh no - but instead
are specifically earmarked for these privileged pimps and their boss men and
women that comprise the One Percent.
 
Contemptible narratives which have become not only widely accepted as the
Gospel truth by considerable sections of our intellectually strangulated and
persistently manipulated public as inspirational traits to be fulsomely revered,
embraced and wholeheartedly emulated but quite sickeningly too is now official
government orthodoxy. And given this status by criminals that should legally be
languishing in jail for their wrongdoings and not traversing our country or the
rest of the world at will with their government endorsed impunity to do so;
illegitimately making huge amounts of money in kickbacks and lucrative nest egg
remuneration in relation to their actions, while in office, of public service
malfeasance; and disdainfully sticking two fingers up at the rest of us as they tax
free and in typical tax-evasion fashion laughingly and cheerfully salt these away
in numbered accounts in overseas tax havens, quite frankly simply pisses me off!
How about you?
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Lustful Burden Of Love!
 
Don’t tell me; you’ve fallen in love again and
this time it’s for real! How many times have
I previously heard from you that same old
and unconvincing spiel? And when
will you ever learn not to confuse love
with lust, as time and time again you
miserably fail to distinguish the
one from the other or fully
acknowledge that the
two aren’t by any
means one and
the same?
 
Lust, let me candidly spell it out for you,
is the process where you do absolutely
nothing at all to even remotely suppress the
unbridled sexual urges that wantonly and
lasciviously assail your yearning body
as one would circumspectly expect
you to do; love, however, while
evidently recognizing and
certainly willing to enjoy these state-of-
affairs as well, nevertheless enjoins
itself in a more dignified and
erudite manner than lust
is either capable of
or could ever
muster.
 
For although the carnal fascination,
coital intentions and bonking routines
are unmistakably the same with love as
they obviously are with lust and prevalently
there, lust’s only aspirations are distinctly
impermanent, short lived and offer
no commitment at all, let’s be perfectly
clear; while for its part the emphasis
of love is to secure a freehold of
the chosen object’s heart and
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what’s more do so on
a committed and
established
basis.
 
© Stanley more
27 January 2014.
 
Comment:
In our contemporary, western society where the expertise of wooing is a dying
skill, leg-overs are considered far more interesting and important than leg-ups
and as such made more welcome, and a well-placed knee slotted seductively
between the thighs and complemented by an ostentatious grab of the buttocks,
fondling of inviting tits an a concerted thrust of the tongue down the recipient’s
eager throat are now the customary mode of initial introductions between
previous strangers to each other and bizarrely and quite delusionarily
misrepresented as what realistically they inconceivably can never be; it’s hardly
surprising then that for sometime now, and significantly too at an alarming pace,
what has resulted is a society largely comprised of dysfunctional oiks.
 
Oiks vainly searching amidst their “how’s your father” escapades leading to
sexual encounters that are seldom if ever earth shattering in nature, and which
in turn give rise to the participants finding themselves either caught up or
actively involved in serial acts of infidelity as they desperately embark on their
fruitless search for the elusive Holy Grail of Love is sadly all too commonplace.
 
All the same I’d like to dedicate this poem to Ulrika Jonsson, Nigella Lawson, the
late Jimmy Savile, Paddy Ashdown, Simon Cowell, Senator John McCain,
Françoise Hollande and several others, including the many cuckolders and their
offspring ignorant of their situation, who quite literally provided me with the
inspiration to write it but who are far too numerous to mention here. Thank you
all!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Luxury Of Hindsight!
 
Would I really want to change anything
if I had the chance to live my life all over again? My
honest answer, with the full benefit of hindsight, is yes -
I most certainly would! For there’s the egalitarian period
I went through, thinking that all I ever had to do -
apart from being responsible and good - was to
be my usual self with others; and, therefore,
they’d not only understand but, more
importantly, appreciate as well
the human side of me:
the inner man.
 
But this approach, alas, didn’t work; and that trusting and
naive phase of my developing, adult life was thankfully
short-lived. A time when it seemed quite obvious
to me that I was the only one who was always
prepared to give while getting little
or nothing back in return. Yet this
discrepancy came not from
casual strangers who
I’d met, as one would normally
expect, but overwhelmingly from those
who’d seek me out - ostensibly, with
no regret, to be the unwitting target of
their contrived game. Simpletons?
Or, more sinisterly, minds that
were unhinged or, even
worse, irrevocably
deranged?
 
Nevertheless, I took a long, hard look at myself and decided
there and then: that from that moment onwards I’d never
knowingly allow either my abilities or ambitions to
ever again be circumscribed or nullified by the
cynical and selfish whims of women or men
with parochial attitudes and jingoistic
minds; or brains - it must be said - if
previously they ever existed,
were long since dead!
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I was, after all, a free spirit: relatively wise, gifted and endowed
with an astute mind and sound intelligence; none of which I was
prepared to forfeit or willingly compromise. Consequently,
I was determined that should I ever become personally
involved again with someone of the opposite sex, the
very essence of that quest would specifically be to
find a partner of the cerebral kind: a genuinely
discerning female with interests well beyond the latest
banal TV soaps or fashion catalogues, with whom I
could conduct a dialogue of substance; and not
forever be immersed in a diatribe of facile
discourse born of untutored thoughts:
themselves reinforced by latent
xenophobia and ignorance.
 
It’s not as if the mating game or selfish and unthinking procreation
- alas now rife - have suddenly and inexplicably become a major
priority for me; let alone my sole remit in life. For what I
value most of all in any relationship - great or small -
are trust, respect, loyalty and genuine friendship:
a sincere compact of lasting characteristics,
which for me mean a great deal more
than just hopping into bed at every turn
or given opportunity with which I’m fed,
to cover some compliant female: whose glaring
inadequacies and striking ambivalence about her
own sexuality and what she genuinely wants from life
are a thinking man’s graveyard; and very often, as well,
the Genesis of immeasurable impending disappointments,
unmitigating disasters and, unsurprisingly, unrelenting strife.
 
Therefore, whichever of the groupings you opt to fall into: my
implacable enemy or devoted friend; it’s against this backdrop,
and it alone, that any objective judgements of me should
be honed and ultimately depend - not based on idle
speculation or wild, subjective perceptions
gleaned from cursory snapshots
fashioned arbitrarily that bear no true resemblance to this
man you see, and whose ethical benchmark is his very
own. Its moral standards set by him alone and not
devised or influenced in any way, either by the
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actions of others or what they have to say.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Marital Bond!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The dawning of the upcoming day will joyously
for us herald in an altogether new beginning in
our individual and collective lives; for what’s
now indeed tomorrow and readily conceded
as the imminent future will then certainly
be the visible appearance of the present,
signifying the inauguration and legal
consolidation of a new and eagerly looking
forward to relationship in our combined
and reciprocally committed to each
other marital life; that of a keenly
amorous, forever considerate
and committedly, beyond
any doubt, affectionate
at all times husband
and most worthily
romantic and, of
course, loving
husband and
gorgeous
wife!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Comments:
There’s a wise Barbadian saying that creatively put – what other method is there
in well-educated Barbados? – humorously but equally eruditely states that the
ardent Beau chases the cautious Belle until she eventually decides it’s time to
catch him. Well you know full well what I’m referring to the both of you, for the
energy jointly created by you as well as the combustion generated between you
two is considerably much more than what’s required to keep any national grid:
electricity or of any other kind, running if not in perpetuity then at least for
decades to come (smile) .
 
Anyway, we all of us on both sides of your families most categorically join
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together in congratulating you Louise: my truly adorable Barbadian cousin and
Goddaughter and also you Heinz, my superbly brilliant, you always reminded me
that you were anyway (smile)  German, former university student – don’t forget
though the discounted price, as you’ll soon be officially family now, that we
agreed on, for my saying the above in relation to your brilliance and which you
can now pay into my personal overseas bank account whose number I gave to
you (laugh) .
 
Seriously though, your predictable – no puns from you young man for that’s my
job - engagement was a great source of joy to me, all of those who’re closely
connected to you and I’m absolutely certain too, as she freely confessed to me
that it was, Louise as well. So naturally, we’re all geared up for and eagerly
anticipating the event itself and also the energetic celebrations that inevitably
and most welcomingly will undoubtedly provide the rewarding focus of your
upcoming and from the rest of us very supportive and festive wedding.
 
All the best to you Heinz and Louise! Superfluously reminding you, but I’ll say it
nevertheless, that your forthcoming marital union couldn’t have happened to a
nicer and more deserving couple. And personally I can’t wait to be there! In the
meantime, this poem: “The Marital Bond” is specifically written for and dedicated
to you.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Merited Moral Remembrance Of The Wilfully
Massacred Residents Of Grenfell Tower
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
There're no words, however fluently or graphically expressed,
that can truly describe the excruciating anguish gruesomely
compounded by the dreadful horror that was graphically
experienced by those that were unnecessarily but, all
the same, calculatedly forced to die in the Grenfell
Tower Inferno, relative to what they physically
and psychologically endured during the final
hour and minutes of their existence when
it became noticeably obvious to them,
that they were going to die in the
most horrendous manner likely
to be suffered by any ill-fated
and wretched human being.
Innocent and inestimable lives to all their dear ones
and close friends now callously and forever cut
short by means of the studiously pre-planned
and energetically conjoined exertions of a
borough council that fanatically, racially
and socially, despicably abrogated its
legal and ethical responsibilities of
care towards those that are now,
because of its derisive actions,
dead; have additionally also
morphed into, and become
the mysteriously missing, or
indifferently displaced, by
what has so disastrously
and horrendously been
so sickeningly visited
on them - from their
deeply established,
securely knit and
interdependent
locally based
community.
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A purposely conceived and concertedly executed
&quot;accident&quot; that although determinedly long in
the planning, none the less, was expectantly,
impatiently and obsessively longed for by
those waiting in the wings and who had
themselves appreciatively initiated it,
to permit it to actually happen; and
now as expected in all its distressing apprehension
ultimately brought to fruition as the world, and
not just Britain, was shockingly forced to see,
as the instantaneous and utterly devastating
consequences of this indubitably criminal
culpability, but nevertheless guaranteed
Metropolitan Police together with the
Department of Public Prosecutions
(DPP)  prearranged, prosecutorial
immunity clandestinely granted
as per usual to Kensington and
Chelsea Borough Council; an overall act of
criminality which is itself still purposely
conjoined with the habitual unyielding
reassurance of Britain's Nazi-Zionist
corresponding racist, Tory regime's
completest supporting of together
with an unwavering doctrinaire
protection of the Conservative
run London borough council
of Kensington and Chelsea's
inflexibly committed to and
distinctly demographically
totalitarian German Third
Reich inspired ethnic and
social cleansing policies.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 June 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
And accounts for how local government authorities like Kensington and Chelsea
Borough Council in avid conjunction and collaboration with their likeminedly
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doctrinaire, hubristically and patronizingly disposed, closely knit and even
incestuously endemically embroiled private sector accomplices in concertedly
exercised acts of premeditated criminal culpability can quite literally and
completely uncaringly get away with whatever criminal activity they either
individually or more usually collectively decide to engage in; including acts like
corporate mass murder as we've all graphically evidenced in the case of Grenfell
Tower, instinctively knowing that there'll be an official and distinctly lying cover-
up if things do go dramatically and publicly wrong for them, but all the same
under any of their wilfully criminal circumstances they'll absolutely and
unaccountably get away with whatever they've done. The classic whitewash in
more ways than one!
 
Cognizant too, and all of the time, that they'll be effectively buttressed on that
front by consummate braindead idiots within the British police forces, and in this
specific case the Metropolitan Police Force - no stranger itself to institutionalized
racism and rampant public office malfeasance - like Commander - of what
exactly beats me, unless it's rank stupidity and unintelligible, intellectually
challenged sycophancy - STUART CUNDY, whose body language totally
contradicts the words he mechanically pukes out of his mouth whenever he
speaks, and like his police colleagues in the Hillsborough catastrophe were quite
willing to and actually did do in carrying out a massive cover-up of what
genuinely happened then, and which Stuart Cundy, no lessons learnt by him for
the simple reason that he evidently hasn't the intellectual acumen or the
capability to do so, is in the case of the Grenfell Tower Inferno mass murders
idiotically, as is his wont, trying to insultingly and similarly emulate.
 
Thankfully though those involved in trying to get real justice for the victims of
the Grenfell Tower Inferno aren't prepared to take this public office malfeasance
wilful abuse of power by the likes of Stuart Cundy lying down nor, for that
matter, will they wait nearly three decades, as the Hillsborough campaigners
were forced to do, to eventually see the first vestiges of light on the way to them
ultimately achieving real and substantive justice for their dearly beloved and now
enforcedly departed ones properly undertaken and ultimately done. And frankly
and completely unapologetically, I'm 1000% in my committed support of them.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Miracle Of That Very First Christmas
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Pubescent in years she’s known to be engaged to a man
several years older than she is. Meanwhile she gets
pregnant though not by the man she betrothed
to, and what’s more she audaciously tells
him this all happened in mysterious
circumstances which she can’t
explain or even fathom
out how she ever got
pregnant in the
first place.
 
But all the same she expects her fiancé to accept
her innocence in what has taken place and
unquestioningly take her at her word.
Rather trustingly, although understandably
at first perplexed about his fiancée’s
condition, her partner does
everything she persuasively asks of him
because he loves and trusts her, ensuring in the process
that an otherwise predictable scandal in the making
and the inevitable social ostracism of his young
bride to be by their community, were he to
roundly reject her, is swiftly nipped in
the bud and instantly averted.
 
Luckily as it turned out for this young woman and
fortunately too for humanity as a whole and the
world at large her fiancé did believe her
implausible story; the resultant
outcome of that momentous decision being that the child she
eventually bore within the love of their unshakable unity
coupled with the bizarre circumstances in which they
found themselves, not only became a truly iconic
figure and universal celebrity in his own right
but significantly as well, throughout the
ensuing centuries that followed his
contentious birth and the historic
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martyrdom that climaxed his
death, a spiritual redeemer
and lasting inspiration
to mankind generally
and Christians
specifically.
 
Thankfully the genesis of all that occurred millennia ago, for
it’s a given even in the 21st Century: an enlightened era as
it’s hailed to be, if such an occurrence did happen for
the first time today, or in anyway were simply to
repeat itself in accordance with what transpired all that
time before, no one would ever believe a word of it;
with the man in question branded a groomer
of underage girls and a paedophile; pilloried, prosecuted
and imprisoned, knowing full well from his prison
cell that his pregnant partner for her outrageous
claim that hers is a virgin pregnancy would
be publicly lambasted as a shameless hussy and
an unmarried mum; have her son taken into care or just
labelled as a fantasist at best; and at worst spitefully
dammed and instantly dismissed as a barefaced
liar and a calculating trollop out to get what
publicity she could for her appalling
notoriety, while determinedly
intent on capitalizing on
it to feather her own
nest financially.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 December 2013.
 
Commentary:
Let me make it perfectly and unequivocally clear that paedophilia as
etymologically defined and legally proscribed by the laws of the UK and those of
all other civilized countries globally I’ve always found to be totally abhorrent,
which is an adherence that’s steadfast for me and that nothing will ever change
in that regard.
 
That said I have a similar and implacable abhorrence and utter detestation for as
well as a determined aversion to mindless vigilantes. People who’re often
troublesomely intellectually challenged; instinctively feral in character and
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disposition; easily lead, because they’re wholly incapable of thinking for
themselves and so become easy prey for those with vested interests and
pernicious agendas of their own to fulfil who know this and therefore are well
disposed to eagerly manipulating such individuals through their simplistic,
invariably misleading but deliberately concocted populist narratives.
 
Credulous persons that despite their other myriad failings are also persistent and
incorrigible attention seekers who unsurprisingly jump on any available and
convenient bandwagon which they consider is appropriate to adequately facilitate
their stupidity, deflect attention away from their own miscreant behaviour and
questionable morality, while at the same time hoping that their manipulated and
sycophantically subscribed to actions will compensate for their marked lack of
personal judgment and self worth.
 
The sort of mindless morons for example whose command and comprehension of
the English Language, even though it’s supposedly their native tongue, are so
poor that they’re wholly incapable of distinguishing the difference between a
paedophile and a paediatrician, with several tragic instances recorded of innocent
members of the latter profession having been gratuitously attacked, seriously
injured and even forced to move home by viscous and baying mobs of so-called
anti-paedophile vigilantes descending on them for the sins of actual or perceived
paedophiles.
 
Curiously enough, from my perspective, the predatory shark feeding frenzy that
instantaneously erupts within significant sections of British society each time an
alleged incident of paedophilia or some other associated “crime” is reported in
the media is to say the least particularly worrisome, bearing in mind the reality
and social acceptability of marital unions between older men and much younger
females, the betrothal of infants, particularly among Europe’s royalty and
aristocracy, that were acts replete across global cultures and societies in the
past, and in 2013, a trend that significantly developed and intensified in the 20th
Century and shows no signs whatsoever of letting up, is a commonplace feature
and popular preference exercised nowadays by markedly older woman in their
relentless search for generally perceived to be more virile and much younger
men.
 
And let’s not forget that as late as the 19th Century in Britain it was also socially
acceptable an entrenched practice as well for lords of English manors whenever
one of their peasant, usually farm workers on their huge estates, got married,
permission this specific lord of the manor had to grant them before they were
allowed to do so, that the bride in question on her wedding night had an
obligation, which neither she nor her husband could duck out of or had any legal
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recourse to prevent, that expressly determined she had had to sexually spend
the time directly after her wedding, and that included her entire wedding night
and however much longer after that the said lord of this manor dictated with
him, with the ritual and one could say classic obsequiousness of her bridegroom
physically taking his bride to the home of the man that would cover her as
breeders do with horses.
 
Which makes a complete mockery in my view of these obsessive and
predominantly English ancestry searches nowadays by Britons researching their
alleged family trees, since by the time these brides were handed back to their
lawful husbands they were invariably pregnant by their permitted seducer, and
no amount of enthusiastic covering of their own which was subsequently carried
out by these respective husband was going to diminish in any way or alter the
indisputable fact that the children their wives bore, initially at any rate, and
which they then took on the role of father to weren’t their own, no matter how
much they deluded themselves, wished it to be, and even accepted it as
otherwise than what it really was.
 
Logically in any progressively minded society situations and attitudes are meant
to change for the better and enlightened individuals, regardless of how
entrenched these social customs or cultural conventions were, sensibly accept
that they must go and as a result do everything in their power to ably assist this
process. And the sexual, marital and conjugal relationships between ostensibly
matured adults, of whatever gender, and legally acknowledged underage minors
however physically developed these boys or girls are or how sexually aware they
appear to be must rightfully in my opinion be socially circumscribed and the
transgressors legally punished.
 
But playing Devil’s Advocate here despite being a committed Christian myself,
what’s to stop an outright cynic or atheist from logically asking why does
Christianity specifically and the other sections of the religious world in general,
notably so the two monotheistic faiths of Judaism and Islam both of whom
recognize the phenomenal importance of Jesus Christ and his “miraculous” birth,
continue to laud not only his earthly works but significantly too the circumstances
of his birth, the latter of which would be routinely condemned and dismissed as
absolutely ludicrous as I said earlier in this piece were it to happen in any
circumstance in the 21st Century? Food for thought, wouldn’t you say?
 
This poem I must point out isn’t something I decided to embark on because it’s
Christmas time and therefore felt it incumbent on me to do my bit during the
Yuletide festival. Far from it, as I’m not a follower and specifically like doing my
own thing and that applies equally to Christmas as it does to everything else. But
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in 1984 I wrote, produced and directed a quite successful community play using
this same theme as the core element of that play. The play had a number of
favourable and well intentioned reviews and when one of the cast in the know let
on that I was in the final stages of expanding the said play into a novel I had
many enquiries and some very interesting offers to have this novel published.
 
I turned them all down, significantly because I don’t need the money or am I
desperate for the publicity, but principally because when I do have this novel,
long completed, eventually published its publication will be on my terms as well
as do full credit to the integrity of my work and what I specifically want to
convey. In the meantime the novel itself and its title, a precautionary measure
against plagiarism, will remain firmly under wraps until I determine otherwise;
and for the time being I’m afraid you’ll have to make do with this much later and
contemporary poem.
 
Happy Christmas and enjoy it in the same spirit which you would wish for other
to extend towards you.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Modern And Meaningless Cult Of Mindless,
Western Celebrity Figures
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Quite seriously what on earth inexplicably conspires to cause
supposedly ordinary individuals and even collectively as
well large numbers of people to wantonly dessert all
apparent commonsensical notions of behaviour
that one would normally have expected them
to indulge in and cheerfully in their place
stupidly affix their devoted and clearly
committed loyalties to the manifestly
ostentatiously misleading but all the same alluring mast
of the generalized, massively harebrained, customarily
contrived, invariably cynically, and the methodically
manipulatively orchestrated by others measurably
self-centredly induced versions of what in their
delusional perceptions ought to establish and
consequently must suit their rather skewed
interpretation of what celebrity status is
all about and who accordingly should
either appreciatively be permitted to
join or else be mockingly debarred
from the ranks of this noticeably
artificial and unscientifically
based observation of theirs
as to who is or shouldn't
be graded as a celebrity
status man or woman?
 
An entirely and unreservedly irrational loss of reason
that is itself abysmally inculcated and furthermore
intuitively followed up by a mindless and quite
noticeably an explicit and decidedly uncaring
unawareness of or else the irresponsible and
deliberate discarding of either all or most
of the tried and tested aspects that have
favourably, genuinely and enduringly
stood the rigorous test of time and
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in the process of doing so confidently ensured that
the crucial and salutary interests of all mankind
would be and did substantially stand in good
stead. Or instead, or am I to wonder, ought
these commendable qualities to now be
needlessly abandoned and no longer
deemed as important assets much
less so be viewed as indispensable ones to the
conscientiously ongoing, apt and progressive
enhancement of human kind; while those
with unintelligibly and unwarrantedly
substantial influence constantly do
their level best to either profane
every thing that's esoteric, or
else transparently resort to
circumscribing anything
that rewardingly could
be beneficial to even
the most obdurately
ill-informed mind!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 March 2016.
 
 
Author's Observations:
The word celebrity certainly has a long, very old and prestigious pedigree that
goes back to the Latin word celebritas which was itself derived from an earlier
Latin word celeber which was preceded by celebr whose meaning was
&quot;frequented or honoured.&quot; And down the ages these words passed
into old French as cebebrite, and specifically because of the extremely close and
enduring linguistic links which existed and still do between the English language
and French and characteristically cemented primarily as a direct result of the
1066 Norman invasion, conquest and settlement first of England and later the
entirety of the British Isles the word we're discussing here predictably made its
way into the integrated Anglo-Saxon dialect as celebrity.
 
In contemporary English however the word celebrity commonly refers to a
famous person and particularly so someone or persons involved in entertainment
or sport and who are thus regarded as being known of by many people. But what
are the true characteristics either of or correspondingly for the word famous?
Interestingly enough no reference in that specific generalization is ever
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consciously made about these individuals' intrinsic worth or lack of it as human
beings, which I would have thought should have been fundamental
characteristics that were genuinely requisite for anyone to possess that was
considered whoever by as truly worthy of the definitions celebrity and famous.
 
Alas however that certainly isn't the case even when celebrity and famous can
both turn out at times to be a most awkward and even a hugely problematical
double-edged sword which can be dreadfully troublesome for those who're
directly involved. For like the reverse side of a coin famous and celebrity have
their flipsides as well with the words infamous and non-celebrity firmly embedded
there and which can and do often sit uneasily and discomfitingly with the
frequent and fatuous acclamation that is profusely and rather unwarrantedly
given to those who were irresponsibly and brainlessly hailed as incontestably
famous or eminent celebrity figures. And the name Jimmy Savile immediately
comes to mind although he was by no means the only such person regrettably
still alive or thankfully dead as he now is that appropriately and unquestionably
falls into that flawed category, shall we charitably say, of universally applauded
and dementedly lauded famous personalities and celebrities.
 
Even so the fundamental and still unresolved conundrum, although a number of
conjectural hypotheses have at times been put forward for this ongoing state of
affairs, is precisely why is it that so many people globally, but most particularly
so in the west, are so evidently and intransigently mesmerized by as well as
infernally and addictively hooked on this celebrity status cult obsession of
significantly and more often than not exceedingly irrationally hero-worshipping
other mortal human beings; and besides doing so unhesitatingly and without a
solitary moment's thought or any consideration whatsoever in relation to
factoring into that puerile and unthinking equation of theirs any attentive regard
for the intrinsic human worth or inestimable moral value system or otherwise of
those whom they've inanely and most self-indulgently placed atop of the
pedestals usually built on the shifting sands of populous and capricious public
opinion that they and others have self-satisfyingly erected at the time to their
inglorious but wannabe &quot;immortalized&quot; celebrity heroes?
 
And I ask myself: &quot;How can anyone be so entirely lacking in self-worth that
the only pride which they think they can realistically achieve and revel in is
through the deluded notion of hero-worshipping someone else? Acknowledging
that person's capabilities is one thing but hero-worshipping them to the point of
idiotic fixation? Sorry to disappoint but that doesn't, never has or will it ever
work for me! Not even in an inveterately class-obsessed and social climbing, cap-
doffing Britain.&quot;
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Stanley Collymore
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The Pain Of Divorce!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The uneasy pain of divorce
is often mitigated by the
great relief of knowing
that you've managed
to escape the bad
decision of
marriage.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 August 2001.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
Written on the date stated this poem: &quot;The pain of divorce&quot; is
dedicated to Kate of Surrey who recently wrote and I quote:
 
&quot;According to a survey, we are supposed to be at our happiest at 39,
having a great job, home and soul mate. At 39 I was going through a divorce
from my &quot;soul mate&quot; after finding out he was having an affair; was in
a job I hated and was living in a rented house. Now, several years later, I am
much happier, with a man who loves me, a job that challenges me and my own
house. Happiness cannot be given an age - happiness is found when it is found!
&quot;
 
Well said Kate!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Pangs Of Separation
 
I do feel alone but in no way lonely; nevertheless the
rhythmic balance of assuredness that has always
characterized my life, which I’m openly proud
of, and have always quietly but resolutely
encouraged has quite surprisingly been
critically assailed by recent events:
not least of them the unforeseen
entrance of you into my life
and in a manner that only
a short while previously
I would have sworn
was practically impossible. Now with forced
circumstances causing you to be away
from me and leaving me here alone
I think of nothing else but you,
because I miss you so much.
Oh the tortuous pangs
of separation!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Perfidious Flight Of The Covert Dyke Queen Bee!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I woke up in the middle of the night sweating most profusely,
what a dreadful fright, and earnestly sorely wondering what
on earth was going on. For I’d earlier had this quite awful
dream that Jeremy Corbyn was arrested on the specific
orders of the British Home Secretary Theresa May.
whose ministerial portfolio covers these sorts of
mundane things, for being an illegal migrant
living in Britain and who furthermore had
had the sheer audacity and the galling temerity to
brazenly stand for and even get himself elected
33 years in succession as a most popular MP
and, in addition, as we’ve recently seen as
undeniably the massively chosen leader
throughout the Labour movement;
disregard the sick, sore losers
and Labtory MPs, infecting
the House of Commons
with their presence,
in the real British
Labour Party.
 
His arrest immediately and naturally carried out through
the courtesy of that ever obliging, criminal and quite
sadistically murderous entity known as G4S; that,
to put it mildly, are seasoned past masters in
felonious activities like this. However, as
normality returned and with it my usual
composure I gradually realized it was
simply an upsetting dream that had turned into
an alarming nightmare and that probably had
earlier and somewhat unconsciously been
triggered, I dear say, by the distinctly
racist, xenophobic migration speech
tied to the mindless self-serving
vituperation by Theresa May:
the childless: small blessings
shouldn’t ever be ignored,
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discernibly testosterone-
driven and abhorrent
third gender aspirant
for the top job as leader
of the Tory – forgive
me and I do beg
your pardon –
Nasty Party!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
Thank God we have the Conservative Party in Britain and pillocks like Theresa
May in it to keep our minds intelligently and perceptively focused. For without
them, obviously sane and intelligent people, of whom there are still some in the
United Kingdom, could quite despairingly in this overtly racist, xenophobic,
delusional, sickening and perverted society called Britain rather inadvertently but
understandably so given the circumstances they’re daily confronted with, actually
think they’re going mad like the rest of the British population; which manifestly
they are not!
 
Personally, I’m very partial to ethnic cleansing in Britain provided of course we
get rid of the MP scum in all parties, the paedophile practitioners and their Tory,
Lib-Dem and Labtory protectors in conjunction with most of the powers that be
and the British Establishment for whom such pernicious and sickening activities
are a rite of passage; while leaving decent human beings, and that includes
immigrants, to carry on developing Britain as it should be; and against all the
odds hopefully transform it into a caring, equitable and a truly egalitarian country
that commands the respect of the rest of the world, and doesn’t have to
gratuitously and unwarrantedly bomb the shits out of them to make our
sanctimonious and hypocritical voices heard.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Political Mood Has Drastically Changed And
Momentum Is Now With Us!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
For our incomparable leader Mr Jeremy Corbyn – who we
don’t need meaningless or disingenuous titles attached
to him to recognize or accept either his compelling
astuteness or his greatness – and with attendant
heartfelt sentiments similarly bestowed on
all present and prospective members and
the several fully-fledged supporters of Momentum. And to
our adversaries, detractors and critics: genuine or simply
naturally delusional, unlike you, we comprehensively
know, entirely understand, methodically appreciate
wholeheartedly respect, and steadfastly support
with every fibre of our body the precepts of
genuine democracy – not the sham mirage
which is passed off by odious charlatans
as such – and, importantly too, won’t
depart one solitary iota from any of
them. And that’s why we’ll eventually win and you,
unless you transform your antediluvian, untenable,
wholly unlawful and quite discriminatory ways,
will unavoidably and deservedly lose. For put
bluntly and compelled to face glaring facts;
as you inevitably must, time, justice and
irreversible change are most definitely
on our side as is political momentum,
which likewise is with us. And only
doltish losers or those that clearly
and fatuously are ensconced in
their fantasy, virtual reality
world totally removed, as
that is, from all real life
situations predictably
won’t ever be able
to grapple with
or understand
any of that!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
13 November 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
Politics should be about tackling serious and other key issues that impact on the
daily lives of the citizens of the countries involved and where the politicians
who’re democratically entrusted with such power apply it to conscionably deal
with these issues in a mature and adult manner, and not aspire to joining or
becoming members of ludicrously antiquated and privileged secret clubs that in
reality have nothing to do with democracy or how effectively that country should
be run; and I’m referring here specifically to the Privy Council. Unfortunately,
however, that invariably is far from being the case and is itself often
compounded by the fact that should anyone deviate from this accepted norm he
or she rather than being seen as a welcome breath of fresh is on the contrary
treated as a dangerous pariah and outcast that in no circumstances should be
tolerated let alone belong to that assumed privileged club.
 
That’s exactly the position that Jeremy Corbyn found himself in and because he
does see such behaviour as utterly reprehensible, refuses to countenance or
indulge in it, and furthermore makes his views unambiguously known in relation
to such matters is therefore viewed as a dangerous threat.
 
Now sensible and intelligent people don’t buy any of this nonsense and to
assume or even assert that in the 21st Century this absurd form of outmoded
behaviour should be seen and accepted as the fulcrum of civilized behaviour is
rather nonsensical to say the very least. And popular though this conduct is with
the overwhelming majority of snouts in the troughs MPs, Simon Danczuk among
them; current or ex-public service officials financial pimps, of the “calibre” of
John Scarlet, and the plethora of those that enthusiastically collude with each
other and additionally go to great lengths to safeguard their own paedophilia
practising, condoning and the intense safety of their friends comparable activities
not only speaks volumes about these persons that in all conscionable terms
constitute the individual and collective elements of the detritus of humanity that
they undeniably are but also, in my opinion, equally demonstrate just how sick
the country they infest is.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Practical Response To Improper And Unwelcome
Sexual Behaviour
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You keep touching me like no other man has ever touched
me before and young and sexually inexperienced though
I might be I’m even so well aware that what you’re
doing is really all about you and most definitely
not about me; and if you don’t stop doing it
immediately I shall be obliged to call the
police; but then maybe not, for their bosses will
only cover it up: paedophilia protectors and
even practitioners themselves you see.
So instead I shall self-defensively,
as is my right, kick you with
all my might where it truly
hurts - smack bang in
the middle of your
very soon to be
very swollen
and painful
goolies!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 October 2015.
 
 
Author’s Comments:
A young lady I met while travelling on a bus in the Southeast of England and who
had sat next to and was on her way home from the college she attended noticing
how engrossed I was at the time with my notepad which I always carry with me
and the writing I was quite earnestly undertaking, obviously out of general
curiosity first politely apologized and then asked me what I was doing; was I a
teacher, a writer or a journalist? I smiled and told her I was all three of these. A
conversation ensued and I explained that I was writing a poem. As it happened I
had with me a few copies of previously written poems that I’d collected from the
printing firm where I professionally have my personalized poems and posters
done. As she was interested in seeing them I showed them to her.
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She evidently liked them and asked what subject I taught. I told her and she said
English was also her favourite subject, that she wanted to go on to university and
hoped to major in it. Understandably I congratulated her on her sensible choice.
She laughed and as our journey continued we built up a natural rapport with
each other. Twenty minutes later we said a warm goodbye to each other as she
prepared to get off at her stop while I continued on my journey home.
 
As fate would have it we ran into each other again but this time she was with a
group of her friends who she introduced me to. As our encounter took place in
the town centre this time we all of us mutually agreed to go to a coffee shop and
socialize there. Quite an interesting and entertaining occasion it turned out to be
too, leaving us all in stitches of laughter. And it was from one of the young ladies
present and who cheerfully and voluntarily relayed her story that this poem I’ve
now written was given birth to. She also said that she didn’t mind in the least my
turning it into a poem and the others likewise agreed.
 
This group consist of a superb bunch of lads and lasses who’ve clearly got their
heads screwed on the right way; and with me, at their unanimous request
conjoined with their parents’ specific permission, I’m now acting as their informal
“teacher”, assessing their academic work and making constructive suggestions
wherever appropriate both face to face when we meet up but more often than
not when I’m out of the country. Politically they’re also energized but I shan’t say
for which party or political leader as this is not a commercial (smile) . Suffice to
say though their choices in both instances are spot on with mine!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Priceless Gift Of Friendship
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Genuine friendship is a requisite asset that without
which no relationship that's worth the name can
logically claim, in any given circumstance,
that devoid of it, whether intentionally
or haplessly unthinkingly, its cynical
desertion or irresponsibly contrived avoidance
don't actually matter, on the spurious notion
that life, relative to those concerned will
fundamentally, and even unescapably
as formerly continue just the same.
I have personally never or will I
ever advocate such an absurd
illusion or dubious concept
and accounts all the more
as to why your precious
friendship Jana clearly
does and will always
mean so much to me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 March 2018.
 
Author's Remarks:
You Jana and me totally unknown in every conceivable respect to each other until
we unintentionally but auspiciously met have nevertheless since that very first
memorable and most enlivening encounter quite fortuitously, mutually
appealingly, markedly appreciatively and gaily celebratorily become not only firm
but also enduring friends.
 
A staunch relationship that's principally due in great measure to the
consummate, characteristic, enchanting and deeply ingrained feminine qualities
that you Jana so abundantly possess yet unpretentiously display.
 
And with these evidently and enhancing assets fully and permanently integrated,
as they undoubtedly are, with your manifest intelligence, discernment, cultured
demeanour, perspicaciousness, bon mot, insightfulness and an ineluctable sexual
charisma that zestfully captivates the mind and penetratingly stimulates the
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physical propensities of all genuinely red-blooded and indisputably heterosexual
males, makes you Jana the graceful embodiment of what's definitively the very
best there is about the exemplary female gender and its corresponding
femininity.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Proposal
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You clearly make me feel extra special and totally out of
this world as a human being if it's not a contradiction
in terms of what I'm saying; but I'm positive that
being who you are you doubtlessly know and
completely understand what I'm lovingly
and honestly communicating to you
and therefore won't require of me
any fancy or otherwise complex
rationalization my cherished
Darling. Except, of course, to distinctively
clarify that with you having in the most
exciting, rewarding, inspirational and
fulfilling of circumstances I could
ever have truthfully hoped for,
and furthermore doing so of
your own volition - well
in effect with a little
helpful persuasion
from a specified
Special Person - I would have had
to be an absolute fool, wouldn't
I, not to personally strengthen
that undoubtedly enthralling
and entirely advantageous
situation which we were
in by most pleasurably
and shrewdly asking
that you marry me,
and consequently
turning out to be
the focal point
of my life: a
supportive,
and indeed
great wife!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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1 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Everyone in Britain and several others beyond the UK's borders unless they're
recent immigrants from some planetary system in the remotest outreaches of the
Universe's galaxies - and even there I'm positive they not only have heard of but
also know quite a bit about Jeremy Corbyn too - must be aware of the absolutely
vitriolic, demented  and malevolent attacks, smears, outright lies, fabrications,
childish propaganda campaigns and the undoubtedly spiteful character
assassinations - everything bar calling him the proverbial Christian or the
principled human being that he undoubtedly is - idiotically orchestrated - these
moronic buggers even collectively couldn't manage to unassisted navigate their
way out of a sodden paper bag - and viciously directed against Jeremy Corbyn.
 
But amidst all this and as I've valiantly and will continue to fearlessly and
vigorously do fight the cause of this noble man and worthy human being Jeremy
Corbyn I haven't once overlooked or ever endeavoured to do so, and deeply and
reciprocally in love with my absolutely gorgeous: both physically, intellectually
and quite conscionably, German partner as I am, the impact that all of this has
had on Jeremy's adorable wife Laura, who has herself with dignity, fortitude and
civilized graciousness - something that categorically can't be said of these
detritus lowlife specimens of purported humanity; verminous scum too is also a
phraseology most fitting for all of them - weathered this tsunami of calculated
and despicable hatred ferociously directed at her husband.
 
And it's with this very much in mind and complimentarily too that I've happily
written this poem from the prospective of the proverbial fly on the wall and
additionally giving full licence to my artistic capabilities and distinct leanings in
this specific case decided to take this outstandingly remarkable married couple
back to their celebrated courting days, the proposal of marriage, and their
subsequent wedding. But please feel at liberty others of you who this poem
either romantically or nostalgically touches to embrace it also as a tribute in your
own personal situation.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Rapist! (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You boastfully claim you not only love sex and consequently in
the bargain of doing so as the definitely skilled connoisseur
that you openly say you are in expertly recognizing and
when disposed to always befittingly addressing the sexual
requirements of those who've been rather privileged to
have themselves skilfully serviced by you, you additionally
state in the most self-centred way that you can modestly
manage to do that this state of affairs fully explains,
or self-evidently should do, why it is that you're
not only evidently and immensely empathetic
towards sex but likewise in these expressed
conditions are thoroughly addicted to it.
 
And therefore and quite understandably, as you additionally
explain in your rather irrational and ridiculous manner,
accounts for why you're obliged to habitually have
sex, irrespective of whether those persons whom
you've specifically selected for your routine
occurrences of sexual manipulation and your individual
glorification end up either meekly or even willingly
eager and excitedly complying with your carnal
demands of them as choice-less pawns in the
matter, and then noticeably manipulatively
swayed, in the interim, by you that what
they're carnally ensuring isn't simply
typical procedure, but furthermore
is rightfully and compatibly for
them an intensely innate and
compelling desire which is
both subconsciously and
naturally being sprung
from inside of them.
 
So driven by such irresistible cravings and indomitable
circumstances then, the only realistic, sensible and
rational response expected from them is not to
pointlessly resist this enthralling and clearly
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inevitable outcome, but instead to firmly
and welcomingly, instantly, spiritedly,
gratefully both go along with and completely embrace
this arbitrary scenario that you always put to your
star-crossed and helpless victims and therefore
anticipatorily expect to superciliously from
your obviously assumed position of total
command and absolute influence over
them casually and always easily get
away without any punishments at
all, with whatever it is that you
persistently and evilly doing.
 
An absolute and uncompromising hubris on your part that
countenances no understanding whatsoever of the orally
expressed, emotionally demonstrated or the naturally
connected with both of these and consequently the
decidedly unflattering opinions regarding what
you, as these victim's undisputed rapist, are
coercively and unconscionably doing to them. Incidences
that quite evidently don't matter in the slightest to you,
or would they even when one factors into the other
sexual abuses' equation what you are similarly
desirous of perpetrating when indulging in
your accustomed illegal and discernibly
appalling sexually abusive behaviour.
 
For in your noticeably twisted, utterly sickening and totally
egotistic calculation of this solely untenable and outright
demeaning situation that you're always so desirous of
imposing on others, and where the perverse evil of
your hectic opportunism enmeshed supportively
with the analysed deduction of your intensely
believed in and just as inflexibly practised
aberrant sexual actions are, in essence, as much an integral
part of your own sexual exploitations as the habitually
stipulated, diligently devised, established planning
and the subsequent utilization of these numerous
things that in turn, and matching these several
other specified and sexual forms of human
violations, do unambiguously, as a direct
consequence of all this, unforgettably,
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irrefutably and unforgivably in such
circumstances, definitely sets you
totally apart from conventional
humans to struggle endlessly
as what you clearly are and
will always be, a highly
revolting and a most
uncharitable rapist!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
25 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
To start with, and in the process making it abundantly and unequivocally clear,
this is no jumping onto any current or other bandwagon on my part regarding
the issues of rape, sexual abuse and violence, which I've written about in this
article and the attendant poem also entitled The Rapist.
 
And it has nothing at all to do with either insensitivity or the lack of a caring and
empathetic attitude by me. Rather the contrary I would say. And to be perfectly
honest with you my reason for purposefully taking this stance that jumping on
bandwagons, and what's more gratuitously so, is totally alien to my character
and something that I am adamantly, totally unapologetically and antipathetic
towards.
 
For I utterly detest self-righteous, self-serving, bogus sanctimoniously and
contrived grief and abhorrence prats of both genders, regardless of who they are,
what they do for a living or have no such thing, or what power and influence they
have over others, a situation that I never submit to and especially if it's a
coercive or manipulative one.
 
So I'll be blunt! I consider rape and sexual abuse to be wrong and this
irrespective and in line with whoever the perpetrators or the victims are.
 
Yes, it's a state of affairs that community-wise as well as globally has been
around for millennia, but even so as mankind supposedly becomes better well-
informed and more &quot;civilized&quot; and with the evils of rape and sexual
abuse increasingly recognized and accepted as such it can only be hoped that
these acts will be determinedly challenged, prosecuted - regardless of the social
position of the perpetrators - and the REAL, as apart from the self-advertising
and self-serving victims, more fully empathized with, given all the help they need
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and appropriately compensated.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Real, Welcome And Thankfully Blessed Threat
Posed By Jeremy Corbyn!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Kiss her hand you ghastly, bearded Republican terrorist
sympathizer and existential threat to our monarchical
Britain! For how dare you anticipate ever being an
authentic member of the Privy Council, the
august body that advises Her Majesty,
and not expect to kneel at our head
of state’s feet and adoringly kiss
her hand, you disreputable, treacherous and
absolutely insufferable man that without
any quibbling or a shadow of doubt
is a festering sore and gross insult
to all of us proud, deeply loyal
and patriotic subjects of HM
the Queen and, of course,
our intensely precious
United Kingdom?
 
Yet, you have the gall, the sheer temerity and
even the barefaced audacity, Jeremy Corbyn
to actually call yourself an Englishman!
How could you? Especially when our
medieval system of entrenched class
consciousness, quite formidably
and privileged exceptionalism,
routine nepotism and knowing our place in
society; as those, who by divine right and
born to rule the rest of us always know
what’s best for us - has continuously
worked wonderfully well for our
beloved country: comprising
England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland,
that we are acutely honoured to call Britain;
and therefore must unchanged continue
to do so without revolting notions of
spurious meritocracy, social and
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racial equality compounded by
your untenable egalitarian
meddling, never allowed
to endanger any or all
of this, Commissar
Jeremy Corbyn!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 October 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Remarkable And Inescapable You!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A seemingly unknown entity yet quietly but confidently
exuding a much wholesome warmth and engagingly
effective inspiration epitomizing a character
that’s manifestly strong, unshakably
vibrant and deeply enmeshed with a charming
allure that is evidently all its own and which
is endearingly wonderful to behold;
more so as it instinctively evokes
a primordial love and enduring
respect for everything that’s awe-inspiring and
truly marvellous about human kind, giving
rise to a veritable inestimable woman
that’s certainly beyond comparison
and most gratefully, one must
unequivocally agree,
worthily so!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
2 May 2014.
 
 
Author’s Remarks
Periodically general events, the significance of whose occurrence at the time may
have unconsciously gone unnoticed, unexpectedly resurrect themselves to
establish situations that ultimately become hugely inspirational and even
momentous in the life of that particular person; this is one such occasion.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Reprehensible, White Western Media And Their
Criminal, Zionist Paymasters!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You don't know me; and vitally in all of this we've never met,
so how can you so ludicrously then make supposedly valued
statements about me that bear no similitude, whatsoever,
to who or what I really am? And to moreover rather
dishonestly and, assuredly from my personal
perspective, reprehensively portray these
concocted falsehoods of yours, which
you've liberally, callously, untrustworthily and most discernibly
totally unwarrantedly in your crazed and vainglorious mind-
set take to proselytizing as something which they quite
patently are not! Have you no shame, much less so
any conscience - graciously assuming that you
know what that word means, and therefore
have one - to stop, think and seriously
reconsider what you're customarily
doing? Or is purely self-servingly,
most spinelessly and corruptly,
monetarily feathering your
own nests, set against the
immoral framework of
hateful and populous
drum-beating your
one stanch raison
d'etre for living?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 April 2019.
 
 
Author's remarks:
It would take far too long and undoubtedly a considerable amount of my precious
time and energy to name if not all, at least the vast majority of these absolutely
nauseating culprits that are both directly and implicitly involved and, frankly, I do
truthfully have far better things to constructively do with my cherished time and
shan't therefore either insult my intelligence or dignify these poor excuses for
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Homo Sapiens by spending such an inordinate amount of time on them.
 
Furthermore, all of you with methodically functioning brains in your heads, in
discernible contrast to those with unmistakeably impracticable but supposed ones
firmly located in their posteriors, and know how to properly use yours are already
fully acquainted with those who are unquestionably culpable for this noxious
state of affairs, and who precisely it is that I'm referring to.
 
Wouldn't you agree Mark Zuckerberg?
 
As Jonathan Cook both honestly and comprehensively outlined in his brilliant
article: &quot;The Media smoothed the path to British soldiers using Corbyn (in
reference to Jeremy Corbyn)as target practice&quot;, this endemic white western
media problem, currently at its zenith in the British corporate media - &quot;It is
time to stop believing these infantile narratives the British political and media
establishments have crafted for us.
 
&quot;Like the one in which they tell us they care deeply about the state of
political life, and that they lie awake at night worrying about the threat posed by
populism to our democratic institutions.
 
&quot;How do they persuade us of the depth of their concern? They express their
&quot;horror&quot; at the murder of an MP, Jo Cox, and their
&quot;outrage&quot; at the abuse of another, Anna Soubry - both victims of the
frenzied passions unleashed by Brexit.
 
&quot;But the political and media elites don't really care whether politicians are
assaulted, vilified or threatened - at least, not if it the kind of politician who
(lawfully)threatens their power.
 
&quot;They aren't seriously worried about attacks on democracy, or about
political violence, or about the rottenness at the core of state institutions. Their
outrage is selective. (Sanctimonious piety) . (And)it's rooted not in principle, but
in self-interest.&quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Resilient And Highly Civilizing Gypsy In Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You’re by far much more than simply cleverly outstanding
Nicole Barr, as unquestionably you’re perceptibly as well
a vibrant an undoubtedly a confirmed intellectual star;
for academically-wise and in every other feasible
respect that one can realistically recognize,
accept and additionally as well futuristically proudly
contemplate, your innate qualities conjoined with
your erudite nature and conspicuously cerebrally
mature disposition discernibly demonstrate not
only your amazing scholarly capabilities but
also the maliciously untold and unheralded
ones, both individually and collectively, of your people
that notwithstanding them is nevertheless either resentfully
ignored, dismissively vilified or else contemptuously
denigrated, and that the grudging highlighting of
your truly outstanding, intellectual acumen
placing you, and most ironically so, as
one of the “Travelling People” atop
the steeple not just of your Romani
Gypsy Nation but all humanity,
will henceforth most surely
and justifiably frustrate, negate and hopefully
as well permanently eradicate the negative
connotations contemptibly levelled at
you and your people. Meanwhile,
my sincerest congratulations to
you for what at 12 years old
you’ve most wonderfully
and quite remarkably
in every possible
way visibly
done!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 August 2015.
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Author’s Remarks:
Gypsy or Romani people are Europe’s oldest deep-rooted and longstanding
resident population that migrated to the European continent initially from the
Indian Sub-continent several millennia years ago. Mistakenly referred to by the
very much later and markedly increasingly numerical numbers of settlers of
white Caucasian stock as Gypsies, because it was ignorantly perceived by these
white newcomers that those whom they found in Europe and had preceded them
there had originally come from Egypt hence the expression universally applied to
them of Gypsy, and that over successive generations has persistently been
employed as a racist and vilifying term of abuse by these Johnny-and-Jane-
come-lateleys against these original, and by any realistic definition of the word
authentic inhabitants of Europe; the Gypsies or Romani people have also over
the centuries systematic and barbarically been subjected to, and still are quite
unwarrantedly treated in this most despicable manner in 2015, to the worst kinds
of gratuitous prejudices, abuses and blatant criminal injustices suffered by any
people on Earth other than arguably Blacks.
 
For just one example of this Gypsies were savagely rounded up, transported to
and instantaneously exterminated in their millions in multiple death and
concentration camps across Europe at the time of Europe’s holocaust and the
Nazis and fascists control of the European continent but unlike some highly
favoured and noticeably graspingly greedy enfant terrible who’ve made the most
monetarily and still carry on doing so from Europe’s compensation payouts while
paradoxically and in typical Stockholm Syndrome infested style are now carrying
out their own dementedly inflicted holocaust against the Palestinian people, the
Gypsies in manifestly marked contrast and to this very day have not received a
single Euro for the immense tribulations which they themselves have similarly
suffered, or are they in the prevailing climate of intolerance and racist attitudes
prevalent across Europe ever likely to do so.
 
Therefore, as a Black person and whose own ancestors were savagely subjected
for centuries to the barbarities of the Transatlantic and Caribbean Slave Trade,
it’s with great humility but also with enormous pride that I greatly and most
sincerely congratulate Nicole Barr on her fantastic success, commend her on it,
and genuinely extend my very best wishes currently and also for the future to
her and her people. And in full Barbadian solidarity say: “Much respect to you
young lady! ”
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Ridiculous Mind Games Of A Narcissistic Lover
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
If as you say you're reciprocally in love with someone and
additionally an quite ostentatiously make that personal
declaration of yours well known, why then do you
feel it incumbent on you and therefore necessary
too to demand of that allegedly special person
an unqualified explanation of, if and why it
is that that particular individual still loves
you? Since reciprocation, the noun form
of the adverb reciprocally that you've
openly and freely used in relation to this supposedly
special person, unquestionably means that you and
whoever it is that you've partnered with have of
your own volition voluntarily embarked on the
relationship you're sharing. Which prompts
the obvious question then, and not least so
from the concerned perspective of this
involved person as well as the uneasy
opinion of anyone who's vaguely in
the least interested in this clearly
narcissistic discourse that you
are pandering to about your
love; what the precisely is
it you're trying to prove?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 February 2017.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Yes! There are sadomasochists involved in practically every aspect of everyday
human life: persons wholly lacking in self-worth, devoid of any noticeable
acquisition or demonstration of commonsensical behaviour much less so
discernible intellectual acumen but, all the same, whose activities, both
individually and collectively, can and do cause irreparable harm to those whom
they overtly or even surreptitiously indulge their brainless, self-dependency
leanings, wanton and avaricious yearnings along with their pernicious activities
overall, gratifyingly with.
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Personal indulgences you might say; and therefore are perfectly permissible
among consenting adults in the privacy of their homes or private lives and
certainly alright within the environs of a vibrant and progressive democracy and
its objectively thinking and pragmatically practising citizens, in relation to what
other people quite lawfully do with their lives inside that that country; and I
wholeheartedly agree.
 
However when demented sadomasochism combines, I believe, with compulsive
control-freakism, that's altogether a wholly different matter regardless of what
society that they emerge in and manage to ingratiate themselves in. For I firmly
believe that in such vile and threatening situations they mustn't, with their
undercurrent of moral and societal aberrations and their attendant
consequences, be so easily, glibly and broad-mindedly be accepted much less so
encouraged.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Royal Sussex Prayer!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Almighty God, Heavenly father and the gracious giver of life,
thank you for granting to Meghan and Harry the precious
gift of a baby son to further consolidate their intense
and continuing love for each other. And may this
wonderful trio of father, mother and baby son,
and any further additions to their family that they may have,
be a constant reminder of the powerful nature of human
love when sanctified by the eternal blessing and the
Heavenly assurances of an adoring God. A God,
who does exist, actually cares about us, and
performs wonders for all those: like you
Meghan and Harry, who confide in
Him and trustingly allows Him
to be a permanent, and an
influential, figure in our
personal life. Amen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 May 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Conceived and written with the Duke and Duchess of Sussex in mind and in
celebration of their new-born son.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Scum Uk Caretaker Politicians And Civil Servants
Running Britain For Zionist-Apartheid Israel
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How does it feel Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, Jack Straw,
Alistair Campbell, Margaret Beckett, Alistair Darling,
Geoff Hoon, Harriet Harman and you the insipid
runt, George Robertson among the numerous
other complicit Labtory hierarchy lowlife
scum and wilful perpetrators of heinous war crimes,
crimes against humanity and the sickening toll of
Iraqi and Afghanistan mass murdering deaths
that you callously authorized and savagely
engaged in; comprehensively snuffing
out in acts that were unquestionably sadistic,
hate-filled and thoroughly insane, millions of
Iraqi and Afghan lives in your insidiously
contrived, fanatically orchestrated and
fraudulently implemented, fictional
war on terror games; and all of
this graspingly, avariciously
and fixatedly done for the
sake of the archetypical
filthy lucre; in other
words, purely for
financial gain!
 
And on the other side of this barbarously minted
coin and themselves firmly ensconced in the
bosom of the true Tory Party, expediently
conjoined with its Lib-Dem conspirators,
are the privileged oiks of conservatism:
primarily among them Dave Cameron,
Philip Hammond, Michael Fallon
and Theresa May the incumbent
Home Secretary wholly and
fanatically supported by a rather
desperately keen to stay in their august
mass murdering company – that said however,
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it’s a dead certainty that in his decidedly brain dead
and lunatic idiocy the Department of Works
and Pensions bogus complimentary
literature inventor and social climber, Ian Duncan
Smith will forthwith and absolutely fail to grasp
the sarcastic irony risibly levelled at him
by me and which pointedly mocks
his discernibly pervasive stupidity. But then
all of them, individually and collectively
too, sadistically and hubristically, yet
to all sane and logical minds
unintelligibly so, never the
less shamelessly think
nothing of celebrating
and glad-handing
each other on
their certifiably
established
notoriety.
 
The ritual salutation of those whose self-serving individualism
continues to critically infect our nation as these public figures,
but essentially veritable scum, obsessively carry on to
graspingly and with a rapacious intensity rake in
the dosh that financially is a must, criminal
pay off for their exhibited and executed
feral propensity at having recurrently and quite sickeningly
for personal monetary gain uncaringly taken the lives of
millions of innocent civilians, and just as heartlessly
turned millions more into hopelessly despairing
and hapless refugees from all across the deeply
traumatically-affected, Global South states
patronizingly perceived by these white
Caucasian, primordial executioners
and their off the leash invading
and occupation armed forces
killers, as basically fair
game, Third World
and immaterial
countries.
 
And as the millions of Pounds Sterling in personal bribes,
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white collar graft and deep-pocket remuneration that
copiously and totally unhindered continue to roll
in on behalf of these politicians from their
treacherous, multitudinous and markedly
monstrous acts of astonishing public
office malfeasance, these lowlife scum whether from
the government positions they’ve been tactically
given, their Official Opposition in the House
of Commons front bench standing which
they’ve undeservingly acquired; now,
both egotistically and pompously
and not forgetting the superb
opportunity to profitably
and greedily misuse,
longingly want
at any cost to
hang on
to.
 
Or on the other hand the out of office, retired, kicked
upstairs to the House of Lords, or the electorate
rejected scumbags: indisputable and wholly
unconscionable sewer rats all of them,
whether of the one-eyed variety
from north of the English
border or his type from the leafy suburbs of the
English Home Counties, still trying and
regrettably habitually succeeding in
exerting their perfidious political
influence on all us; knowing
perfectly well that should anything go
seriously wrong they can always
concoct a phoney inquiry to
deceptively massage the
rot just as they’ve been
assiduously doing for the past
four years now in relation to
the Iraq one; and in that
ongoing catastrophe
chaired by one of
their dependable
toadies like
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Chilcot!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 August 2015.
 
 
Author’s Remarks:
Treachery and self-serving betrayal of Blighty are nothing new to the privileged
and their camp followers in our country. It was widespread and even rampant in
the lead up to World War II and was carried on regardless even during the war
years by elements among the UK’s aristocracy, public school educated
establishment “elites”, politicians and to a considerable degree some prominent
members – family souvenir Nazi salute or not – within the British royalty.
 
There was even the infamous Nazi death squad camp operatives well known in
Germany as “Das britische Freikorps” made up exclusively of wholly volunteer
and committed white Britons, Australians, Canadians and New Zealander
members.
 
So it comes as no surprise to me, even in what’s undeniably a new century, to be
observing in 2015 the like-minded contemporary progeny of these odious
scumbags doing exactly the same in relation to the United Kingdom.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Seductive Atmosphere Of St. Valentine's Day!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I promise to love you in every conceivable way that
there is and moreover for as long as I humanly can;
never to intentionally lie to you, emotionally
deceive you, cause you personal anguish
by my behaviour towards you -
whether thoughtlessly or otherwise
embarked upon - and to let no action,
come what may, heedlessly essay
to ever split us apart or unduly
sway what I personally and
powerfully feel for you
and treasure most
deeply within
my heart.
But also permit me to candidly say that as much as
I resolutely care about you and me being together
as one; profoundly respect and passionately
love you in every way that it's possible
for a woman to ever love a man,
and in that regard where you're
concerned I categorically
do, I none the less do
intrinsically need to retain something for me
that's exclusively mine, and which I really
can't or won't ever let go of, however
persuasive or engagingly so the
seductive overtures and the
complementary Siren
Song might be of
tine!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 February 2015.
 
 
Author's Remarks
This poem consciously written from a female perspective and assuredly as well
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my longstanding (from puberty onwards into adulthood actually)  and
committedly held point of view that in the arena of love absolute equality must at
all times be an undisguised pre-requisite and salient factor in all amorous
relationships between the two genders of our distinctive human race, is none the
less dedicated to all those - whether committedly, casually or hopefully so - who
at this time of the year are recurrently and ritually turning their concerted
attentions and romantic designs to matters of the heart.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Self-Effacing And Truly Charming Isobel
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
No one but our self can logically see into the secretive
realm of our individual mind and either decipher
or, far less so, realistically say with absolute
certainty what is really going on there; or
likewise confidently but rather, absurdly, create a
similar scenario with the true intentions of our
heart. That said the way in which one as an
individual routinely reacts to any given
situation or unconsciously, in normal
circumstances, routinely behaves
when subjected to incidents of
stress or prevailing situations
discharged of the strenuous
awkwardness of human
duress is - for a start -
the incontrovertible
suggestion of the
class of person
that declared
character is.
 
And whether in a purely casual manner, or by virtue
of an incisive, constructively appreciative and, as
well, a far more comprehensively detailed and
observational technique of assessment your
normal presence, or inherently distinctive
bearing are justifiably and admiringly
commended, there can truthfully be
no escaping the resplendent and absolutely
exceptional indicators which all clearly,
reliably and quite emphatically tell,
that beyond all reasonable doubt
you're a terrifically amazing, a
classic exceptional and by all
possible or any conceivable
and redeeming indicators,
a very intelligent, totally
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pleasant, conspicuously
charming and, as well,
an astonishing young
lady to boot, Isobel!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
May 20,2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
There's a general misconception in Britain that is readily believed by those who
purportedly, but oh so ludicrously, regard themselves as adults but who, bluntly
and unapologetically from my observant perspective, couldn't collectively, far
less so individually, navigate themselves out of the proverbial sodden paper bag,
that all young people, other than their own broods it's fair to surmise, are
essentially feral, utterly useless and wilfully destructive persons. People that
consciously don't try to make any constructive contributions to their own
societies generally and, furthermore, wouldn't know how or where to start if, by
some intervention of fate, they were to have a change of heart in that regard.
 
Personally, I wholeheartedly disagree with this preposterously juvenile
assumption so willingly ascribed to by these so-called adults, who are themselves
hardly paragons of virtue or by any means constructive elements of a moral or
genuinely civilized country. If one were, that is, to take into account the glaringly
multi-layered social and moral infractions of everyday life, to just factor into this
equation their own personal and highly unethical ways of conducting their own
lives.
 
Situations grotesquely compounded by the highly manipulative manner in which,
unthinkingly, that they allow themselves to be easily and manipulatively abused
both by the politicians whom they idiotically and compulsively vote for, in
addition to the distinctly abhorrent and fake news corporate media that
discernibly and intentionally, consistently and callously use them as very
convenient and &quot;useful Idiots&quot; fodder.
 
So pleasantly encountering the likes of young people of the calibre of Isobel, who
possess more individualistic character, exceptional consideration for others, and
incontestably extraordinary intelligence in her little finger than all of these
delusional, fatuous and supposed adult morons have in their collective bodies
speak volumes in itself. And assuredly substantiates the earnest conviction held
by all compos mentis, balanced and intelligent observers that societally all isn't
entirely lost where Britain is concerned.
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Stanley Collymore
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The Sex Trap
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
It wasn't wholly my fault you getting pregnant. Before we
had sex I specifically told you that I wasn't then carrying
any condoms with me, and sensibly in that discourse
between the two of us unambiguously asked you if
you were on the pill or else taking some other
form of contraceptive precaution against
you accidentally getting yourself pregnant. You
said you weren't. So I openly suggested that
we should call the whole thing off and try
again later when it was a lot safer to do
so. But you emphatically replied no;
swiftly adding that you'd recently
had your normal period and the
likely chance of conception
was plausibly low and,
therefore, prudently
out of the way.
 
And, besides, the preoccupation and even the clinical
obsession with safe-sex, you thought, was a topic
that was enormously oversold, and which
relatively few independent persons
actually bought. So I succumbed
to your persuasive reasoning, the proof of which
is now in the pudding that you're obviously
carrying. And what has miraculously
happened to the free love notion
and self-proclaiming avant
garde,21st century lover
you were sedulously
championing?
 
Quite unsurprisingly, to me, you now
intently and expectantly faithfully
desire to be a conventionally
respectable wife, and
devoted mother.
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© Stanley V. Collymore
23 July 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
There are relatively very few of us who haven't either been down this specific
road or else were severely tempted to. And if you try to convincingly say that you
haven't, then you're either a delusional or pathological liar or else have, so far,
lived a pretty boring life.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Taste Of Freedom
 
Fly bird! Fly high and far away from here.
Spread your wings as never before, for
you have your freedom now and it’s
yours to do with as you please
away from your gilded cage.
And for my part I truly
wish you all the
luck in the
world.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
7 February 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Thrilling Intimacy And Efficacious Attributes Of
The Shower!
 
Profusely and consistently you rain down the determined
strength and required temperature of the water I need
onto my naked body and in such an invigorating
and sensual way that with each concerted
and concentrated spray you release,
you instantaneously and seductively
evoke in me a compellingly
vibrant air of spirited ecstasy that
comfortingly and transformatively,
conspiratorially does all sorts
of quite interesting and
profoundly erotic
things to me.
 
For example, you both stimulate and energize me
physically and emotionally evoking within my
mind and receptive body innumerable and
distinctly wondrous sensations of the
cosmic kind that throughout the
entire duration of my
enlivening shower, courtesy
of your sustainable deluge that you so
gratifyingly deliver and effortlessly
too with my fullest cooperation,
transport me magically and
escapably out of my
earthly self.
 
And, what’s more, in such an unequivocal
manner, like nothing else that in the
given circumstances I can readily
remember or think of with such candour
or consummate dedication; except, of
course, the fulfilling realization of a
mind-blowing orgasm. But rather
personally, as I’m absolutely
sure you’ll understandably
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and fully agree with me,
that’s altogether and
essentially a wholly
different matter
entirely!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 March 2015.
 
 
Author’s personal observation:
I’ve never been enamoured with, or am I ever likely to be, by the bathtub or
whoever it was that was responsible for creating it in the first place; so you’ll
doubtlessly detect from that statement that I utterly detest bathing in a bathtub
and accordingly resolutely eschew having anything whatsoever to do with such
contraptions however ornate or seemingly appealing they might appear to be.
That’s my personal opinion, I know, and I fair-mindedly recognize that there’re
others who emphatically take a diametrically opposed point of view to my own;
and I both accept and respect their right to do so. In marked contrast, however,
I’m ecstatically in love with the shower and have been ever since my earliest
childhood.
 
Hygienic reasons aside, aspects both foremost and logically in my mind, I’ve
never been partial to nor even remotely disposed to first submerging and then
proceeding to wash my entire body, head to toe, in the same container of easily
contaminated water even with the sparing, as is customarily the case in the UK,
availability of a bidet before I did so – and for perfectly obvious reasons to
anyone who is even minimally hygienic by disposition.
 
The overwhelming majority of homes in the United Kingdom, even in 2015, are
instinctively constructed without the prospect let alone the reality of having
bidets installed in them, and where such bidets do occur they’re either speciality
features unilaterally introduced by progressive house builders or else the
personal requests to them by potential house buyers; or failing either of these
two things the result of individual bathroom conversions by the respective home
purchasers or owners of specific local residences.
 
Which says a lot, if you want my honest opinion, of the lax and widespread
approach of a vast number of Britons across the board – as it’s not just a class
orientated thing – to the issue of personal hygiene not only at home but also in
public conveniences and the like, as I’ve previously articulated and
condemnatorily and meticulously reported.
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So all hail to the illustrious shower – domestic and public– and the serious
promotion and execution of personal hygiene in Britain, unabashedly and
unrepentantly say I!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The True Essence Of Friendship
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Strangers aren't necessarily only people whom
you've never met, since conceivably they can
also be persons whom you've individually
known all or most of your life! A clear
contradiction in logical terms I hear
you say? No! It certainly isn't in
actuality; because strangers, just like friends, is
a state of mind whose prevalent wellbeing, or
lack of it, is found in your personal psyche
and stems directly and unmistakably, as
well as indisputably from the original
and subsequently too, the enduring
impression which that person has
determinedly had and therefore
continues to maintain on you.
 
And you, Sylvia Tara, unquestionably
radiate the genuine characteristics
which on objective observation
and analysis do direct one
to sensibly and astutely
contemplate that acquiring your
acquaintance and afterwards
possibly and opportunely
becoming a friend too
evidently could not
on that person's
part be a finer
aspiration!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 December 2016.
 
 
Author's remarks:
The festive season that comprises Christmas and the New Year is customarily,
and rather amusingly as well, quite interesting to watch, as it's the time in many
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peoples' lives when they endeavour either quite seriously or else merely
instinctively and unthinkingly to put a positive spin on their individual life and
with hopeful expectations seek to improve on it. But while some succeed in their
earnest bid to do so others most unfortunately fail dismally in their attempt to
attain even their transiently held expectations, and prompts the very obvious
question, which of these two categories are you in?
 
Relax! It's not a judgemental castigation of you and whatever decision you
choose to opt for is essentially your own; and whether given in earnestness is
sustained; eventually abandoned or non-reciprocated is a life's lesson that will
doubtlessly be food for thought I quite imagine and future actions, as well as a
thoroughly personal assessment that's hopefully honest and straightforward in
relation to one's self.
 
Taking a calculated leap into the dark undoubtedly has its numerous thrills as
well as myriad opportunities for both success and failure; but success however
and whenever it comes is never conceived, born or fully achieved without taking
that quantum leap into the unknown. So my advice, for what it's worth, is to go
for it!
 
Instinctively inspired by Sylvia Tara this poem is altruistically written for and also
dedicated to her and everyone else who genuinely wants to see and moreover
help contribute towards making the world we all of us currently live in an
infinitely better one. So with that firmly in mind; Happy New Year To All of You!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Truly Magical And Profoundly Inspirational
Qualities Of Love
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I like to think of love as an experience worth having and most
definitely not as a commodity to be bartered for and traded
to the seemingly most advantageous and highest bidder,
or else used as an exploitative means over someone
whom you evilly wish to control. Therefore, Love
is for me something that comes quite naturally,
achieves its own precise momentum, and discerns when
to be commanding, in the most confident fashion, and,
accordingly, when to judiciously hold back and take
a noticeably observational back seat of the current
proceedings. For real love is altruism at its very
best, because it's entirely prepared at all times
to both give, and do all that it positively can
and neither claim nor demand anything in
return for what it has constructively and
willingly done. Emotions, my Darling,
that serve as just a meagre fraction of
the multiple reasons why I not only
love you enormously, but am also
profoundly too in love with you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 November 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
In this rather sick and thoroughly demented world that significant numbers of us
are regrettably forced to live in amongst the plethora of absolutely dim-witted,
easily manipulated, delusional and utterly sociopathically, intellectually
impoverished and lowlife retards that also inhabit this Planet Earth that we all
have no other choice in our earthly existence but to call home, it has
unquestionably and quite obviously become rather self-evident to anyone with
even a half-functioning let alone a fully operational brain in their head that many
longstanding, tried and tested cultural and social values of note that have stood
the test of time for literally numerous generations and even countless millennia
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ever since mankind first walked on the surface of Planet Earth and thereafter
began evolving, subsequently establishing and accordingly reinforcing suitable
and worthy civilizations as a result not only for those who were currently existing
at the time but also their offspring and distant descendants who would follow
them are now seemingly in the 21st Century very much in peril.
 
And by and large this system of cultured behaviour, practised custom and well-
thought out rituals that have become endearingly embedded in the respective
communities and societies of their respective times and consequently have
worked exceedingly well for those involved, and with Homo sapiens initiating
through evolved procedures the requisite skills that they deemed to be important
and then fine-tuning them to make life overall considerably better for most if not
exactly everyone in their various communities is now somehow seemed by their
detractors as issues to be confronted, scorned and dismissively got rid of.
 
Incredibly so. Since these evolutions and developments were matters that were
intentionally designed to make life infinitely better than was previously the case
for others who were on earth before them or that those previously here could
ever possibly have imagined. A process that saw the judicious eradication or
summary dismissal of those things that neither had merit nor could possibly ever
have enhanced the lives of the majority of people who were happily otherwise
living at any one specific period of time in mankind's historical and physical
existence.
 
Now in the 21st Century such astute activities and well-meaning considerations
are being gratuitously, malevolently and discernibly as swell idiotically, virulently
and quite dangerously under the attack of egotistical, grotesquely self-serving,
demented attention seeking, perniciously controlling and manifestly obtuse self-
appointed tsars in relation to what other, and who're very much unasked about
their honest opinions, should think or do. And who moreover in their brazen
arrogance and psychopathic assertions belligerently believe and consequently
automatically assume that they instinctively and therefore unchallengeably know
what's best for the rest of us, and must therefore unmolestedly be allowed to
proceed in their asinine quest.
 
And bearing all that in mind all that I've observantly noticed and previously said
there is absolutely no doubt in my mind whatsoever that this coterie of
sociopathically infused, virulently psychopathically demented, compulsively
controlling and decidedly delusional nutters if allowed to have their sick,
recurrently always looking for something to caustically criticize, condemn and
malevolently change to suit their comprehensively distorted and warped minds,
will accordingly do everything that they possibly can to sickeningly transform as
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well as destroy the beautiful concept of natural love that every rational human
being positively and romantically aspires to achieving and endorsing for
themselves as well as delightfully and lovingly giving to others, and especially
that special person in their own life, into something even more nightmarish than
Hell itself.
 
Because unfortunately these silly sods are the kind of pathetic and self-indulgent
nerds that all intelligent, sensible and enlightened human beings are increasingly,
within the 21st Century, finding themselves having to deal with. An outrageous
situation, I know, but nevertheless one that we mustn't allow those dregs of
society and the epitome of what's noticeably the worst of rampant, lowlife
activities to gain full control of, let alone win. For to permit that would be a rank
betrayal of your own independence and the thorough undermining as well of all
the remarkably good things that many of our respective ancestors have in the
past sacrificed their lives for to ensure that those who came after them could
inhabit and benefit in the process from a much better world, and one where love
was an integral part of those proceedings.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Ukip-Topian, Sociopathic Delusions Of Natasha
Bolter!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm genuinely an aspiring politician who will forever
endeavour, if people allow me to, to do the very
best that I can for my country, those who
authentically belong to it, have the
inalienable right too not only to be
resident in it but also to permanently
control as well as determine how
it's run; and together with that
warrantable point of view
will understandably feel
as passionately about
Britain and British
values as I do.
 
That's why having become utterly disillusioned with
the Labour party of which I was once an active
member, I Natasha Bolter decisively quit
forthwith to become an ardent standard
bearer for UKIP whose views and
policies: when of course the latter
are properly thought out,
codified, become generally known and accordingly
are publicly presented for everyone to see, must
surely in those circumstances convince you
all why UKIP is undeniably the only
progressive and sensible way
forward towards justly
reclaiming our stolen British
sovereignty along with our highly
prized and privileged national identity;
and not unnaturally therefore has
rapidly proved to be such a
compellingly attractive
political alternative for
numerous and deeply
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patriotic British
subjects who're
very much
like me!
 
A far cry, I must confess, from Ed Miliband's ruinous
leftie lot and even David Cameron's pussyfooting
Tories who're pathetically soft on and quite
noticeably as well even rather indulgent
as regards the particularly serious
and highly damaging matter of
mass immigration into Britain.
Something that as a major fillip economically,
culturally and linguistically too must right away
be reversed and a stop permanently applied
to; and the only plausible and realistic
policies to dauntingly guarantee
these necessary targets are
those that are fervently
championed by and
campaigned for
by my party
UKIP.
 
And being a highly educated woman with a prestigious
Oxford University degree - never mind that the
records kept by that educational institution
are somewhat remiss in failing to
confirm this and no one
associated with Oxford University has ever heard
about me - I've nevertheless since my switch to
UKIP have mentally, physically, emotionally
and even sexually courageously and freely
given my all as I've sought to and, additionally,
arguably managed in the process to impress
upon the hierarchy of my party per se,
and most especially its election
chief of the day Roger Bird, my
acquired and growing reputation;
that I am indeed a woman of
substance who not only
means business but also
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resolutely as well
keeps her every
texted and
spoken
word.
 
Even so, and most regrettably I must admit, among leading lights
in UKIP who out of their pernicious jealousy are desperately
trying to marginalize me, my demonstrable loyalty
unhappily appears to have been sadly misplaced -
divisively engendering an unforgivable affront to me
and similarly creating unwanted opprobrium for
the party. And who, putting my perfectly
legitimate and distinctly private even if
allegedly unrequited amorous ambitions and attentions
aside, have most categorically been quite remiss in
not readily perceiving and fully acknowledging
the obvious pulling power that tactically can
both be harnessed and wielded on UKIP's
behalf by a thoroughly committed, quite
extraordinary I do believe and, very
much in line with the unfeigned
mindset of every other UKIP
adherent too: indisputably
unabashed and, can I
also honestly say to
you, absolutely
sociopathic
fantasists
just like
me.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 December 2014.
 
 
Author's critique:
Those of you who are regular readers of my poetry will be well acquainted with
the fact that normally I append an appropriate remark, commentary or
observation corresponding to that particular poem at the end of each of them.
However on this occasion and for perfectly sound and logical reasons that will
fully manifest themselves in the very near future, I've decided to desist from
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doing so this time avoiding what would obviously be the case of later needlessly
repeating myself were I, nevertheless, cognisant of that realization still went
ahead and acted as I usually do; diminishing in the process the informative,
upcoming and most significantly a related journalistic story tied up with this
poem that I am presently working on. That said, though, no such restrictions of
any kind are being levelled at you by me.
 
However, there are a couple of things I must say, as it would be very remiss of
me not to do so, and which quite relevantly and objectively pertain to
immigration within Britain that have ludicrously but all the same very
conveniently become the preponderant and populist hobby horse for all and
sundry to mount and rather stridently display their myriad and dysfunctional
inadequacies. Activities not only confined to UKIP but are also very much cross
party in their nature and deeply incorporated just as principally within the
Labour, Conservative and Lib-Dem parties saliently political fellow travellers of
the likes of UKIP and together with vast numbers of the British public as well,
collectively and asininely think and even, either wilfully or ignorantly, pathetically
delude themselves accordingly that the whole of Britain is a country grossly and
intolerably from their skewed point of view saturated with seemingly unstoppable
hordes of immigrants who have no reasonable right to be here and crucially are
not of white Caucasian origin.
 
Reality though is infinitely much different since neither Britain nor the rest of
Europe for that matter, and that without a doubt includes the entire continent
itself, is either demographically, economically, politically, culturally or
linguistically dominated, owned, controlled or in fact administered by any other
race of people but white Caucasians; one noticeably important fact among
numerous others and that is also undeniably true of every European government,
both past and present, that there has ever been.
 
So what's your problem morons, as if Id didn't already know, other than your
disquieting and extremely difficult to live with, ongoing guilt and its myriad
attendant demons causing you in your concentrated and intractable paranoia to
constantly brood over the morbid fantasy which you've managed to create and
maintain that those globally whom your delinquent forbearers and additionally
yourselves have historically, grotesquely maltreated, displaced, appropriated
their countries and even substantial continents from as well as otherwise rather
systematically and horrendously ill-treated in a multiplicity of ways, a state of
affairs that in a miscellany of ways is still an ongoing matter in 2014, will
someway collectively, in your head, seek proper revenge and do the same to
you.
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Epitomizing most effectively in your case what bullying but cowardly bastards the
lot of you are - quite handy apparently in dishing out on the one hand and at will
your sadistic barbarity but on the other astonishingly shit scared of the likely
consequences for yourselves when as it happens your pathological fear gets the
better of you and deludes you into thinking and even believing that those whom
for centuries you've gravely wronged might at long last decide to strike back in
similar fashion. A situation that most ironically you would categorize and even
claim to be intolerable.
 
But seriously ask yourselves how realistic is such a scenario? After all if non-
Caucasians are as barbaric and, consequently, highly undesirable to have around
you as you try to make out that they undoubtedly are, to cite just one principal
example of many to debunk this attitude and skewed reasoning there would have
been no America today if that were the case. For had it not been for the explicit
beneficence and overall altruism of the Native American the initial European
pioneers, whatever their motives for venturing to this previously unknown to
them land, would have all perished and with their demise would likewise have
followed the certain collapse of the undertaking which led to the ultimate
colonization and brutal appropriation of the North American continent, as well as
the identical fate of the entire so-called New World regions by expressly white
Caucasian immigrants from across the entire European continent, in tandem with
the unmitigated disasters and still very much experienced traumas purposely
inflicted by these white interlopers on the distinctly indigenous peoples who'd
been so good and generous to them. An utterly savage and profoundly pernicious
pattern of behaviour that was subsequently exercised by Europeans all over the
globe.
 
What's more, particularly so in the case of England and de facto the rest of
Britain this island home of ours has effectively for millennia now been recurrently
a haven for immigrants from all over the place; the first of these, as the late and
highly distinguished historian, and equally a truly remarkable human being,
Professor Basil Davidson in his exceedingly brilliant Africa documentary series
succinctly pointed out, being the Celts whose black ancestors originated from
Africa. And likewise as Peter Fryer, incidentally like Professor Davidson also white
and British, concisely and informatively outlined in his much acclaimed book:
Staying Power, the history of Black People in Britain, Blacks, as he laudably
noted in the first paragraph of that said book had been in Britain long before
either the Angles or Saxons - who by no stretch of the imagination constituted a
homogenous entity but were rather two distinctly separate and Germanic tribes
that rather nonsensically have been fictionally and fraudulently promulgated by
white supremacist advocates as the indigenous inhabitants of England, when
realistically and historically nothing could be further from the truth - ever set foot
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on the British Isles.
 
And sensibly, and more pertinently logically, with virtual non-stop immigration of
all sorts into England and the rest of Britain over the past centuries, and
moreover with the attendant interbreeding and resultant procreation of their
progenies an inevitable consequence, who the hell apart from a purblind lunatic
or else a totally malevolent and political moron could with a straight face
definitively state that either he or she is a bona fide Angle or Saxon, or even a
mixture of both? And that's distinctly without factoring into the equation that
even in 2014, officially some 36% of British women, a figure that keeps rising,
not only regularly cuckold their husbands or partners but as well deviously get
them to unwittingly father children that they either didn't or couldn't for
azospermiacal reasons - essentially they sexually just fired blanks - have sired.
 
And it's not rocket science even without having had any knowledge of the
detailed and also well-documented evidence of the times but of which there's
undeniably plenty of such data available, of what routinely transpired in the past.
For example, rape and pillaging generally regarded as rites of passage and
pleasurable pastimes for those who were engaging in them; the incessant and
systematic infidelity carried on by multiple members of the British royal families,
the aristocracy and, of course, the landed gentry - how unvarying in that specific
regard have things solidly remained as they were, eh? The rampant utilization,
more in hope than actual expectation, of the mechanism generally referred to as
the chastity belt both as a moral and or a physical sexual constraint on wives,
mistresses, and even adult, unmarried daughters either by manifestly
misogynistic or deeply troubled and insecure men involved in these women's
lives and absolutely determined to prevent them, in what was invariably a futile
bid anyway, from willingly and unquestionably, pleasurably at the time indulging
in evidently clandestine sexual relationships, even though these could very well
have ended up proving to be either a risky or very hazardous business for the
men they took as lovers, as well as themselves.
 
Nevertheless, the growth of the chastity belt business became an enterprise that
proved to be both a lucrative and on the more personal front a very rewarding
one, if you get my drift, for flexible locksmiths who were prepared to combine
their regular work of manufacturing these chastity belts for their male customers
with that of, let's say, accommodatingly unpicking on a quid pro quo basis these
identical belts worn by their grateful female clients when their men folk and, of
course, the locksmiths' financially important male customers who were the ones
that commissioned these vast range of chastity belts in the first place and
literally comprised monarchs, princes, the nobility and commoners alike who
could afford to pay for them were away from home, usually for lengthy periods of
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time, to make war rather than being at home and making love.
 
So as is currently the case in 21st Century Britain even with the benefit and
precision back-up of scientific DNA testing, a strategy previously unheard of and
therefore not available in the past, there was similarly then a hell of a lot of
people that were born but whose pretentiously stated biological ancestry - either
unwittingly to them and also others who like them were not in the know, or else
fully aware of the true situation nevertheless deliberately chose to conceal it -
wasn't what they would fraudulently have the general public assume their
pretend lineage to be. A decedent scenario, essentially, that by no means or in
any way was strictly limited to the ordinary subjects of Blighty but rather went all
the way up the hierarchal &quot;family&quot; tree of the British aristocracy and
Royal Family.
 
Sorry therefore but you're going to have to properly research and honestly
enlighten yourself about all of this; that's assuming of course you've either the
wit, presence of mind, or the will power to do so. Since it's rudimentary
commonsense I believe, and several years in education at every possible level
have confidently confirmed this, that the best and most effective ways to get
students to appropriately discover and preserve relevant information is to point
them in the right direction in the first place and afterwards persuasively get them
to scrupulously research what they come up with. For whenever a vivacious mind
is positively coordinated in this analytical procedure of searching and eventually
consolidating what it has unearthed, things invariably do tend to stick and remain
deeply embedded in that particular mind, resulting usually in the end of that
specific problem.
 
And trust me; there's an impressive array of accurately based, professionally
researched and well documented information out there not only in libraries but
also on reputable sites comprehensively detailing the aforementioned matters
that I've raised, as well as completely delineating the UK's demographic
composition right through the past centuries; immigration into the country
starting from the thawing of the Ice Age, and how and why it all came about.
And, therefore, crucially preventing you from being just another opportune and
rather useful idiot unthinkingly swept along in the iniquitously manipulative and
profoundly, perniciously, populist maelstrom of fraudulent mind games cynically
fashioned, routinely played and quite callously exploited, expressly doing so for
their own power hungry and financially avaricious advantage, by Britain's political
parties and their self-seeking leaders.
 
But what's particularly sickening and deeply offensive to any right-thinking
person I believe but, all the same, would otherwise probably be regarded as the
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pathetically perverse and even laughable ranting of utter dimwits if these
individuals involved were just regular members of the public, is the unbelievably
appalling, markedly racist and xenophobic posturing on, of all things,
immigration in the United Kingdom by Britain's garrulous, immeasurably
privileged, manifestly imperialistically-minded and political class.
 
Who, to be perfectly honest with you, is decidedly nothing more than a viciously
malevolent pack of prowlingly rapacious, extremely ostentatious, mentally
unhinged and absolutely self-seeking jerks; instinctively given to publicly and
childishly gloating, as we regularly witness at Prime Minister's question time in
the House of Commons, at the inflicted expense of their hapless victims.
Absolutely contemptible charlatans the lot of them both in and outside of the
Houses of Parliament with household names like Nigel Farage, David Cameron,
Ed Miliband and his brother David, Peter Mandelson, Michael Howard, Boris
Johnson and the rest of their loathsome ilk among them readily coming to mind.
And who paradoxically all have distinctly pronounced and markedly contemporary
immigrant roots, being themselves either first generation Britons or actually
having been born outside the UK.
 
But even more tellingly so would in the case of a number of them never have
been born had their frantic parents not successfully managed to use Britain, and
especially England, as a bolthole from the savagery of the Nazis and fascists of
mainland Europe and their inevitable rendezvous with the Grim Reaper in the
death camps and gas chambers that awaited them. The same fucking savagery
that they ostensibly would like to mete out to what they would consider as Die
Untermenschen von Grossbritannien!
 
Some gratitude eh?
 
For those of you that neither speak nor write German that literally translates into
English as the &quot;Undesirables&quot; - a most beloved Nazi word extensively
used by the Master Race against those whom they regarded as being vastly
inferior to themselves and therefore not worthy of life. Yet ironically those
religiously aping the policies of the Third Reich are insufferably the cheerleaders
of Zionist apartheid Israel; furthermore, racist-inclined are committed Zionists
themselves but who are most quick to persistently, rather subjectively and quite
avariciously use Europe's holocaust as a battering ram against the consciences of
those of us that weren't even born then for their own financial and political ends,
and in essence have themselves become the New Nazis!
 
What human filth we have living among us and most loathsomely as well run our
country, or else wish to do so. Not rocket science that if anyone should be
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expelled from Britain who the most logical and obligatory candidates should be!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Ultimate Insult!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What's the actual difference between what Germany's Third
Reich and its allies did, and the mindset lurking behind it,
during World War II and the attitude now exemplified
by these Khazar-Yiddish fake &quot;Jews&quot; who 72 years
after World War II has ended still carry on ad
nauseum moaning about what happened
to their Zionist sort then as they none t
he less consistently and blatantly
milk Europe's holocaust for
every penny that they can
get from them doing so.
 
And what ignorant mother fuckers like this Yid Rabbi
Shlomo Mimad in Yidland are tirelessly doing to
the Palestinians whose country they've brutally
stolen, and whose native inhabitants they've
either systematically practised genocide
against or else brutally expelled from
their homes and lands; and yet not
happy with all of this still want
to do more horrendous things
to the existing Palestinians.
 
To which I publicly, quite unashamedly and similarly
unapologetically say: &quot;What an awful pity, in these
characteristically western, hypocritical and vile
double standards circumstances, that the war
time Germany's Third Reich government
didn't completely accomplish its most
earnest and justifiable ambition of
the Final Solution in relation to
to these dissolute and truly
unpleasant, white trash
Lowlifes and inured
graspingly Zionist
Untermenschen!
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© Stanley V. Collymore
21 June 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Rabbi Shlomo Mimad's intention is to have the Yidland national authority poison
all the water sources in the Palestinian West Bank with the sole purpose of
arbitrarily pushing out all Palestinians that live there from their towns and cities
in order to allow Yid settlers to take over more Palestinian lands.
 
Significantly and predictably there has been no criticism of this Rabbi's remarks
in Yidland or any western country, either at government level or in the western
mainstream media. An undoubted marked contrast from what would have been
the case if this was a Palestinian official or religious leader saying a similar thing
in relation to Yidland's settlers' water supplies. And there would have been no
end to their condemnation of their fabricated use of the over-worked and long
discredited term of anti-Semitism, and most ironically so because these Khazar-
descended Yids aren't Semites while in total contrast the Palestinians are
genetically, biologically and undeniably true Semites.
 
But these numbskulls who instinctively and fraudulently use this terminology for
Yid are to dim-witted to know or research this basic piece of information, and not
unsurprisingly since it fits in markedly with their racist, white supremacist,
exceptionalist and Zionist master race plans
 
In fact, Yidland authorities recently cut off the water supplies from Northern
cities in the West Bank of Palestine during the hottest days of the month of
Ramadan, when Muslims fast from sunrise to sunset. Appalling double standards
that white western regimes persistently turn a blind eye to or else covertly
condone.
 
All of which is no different in attitude from what is and has for some time now
been going on in Nazi-Zionist Britain and across the white west generally but
with two major differences. Germany's Third Reich was openly honest about what
it was actually doing all the time. Which is considerably more than one can ever
say for the mother-fucking Nazi Zionists who on behalf of Yidland and Rogue
State USA supervise the national affairs of the United Kingdom.
 
To which I publicly, unashamedly and unapologetically say: &quot;What a
dreadful pity, in these circumstances, that Germany's Third Reich didn't fully
realize its ambition of the Final Solution relative to these white trash, Lowlifes
and Zionist sub-humans!
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Stanley Collymore
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The Ultimate Sexual Liberator, Mentor And Reliable
Friend!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm not being extreme - I kid you not - in saying that
a full-throated fear it seems has gripped a growing
accumulation of extremely concerned citizens
within the United Kingdom who're volubly
conveying their severe consternation at
what has extravagantly been classed
as the newest technical revolution,
in terms that is, of an enormously
important sexual transformation in relation to how
most British people it's feared will in the near
future conduct their own individual coital
deportment, attendant as well it's being
optimistically guaranteed through the
revolutionary creation and of course
readily accessible implementation
of a sexual contraption: in short
a robotic machine, that's being
vaingloriously touted by those
jubilantly responsible for its
invention along with others
personally associated with
its fulsome and unstinting
promotion as a superbly
amazing development
relative to the utmost
prospective of coital
prospects and quite
unsurprisingly far
reaching success!
 
The supreme assertion by the creators, supporters
and detractors of this robotic contraption of the
stupendous achievement in the personal goal
of the critical ambition of the longstanding
quest, as one should have guessed, on the
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part of pubescent youngsters in the first
flush of sexual cognizance as well as
the impassioned yearnings of the average adult male
and female for the truthfully exceptional realization
of an unrivalled sexual experience, characteristic
emotional liberation and a truly indescribably
coital satisfaction which in itself and by all
accounts was extravagantly said to have
previously been unsurpassed by none!
 
But can this actually be true? And should ordinary
people be seriously worried, if concerned at all,
about this latest and explicitly much avowed
mechanical invention, however technically
pioneering, sexually tempting or robotic
that its supposed potential is effusively
declared to be; specifically designed
it's claimed by robotics expert Dr.
Kathleen Richardson not simply to enhance coition
but in reality additionally take over all features of
what until that time and customarily so were the
individual's own autonomously instituted and
personalized sexual decisions? Really? And
contentedly abandon good old fashioned,
conventional, secretive, entirely at will,
meticulously risk free and moreover
personally satisfying masturbation?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 June 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
To each their own I say; but I don't think that with intelligent, sensible and
logical persons able to think for themselves and act accordingly in their own best
interests and very much unlike the plethora of brain-dead morons who can't and
thus rely on equally pathetic and moronic individuals to do theirs for them and
additionally tell them what to do, that this latest robotic contraction will have any
traction whatsoever with the aforementioned persons I referred to at the start of
this assertion; and among whom I count myself!
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Stanley Collymore
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The Undisputed, Clear And R.H Reasoning For Not
Littering In Barbados (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
That Cleanliness is next to Godliness is a cultural, spiritual and
hygienic mantra consciously, meticulously and assiduously
embedded in as well as purposely drilled into the psyche
of every one of us Bajans is an incontestable fact that
is beyond disputation. A vocation, so to speak, that
having been realized from birth, is willing carried
out during our growing up years as developing
children and teenagers, conscientiously there
afterwards forms a fundamental element of
our normal lives and established adult existence. A situation
that's constantly complemented throughout all this with a
straight-up, uncompromising, unequivocal, direct and a
no-nonsense admonition automatically and resolutely
managed by our politicians, family and community
elders, social advisors, teachers, cultural, devout
and educational mentors; our many principled,
committed, communal and ethical purveyors
and consequently, not inexplicably against
that permanent and municipal backdrop,
a rather understandable and expected
response were Bajans regardless of
the occurrence or avowed pretext
to thoughtlessly, forgetfully or
intentionally depart from this generally
recognized, freely accepted, widely
observed, profoundly ingrained
unmistakably enduring and
furthermore, a culturally
enduring obligation
and expectation.
 
So it was always a no-brainer in these aforesaid and
acknowledged conditions to envisage that folk,
either patently local or who otherwise were
themselves holidaymakers on vacation to
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our Caribbean island abrogating these
particular, social, cultural, hygienic
and moral exhortations which are
so indubitably immersed in the
psyche of all Barbadians wouldn't distress, make
angry and even indisputably alarm concerned
Bajans perfectly incensed by this noticeably
thoughtless and utterly loutish behaviour.
And whose natural response in typical
Barbadian vernacular will obviously
be to curtly, but with characteristic
Bajan humour too, energetically
exhort such noticeably selfish
and inconsiderate persons to
unambiguously R.H. well
halt their exasperating actions,
cease littering, and through
this procedure do every
principled Barbadian
a massive favour!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
For decades now, and most sickeningly and increasing so, this Planet Earth that
all of us who were born and are currently living here, and moreover quite
involuntarily from our respective point of view because none of us had any choice
in the matter or any participation whatsoever in the acts that initiated and
brought about our conception or actual birth but, all the same call home, has
shamefully and devastatingly been polluted in a diversity of ways which aren't
just highly detrimental to ourselves and our own kind but correspondingly so to
all other forms of life that similarly and with every right and lawful justification to
do so as we do, crucially too inhabit the earth.
 
And the striking thing from my personal point of view and that of others of a
similar opinion is that this sort of reckless, despicable and despondently
unsustainable conduct need not carry on happening; but does so all the same.
And the transparent and principal motivation behind it all is the obviously
clutching avariciousness and pernicious greed associated with millions of people
globally from mass producers of consumer products, their retailers and quite
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clearly their mindless consumers. All this insidiously combined with a dishonest
thoughtlessness, no concern as regards their really sickeningly and thoroughly
disgusting actions by those directly involved in or who otherwise are themselves
very supportive of this incredible contamination and mindlessly uncaring
destruction prevalently but oh so pointlessly and quite malevolently inflicted on
Mother Earth as well as its diverse animal, plant, creature and human
inhabitants.
 
The kind of pollution and mindboggling destruction that not only affects earth's
land species, large or small, that together with ourselves utilize this planet as
home and where many other land-based animals and diverse other creatures do
their level best to survive, but equally and markedly increasingly so in this
strikingly ominous process Planet Earth's seas and oceans. A noticeable and
unmistakably catastrophic situation where all forms of sea mammals and other
forms of life that populate the seas and oceans of the world that we all share and
have done so for millennia, and in many instances for far longer than human
beings have done, are not only and increasingly being put at severe risk but are
also dying in considerable numbers from our grotesque inhumanity and barbarity
as human beings, a state of affairs which is itself wilfully and uncaringly spurred
on, in the most narcissistic manner, by the exclusive birth monster of human
selfishness and obdurate stupidity that if not sensibly checked and massively put
into permanent reverse will see the eventual eradication of the world's diverse
species of land and see animals, other presently but evidently perilously living
creatures, as well as dangerously threaten mankind's own future existence.
 
For let's be perfectly frank and furthermore be unequivocally honest about all
this. Animals other than the human kind don't intentionally plan to or otherwise
pollute and destroy their own environment, neither do they purposely attempt to
and actually do so without a solitary moment's thought for or any consideration
whatsoever in relation to what they're inimically doing or worst so what lasting or
even permanent effect their activities when carried out will unashamedly and
cruelly disadvantageously have on others. A most dubious distinction and
seemingly mammoth and perverse pride that only human beings callously claim.
 
So it's with tremendous admiration and enormous pride that I both welcome and
applaud my fellow Barbadians both in their astute recognition and consummate
maturity for tenaciously tackling and maintaining the hygienic integrity and
beautiful environment of our cherished Barbados. While, at the same time, in
definitely straightforward and robust but classically humorous Bajan terms
warning off and likewise exhorting polluters of our country and their ilk, whether
they're local or foreign visitors to our idyllic tropical shores, to R.H well, while
there, NOT litter in any conceivable way or despoil the natural and picturesque
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land and sea environments of our cherished homeland, Barbados.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Upcoming And Creditable Murder Of Rupert
Murdoch!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
A preferably sadistically slow, brutal and calculated death
most fittingly becomes you Rupert Murdoch along with
the coterie of similar and likeminded lowlife detritus
toadies you've always surrounded yourself with
and transparently encompass a debilitatingly
repressive environment and one constantly
in situ of pure evil whose tangibly fetid
smell absolutely rampantly apparent
as the constituent elements of that
self-same evil itself, which co-
existently knows no bounds
and truthfully have been
around much too long.
 
And in the process both permanently and toxically
have uncaringly carried on contaminating as well
as effectively destroying like an invasive and
lingering cancer everything of value around
you that you either personally touch or by
virtue of your corrosive influence and
death like frown invariably put the
curse of Hades upon. That's why
like every item well past its natural sell by date
you Rupert Murdoch and yours must as such
summarily and wholly uncompromisingly
be ruthlessly removed, not for recycling
but instead comprehensive eradication.
Gun, I.E.D, engineered auto crash,
private plane detonation or the
common-o-garden machete
it  really doesn't matter in
the least, as long as you
are conclusively gone!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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1 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
The waters of the Atlantic Ocean and to a lesser extent those of the Caribbean
Sea abound with predatory sharks; and during the centuries' long epoch of white
Caucasian, Jewish and Arab assisted sadistically contrived, barbarically enforced
and massively financially profited from Trans-Atlantic Black African Slavery the
ancestors of what are today's Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea sharks routinely
feasted royally in their aquatic domain on the Black bodies - alive as well as
already dead - of kidnapped Africans liberally, sumptuously but quite indifferently
at the same time from the perspective of these African captives or those that
survived them, served up to these predatory and voraciously devouring sharks
from the hellish bowels of the commercial slave ships from which they were now
wantonly and unceremoniously discharged.
 
Often as a means it must be stated of lessening the ships ballast as their
captains and crews desperately endeavoured to outrun hostile and dangerously
predatory competitors determined to deprive these threatened ships of their
valuable human cargo; forestall a similar loss as regards approaching or caught
up in Atlantic Ocean or Caribbean hurricanes; dispense with rebellious slaves on
board in order to teach the other slaves a crucial lesson; or simply for obvious
health reasons by necessarily dispensing with the several dead bodies that had
accrued on board among the tightly packed and permanently shackled Black
slaves in these ships holds during the four thousand miles Trans-Atlantic sea
journey from Africa to the West Indies.
 
Individuals: Every one of them with their own personal characteristics like you
and me, but all of whom were nevertheless categorized and designated simply as
cargo, never as human beings, and as such could be and were customarily and
expediently dispensed with, without a moment's consideration or hesitation,
through the process of being thrown overboard, dead or alive, as was casually
deemed to be appropriate, from the ships they were in to the treacherously
dangerous yet paradoxically for many of the slaves a blessed and merciful
release, from their point of view, psychological as well as a physiological
liberating experience into the waters of the ocean deep; instilling in generations
of Black Caribbeans and centuries on both fear and a profound reverence for
sharks in equal measure.
 
And curiously with the abolition of slavery and the complete eradication of the
slave ships that supplied this loathsome and barbaric trade in Black human lives
the incidences of shark attacks, either in the Atlantic Ocean in the waters off
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those Caribbean islands like Barbados with an Atlantic coastline or the vast
majority of them located in the Caribbean Sea, have drastically declined and to
the point that in contemporary times and most certainly at the present time
there are virtually unheard of; and have long given rise to a local fable that the
spirits of our Black ancestors and those of the sharks that previously devoured
them at the behest of white, Jewish and Arab slavers have mutually reached an
honourable agreement which entails that the Black descendants of the Trans-
Atlantic Slave Trade be spared all such human traumas in the waters off our
islands, and in return our sharks will be conserved, which they certainly are. An
excellent relationship all round!
 
However, there are quite disingenuously deceptive, unquestionably treacherous
and predatorily dangerous leviathans relative to the Caribbean marine
environment which lurk menacingly, though thankfully far out to sea and well
away from the coastlines of these idyllic tropical islands, and with which Black
Caribbeans have no empathy whatsoever with or any reverence for and will
therefore happily kill if and when they come across them.
 
One of them is the deep-sea octopus - not to be confused with the rather
friendly, totally harmless, basically shy and locally referred to in Barbados as the
Sea-Cat, which is a much smaller and variant species of the octopus family that
roams freely and wholly unmolested in the in-shore waters principally off the east
coast Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean Sea shorelines of Barbados and
unsurprisingly is a protected species along with other sea creatures that dwell in
the waters around the Barbadian coasts.
 
I've cited these sea creatures for a specific reason as it's my honest and firm
belief that News Corporation, its effective owner Rupert Murdoch and the
plethora of like-minded slime balls and odious detritus of supposed humanity that
work for that outfit and its subsidiaries are very much like the predatory Atlantic
Ocean sharks were during slavery and the deep-sea octopuses still are in the
21st Century. And as any Bajan would tell you and particularly the fishermen
that come in contact with the latter the only way to kill them off is to go for the
head and the face; never the tentacles which will only grow back. And from my
perspective and those who share my point of view the only way to excise the
ravenous cancer of News Corporation and all that it stands for on both sides of
the Atlantic is, mixing metaphors, to concertedly and remorselessly obliterate the
head of its predatory octopus; and we all know who that is!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Vicissitudes Of Unbridled Stupidity!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
One of the many unacceptable yet commonplace features
of humanity that unfortunately like so many others that
are profoundly embedded in the individual psyche of
seemingly normal men and women and even avidly
cultivated by multitudes of them; whereupon they
unite to besmirch, debase and perilously impede
the very minds that play host to them and that
in times of their own adversity render them
the solace and reassurances they crave and that enable
them to bounce back again, is rank stupidity! Proof
positive, if any were ever truthfully needed, that
although at times caught off-balance, made to
hurt and even quite seriously wounded the
vicissitudes of stupidity and its stalwart
guardians continuously somehow and
inevitably all the same still manage
to ensure that stupidity stays very
much alive and disappointingly
is never in fact placed in any
real danger of ever being
expectantly made dead!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 April 2016.
 
Author's Remarks:
It's most apt on this April Fool's Day I believe that this consciously arrived at and
unapologetically expounded here motivation of mine is calculatedly targeted at
all the psychologically sick, pathetic and dementedly evil Zionists everywhere and
particularly those that sickeningly run my country, the United Kingdom in
whatever capacity that they're ineffectually and excessively involved in doing so;
as well as the substantial numbers of mindless, intellectually challenged, easily
manipulated, sycophantic and cap-doffing camp followers eagerly acting as the
Useful Idiot foot soldiers for these vile morons and their perceived &quot;social
betters.&quot;
 
Both categories of these distinct and completely detrital elements, which they
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patently are, and farcically delude themselves into thinking they're supposedly of
our species Homo sapiens, but who I have nothing but the utmost and unceasing
contempt for.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Violator
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
How does it feel in your obsessive and pernicious
pursuit of social approbation to callously and
self-servingly betray that one person who
staunchly stood by you when everyone
else around you just didn’t want to
know? Who at great cost to
them financially and the substantial risk of
also ruining their own reputation because of
you, nevertheless faithfully kept faith in
and protected you from misfortune
when your enemies, legion in
number, simply wanted to
viciously tear your
heart asunder?
 
Or is the sudden and dubious social acceptance
of you by fair-weather friends who’ve heard
of your huge win on the lottery that only
came about through the courtesy and
generosity of the money you got
from your sole benefactor,
and as a result now want to
opportunistically cash in on your
unanticipated but opportune success
by finally, conveniently and
somewhat questionably
offering their friendship no less,
and to hell with true friendship,
fidelity and ethicalness, the
only thing that matters
to you in the end?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
19 March 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Whimsical Vagaries Of Love!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Does anyone really know for sure what love is really
all about? We all clearly think that we do, but
how realistic is that assumption and what
are the conclusive grounds to prompt
such a conclusion much less any
absolute certainty, particularly
when collectively there isn’t
and has never been any
unanimity whatsoever
on how each and
everyone of us
individually
perceives
love to
be?
 
Consequently love means, as it has always done,
different things to everyone, an observation,
let’s be candid about that, which there’s
no getting away from however much
the individual concerned might be
tempted to either conceal or
even deny to themselves
this transparent fact.
To some people, therefore, love is all about
romantic inclinations, while others view
it as nothing more than a suitable
and convenient fig leaf to mask
their solitary purpose, which
is to fruitfully indulge in
multiple assignations
or unconstrained
acts of sexual
coition.
 
But there are other by-products of it that one can
assertively state or unchallengeably name, like
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fashioning purported loving relationships
purely for companionship sake; or
perhaps keenly partake in that time
honoured and traditional pastime,
so beloved of our British royalty
and aristocracy, of marrying
not necessarily for love
but, most imperative
for them, to preserve their
profoundly cherished,
naturally perceived
and, of course,
infinitely
precious
blood
line.
 
Pedigree notions of exclusivity, flimsily
but all the same expectantly based on
outrageous fantasies of genetic
superiority, which calculatingly,
quite arbitrarily and proscriptively
banish all perceived or any exploratory
disposition towards emotional entanglements
much less so the encroachment of genuine love;
the adherents of such points of view even
now in the 21st Century delusionally
convincing themselves that what
personal relationships they
ultimately need to form
must, by virtue of
the divine status hereditarily
endowed on and entrusted to
them by God himself, be
largely determined by
higher considerations
and not simply
earthly ones
alone!
 
These bizarre vicissitudes of life aside though
love does occasionally, if permitted to,
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manifest itself in more conventional,
appealing and private ways that
quite often can and do
invariably turn out to be the mainstay of
exceptionally significant relationships that
fruitfully harvest the good in each of those
fortunate recipients while at the same
time avidly jettisoning the negative
aspects within them, which
these individuals consciously know were
these allowed to exist would eventually
in terms of their love for each other,
any prospect of a meaningful and
long-term future together, or
their general happiness
be their undoubted
Nemesis.
 
So however you perceive love to be; what you
personally expect to beneficially derive from it or
even entrust to it yourself if as expectantly you
meet what you consider to be not only the
right person to fall in love with but also
to freely and willingly share your life
with too, do remember that to be committedly
in love is as diametrically divergent from
wishful thinking on matters amorous
as anything ever could be; has to be
worked at assiduously in every
way, and shouldn’t be confused
or confine itself only to the
propagandistic, banal or
commercial importunities
corporately churned out
either round about or
actually on Saint
Valentine’s
Day!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 February 2014.
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Observation:
They say that love is in the eye of the beholder; curiously there’s no mention of
lust which features more prominently than love in many, and arguably so the
overwhelming majority of personal relationships that are either consensually or
otherwise engaged in within our contemporary world. So where precisely,
biologically speaking, is lust located?
 
Make the most of your Valentine’s Day and the opportunities, either handed to
you on a platter or concertedly devised by you, that that day presents. However
caution is advised and a few words of warning to boot in your shell-like! Namely,
that whether you partake of these offered opportunities maturely or for that
matter childishly is you affair, literally speaking, just as long as you’re prepared
to accept the consequences that stem from your actions/activities on that day
and accordingly deal effectively and accountably with them, and not expect the
responsible members of your society or community come to that to be left with
picking up the customary burdensome, financial tab for your casual and societally
detrimental indiscretions!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Witless Arrogance Of Your Average Racist!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
So you think you've the right to dictate to me
how I should live my life; providing, of
course, you should condescendingly
determine that I'm even entitled
in the first place to a life of my
own. How can that be, that
you can simply look at
me and moreover quite
arrogantly and solely
on racial grounds
alone arrive at such an utterly absurd
conclusion? Where does commonsense
begin or logic come into any of this; or is
your brain so addled and you yourself
so completely pissed out of your
head as to be in dire need of
being pathologically put
on the terminal list of
what's self-evidently
the absolute and
irredeemably
brain dead?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
29 August 2014.
 
Author's Remarks:
What would some individuals - correction, let me amend that remark to
significant numbers of people - do if they didn't have their favourite hobbyhorse
of racism to readily mount and ludicrously charge at the phantom of other
peoples' alleged inferiority, eh? By the way, which cavalry are you in - that of
sensible pragmatism and intelligent deduction that the marvellous diversity of
the human race is a quite natural, and thankfully so to anyone with a functioning
brain in his or her head or who has a brain at all, an astonishingly splendid and
unchangeable phenomenon and therefore all for the good of humanity?
 
Or are you simply and unworriedly contented to unthinkingly sit in the saddle of
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reactionary opinion and freely ride with a rogue outfit that's rather blatantly
seeking to defend the indefensible, while at the same time glaringly and
pathetically demonstrating your own innate and most conspicuously inescapable
inferiority, itself based analytically on salient and very solid grounds?
 
Like your own personality and what positive contributions or otherwise that
you've made to your own community generally or humanity in particular for
example, and things that you have control over and consequently can either
freely change or otherwise opt not to - rather than asininely resorting to an
individual's skin colour, and which includes your own and that of others who you
determine look like you, but something that neither you nor those individuals
whom you gratuitously vilify or else celebrate according to your somewhat
subjective choices that were reached on this quite specious basis alone, had no
role whatsoever, or could they have done, in determining the ultimate outcome -
namely what race or skin colour they had allotted to themselves.
 
And frankly only someone who is an absolute idiot would fail to recognize and
acknowledge, however reluctantly so, all of this. And the fact that you haven't
done so only serves to firmly confirm my conclusions about you. Namely, that
you and others who think and act as you do are incorrigible idiots. QED!
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Witless Fantasies Of Make Believe Love
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You cannot be serious about being in love with someone
whom in person you've neither seen nor actually met
and the only communication that you've ever had
with that individual, and even then haphazardly
so, is by email or else the general internet.
What about interpersonal relationships:
feelings, deep-seated emotions, sex and those sorts of
things? Don't these matter, in the least, to you or likewise
significantly in terms of their supposedly meaningful
reciprocation, or otherwise, to this other person
whom amazingly in the discernibly aforesaid
circumstances you've inordinately placed
on this high pedestal of yours while,
additionally, regarding them as a
peerless beacon of efficacious
and amorous enlightenment
cum grateful contentment,
signalling you the highly
anticipated approbation
to enthusiastically let
yourself in, and thus
achieve full use of
what lies therein.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 September 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Blind wishful thinking is one thing, and undeniably a rather idiotic exercise to say
the very least. However, assiduously making it a significant part of your life while
at the same time deliberately according it a privileged status wholly undeserving
of such an inane fallacy isn't only substantially different from the aforementioned
but is as well a chillingly obtuse matter fraught with all sorts of personal dangers.
 
And particularly so, I earnestly believe, when it's wilfully and deceptively
transferred into the normal workings of everyday life, and is itself either
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deliberately or stupidly not subjected to any kind of independent or objective
scrutiny.
 
Stanley Collymore
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The Zionist Chink In Sadiq Khan's Muslim Armour!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are no inspiration worthy of the term to any
genuinely decent and peace loving Christian,
Muslim or religious Jewish adherent Sadiq
Khan; and that is equally true in relation
to conscionable, highly perceptive and
discernibly logical thinking agnostics
and atheists too, who incontestably
are not only capable of but also
take great pride in thinking for
themselves and would be quite shocked and
deeply horrified as well were anyone to
reach the idiotic conclusion, far less
so indulge in the quite manifestly
offensive assertion, that those
things in life that truly and
fundamentally matter to
them should arbitrarily
be left to and entirely
settled on by clearly
senseless and pure
bred morons like
you Sadiq Khan!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 June 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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There’s No Specific Time To Fall In Love!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I don’t want to alarm you but my personal feelings for you
have intensified dramatically over those past months that
I first met and have come to know you; and to be quite
honest with you it’s a fascinating development that
I’ve wholeheartedly welcomed. Too early you
could possibly and quite logically say in
response to this amorous declaration
I’m making for me to properly
assess my true emotions
towards you, bearing
in mind the short
time that we’ve
known each
other.
 
But while caution and circumspection are themselves
essential tools in helping to effectively gauge the
worthiness or even the sheer advisability of
embarking on a romantic liaison whatever its origins or the
circumspection of its time frame might be, the emergence and
reinforcement of true love thankfully does not come, nor
should that ever be the case, with a predetermined
analysis or prescripted guidelines on how one
should initially react or later behave
when lanced by the dart of love;
but rather instead welcome
with open arms this
pleasurable and
invariably
constructive
life-changing
intrusion into
one’s private life.
 
And that’s precisely what I’m hoping for in our case if you’ll
allow it. For I know with absolute certainty that I’ve
fallen deeply, excitingly and commitedly in love
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with you and there’s nothing now or in the
foreseeable future that’s ever likely to
change how I feel about you, and
understandably want very much to encourage
you to do the same in respect of me, as
there’s no specific or optimum time
to ever fall in love; just the
recognition that one
is in love!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 August 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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There's More To Life Peter Kyle Than Just Being A
White British, Zionist Queer!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'm disturbed at how Palestinians and their Authority
stupidly rely on their narrative of unjust victimhood,
alienation and historical grievances which unnecessarily
and frustratingly can and do put a damper on a clear
ambition and lust for 21st Century life on behalf of
the Palestinians themselves. So says loathsome
Queer Ass Peter Kyle: rookie Hove parliamentarian
since May 2015 in the British House of Commons;
Yid aficionado, staunch Sussex member and
an inveterate supporter of Yidland, as he
spews out on manipulated cue, as all similar
repugnant Zionist Yids do, his contagious
bile and vitriolic calumny against the
ineffectual Palestinian Authority
generally and the amazingly
long suffering Palestinian
people whom the PA badly
and even treacherously
serves, specifically.
 
While either intentionally or else dimwittedly unaware,
these loquacious queers - for it's hard sometimes for
rational and intelligent persons to accurately assess
or be absolutely clear in one's mind when forced
to deal, as in Peter Kyle's situation, with utterly
pathetic and pathologically demented queer
blockheads whose limited brains, assuming
of course that there are any there in the
first place to speak of, will most certainly be
found, one is unquestionably convinced,
not in their heads but quite assuredly up the foul
asses of these queer morons - that what these
pathological liars are dishonestly bitching
about in relation to the Palestinians is
essentially and undeniably a classic
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situation and one acutely pertaining to
their acerbic opponents of why
don't you just piss off you ass-
fixated cretins and following that
worthy biblical injunction,
first treat and thereafter
heal yourselves of
your underlining
illnesses, you
manifestly sick
and fraudulent
&quot;physicians! &quot;
 
For these gratuitous smears and calculated lies
purposely and maliciously directed at the
Palestinians together with the fictitious
conduct that's being schemingly
characterized of and also ascribed to them is,
to put it mildly, a comprehensive summation
of exactly what these patently repugnant
and Zionist Yids that Peter Kyle and
the entire panoply of British House
of Commons, other parliamentarians,
retired politicians, media stenographers and so-
called pundits alike Dykes, Queers and Paedophiles
are so fanatically supporting and defending, have
themselves consistently and hypocritically been
publicly turning a Nelsonian blind eye to while
clandestinely encouraging and vigorously
supporting Yidland's fullest utilization
of the same odious procedures. Yet
this prized Queer Ass Pillock Peter
Kyle, defecating in diarrhoea
fashion his rectal bile, has got
the bloody nerve to label
Jeremy Corbyn: the massively
democratically elected
Labour Party Leader and a life-
long advocate of justice for
the Palestinians, a &quot;loser?
What a sick tosser! Get
fucking real you dense
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and Queer Ass Man!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 May 2016.
 
 
Author's remarks:
Hands up those of you who before reading this poem/article of mine had ever
heard of Peter Kyle whether you live in the south of England where he's the MP
for Hove; all of England or stretching the imagination even further afield
anywhere across the regions that comprise the rest of the United Kingdom or
further beyond. I thought as much - none of you, for as I've discovered, and I
always meticulously do my vital homework before embarking on writing
anything, this moron Peter Kyle is even a nonentity in the parliamentary
constituency that he &quot;represents: &quot; a victory there on his part that
was significantly occasioned by virtue of the political party he belongs to, but in
my opinion shouldn't be in, and in reality has absolutely very little if anything at
all to do with this queer specimen of alleged humanity winning.
 
But like the bombastic and odious Queer that he is this rectum-fixated Pillock
Peter Kyle sees things differently; and therefore like all the other loathsome
queers, dykes and paedophiles, one and the same that hideously infect the
British Houses of Parliament: Lords and the Commons; the Westminster Bubble;
and the privileged &quot;elites&quot; within British society they all happily
genuflect to and pay their fulsome obeisance to the Bantu-Saudi allied Mecca of
these repugnant abominations embodied in the form of the Rothschild
dynastically established, owned, comprehensively controlled and currently
administered by Benjamin Netanyahu and his likewise mentally unhinged cohorts
Zionist, Nazi and apartheid Yidland! And how very nice for all of you imbecilic
British prats out there that you too as Goy plebeians and peasants can all be a
part of this!
 
And what inveterate Zionist and Useful Idiots like Queer Ass Peter Kyle want
specifically for the Palestinians amidst their fake concern for them is to have
them consistently kicked in the crutch and as they convulsively write on the
ground in pain for abhorrent pillocks like him to arrogate to themselves the
inalienable and salient right as well to not only tell but also demand how their
victims should respond to these barbaric and gratuitous assaults being unleashed
on them; while not daring to do anything whatever to protect themselves.
 
Stanley Collymore
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There's No Way That You Odious Buggers Will Ever
Keep Jeremy Corbyn Down!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You sure as Hell Jeremy Corbyn have a characteristic way
of getting up the stinking noses of your opponents and
detractors and that really takes some doing I must
say in a disunited and thoroughly dysfunctional
Britain run by patently inured Dykes, Queers,
Paedophiles, their closet and exceptionally
influential closet supporters and naturally
their panoply of powerfully installed and officially
immune from prosecution bevy of massive tax
dodgers and infatuated money launderers
corporate controllers and their buddy
media operators in partnership with
their skilfully groomed, extremely
propagandistically brainwashed
and manipulatively led Useful
Idiot and Plebeian supporters.
 
Collectively a smarmy coterie of essentially lowlife,
white trash, delusional exceptionalist, ingrained
white supremacists, thoughtlessly redneck,
Caucasian, imperialist and colonialist
scum fancifully permeated with a
deleterious mindset that would
have been perfectly at home
in the 19th or the earlier part of the 20th
centuries except that regardless of
whether or not these inveterate
morons accept it or not we're
all physically living in the
21st Century; and that's
not only how things
should sensibly be
perceived by all
compos mentis
persons but
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also must
shrewdly
stand!
 
And no one knows this better and is also
firmly committed to seeing these past
and enduring wrongs energetically
tackled and permanently undone,
and why amongst other things
we his steadfast supporters
are all the way with him,
than the astute, highly
ethical and a most
caring politician and proficient
leader: our much treasured
and will happily defend
in all given situations
the quite unrivalled
Jeremy Corbyn!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
How ironic that a thunderous lowlife, windbag and two times prospective PM loser
like Neil Kinnock in tandem with another treacherous turncoat slime ball, mass
murderer, war criminal and additionally a physically as well as a psychologically
blind bastard in the person of David Blunkett who routinely used to fly the red
flag over the council offices in Sheffield, where he once held sway as a council
leader, are now with their snouts in the corporate troughs as well as the EU one
in the case of Neil Kinnock and his equally avaricious wife Glenys are now
lecturing Jeremy Corbyn on morality, competence and good government.
Couldn't make up stuff like that could one? And a typical case of irony clearly lost
on these two inured morons.
 
Stanley Collymore
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They’re Just Kids And Can’t Vote!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Hardly a month goes by without my hearing some horror
story or other of abusive neglect towards and even the
callous and barbaric murder of young children, some
just toddlers or babes in arms, at the hands of their
own mothers or others, generally blood relatives
and their partners, who are entrusted to look
after them, and ought to have instinctively
done so as any civilized and caring
person would. But reality, I’m
afraid, is quite often very
different from what’s
logically expected.
 
However, even more disturbing than these insane killings
is the ritual passing the buck by so-called professional
practitioners, civic and social agencies, misnomer
terms to say the last in my view, burdensomely
financed by already hard-pressed now suitably
outraged at what’s going on taxpayers in
what to these cynical retards and useless
parasitical jobsworths are evidently
and expediently nothing more than
lucrative sinecure positions that
ironically in their case they are
neither competently suited
for nor should they have
been appointed to
these jobs in
the first
place.
 
Yet their principal responsibility and the crucial element of
their job description is that of unreservedly protecting
children; a legal and moral task they’ve miserably
and consistently failed to do while routinely
and with consummate impunity getting away
with their criminal negligence and brazen
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irresponsibility amidst the pervasive
and pernicious backdrop of their
unconvincing, meaningless and oft stated
platitudes each time another needless
tragedy occurs that lessons must be
learnt and measures will be put
in place to ensure nothing
like it ever happens
again. Until the
next time!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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They'Ll All Be Wanting The Right Next To Watch Us
Having It Off!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Are you absolutely sure you're really ready for this? Since,
to be perfectly honest with you, making love, as apart from
just gratuitously having sexual intercourse, can never
nor should it ever simply be considered as a
physical activity whose decidedly
consensual interaction among
likeminded persons involved ought by anyone
to be regarded as a legitimate subject liable
for external proscription, or only allowed
to be honourably indulged in, in what's
deemed to be sensible moderation
that is itself completely free of
the evidently ridiculous but
also, would you credit
it, the contaminable
vice of excess?
 
Notwithstanding, and totally ignoring of course,
that what is being joyously, voluntarily and,
moreover, mutually and beneficially
engaged in is clearly what the
two adult participants - of
whatever race, social background or standing,
sexual orientation or gender they may be
and who are evidently committed to
each other in actions noticeably
and consistently shown to
be absolutely compos
mentis - are jointly,
undeniably and
always fully
cognisant
of this.
 
In other words, and I sincerely hope you'll
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agree with me, that our sex life together,
were it ever to be assessed, is perfectly
reasonably, I firmly insist, strictly a
private matter between the two
of us that must permanently
remain our exclusive domain,
and isn't nor should it either be
deemed or misguidedly
ever looked upon as
anybody else's
business.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
11 December 2014.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Have you noticed as I've recurrently observed that those who are the most
hopeless, inadequate and the least knowledgeable about or properly prepared in
relation to having sex; those who frequently and most miserably fail to cope with
the consequential effects of their own activities of what's basically and quite
inescapable a bodily function - whether indulged in unilaterally: you know what I
mean, or consensually engaged in with someone else - and consequently envelop
themselves with a multitude of ludicrous and self-indulgent, sexual hang-ups to
conceal their failings, are the very ones who invariably think that they have the
unchallengeable right to arbitrarily foist their pathetic, lame-brained,
hypocritically induced and basically coercive indulgences onto others while at the
same time self-importantly dictating to them how exactly they should conduct
their own sexual lives.
 
Attitudes that instinctively prompt my advice to all these sanctimonious,
particularly vainglorious and utterly disingenuous nerds, regardless of who they
are or what influential or powerful roles they rather nepotistically hold in our
society, to stick to minding their own bloody business, try chilling out instead,
and as a personal favour to all intelligent and thinking members of our society to
shut it and permanently get lost in the process!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Thieves And Politicians
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Thieves and politicians are fundamentally
Two of the same kind with one major
Difference in mind; Thieves steal
From you first and run while
Politicians first run and
Then rob you blind.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 February 2019.
 
Author's Comments:
Pretty self-explanatory I would say to anyone with a functioning brain and who
knows how to properly use it.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Think More Of Being A Wholesome Maiden, Less So
On Being The Maidenhead Control-Freak!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You say that you're blasé about sex and can either
take it or leave it, but if your claim oft repeated,
forcefully stated but, crucially, never ever
prompted by contradictions from or
the actions of anyone, has any
credibility to it why then do
you keep bringing the subject up,
and furthermore so repetitively
when quite obviously your
personal actions on this
matter, I must say,
distinctly convey
a completely
different picture altogether? Look, you don't
have to obfuscate about nor justify your
sexual feelings, and there's certainly
no need to clarify them to anyone
whatsoever; unless, of course,
you're actually planning
on engaging in a regular sexual tryst or
a committed personal relationship
with some individual whom
you greatly desire and
therefore envisage
to be your
lover!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 October 2014.
 
 
Authors Remarks:
Having sex, whatever species the participants belong to, is an activity as old as
the proverbial hills, deeply meshed in the enduring annals of time and was meant
to be every bit as pleasurable as satisfyingly being a core element in the process
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of procreation. So bearing that in mind one would have thought that human
beings, who sanctimoniously and even hubristically arrogate to themselves a
ludicrous superiority over all other animals and creatures living in our mutual
home planet Earth, would not only have recognized the aforementioned facts but
likewise fully accepted them.
 
Regrettably, however, many humans haven't; continue to make a real pig's ear
out of something essentially very beautiful and touching in its reciprocal
execution; and narcissistically, as well, rather than nurture inborn and artless
sexual intercourse and its associated activities, both prior to and after the act, as
the endemically and enlivening personal exposition of one's self as well as one's
innermost feelings, as these developments rightfully are; instead asininely turn
them into the scary nightmare that perversely they seemingly get considerable
pleasure and, incredibly, a great deal of inner comfort from doing so.
 
So lighten up you uninitiated ladies! And in the process of doing so, think more of
being a wholesome and worthy maiden and less so on being a maidenhead
control-freak!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Think Positively
 
Perhaps the sun will shine tomorrow and
perchance I’ll have a much better day
than what I’m presently experiencing;
but whatever happens eventually,
I just want you to know that
I’m immensely grateful
for you being here.
 
Stanley Collymore
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This Inured Criminal, Blairite Scum Have Forfeited All
Right To Life And Must Die!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I was quite buoyed up by the outcome when I was
appointed a member of the Labour Party's NEC
and was additionally delighted as a Blairite,
neo-con, Nazi, Zionist, fascist, racist and
a neoliberal too that I now had carte
blanche to expressly and unfettered
at all times fulsomely indulge
myself in my personal bigotries and furthermore
to avidly do the every bidding of my Yidland
obsessive, warmongering exponent, clearly
war criminally disposed and indisputably
terrorism inured controllers, who pre-
planned had carefully engineered
the situation that my colleagues
and I are now comfortably in.
 
This of course was always to guarantee that
my close and child-porn-fixated friend
Ian McNicol along with all the other
likeminded scum who comprise our
team and together work as one,
and quite naturally me Tom
Watson: archetypal closet
Queer and Paedophile extraordinaire,
immune so far, could collectively
be here where we presently are
to undemocratically and quite
arbitrarily initiate adjudicate
and overseer every act of
deliberate illegality and
other forms of harmful
criminality under the
all-encompassing
auspices of our
directed NEC.
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Most helpfully, I must confess, with significant
corrupt assistance from the England and
Wales judiciary, namely in the form
of the Sales, Macur and Beatson
Appeals Court pronouncement
sanctioning the purging of
bona fide young and
working class Labour Party members while
at the same time brazenly permitting the
rigging of a coup inspired and wholly
engineered enforced Labour leader-
ship campaign against an already
hugely democratically elected
and grassroots popular leader
Jeremy Corbyn. But have
faith my fellow Britons
for Death the ultimate
leveller will before long for all of
them in this specific affair be
the overriding catalyst for
their warranted undoing;
categorical and hellish
too I most solemnly
promise unyielding
violent nemesis!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
My Mum, bless her, has always insisted and robustly and convincingly instilled in
my siblings and me from our earliest childhood that evil of whatever sort when
detected and unmistakably recognized or acknowledged as such should
unquestionably, unhesitatingly, unrelentingly and remorselessly be confronted
and permanently destroyed by every means at our disposal, and that under no
circumstances whatsoever should we ever make compromising overtures towards
it.
 
And she exemplified this resolute and undeviating philosophy of hers by also
telling us in the form of an analogy that if unsurprisingly or otherwise we
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encountered for instance a poisonous and therefore dangerous scorpion with both
the capability and determined will to kill its selected victims, ourselves for
argument sake, and it so happened that this scorpion was also the parent of
several baby offspring that were dependent on this predatory killer that we
shouldn't allow sentiment for these baby scorpions to personally and
irresponsibly intervene and consequently have them remain unmolested in our
justified decision to murder their progenitor, since these baby scorpions if
accorded that dispensation will eventually grow up into adult ones and in like
manner behave precisely like their parent(s) . So it was not only best but also
judicious to wipe them out entirely as well.
 
And steadfastly adhering to my Mum's advice that's precisely how I feel about
Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, their respective family members and all the similar
lowlife, warmongering, war criminal, crimes against humanity, white
exceptionalist, Labtory and endemically racist, Nazi Zionist and Yid scum who
infest and infect not only the Labour Party and its NEC but also the entirety of
the United Kingdom!
 
And consequently from a personal perspective I have neither a problem nor for
that matter any reservation whatsoever in explicitly stating, as I've done on
other occasions before, that with a corrupt judicial system in place in the UK and
itself compounded by a plethora of nepotistic and cronyism lawyers in both
House of Parliament that are all closely interlinked with each other, and a system
reinforced by the transparent revolving door that facilitates these bent and
criminal lawyers that make absolutely sure that none of their kind will ever find
themselves in the dock far less so doing prison time, that the only resolution in
place of this marked lack of justice is to kill ever fucking one of them and their
offspring as my Mum suggested must be the case with scorpions.
 
And to that effect I'm wholeheartedly in favour of that and will lend every
support that I can to facilitate the necessary process of cleaning up this stinking
Augean Stables that is Britain! And if as a result the police, security services, the
cap-doffing, brainless and manipulated assholes that are too totally brain-dead to
even see what's happening to their country, they would have you believe, can't
stomach what I say and am firmly committed to, then I really don't have to tell
you what to do with yourselves, do I? Since you're already fully cognizant of
that!
 
Stanley Collymore
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This Loving Entreaty To Me By My Maternal
Grandmother
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Go into the world with great confidence my grandson and
there seriously venture to make your personal mark but
continually doing so with well thought out reasoning,
forceful and unchallengeable logic and the utmost
commonsense unrelentingly intertwined with
reflective compassion, caring and explicit
appreciation of the truly deserving. And
never let arrogance, wanton pride nor
greed be regarded as needs in your
life or ever be acknowledged as
essential ingredients of any likely good fortune you may
eventually command, nor on the flip side of this and
regardless of however misleadingly persuasive it
might seem let the utterly deceitful disowning,
expedient, shameful, counterproductive and
disparaging overlooking of your familial
and cultural roots, your racial origin or
any amount of unanticipated or sudden
failures that you may encounter along the way essay
either voluntarily and calculatedly on your part on
the one hand, or by other de facto means on the
other conspire to venomously infect the very
heart of what from birth has intentionally
been your upbringing and in actuality
and most significantly too the very
essence of yourself my beloved
grandson as an indisputably
laudable, productive and
in those circumstances
a most commendable
and truly worthy
human being!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
5 December 2015.
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Author’s Remarks:
This poem and the motive behind writing it are very personal and additionally
very important to me. And at this current Christmastide and while engagingly
and reflectively remembering my own profound and enduring Christian
upbringing and doing so with immeasurable thanks and gratitude to all those,
and most especially my Grandmother, for all that they altruistically did to ensure
my upbringing was a truly memorable and constructive one, I’d like to also take
this opportunity to express my sincerest Christmas greetings and best wishes to
the extremely wide Diaspora of the Collymore and Springer Families of which I’m
an integral part.
 
Equally too to all my students, past and present, across Britain, in Barbados,
Scandinavia and naturally of course Germany, and most appreciably those of you
that regularly keep in touch and interestingly let me know how you’re doing in
this big bad world that, most flatteringly you keep telling me, I helped to
constructively and successfully help prepare you for. Thanks for the compliments!
 
 
Additionally to all my personal friends in every possible human category – and I
don’t need to tell you what that is or how invaluable your treasured assistance,
love, friendship and your committed support have been over the years as you
know this perfectly well. As well to the many new correspondents and “literary
geniuses” – no exaggeration at all here – whom I’ve encountered through our
joint writing site, . You are beyond doubt an inspiration both in your literary
creations and as human beings and I look forward very much to continue
working and exchanging comments and objective literary analyses in 2016. In
the meantime have a marvellous festive season all of you.
 
Finally, meine deutsche Partnerin who already knows how I feel about you as
reciprocally you constantly and happily remind me how you feel about me; but
hey while I’m justifiably praising everyone of value to me publicly, though private
individuals you and me, it seemed remiss not to mention you as well and say in
the process: “Dass ich Dich liebe und immer will! ”
 
Stanley Collymore
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Til Arvinger Og Arv!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Takk for alltid! Som jeg ikke kunne ha bedt om,
enn si så takknemlig har blitt velsignet med en mest
enestående bemerkelsesverdig duo av a nydelig
datter og en kjekk sønn enn det jeg har vært
så herlig gitt i personene til begge du. Og
så min evige takk og innerste takknemlighet går
ut i tilsvarende mål som dere to: kjære frø av
min lendene og passende de sanne bærere
av det jeg oppriktig representerer, og
den varige arven til alle andre av
det jeg har oppriktig forsøkt å
oppnå og oppnådde faktisk,
når mitt dødelige liv på
jorden er endelig brukt,
og bare minner fra
jeg blir værende.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22. august 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Å være foreldre bør og kan være en veldig fantastisk opplevelse, men å vite at
avkommet ditt vil være ekte arvbærere av det du i en prinsipiell holdning ganske
resolutt står for og virkelig representerer, er ikke bare en fryktinngytende
åpenbaring i seg selv men også en erkjennelse som også er himmelsk sendt!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Till Mina Arvingar Och Arvbärare!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Tack för evigt! Eftersom jag inte kunde ha bett
om, än mindre än tacksamt har välsignats med
en mest anmärkningsvärt duo av a härlig
dotter och en stilig son än vad jag har
varit så härligt anges i personerna
på båda du. Och så mitt eviga tack och innersta
tacksamhet går ut i motsvarande mått ni två:
vårdade frön av mina ländor och passande
de sanna bärarna av det jag uppriktigt
representerar, och den bestående
arvet till alla andra av det jag
verkligen har försökte
åstadkomma och faktiskt
uppnådde, när mitt dödliga
liv på jorden är äntligen
tillbringade, och bara
minnen av jag
stannar
kvar.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Att vara förälder borde och kan vara en mycket underbar upplevelse, men att
veta att ditt avkomma kommer att vara de äkta arvbärarna av vad du i en
principiell ståndpunkt ganska beslutsamt står för och verkligen representerar är
inte bara en otrolig inspirerande uppenbarelse i sig själv men också en insikt att
det är himmelsändat!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Timor Est, Cuius Particeps Invisibilia Instinctus
Hujusmodi Non Est Numerus Invidia?
 
A Stanley Collymore
 
Nihil habeo quemquam metueret; ne quidem
mortem. Et hoc trahunt donec ultimo, quod semper
constanter servetur in me manet rata idem. Ad
rem quod timor? Ut ego animadverto is,
suus 'a magis hoc fortasse credere
improvidum fiet. Ad aliquid ut ad
omnes intenciones et proposita pavens pro
varietate causarum, non insuasorium;
semper omnino ones, non factum
volo. Et ut tates victima enim
supposito est magis defixit
honeste generi contingere
quod velle se pro aegro
illud omnino vacua
est realitatis simul
et industria
postremo ut
nihil auri.
 
Ita sane tuo salvum tempus et navitas ad aliquid
Vere quid positivum est; et qui non conspicue
ego sperabo bene de exstirparet adiutor
Omnes qui sapiunt nimis et odiosa
consulat negans sententias ferre
soletis ibi atque ita successu magis quam
multo magis attrahenti ut homo, Im 'certus, e vos.
Ad mortem suus plene risibile 'vere questus
frustra omnibus te ipsum Quid intritam
fere relictis ambiguitatibus, nullum
eventum necessaria, inter te
potest mutare reversibly
aut omnia aut nihil
cum te esse adhuc
significantly natura
hic partier minus
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ergo post es
absentis.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
VII Septembris MMXIX.
 
 
Comments auctor est;
Timor ut homo sapiens requiritur etiam quod constanter duxit credere est crucial
mechanism quae revera dat nobis etiam ad alias species quae participes terram
nos custodire ipsi a periculum immineat vel aliter, ut etiam adiuuante Clementia
viable providendi propriis manente compage pro nobis ad conservationem
generis nostri.
 
Quod sit verum etiam in aliquibus certis adiunctis exquiratur. Sed CONPOSITO
per metum aut militari de fearmongering aut utiles aut opportuna consilia
litteram terrent inferno de aliis propriae causa vel seipsum successu ita securi
non immerito commoda sibi, familiae et amicis inpensa aliis, soleré omnino nihil
est, me omnino certum exploratumque est, in quinta essentia est mere malum
indiget anxiae disquisitionis narcissism.
 
Stanley Collymore
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To My Heirs And Legacy Bearers!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Thank you forever! As I couldn't have asked for,
let alone have so gratefully been blessed with
a most outstandingly remarkable duo of a
lovely daughter and a handsome son
than what I've been so delightfully
given in the persons of both of
you. And so my eternal thanks and innermost
gratitude go out in equivalent measure to
the two of you: cherished seeds of my
loins and fittingly the true bearers
of what I sincerely represent,
and the enduring legacy to
all others of what I've earnestly
endeavoured to accomplish
and actually did attain,
when my mortal life
on earth is finally
spent, and only
memories of
me remain.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Being a parent should and can be a most marvellous experience but, additionally,
knowing that your offspring will be the true legacy bearers of what you in a
principled stance quite resolutely stand for and genuinely represent, is not only
an awe-inspiring revelation in itself but also a realization too that's Heaven-sent!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Träume Können Und Werden Wahr!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Ich wusste nicht, dass ich dich heute treffen würde, war es
aber trotzdem muss ich gestehen, aufrichtig gehofft
in meinem Kopf, dass dieser bedeutende Anlass
würde sich trotzdem präsentieren ziemlich
bald und wie viel Glück ich habe zügig
geschafft, das herrlich zu erreichen
Erwartung. Da wusste ich unbestreitbar davon
erster Blick zwischen uns beiden, dass dies
war viel mehr als nur der Anfang von
einer schönen und dauerhaften
Romantik Einbeziehung
von uns beiden, aber die moisten entscheidend für
mich, wie es auch ist für dich der Höhepunkt
von alles was wir früher gemacht haben
beide zusammen anerkannt und
geduldig gewartet, und sind
jetzt Ebenso voll zuver-
sichtlich sind wir
wird dauerhaft
und gerne
teilen
in der
Ehe.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Romantik kommt in allen Formen und Größen vor und ist buchstäblich eine jener
Unwägbarkeiten, die sich entweder kühn und kraftvoll Ihnen präsentieren oder
sich auf Sie einschleichen, wenn Sie es am wenigsten erwarten, und Sie unter
diesen Umständen in ein schreckliches Dilemma bringen können wie genau Sie
darauf reagieren sollten.
 
Ob es nun mit offenen Armen und unkontrollierter Aufregung genossen oder mit
großer Angst betrachtet wird, Romantik in der einen oder anderen Form ist für
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immer da. Und ich bezweifle, dass, wenn alles gesagt und getan ist, jemand von
euch da draußen es anders haben würde.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Trollbindande Måsar
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Hallå! Varför är du spikande, ondskapsfull och snarare
antagonistiskt kasta stenar på var och en måsen vars
ofarliga och naturliga närvaro du urskiljer och
ganska igenkännligt och vill oberättigat
skada? Så Jag använder ordet naturligt här inte
bara i det generaliserad och normalt erkänd form
men också i sin exakta och omfattande känd
etymologisk. För dessa måsarna är inte
bara kustlinjen boende på lämpligt
sätt det mesta av ett omfattande
sjöfarande miljö, de är också
ålder etablerad inhemska
invånareav dessa identiska och
vattenlevande regioner som
de rutinmässigt och helt
uppenbart, lyckligt ofta.
 
Men platser, om de är någonting har de någon gång
misstag lämnat till de vilda och störande handlingarna
hos idiot som dig, som utan tvekan kommer att
verkställas för att se alla dessa vackra måsar
effektivt, irreversibelt och permanent
borta. Så uppenbarligen som de
djupt ingripna örnen som du
transparenta är, bara för en gång i din patetiska
liv försöker göra något tydligt positivt för de
anständiga elementen av mänskligheten
och, i processen att göra detta, en
stor stor förmån i form av en
permanent och distinkt arv
för nutid och framtida
generation av
mänskliga populationer av
otvetydigt lämnar dessa
fantastiskt stava-
bindande och
kategoriskt
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charmiga
måsar
ensam!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 september 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Du svävar över den maritima skyline med jämn nåd och lätthet spännande
hjärtan och glädjar sinnen för alla som verkligen uppskattar skönhet och har en
naturlig och varaktig affinitet med naturen. Och det är unapologetically hur det
ska vara! Precis som naturen alltid hade tänkt från ursprunget till din
imponerande specie.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Tropical Hurricane
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Gale force winds rampaging wilfully in a consciously
exercised and malevolent spree, and as a result of
this contemptible and maliciously encouraged
duress and deleterious jamboree giving rise
most condescendingly and aggressively
to boisterously wind-lashed seas that
quite eagerly, extraordinarily and
unavoidably in these distinctly
orchestrated and manifestly
conspiratorial circumstances, unwaveringly,
viciously, calculatedly and destructively
resort to co-operatively assist in the
projected and copious spawning of
a range of enormous waves and
exceptionally treacherous sea
currents, reinforced in turn
by lashing rain that was
complementary to the
speedy incursion of
an impending and
plainly ominous
inland flooding.
 
An added disaster in waiting that promptly
and markedly inescapably would to the
intensive and deliberately generated
atmosphere of the intentionally
created and cold-bloodedly
planned civic confusion
that jointly encompass
merely a fractional part, but all the same, a
conclusively acknowledged realization
of the overall adverse environment
and the frighteningly disturbing
encounter wearily denounced
as but likewise officially
also categorized as a
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tropical hurricane.
 
An incident at whose particular mercy those who're either
specifically designated as or else are more likely to be
the random and hapless victims of this callous and
presumably premeditated heinousness are left
defencelessly completely beholding to, no
matter how judiciously or else rationally
prepared they were for its eventual
coming and ultimate eventuality.
For equally and inescapably
caught up in this natural
and predatory beast's
relentless stalking even though unsurprisingly,
and therefore expectantly, everyone knew
well in advance that it was coming, the
onerous responsibility entrusted to
national governments and their
respective civic authorities
despite man's amazing
scientific inventions
or early warning
and advanced
developed
systems.
 
Nor, come to that, his conscientiously and often
employed forewarning communications. For
notwithstanding their usually proclaimed
usefulness they're basically still utterly
powerless in usefully harnessing for
the general good of all affected or
otherwise disposed to be troubled community
or country, the unleashed energy of every
looming or devastating hurricane that's
waylaying their vicinity, far less so
acquire the requisite capability
to ever permanently banish
the unceasing occurrence
of tropical hurricanes.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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21 September 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Hurricanes are predictable; can be destructive even to the point of being
devastatingly so, and generally unavoidable in their occurrences. They are also
atmospheric events that do feature periodically and with varying levels of
intensity in the lives of most Caribbean people.
 
But all the same, these tropical hurricanes can at the same time, either with or
without their awesome display of raw, remarkable and unbridled power, be a
truly spectacular as well as a most strikingly majestic demonstration of the
discernibly tremendous influence which these impressive stalwarts and agents of
nature have, not only on our environment but significantly mankind as well.
 
And although their presence can at times be rather deadly and likewise
traumatically heart-breaking for some, a world completely devoid of all
hurricanes would, in my opinion - and I've personally witnessed several of them
first-hand and upfront as they say in the Caribbean - be an awful diminution of
Nature's well balanced choreography of challenging catastrophes set against, as
well as in the process highlighting, its many extraordinary environmental
blessings.
 
Stanley Collymore
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True Love Is About Selflessly Giving Not Selfishly Or
Exploitatively Taking!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Please have the courage and decency to give me back what you
have duplicitously and quite insultingly taken away from me;
and I'm specifically referring to my self-respect, self-worth
and human dignity that in the concertedly premeditated
fashion that you've so loathsomely done you have
gratuitously and most callously deprived me of.
And why it is that I'm so desperate now to
regain the previous state of affairs that before you
came into my life I was most happily ensconced in, and
also why I'm absolutely willing to make any reasonable
sacrifice that will ably assist in forever eradicating
the everyday unhappiness and strife that have
consistently bedevilled my life ever since
I innocently but now remorsefully made
that fateful decision to be your wife.
 
A now intolerable and wholly impossible situation that I'll
no longer either tolerate or consciously endure anymore
and why it is that I'm voluntarily and even willingly
prepared to overlook all the money that in your
exquisitely beguiling, I must say, and utterly
convincing charm offensive way when we
were happily courting naturally led me
to irresistibly, unavoidably and in practically every other
conceivable manner lose my head, enthusiastically and
carelessly succumb to and quite stupidly as it turned
out, it has to be said, inadvertently allowed you to
gyp me. A complete idiot you must surely have
gleefully concluded of me in the aftermath of
what you did; easy pickings for you on your
part and all from a besotted woman freely
and explicitly declaring to you what was
honestly and lovingly in her heart but
all the same seen by you as someone
with more money and a credulous
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nature than usual common sense.
 
And you were probably right then. But guess what? I'm no
longer that feckless female you attributed to me and then
duped into marry you, for in the interim amid my first
meeting you and now I've been forced expeditiously
from our marital point of view, albeit distressingly,
agonizingly but none the less honestly admit, to
fundamental changes in my personal life that
preceding your eventual coming along and
essentially ruining my life in addition to
critically endangering my entire wellbeing, I just couldn't
have ever imagined myself doing. But I've changed, all
the same, and for the better! And therefore there's no
likely chance now of my ever wanting to stay with
you let alone continuing to be your convenient
doormat, dutiful spouse or obedient woman.
And that doesn't simply apply to you my
soon to be ex-husband but every other
man who thinks and acts as you do.
So good riddance to bad rubbish I
say, for as far as you're affected
I'm well and truly on my way!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
28 March 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was inspired by an interesting, open-hearted, laughable at times but
all the same a very intense conversation that I had with a personal acquaintance
of mine who of her own volition, because she trusted me she complimentarily
assured and confided in me, related the corresponding events to me. In the
course of our conversation I told her that her story had all the hallmarks for
being a very instructional and inspiring poem that I would very much like to
write, she already knew that I'm a poet, but that in my doing so if she had no
objections to my writing the said poem I would quite naturally, meticulously
retain her anonymity as well as studiously protect her identity and the
confidences she'd freely but trustingly entrusted in me.
 
In response she spontaneously but laughingly and encouragingly replied:
&quot;Name the bastard, I don't mind! &quot; However, in all fairness to her as
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well as professionally to myself I decided not to, for once these things are out
there they tend to permanently stay there, and a decision made in haste or out
of revenge might very well be regretted much later once the anger or even the
hate that instigated it have themselves grossly diminished.
 
Besides, not yet a mother herself this personal acquaintance of mine confided
that she would despite her unpleasant experiences with her now ex-husband
nevertheless with someone that she could genuinely trust love to have children,
and given those circumstances I felt that I didn't want to unnecessarily, if at all,
inflict a needless burden on any future children my acquaintance may have and
in the process lumber them with an intolerable and degrading legacy that
stemmed from the now defunct relationship between their mother and this
utterly loathsome, manipulative, avaricious and lowlife scum of an individual that
their Mum had unfortunately married.
 
But even so and while it's honest on my part to say that this poem was
specifically written for this personal acquaintance of mine and likewise is
unquestionably dedicated to her just as it's similarly penned from a female's
perspective, I must furthermore say that anyone: female, male, married,
engaged, living in a partnership or single who can individually relate to my
personal acquaintance's experiences or have yourself been in a similar situation
that is itself troublesomely laden with its deeply traumatic or disturbing
involvement in relation to your personal love life are quite at liberty, if you want
to, to empathize with this poem and draw whatever comfort or lessons that you
can from it. And I sincerely hope that you do.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Truly, Devotedly And Committedly Yours Barbados.
And Happy 51st Independence Birthday!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Fifty-one years ago, precisely on the 30th November 1966
Barbados acquired its independence and in accordance
with that decisive declaration became a sovereign
and independent country amongst the several
other nations not merely in the Caribbean
region but also the broader global community. A notable
and auspicious occasion as well as a political process
that having duly attainted maximum fruition over
a period of two hundred and thirty-nine years
of formerly English and subsequently after
the latter's political amalgamation with
the Scottish to inaugurate the United
Kingdom, full British observation.
 
And I've specifically used the term observation, and
preferably consciously so, since from its august
inception, both in terms of colonization and
its earliest settlement by the English in
1627 Barbados was in management
terms an entirely self-governing
entity with its very own island-based and domestically
controlled parliament whose effective achievement
was realized in 1639, and which ever since that
time has continuously and abidingly been the
commendably democratic beacon that has
luminously, unyieldingly and stalwartly
gleamed over this Eastern Caribbean
island during the preceding years,
making it, following the House
of Commons in Westminster,
London the second oldest
worldwide, political and
founded nation-driven
self-ruled legislature.
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So to our plethora of laudable Barbadian legislators
who over the years - past, present and naturally as
well aspiring ones - I sincerely, together with
our closely-knit nation of Bajans at home
and correspondingly across our much
broader global Diaspora say thanks
to all of you for everything that
you've amazingly undertaken and also practicably done,
and in the complete and encouraging knowledge that
in the case, I know, of our gifted, committed and
forthcoming Barbadian citizens and in tandem
with those who are as yet unborn, that all of
you will generously, confidently and with
accomplished pride in yourselves, and
similarly our nation, carry on doing,
as your dauntless forbearers have
commendably done, everything
that you possibly can for our
charming, tropically idyllic
and Beautiful Barbados;
as well as our intensely
blessed, enormously
religious, diligent,
harmonious and
utterly exciting
Bajan and, of
course, our
Caribbean
homeland.
 
? Stanley V. Collymore
29 November 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
There are some things that instinctively, significantly and wholeheartedly impact
on one's entire consciousness and general wellbeing in such a thoroughly
welcoming and superbly inspirational fashion that words, however gifted that one
is with them, are insufficient by themselves to fully express the amazing
sensations, both physically and emotionally, that these pleasurable realizations
cause in the first place and accordingly enduringly carry on doing so in the most
delightful manner.
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And the effect that my ancestral homeland, Barbados throughout all of my life
has had, does and will forever, and in the most positive manner, continue to do
so is for me an indisputable fact of life and furthermore one which I'm most
grateful is irrefutably unchangeable in every conceivable way.
 
For this tropical paradise: the most easterly of all the Caribbean Islands
vigorously washed on its northern and eastern coastlines by the expansive and
impressive Atlantic Ocean and on its southern and western shores by the tranquil
waters of the Caribbean Sea definitely means the world to me, as do the people,
my maternal and paternal families and many friends included, who inhabit it; our
national global Diaspora of Bajans, as well as our highly prized collection of
blessed elders and ancestors who sacrificed so much for us and accordingly have
enabled subsequent generations of Barbadians to be who we uniquely are.
 
And so on this the 51st Anniversary of Barbados' official Independence Day - 30
November 2017 - I unreservedly thank this exceedingly special island, its people,
successive democratic governments that administered them, my church, the
schools there and especially the ones I fortunately attended - Belleplaine Boys'
School and the historic Alleyne Grammar School - Bajan society general, my
several adult mentors and my Barbadian relatives particularly for setting in train
the important groundwork as well as assisting me in every altruistic way that you
could in becoming the person and immensely proud Bajan that I am.
 
And to all those who have over the years passed on into the after-life, from me I
want you to know as I'm sure you still keep an eye on our blessed homeland that
you'll never be forgotten in any shape or form; precious to me in life and
continuingly so in death!
 
So multiple and deep-seated thanks from me, one of your grateful native sons,
and Happy 51st Birthday Barbados. And to all my fellow at home or wherever
you are in the world enjoy the occasion and God Bless you all as I extend to each
and every one of you my profoundest and enduring love.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Une Toute Nouvelle Pensée
 
Par Stanley Collymore
 
Vous êtes absolument malade et tellement plein de votre
propre damné merde que vous ne pouvez même pas
le voir, et à toutes fins utiles fins sont totalement
inconscients de tout cela. Encore tout à fait
ridiculement, vous vous appelez un dieu,
affirmant de la même manière qu'aucun autre dieu existe
et donc, de facto, vous êtes omnipotent le seul et, qui
plus est, insiste avec arrogance que tout le monde
le pense aussi, car c'est un donnée absolue. Ne
me faites pas rire dérision vous imbécile
pathétique qui n'a pas un indice sanglant,
ni d'ailleurs Est-ce que quelqu'un
d'autre, la plupart des temps
concernant ce que c'est
vous saignez bien
à vous, sans
réserve,
fou fou!
 
Sérieusement, si ce que vous représentez est censé être
génie céleste et par conséquent universel de la façon
dont les choses devraient être savamment terminé,
alors vous avez incontestablement toujours
fait les bonnes balles millénaire après
millénaire, de Presque tout ce que
vous avez littéralement et sans
scrupule entrepris non seulement
universellement, comme il
est rapidement devenir
encore plus gén-
éralement
connu;
 
mais aussi, et exactement
d'un humain perception, à la
fois sur et autour cette terre globale,
sur laquelle nous, Homo sapiens
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vivre et actuellement pas
d'autre place mais pour
appelez notre
maison.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 août 2019.
 
 
Remarques de l'auteur:
Il est grand temps que tous les êtres humains sensibles et intelligents
remplacent ce dieu universel perçu auquel nous avons été soumis à un lavage de
cerveau et que nous croyons réellement exister avec quelqu'un ou quelque chose
en lequel nous pouvons pleinement faire confiance, que nous respectons et où
nous avons la plus grande confiance.
 
Pour le prétendu dieu omnipotent et universel, doté de tout l'attirail religieux et
de l'obéissance largement sociétale, il est tenu pour acquis, il doit être
complètement éliminé et remplacé sans compromis, avec fougue, par quelqu'un
ou par quelque chose qui peut à la fois de manière réaliste et sans équivoque.
prendre pleinement connaissance de, ainsi que répondre efficacement aux
besoins réels de chacun de nous, Homo sapiens et des espèces supplémentaires,
qui, si on le leur permettait, partageraient harmonieusement cette planète avec
nous. Qu'ils vivent sur la terre comme nous le faisons ou dans les autres
environnements qui constituent l'ambiance et le tissu de la Terre nourricière.
 
Et ne pas simplement satisfaire et, en outre, le faire délibérément et
exclusivement pour les désirs perpétuellement égoïstes et invariablement
malveillants, au grand désavantage de tous les autres, d'une minorité très
sélective et privilégiée qui se considèrent et se considèrent égoïstement comme
l'épitomé de l'homme. la race et, par conséquent, les maîtres et les maîtresses
inaliénables de toutes les autres formes de vie qui parviennent encore à exister;
et à qui ces prédateurs humanoïdes arrogants qui pensent ainsi, considèrent que
c'est leur droit indiscutable de faire comme bon leur semble!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Unforgettable And Thought Provoking Memories
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Being a librarian in Britain was once and universally across
the country a highly knowledgeable and a very responsible
vocation, not so any more alas as those days are long
gone and even rashly and hastily forgotten, that's
assuming of course they were ever known about
in the first place by those who hedonistically
frequent our libraries nowadays as some
where that to their heart's content they
can either indulge luxuriantly in a multiplicity of
imbecilic and naturally non-inspirational content
that fits in handsomely, but despairingly and
markedly so to other library users that in
distinct contrast to them have sensibly
functioning and regularly utilized
brains in their heads, with these
aforesaid morons' appallingly
to every one else apart from
them utterly fixated Reality TV fantasy
shenanigans; while additionally and
most evidently in their workshy
capacity using these libraries
as warm and obviously to
others as annoyingly
opportune places
to boisterously
hang out in!
 
You however are gratefully a librarian of the
old school - not only cognizant of but also
discernibly and determinedly one who
promotes the golden value rules of
yesteryear, and in that capacity
professionally, sensibly and
objectively adhere to the
cultured standards that
erudite library clients
of today fully anticipate,
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appreciate, willingly
embrace and, of
course, cherish
and correctly
consider as
very dear.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
I've written openly and unabashedly previously, and will wherever and whenever
possible continue to do so at ever opportunity, about the parlous state of British
libraries in the 21st Century as the long forgotten genial venues for the
welcoming acknowledgement, vigorous encouragement, constructive
reinforcement and the objective and universal dispensing to all and sundry who
are themselves seeking to improve their lives both socially and intellectually, and
which indisputably constitutes the primary platform and the fundamental role of
libraries, in my opinion, and why their altruistic, far-sighted originators and
benefactors established them in the first place.
 
But unfortunately and most regrettably in practicably every conceivable sense
within Britain these laudable pursuits and programmes are now as far removed
from these originally and for some considerable time afterwards sterling and
commensurately worthwhile goals as one can possibly get. A tedious and
exasperating situation to say the least and one that can and must be steadfastly
and truthfully laid not only at the feet of many of today's library users but also
significantly and most ironically in Britain's case those of the vast majority of
basically puerile jobsworth, incompetent, attention-starved and therefore populist
librarians themselves; generating a truly wholesale tragedy that benefits no one,
not even with the merest modicum of intelligence, but all the same reinforces the
dictum of plummeting British society to the very bottom of the least common
denominator for all.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Untainted Family Values In An Era Of Decadent
Hedonism
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Only inveterate queers, testosterone-pushy dykes,
the puerile and lasciviously promiscuous who
vulgarly and outlandishly take to breeding
like rampantly fecund rabbits and then
most irresponsibly and unashamedly
expect others to fully support their
bastard progeny in conjunction
with sick perverts, predatory
paedophiles, their equally
marauding supporters, other like-minded scum
who evilly and collectively profit immensely
from familial dissonance and its attendant
dysfunctionality absolutely and absurdly
delude themselves this isn't or cannot
be the case, and therefore the rest of
us shouldn't be told or encouraged
to consider that it is; misguided
propaganda they call it. While
in total contrast all sane and mindful people
appropriately instilled with cultural and
religious morality are prudently well
aware and have consistently been
erudite in this acknowledgement
that the just announced family
report deductions couldn't in
these truly gruelling times
where family morality is
concerned be any more
welcome, germane or
to a mammoth extent
hugely appropriate!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 April 2016.
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Author's Thoughts:
Family life in Britain has over the centuries effectively undergone a 360 degree
turn and currently is in the worst state of affairs it has ever been. Initially people
formed relationships that could themselves have been affected by recurrent
circumstances like war or pestilence forcing those involved to make the most of
the time that they had together before the Grim Reaper wielded his scythe and
dispatched them to the other world. Even so marriage wasn't all that
commonplace among the lower classes and was an institution that the rich and
aspiring upper classes indulged in so they could legitimize their offspring, or
supposed ones as cuckolding was just as rampant then among these wealthy and
upper class &quot;elites&quot;, and therefore able in their minds at least to
leave their wealth and property to these offspring when they personally died;
mortality rates being pretty low overall among all sections of the population at
the time.
 
However, as marriage became more fashionable among the rich and upper
classes the lower class British Plebs and peasants began emulating their social
betters. They had no wealth or property to pass on to their progeny but as is still
current in class entrenched Britain they just toadying liked to replicate in their
fashion the ways of their perceived social betters and often became even more
hard-line in their social and moral observances than those whom they were
looking up to on a class basis and endeavouring in social norms to emulate.
 
So marriage actively encouraged by the church became rather commonplace and
saw Britain go through a number of puritan stages moralistically, on the surface
that is and publicly so but privately it was invariably something a whole lot
different. Anyway these pretences were religiously maintained and those who fell
foul of them in the eyes of these hypocritical masses were summarily and
publicly dealt with, ostracism and even death being the dire consequences for
their perceived anti-social, immoral and irreligious conduct. And although
modified over the ensuring years and centuries these strict public observances
were nevertheless rigidly maintained.
 
One such situation was bastardy now codified as illegitimacy. Previously
acknowledged without the bat of an eyelid among the wealthy, upper classes the
aristocracy and even royalty illegitimacy was now publicly shunned and among
Britain's lower classes was severely ostracised and penalized. Consequently girls
or women, who got pregnant without the benefit of being churched, namely
married, or who couldn't persuade or con some poor sod into marrying them
whether the expectant child was his or not or in several cases this chosen and
duped mug not even knowing that his intended bride was pregnant, was
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summarily dispatched to one of the plethora of homes for unmarried mothers
that had mushroomed across Britain for the specific purpose of keeping these
categorized fallen females out of the public spotlight and well away from their
home neighbourhoods and the palpable public embarrassment and consternation
of their close family members and friends and of course the female in question
own public ostracism.
 
Sometimes though as frequently happened in Wales an already married family
member: an older sibling for example or a young uncle or aunt, would take on
the child and bring it up as their own supposed biological offspring and not
uncommonly with the child itself totally unaware of let alone ever being told
confidentially or otherwise of its biological parentage in terms of its real mother
or father assuming that he was known. But customarily the pregnant and
unmarried mother was surreptitiously dispatched to one of these unmarried
mothers home well away from her neighbourhood and community where she was
often patronizingly treated by supercilious staff members and steamrolled into
having her child fostered or adopted; a measure embarked on it was told to her
in her &quot;best interests&quot;.
 
Often with no moral, physical or financial support behind her and expecting none
a situation compounded by the fact and her knowledge that none of these things
would be forthcoming if she were to stupidly or ill-advisedly she was reminded
keep her child the vast majority of these mothers predictably caved in and did
what was demanded of them, namely agreeing to the relinquishment of their
children to others knowing full well that when this act was completed mother and
child would in all possibility never see each other again. And in exchange for
doing so the fallen mother, daughter or female relative would occasionally be
warily welcomed back among her own family on condition that she kept her
mouth firmly shut about what had happened to her and so didn't publicly
embarrass or humiliate these &quot;loving&quot; family members of hers who
couldn't be any more non-supportive of her even if they had theoretically
acquired a PhD in the subject.
 
But there was a group of females who fared ever far worse; white women or girls
over the legal age of consent who'd consensually had sexual relationships with
Black men or youths their own age and had gotten pregnant, even voluntarily so.
And in such circumstances if her family members of the authorities who were
racially horrified by what they saw as a carnal and despicable relationship were
unable to coerce the female in question that she'd been &quot;raped&quot; by
this Black man or he had coerced her into having sex with him obviously against
her will and consequently had involuntarily got her pregnant and thus making
that Black man unjustifiably but in racist terms none the less on their part and
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therefore acceptable from their point of view a moral degenerate and a criminal
of the worst kind whose rightful place was in jail and for a very lengthy stretch of
prison time and have this female go along with this abominable lie, then these
endeavouring to get her do so if they failed in persuading her to do as they
wished would then get pliable, unprofessional and equally racist psychiatrists,
others in the medical fraternity and all other applicable like-minded
&quot;professionals&quot;: social workers and the like, to section this allegedly
&quot;disgusting&quot;, from their collective perspective, white female to a
lunatic asylum as a severe danger to herself and additionally a corruptive
influence as regards her community and from which, as with other such
communities, she must be kept away from permanently for their own moral
good. And imbued with this sick mindset those who were proscribing these
unfortunate women then had them callously carted off to these lunatic asylums
where they spent the rest of their natural lives as &quot;psychiatric
patients&quot; when there was absolutely nothing wrong with them, while their
children obviously taken from them and who they never saw again were confined
to children's homes and a life of childhood and subsequently because of how they
were treated in these homes adult misery.
 
Then came the advent of the female contraceptive pill and with it a boundless
sexual revolution with women rapturously ripping up the restrictive moral
regulations they were supposed to adhere to and in their place instituting their
own sexual codes of conduct which became a truly liberating influence, and
without needing to employ any hyperbole in this matter, in the private and public
lives of significant numbers and probably even the overwhelming majority of
women. The era of the bra-burning, mini-skirts, free and non-committed sexual
relationships with multiple partners often taking place simultaneously and
conjoined with the voluntary jettisoning of previously held and society-enforced
moral precepts like the advised retention of a female's virginity until and after
the attainment of marriage had arrived with a striking and effervescent panache
all of its own, as was in noticeable contrast all the former publicly revered,
uneasily accepted, grudgingly tolerated but always obligingly indulged in moral
code of behaviour which was now massively and excitedly relinquished and
likewise jubilantly discarded.
 
The ethics or otherwise surrounding British family life had done a 360 degree
turn and from the ubiquitous extended family environment with all its varied
characteristics to the nuclear family, then the single parent one and now to the
thoroughly dysfunctional one of dykes, queers, so-called transgenders and what
have you becoming &quot;parents&quot; what now exists does in my very
honest opinion make a bloody mockery of what family and family values should
be all about.
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Stanley Collymore
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Until You Came
 
I deliberately put my deepest and most sensitive
feelings on hold, convinced that in this downright
selfish and quite arrogant world of mediocrity
where everything has a price tag stuck on it
and nothing, it seems, is ever done
without a cynical motive attached; that
I could survive untouched by all
the banality and fickleness
which I see around me;
and I was right.
 
But in my calculation I hadn’t reckoned with the
astonishing prospect of meeting someone like you;
because it never occurred to me that I would ever find
you in such a place and especially when I wasn’t
looking for anyone. Now my entire life is changed.
And like the early morning sunrise kissing the
dew-drenched flowers to life while gently
prising their petals apart in the intimacy
of a warm embrace - you, too, have
lovingly stirred me from my
somnolent world and, in the process,
re-awoken my deepest emotions
which, until you came, I was
quite content to let sleep.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 December 1997.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Unwed, Pregnant And Abandoned!
 
Alright, so I’m pregnant! And while I freely admit that
my condition is no more your fault than it is my
own the stark reality all the same is that we’re both
personally responsible for what has happened and there’s
no getting away from that. And rather than you turn
your back on me as you’ve clearly done leaving
me to face this problem, which is of both
our doing, all on my own while
signalling that it’s all my fault, the least you
could have done was to talk the matter
over with me and help us both to
reach a satisfactory compromise of
how best to proceed from where
we currently are, doing so
not just for both our
sakes but that of
our unborn
baby as
well.
 
Look! I’m not asking you to marry me or anything
like that, as the last thing I want to do is tie you
down in any way, since I know all too well
that you’re neither ready for nor willing,
come to that, to take on the responsibility
of matrimony, bearing in mind that
ours wasn’t what one would call
a serious relationship; but
notwithstanding that
I’m pregnant and
you are my
baby’s
dad.
 
Having an abortion is for me out of the question as I
couldn’t live with myself if I went through with
it, and that’s a decision that has nothing to
do with moral scruples as I’m not
particularly religious; it’s simply that killing my
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own flesh and blood revolts me! So one way
or another I will have and keep this child.
And while it’s a given that you and I
will henceforth live separate and
independent lives from each
other there’s nevertheless one
discernible and inescapable fact
that you can’t run away or
hide from, regardless
of how much you
might try to.
 
And it’s this: that you’re a dad now; and whether or
not you choose to play a meaningful role or no
part at all in our child’s life, and that’s a
decision which you must conscionably or
otherwise make on your own, our two lives have
irrevocably been changed and can never again
be the same. For we’re parents now with
very serious responsibilities not just to
ourselves but also and quite significantly too
to a child who though we both recklessly
created it, all the same deserves the
best we can jointly offer it as it
didn’t ask to be here. And
that outcome, heedless and
immature as it was, is
entirely our doing;
let’s not forget!
 
Commentary:
A recently published report that surfaced in November 2013 states that the
British per se and their womenfolk in particular are now less uptight sexually
than at any time previously in their past history. That’s news to me, since from
personal experience I know differently; and don’t ask me to provide proof of
that, even though I can, as it’s none of your bloody business!
 
For in reality those whom this report is commending for their purported sexual
liberation are actually seasoned sexual practitioners who’ve now opted after
generations of deception and pretence, and of which they’ve been crucially a
part, to come out of the closet of what was invariably clandestine and unbridled
lascivious existences.
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A step in the right direction this belated openness of theirs no doubt and
something to be fulsomely applauded I’m sure. But while some and perhaps even
a majority of you are overly concentrating on this one aspect of contemporary
British sexuality let’s not forget in your over-enthusiasm and backslapping the
other more sobering and not insignificant one of multiple unplanned pregnancies
with their attendant contribution to the increasing social dysfunctionality now
prevalent within British society.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Up Yours Auf Die Offenste Art Und Weise! Lifestyle
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Nimm mich nicht für den leichtgläubigen Trottel, von
dem du denkst, dass ich...da ich definitiv keiner
bin! Und das tut es tatsächlich Mir ist es
wichtig, dass du dich bemühst, deine
Hand zu halten lasziv gezeugte und
geborene Nachkommen auf mich und dann ganz
unehrlich Sie behaupten, wie viel glücklicher
Sie sind denke, wir beide werden zweifellos
endlich auf meinem sein, und erfreut nimmst
du an, ein geschätzter zu warden Vater.
Nun, lassen Sie mich sofort und direkt
Stellen Sie Ihre Fantasietheorie in
Abrede, so wie ich es bin nicht
für einen einsamen Moment
kaufen Sie Ihre doppelte
und ehebrecherische
Scharade von bonhomie
böswillig und herzlos
auf mich gerichtet.
 
Sie sehen, aus voller Notwendigkeit geboren, und
Ganz offensichtlich ist es Ihnen unbekannt,
dass ich die meisten gewesen bin stand-
haft, täglich, zeitgleich und ein
detailliertes persönliches
Tagebuch, in dem ich systematisch und
wahrheitsgemäß die tatsächlichen
Zeiten aufgezeichnet, und nur
sehr wenige, wenn Sie und
ich hatten Geschlechts-
verkehr miteinander; also ich am moisten
Ich weiß definitiv, dass dies nicht
möglich ist sei ich, wer bist
du Bastard Kind ver-
muteter biolog-
ischer Papa.
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Woher kenne ich dieses Ergebnis mit so
absoluter Sicherheit? Nun, DNA-
Tests beiseite, ich heimlich
als Gegenmaßnahme,
auf meine schmerz-
hafte Entdeckung Ihrer unglaublichen
Heuchelei, Verankerter Ehebruch
und Betäubung, Cuckolding
Unehrlichkeit, vernünftig
und genau achtzehn
Monate jetzt hat
das bewusst
gemacht und vernünftige
Entscheidung zu haben
eine vorsorgliche
Vasektomie.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. Juli 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Inspiriert von, geschrieben für und natürlich gewidmet für alle Cuckolding-
Törtchen weltweit und insbesondere für die Fülle von Törtchen innerhalb und
außerhalb des Vereinigten Königreichs. Natürlich wird es nichts an Ihrem
herzlosen Teil ändern, da Sie viel zu sehr an Ihr gefühlloses und laszives
Verhalten gewöhnt sind, als dass solche Erlösungsmerkmale plötzlich auftauchen
könnten, vorausgesetzt natürlich, dass es solche Merkmale gibt Kaliber zu
beginnen.
 
Trotzdem, wie sie sagen, ist es schön, anerkannt zu werden. Und sicher, zum
Teufel, bist du bei mir! Denn wie könnte ich einen Haufen wahnhafter, weißer,
überlegener, intellektuell herausgeforderter und hartnäckiger kolonialistischer
Fantasisten übersehen, besonders in der vermeintlichen westlichen Welt, die ihre
gut benutzten Fannies eher routinemäßig für sie nachdenken lassen, da ihre
erkennbar verworrenen Gehirne vollständig sind? unfähig zu solch lästigen
aufgaben? Eine Situation, und ganz sicher im Fall von Großbritannien, die von
der Anzahl der Bastarde abhängt, die sie produzieren, und von denen mindestens
10% - und nicht unähnlich zu ihren Müttern - nicht einmal wissen, wer Ihre
leiblichen Väter sind.
 
Hält sie jedoch nicht davon ab, lächerlich und erbärmlich, eifrig und eifrig an
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Bord ihres skurrilen, weißen, supremacistischen Zuges zu klettern! Wie viel
totaler Idiotie kann man wohl bekommen?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Up Yours In The Most Candid Manner!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Don't take me for the gullible sucker that you think I am -
as I'm most definitely not one! And it does actually
matter to me you endeavouring to palm your
lasciviously conceived and born offspring
upon me, and then quite dishonestly
claiming how much happier, you
think, the two of us will undoubtedly be on my finally,
and delightedly you suppose, becoming a cherished
father. Well, let me immediately and forthrightly
debunk that fantasy theory of yours, as I'm
not for a solitary moment buying your
duplicitous and adulterous charade
of bonhomie malevolently and
heartlessly directed at me.
 
For you see, borne out of full-blown necessity, and
quite obviously unknown to you, I've been most
steadfastly keeping a daily, contemporaneous
and detailed personal diary, in which I've
systematically and truthfully recorded the actual times,
and very few in number, when you and I have had
sexual intercourse with each other; so I most
positively do know that it certainly can't
be me, who is you bastard child's
presumed biological daddy.
 
How do I know that outcome with such absolute certainty?
Well, DNA tests aside, I secretly as a counterpoise measure,
on my painful discovery of your incredible hypocrisy,
entrenched adultery and stupefying, cuckolding
dishonesty, sensibly and precisely eighteen
months now, did make the conscious
and judicious decision to have
a precautionary vasectomy.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 July 2019.
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Author's Remarks:
Inspired by, written for and naturally dedicated to all the cuckolding tarts
globally, and most specifically the plethora of them within and across the United
Kingdom. Of course it simply isn't going to change anything on your heartless
part, as you're much too accustomed in your callous and lascivious behaviour for
any such redeeming characteristics to suddenly emerge, assuming of course that
there were any such characteristics there of that calibre to start with.
 
Nevertheless, like they say, it's nice to be acknowledged. And sure, as Hell, you
are by me! For how could I possibly overlook a bunch of delusional, white
supremacist, intellectually challenged and hardnosed colonialist fantasists,
particularly across the purported western world, who rather routinely let their
well-used Fannies do their thinking for them, as their discernibly addled brains
are wholly incapable of such onerous tasks? A situation, and most certainly in the
case of Britain, that contingent with the number of dim-witted and likeminded
bastards that they produce, and at a minimum 10% of whom - and not dissimilar
from their mothers - don't even know who their biological fathers are.
 
Doesn't stop them though from ludicrously and pathetically, assiduously and
avidly climbing aboard their farcical white supremacist bandwagon though! How
more totally asinine can one get I wonder.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Upp Din På Det Mest Uppriktiga Sättet!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Ta mig inte för den ljuvliga sucker som du tror att
jag är -som jag absolut inte är en! Och det gör
det faktiskt betyder att du försöker palmera
din lustigt uttänkta och födda avkommor
på mig, och då ganska oärligt hävdar
hur mycket lyckligare, du tänk, de
två av oss kommer utan tvivel att vara på min
äntligen, och glädjande du antar att bli en
uppskattad far. Tja, låt mig omedelbart
och direct debunk den fantasinteori
av din, som jag är inte för ett
ensamt ögonblick att köpa
din dubbelt och otroligt
charade av bonhomie
illvilligt och hjärt-
löst riktad mot mig.
 
För du ser, uthärdat av fullblåst nödvändighet,
och ganska uppenbarligen okänt för dig,
jag har varit mest ständigt hålla en
daglig, samtidig och detaljerad
personlig dagbok, som jag
har systematiskt och sanningsenligt
registrerade de aktuella tiderna,
och väldigt få i antal, när du
och jag har haft samlag
med varandra så jag
mest positivt vet att
det verkligen inte kan var
jag, vem är du bastard
barnets förmodad
biologisk pappa.
 
Hur vet jag det resultatet med så absolut säkerhet?
Tja, DNA-test åt sidan, jag hemlighet som en
motåtgärdsåtgärd, på min smärtsamma
upptäckt av ditt otroliga hyckleri,
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entrenched äktenskapsbrott
och stupefying, cuckolding
oärlighet, förnuftigt och exakt arton
månader nu gjorde det medvetna
och välgrundat beslut att
haen förebyggande
vasektomi.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 juli 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Inspirerad av, skrivet för och naturligt tillägnad alla cuckolding tårdar globalt,
och mest specifikt överflöd av dem inom och över Storbritannien. Självklart
kommer det helt enkelt inte att förändra någonting på din hjärtlösa del, eftersom
du är mycket för van vid ditt kalla och löslösa beteende för sådana återlösande
egenskaper att plötsligt dyka upp, förutsatt att det fanns sådana egenskaper där
kaliber att börja med.
 
Ändå är det trevligt att erkänna, som de säger. Och du är som helvete av dig!
För hur kan jag eventuellt förbise en massa vanföreställande, vita supremacist,
intellektuellt utmanade och hårdnade kolonialistiska fantasister, särskilt över den
påstådda västvärlden, som ganska rutinigt låter deras väl använda Fannies gör
sitt tänkande för dem, eftersom deras urskiljbara hjärtan är helt oförmögen för
sådana tunga uppgifter? En situation, och i synnerhet för Storbritannien, som är
beroende av antalet dimma och likeminded bastards som de producerar, och
minst 10% av dem - och inte olika från sina mammor - vet inte ens vem som
deras biologiska fäder är.
 
Stoppar inte dem dock från löjligt och patetiskt, klättrande och ivrig klättring
ombord på deras farciska vita supremacistbandvagn! Hur mer helt asinin kan
man få undrar jag.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Vale Et Valete Muhammad Ali!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Quomodo tot milia hominum congrue convenire
dum scilicet non globally et impracticably
et causas ad bonum se esse appareret,
in comitatu tuo funere Muhammad Ali erit
et tamen admodum intentus, vel dependably
worldwide in simul television
sive descriptiones passim per
multifaceted, et eorum electronic fabrica
quis systematibus communicationum
servans ultimo sacra specie associatur
cum publice, patria, et omni honore
idem sepelierunt. Et erunt in et
numerum visens lacrimantibus oculis patriam
ingens vacuum captus est cor meum in ea
ut in silentio, et cogitatione potius
insuper et in precibus dicentes
propria passione vale ad
vos, Muhammad Ali.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
June VII MMXVI.
 
 
Author verba:
Gloria victis est propter peccatum; Valeat tamen corpore qui nobis non licet
meminisse oportet quod sit non, ut currently adhuc in cordibus nostris, et
cogitationes mentis, et ideo sine controuersia, virum suscepit, et ultra pars
cuiusque nostrum vita quod massively inspiratori et semper, et in tuo legato est
praecise Muhammad Ali!
 
Rationem ponit ibi et latine: &quot;Vos autem sicut homines raro; mortuus est
semel, sed solum vivat in aeternum! &quot; English translation legitur:
&quot;People like you are rare; die only once but live eternally! &quot; Et
German: &quot;Leute wie Sie sind selten; nur einmal gestorben, sondern ewig
leben! &quot;
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Stanley Collymore
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Varför I Hela Världen Tvivlar Du Hårt På Vad Som Är
Uppenbart?
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Du ifrågasätter mig varför det är som jag inte har frågat
Dig eller uttrycker inget intresse för att vilja gifta sig
du? Tja, bara svara på dessa några frågor ärligt
talat och jag är helt säker på att orsaker
kommer verkligen att bli själv-
förklara. För det första vill du få barn, om än
av alla mycket fel skäl, och jag personligen
vill inte ha något. Och medans ditt val
i det avseendet är fast fast, min är
lika konstant. Dessutom med
massor av pengar är en
glödande fixering av
er, men jag har det ingenting
själv emot ha en bekväm
existens, sparsamhet,
som du tydligt avsky,
är en främsta
dygd med
mig.
 
Och medan du ser sex som en obehaglig plikt och till
och med som en betungande sysselsättning att
bortskaffas av snabbt anser jag det tydligt
som en kardinal egenskap hos varje
meningsfull, interpersonell relation med vem
jag är nära involveradmed romantiskt.
Så bära in tänk bara på dessa
relativt några saker bland
olika andra Jag är
säker Jag kan
hitta,
 
Du, med din mycket flaunted intelligens, borde
lätt bomull på där exakt det är som jag kommer
från. Och varför ett äktenskap med dig är
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lika livskraftigt och önskvärt ett förslag
till mig i sådant omständigheter,
som om jag eller någon annan
likeminded person skulle vara idiot- antar
jag att vi kunde individuellt och helt
utan hjälp av någon, framgång-
srikt simma det volumin-
ösa vatten I expansiv
atlanten Ocean -
ensam!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 augusti 2019.
 
 
Författarens kommentarer:
Äktenskap är och borde alltid betraktas, anser jag, som betydligt mer än bara ett
personligt utsmyckat eller ännu värre ett tillverkat fall av underordentligt eller till
och med slaviskt underkastande sig själv till de förfärliga fantasierna i vilket
dominerande och alltid inträngande samhälle de som överväger det. råkar vara i.
 
För äktenskap handlar avgörande om att du verkligen är kär i den person som du
ärligt förklarar att du ömsesidigt vill dela ditt liv med tillsammans; och oavsett
framgångar och eller motgångar du antingen individuellt eller gemensamt
upplever under den efterföljande evolutionära processen du är involverad i,
kommer du villigt och otvetydigt både att dela och ta itu med dessa samförstånd
och tillsammans.
 
Inte något, och ja, det är äktenskap som jag fortfarande hänvisar till, att skynda
hänge sig åt eller snarast dra sig tillbaka från för att passa dagens oöverträffade,
samhälleliga vagarier.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Velkommen Jordisk Død, Med All Din Sterke Finalitet!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Jeg har bodd et godt, fruktbart og heldig liv oversvømmet med
mange muligheter som jeg lykkelig og fordelaktig har gjort
mest mulig ut av; så i hovedsak har jeg ingenting å klage
på. Og dessuten, som jeg alltid visste, var tilfellet Døden i dette
jordisk liv, at vi alle av oss lever på et eller annet tidspunkt,
er en uunngåelighet. Så du skal ikke finne meg å klage
når min tiden her på jorden har til slutt kommet til
finalitet. For sannhet bli fortalt, jeg kan ikke
ærlig tenke på noe mer kjedelig og i virkeligheten,
ganske deprimerende - selv etter alle mange
spennende og konstruktive ting i livet mitt
som jeg har gjort behageligt - enn å
fortsette lever uavbrutt på dette
merkbart helt blemished
planet Earth, hvor Som
det skjer, er jeg nå,
på ubestemt tid.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
Med så mange intellektuelt utfordrede, iøynefallende dårlige, ondskapsfullt
lavlevende og skikkelig dysfunksjonelle moroner - som i virkeligheten ikke er noe
mer enn puerile og feralbarn i grundig lure voksenlegemer - helt klart ikke i
stand til å vokse seg opp i ekte voksne - kjører Verden i deres bestemt salig og
håpløs uvitenhet, hvem andre enn de som er tydelig som dem, vil ønske å
fortsette å leve i denne verden utover ens naturlig tildelte tid? Jeg vet positivt at
jeg ikke ville!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Vennligst Kom Tilbake, Voksen Opp, Fullt Aksepter Og
Lær Å Håndtere Den Sterke Virkeligheten I Livet!
 
Av Stanley Collymore
 
Hvor ofte må jeg gjenta meg selv ved å si ærlig og ærlig for
deg er jeg ikke minst interessert i din heller klumpete,
merkbar mobbing, narcissistisk, uopphørlig, patetisk
og for min del, grundig forvirrende, puerile og
helt uønskede overtures av seksuell interesse
mot meg? Så for den ellevte Tid, derfor,
min unconcealed og the ubestridelig
sannhet er at jeg ikke har lyst på
det du på noen måte, har aldri
foret ensomt øyeblikk gjort det.
 
Og dessuten er det ingenting i denne verden eller noe
som er eksternt forårsaket gjennom det kjører og
dermed positivt innvirkning på dette livet som
jeg har vært takknemlig gitt, eller noe annet
liv Jeg kan i fremtiden oppleve etter døden
har effektivt hevdet dette dødelige som
jeg er for tiden nyter - noe som alltid vil lokke eller
på annen måte overtale, enn si faktisk oppfordre
meg til å endre min faste mening i forhold
til det som er varig for meg og mest
definitivt hvor du er bekymret,
en fait accompli og, dessuten
a utpreget irreversible
beslutning av meg.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
4. juli 2019.
 
 
Forfatterens merknader:
 
Dessverre, og også ganske patetisk fra deres side, er det alt for mange
mennesker i denne verden som enten sykedig overtaler seg selv at de ikke kan
eller, verre enn, resolutt, men åh så idiotisk nekter å ta et ekte nei til et svar på
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noen søken eller andre at de har fiksert sett øynene og hjerte på. Ikke bry deg
hvor pinlig eller ydmykende deres uønskede overtures er til personen som de
ubarmhjertig plages.
 
Derfor er dette diktet som var motivert og spesielt skrevet for de av dere der ute
som utvilsomt faller inn i denne triste kategorien narcissistisk pre-okkuperte
personer hvis uutsigelige demon ikke skal erkjenne at din tvunget
oppmerksomhet på andre kan og alltid forårsaker signifikant og jevn uopprettelig
skade på dem som du selvsagt og selvbetjenende retter seg mot, det sane og
fornuftige rådet til deg er dette - legg deg av permanent og forlat slike personer i
uberørt fred.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Verrückte, Die Das Irrenhaus Leiten!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Was für ein katastrophaler Wahnsinn, so lächerlich
und doch hochmütig ausgedrückt von jenen, die
unermüdlich betonen, dass ihre bizarr, absolut
absurd und ziemlich unbewiesen Annahme,
dass wer was ist, um ehrlich zu sein intel-
ligente Köpfe behaupten sie lächerlich
sind - für sie unbestreitbar die Essenz der rassischen
Überlegenheit und ebenso ähnlich durch Asso-
ziation, der Höhepunkt der menschlichen
Evolution und Zivilisation. Wie kann
es sein, dass z zertifizierbarer Wahn-
sinn und sein Begleiter
Wahnsinnige sind doch ganz
weitgehend toleriert und
unplausibel noch
übrig nicht
adressiert?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Ich vermute, es ist nichts Falsches daran, dass Wahnsinnige auf ihre
psychopathische Art und Weise instinktiv annehmen, dass sie ein soziopathisches
Recht oder einen Anspruch haben, ihr eigenes persönliches Asyl zu führen.
 
Politiker in der ganzen westlichen Welt tun dies die ganze Zeit in ihren jeweiligen
nationalen Parlamenten. Solange diese perverse Annahme von ihnen natürlich
nicht danach strebt, die individuellen und unveräußerlichen Rechte aller
gesunden Menschen zu erfassen oder in irgendeiner Weise zu verletzen.
 
Aber leider, wie die jüngsten Ereignisse nicht nur auf dem Atlantik, sondern auch
in Großbritannien deutlich gezeigt haben, können logische und vernünftige
Schlussfolgerungen, die durch begründete Folgerungen klar und vernünftig
gezogen wurden, allzu gewöhnlich durch irreführende Torten in den Schatten
gestellt werden Himmel diejenigen.
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Victims Of Racism But We Both Survived!
 
Your birth wasn’t planned but all the same your
creation was fashioned through love and most
certainly on your father’s part whose heart
was broken when through bigotry and
racism he was denied access to you
and never fittingly allowed the
opportunity to assume far
less play the role of Dad
that both biologically
and morally was
his right to be.
 
Fifty years on you’re a parent in your own
right and clearly know what it’s like to
give birth, have a loving family of
your own by someone whom you
love, firmly in the knowledge
that no one could have dared
do to their father, since
you would never have
let them, what your
grandparents so
callously did
in respect
of your
dad.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Vorschläge, Anstatt Nicht Richtig Auf Die Toilette
Geschult Zu Werden!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Dies ist eine öffentliche Toilette und Sie sind einfach dazu hier
pinkeln oder in Verbindung mit dieser Aktion im wesentlichen
kot - nicht die Tageszeitung lesen - Papiere, über Ihre
persönlichen Probleme nachzudenken, wie am
besten kann man das dringendste lösen eine
oder sogar die Menge von ihnen - eine Chance der
letztere jemals in einer automatisierten Zeit
materialisiert segmentierte, Toilettenum-
gebung wie diese eine, in der Sie
gerade sitzen, oder sogar
geschickt verwenden
Sie Ihre zugeteilten
Zeit hier zu geniessen
masturbiere dich
zu einem
Orgasmus.
 
Also beeil dich mit allem, was du bist entweder
vorschlagen oder tatsächlich beschäftigt tun,
wie Sie nur zehn Minuten haben in der
Zwischenzeit zu beenden, was auch
immer Sie haben mit offensichtlicher Begeisterung
in Angriff genommen. Und hoffentlich danach
und wenn Sie ganz ruhig sind sicher, dass
Sie fertig sind, reinigen Sie Ihre Boden
und danach hygienisch gründlich
waschen und trocknen Hände.
Im Übrigen in der wachsende
schlange draußen, es gibt
noch andere spektive
Toilette Benutzer
dringend warten
auf reinkommen.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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16. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Sie können dieses Gedicht natürlich auch einfach als Toilettenhumor abtun, wozu
Sie natürlich berechtigt sind. Aber für mich: Ein sehr standhafter und sicher
fortlaufender Hygieniker mein ganzes Leben lang hat dieses Gedicht einen
ernsten Zweck, den ich am bewusstesten geschrieben habe.
 
Leider muss ich sagen, dass die persönliche Hygiene in öffentlichen Einrichtungen
in ganz Großbritannien keine allzu starke und übliche Praxis ist. Viele Briten - und
das wissen Sie zu Recht - sind sehr stark an diesem abstoßenden Zustand
beteiligt. Öffentliche Toiletten und Restaurants sind zwei der anderen Orte, an
denen dies schuld ist. und man fürchtet sich, darüber nachzudenken, was in
vielen Privathäusern in Großbritannien tatsächlich vor sich geht.
 
Besonders dann, wenn gut dokumentiert ist, dass eine beträchtliche Anzahl von
britischen Kindern im normalen Schulalter zur Schule und zu den dortigen
Klassen auftaucht, die selbst noch nicht einmal richtig im Töpfchen trainiert
wurden.
 
Dies hängt mit der üblichen Situation in Großbritannien zusammen - und bitte
leugnen Sie dies nicht, da der sichtbare Beweis dafür für jeden sichtbar ist -,
dass das routinemäßige Waschen der Hände nach dem Toilettengang für viele
Briten eine Seltenheit ist; und ist damit dem Gewinn der Euro-Millions-Jackpot-
Lotterie ebenbürtig. Tun Sie also bitte etwas Positives über Ihre unhygienischen
Praktiken!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Vox Pop Of The Triumphalist Nigger Slayer
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You were just another Nigger and your murder is of no
consequence to anyone with even the remotest
semblance of importance attached to them.
And frankly why should it? For that is,
always was and will forever be the
reality in our exclusively
white-dominated and exceptionalist society.
And guess what? It's the natural scheme
of things to which unconditionally
you must learn to accept; for if
you don't you will quickly
find yourself summarily and
quite ruthlessly disposed
of - and, brutally put,
without any qualms
or even a token
gesture of
regret!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 August 2014.
 
 
Author's comment:
In memoriam of Michael Brown and all other Blacks of both genders and of all
ages both known and unknown, who across the west and elsewhere have been
gratuitously killed in the name of state-institutionalized as well as casual racism.
 
Together with my absolute empathy and utmost solidarity with the community of
Ferguson, Missouri and all such communities across the United States, Britain,
the rest of Europe and elsewhere globally; and to unambiguously let you know
and likewise assure you you're not alone in your fight for freedom, justice,
equality and the deserving dignity to live your lives as human beings. So the
fight will continue whatever our enemies do until victory is finally achieved; for
without Justice there will be no Peace - AMANDLA!
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Stanley Collymore
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War Criminal Tony Blair, His Blairite Scum And The
Damoclean Sword Within The Labour Party!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Love can be a blessing or a curse, as you can so easily find
yourself besotted with someone who says to you that for
them you're the best thing that has ever happened to
them, the absolute person they've been waiting for
and who has finally and satisfactorily in every
conceivable manner entered their life, and moreover
how very fortunate and truly blessed they equally
are to have discovered not just someone like
you but also and much more importantly
that is essentially you to complement
the amazingly and encouragingly
magnificent way forward in
their joint existence with
you as man and wife.
 
Naturally you feel profoundly flattered by all this and
unsuspectingly believe their every word, blissfully
unaware that the flattering compliments they're
giving and which you're joyously receiving
are not effectively an outpouring of their
dedicated love for you but in actuality
is a Damocles Sword which they're
wielding, a wily ploy being cynically used to gain
your confidence and trust, an absolute must for
them in order to attain their proper and thus
totally successful control physically but
just as fundamentally and much more
specifically their rather determined
and psychological hold over you.
 
For in reality they're odious bastards and bitches that
you're up against, in other words, inveterate scum;
charlatans every one of them: pretty vile persons
not possessed of or remotely capable of ever
acquiring any decency or morality and
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with two primary goals foremost and
always in mind - first the heartless
possession of individual power
and influence by any means possible and then
having these quite massively supplemented
by their grasping and rather exploitative
covetousness, and second to that the
manifestly barbarous and sadistic
usurpation of what's clearly not
theirs, but others they happily
and spitefully undermine,
disdainfully look down
on, doing so as it always happens
with the avid help of those like
you who're foolish enough
to trust them and what is
more as the credulous
and entirely useful
idiots that you are
believe what they
tell you totally
mindful they
can always
reliably
depend
upon
you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
26 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem is dedicated unreservedly to the 130,00 Labour Party members and
supporters who with the cynical, nepotistic, cronyism, self-serving, brazenly
corrupt, public office malfeasance and manifestly illegal fig-leaf covering provided
by England and Wales Appeals Court judiciary members, Blairite aficionadas,
ingrained capitalists, inured Nazi Zionists and virulent anti-Jeremy Corbyn coup
collaborators Philip Sales, Julia Wendy Macur and Jack Beatson authorized their
likeminded scum companions in Labour's NEC to purposely disenfranchise them
from voting in the recently held and enforcedly run Labour leadership campaign.
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Yet in doing so and in blatant breach of all civilized legal custom and contractual
law irrationally holding on to these members membership fees, having
retrogressively disqualified all of them from voting after the election process had
actually begun and though they were expressly and unequivocally informed they
would be able to participate in any leadership election contest when they joined
the Labour Party, and having themselves done so before any such election had
even got underway. And to add insult to injury the Appeals Court and the NEC
between them condoning the use of these disabused members' fees to fund the
NEC's dubious case in the Appeals Court having earlier lost their bid to do the
same thing in the High Court.
 
Additionally it's a thank you to all those who saw through this naked travesty of
justice and in your massive numbers, despite massive vote rigging, purging and
the wilful refusal by the NEC to send out ballots to people in areas they
suspected the Labour members there would vote for Jeremy Corbyn, gave a
resounding victory nevertheless and an increased mandate to a principled man
who isn't just the most popularly elected leader in the history of, most certainly
British politics ever, but where we saw that even those who voted for the loser in
this contest, Owen Smith outstripped by far the actual party membership of even
the Tory Party as Jeremy Corbyn cleaned up in every respective category there
was in this election. But you won't find the rightwing media or our BBC reporting
that. I wonder why? I ask myself quite cynically!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Warring Geschwister!
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Okay! Wir sind also biologisch verwandt, und das ist es
nicht mein Tun; oder war es überhaupt umstritten
wie Wir haben die gleichen leiblichen Eltern
und daher sind zweifellos geschwister
die zweifellos natürlich sind
miteinander verwandt. Aber diese
Faktoren an sich nicht, nicht oder nicht
machen uns automatisch voneinander Klone,
und zwar in unserem Denken. Zum Wir
sind im Wesentlichen grundlegend
verschiedene Personen und
nicht nur wie wir merklich hineinschauen
sichtbare Begriffe aber ebenso zu wie
wir normalerweise reagieren auf
zahlreiche Dinge sinnvoll und
das vernünftigerweise prak-
tisch und besonnen in
erwachsenen
Begriffen ist definitive
wie es wirklich
ist sollte
sein.
 
Also gib mir bitte eine Pause in Bezug auf deine Konstante,
ungerechtfertigte und anstößige Kritik sowie deine endlosen
Verurteilungen von mir! Und dabei hoffentlich auch
Aufhören Ihr irrationaler Versuch, unsere zu
Ändern etabliertes familiäres Regelbuch in
etwas zu Ihrem eigenen persönlichen, arroganten passen
und eher narzisstisch endet. Und tatsächlich zu tun
also, indem du das idiotisch behauptest, obwohl
du akzeptieren Sie uneingeschränkt, dass
wir biologisch eng verbunden sind Verwandte
und daher unbestreitbar sogar Geschwister, unsere,
verschrieben von Sie, unlösbare Unterschiede in
Meinung über einige Angelegenheiten Sie
betrachten als wesentlich entsprechend
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bestimmen und sogar notwendig
das können wir auch nicht
oder sollte nicht einmal
treffend Freunde sein.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Familien! Das unwägbare Problem, nicht wahr? Ein etabliertes, beunruhigendes
Rätsel und ein Zustand, in dem viele von uns zu irgendeinem Zeitpunkt mehrfach
mit einigen oder sogar allen von ihnen Uneinigkeiten haben, während es für
andere Familiengruppen einfach nur Segeln ist, ein unkomplizierter Fall, in dem
die Sonne aus einander heraus scheint Es gibt sozusagen keine einzige Sorge auf
der Welt in Bezug auf ihre familiären Beziehungen, geschweige denn
irgendwelche ernsthaften Probleme, die von ihnen ausgehen.
 
Wie passiert das und was ist die verbindliche Lösung für eine universelle
Familienharmonie? Respekt füreinander, Liebe und grundlegendes Verständnis,
denke ich. Aber wenn Sie in der Zwischenzeit persönlich eine idiotensichere
Lösung für diese mehrjährige Notlage und das familiäre Dilemma finden, lassen
Sie es den Rest von uns wissen. Aber davor, und wenn Sie nicht altruistisch sind,
lassen Sie es sich zuerst patentieren, da ich mir ziemlich sicher bin, dass es mit
Sicherheit ein Geldspinner für Sie sein wird!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Warring Siblings!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Okay! So we're biologically related, and that isn't
my doing; or was it ever a matter in dispute as
we have the same biological parents and
therefore are undoubtedly siblings
who're unquestionably naturally
related to each other. But these
factors in themselves don't, won't or shouldn't
automatically make us clones of each other,
and specifically so in our thinking. For
we are in essence fundamentally
different persons and not only
how we noticeably look in
visible terms but likewise
too to how we normally
respond to numerous
things meaningfully
and that reasonably,
practically, and
level-headedly
in adult terms
is definitely
how it really
ought to be.
 
So give me a break please in terms of your constant,
unwarranted and offensive criticisms, as well as
your never-ending condemnations of me!
And in doing so hopefully as well stop
your irrational trying to change our
established familial rule book
into something to suit your own personal, arrogant
and rather narcissistic ends. And actually doing
so by idiotically claiming that although you
freely accept that we're close biological
relatives and therefore indisputably
even siblings, our, prescribed by
you, insoluble differences in
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opinion over some matters
you consider as essential
accordingly determine
and even necessitate
that we either can't
or shouldn't even
aptly be friends.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Families! The imponderable problem isn't it? An established worrisome
conundrum and state of affairs in which many of us experience multiple
disagreements with some or even all of them at some time or other, while for
other family groups it's simply plain sailing, an uncomplicated case of the sun
shining out of each other's backside, so to speak, and there's not a solitary care
in the world as regards their inter-familial relationships let alone any serious
problems emanating from them.
 
So how does this happen, and what's the binding solution for universal family
harmony? Respect for each other, love and basic understanding I guess. But if in
the meantime you personally come up with a fool proof solution to this perennial
predicament and familial quandary then let the rest of us know. But prior to that,
and unless you're saintly altruistic, patent it first, as I'm pretty confident it'll be a
money-spinner for you for sure!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Warum Um Alles In Der Welt Bezweifeln Sie
Nachdrücklich, Was Offensichtlich Ist?
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Sie fragen mich, warum ich Sie nicht gefragt habe oder
kein Interesse daran bekunden, heiraten zu woollen
Du? Beantworten Sie einfach diese paar Fragen
ehrlich und ich bin mir ziemlich sicher, dass
die Gründe werden in der Tat selbst-
erklären. Erstens möchten Sie Kinder haben, wenn
auch aus den ganz falschen Gründen, und ich
persönlich will ich keine. Und während
Ihre Wahl in dieser Hinsicht ist fest
fest, meins ist genauso konstant.
Darüber hinaus mit Lasten
Von Geld ist eine leidenschaftliche
Fixierung von dir, aber obwohl
Ich nichts gegen mich eine
bequeme haben Existenz,
Genügsamkeit, was dir
klar ist verabscheuen,
ist eine Primzahl
Tugend mit mir.
 
Und während Sie Sex als unangenehme Pflicht
sehen und auch als lästige mühe zu entsorgen von
zügiger betrachte ich es deutlich als ein
Hauptmerkmal von jede bedeutungs-
volle zwischenmenschliche
Beziehung mit wem auch immer ich eng
verbunden bin mit romantisch. Also
nachdenken beachte nur diese
relative einige Dinge unter
verschiedene andere
Ich bin sicher
Ich kann
finden,
 
Sie, mit Ihrer viel zur Schau gestellten Intelligenz, sollte
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sich leicht an wattieren lassen wo genau es ist, dass
ich herkomme. Und warum eine Ehe mit Ihnen
ist ebenso tragfähig und wünschenswert ein
Satz zu mir in solchem Umstände, als ob
ich oder eine andere Gleichgesinnte waren zu
idiotisch davon ausgehen, dass wir könnten
einzeln und ganzvon niemandem unter-
stützt, erfolgreich schwimmen das
voluminöse Gewässer der expan-
siv atlantisch Ozean -allein!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30. August 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Die Ehe ist und sollte meines Erachtens immer als wesentlich mehr als nur eine
persönliche Fantasie oder schlimmer noch als ein künstlicher Fall angesehen
werden, in dem man sich den launischen Phantasien einer dominanten und
unveränderlich aufdringlichen Gesellschaft unterwirft, die darüber nachdenkt
zufällig in.
 
Denn bei der Ehe geht es entscheidend darum, wirklich in die Person verliebt zu
sein, mit der Sie ehrlich erklären, dass Sie Ihr Leben gemeinsam teilen möchten.
und welche Erfolge und / oder Rückschläge Sie während des nachfolgenden
Evolutionsprozesses, an dem Sie beteiligt sind, entweder einzeln oder
gemeinsam erlebt haben, Sie werden diese gerne und eindeutig gemeinsam und
gemeinsam teilen und damit umgehen.
 
Nicht etwas, und ja, es ist die Ehe, auf die ich mich immer noch beziehe, um
mich hastig zurückzuziehen oder sich zurückzuziehen, um den belanglosen,
gesellschaftlichen Unwägbarkeiten des Tages gerecht zu werden.
 
Stanley Collymore
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We Were Made Slaves But Don't Define Yourselves By
That Inferior Status!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I was born free and from birth fully endowed with the
Godly gift of liberty and the inalienable freedom to
become whatsoever it was that constructively I
wanted to be. Then quite loathsomely and
unexpectedly the Arab plunderer who
had previously commandeered part of our African
continent now at the combined and complicit
behest and imploration of the Jew and the
white Caucasian suddenly appeared in
my beloved country and thereupon
savagely proceeded to abruptly
take all those expectations
and earnest ambitions
which I had entirely
and permanently
away from me.
 
Forcibly and barbarically kidnapped I quickly
became one among millions of others who
over several centuries, and in the most
horrendous of conditions imaginable,
were heartlessly transhipped from
our respective lands in Mother
Africa which we would never see again,
across the Atlantic Ocean to work in
constant servitude on the islands
of the Caribbean and likewise
in the Americas for the Jew
and similarly exploitative
white, European men
and their evidently
gutless women.
 
The repressive loss of our human dignity combined
with our blood, sweat, tears, enduring labour and
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even our deaths providing the huge financial
prosperity that they - our exploiters - and
even their indolent descendants in the
21st Century still richly savour. But
for all their corrupted privilege,
greed and arrogance God doesn't sleep!
And as sure as my determined spirit
roves in you my dear descendants
I'm enormously confident that
however long it takes the day
of reckoning will ultimately
come for those that freely
wronged us - the Useful
Idiot Arab, avaricious
Jew and, of course,
the seasoned and
very abundantly
accomplished,
white and oh
so barbarian
Caucasian!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
3 August 2016.
 
 
Author's Comments:
In 1833 the British parliament debated a motion whether or not to abolish
slavery in its colonies and most notably among them those in the West Indies.
This was a decision embarked on, notwithstanding the opposition to the very
nature of slavery itself by the likes of William Wilberforce and others, both Black
and white, not as a result of any twinge of conscience by those including these
same parliamentarians who had profited immensely from slavery and were still
doing so at the time or any moralistic reasons but principally through financial
considerations. In short, although still a hugely profitable enterprise for many of
the white and privileged elites among Britain's population, in reality slavery had
become an economic millstone - and not dissimilar I assure you to what Trident
will likewise in the not so distant future also become - around the neck of the
British nation.
 
However, with slavery's eventual abolition in the British Caribbean territories and
the white slave owners paid disproportionately massive sums of money, in
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today's (August 2015)  terms amounting to billions of Pounds Sterling for the loss
of their &quot;property&quot; or &quot;chattel&quot; - namely their slaves -
while neither the slaves themselves nor their descendants were ever given a
single penny collectively among them for what was iniquitously and
systematically done to them, despite all that and even after the Emancipation Act
was passed in the British House of Commons every slave: whether man, woman
or child, still had to compulsorily work freely as though nothing had changed for
the next FOUR consecutive years for their so-called slave owners before they
could be &quot;legally&quot; be classified as no longer slaves.
 
All the Caribbean Islands and most particularly so my ancestral homeland of
Barbados commemorates the emancipation of our people; and although this was
no panacea for our people it was nevertheless the first step in a long road to
where we are today. And as Barbados celebrates this momentous occasion in
both psychological and physical terms for all our people, here on our beautiful
island as well as in our extensive Diaspora worldwide, on behalf of my German
Partner and me, both of whom are currently here in Barbados and will be
participating in these celebrations, I'd like to wish every Bajan wherever you are
on Planet Earth and our fellow West Indians all the very best for the future.
HOUSE NIGGERS EXCEPTED!
 
And in closing I would like to pay tribute to our designated National Barbadian
Heroes listed here: Bussa; Charles Duncan O'Neil; Clement Osbourne Payne;
Errol Walton Barrow (Founder of independent Barbados and the Father of our
Nation): Samuel Jackman Prescod; Sarah Ann Gill; Sir Frank Walcott: Sir Garfield
St. Auburn Sobers - legendary cricketer and the only living Barbados Hero; Sir
Grantley Adams, a former Premier of Barbados; and Sir Hugh Springer, former
Governor General of Barbados; as well as all our ancestors who played their part
in making us who we currently are.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Welcome Earthly Death, With All Your Stark Finality!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I've lived a good, fruitful and fortunate life awash with numerous
opportunities that I happily and beneficially made the most of;
so, essentially, I've nothing whatsoever to complain about.
And, besides, as I always knew was the case Death in this
earthly life, that we all of us live at some time or other,
is an inevitability. So you shan't find me complaining when my
time here on Earth has ultimately come to finality. For truth
be told, I can't honestly think of anything more boring
and, in reality, rather depressing - even after all the
many exciting and constructive things in my life
that I've pleasurably done - than to carry on
living uninterruptedly on this discernibly
utterly blemished planet Earth, where
as it happens I now am, indefinitely.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 July 2019.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
With so many intellectually challenged, conspicuously dim-witted, malevolently
lowlife and discernibly dysfunctional morons - who, in actuality, are nothing more
than puerile and feral kids in thoroughly deceiving grownup bodies - altogether
significantly incapable of growing up themselves into genuine adults - running
the world in their decidedly blissful and hopeless ignorance, who other than those
that are distinctly like them would want to carry on living in this world beyond
one's natural allotted time? I positively know that I wouldn't!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Well Bugger Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Not literally you see, as I'm only speaking
metaphorically and consequently must
choose my words most carefully so
as not to inadvertently convey to
all and sundry the wrong
impression that either previously or
currently have I ever directly, indirectly
or even remotely so been personally,
Good gracious me, involved in
buggering or having myself
buggered by anyone; or,
euphemistically put,
indulged in acts of
homosexuality.
 
Presently activities that quite lawfully can
be participated in by both women and
men who, in Britain at least, can
now legitimately get married
in the process and thereby
assist, to some degree,
in gradually alleviating the entrenched
public aversion to what many among
it resolutely with an undisguised
and undiminished hostility still
perceive as unnatural and
even ungodly liaisons.
 
And seemingly conveniently overlooking the
glaring fact that female sexual deviants
were neither similarly affected by
nor ever subjected to the same
judgemental, public opprobrium or judicial
sanctions that concertedly were highly
damaging and likewise a constant
bane in the lives of their male
counterparts. How so?
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Quite simply really;
Queen Victoria
just didn't
want to
know!
 
For doggedly, dishonestly and blatantly masquerading
behind that cunningly contrived, imperious and
puritanical façade of hers she'd implacably
refused to sign into law the House of
Commons Act which would have
outlawed lesbianism as
well as homosexuality, lyingly declaring
that women weren't corrupted by any
such deviant condition; and so
the Prime Minister of the
day meekly caved in
to her barefaced
and flagrant
exaction!
 
Fast-forwarding to the 21st Century what concerns me
most is not how many queers, poofs, bottom-bashers,
leslies, dykes or fanny- thumpers - politely put
gays and lesbians - there are in our country,
who they are personally or what they
lawfully and consensually get up to
in their private lives, as none
of this bothers me in the least. But as the character
Rigsby in the TV series, Rising Damp pithily put
it, there are many influential and Establishment
figures here in the UK, who if they had their
way dual gender homosexuality laid bare
in all its diverse forms wouldn't just be
legal, they would damn well ensure
as well it was made compulsory.
And that, quite, frankly, is a
bridge too far; even for
someone as clearly
tolerant as me!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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25 January 2015.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
In January 2015 in the immediate aftermath of the Zionist, false flag operational
attacks in Paris the sane residents of Europe and the rest of the world through
the fawning courtesy of the western corporate media: state as well as privately
owned and controlled, were zealously, fulsomely, premeditatedly and most
cynically subjected to the calculatedly pre-planned and absolutely ludicrous, in
my opinion, totally obscene spectacle of the naively good, heinously bad and
obdurately evil-minded, in tandem with the habitually crass, easily manipulated
and brain-dead gullible [how ever I wonder would the 21st Century manage to
operate so entirely dysfunctionally without the presence of these mindless jerks?
] collectively corralled into rather effusively supporting and actually physically
participating in a Paris, France street march that ostensibly its lying and
dishonest organizers - who are no strangers themselves to egregiously and
calculatingly instigating most of the political and societal chaos, mendaciously
contrived mayhem, unwarranted destruction, and even some of the most callous
and savagely executed murders throughout the world - barefacedly and quite
fraudulently maintain was a necessary public manifestation of their resolute,
uncompromisingly determined and daringly undeterred commitment to the
absolute tenets of freedom of expression, free speech and the individual's
inalienable and unchallenged right to permanently and in every possible situation
exercise the aforementioned at will.
 
This notwithstanding the transparently observable and instantaneously
recognizable fact that these infernally cretinous, odiously demented, demonically
hypocritical and the consummate and perfidious past masters of the most
inimically-conceived duplicity imaginable evidently don't practice what they
hubristically and markedly egotistically preach to others, especially those whom
with no rationalization at all they care little or nothing about and conspicuously
disdainfully despise. Since for them and their numerous supporters freedom of
expression, attendant with its free speech assertion, is highly selective and all
about them and their assumed exclusive right, as they perversely see it, to
gratuitously and even with intent abuse, denigrate and also publicly humiliate at
will, and in whatever form they elect to, those groups or individuals whom they
intentionally marginalize or disfavour and, furthermore, with the expectation and
enjoyment of absolute impunity to do so.
 
And should they be challenged on any of this ought with blanket immunity to be
at liberty to dishonestly claim that such &quot;unreasonable&quot; requests
which they then disingenuously interpret as &quot;demands&quot; being made
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on them are totally absurd and, what's more, are clearly motivated by what they
untruthfully characterize as &quot;political correctness.&quot; However, were
their opponents or others thoroughly sickened by their hypocrisy and double-
standards to adopt the same approach and spearhead a similar campaign of
vitriol against them, even through the art form of satire which these charlatans
belatedly claim to love so much, then that becomes wholly unacceptable and
those who're responsible for this must be severely punished; even if it entails
having to fully deploy the full extent and apparatus of noticeably skewed laws
against them to get the desired result that these egocentric nerds want.
 
And it would be wise, I think, to generally recognize that Charlie Hebdo, their
latest standard bearer in this Machiavellian crusade of theirs, is to satire and free
speech what prostitution or unequivocally running a brothel is to Catholic nuns in
an established nunnery; in other words these activities are wholly incongruous
and implausible with the prescribed status and known proclivities of the
particular body concerned. And since Freedom of Expression and also Free
Speech are now seemingly the rediscovered, overtly as well as overly publicized
and actively encouraged buzzwords formally endorsed by and with the official
imprimatur of our virtuous rulers stamped all over them, I've consciously, of my
own volition, decided to test the waters of this panacea of western libertarianism
by simply not only writing but also publishing this poem, &quot;Well bugger me!
&quot;
 
I'm neither a homophobe nor an aficionado of homosexuality in any of its gender
forms [why should I be when it's not my bag and I've no personal axe to grind
one way or another? ]; but I'm well aware that homosexuality is being cynically
and rather concertedly used by the British political class, our rulers -
economically and politically - and most typically and quite incontestably our
Establishment too. And I say this because while the overwhelming majority of
these people are quite prepared to either cowardly or deceitfully hide behind the
façade of marriage to mask their homosexual proclivities and attendant
perversions, and moreover have been doing so for yonks; with the unanticipated
revelations of paedophilia and other forms of child abuse in their ranks coupled
with a surge of historical cases virtually daily coming to the fore, as longsuffering
victims have finally found the courage to speak out knowing that finally they'll be
listened to, which clearly wasn't the case in the past, our Establishment and
other elite paedophiles have become tremendously rattled concomitant with the
profound and very pervasive fear that they'll be found out at last and
appropriately dealt with.
 
And so what the British people are being cynically subjected to is a raft of
homosexually friendly laws that are calculatingly designed to create an
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environment which is conducive to homosexuality per se, give the appearance
that it's entirely free of all its past stigmas and, in the process, create an
environment among the many morons within our society, as we observed with
the Charlie Hebdo scenario, that homosexuality is officially quite cool but with the
unspoken and sinister undertones that hopefully the perversions of political, so-
called celebrity and Establishment paedophilia and other heinous child abuses
including murder, can summarily and permanently be swept under the elitist
carpet, while the &quot;Sacred Cow&quot; of homosexuality prevails.
 
Now how's that for Freedom of Expression and Free Speech?
 
Stanley Collymore
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What A Bloody Nerve!
 
I’m completely at a loss just what to say
when you can so easily walk away
from me without a moment’s
hesitancy or the courtesy of
a simple explanation for
what you’ve done,
then expect to
casually walk back into
my life as though nothing had happened; and all
because your lover has predictably chucked you
out for another that’s younger and more attractive
than you are, causing you to hurt like hell and
consequently see me as the safe sucker, you
obviously think, to take you back again
and have you look upon my home as
a convenient place to kip down in.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
17 July 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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What Else Can I Do?
 
Morally as well as practically I categorically know the
difference between yes and no, and that obviously
goes for sex as well. My problem however,
in spite of the aforementioned and which
intriguingly I’m completely baffled as
to how to resolve it, is that any
discussion I embark on relating to
sex invariably triggers my dyslexia, and
primarily because of that instinctively
causes me to be completely at a
loss how best react in such
circumstances while at the
same time activating the
most intrinsic urges
and animalistic
instincts in
me.
 
Stanley Collymore
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What On Earth Were You Thinking Of God When You
Did This Senseless Act To Muhammad Ali?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I would've willingly and quite unreservedly without a
moment's hesitation gone in you place my Black
brother, inspirational mentor and my enduring
friend as I'm equally and absolutely sure that
many more not only of our Black race but
every other one would also freely have
done, but God in his supposed objective
evaluation evidently decided Muhammad Ali that
your time inexplicably had come and therefore
our earnest wishes however sincerely and
rather heartfelt were spoken and most
particularly after your last illness,
which seemingly he graciously
accepted, somehow it seemed
just couldn't practicably for
whatever reason, he never
ever said, be realistically
entertained, sanctioned
and most certainly not
be agreed to by him.
 
Why not? I'm still perplexed to know and just
goes to show that even the great ostensibly
omnipotent and allegedly all-knowing
Deity actually can and does at times,
and markedly so as in this specific
situation, get things quite horribly,
rather uncomfortably and most
terribly wrong! And yes I'm
scathingly angered by this
assessment of his to take
your life on Earth away
from you Muhammad
Ali in this premature
and pointless way!
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Surely Heaven has already had a superfluity of truly
great people taken away from us in this year alone.
So why the imperative need for another one who
has single-handedly done so much for his long
standing and unremittingly victimized race
specially, as well as for the rest of human
kind generally and whose irreplaceable
loss at this particular period of our
existence will not only serve to
aggravate our already escalating and egregious
societal problems that you assiduously and
diligently with creditable aplomb have
worked to alleviate Muhammad Ali;
but now with you regrettably gone
will more than likely provide an
uncalled for catalyst-situation
for greater racial intolerance akin to that
of bygone eras while simultaneously
being a disastrous body blow, and
inestimably so, to the remainder
of civilized, law-abiding and
peace-loving elements of
our routinely hard-done
by and long suffering
inclusive humanity!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 June 2016.
 
Stanley Collymore
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What On Earth Would The Rest Of Us Do Without You,
Eh?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You're here, you declare! And enormously proud to be
a man you say; and furthermore for as long as you
live and are physically capable of doing so will
consistently flaunt that fact of life that you so
assiduously and obsessively cling on to in
every way that you can. And the reason?
Obvious can't you see? It's so that the
entire world and particularly every
desirable woman, from your personal perspective
that is, is left in no doubt that unquestionably
you are, and moreover if you have anything
to do with it, will constantly remain what
God in His infinite wisdom, and, most
positively where you are concerned,
always did unconditionally intend from the very
moment of your sanctified conception, your
delivery into this world and progressively
onwards into your adulthood that you
would not only emerge but also fully
develop into the best embodiment
of His incredibly proficient and
creative plan of meticulously fine tuning
you into the full personification of the
idyllic, white Master Race icon and
Zionist, Caucasian man! So well
done! That said however, even
sociopathic morons in flawed
western democracies are I
guess charitably entitled
to their far-fetched but
intensely embedded,
blinkered delusions,
wouldn't you say?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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15 March 2016.
 
 
Author's Thoughts:
This poem was inspired by the recurrent idiotic actions of those in power on both
sides of the Atlantic and who also equally and collectively together with their
utterly likeminded kith and kin who're firmly ensconced in their stolen, inhabited
and completely controlled by them states arrogantly continue with their
venomous political, economic, military and so-called cultural poisons to infect not
only the countries they live in but also the rest of the world.
 
Obviously they can't all be named here or in any article I were to later embark on
as they are far too numerous to be so enumerated. But it'd be very remiss of me
if I did not mention a few of them that I class as being some of the vilest among
this already odious lot. There is no classification in terms of their pecking order
as far s I concerned, since to me they're all useless vermin and I've simply
written down their names as they came into my head.
 
Here goes then: Alastair Campbell, Michael Howard, Ian Duncan Smith, Michael
Gove, Liz Kendall, Simon Danczuk, Frank Field, the clowns at the MoD and those
in the Home Office; Theresa May, Michael Fallon, Philip Hammond, Boris Johnson,
Neil Kinnock, Hiliary Benn, Margaret Beckett; those who run Serco and G4S -
nice one boys you give a new meaning and dimension to criminality and how to
get away with it with impunity; the BBC in all its guises and specifically its Yid
plutocrats; and the list goes on. I haven't mentioned Tony Blair as it'd take the
rest of my life to say what I really thought of him and as for David Cameron I've
wilfully left him out. Why? Because I really do feel sorry for him; I'm not going
soft or anything like that just that I don't like seeing people being stabbed in the
back as he currently is by his Yiddish, Zionist Nazi Gestapo and Waffen SS.
Perhaps he'll stop and reflect on how abominably Jeremy Corbyn has been
treated and the part he played in this. I'm not holding my breath on that one
though.
 
Across the Atlantic the list of scum is also enormous and ranges from the
Supreme Court all the way down to the White House, Congress, Wall Street and
what ludicrously passes for the media there. And that's exactly why I'm rooting
for Donald Trump to be the next President of the United States. No I'm NOT mad.
And I do have my reasons. Firstly he's not a politician and secondly he literally
genuinely speaks his mind; So you know where you are with him and I like that
in people whether their views chime with mine or not.
 
And I'll give you an idea of what I mean. After Enoch Powell's Rivers of Blood
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Speech several of my UK relatives quit Britain and either migrated to the US,
Canada or else the Caribbean. My second sister and her engineer husband left
the UK and moved to the US where their skills were very much in demand, and in
the process taking their kindergarten age daughter, my niece, with them. Both
my sister and brother-in-law have prospered in the US as have my Dad's
youngest sister and her husband who also quit Britain with their three sons but
instead went to Canada. They've all kept up the family tradition of gaining a
superb tertiary education and requisite skills, but it's my niece I want to tell you
about.
 
A graduate of Yale, Harvard and the University of the West Indies she periodically
pops back to the UK to see family and friends and was recently here for a family
celebration in Reading. British by birth but now a US citizen we got talking about
politics generally and that in the US in particular and I asked her jokingly,
knowing that most Blacks in the US are Democrats, if she was all set to put a
woman in the White House, a clear reference to Hillary Clinton. She just laughed
and tongue in cheek asked me when I was going to join the Tory Party. That out
of the way she said that she, her friends and everyone she knew would be voting
for Donald Trump.
 
Being the Devil's advocate that I can be and like being at times I said to her all
the things that the so-called mainstream media have been saying about Donald
Trump and how inimical his presidency would be for Black people, as if they
bloody well cared. My lovely and adorable niece then turned to me and used
some of my own words from the past to make her relevant point. They centred
on the fact that I had said to her and other family members that as long as I
lived I would never publicly criticize the British Daily Mail, citing the fact that this
was supposedly a racist and rightwing newspaper with likeminded readers who
hated us Blacks, yet it was the only paper that conscionably and honourably went
out on a limb, doing everything it could to get justice for Stephen Lawrence and
put his racist killers behind bars, when the other so-called liberal media,
pretending that they cared, were in cahoots with the police and others who
shielded Stephen's killers.
 
The Daily Mail didn't have to do that but I know that my family, my friends and
those I respect were indeed grateful to the Daily Mail for what it did and always
will be. Then as she looked me firmly in the eyes my niece said these words:
&quot;Donald Trump is our Daily Mail! &quot; I knew what she meant and gave
my niece a huge hug and a peck on the cheek, profoundly assured that she was
very much a chip off the familial block. And to you Donald Trump, I know you
read my work as you've tweeted some stuff to me previously, I shall personally,
as will my family in the US and the Caribbean Diaspora there, do everything to
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ensure that you are the next President of the United States. But don't invite me
to the White House if you've a mind to unless and until you first thoroughly
hygienically fumigate it it of all the filth that has passed through that place!
 
Stanley Collymore
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What Price Virginity?
 
Hey! What are you saving yourself for; until the
right man comes along? And who says he will,
or that if he does you won’t by then be a bitter
and frustrated old maid wishing that you’d
acted differently when you had the
chance, rather than dutifully or even
stoically settling for second best
and deluding yourself that
you’ve found real
love at last.
 
No sensible person would ever suggest that you
voluntarily opt to gratuitously sleep around at the
arbitrary behest of every irrepressible virile or
self-opinionated stud willing or even eager
to put it about and flippantly pass that off
as having fun; as indulging in what’s
undoubtedly the most intimate of physical
experiences with another person should
be largely based on an informed choice
juxtaposed with the unadulterated
freedom to make it, and do so
entirely on one’s own!
 
Not perceive it or other comparable decisions,
and certainly not the matter of virginity, as
a valuable bargaining chip for contrived
matrimony, financial security or, most
condemnatory of all in the 21st Century, as a fast
track mechanism up the ladder of social, upper
crust or even hereditary mobility: the latter
with its attendant, parasitical prosperity
and marked proclivity to be venally
supreme, if you shrewdly catch
the drift of what I mean!
 
Stanley Collymore
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What Would We Brits Do Without Having The Weather
To Talk Or Moan About, Eh? (Poem)
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Why do we needlessly keep cherishing the seasons in Britain
when in actuality there's no difference nowadays between
any of them? I say this because I can well remember
the time when there was a clear distinction, let's
say, between Spring and Winter but woefully
those days are long gone; and when, pray
tell, can you honestly remember or else vividly recall
when we all had good old-fashioned pristine snow
and lots of it on Christmas Day and the rest of
the time too, which to every one of us who,
overall, fortunately and specifically knew
and actually felt that it was most aptly
and becoming in the circumstances
to be attributed and labelled as a
cyclic change and winter time.
 
Instead, our current and allegedly winter-weather as
well as Winter itself have decidedly morphed into
rather poor facsimiles of essentially and quite
strikingly what was formerly Spring, while
Spring itself has bafflingly been radically
transformed into a drab, dreary, grimly
snowy-white and the evident facade
for a conventional winter-type scenario where, not
infrequent to see, hail storms, snow downpours
and all manner of icy cold and gusty weather
profusely bombards our British landscape
with total impunity, and in this process
ridiculously fashioning in the making
a decidedly Artic-type environment
that in numerous respects, and for
me in all frankness is manifestly
less exciting or in any weighty
sense uplifting weather-wise
as one could pragmatically
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expect to find in Iceland
let alone in Greenland.
 
For all that this climatic commotion with its comparative
attendant and, for me, debilitating anxiety and infernal
annoyance basically does, is to strongly emphasize
the accustomed and exasperating British social
custom and culture of incessantly talking at
every stipulated probability or concocted
opportunity afforded to them, for most
Brits to rather garrulously talk about the bloody weather,
whether in standard, as well improvised or intuitively
manufactured conversations. Seemingly, the only
clear thing in a country, the United Kingdom,
where the majority of people either visibly
with a distinct apathetic attitude towards
or a perceptible and at best minimalist
opinion, or convincingly none at all,
on most things regularly; however
when it absolutely involves the
British weather, none the less
conspicuously and precisely
have no reticence at all in
strongly exhibiting their
longsuffering and more
consensual unanimity.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
27 October 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Essentially while this is a tongue-in-the cheek article and poem there's
nevertheless more than a grain of salt in relation to the truth and about what I'm
saying. And whether one believes that the kinds of unpredictable weather
patterns that we've been experiencing for some time is as a direct consequence
of global warming that itself stems from the inconsiderate and even malicious
actions brought about by human activities or are simply the result of a cyclical
situation that has been going on for millennia and ever since this inhabited planet
we live on and call Earth was created, or is a combination in greater or lesser
form of these two things, is for every one of you who is all that bothered to make
your own analytical judgement on.
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Then, of course, there are the speculative suggestions that mankind, who has
both been a general benefit as well as an infernal curse to this planet we call
home while often quite arrogantly and most conveniently forgetting that there
are other species of animals as well as other creatures that live here too and in
most cases have been on Earth for far longer than Homo sapiens has been, have
embarked on and even managed to utilize insidious means, these elements of
human kind obsessed with their ludicrous and delusional notions of superiority
coupled with a divine right to rule and control everyone and everything on this
planet and just as idiotically feel themselves imbued with an unchallengeable
right to the perceived concept of their own exclusivism in all matters, to
effectively control the weather and malevolently use it for their own purposes
and endeavours, is another bone of contention we apparently have to deal with.
 
Truthfully, I've no categorical proof that anything of the sort in respect of the
weather is happening, but putting that aside and fully knowledgeable about the
kind of people that this human scum are, I personally wouldn't put anything past
them.
 
Suffice to say that whoever does what or nothing at all to the weather there's
nothing that I can personally and on my own do about it nor want to idly
speculate about for that matter. For I guess that in being basically a Brit what
essentially I want to, and like others prefer to do, and specifically in my case
when I've nothing better to do, is like all the rest of you, in one way or the other,
to culturally moan about it.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Whatever Got Into Me?
 
I must be in love, for after you’d gone I found myself
reaching out and cuddling the pillow that previously
you’d laid your head upon; which I’ve never
embarked on doing before and objectively,
unless it’s love that unwittingly I’ve
succumbed to, find it inexplicably hard to
properly understand what could have brought
those emotions on, as I’ve never before got
wrapped up with or even wanted to get
emotionally involved with any of
my numerous one-night stands.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 March 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Whatever Next?
 
I’m different I readily accept, but I’ll
not make any apologies for being
me; for what kind of a world
is it when I’m expected to
feel guilty simply for
acting honestly?
 
Stanley Collymore
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What's It With You, And Why Can't You Leave Me
Alone And In Peace?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What is it with you, and why do you keep on gratuitously
picking on and criticizing me? For whatever things I say
or do you instantaneously jump on my case not only to
condemn what I've done but also, with your barbed
comments or alleged knowledgeable advice, and
totally unasked for, vociferously, patronizingly
and even most hatefully conclude how very
off-base, in your subjective point of view,
and according to you, I completely am.
Well I'm thoroughly sick and tired of it and not only
because I firmly consider myself to be a genuinely
responsible and well-informed adult but also a
person in my own right that is entitled to and
furthermore have realistic opinions of my
own which, in case you've expediently
either chosen to forget or are wholly
unconcerned about is none the less
my permanent prerogative to, and
additionally as I justly perceive
it emphatically stops you from
unilaterally and unduly, even
if I was indubitably in need
of advice, behaving in this
constantly confrontational
fashion of yours towards
me for no other reason
I can inference, apart
from the realization,
it so happens, that
you are my mum.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
21 January 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
Whatever the circumstances: natural and biologically, surrogate or test tube, in
which each and everyone of us ultimately enters this world that we're in, the
clear and indispensible necessity of a human mother to assist and complete that
process is inevitable. That's the physiological part which is itself markedly
different in a multitude of ways and wide-ranging permutations that can and not
uncommonly necessitates a series of actions or steps taken in order to realize the
particular end of raising each child that successfully makes it through conception
to birth and expectantly adulthood.
 
A complex evolution, and not an over-statement to say so, whose development
can be virtually trouble free, pretty straightforward and infinitely beneficial for
those individuals fortunate to be so privileged but regrettably can also conversely
be a distinctly traumatic as well utterly debilitating nightmare for those who
aren't so lucky particularly when the wilful dispenser of such angst is the one
person that conventional norms dictate should never be a part of that latter
equation. Yet how often do contemporary circumstances and tragic events prove
us to be totally wrong?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Where There's Jill There's A Way!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
The reassuring warmth and comforting empathy that you
spontaneously, naturally, excitingly, delightfully and
enthusiastically radiate are wondrous to behold,
and as personal experiences to those who are
the fortunate beneficiaries of this agreeable
good-naturedness of yours are absolutely
no less remarkable or inspirational in
the manner in which individually or collaboratively
they brilliantly connect to fashion and sustain in
character what is indisputably in every regard
a genuinely superb lady whose stimulating
charisma, accomplished self-confidence,
appealing maturity, elegant poise and
a perceptibly shrewd, attentive and
good-tempered brain, places you
undoubtedly in that specialized
category Jill of not only being
key among the brightest and
most estimable of women
but also unquestionably
positions you apart as
a manifestly affable
and extraordinary
individual; and
human being.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 December 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was inspired by and is dedicated to Jill of Vision Express, Worthing,
West Sussex.  Thanks for the gift! And have a truly wonderful and blessed
Christmas!
 
Stanley Collymore
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White Superiority Delusions On Full And Highly
Addictive Steroids!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Answer me this simple question fully and honestly. Why are so
many people in Britain, comprising among them considerable
numbers of young men and women too, as well as fresh-
faced teenagers still in school, and whose individual
lives, quite transparently, and similarly from any
rational perspective, are yet to begin, in such
the discernibly pathetic state in which they're in? Especially
so, if as you conceitedly and self-indulgently claim every
thing is completely honky-dory; however, for my part
I contradictorily, unfalteringly and unapologetically
maintain that what you're dishonestly asserting to
cover up the realism of a very troublesome and
even a devastating situation, is nothing more
than yet another of your already numerous
disingenuous and outright lying refrains
to deceitfully detract awareness away
from the perversity of what things
certainly are in reality, as they
realistically pertain to these
suicidal-inflicted persons.
 
All of them, incidentally, being indisputably vital components
of and fully ensconced members within your much vaunted
and, as you'd most assuredly love to have everyone else
credulously believe, is categorically a very reputably
vouched for, democratically-conceived, prudently
inspired, studiously structured and, likewise, an
essentially well-implemented, yet for all that
is nevertheless a noticeably glaring, as well as a congruently
and utterly risible to everyone who's justifiably regarded
as a reasonable competent and, additionally, a normal
human being, apart that is from you and other alike
persons like you, as a totally idiotic clarification.
But is all the same still unconditionally trotted
out by you as a fully meritocratic-operated,
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distinctly well-balanced and, even vainly,
a correspondingly and quite decidedly
a civilized, white Caucasian led and,
understandably, quite naturally, a
most proficiently controlled in
the process, western society.
 
And, in effect, isn't only the very best thing on offer
to-date socially and societally but is also the very
epitome of what all competently-run countries
worldwide ought in all truthfulness earnestly
endeavour for and inexorably set out to be!
If only unequivocally for the betterment
of their national integrity, sovereignty,
the philanthropic advancement and development of their
own population, the inducement, and as well the total
implementation of a truly worthwhile, passionately
encouraged to aspire to in its entirety progression
that's in turn complemented with the absolutely
endorsed guarantees of a visibly wide-ranging,
stupendous and a significantly advantageous,
decidedly inspired, approvingly determined
and, of course, white-western civilization.
 
One that's in complete tandem with a prudently thought out,
studiously catered for, structurally adopted, persistently
promoted, proudly proselytized and comparably an
all-inclusively embraced western-emulated type
society. Alas, though, there is one foremost
discrepancy which I personally perceive.
For this unmistakably distracting fallacy, notwithstanding
your hyperbolic but none the less idiotic clamour for it,
is not what I see when I carefully check your better
than everything else going which is on offer and
naturally outclassed by your superior western
society! But, accordingly, dolefully leaves
unsuccessfully unexplained exactly why
it is that so many people within Britain
and together with the rest of the west
habitually resort to taking their own
lives if, as you haughtily maintain
it's western society per se, which
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consistently not only offers but
also delivers nowt but the best.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 November 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
In the wake of the enforced resignation of Robert Mugabe the democratically
elected President of Zimbabwe on the 21st of November 2017 and someone who
I've always respected and supported, and nothing will ever change that, and in
conjunction with the 54th anniversary of the assassination of J.F Kennedy the
President of the United States on this day, the 22nd November 2017 and two
people who gave their all to bringing about meaningful change not only in their
respective country but also the rest of a still pathetically sick world I
wholeheartedly and proudly dedicate this poem to both of them, in the full
knowledge that when their detractors and haters are long gone and easily
forgotten they will eternally live on in the hearts and minds of as yet unborn
generations, as the great men they undoubtedly were.
 
I was born in the west and grew up there but I've never been a slave to so-called
western values and the arrogance that is assumed when normally speaking about
it that most people adopt, that everything that smacks of civilization had its
genesis within western society and by definition those run exclusively by white
Caucasians, which isn't just a fallacy but to put it bluntly is absolutely utter crap.
 
However, I don't automatically think that everything associated with the west is
evil and other regions of the world are areas of enlightenment for that also is
totally nonsensical. One only has to look at Bantu Saudi: that Persian Gulf cesspit
to comprehend what I mean or Burma, as I still call it, just to name two
examples of murderous entities that inflict this planet earth.
 
My attitude therefore has been one of drawing on all things that I know and feel
confident with and am equally convinced will improve intellectually and in
numerous other beneficial ways my own personality as a human being.
 
What you do with your life however is a matter entirely for you, but don't be
surprised if those who think like I do retaliate and do so with every resource at
our disposal if you assume that your concept of white western
&quot;civilization&quot; or any other for that matter is the epitome of everything
that should and must exist because you think so.
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Stanley Collymore
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Why Are These Repulsive Sewer Rats Still Alive And
Not Ruthlessly Killed?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Can seemingly normal human beings or even those who
actually are, but nevertheless morph into becoming
horrendous and utterly appalling monsters, and
as a result solidify into the odious characters
that they subsequently and narcissistically
display; discernibly obtain tremendous
satisfaction from being in full possession of
patently repulsive human characteristics
while sadistically, obsessively and,
evilly in the bargain, manifestly
derive massive pleasure from
barbarically inflicting their sick perversities onto
others who're innocently undeserving of what
is done to them and therefore like all other
conscionable and principled individuals
of the calibre and ethical standing of
Diane Abbott, John McDonnell or
Jeremy Corbyn truly see or regard
in any mode, shape or form the
revolting likes of Tony Blair,
Gordon Brown, Margaret
Hodge, Neil Kinnock,
Tom Watson or vote
rigger Ian McNicol;
 
Alastair Campbell, Peter Mandelson, Nick Clegg,
Tim Farron, Ed Balls, Yvette Cooper, Margaret
Beckett, Liz Kendall, Charles Falkner, Frank
Field, William Hague, David Blunkett;
Amber Rudd, Harriet Harman, Jack
Dromey, Boris Kamal, Michael
Hecht, Alan Johnson, Sadiq
Khan; Michael Fallon, Philip
Hammond Theresa May, slavery beneficiary
David Cameron or the plethora of other
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Blairite-Labtory, Lib-Dem and Tory
scum-shit - including too in this
elimination hit list detritus,
media morons Laura
Luenssberg, Tim
Sculthorpe and Matt Dathan
as veritable human beings?
To be perfectly honest
with all of you I
very much
doubt
it!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
10 October 2016.
 
 
Author's remarks:
This poem was conceptualized as part of my ongoing and justifiable, I believe,
attack on the privileged paedophiles, war criminals and the rest of these
principally white Caucasian and &quot;British&quot; lowlifes that literally with the
blessing and the officially granted to them immunity by consecutive UK regimes,
the police forces across Britain, the Crown Prosecution Service and the several
judiciaries sitting in what's still my country Britain routinely and literally get away
with.
 
However, this poem is NOT in response to anything that the female tsar Alison
Saunders of the Crown Prosecution Service and its lamentable Fuehrer has
reportedly said on the BBC: a notorious propaganda mouthpiece which I haven't
watched or listened to for donkey's years and have no intention of changing that
positive habit I've acquired. Moreover, this particular poem like a lot of my work
was recently put on the backburner for excellent reasons, since as my readers
already know a week of celebrations are currently taking place here in Germany
as a most laudable tribute to a truly phenomenal female, the lady in my life and
my Partner, whose birthday it was on the 8 October 2016 and consequently in
relation to this I have far more important and pleasurable things to occupy my
life than resorting to dealing with white British lowlifes however powerful or
influential, courtesy of Rupert Murdoch, that they may in typical delusional
fashion think they are. But when my attention was drawn by a British guest of
ours to Alison Saunders remarks on BBC Radio 4 I believe it was, even my
German Partner who is as politically active as I am insisted that I respond.
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In the lead up to and during the Second World War hundreds of thousands of
Kenyans like many others throughout the then enormously non-white British
Empire collectively in their millions and in Kenya's specific case hundreds of
thousands of volunteers altruistically gave significant help militarily to Britain
during that war. It was essentially an act of altruism on their part this assistance
of theirs and was reinforced by a pledge that Britain of its own free will gave to
Kenya and other colonial territories that it then controlled that should Britain with
the help of these colonies emerge successfully from World War II it would look
most favourably on the prospect of these colonies acquiring their independence
and henceforth the inalienable right on their part to individually conduct, without
any interference from the UK, their own domestic and foreign affairs as sovereign
and independent states.
 
However, with these colonies having played a substantial part in the defeat of
Germany and its Axis collaborators, the permanent demise of fascism and
Nazism in Britain and the rest of Europe one genuinely thought at the time, but
how unbelievably wrong they were as current events show; and Britain still very
much in possession of its empire, the United Kingdom, quite true to form, and
shamelessly adopting the attitude that it no longer had any obligation to honour
its pre-war pledge and similarly wartime promise as well, rather contemptibly
and regardless of the deep offence and hostility that it knew this would cause
despicably reneged on its own solemn pledge to these colonies to grant them
their independence.
 
Finding themselves grotesquely and repugnantly betrayed by Britain, a past
master of such odious conduct by the way, several colonies proverbially shook
their heads in utter dismay while others decided to challenge Britain's betrayal of
them and its attendant and dastardly conduct in relation to themselves. One such
colony that acted in this latter way was Kenya that the UK pre-war had ethnically
cleansed hundreds of thousands of indigenous Kenyans from their ancestral
locations in their very own country to prepare these areas as exclusive preserves
for mainly white British but also other European settlers as well.
 
Understandably aggrieved as they were by what had happened to them
previously Kenyans were ever more so by this blatant betrayal of them by the
British as it was patently obvious to them now that Britain all along had
mercilessly tricked them and had no intention whatsoever of ever relinquishing
Kenya back to its indigenous population but instead had every intent on
calculatingly turning Kenya into a country appropriate for the habitation of white
Caucasians only while having dotted here and there within that country densely
and even overcrowded populated internal Bantustans where those Kenyans who
now were forced to live there would serve as and also provide a source of cheap
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and indispensible labour at the behest of these privileged white settlers.
 
Incensed by it all and quite determined to have their country back the Kenyans
resorted to peaceful protests that were initially ignored, but as these grew bigger
and with the protestors demands becoming more insistent the minority white
settlers claiming in the most fraudulent and deceitful manner that they could
muster among their plethora of other lies, petitioned not only the colonial
administration, which knew that they were lying, but also the Westminster
regime in London that their lives were dangerously under threat from savage
Black brutes - why I wonder don't white morons up their vocabulary when
describing my race instead of resorting to the same old childish stereotypes - and
loudly insisting that something be done to rectify this dangerous state of affairs.
 
Quite predictably the British authorities both in Kenya and London authorized
military action against the Kenyans. Hundreds of Kenyan civilians of both
genders and of all ages including young children and babies with their mothers
were quite savagely gunned down, a response from the Kenyan people that
instinctively heralded and not unnaturally triggered a guerrilla war against the
British. Fighting the Kenyans on their home turf was always going to be quite
difficult for the British and so the British in customary fashion resorted as they
invariably do to the old habit of theirs of resorting to maximum barbarity.
Thousands of Kenyan women, children, the elderly and the disabled were
gratuitously rounded up and afterwards stockaded in multiple reinforced pens as
if they were animals and while there it was demanded of these hostages where
the guerrilla fighters were. Many of those stockaded hadn't a clue but those who
knew refused to give that information; an attitude that only incensed the British.
 
Ian Henderson who ran this barbaric and genocidal campaign against the
Kenyans gave the order for all of these hostages, still securely stockaded and
unable to free themselves, to be liberally doused with petrol or kerosene, set
alight and while still alive horrendously burnt to death. Ian Henderson's orders
were callously, racially and sadistically carried out as the sick, British and white
perpetrators of these heinous crimes watched gleefully as these Kenyans in
gruesome agony were unbearably consumed by the raging flames.
 
Undeterred and even more passionate and determined to achieve victory the
Kenyans kept on fighting for their independence and won. Ian Henderson was
then immediately transferred by the British regime he loyally served to Bahrain
where for decades until his death he exercised his endemic barbarism against the
Bahraini people with the wholehearted permission and full support of successive
British regimes and the savage, dictatorial and minority Sunni &quot;ruler&quot;
- Bahrain is an overwhelming majority indigenous Shia country - installed by the
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British. On the 13 April 2013 at the age of 86 &quot;The Butcher of
Bahrain&quot; as Ian Henderson was and is still notoriously widely known as
happily died and his understudy and someone that he personally mentored, John
Yates: a most dodgy and criminal former Assistant Commissioner at the Met
Police in London with the avid complicity of the then British regime, the
Metropolitan Police itself and the Crown Prosecution Service instead of facing the
criminal charges for the many and extremely serious criminal activities he should
be serving time in jail for was allowed to resign, retain his pension and
additionally was dispatched to Bahrain, where first he became the understudy of
Ian Henderson and afterwards in his own right the new Butcher of Bahrain and
where to this very day he sadistically carries out his handiwork.
 
And all of this I hope should convince the lot of you out there why it is that I'm
doing what I am. I don't see it as trolling - whatever that Americanism means to
the lot of you even if you do know what its real connotations are and that also
includes you Alison Saunders and which I very much doubt, but as an English
specialist I deal strictly in &quot;proper&quot; English and have no time for junk
imitations. So I'll say this much that what I do is always an attempt to highlight
what are essentially sick, extremely barbaric and deeply ingrained aspects of
British cultural and political life and why the so-called forces of law and order
that operate in Britain - quite nepotistic and decidedly cronyism to the core - not
only condone but actually encourage and grant official immunity to generations
of mass murderers, war criminals, paedophiles and the rest of these white
Caucasian lowlifes especially if they stem from the privileged elites and in 2016
and what's the 21st Century  still continue to do so.
 
Consequently Alison Saunders your appointment as Director of Public
Prosecutions was to ensure that the status quo remained rigidly intact and your
lying and disingenuous statements coupled with your farcical declarations that
you'll resolutely go after and remorselessly in the process imprison these
&quot;trolls&quot; are simply quite cynical distractions and sops to the public at
large to give the intentionally dishonest impression that you're actually doing or
are going to do something monumental to permanently clean up the rather
stinking Augean Stable which you now preside over. And how mind bogglingly
ironic that, when in effect you'll actually be taking no heed whatsoever of the
message while assiduously doing your level best to kill the messengers that are
bearing a vital message. Hardly a recipe for progress or success is it? Well Alison
I'm one messenger who isn't falling for your crap or will I ever succumb to your
bullying tactics - the same kind of behaviour that you hypocritically decry in
others that you unwarrantedly disapprove of or is markedly and characteristically
practised by the privileged elites and those who consist of the same graspingly
greedy, US versus THEM mindset, and the cap-doffing lowlife scum network that
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you Alison Saunders are very much a part of!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Why On Earth Are You Insistently Doubting What's
Clearly The Obvious?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You're questioning me why it is that I haven't asked you
or don't express any interest in wanting to marry
you? Well, just answer these few questions
truthfully and I'm quite sure that the
reasons will indeed become self-
explaining. Firstly, you want to have children,
albeit for all the very wrong reasons, and I
personally don't want any. And while
your choice in that regard is firmly
fixed, mine is equally constant.
Furthermore, having loads of
money is a fervent fixation
of yours, but though I've
nothing myself against
having a comfortable
existence, frugality,
which you clearly
abhor, is a prime
virtue with me.
 
And while you see sex as an unpleasant duty and
even as a burdensome chore to be disposed
of expeditiously I distinctly regard it
as a cardinal characteristic of
every meaningful, interpersonal relationship
with whomsoever I'm closely involved
with romantically. So bearing in
mind just these relatively
few things among
various others
I'm certain
I can find,
 
You, with your much flaunted intelligence,
should easily cotton on to where exactly
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it is that I'm coming from. And why
a marriage with you is as viable
and desirable a proposition to me in such
circumstances, as if I or some other
likeminded person were to idiot-
ically assume that we could
individually and entirely
unassisted by anyone,
successfully swim
the voluminous
waters of the
expansive
Atlantic
Ocean -
alone!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 August 2019.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Marriage is and should always be regarded, I feel, as significantly more than just
a personal fancy or worse still a manufactured case of subserviently or even
slavishly subjugating one's self to the capricious fantasies of whatever dominant
and invariably intrusive society those who're contemplating it happen to be in.
 
For marriage is crucially about being genuinely in love with the person whom you
honestly declare that you mutually want to share your life with together; and
whatever successes and or setbacks you either individually or jointly
experienceduring that subsequent evolutionary process you're involved in, you'll
willingly and unequivocally both share and deal with these consensually and
together.
 
Not something, and yes it is marriage I'm still referring to, to hastily indulge in or
hurriedly retreat from to suit the inconsequential, societal vagaries of the day.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Why Should Western Leaders Bother About Terrorism
When They Benefit Hugely From It?
 
What God or religion for that matter authorizes
or condones the gratuitous killing, no the
sadistic slaughter of innocent civilians,
some of them mere children that
hadn’t as yet even begun to
properly live their lives let alone start the
process of exploring and utilizing their
God-given talents, far less allowed
the chance to make their personal
contributions to the world in
general or the human race
in particular of which
they were a part?
 
And explain to me, if you can, what’s civilized
about premeditatedly using callous brute force,
ghastly acts of cannibalism, suicide bombers
or coldblooded terrorism in your sick
and insane attempts to coerce decent folk
into doing what you want them to?
Because even brain-dead morons like
you must be well aware, or should
be, that nothing you murderous
nutters propose, remotely
represent or have to offer decent
and democratic folk globally
will ever tempt any of us
to freely consort with
evil and barbaric
scum like
you.
 
But then, of course, you already know even before
another of your terroristic atrocities takes place
that you’ll get away Scot-free with your
mayhem and barbarity, don’t you; because
of the West’s unbridled hypocrisy regarding
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what you’re doing. Liberally exercised
in its geopolitical game play where the
likes of al-Qaida, its spawned enfant
terrible, and their criminal
associates of feudalistic
barbarians are paraded to us one minute as the
Devil incarnate and the next, as in the case
of Syria, Iraq and Libya for example,
as the saviours of humanity –
depending of course on what
the ever changing foreign
policy agenda of the
West is at that
moment in time
and greedily
dictates.
 
Meanwhile innocent lives continue to be
needlessly and forever lost in this neo-
colonialist and imperialist carnage
cynically orchestrated by the West,
never mind the platitudinous
noises that it leaders make
when their cynicism
and complicity in
these murderous obscenities
are occasionally but all too
infrequently exposed
and promulgated
for the rest of
the world
to see.
 
Championed hypocrisy closely integrated with the
Machiavellian machinations of the Persian
Gulf Arab Bantustans as a key element
of their survival strategy, preservation
and security, and liberally financed
by the petro-dollar Danegeld of
ruthless and barbaric Dark Age savages
in tyrannical control of their Persian
Gulf, Arab Bantustan fiefdoms;
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and who are unquestionably
the architects and rabid
sponsors of most of
the world’s acts
of terrorism.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
31 December 2013.
 
My View:
One doesn’t need a crystal ball, the IQ of an Albert Einstein or even ludicrously to
consult the Oracle of Delphi to comprehend the origins and requirements of
terrorism in our contemporary world, or who its instigators and significantly its
beneficiaries are.
 
In my view it has bugger all to do with religion, which is simply I believe being
used as a convenient scapegoat for what are blatant acts of criminality and
sadistic indulgement. For if Islam is such a peaceful religion as we’re constantly
told why then are so many of its avowed and supposed followers nothing more
than a bunch of barbaric, Dark Age and criminal savages?
 
Analogously you wouldn’t tolerate your dearly loved daughter’s husband, partner
or boyfriend consistently and gratuitously knocking the shits out of her and
telling you, and what’s more expect you to buy it, that he’s simply physically
expressing his love for her. So why, whether you’re a Muslim or not, do you put
up with this Islamic crap?
 
This particular boil has to be lanced and in my opinion the only charitable and
comprehensive way to rid ourselves of such bestial brutes and their western
puppet masters is through an all out holocaust on their Wahabi and Salafist lairs
and of those within them by genuinely concerned, moral and authentic world
leaders and their nations getting together in a global enterprise against these
savages. For we already know where they are; primarily in the Persian Gulf Arab
Bantustans.
 
And let’s not be squeamish about this; we’ve previously had unwarranted
holocausts of Blacks, the indigenous people of the Americas, the Caribbean,
Australasia as well as of Jews and the Roma peoples of Europe; so why not the
justifiable holocaust of these incorrigible Islamic scumbags?
 
Stanley Collymore
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Why Wish To Be Someone Else?
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What do I care about love and why logically should I?
For why would I want to willingly subvert my most
intimate thoughts and emotions to the personal
scrutiny or whim of someone else? I’m an
individual, and a thinking one, for God’s
sake! Not some human android
inescapably programmed into
unthinkingly reacting in ways
completely contrary to my
best interests or else forced to
behave in the prescribed manner
that others who I either don’t know,
will in all probability never meet;
whose opinions I don’t share and
consequently mean nothing to
me arrogantly determine are
appropriate life strategies
that unquestioningly I
should adopt?
 
For to allow this pervasive brainwashing to subvert and
even consciously take over the entire running of my life
would not only be contrary to the individuality I’ve
assiduously cultivated and fostered throughout it
but would also, I feel, unequivocally negate
everything that is human in me. So please
let me be for I’m not you nor do I
aspire to being anyone else but
me; and all I ask is to be left
alone to make my own
choices in life and,
you’ve guessed it,
to likewise be
unmistakably
me!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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26 September 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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With Love And Happy Birthday Stanley Victor
Collymore!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Few if any physiological conceptions whether leading to
failed or successful pregnancies and certainly none
that I know of were so meticulously planned as
this one! A pleasurable task undoubtedly
for me but even so somewhat circumscribed by the
urgency of your mother's obsession in wanting
a son, having consecutively produced three
daughters: Andrea, unfortunately now
deceased, Lynne and Beverley, in
the preceding marriage she'd
intentionally relinquished
for her after that current
one, which evidently
did subsequently
in fact involve
her and me.
 
Unconcernedly, and to be exact, it didn't bother me in
the least and discernibly as a matter of fact what of
the two genders you actually turned out to be, and
most especially so both from my own personal
perspective as well as expressly that within
my own family where my four sisters -
respectively and just as proud of their
Barbadian ancestry, and themselves
like me intimately connected to Bajan culture and
society where nobody would ever be, as is so
asininely commonplace in British white,
Asian and Jewish communities even
remotely much less so decidedly
disposed and often exclusively
as well towards male gender, and other distinctly
ambiguous ones in between, preferences and
pre-eminence which then correspondingly
guarantee the prejudiced prolongation
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of real female gender inequality -
noticeably outnumbered in my
own family the unworried
lesser presence all-round
of my brother and me.
And in those given
circumstances your
gender was, and
still is, Stanley
of no germane
significance!
 
However, what was of significance to us, and as a family had
been so all along, was that when you eventually came into
this world after your stipulated nine months and two
weeks stint in your Mummy's tummy, and like
the quintessential football striker, OK soccer
forward to the uninitiated, which you later
became in the English Premier League
and I must admit most impeccably
maintained in respect of your
birth with you promptly arriving on January 22nd
of that year and somewhat providentially as
it happened preceding by two days the
anniversary date when your mother
and I initially met, was from my
family's perspective and quite
predictably my own that on
putting in what was your
very first appearance so
long as your precious bits and pieces were perfectly
intact, functioning properly - and appreciatively
from a father's standpoint you've admirably
and competently established that over the
years - you Stanley who truly were a
most welcomed and treasured baby
and with God's gracious blessing
were also indisputably, robustly
and informally rudely in good
health that we as a family having collectively:
both privately and openly, surmised and
even anticipated all sorts of amazing
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things for you are splendidly and
unapologetically pleased, I must
truthfully say; and on this I'm
not alone, even though you
decided to play football
rather than cricket, at
how you've tuned
out Son. And so
here's wishing
you in closing
a genuinely
remarkable
Birthday!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 January 2016.
 
 
The Celebratory Thoughts of the Author of this Poem:
For the exquisitely charming, stunningly handsome, absolutely intelligent,
physically adroit, spontaneously and incredibly articulate - my God you haven't
half genetically inherited a plethora of truly outstanding characteristics from me
(laugh)  never mind the South Staffordshire accent that you acquired from
childhood (smile)  but who better than you in the circumstances to give it an
uplifting standing.
 
Someone uniquely in British society that with breathtaking integrity, likewise like
me, openly, forthrightly, honestly, rationally and intrepidly speaks his mind at all
times regardless of who chooses to get offended by what you say.
 
Consequently, what can your biological family including me wish for you on this
your special day, and furthermore express to you who have everything going for
you, outside continued excellent health coupled with traditional and renowned
Barbadian longevity? Except to say we're all immensely proud of you and
additionally would like to suggest that you carry on conscionably giving the
surfeit of morons out there the absolute hell they deserve; I know I shall!
 
In conclusion from your Barbados and British branches of the Collymore Family,
our Diaspora across the Caribbean, in Guyana, Belize, Panama, the United States
of America - incidentally your first cousin there Jackie who you were inseparable
from when you were both kids and she at the time lived in Reading with her
parents prior to my sister, her mother, and my brother in law, her father,
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migrating with her to America has specifically asked that I include her in this
birthday tribute dedicated to you; so too your second cousins, also originally
from Reading England, and other close relatives of ours in Canada - and of
course the growing Collymore family in Germany.
 
All of whom sincerely wish you a tremendously unforgettable birthday and many
more of the same in the future. And as your father I wholeheartedly endorse
their every sentiment!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Without A Commitment To Their Implementation
Expect Dreams To Remain Just That!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I'll staunchly carry on regardless of what the circumstances are:
be they positive, seemingly pointless or absolutely disturbing
either to me personally or likeminded souls generally, to use
my undeniably inalienable and likewise lawfully acquired
right to vote; and in the process of my doing so sensibly
engage in helping to select those whom I objectively
consider as best suited in my opinion to rationally
understand the real needs of, and who moreover
are really proficient at doing something positive towards
addressing the material concerns regarding the public
nationally, but more specifically in this deliberately
taken and implemented stratagem of principled
civic interaction universally ensure that those
like me who responsibly and committedly
wish to effectively utilize their lawfully
enshrined and guaranteed democratic
entitlement to radically change our
greatly flawed societal structures
and noticeably corrupt country
can unconstrained lend their
voice in favour of, vote for
and assuredly grant their
unshakeable support to
the candidates of their
real choice. And only then with that
prospect a reality will I personally
subscribe to the credible notion
that the United Kingdom that
with Germany I choose to
jointly live in, is indeed
a genuine democracy!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 May 2017.
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Author's Remarks:
Liars, and increasingly pathological ones, can and often do win elections.
Successes that do ultimately lead to all sorts of political, social and financial
disasters. In marked contrast, however, statesmen and women who by their very
nature simply aren't afraid to speak the unpalatable truth while espousing
practicable and constructive remedies to annihilate such catastrophes, not
infrequently end up being the unsung heroes of an ungrateful world, and
particularly so in the western hemisphere, endemically steeped in
sadomasochism.
 
A population that's often either totally unaware of or else absolutely indifferent to
the fact that democracy isn't or shouldn't be about mouthing disingenuous and
self-serving mantras, but rather ought to be concerned with telling the truth
while both initiating and tirelessly implementing measures to remedy what
disadvantages there are that need to be successfully confronted.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Woman
 
Lift your voice unapologetically up to the hills; raise a defiant
clamour: triumphant and unambiguously clear, about your
perceived status as a proud female, and simultaneously
and flagrantly let the entire world unequivocally
know that you’re a free woman, unbowed,
unbranded, quite resolute about your selected role as
to who you are and significantly what you want
and are absolutely determined to become;
all conscious decisions of your own
choosing and independently
arrived at by you.
 
In effect and distinctly so, in what’s generally and undeniably
a society of mindless conformists, let it be equally known
that you are a most untypical lady in character with
aspirational goals that are all hers, and not those
speciously or calculatedly devised or even
patronizingly consented to and grudgingly approved
of by some psychologically immature or baneful
misogynistic male, however persuasive or
well-meaning that misogyny might be,
desperately needing to prove to himself his
dubious masculinity or else his non-existent virility;
or worse still who’s aided and abetted by the
supportive artifice of an acquiescent,
female sycophant profoundly influenced into meekly
accepting her purported designated role in society
as a second class citizen, and who emphatically
considers herself to be man’s private property
because, you guessed it, the Bible tells her
so, the status quo endorses that view, and
therefore she firmly believes it to be
true, that she’s man’s spare rib.
 
Well sorry to disabuse you about any of this folks but I’ve never,
don’t, nor will I ever buy that twaddle. And if like me you’re
totally gender confident, conscientious, inwardly as well
as outwardly positive about and committedly forward
thinking in relation to yourself and, attendant with
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that, assiduously aspire to comprehensively ditch
the negatives and concentrate instead on the
constructive aspects of your daily life as
you productively forge a redemptive
pathway with regard to being a
singular female and worthy
human being, you too,
I’m categorically
sure, won’t
either!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Worlds Apart
 
Your concept of love is different from mine, for with
you there’s no realization that universally accepted
civilized standards of behaviour are inherent in
any meaningful relationship let alone one that
purports to be special between two people;
and I’m fearful that you’ll never grasp
this crucial understanding of what
genuine love is all about. So
taking this into consideration I must
inform you there’s no future, and
never was, for us together; and
for your own sake it’s best
that you understand
and accept this.
 
© Stanley V Collymore
5 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Worry About Who You Really Are And Just Leave Me
To Be Who I Am!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I am who I am! No less so a Briton that those
of you who not only think differently but
also asininely assume in your rank stupid-
ity that my skin colour and ethnicity
quite transparently different from
your own do consequently in
your sick, troubled and manifestly ill-
informed minds justifiably delude
you into obstinately concluding
that I am in no way or can I
ever realistically either see
my self or be reasonably
regarded as by any normal -
your twisted definition
of that word and not
in any way mine -
indisputable and
genuine Briton.
 
Well, feel free to foolishly think or even
believe all the rubbish you may have
perceived bout me and cheerfully
want to digest, for whatever it
is that you've arrived at in
your delusional, primarily white
Caucasian and deeply ingrained
exceptionalist notion of who
you in point of fact are and
thus in response consider
that I am or should be
arbitrarily classified
as in your biased
assumption of me, let me assist you
in that one chum by emphatically,
explicitly and unapologetically
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establishing once and for all
that isn't my problem but
evidently it's yours and
worst luck for you I
shan't ever at any
time currently or
in the future be
ever likely to
make it mine!
 
For let me also firmly pledge to you and just
as decisively hopefully put your terminally
depleted minds at rest my idiotic white
Caucasian, brain-washed half-breed
house niggers, Asiatic compulsive
and incestuously in-breeding, or
Arab toadying cretins and alas
for me my fellow Brit citizens
that whatever it is that you're
most determinedly aspiring
for in your specious end game and specifically in
cases of people like me, let me unfalteringly
and unambiguously inform you that what
ever it is you're attempting to do isn't
by any means new; has been quite
vainly, earnestly and rather
disastrously tried before by
preceding generations of
similarly hare-brained
and feebleminded
cretins like you
and from my
personal perspective
and quite frankly
you see doesn't
cut any ice
whatsoever
with me!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 September 2016.
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Author's Remarks:
Racism of every sort is a consummately pernicious and invasive evil beloved of,
actively promoted by and liberally indulged in either overtly or more commonly
cowardly and therefore clandestinely by those who're infected by and what's
more are also deeply ingrained with a wholly insupportable and when objectively
scrutinized found to be wanting in every regard notion of what in their thoroughly
twisted and utterly delusional state of mind they nevertheless obsessively regard
as their inherent, inalienable, continuous and unchallengeable right to what in
their distinctively madcap interpretation, exceptionalism exclusively means to
them.
 
And moreover how it can and must in all fairness to themselves be employed to
negatively impact on every single one of those whom they gratuitously despise
and in whatever way they can derogatorily categorize - noticeably and
conveniently overlooking their own inured penchant for and multiple acts of
diverse criminality - and additionally deride as being unquestionably inferior to
them.
 
All this with skin colour and purportedly untainted racial origin on their part - an
even if the latter were true both of which ironically they had no part to play in
nor could they personally or in any way have done - being the dominant and
determining factors in this purblind stupid and vilely ludicrous assumption of
theirs as to who they are and therefore must categorically be always regarded as
by everyone else. Well there you have it and to which I happily say:
&quot;Humour them if you want to but I shan't as frankly it's not my cup of tea!
&quot;
 
Stanley Collymore
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Yes! I Do Plead Guilty To Being In Love With You.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I’m already fully acquainted, if you really must know, with
what they instinctively think of and, what’s more in turn
are explicitly saying about me in the court of public
opinion in connection with you; and earnestly
taking this matter into consideration and
specifically in relation to the situation
that I embarrassingly find myself in and bearing in
mind, too, all the attention that quite obviously
it has been having, who really in their right
mind would then logically want to view
what these people have consequently
wholeheartedly embarked on as
in any way provoking; irresponsibly undertake
to question their impassioned reasoning or
honestly blame them for reaching what
irrefutably from them, and by any
level-headed deduction, is not
only a decisive but also a
singularly arrived at
and unanimous
decision?
 
For even as those who previously were completely
unaware of this personal situation affecting me
but could now clearly see that those who all
along and moreover had collectively and
persuasively been assertively pointing
the finger of conviction strongly in
my direction as a direct response
to my unquestionable accountability which was
noticeably recognizable to everyone whose
principled objectivity that person was
willing to put on show, certainly
had entirely good and quite
valid reasons in store, in
their well thought out
judgement, that led
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unflinchingly to
them doing so!
 
For to put it bluntly, and as I assuredly knew, they
most definitely had the goods on me knowing
perfectly well, as they unmistakably did,
what my track record on this specific
and amorous subject matter, as it
directly related to you then, was
and had always been; and furthermore in their
resolute estimation of all this had also and
correctly assumed how it positively in
their perceptive eyes accorded with
the decisive conclusion that they
had confidently arrived at and
therefore were unyieldingly
and wholeheartedly quite
geared up to defend in
relation to their own
integrity and, quite
perceptibly, also
their defining
judgment
on me.
 
So what other course of action in the stated circumstances
that I was starkly faced with could I either seriously or
realistically have embarked upon doing, seeing that
there was no earthly possibility much less so any
truly convincing way on my part that I could
have disagreed with those eyewitnesses
sound and patently unimpeachable
findings? Except, of course, to
publicly and straightforwardly admit to what’s now an
open secret to just about everyone there is; and with
any real hope of securely extricating myself from
the emotional abyss I was clearly in summarily
throw caution to the wind and myself along
with it on the mercy and hopefully too the
impartiality of the court’s jury, and with
the balance of probability in this rather
tantalizing and amorous review of me
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delicately poised, it’s true, between
my wining or losing their empathy,
unconditionally plead guilty to
having always been, still am,
and inexorably will always
carry on being eternally
and most enjoyably
in love with you!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 November 2015.
 
 
The Author’s Thoughts:
Ever since Eve coquettishly tempted and quite obviously as well most skilfully
and successfully managed to get a massively turned on Adam, evidently and
passionately stimulated by what she was physically doing to herself, to
sumptuously, quite pleasurably for both of them and, as a by-product of her
expert seduction technique on Adam but equally in that intimate process
between them set off a sort of procreative chain reaction which subsequently led
to generations of human beings, and the same goes for every one of us who’re
currently here, being born with more or less the same distinctive inclinations, to
greedily eat her apple – incidentally the first recorded account of cunnilingus in
the history of human kind – among many other things which Adam gratifyingly
did to Eve and ecstatically relieved the sexual cravings of both of them on that
auspicious occasion at the dawn of humanity, generations of their human
descendants have in one way or another tried to emulate them.
 
To say they’ve all been pleasurably successful in their enterprise would be a
gross overstatement, since as a consequence of the very personal nature of their
individual activities trying to glean the unvarnished truth about these would, to
put it mildly, be a massive and unrewarding enterprise, as the truth factor
couldn’t reliably be depended upon. So instead rampant speculation takes its
place and anecdotal evidence becomes the basic framework on which subjective
judgements are made. However, whether the real truth does emerge or not what
really matters is how each individual in effect adjudicates on his or her own
sexual leanings or involvement, and with whom. What terms we choose to either
individually or collectively apply to those sexual yearnings: lust, sowing one’s
wild oats, abstinence, promiscuity, celibacy or even the general and amorphous
one of love.
 
And who’s to say which of these terminologies or among the several others not
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listed here that one has the right to apply to him or her when it specifically,
directly, individually and even uniquely affects just them? After all it’s their
personal life; and as long as they’re unquestionably a compos mentis and
consenting adult legitimately doing what they opt to, what business is it of
anyone else judgementally, other than with the person with whom they’re
personally, physically or emotionally involved? Is that love? Your guess is as
good as mine unless it personally affects you!
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Are Everything To Me
 
You are my life, my major reason for living and the
cause of so much happiness in my life that were
I to enunciate all the benefits your presence
in it has brought me it would take a
lifetime to do so; so instead I’ll just let my
body language and what we obviously
do so wonderfully well together
speak eloquently for how I
really feel about you.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
6 January 2011.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Call This Romance?
 
The art of wooing is virtually dead and, instead,
what now passes for courting is nothing more than the
perfunctory and seemingly regulatory groping of the
chosen target’s body: their breasts, bottom and
a furtive hand pressed fortuitously and gratefully between
compliant and even complaisant legs, while robotic-like
tongues, darting hungrily from suction-compressed
but slobbering oral cavities, essay to bury
their way, amid the dregs of saliva, into
gaping-wide throats in a distinctly ostentatious and
supposedly intentional display of ardour. Is this what
romance has really come to? Effectively nothing
more than a spirited, concupiscent smash and grab
full of bestial emotions, but conspicuously
and sadly devoid of fine words, poetry
compliments and all the other
acknowledged forms of
civilized artistry?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
22 March 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Came, You Saw And Convincingly Influenced Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In respect of your undeniable love for me, and how consistently
you've been in your principled attitude, faultlessly loving and
honest conduct towards me at all times, even from the very
first moment we accidentally met and thereafter decisively
shortly afterwards and with my full and complimentary
approval took to dating me, I've been explicitly head
over heels in love with you; so much so that when
you proposed we should get engaged and within
a year of doing so get married, I was so thoroughly overjoyed
with the proposal that you so appealingly and convincingly
championed of us affectionately, freely and reciprocally
sharing our individual life with each other unendingly
that it would have been very remiss of me as well as
a no-brainer option on my part not to have genially
and wholeheartedly accept your proposition that
I become your wife. Presently three years later
on and with me most blissfully pregnant with
our first baby unequivocally healthily on its
way - do forgive me when I say that I was
so overjoyed being with child I curiously
couldn't resist having a pre-natal scan -
the most favourable and fitting words I
can approvingly say in relation to our
express case as man and woman are:
&quot;Thank Heaven for a job well done! &quot;
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 April 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Fulfilling all or most of one's personally cherished and earnestly committed to
aspirations or life's ambitions is undoubtedly up there among them, as is the
certain and quite encouraging knowledge that you were consciously, and
expressly lovingly, born into a caring, devoted and encouragingly to your highly
principled and evolving interests both as a child and continuing unchangeably
later on in life as the thoroughly well-adjusted adult that you were ably assisted
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into becoming; but there can unquestionably be no greater credit, reassurance or
gratification to be gained than in knowing that you've indisputably, justifiably
trustingly and reciprocally fallen in love with someone whom you've also married,
who undoubtedly means the world to you and either is or will be the responsible,
loving and a highly motivational figure as father and mentor in the lives of your
joint children.
 
This poem then is in appreciative tribute to all such caring couples and especially
those dads who're allowed to, and accordingly unhesitatingly take their paternal
role seriously.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Came, You Saw And So Convincingly Influenced
Me!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In respect of your undeniable love for me, and how consistently
you've been in your principled attitude, faultlessly loving and
honest conduct towards me at all times, even from the very
first moment we accidentally met and thereafter decisively
shortly afterwards and with my full and complimentary
approval took to dating me, I've been explicitly head
over heels in love with you; so much so that when
you proposed we should get engaged and within
a year of doing so get married, I was so thoroughly overjoyed
with the proposal that you so appealingly and convincingly
championed of us affectionately, freely and reciprocally
sharing our individual life with each other unendingly
that it would have been very remiss of me as well as
a no-brainer option on my part not to have genially
and wholeheartedly accept your proposition that
I become your wife. Presently three years later
on and with me most blissfully pregnant with
our first baby unequivocally healthily on its
way - do forgive me when I say that I was
so overjoyed being with child I curiously
couldn't resist having a pre-natal scan -
the most favourable and fitting words I
can approvingly say in relation to our
express case as man and woman are:
&quot;Thank Heaven for a job well done! &quot;
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 April 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Fulfilling all or most of one's personally cherished and earnestly committed to
aspirations or life's ambitions is undoubtedly up there among them, as is the
certain and quite encouraging knowledge that you were consciously, and
expressly lovingly, born into a caring, devoted and encouragingly to your highly
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principled and evolving interests both as a child and continuing unchangeably
later on in life as the thoroughly well-adjusted adult that you were ably assisted
into becoming; but there can unquestionably be no greater credit, reassurance or
gratification to be gained than in knowing that you've indisputably, justifiably
trustingly and reciprocally fallen in love with someone whom you've also married,
who undoubtedly means the world to you and either is or will be the responsible,
loving and a highly motivational figure as father and mentor in the lives of your
joint children.
 
This poem then is in appreciative tribute to all such caring couples and especially
those dads who're allowed to, and accordingly unhesitatingly take their paternal
role seriously.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Can'T Expect On Demand What I Freely Don'T
Want To Give!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I hate you; and nothing that you say or do in
a supposed atonement for your utterly
appalling behaviour towards
me will ever ameliorate for,
far less seriously persuade me
to forgive you for the incalculable
and intentional harm you've spitefully
caused me; damagingly inflicted
on my professional career
and callously done
to my personal
reputation.
 
And why? Because in your sick and somewhat
perverse mind you took great offence to
what you regarded as my audacity in
declining what you superciliously
considered as the ultimate in
marriage proposals to me and thus my
rejection of you: God's gift, you
see yourself as, to all men and
someone I should have been
quite flattered to have in
my life, in the process;
never mind how I
actually felt
about you.
 
Namely, that I don't love you nor want to have
anything to do with you. Something which
you're well aware of; but despite that
constituted the only reasons, as far
as I can tell, for your proposing
to me; because you're not
used to nor can you countenance the idea
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of someone genuinely ignoring you
or what you truly and unhappily
represent. And, as such, can't
accept the reality of that,
nor does your stubborn
conceit make it any
easier for you
to do so.
 
Therefore, you came up with your bogus offer
of us getting married, because you love me
you say - how crass or insensitive can
one get? - hoping no doubt that I'd be terribly
impressed, fall for it all and, accordingly,
change my mind and opinions towards
you; enabling you to gain the upper
hand and, as a result, be in a
prime position to exert
your full influence
and control over me.
Well you thought wrongly,
didn't you? As none of
that could possibly have
happened, even if I
wasn't already
in love with
someone
else.
 
But you're so used to being the centre of
attention: having all manner of men
besottedly falling over themselves to
gain your attention or be favoured
by you, that the mere thought
of someone like me - who you've
disappointedly realized you can't
have and isn't afraid to openly
tell you so - constitutes for
you a situation that you
frighteningly find
inconceivable to
believe and
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intolerable
to bear.
 
Consequently, out of a twisted desire for revenge - by
getting your own back at me, so you think, for
having thrown this unexpected but decisive
spanner into the works of your conspiratorial plotting -
you ludicrously concluded and delude yourself that
you've an absolute right to impugn my integrity
and what's more additionally destroy me in
the process; hence your vitriolic vendetta
against me. Well, go ahead and do
your worst! For I'd rather, even
unreasonably so, prefer to be a
social pariah than to imaginably,
let alone wittingly, share
any part of my life
with an ogre
like you.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
8 June 2014.
 
 
Remarks:
Love, it's often alleged and invariably said, conquers all. But analogous to
achieving success in any major military campaign and finally winning that
particular war, every intelligent and accomplished protagonist of the heart well
knows that the dispensing of together with the full utilization of moral forces
themselves set alongside the scrupulous acknowledgement of and the undaunted
conferring to the subject of one's desire what's unquestionably their basic and
inalienable rights, are just some of the key aspects to ensuring the real likelihood
of realizing a stable and commendable personal relationship. Not coercion or
emotional blackmail!
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Inspire Me Very Much
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
You are an incredible young woman and an amazing
inspiration: a fertile and welcoming oasis in an otherwise
austere and unforgiving desert copiously littered with
smashed hopes, unrealizable dreams and broken
promises. A cool and invigorating breeze delightfully
tempering the sultry heat of a tropical paradisiacal
island, and from a personal, aesthetical perspective an
exceedingly beautiful woman with a sumptuously
eye-catching figure that strikingly stimulates
the physical and mental senses in a way
which sensually reinforces the huge
positive impact you made on me
from the very beginning and
quite evidently still wield.
 
Just as your feminine presence with its enervating,
powerfully seductive and enduring sensuality is
such a massive turn-on that only the blind or
totally imperceptive, arguably forgivably
so, are either unaware or else would be
unappreciative of them. All of which
is my personal invitation and the
prelude to my saying to you:
“Welcome into my life! ”
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
30 December 2010.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You Never Lost Your Cool Or Were You Ever
Intimidated, Cyrille Regis!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
When the Heavenly Roll is called up yonder you will certainly
be there my Black brother and enduring friend. For although
it's obviously both sadly and regrettably the end of your
truly amazing existence amongst us here on earth
Cyrille Regis, the methodically appreciative
and, in earnest, a welcoming reception to
warmly and generously celebrate the
full, commonly advantageous and indisputably rewarding life
that you led and iconically through it was an inspiration
force to others during the noteworthy times of the
fifty-nine years you were here among us, and
themselves conjoined with the undeniably
splendid legacy which you the spirited
Cyrille Regis have bequeathed to
us will definitely, I know, and
enduringly so not only here on Earth, your
previous home, but correspondingly too
in Heaven with the Celestial Throng
of Angels, Archangels, and also
God Almighty Himself quite
handsomely, respectably
overwhelmingly, and
naturally fittingly be
entirely rewarded.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 May 2018.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
On the 14 January 2018 I was both physically and emotionally stunned to learn
of the tragically sudden and unexpected death of the legendary and icon Cyrille
Regis just shortly before what would have been his 60th birthday on the 9th
February 2018.
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It's exactly four months now since Cyrille Regis died of a totally unforeseen heart
attack, and the traumatic effect and unbeliveability of his death, the sheer
suddenness of it the ironic nature of it happening to a man who was always the
epitome of fitness and an exemplary healthy lifestyle was then and still is
exceedingly hard for me to come to terms with.
 
And I'm absolutely sure that it doesn't require a quantum leap of imagination to
assume how absolutely devastating this tragic blow was and evidently still is to
Cyrille's widow Julia and his children from his first marriage. And to all of them as
well as Cyrille's closest personal friends and many colleagues, and especially so
in the world of football, I extend my deepest sympathies with you and similarly
convey my profound and sincerest condolences.
 
I did pay my tributes to Cyrille at the time of his unfortunate death but I've
waited until this time to publish the poem I've written in commutation of him as I
didn't want to intrude on the grief and sadness of his tragic loss to Julia, Cyrille's
children and everyone else who was particularly close to Cyrille.
 
Much has been written and said about Cyrille since his passing and among the
many glowing tributes that he has justifiably received I would like to add my
humble one and say openly, proudly and unapologetically that Cyrille was a man
of the greatest stature and what he did not only for football in England but for
the dignity, respect and unity of our Black and Afro-Caribbean community in the
face of blatant and institutionalized racism is unquantifiable and for which people
like myself will enduringly be grateful.
 
God eternally Bless you Cyrille and as you assume your rightful place among the
Heavenly host, we who are still here on earth and worship you for what you did
will forever remember you until we too take our place with you in the Celestial
Kingdom. Gone and obviously no more with us physically my friend but I assure
you Cyrille Regis you'll never be forgotten.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You’ll Never Be Forgotten
 
You’re just another unfortunate casualty of
a world possessed of a distorted notion
of what its priorities are and as a
good, decent and caring person
who always put the needs of
others before your own it
was only a matter of
time before your
own victimhood
was itself
assured.
 
But despite the
cruel injustice and futility of your death
your memory and what you ethically
stood for live on permanently in the
hearts and minds of those of us
who were fortunate enough
to have known, loved and
deeply respected you.
 
Just as these attributes of yours will undoubtedly be a legacy
I’m sure to generations of as yet unborn Barbadians and
others globally who will hallow your memory and the
work that regrettably you were cut short from
completing, but which none the less must
continue for all time in the manner it
deservedly and proudly should be!
 
Stanley Collymore
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You’re Bewitchingly Sensual!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
God! Had I known you were so hot I probably wouldn’t have spoken
to you in the first place and most likely as well would have been
too petrified to have you touch me. But having allowed both
of these things to happen, and bearing in mind what
subsequently occurred, I honestly don’t regret
for a single moment that I did. For you
certainly and most commandingly,
I’m happy to say, know exactly
how to make me feel that
extra special and what’s
more completely
irresistible as
a woman.
 
How did you manage it, would you care to tell? Doing so as
it happens without any prompting from me or queries on
your part as to what my innermost needs were, even to
the extent of deciphering and exploring my most
secretive sexual predilections. And boy did you
satisfy them all, and how; as well you know! As
likewise I’m sure you’re also fully aware that the
quite graphic recollections of your thoroughly
masculine, torrid and coital display, which
you so consummately and dexterously
executed and I for my part have in
the process most pleasurably
discharged in a powerful
tsunami of erotic responses,
still have me agog and
desirous for more
of the same.
 
Triggering, too, emboldeningly vivid and utterly gripping
remembrances that energetically unleash and sustainably
send incredibly, pleasurable shock waves of eroticism
through crucial areas of my body causing that entire
edifice to go into a violent quiver; uncontrollably
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make me go totally weak at the knees; and in
a thrilling and reciprocal empathy with the
thoughts expressively surging through
my head in response to each fervid
reminiscence that lasciviously
assails it makes me want to
have you all the more.
 
In truth, though, I’m inwardly glad and deeply flattered
that you haven’t disclosed to me just how it was that
you successfully sussed me out and most crucially
discovered so accurately what it was that I
earnestly wanted you to do to me, as that most likely
would predictably have spoilt some of the amazing
fun which I’m unquestionably having by being
with you, although in no way, I hasten to
add and solemnly promise you, ever
likely to dampen the intensive
ardour and huge craving
that I have for you.
 
How thoughtful of you then, meticulously taking
into full consideration the various circumstances
we’re jointly and intimately cognisant of, to
mindfully stimulate and, prodigiously too,
enhance my insatiable hunger for you,
engendering in me my innermost
gratitude for everything you’re
brilliantly doing, with the
firm pledge never to
intentionally let
you down!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
14 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You’re Out Of Control!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What is it that you really want from me? For you’ve never
said, and having wracked my brains for all it’s worth to
find out I still don’t know nor dare to claim that I
understand. And why these silly games of yours
that you insist on playing, especially since
I’ve made it abundantly clear to you in
words and gestures that I’m no
longer interested in you and
much less so in what you’re up to?
Yet incredibly you persist in
carrying on as though
nothing has
changed.
 
So please take my advice and stop all this nonsense
that you’re indulging in before your behaviour
leads to even greater harm than what it has
already caused; and additionally with the
grave possibility of you even unconsciously,
if you persevere with it, of creating for
yourself an altogether untenable
situation from which you’ll
almost certainly experience
considerable difficulty in freely
extricating yourself; if at all. And frankly,
to sum it all up in a simple and rather
straightforward sentence: “You’re
desperately in need of quite
serious psychiatric help! ”
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
24 October 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You’re Out Of Line!
 
Your penchant for the absolute
control and total dominance
of others is for me a dire
situation that I will
never accept;
nor will I ever accord
to such behaviour
the dignity of
tolerance.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
12 July 2001.
 
Stanley Collymore
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You’re Wrong. Crime Does Pay!
 
How can you purposely look me in the face,
openly say and, what’s more, seriously expect
me to believe that crime doesn’t pay, when
clearly you know as well as I do that apart
from perhaps the armaments industry
the legal fraternity is arguably and
consistently the one ongoing
as well as the fastest and
possibly even the only
growth industry
currently in
the UK?
 
Tsch man!
 
What an absolute and calumnious misrepresentation
of the facts. And anyway, why on earth would you
want to go out of your way to say something as utterly
preposterous as that to me of all persons, fully aware,
as you apparently are, of the masive accumulative
contributions in terms of revenue and the recurring
prospects of ensuring that, which my criminal
pals and I, despite your seeming attempt to
blacken our name, just like those among
the barrister and QC lot, constantly
make to all that and, of course,
our flourishing criminality?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
1 May 2013.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Your Conduct Is Most Unbecoming And For Me Is
Quite Simply Unforgivable!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Deserted and callously abandoned by you because
you cowardly didn't have the guts or gumption
to stand up to your domineering parents and
courageously tell them that it's your life
and therefore you've every right to live
it as you thought fit and perceptibly
without the kind of unwarranted
interference they'd been subjecting you to; and not only
expecting but also unremittingly demanding too that
you submissively and uncomplainingly reined in
your natural feelings for me by unemotionally
and as they apparently saw it pragmatically
and intentionally supplanting these with
social-climbing and most particularly
financially-motivated ambitions in
which love consciously wasn't allowed to play any part
whatsoever, even when as was perfectly well known
the specified and calamitous outcomeof this cold-
blooded and unnatural union was unmistakably
guaranteed to engender at its best what was a
noticeable dilemma and at its worst, and not
so smart, a suppressed but all the same an
intensely troubled and distinctly broken
heart. However, notwithstanding that
you none the less still calculatingly
went ahead with what had been
resolved and that you would
compliantly be doing, and
in the process effectively
and quite literally killed
off the enormous store
of love that I had for
you stone cold dead!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
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15 December 2015.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Your Considerable And Historic Legacy Will Enduringly
Live On, Mama Winnie Mandela
 
By Stanley Collymore,
 
You were s resolute and steadfast beacon of illumination,
inspiration, consolation and unchanging reassurance
during those hideously barbaric years of apartheid
attendant with their premeditatedly conceived
and inhumanly inflicted atrocities directly
associated, not only with the iniquities
of apartheid itself but also the barbarous policies of
Black subjugation virulently and malevolently
attested through the intensely implemented
disadvantages of social, economic and
academic exclusion but additionally
and rather significantly as well,
political disenfranchisement.
 
Calculatedly created and insidiously established
encumbrances that purposely and effectively
constrained and inescapably killed off all
perceptibly pragmatic hopes of Black
societal emancipation and political
empowerment stone cold dead.
But you Mama Winnie: a formidable, relentless
and successful fighter against these callously
devised, spitefully enduring and rigorously
performed injustices, inspirationally and
coherently imbued in the rest of us, the
matching persistence and unwavering
steadfastness abounding in yourself
to carry on regardless, in our joint
fight against the overabundance
of social and human injustices
that our Black Race, not only
presently but unremittingly
for several centuries now
has also been intensely,
injuriously and rather
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cold-heartedly been
evilly subjected to.
 
And although this uncompromising and committed
war for our unquestionable human rights, social
entitlements and characteristic self-esteem as
fellow human beings isn't at all universally
recognized let alone supportively aided
by others, or on our part completely
gained entirely on our struggles - nevertheless
thanks tremendously to you, Mama Winnie
and your most efficacious combat against
apartheid - our own distinctive battles
for unresolved justice and equality
will assuredly and unremittingly
carry on, until the day of our
triumphant and deserving
freedom finally dawns.
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20 April 2018.
 
 
Author's Comments:
Hail to you Winnie Madikzela Mandela! A stalwart and courageous warrior for
Black dignity and our malevolently trampled on sensitivities. A liberator of
everything good within our Black race and an outstandingly commendable and
inspirational creator of a legacy that will enduringly live on in the hearts and
minds not only of those who were fortunate to know you and likewise observe
your struggle while you were living amongst us, but will also carry on as a highly
illuminating beacon for countless future generations of Black people and
genuinely emancipated women across Africa, throughout its global Diaspora and
the rest of humanity.
 
Therefore, now that your admirable and successful work on earth is completed
rest, dear and sweet Lady, deservingly in eternal peace together with your
Almighty and benevolent Creator and the Heavenly host of Angels of which you
yourself are now one of them. And in bidding you a fond farewell, but most
definitely no goodbye, I earnestly look forward to the glorious and the most
rewarding opportunity of meeting up with again in person in eternity. God Bless
and on earth and among our still subjugated Black Race especially - Amandla
Awetu!
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Stanley Collymore
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Your Decision!
 
Whether you choose to stay or prefer to go
away is a decision you’ll have to make
entirely on your own. But won’t it
be much better if you were to stay
and fight for this relationship,
buffeted I know by many
difficulties cruelly heaped
upon it and painfully torn apart, and
by doing so seriously attempt to
make a brand new start?
 
Stanley Collymore
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You're Black, Inferior And Have No Rights To A Proper
Education!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
In Britain there's an inured dumbed-down educational system,
that is fittingly and therefore encouragingly in the sick and
puerile minds of its progenitors and supporters, which
actively and self-servingly encourages academic
failures through assisting incompetent and
wholly intellectually challenged white
students directly across the board from nursery,
primary and secondary school entry to their
ensuing enrolment at university and other
tertiary levels of education to markedly
conscious and distinctly unprincipled
terms, as is quite evidently there to
see, by design wholly bedevil all
efforts and purposeful avenues
of meritocracy and assiduous
study and rather junkie-like
and zealous rely solely on
the devious shenanigans
as well as the blatantly
unethical exploits of
chicanery indulged
in by their useless,
also corrupt and
systematically
disingenuous
educators up
to the major
standing of
university
professor.
 
Students and the alleged allocators of their questionably
delivered education alike who conveniently for them
find themselves resolutely and most reactionarily
imbued with their joint delusional, completely
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white supremacist and exceptionalist racist
mindset, convincingly in their rather sick
minds and furthermore constantly brain
washed by an unjust and discriminatory system that
imperiously directs them to feel and unfalteringly
believe that there's nothing for them to either
learn or even in the situation of their trusted
educational minders for the latter to really
dispense to them; for as they're already
and comprehensively persuaded that
whatever they needed to know and
would subsequently as practising
adults oversee throughout their
individual life had previously
and indisputably from birth been intrinsically
permanently and significantly genetically
embedded in their everlastingly white
superior DNA, why on earth then it
was subjectively reckoned should
educational institutions like Top
Valley Academy, Nottingham,
England pointlessly go out of
their way to provide for, as
they saw it, the ridiculous
academic abilities or the
absurd aspirations of
full-blooded Blacks
or even half-breed
picaninnies like
Chloe Barton?
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
13 January 2017.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem has been inspired by and is also specifically dedicated to Chloe
Barton: a student at Top Valley Academy that's located in Nottingham City in the
English East Midlands and also others like her across the entire United Kingdom
and at all levels of tuition received by them attendant with individual study on
their part, who both feel and are equally convinced in the vast majority of their
cases that the entire British educational system, for what it's truly worth that is
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and spanning essentially from nursery throughout primary, secondary and even
upwards to tertiary studies levels and beyond, simply isn't working for them and
is routinely and categorically characterized and likewise inimically jeopardized
and wilfully destroyed as well by individuals both within and who're also entirely
responsible for the said educational system but who none the less are largely
unaccountable by any enshrined or even universally understood democratic
criteria for that educational system, its diabolical liberties and clearly its gross
racial and social inequalities.
 
And among these inveterate, full of themselves, highly incompetent, narcissistic,
enduringly diehard and sycophantically nepotistic employees - that's how they
got their jobs in the first place and manage, despite their transparent lack of
ability and multiple inadequacies, to hold on to them - and particularly ironic too
as it happens, relative to the aforesaid circumstances, indisputably and
disturbingly intellectually challenged morons of the likes of Sean Kelly: the sitting
Principal of Top Valley Academy in Nottingham and correspondingly his like-
minded cretinous teachers and administrators at that supposed educational
institution who incredibly and as supposed educators nevertheless in their fervid
imaginings literally assume that being white Caucasian is all that substantially
and even vitally matters in the educational and purported racial superior stakes,
and then in their delusional mindset rampantly transfer those loathsome and sick
assumptions of theirs to all those who don't fit their repulsive and totally
unsubstantiated conclusions.
 
But alas they're not alone in this and merely constitute the tip of this
malevolently treacherous and out of control iceberg that menacingly and
perilously lurks within the dangerous waters of the British educational system. A
situation where skin colour and not personal ability - as is quite discernible to
anyone with eyes to see and really wish to do so - in the individual and
collectives cases of all these so-called brilliant graduates even from purported
prestigious British universities that infest the British House of Commons;
corporate, banking and other financial industries and, of course, major media
outlets in the UK both private and state-owned like the BBC but who in actuality
couldn't plot their way, without assistance, out of a sodden paper bag if that
action was even to save their fucking pathetic lives, do unwarrantedly but
nevertheless continue to reign supreme!
 
Stanley Collymore
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You'Ve Got What I Desperately Need; So Let's Be
Having It!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
I know you want my body and I'm quite willing to give
it to you! For in the current circumstances it seems
to me to be the most desirable and natural thing
in the world for me to do, bearing in mind
the extensive manner in which you so
instinctively turn me on each time I look at
you, even when temporarily setting aside
the presence, I readily confess, of
that adorably enormous hard-on that
you're nurturing, possess and delightfully
too evidently sporting; and itself quite
purposefully lurking within yet
conspicuously somewhat difficult
to conceal, I'm sure you'll agree
with me, inside those rather
tight trousers of yours
that additionally and
quite temptingly
that you're
wearing.
 
Located in which is a Penis whose discernibly revealing
promise swiftly conjures up in my dizzy head through
these scrutinizing eyes of mine how very much
better that imposing and consummately
imploring erection of yours lovingly,
skilfully and appreciably set free
by someone like me from its
present, pointless and restrictive isolation could
alternatively, by merely operating externally
rather than being confined internally, be
more profitably, mutually beneficially,
enduringly and, decidedly, privately
recruited to assist - just by being
literally outdoors and effectively free -
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the much needed catalyst, expectantly
and wholeheartedly wished for, to
expediently and pleasurably
liberate the coital bliss
profoundly yearned
for by yours
truly!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
18 December 2014.
 
Author's remarks:
True sexual liberation is not a one way street whose usage is or should ever be
exclusively permitted or allowed to morph into becoming the sole prerogative of
just one gender. Rather, it's more of a dual carriageway where both participants
should always be completely at liberty to openly express their specific sexual
needs and preferences, hopefully be able to consensually fulfil them, or else have
it honestly explained to them in a mature and sensitive way why their
expectations can't be realized. Anything else is sexual exploitation and should be
sensibly avoided!
 
Stanley Collymore
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You've No Cause For Any Worries I Assure You!
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
What would I have done without you in my life
you rather unexpectedly but clearly jokingly
I assume wanted to know and decided you
would ask?  Find myself another good
but evidently incomparable to you
woman naturally I was flippantly
tempted to spontaneously and diplomatically
reply but finally logically and judiciously
did not, as I could grasp and therefore
also suddenly realize how pointless
my conjecture on that unarguably
thorny subject and something
that happily didn't happen
but could so possibly if
commented on quite
needlessly open up
a can of difficult
worms for me.
 
For in my honest opinion even if I were
inclined, which frankly I wasn't in the
least persuaded that I should be, to
give an off the cuff or even a
straightforward answer
either possibly truth-
fully but more likely than not a consolingly
misleading and pertinently wisely too a
diplomatic one to your enquiry neither
of them would either be forthrightly
relevant, or even in the slightest
fair, given that your question
was in actual fact strictly a
hypothetical supposition;
something cleverly thrown
into the air by you and
quite specifically to
attain from me an
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unquestionably
unconsidered
contribution.
 
So in the given circumstances and with the dice
of probability so heavily loaded against
me why then should I bother to even
start trying to treat your whimsical
query as though it was a serious
question? For when it comes
down to personal emotions
I always deal in reality, a
fundamental stance of which I'm fully
cognizant that you're similarly well
aware of and most categorically
and exclusively accounts for
why you are here in my
life - the only woman-
cum-lady I've ever
truthfully wanted
to be and have
intelligently
chosen as
my wife!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
16 September 2016.
 
 
Author's Remarks:
This poem was purposely conceptualized, created and specifically written with
genuinely heterosexual persons and couples exclusively in mind and who are
themselves either already in or else seriously contemplating on embarking on a
constructive and meaningful relationship with that special person in their life, be
it as a partner, husband or wife.
 
This notwithstanding that one or even both of you may have previously gone
astray in your particular relationship but having wisely seen sense and positively
reacted to its dire warning are now back together and what's more in champion
style and thrillingly robust form, both of these buttressed by your erstwhile
failings as you now make a gutsy and commendable go at repairing as well as
firmly and pleasurably consolidating your precious relationship.
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However and by no stretch of the imagination - my own or that of any other
conscionable person - is this poem in any way intended for any of the following
loathsome and deviant persons: those smitten by Dykeism or Queerism whether
of the open sort or the closet variety and regardless of whatever powerful
position(s)  they hold socially or professionally in the United Kingdom or the
influence that they wield.
 
Neither is it for paedophiles; those who support or protect them, or astonishingly
with mindboggling condescension and incredible brazenness universally accord to
these sickeningly and invariably privileged elite perverts blanket official immunity
either politically, through a disreputable Crown Prosecution Service, Police and
the national law enforcement system; or a corrupt and itself deeply tarnished
and immensely paedophilic in character UK and particularly English and Welsh
judiciary!
 
And so to this latter and utterly despised by me inured sewer scum I
unapologetically say to all of you in relation to this poem - piss off and don't even
look at it far less so take to reading it. For it's not meant for gutter rats like you
that despairingly for all the decent residents within the UK's population see you
increasingly emerging in huge numbers and in officially designated genderless
Britain, in which you've played a major part in this transformation, from the
stinking sewer where you permanently belong and ought forcibly to be made to
stay.
 
Reading me loud and clear Ms Hiliary Benn; Messrs Eagle, Julia Wendy Macur,
Kezia Dugdale, Laura Kuenssberg and testosterone May; and complementing this
phalanx of human detritus the several truculent dominatrix and their girlie
submissive Misses - or bitches as they would much prefer that you call them and
of whom the constraints of time only allow me to name a tiny fraction of them -
Keith Vaz, Ian McNicol, Philip Sales, Jack Beatson, NEIL COYLE: him who wants
to sue Jeremy Corbyn - hello sweetie - and Tom Watson!
 
Stanley Collymore
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Zauberhafte Möwen
 
Von Stanley Collymore
 
Hallo! Warum bist du boshaft, böswillig und lieber
antagonistisch Steine auf jeden werfen Möwe,
deren harmlose und natürliche Präsenz
du erkennst und ganz erkennbar
undungerechtfertigt schaden wollen? Damit Ich
verwende das Wort natürlich hier nicht nur
in seiner verallgemeinerte und normal
anerkannte Form sondern auch in
seiner genauen und umfangreichen etymologisch
bekannt. Für diese Möwen sind nicht nur
Küsten Bewohner angemessen zu
Machen das Beste aus einer
breiten Palette Seefahrt-Einstellung,
sie sind auch uralte etabliert
Ureinwohner von diesen identisch
und Wasserregionen, die sie
routinemäßig undganz
offensichtlich,
gerne häufig.
 
Aber Standorte, wenn sie jemals irrtümlich verlassen
warden zu den wilden und störenden Handlungen
von Idioten wie Ihnen, das wird zweifellos
zwangsweise gemacht, um zu sehen all
diese schönen Möwen effektiv,
irreversibel und dauerhaft
weg. Damit angeblich wie die tief verwurzelten
Kissen, die Sie transparent sind, nur einmal
in deinem erbärmlichen Leben versuchen,
etwas deutlich Positives zu tun für die
anständigen Elemente der Mensch-
heit und, dabei ein ganz großer
zugunsten in Bezug auf eine dauerhafte
und unverwechselbares Erbe für
die Gegenwart und zukünftige
Generation von Menschen
Populationen unverkennbar
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hinterlassen diese hervorragend
buchstabieren verbindlich
und kategorisch nur
bezaubernde
Möwen!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
20. September 2019.
 
 
Anmerkungen des Autors:
Sie schweben mit angemessener Anmut und Leichtigkeit über die Skyline der
Meere und begeistern die Herzen und den Geist all derer, die Schönheit wirklich
zu schätzen wissen und eine natürliche und dauerhafte Verbundenheit mit der
Natur haben. Und so sollte es leider auch sein! So wie es die Natur von Anfang
an von Ihrer eindrucksvollen Art her gewollt hatte.
 
Stanley Collymore
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Zionist Ashkenazim Scum! Auschwitz Was Much Too
Good For Them.
 
By Stanley Collymore
 
Unbridled greed, routine privilege and public office
malfeasance intrinsically coupled with unbounded
nepotism, monopolistic control of the banking,
other financial, all likely gainful commercial
activities together with the miscellany of
other unwarranted but even so highly
influential societal positions given
automatically to people like me
and, of course, the country's
political and legal systems
that are my own rightful and unchallengeable
entitlements. For collectively and in reality
we're the Ashkenazim nation: Yiddish
Europeans who've conveniently, very
profitably and immensely too quite
beneficially for us in all feasible
fashions embraced Judaism,
and with our post World
War Two ubiquitously,
fraudulently but oh so ridiculously lucratively
used holocaust Anti-Semitism trademark -
although we're no more Semites than the
native residents of the United States of
America's Appalachian region - have
nevertheless carved out for ourselves
a prized and illegal nuclear manor
like no other in the country once
known as Palestine and doing
so our critics say, however
don't believe them, at the
genocidal and ongoing
barbaric annihilation
of its aboriginal and
genuinely Semitic
population, the
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Palestinians!
 
© Stanley V. Collymore
9 May 2015
 
 
Author's Remarks:
Feral and detestable sewer scum who happily, sadistically and ubiquitously dish
out their poisonous contagion at will and regardless of the consequences for
others however unwarranted their perniciously sick actions and multiple offensive
activities are; but who when their loathsomely demonic and predatory actions
finally catch up with them, predictably like the cowardly Yid bastards and bitches
that they are they instinctively dodge justice and its inevitable consequences for
them with every resource and all scheming devices at their inhuman disposal,
while shouting at the top of their voices - this is anti-Semitism that you're
directing at us!
 
Stanley Collymore
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©Stanley V. Collymore
2019?7?13??
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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©Stanley V. Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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Stanley Collymore
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© Stanley V. Collymore
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